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ABSTRACT 
This Report describes the current best estimate of the Ranger VII 
spacecraft flight path and the way in which it was determined. Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facility tracking of the spacecraft was virtually 
continuous from injection to lunar impact. Dramatic TV photos of the 
lunar surface were received at the Goldstone tracking station during 
the last 17 min before impacting the Moon, in what was later to be 
named the lunar "Mare Cognitum." This event marked the first time 
that man has succeeded in obtaining closeup photographs of the front 
side of the Moon. Postflight analysis of the tracking data resulted in 
valuable determinations of the masses of the Earth and the Moon, 
tracking station locations, lunar ephemeris scale factor, and lunar ra-
dius to the Ranger VII impact point, to within 0.4 km. ~ 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This Report describes the current best estimate of the 
Ranger VII spacecraft flight path and the way in which 
it was determined. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
(DSIF) tracking of the spacecraft was virtually continu-
ous from injection to lunar impact. Postflight analysis of 
the tracking data resulted in valuable determinations of 
the masses of the Earth and the Moon, tracking station 
locations, lunar ephemeris scale factor, and radius of the 
Moon at the Ranger VII impact point. The impact loca-
tion of Ranger VII is known to within 1.0 km, using the 
standard deviation as a measure of uncertainty. 
The primary objective of the Ranger Block III (Ranger 
6 through 9) flights is to obtain TV pictures of the lunar 
surface which will be of benefit to both the scientific 
program and the U.S. manned lunar flight program. The 
Ranger VII spacecraft, which was launched from Cape 
Kennedy on July 20, 1964, and 68 hr 36 min later im-
pacted the Moon on target on July 31, accon'lplished its 
primary objective. This flight, as did Ranger VI, dra-
matically demonstrated the capabilities of Earth-based 
radio guidance. The Ranger VII postflight analysis pro-
vided Significant determinations of the physical constants 
mentioned above, which are in excellent agreement with 
similar determinations realized from the Ranger VI 
postflight analysis. 
During the launch phase the Atlas and Agena stages 
performed within tolerance and injected the spacecraft 
into a grazing, backside impact trajectory with the Moon. 
1 
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The Sea of Storms was selected as the general area Qf 
impact, since it was the most favorable location for the 
prevailing lunar surface lighting conditions. Seventeen 
hours after launch a near perfect midcourse maneuver 
was executed. The resultant impact point was only 13 
Ian from the center of the chosen target area. This differ-
ence is well within the bound expected and is a combina-
tion of the errors in the orbit at the time the desired 
maneuver was determined plus the tolerances of the 
spacecraft guidance hardware. 
Section II of this Report describes the DSIF transpon-
der orbit determination. Comparisons are made among 
determinations based on premaneuver tracking only, post-
maneuver tracking only, and combined estimates based 
on premaneuver and postmaneuver tracking. Solutions 
for the masses of the Earth and the Moon, lunar ephem-
eris scale factor, and tracking station locations are 
compared to determinations based upon the Mariner II 
(Venus) and previous Ranger missions. The determination 
of the lunar radius at the Ranger VII impact point is also 
presented. The final TV pictures serve as an independent 
check on the lunar impact point as estimated from the 
orbit determination process. 
Section III discusses the operational considerations 
associated with the midcourse maneuver policy and the 
execution of the maneuver. The postflight evaluation 
described in this Section shows that the response of the 
spacecraft to the maneuver turn and velocity increment 
commands was well within the expected tolerances. 
Section IV summarizes the key spacecraft events for 
the mission, and it describes the Ranger VII orbit· in terms 
of its trajectory parameters near the Earth, in translunar 
flight, and near the Moon. 
Section V describes the Air Force Eastern Test Range 
(AFETR) tracking of the Agena launch vehicle. The 
Eastern Test Range (ETR) orbit analysis is divided into 
three parts: (1) the parking orbit; (2) the postinjection 
but preretrorocket phases, during which the spacecraft 
was still attached to the Agena; and (3) the postretro-
rocket orbit of the Agena. 
Section VI summarizes the key events in the DSIF 
tracking of the Ranger VII mission and gives a general 
description of the DSIF stations and tracking modes. The 
determination of the lunar radius at the Ranger VII impact 
point is a direct function of the "recorded" time of im-
pact. The recordings of this event time, as measured by 
the DSIF Goldstone tracking stations, are presented and 
discussed. 
II. ANALYSIS OF DSIF TRANSPONDER TRACKING DATA 
A. Introduction 
The purpose of this Section is to present the techniques 
used to determine the best estimate of the Ranger VII 
spacecraft flight path, and other significant results ob-
tained from the DSIF tracking data. Not only was it 
possible to determine the spacecraft Hight path to a high 
degree of accuracy, but, in addition, certain physical 
constants and station location parameters were derived. 
The 0.06 sec time difference between predicted and 
observed landing time, and the close agreement between 
the predicted and observed landing pOint are both excel-
lent measures of the accuracy of the estimated flight path. 
2 
The tracking data are divided into two logical blocks: 
(1) data taken prior to midcourse maneuver execution, 
and (2) data taken after midcourse maneuver execution. 
Consistent answers are obtained when these blocks are 
analyzed either independently or combined. In the latter, 
the uncertainties are significantly smaller. The Orbit 
Determination Program (ODP) of the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory (JPL) (Ref. 1) is the principal analysis tool. This 
Program utilizes an iterative, modified-least-squares tech-
nique to find the initial conditions at injection epoch 
which causes the weighted sum of squares of the resid-
uals (observed minus computed) to be minimized. The 
• 
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term «modified" is used to indicate that the weighting 
of individual data types is accomplished in a different 
manner than in the usual least-squares method. 
The initial real-time estimate of the Ranger VII space-
craft orbital elements, and initial DSIF acquisition infor-
mation were provided by ETR. These elements were 
obtained from tracking the Agena vehicle C-band trans-
ponder during the period from injection into lunar 
transfer orbit to Agena-spacecraft separation by the ETR 
tracking stations. ETR tracking data were not used for 
the flight path determination results presented in this 
Section. A complete discussion of the ETR data may be 
found in Section V. 
B. Summary of Data Used in Orbit Determination 
The DSIF tracking stations provided continuous track-
ing data from shortly after transfer orbit injection until 
lunar impact. Figure 1 summarizes the tracking station 
view periods and their data coverage for the entire mis-
sion. Figures 2, 3 and 4 are tracking station stereographic 
projections which show the trace of the spacecraft trajec-
tory for the view periods shown in Fig. l. A more com-
plete sequence of tracking events and ground station 
tracking modes may be found in Section VI. 
Table 1 summarizes the tracking data used for both 
the inflight and postflight orbital calculations and analy-
ses. This Table provides a general picture of the per-
formance of the data recording and handling systems. 
The JPL Tracking Data Editing Program (TDEP) (Ref. 2) 
is used to edit all incoming tracking data, and to prepare 
a data tape for input to the ODP. The total number of 
data points received are shown in column 3, and the 
number of points rejected by the editing program are 
shown in columns 5, 6, and 7. The points in column 5 
are the result of applying a doppler differencing test to 
detect gross errors. Hence, whenever a bad point is 
found, the following point will automatically fail the 
difference test and be rejected. It should be noted that 
during flight operations, no attempt is made to recon-
struct data points which were rejected for bad format. 
A data pOint is given a bad data condition code when 
automatic detectors, at the tracking stations, sense that 
the data would be unusable. These detectors have man-
ual overrides which are used whenever an equipment 
malfunction is suspected, and during periods when the 
transmitter is being retuned prior to sending commands 
to the spacecraft or transferring transmitting assignment 
to another station. The reason for the excessive number 
of points shown in column 7 for the first pass for Stations 
51 and 59 is given in Section VI. Otherwise, the number 
of rejected points shown in columns 5, 6, and 7 appear 
reasonable. 
The blunder points shown in column 8 result from 
applying the rejection limits seen in column 9. These 
limits are based on experience gained in previous mis-
sions, and on the philosophy that it is better to imme-
diately reject questionable points, which could create 
difficulties in converging to an orbit, than to attempt to 
salvage every point. This is particularly true when very 
few data are available during the early phase of the 
mission. The data shown in column 10 were obtained 
from the data tapes punched at the stations and mailed 
to JPL at the conclusion of each tracking pass. 
LAUNCH MIDCOURSE MANEUVER LUNAR IMPACT 
I I 
I I 
J~:::~~Gj~11-____ .,...,--'!CJ<~----Lm-r-~--~-I---L-,...Li-,r-~--0-~_~.,.-%11-0-"0'/--:w-·-.,.I-ltWII/--0j-~-~ ... -~-~--~~----...u.!1 
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VISIBLE, NO DATA 
OBTAINING TWO-WAY DOPPLER 
DATA ONLY 
OBTAINING TWO-WAY DOPPLER AND 
ANGLE DATA 
GMT, hr 
OBTAINING ANGLE DATA ONLY 
OBTAINING BAD DOPPLER AND 
ANGLE DATA 
Fig. 1. Ranger VII tracking station view periods and data coverage 
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Table 1. Summary of data used in orbit determination 
Points lost Points used in 
Number of due to bad Bad data Blunder Rejection postflight 
Points points used Bad formatl 
adjacent condition code/ points/ limits on analysis, Station Data type 
received in real time/ (% of received) point/ (% of received) (% of received) blunder points obtained from (% of received) (% of receivedl station tapes' 
(1) (21 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (91 nO) 
Premidcourse 
12 2-way 
Pass No.1 doppler 335b 66/(19.7) 0/(0;0) 1/(0.3) 5/(1.5) 0/(0.0) 0.2 cps 158 
41 2-way 
Pass No.1 doppler 323 267/(82.7) 2/(0.6) 12/(3.7) 36/(11.1) 6/(1.9) 0.2 cps 258 
HA 399 325/(81.4) 5/(1.3) 0/(0.0) 9/(2.3) 60/(15.0) 1 deg 0 
Dec 399 325/(81.4) 5/(1.3) 0/(0.0) 9/(2.3) 60/(15.0) 0.1 deg 0 
51 2-way 
Pass No.1 doppler 78 0/(0.0) 0/(0.0) 4/(5.1) 65/(83.3) 9/(11.5) 0.2 cps 0 
HA 162 23/(14.2) 0/(0.0) 0/(0.0) 127/(78.4)- 12/(7.4) 0.3 deg 0 
Dec 162 24/(14.8) 0/(0.0) 0/(0.0) 127/(78.4)- 11/(6.8) 0.1 deg 0 
51 2-way 
Pass No.2 doppler 493 420/(85.2) 15/(3.0) 15/(3.0) 36/(7.3) 7/(1.4) 0.2 cps 428 
HAC 700 80/(11.4) 23/(3.3) 0/(0.0) 16/(2.3) 17/(2.4) 0.3 deg 0 
Decc 700 79/(11.3) 23/(3.3) 0/(0.0) 16/(2.3) 18/(2.6) 0.1 deg 0 
59d 2-way 
Pass No.1 doppler 71 5/(7.0) 0/(0.0) 1/(1:4) 29/(40.8) 36/(50.7) 0.4 cps 5 
Postmidcourse 
12 2-way 485 414/(85.4) 8/(1.6) 26/(5.4) 0/.(0.0) 37/(7.6) 0.2 cps 414 
Pass No.1 doppler 
12 do. 721 688/(95.4) 5/(0.7) 3/(0.4) 8/(1.1) 17/(2.4) do. 687 
Pass No.2 
12 do. 675 236/(35.0)' 14/{2.1) 15/{2.2) 18/(2.7) 1/{0.1) do. 634 
Pass No.3 
41 do. 447 356/{79.6) 5/(1.1) 32/{7.2) 34/{7.6) 20/{4.5) do. 355 
Pass No.1 
41 do. 295 264/(89.5) 3/(1.0) 6/(2.0) 18/(6.1) 4/(1.4) do. 251 
Pass No.2 
51 do. 329 256/(77.8) 13/(4.0) 15/(4.6) 38/{11.6) 7/{2.1) do. 256 
Pass No.1 
51 do. 474 365/{77.0) 20/{4.2) 35/{7.4) 34/{7.2) 20/(4.2) do. 381 
Pass No.2 
aData points are obtained from stotion data tapes to avoid transmissjon errors. 
blncludes 161 points of 10-sec data taken during spacecraft reorientation prior to midcourse motor ignition. These data were not included in postflight orbital computations. 
cApproximately 564 angle pairs were ignored during real-time computations. 
dNot scheduled to provide tracking data after pass No.1. 
e'ncludes 43 angle pairs taken while spacecraft was below station horizon. 
fThe last realMtime orbit was calculated approximately 1 hr before impact. Hence, 378 good doppler points were not used during flight operations. 
7 
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C. Dat,a Weighting and Error Sources 
In the modified-least-squares method used in the ODP, 
the weighting values for the individual data points are 
determined by the expected (or measured) "effective 
variances."1 The weighting scheme used in the program 
developed by T. w. Hamilton2 considers all known error 
sources to determine the "effective variance." Two classes 
of error sources are associated with the data used in the 
Ranger VII orbital calculations namely: (1) two-way dop-
pler, and (2) hour angle (HA) and declination (Dec). 
The error sources for two-way doppler are: 
1. Trajectory computation errors due to rounding 
errors in the Cowell integration (Ref. 5). 
2. Doppler counter rounding errors due to "start" and 
"stop" gate pulses not occurring at times such that 
an integral number of cycles has passed, or by vari-
ations between "start" and "stop" pulses. 
3. Ground station transmitter reference frequency 
errors either in absolute frequency or reference 
oscillator frequency drift. The reference frequency 
is controlled by a temperature stabilized, voltage 
controlled oscillator (VCO) at Stations 41, 51 and 
59, and by either a VCO or a frequency synthesizer 
(SYNTHESIZER) driven by a rubidium frequency 
standard at Station 12. The drift rate is 1 part in 
108/15 min for the VCO, and 3 parts in 1011!hr for 
the rubidium standard. 
4. Doppler counter error due to dropped or added 
cycles in the presence of a low signal-to-noise ratio. 
5. Refraction correction errors due to the difference 
between the atmospheric model in the ODP and 
the actual atmosphere at a given time. 
6. Spacecraft antenna motion caused by spacecraft 
tumbling or stabilization motion. 
1This approach was first used at JPL by A. R. M. Noton in "Effect of 
Correlated Data in Orbit Detennination From Radio Tracking 
Data," August 1959 (internal communication). Further discussion 
was given by A. R. M. Noton, E. Cutting, and F. Barnes (Ref. 3). 
T. A. Magness and J. B. McGuire have developed mathematical 
expressions to contrast the perfonnance of least-squares, modified-
least-squares, and minimum covariance estimators in tenns of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the data noise covariance matrix 
(Ref. 4). 
2T. W. Hamilton, "Apriori Weighting Coefficients," April 12, 1962 
(internal communication) . 
8 
The error sources associated with angular (HA and 
Dec) are: 
1. Angle jitter or variation about the almmg point 
caused by the antenna drive servomechanisms. 
2. Angle correction errors caused by differences be-
tween the empirical correction model, which is 
based on the antenna optical axis, and the RF 
pointing axis. 
3. Angular encoder readout errors caused by inaccu-
racies in compensation cams. Resolution is plus or 
minus one count which corresponds to 0.002 deg. 
4. Refraction correction errors due to the difference 
between the atmospheric model used in the ODP 
and the actual atmosphere at a given time. 
The manner in which the error sources enter into the 
weighting scheme may be seen in the following expres-
sion which is used to compute the effective variance 0"2 
for weighting a given data point 
where 
(J"2 ~ t 8i g~ Max {I, Tcorrelation} 
i=l TsamPle 
i = basic error source 
~ 
s~ = variance of the basic error source 
~ 
gi = sensitivity coefficient 
~ 
Tcorrelation = "correlation width," in seconds, of the 
basic error source 
~ 
Tsample = sample spacing, in seconds 
Table 2 shows the functional form of the sensitivity co-
efficients associated with HA, Dec, and two-way doppler. 
These coefficients are computed in the ODP, and 
Tcorrelaticm, TsamPle, and the variances (s~) are on the data 
input record supplied by the TDEP. Specifically, TsamPle 
is obtained directly from the sample time indicated in the 
tracking data. Tcorrelati(}n and s~ are obtained from con-
trol cards read into the TDEP in a single-weight code 
wordS by the orbit engineer. The numerical values used 
for Tcorrelati(}n and s~ are based on a priori knowledge of 
the individual tracking stations gained from previous 
3Two-way doppler data for Station 12 requires the use of two-weight 
codes to reflect the two methods of controlling the transmitter ref-
erence frequency; i.e., VCO and SYNTHESIZER. 
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Table 2. Sensitivity coefficients, gi, for HA, Dec and 
two-way doppler 
Error Sensitivity coefficient 
.source Hour angle Declination Two-way doppler 
1 1 Icos (Dec) 1 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 




cos'" sin' (HA) 
Llr (HA) == ". (Llr 'Y) 
cos"',.. SIO u-
cos 'Y sin", - sin "I cos'" cos u 
Ar (Dec) :::: (Ar 'Y) 
cos (Dec) 
¢ == geocentric latitude of tracking station 
"I :::: elevation angle 
u :::: azimuth angle 
Ar"l == refraction correction for elevation angle 
== 57.2957795 n h,h,/340.0, for 'Y < 0.3 rod 
= 57.2957795 n X 10-' cot 'Y, for 'Y ~ 0.3 rod 







h, == 1.0 - (1.216 X 10' b3 "I) - (51.'0 - 3'0'0.0 "I) y'b; 
b, == [7.'0 X 10-4,('0.'0589 + "I)] - 1.26 X 10-3 
h3 == 1/1'03 (r - RE) 
r == geocentric radius to spacecraft 
RE == Earth's radius 
Llrp == 0.0018958 [(sin A + 0.'06483,-,·4 
-(sin B + '0.'06483,-,·4] n134C.C 
A:::: "I + Te ,y/2 
B :::: 'Y _. Te .y 12 
Te :::: doppler count interval, sec 
p == range from station to spacecraft 
missions and On error models for the various error sources. 
Table 3 presents values of gi, s~, Tcorrelation, and the re-
sulting contribution to the total weight from each basic 
error source computed at two diHerent times along the 
trajectory. The individual data weights for the entire 
trajectory for a given orbital calculation may be seen in 
the tracking data residual listings in Appendix E. It is 
interesting to note the change in data weight when the 
transmitter was switched from SYNTHESIZER to veo 
at 08:41:32 GMT on July 29th in the premaneuver orbit. 
The contribution to the total weight due to spacecraft 
tumbling was considered to be zero since the only tum-
bling occurred between injection at 17:20:01 and Sun 
acquisition at 18:06:52 GMT. During this period 30 sec 
of usable data were received from Station 59, and 8 min 
of usable data from Station 41. Figure 4 presents a dra-
matic example of doppler sensitivity to spacecraft mo-
tion. The doppler residuals seen in the Figure were 
observed at Station 41 during Sun Acquisition sequence. 
The residuals to the left of 18:00:00 GMT show space-
craft tumbling prior to exit from the Earth's shadow, 
and those to the right show the motion of the spacecraft 
while it was searching for the Sun. When the spacecraft 
was in the cruise mode maintaining Sun-Earth lock, the 
maximum change in doppler phase due to the limit 
cycle was 0.1 cycles. 
In Table 2 it may be seen that the eHect on the total 
weight for the doppler counter error sources (rounding 
and added or dropped cycles) may be minimized by 
using a long counting base. This is accomplished at the 
DSIF stations by taking continuous count doppler with 
a dual counter system. That is, one counter continuously 
counts cycles that have passed from some start time. 
When it receives a pulse to supply a doppler sample, it 
transfers its contents to another counter without inter-
rupting its counting action. The contents of the second 
are then translated from binary-coded decimal (BCD) 
to decimal and punched on paper tape. Doppler refrac-
tion correction (error source 5) is not a predominant 
error source except possibly for the early part of a mission 
when the elevation angle rates are high. For this mis-
sion, only 30 sec of early usable doppler data were avail-
able from Station 59. The transmitter reference frequency 
drift (error source 3) is a major contributor to the total 
doppler weight for stations using the yeO; but is negli-
gible for Station 12 when using the SYNTHESIZER. For 
example, near lunar encounter where the contribution 
from this source is a maximum, the error attributed to the 
frequency drift for the SYNTHESIZER is (T2 = 0.03756 
X 10-4, and for the veo it is (T2 = 375.6 X 10-4 • 
For the angular data types (HA, Dec), the predominant 
error sources are angle correction errors and encoder 
errors. During Ranger VII correction errors of 0.1 deg and 
encoder errors of approximately 0.02 deg peak~to-peak 
were noted. Plots of these errors may be seen in Figs. 5 
and 6 in which the residuals represent the error remain-
ing after the angle corrections had been applied. Due 
to these large errors, angular data were not used in the 
orbit calculations except during the early phase of the 
mission. They were very helpful in obtaining the first 
orbital estimates since there was a scarcity of usable 
data during the first two hours after injection. The con-
tribution due to refraction correction errors was rela-
tively small and was not used for local elevation angles 
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Table 3. Contribution from individual error sources to total weight for Ranger VII mission 
Early doppler (range = 55,000 kml late doppler (range""" 383,000 kml 
Correlation Correlation q~ , CpS2 g~ s! g~ s~ 2 2 width, sec width, sec 0, ' cps 
1 1.1 X 10·' 36,000 65.6 X 10--4 1 1. 1 X 10-5 36,000 65.6 X to-' 
2.78 X to-' 0.16 1 0.47 X 10·' 2.78 X 10-' 0.16 1 0.47 X 10-' 
0.0189 0.41 X 10-2 600 7.76 X to·' 0.917 0.4 1 X 10-2 600 376.1 X 10-' 
(for VeO) (VeO) (VeO) 
0.41 X 10·' 0.03761 X 10·' 
(SYNTHESIZER) (SYNTHESIZER) 
5.56 X 10-' 0.96 1 5.43 X 10-' 5.56 X 10-' 0.96 1 5.34 X 10-' 
1.11 X 10-' 0.04 1,000 0.007 X 10-' 3.92 X 10-' 0.04 1,000 0.026 X 10-' 
Zero for Ranger VII Zero for Ranger VII 
, ~ 0'2 {= 446.6 X 10-' (VeO) 
~ 0': = 79.24 X 10--4 '=1 • = 71.5 X lO-'(SYNTHESIZER) 
i=l 
0' = 0.089 { = 0.211 (VeO) 
0' = 0.085 (SYNTHESIZER) 
Early angles (range = 55,000 kml late angles (range "'" 383,000 kml 
s! Correlation u! ' deg2 s! Correlation u: ,deg 2 s! width, sec g: width, sec 
Dec = 1 9.0 X 10.6 1 Dec = 0.09 X 10-' Dec = 1 9.0 X 10-' 1 Dec = 0.09 X 10--4 
HA = 1.026 HA = 0.0924 X 10-' HA = 1.008 HA = 0.0907 X 10·' 
1 1.0 X to·' 20,000 333.33 X 10-' 1 1.0 X 10-' 20,000 333.33 X 10-' 
1 1.44 X 10-' 1 0.0144 X to-' 1 1.44 X 10-' 1 0.0144 X to·, 
Dec = 1.26 X 10-4 4.0 X 10.2 1,000 Dec = 0.84 X 10-' Dec = 4.1 2 X 10·' 4.0 X 10-2 1,000 Dec = 2.75 X 10-' 
HA = 2.48 X 10-' HA = 1.65 X 10--4 HA = 2.44 X 10-' HA =:; 1.63 X'1 0-' 
~ 0'". • " { = 334.27 X 10-' (Dec) 
'=1 • = 335.06 X 10-' (HA) ~ 0' 
• 2 {= 336.18. X 10·' (Dec) 
'=1 • = 335.06 X 10-' (HA) 
u{ = 0.183 (Dec) 
= 0.183 (HA) 
{= 0.183 (Dec) 
= 0.183 (HA) 
Note: sample rate = count time = 60 sec 
[. 2 Ji2 - [. 2 2 {T correlatlon} ]'/, 
0' = ~ 0', - ~ g is, Max 1, T 
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TIME 17 hr 40 min FROM JULY 28, 1964, min 
Fig. 5. Station 41 doppler variation during Sun acquisition 
the total HA weight was determined by the declination 
angles seen during the mission. For Ranger VII, declination 
angles ranged between 349 and 7.8 deg. In Table 2 it 
may seem that this error source contributes very heavily 
to total HA weight for declination angles near 90 and 
270 deg. 
For both doppler and angular data, an additional error 
source exists; namely, the differences in absolute time 
between the station clocks. For Ranger VII. an experi-
mental method was used to determine these differences 
to within 1 msec during flight operations. This method 
is based on two stations measuring the time of a spe-
cific telemetered event (occurring when both stations 
have the spacecraft in view) and correcting these times 
for differences in station-probe range. The event meas-
ured was a telemetry synchronization pulse which oc-
curred every 1000 sec. At the stations the event time 
was measured using an analog recorder operating at a 
paper speed of 60 in./sec. In addition to the synchroniza-
tion pulse, a BCD time code and a 100 pps timing ref-
erence was recorded. It was assumed that the signal 
transit time through the equipment (i.e., from antenna 
to recording device) was the same for all stations. Re-
sults of these measurements indicate a 6 msec difference 
between the clocks at Stations 12 and 41, and a 3 msec 
difference between Stations 12 and 51. The detailed affect 
of these biases on the estimate of the Ranger VIl flight 
path is small but is being carefully investigated. 
The sample spacing to be used at the tracking stations 
is determined by the tradeoff between doppler counter 
rounding errors and truncation errors occurring in the 
doppler frequency computations. The expression used in 
the ODP for these computations is 
where !(tob) = the integrated doppler frequency, which 
should be observed by a station at time 
tob' 
T = sample spacing 
F(t) = the instantaneous frequency of the dop-
pler shift which should have been ob-
served at time t. 
This integral is evaluated by expanding a Taylor series 
about T and integrating term by term leading to 
8 .. 
f(tOb) = T F(T) + ~ F(t) + O(FiV) 
Thus, the truncation error is a function of T and the 
fourth derivative of the frequency (which is, in turn, 
dependent on the fifth derivative of range). For this mis-
sion sample spacing had to be reduced during three 
phases of the flight: (1) near Earth, (2) during maneuver 
motor thrusting, and (3) near lunar encounter. For these 
phases sample spacings of 5, 10, and 10 sec, respectively, 
were used. At all other times a sample spacing of 60 sec 
was used. 
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It is believed that the total weight applied to angular 
and two-way doppler data is somewhat conservative, and 
that all error sources which contribute a measurable 
amount of the total weight have been taken into account. 
D. Premaneuver Orbit Based on Premaneuver 
Tracking Only 
Table 4 summarizes the data used for the postflight 
analysis of the premaneuver data, and presents the sta-
tistics pertaining to these data. It will be noted that only 
two-way doppler data were used in the orbit calculation. 
Angular data were not used because of biases due to 
the inadequacy of the angular correction model. These 
biases may be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, and the correction 
model errors will be explained more fully in Section VI. 
From Table 4 it may be seen that the noise level for all 
stations except Station 59 varied between 0.001 and 0.022 
m/sec. At Station 59 the noise level was higher (0.031 
m/sec), since a higher sample rate of 1/5 sec was re-
quired due to high spacecraft acceleration. Residual 
plots for the premaneuver data may be seen in Figs. 8 
through IS. It should be noted that these plots do not 
pertain to this particular calculation; but, as will be 
pointed out in the section on combined results, they 
deviate by an insignificant amount from the residuals of 
this orbit. 
Table 5, columns 1 through S, shows the parameters 
which were estimated and the a priori information used. 
For this orbital calculation, large a priori uncertainties 
were placed on all parameters so that the final solution 
would be determined solely by the tracking data. For the 
station location uncertainties, the Xl, X2, Xg coordinate 
system (centered at the tracking station) was used. In 
this system, Xl and X2 are in the equatorial plane with 
X2 in the longitude direction and Xl normal to the Earth's 
spin axis. Xg is in the direction of the Earth's spin axis. 
A 1-(1' a priority of 500, 500, and 100 m was used for Xl> 
X2 , and Xg, respectively, and then rotated into the station 
spherical coordinate system (radius, latitude, and longi-
tude) for input into the ODP. 
Column 4 of the Table contains the statistics asso-
ciated with this orbital calculation at injection epoch, 
maneuver epoch, and lunar impact. At injection epoch, 
the smallest uncertainty in the Cartesian orbital elements 
appears in the X direction, and the largest in the Z 
direction. This is as expected since the spacecraft orbital 
plane is almost coincident with the X-Y plane, and the 
spacecraft motion is predominently in the X direction. 
The doppler measurement is also in this dIrection; there-
fore, X and Y should be well determined. Since Z is 
normal to the doppler measurement, it will not be as well 
determined. The uncertainty in the universal gravita-
tional constant times the mass of Earth (GMe) was re-
Table 4. Statistics on premaneuver data 
With postmaneuver as 
With postmaneuver as 
No a priority from postmaneuver a priority plus REM 
Number of a priority constraint 
Station doppler 
points Standard Standard Standard 
deviation", Mean, cps Remarksb deviation, Mean, cps deviation, Mean, cps 
cps cps cps 
12 61 0.0079 +0.0031 Data taken below 17-deg elevation 0.0082 0.0018 0.0079 -0.0003 
using rubidium frequency standard 
23 0.0105 -0.0055 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0105 -0.0040 0.0102 -O.OOjll 
using rubidium frequency standard 
74 0.0142 +0.0036 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0142 -0.0023 0.0141 0.0000 
using voltage controlled osc (VeO) 
41 252 0.0100 +0.0012 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0102 -0.0003 0.0100 -0.0006 
using veo 
6 0.0059 -0.0016 do. 0.0060 -0.0003 0.0060 -0.0041 
51 428 0.0100 -0.0019 do. 0.0102 0.0026 0.0100 -0.0010 
59 5 0.2010 -0.0203 do. 0.1980 -0.0080 0.1970 0.1390 
"In the Ranger VII station configuration for L-band frequency, 1 counted doppler cycle ~ 0.156 m. 
bRemarks concerning rubidium frequency standard and veo refer to method used to provide ground station transmitter reference frequency. 
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Table 5. Estimated parameter statistics 
Standard 
deviations 
Standard deviation on with REM 
Standard deviations on parameters using constrain·' 
A priority parameters using pre maneuver applied to 
Estimated lone sigma) Units premaneuver data only data with a priority from premaneuver 
parameter (3) (2) (4) postmaneuver data orbit lusing 
111 IS) postmaneuver 
data as a 
priority) at 
injection 
Actually Presently Injection Maneuver Impact Injection Maneuver Impact epoch 
used' accepted" epoch epoch epoch epoch epoch epoch (6) 
X· km lxl0' 5 0.240 3.498 29.713 0.068 0.550 2.671 0.054 
y km lxl0' 5 0.318 8.838 45.244 0.109 1.887 4.340 0.102 
z km lxl0' 5 0.465 19.809 24.532 0.150 3.675 4.299 0.136 
OX m/sec lxl0' 10 0.588 0.059 13.292 0.076 0.007 1.162 0.074 
OY m/sec lxl0' 10 0.679 0.082 35.636 0.323 0.016 3.170 0.295 
OZ m/sec lxlO' 10 1.788 0.157 12.264 0.463 0.033 3.417 0.372 
GM@ km3/sec2 10 4 6.315 1.531 1.402 
GM~ km3/sec2 5 0.3 4.999 0.167 0.156 
REM m 50 20 50.000 36.300 7.341 
G8 
-
0.3 0.2 0.300 0.300 0.300 
Station 12 
Radius m For all Stations: 133 58 58 
Latitude deg X, = 500 m 0.00107 0.00074 0.00074 
Longitude deg X2 = 500 m 0.00348 0.00062 0.00026 
X3 = 500 m 
Station 41 
Radius m 96 58 57 
Latitude deg 0.00093 0.00077 0.00077 
Longitude deg 0.00375 0.00064 0.00032 
Station 51 
Radius m 75 25 24 
Longitude deg 0.00346 0.00062 0.00028 
Station 59" 
Radius m 439 320 320 
Longitude deg 0.00420 0.00148 0.00148 
'Indicates "approximate known uncertainty before estimate, which in most cases is a magnitude smaller than a priority actually used. 
bSpace-fixed geocentric equatorial Cartesian coordinates. 
CStation 59 provided only 30 sec (5 points) of early data and WQS nOf scheduled to provide tracking data during subsequent view periods. 
dThese a pdor; values were used in the orbital calculations for premaneuver data only (column 4), and postmaneuver data only (column 7). 
-
NOTE: All impact statistics are in geocentric coordinate system rather than selenocentric. 
en 
Standard deviations Standard deviations 
on parameters using on parameters using 
postmaneuver data post maneuver data 
with a priority from 
only 
premaneuver data (71 
(8) 
Maneuver Impact Maneuver Impact 
epoch epoch epoch epoch 
2.528 2.382 0.554 0.277 
3.946 3.719 1.891 1.577 
8.500 6.435 3.616 4.335 
0.016 0.666 0.006 0.411 
0.029 1.918 0.018 1.212 
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Fig. 8. Station 12 premaneuver pass No.1 two-way doppler residuals 
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Fig. 11. Station 51 premaneuver pass No.2 two-way doppler residuals (start 21 :53 GMT) 
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Fig. 13. Station 59 premaneuver pass No.1 two-way doppler residuals 
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duced below the input a priority; however, the reduction 
was not as great as that in Ranger VI where it dropped 
from 10 to 4.25 km3/sec2. This is because only 30 sec of 
usable early data were available for Ranger VII; whereas 
in. Ranger VI, approximately 2 min of early data were 
available. Station radius uncertainties were appreciably 
below the input a priority for all stations except Station 
59 where only 5 data points were available. 
used (Ref. 6). The statistics associated with the encounter 
parameters are given in Table 8, column 1. In this Table, 
the semimajor axis (SMAA) and the semiminor axis 
(SM/A) define the dispersion ellipse in which impact will 
occur. DEL T is the uncertainty in linearized time of 
flight along the incoming asymptote. Other terms used in 
this Table are defined in Appendix G. The correlation 
matrices at injection and maneuver epochs are presented 
in Tables 9 and 10. 
Numerical values of the estimated parameters are pre-
sented in Table 6, column 4. The encounter conditions 
obtained by mapping the trajectory forward to impact 
may be seen in Table 7, column 3. For certain param-
eters, the B plane system (defined in Appendix A) is 
The conclusions of the premaneuver data analysis are 
that.a good fit was made to all the doppler data, and that 
the solutions for the physical constants are consistent 
with presently accepted values. 
Table 6. Values of estimated parametersa 
Pre-maneuver Premaneuver With REM Postmaneuver Postmaneuver With REM 
Estimated - no a priority with a priority constraint - no a priority with a priority constraint Units Nominal applied to applied to parameters from from from from (2) (3) column (5) column (8) (1) postmaneuver postmaneuver premaneuver postmaneuver 
(4) (5) solution (7) (8) solution (6) (9) 
Xb km -4833.5892 -4833.6123 -4833.6187 156675.56 156674.52 156674.59 
Y km -4206.2476 --4206.2479 -4206.2420 63040.265 63041.633 63041.361 
Z km -1441.2768 -1441.3998 -1441.4092 8080.9613 8077.6773 8078.2511 
OX m/sec 7.0599831 7.0601073 7.0601102 1434.2599 1434.2616 1434.2624 
Oy m/sec -6.8710693 -6.8712135 -6.8712333 972.56744 972.57020 972.56707 
OZ m/sec -4.7802324 -4.7797462 -4.7797043 281.16677' 281.16151 281.16743 
GMEI) km'/sec' 398603.20 398601.77 398601.46 398601.36 398602.35 398601.38 398601.28 
REM km 6378.3254 6378.3253 6378.3100 6378.3153 6378.3292 6378.3080 6378.3144 
GB - 0.40 0.40007859 0.38294392 0.38309627 0.39878235 0.39224036 0.39241809 
GM~ km', sec' 4902.7779 4902.7693 4902.6957 4902.6865 4902.6064 4902.5900 4902.5801 
Station 12 
Radius km 6372.0164 6371.8724 6371.9891 6371.9902 6371.9857 6371.8802 6371.8816 
Latitude deg 35.116540 35.117447 35.118841 35.118834 35.118650 35.117430 35.117422 
Longitude deg 243.19539 243.19473 243.19465 243.19456 243.19417 243.19448 243.19438 
Station 41 
Radius km 6372.6076 6372.5922 6372.5850 6372.5865 6372.6095 6372.6016 6372.6033 
Latitude deg -31.212360 -31.212461 -31.211878 -31.211866 -31.212158 -31.212264 -31.212250 
Longitude deg 136.88617 136.88810 136.88773 136.88764 136.88736 136.88756 136.88746 
Station 51 
Radius km 6375.5503 6375.4628 6375.4826 6375.4839 6375.4951 6375.4784 6375.4799 
Longitude deg 27.685588 27.685950 27.685600 27.685516 27.685035 27.685339 27.685241 
Station 59 
Radius km 6375.6602 6375.6696 6375.6523 6375.6513 6375.7122 6375.6449 6375.6438 
Longitude deg 27.704570 27.704883 27.705576 27.705564 27.706088 27.705178 27.705165 
II Maneuver epoch (end of midcourse motor burn) occurred on July 29, 1964 at 10:27:58 GMT. 
b Space-fixed geocentric equatorial Cartesian coordinates. 
Note: Differences between premaneuver end postmaneuver solution values for both position and velocity are a result of the midcourse maneuver~ Premaneuver 
values refer to the time prior to midcourse motor ignition, whereas the postmaneuver values refer to the time after the end of the midcourse motor burn. 
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Table 7. Impact parameter estimates 
Premaneuver dala Poslmaneuver data Premaneuver poslmaneuver Besl impact location Paramete .... Units as a priority for as a priorily for (to datel and time 
(11 (2) only only of impact (3) (4) postmaneuver premaneuver 
(51 161 (71 
B'" km -3797.4251 1624.5096 1623.9820 -3801.1085 
B'" km 755.19018 800.90869 803.61322 745.15017 
TFb hr 67.393811 50.964119 50.964090 67.395797 
Selenocentric deg -12.300271 -10.649078 -10.701728 -12.166415 -10.62< 
latitude 
Selenocentric deg 203.80992 -20.66196 -20.66850 203.40361 -20.59< 
longitude 
GMT hms 12:43:33.722" 13:25 :48.833" 13 :25 :48.728" 12:43:40.875" 13 :25:48.799! 
a See Appendixes A and G for definitions. 
bTime of flight for closest approach or impact. 
C Preliminary values based on analyses of lunar TV photos and Air Force lunar maps. 
dBased on the nominal lunar radius of 1738.09 km (Ref. 121. 
"Based on a lunar radius of 1735.6 km. 
fTime at which Station 12 recorded loss of signal from spacecraft corrected for signal transmit time. 
Resolution of recording meas'urements is ± 1 msec. 
Table 8. Statistics in the B plane system 
Premaneuver data only Postmaneuver data only Premaneuver as a priority 
(1) 121 for postmaneuver (31 
Correlation Correlation Correlation 
Standard matrix Standard matrix Standard matrix 
deviation 
a·T deviation a·r deviation B·R TL B·R TL S·R B·r TL 
34.6399 km B·R 1.000 0.361 -0.310 11.556 km B·R 1.000 -0.889 -0.746 5.707 km S·R 1.000 -0.977 0.505 
20.9206 km B·T 1.000 -0.795 4.286 km a·r 1.000 0.363 3.217 km B·T 1.000 -0.670 
14.603 sec TL 1.000 1.213 Sec TL 1.000 0.196 sec TL 1.000 
SMAA = 35.793 km SMAA= 12.184km SMAA = 6.523 km 
SM/A = 18.880 km SM/A= 1.860 km SM/A = 0.605 km 
DEL T = 14.603 sec DEL T = 1.213 sec DEL T = 0.196 sec 
(Jb = 107.240 deg (Jb = 71.296 deg (Jb = 60.888 deg 
Postmaneuver as a priority With constraint on REM" 
for premaneuver !lunar scale factor) 
141 (51 
Correlation Correlation 
Standard matrix Standard matrix 
deviation B·R deviation B·R a·T B·T TL TL 
10.391 km a'R 1.000 -0.782 -0.807 1.578 km a'R 1.000 -0.467 -0.970 
5.184 km B·T 1.000 0.701 0.410 km a·T 1.000 0.256 
3.042 sec TL 1.000 0.189 sec TL 1.000 
SMAA = 11.221 km SMAA= 1.590 km 
SM/A = 2.990 km SM/A = 0.360 km 
DEL T= 3.042 sec DEL T= 0.189 sec 
(Jb = 66.950 deg (Jb = 82.699 deg 
aBased on the postmaneuver orbit using premaneuver data as a priority. REM constraint is applied and results converted to selenocentric coordinate system. All o'ther re.ults are in 
geocentric coordinate system. 







X 0.240 km 
YO.318 km 
Z 0.465 km 
OX 0.588 m/sec 
OY 0.679 m/sec 
VZ 1.788 m/sec 
GME!) 6.315 km'/sec' 
REM 0.050 km 
G 0.300-
GM It: 4.99 km' / sec' 
RIO) 439 km 
LO\1 ) 0.00420 deg 
RI(3) 0.133 km 
LA(3) 0.00101 
LO(3) 0.00348 deg 
RI(4) 0.096 km 
LA(4) 0.0093 deg 
LO(4) 0.00375 deg 
RI(5) 0.075 km 
LO(5) 0.00346 deg 
R 0.233 km 
4> 0.00373 deg 
X 0.00331 deg 
V 0.243 m/sec 
l' 0.00227 deg 














Table 9. Correlation matrix on premaneuver data at injection epoch 
COl'l"e1ation coefficients 
OX Oy OZ GME!) REM G GMIt: RI(l) LO(O RI(3) LA(3) 
0.379 0.620 -0.240 0.192 0.0 0.0 0.020 0.154 0.489 0.247 0.193 
-0.620 -0.491 -0.106 -0.384 0.0 0.0 0.004 -0.037 -0.861 0.110 -0.086 
-0.592 0.290 -0.706- 0.236 0.0 0.0 0.017 0.318 -0.665 -0.497 0.390 
1.000 -0.228 0.782 -0.397 0.0 0.0 -0.003 0.243 0.838 0.541 -0.425 
1.000 -0.755 0.527 0.0 -0.001 -0.001 -0.489 0.219 -0.552 0.434 
1.000 -0.565 0.0 0.0 -0.010 0.331 0.459 0.721 -0.567 
1.000 0.0 0.002 0.020 -0.018 -0.015 -0.742 0.583 
1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.000 0.0 -0.001 0.001 -0.001 
1.000 -0.154 0.102 -0.080 





-0.901 0.310 0.589 
0.970 -0.390 -0.727 
-0.039 -0.079 -0.039 




LO(3) RI(4) LA(4) 
0.937 -0.037 -0.098 
-0.642 -0.285 -0.077 
0.417 -0.431 -0.272 
0.239 0.478 0.327 
0.668 -0.441 -0.328 
-0.360 0.592 0.405 
0.263 -0.009 -0.009 
0.0 -0.001 0.0 
-0.002 0.0 0.0 
-0.018 0.027 0.Q15 
0.130 0.362 0.191 
0.355 0.387 0.188 
-0.285 0.180 0.124 
0.225 -0.142 -0.097 







































































I Standard deviation 
X 3.498 km 
Y 8.838 km 
Z 19.809 km 
OX 0.059 m/,ee 
DY 0.082 m/,ee 
DZ 0.157 m/,ee 
GM6) 6.315 km'I,ee' 
REM 0.050 km 
G 0.300 
GM«: 5,000 km'I,ee' 
RI(I) 0.439 km 
lO(l) 0.004 deg 
R/(3) 0.133 km 
lA(3) 0.001 deg 
LO[3) 0,003 deg 
R'(4) 0.096 km 
lA(4) 0.001 dog 
lO(4) 0.004 deg 
R1(5) 0.076 km 
lO(5) 0,003 deg 
RO.219km 
¢ 0.00672 dog 
A 0,00320 dog 
V 0.111 m/,ee 
'Y 0.00012 deg 
a 0.00025 deg 
X y Z 
1.000 -0.942 -0.120 
1.000 -0.216 
1.000 
II 1> A 
1.000 -0,701 0.132 
1.000 -0.171 
1.000 
Table 10. Correlation matrix on premaneuver data at maneuver epoch 
Correlation coeHicients 
OX Oy OZ GM6) IIEM G GM«: 11'(1) lO(l) R'(3) LA(3) LO(3) 11'(4) 
0.941 -0.989 -0.090 0.228 0.0 0.001 0.0 -0.160 -0.637 -0.156 0.123 -0.794 -0.003 
-0.789 0.953 -0.241 -0.021 0.0 -0.001 0.005 0.141 0.453 -0.803 0.065 0.919 -0.172 
-0.407 0.068 0.988 -0.584 0.0 0.0 -0.014 0.067 0.535 0.737 -0.579 -0.417 0.505 
1.000 -0.926 -0.372 0.264 0.0 0.004 O.oI 8 -0.230 -0.790 -0.302 0.238 -0.625 -0.235 
1.000 0.022 -0.174 0.0 -0.005 -0.004 0.275 0.587 0.129 -0.102 0.817 0.019 
1.000 -0.545 0.0 -0.001 -0.017 -0.077 0.572 0.709 -0.557 -0.434 0.455 
1.000 -0.001 0.002 0.020 om 8 -0.015 -0.742 0.583 0.263 -0.009 
1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0,002 0.0 
1.000 0,0 -0.001 0.001 -0,001 -om 8 0.027 
1.000 -0.154 0.102 -0.080 0.130 0.362 
1.000 0.239 -0.188 0.355 0.387 
1.000 -0.360 -0.285 0.180 
1.000 0.225 -0.142 
1,000 -0.173 
1.000 
V 'Y cr 
0.758 -0.647 0.627 
-0,990 0.959 -0.881 
0.166 -0.109 0.064 










LA(4) LO(4) 11'(5) LO(5) I 
-0.066 -0.849 0.065 -0.834 
-0.066 0.932 -0.176 0.958 I 
0.377 -0.305 0.355 -0.429 I 
-0.226 -0.632 -0.189 -0.641 
0.059 0.849 -0.027 0.849 
0.350 -0.336 0.337 -0.449 
-0.009 -0.212 0.467 0.171 
0.0 0.0 0.002 0.0 
0.0 0.001 -0.006 0.0 
0.015 0.016 -0.060 0.015 
0.191 0.080 0.331 0.113 
0.188 0.207 0.435 0.321 
0.124 -0.054 -0.065 -0,316 
-0.097 0.042 0.051 0.248 
-0.070 0.826 -0.068 0,958 
0.041 -0.344 0.582 -0.206 
1.000 -0.179 0,435 -0,096 
1.000 -0.467 0.906 
1.000 -0.175 
1.000 
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E. Postmaneuver Orbit Based on Postmaneuver 
Tracking Only 
Table 11 summarizes the data used for the postflight 
analysis of the postmaneuver data, and presents the sta-
tistics pertaining to these data. The noise level in the 
postmaneuver data varied between 0.001 and 0.003 
m/sec, except for the last entry shown for Station 12. 
The noise level for this block of data was higher, 0.008 
m/sec, since a higher sample rate of 1/10 sec was re-
quired due to a higher spacecraft acceleration near lunar 
encounter. Residual plots for the postmaneuver data 
may be seen in Figs. 14 through 24. It should be noted 
that these plots do not pertain to this particular calcula-
tion; but, as will be pointed out in the section on com-
bined results, they deviate by an insignificant amount 
from the residuals of this orbit. The difference in noise 
characteristics between the two methods of controlling 
the transmitter reference frequency (Le., veo or SYN-
THESIZER) may clearly be seen in both the residual 
plots and the standard deviations of Table 11. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 14 Station 12 was using the veo for 
approximately the first 48 min and then switched to the 
SYNTHESIZER for the remainder of the view period. 
Table 11. Data statistics on postmaneuver data 
With premaneuver data 
With premaneuver data 
Number of No a priority from premaneuver as a priority 
as a priority 
Station doppler plus REM constraint 
points Standard Standard Standard 






12 31 0.0116 -0.0008 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0_0116 -0_0008 0.0115 -0.0003 
using veo 
341 0.0086 0.0009 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0085 0.0011 0.0086 0.0013 
using rubidium frequency standard 
42 0.0093 -0.0090 Data taken below 17-deg elevation 0.0095 -0.0127 0.0096 -0.0128 
using rubidium frequency standard 
62 0.0104 0.0045 Data taken below 17-deg elevation 0.0104 0.0038 0.0112 0.0040 
using rubidium frequency standard 
564 0.0089 -0.0002 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0089 -0.0001 0.0089 0.0002 
using rubidium frequency standard 
61 0.0093 -0.0036 Data taken below 17-deg elevation 0.0092 -0.0024 0.0093 -0.0020 
using rubidium frequency standard 
46 0.0096 0.0017 Data taken below 17-deg elevation 0.0097 0.0030 0.0097 0.0033 
using rubidium frequency standard 
151 0.0088 0.0001 Data taken above 17 -deg elevation 0.0088 0.0005 0.0088 0.0008 
using rubidium frequency standard 
74 0.0334 -0.0088 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0334 -0.0069 0.0334 -0.0069 
using veo 
58 e 0.0522 -0.0043 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0511 0.0048 0.0511 0.0070 
at 1 O-sec sample rate using veo 
41 290 0.0172 0.0003 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0170 0.0026 0.0170 0.0026 
using veo 
61 0.0152 -0.0009 Data taken below 17-deg elevation 0.0151 -0.0027 0.0151 -0.0027 
using veo 
224 0.0183 -0.0003 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0183 0.0017 0.0183 0.0020 
using veo 
51 256 0.0141 -0.0009 Data taken above 17 -deg elevation 0.0140 -0.0016 0.0140 -0.0013 
using veo 
357 0.015~ 0.0007 Data taken above 17-deg elevation 0.0156 -0.0027 0.0156 -0.0019 
using veo 
a In the Ranger VII station configuration for L-band frequency, 1 counted doppler cycle ==: 0.156 m. 
bRemarks concerning rubidium frequency standard and veo refer to method used to provide ground station trans'mitter reference frequency. 
cThesedata taken'ata 10-sec sample rate and compressed to 60 sec; all other statistics refer to 60~sec sample rate data. 
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ELEVATION ~3.5 deg 
120 180 240 
TIME 16 hr 41 min FROM JULY 29,1964, mi n (JTERATION I) 
300 
Fig. 15. Station 12 postmaneuver pass No.1 two-way doppler residuals (start 16:41 GMT! 
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INITIAL ELEVATION 
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TIME 7 hr 18 min FROM JULY 30,1964, min (ITERATION I) 
Fig. 16. Station 12 postmaneuver pass No.2 two-way doppler residuals (start 07:18 GMT) 
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START IO-sec IMPACT 
SAMPLE RATE 13'·25: 
", 
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TIME 7 hr 34min FROM JULY 31, 1964, min CtTERATION I) 
Fig. 18. Station 12 postmaneuver pass No.3 two-way doppler residuals 
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o 60 120 180 240 300 360 
TIME 18hr 46 min FROM JULY 29,1964, min (ITERATION I) 
Fig. 19. Station 41 postmaneuver pass No.1 two-way doppler residuals (start 18:46 GMT) 
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ELEVATION ~ 2 deg 
t 
60 120 180 240 300 360 
TIME 46 min FROM JULY 30, 1964, min (ITERATION I) 
Fig. 20. Station 41 postmaneuver pass No.1 two-way doppler residuals (start 00:46 GMT) 
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INITIAL FINAL 
ELEVATION ~ 47 deg ELEVATION ~ 27 deg 
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INITIAL FINAL 
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Fig. 22. Station 51 postmaneuver pass No.1 two-way doppler residuals 
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INITIAL 
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TIME 23 hr 44 min FROM JULY 30, 1964, min (ITERATION I) 
Fig. 23. Station 51 postmaneuver pass No.2 two-way doppler residuals (start 23:44 GMT) 
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ELEVATION ~ 27 deg 
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TIME 5 hr 44 min FROM JULY 31, 1964, min (ITERATION I) 
Fig. 24. Station 51 postmaneuver pass No.2 two-way doppler residuals (start 05:44 GMT) 
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The noise level for the VCO period was 0.002 m/sec 
versus a noise level of 0.001 m/sec for the SYNTHE-
SIZER period. 
The a priori information for this orbital calculation 
was the same as that used for the premaneuver study. 
Statistics associated with the estimated parameters are 
displayed in Table 5, column 7. The orbital Cartesian 
uncertainties have been reduced by as much as a factor 
of 2 from the uncertainties at maneuver epoch based on 
the premaneuver data only. An even greater reduction 
may be noted in the statistics at impact epoch. Station 
location statistics are considered smaller, and the uncer-
tainty in the universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of the Moon (GM«) has been reduced in magnitude 
from -I- 4.999 to -I- 0.402 km3/sec2 • The statistics on the 
scalar for lunar ephemeris (REM) and GM(jJ indicate a 
rather weak solution for these parameters. 
Numerical values for the estimated parameters are 
given in Table 6, column 7. A consistency check between 
the premaneuver and postmaneuver orbits was made us-
ing the position vector at maneuver epoch. This was 
accomplished by correcting the premaneuver position 
vector by an amount determined by the velocity change 
due to maneuver execution, and comparing this new 
value with the postmaneuver value. Results of these com-
putations are shown in Table 12. The solutions are well 
within the I-a uncertainties and assure consistency. 
Encounter conditions for this orbit are shown in Table 
7, column 4. Of significant interest is the fact that the 
impact time is based on a lunar radius of 1735.6 km. 
Table 12. Positions at maneuver epoch 
Poslmaneuver-
Premaneuver only' Poslmaneuver only premaneuver 
X 156674.70 
t.X -0.61 
X+t.Y 156674.09 ± 3.5 156675.56 ± 2.5 1.5 km 
y 63043.938 
t.r -0.371 
y+t.r 63043.567 ± 8.8 63040.365 ± 3.9 -3.3 km 
Z 8073.3712 
t.Z -0.152 
Z+t.Z 8073.2192 ± 19.8 8080.9613 ± 8.5 7.7 km 
a,6,' $ are the pos.itional changes during maneuver motor burn from the rela-
tionship 
1 Va: t 
!:.X = TO. t 2 = -2-'!:.X ..... !:.y ..... !:.Z. 
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This value was indicated by the results of the Ranger VI 
postflight analysis. During flight operations, using a ~alue 
based on this, predicted impact was within 0.06 sec of 
observed impact. It is significant to note that this pre-
diction was made 1 hr before impact. The basis for this 
lunar radius will be examined in greater detail in a later 
section. B plane statistics associated with the encounter 
conditions are given in Table 8, column 2. It can be seen 
that the size of the dispersion ellipse has been consider-
ably reduced from that of the premaneuver orbit. Table 
13 shows the correlation matrix of the postmaneuver data 
at maneuver epoch. 
Conclusions based on the analysis of the postmaneuver 
data are: (1) good fit was made to all data, (2) the solution 
vector for the physical constants showed a reduction in 
uncertainties, except for REM and GM(jJ in which a weak 
solution still exists, and (3) the orbital solution is con-
sistent with that obtained from the premaneuver data. 
F. Combined Estimates Based on Premaneuver 
and Postmaneuver Tracking 
1. Method of Combining Premaneuver and 
Postmaneuver Data 
In order to obtain a better estimate on the postmaneu-
ver orbit, the solution vector and its associated covari-
ance matrix from the premaneuver data were used as 
a priority for the postmaneuver data. The same was done 
for the premaneuver orbit where the postmaneuver data 
were used as an a priori covariance matrix for the pre-
maneuver data. The method used for obtaining the pre-
maneuver estimate using postmaneuver data is4 
MANEUVER (2) 
IMPACT 
Aq* = (ATWA + A-l)-l [ATW(O - C) 1 1 1 2, 1 1 1 
+ A~; (q2, - ql)] 
4This method was applied by W. L. Sjogren during the postflight 




X 2.5283 km 
Y 3.9455 km 
Z 8.4990 km 
DX 0.0161 m/sec 
DY 0.0288 m/sec 
DZ 0.0608 m/sec 
GMEj) 8.746 km'/sec' 
REM 0.0449 km 
GO.3000 -
GMC 0.4018 km'/sec' 
RI( 1) 0.452 km 
LOU) 0.00498 deg 
R/(3) 0.059 km 
lA(3) 0.00074 deg 
LO(3) 0.00098 deg 
R1(4) 0.064 km 
lA(4) 0.00079 dog 
LO(4) 0.00107 deg 
R/(5) 0.044 km 
LO(5) 0.0010 deg 
R 3.221 km 
'" 0.00287 deg 
A 0.00119 deg 
V 0.218 m/sec 
l' 0.0001 6 deg 





Table 13. Correlation matrix on postmaneuver data at maneuver epoch with no a priority 
Correlation coefficients 
Y Z OX DY DZ GMEj) REM G GMC RI(I) LO(I) RI(3) LA(3) LO(3) RI(4) 
0.293 0.390 -0.754 0.510 -0.576 0.803 0.519 -0.022 0.683 0.0 0.0 0.045 -0.026 0.269 0.175 
1.000 -0.177 -0.679 0.696 -0.811 0.616 -0.296 -0.010 0.755 0.0 0.0 -0.165 0.094 0.939 -0.157 
1.000 -0.389 -0.355 -0.049 -0.174 0.742 -0.001 0.295 0.0 0.0 0.174 -0.063 -0.324 0.415 
1.000 -0.697 0.921 -0.641 -0.102 -0.014 -0.897 0.0 0.0 0.025 -0.022 -0.670 -0.147 
1.000 -0.878 0.778 -0.457 0.D18 0.619 0.0 0.0 -0.128 0.067 0.824 -0.148 
1.000 -0.666 0.252 0.026 -0.813 0.0 0.0 0.095 -0.063 -0.846 0.006 
1.000 0.094 0.0 0.702 0.0 0.0 -0.080 0.036 0.624 -0.090 
1.000 -0.001 0.156 0.0 0.0 0.163 -0.079 -0.489 0.300 
1.000 0.014 0.0 0.0 0.001 -0.001 -0.004 -0.001 
1.000 0.0 0.0 -0.037 0.036 0.703 0.080 
1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.000 0.929 -0.171 0.082 




A V l' 
" 
0.313 0.432 0.982 -0.994 -0.725 
1.000 -0.300 0.178 -0.226 -0.808 
1.000 0.574 -0.495 -0.175 
1.000 -0.993 -0.631 
1.000 0.666 
-~ 
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and 
q~ = q21 + ~q'i' = best maneuver estimate 
where 
A21 = U (A2 + AM) UT 
A2 = (A~WA2 + :\.-1)-1 
U = matrix which maps (q2 - qm) to injection 
N 
A = a priori covariance 
A2 = 0 observable in block (2) (postmaneuver) 
o estimated parameter 
q2, = U (q2 - qm) 
q2 = solution vector of estimated parameters 
from block (2) data only 
A2 = (A;'W A2)-1 = covariance on estimated 
parameters from block (2) data only 
W = diagonal weighting matrix on observables 
o - c = residuals (i.e., observed data minus 
calculated data) 
AM = covariance on maneuver (diagonal purposely 
set to a very pessimistic value of 100 m/sec) 
qm = nominal inflight maneuver estimate 
The following expression for the postmaneuver estimate 
using premaneuver data is very similar 
~q! = (A; WA2 + A~~ )-1 [A; W (Oz - C2) 
+ A~! (q12 - qz)] 
andq~ = ~q~ + qm 
2. Results of Combining Premaneuver and 
Postmaneuver Data 
The estimated parameter statistics based on combining 
the postmaneuver data with the premaneuver estimate 
are given in Table 5, column 5. It may be seen that the 
uncertainties have been significantly reduced from those 
based on the premaneuver data only. A stronger solution 
for GM(f), GM«, and REM is now indicated. Numerical 
values for the estimated parameters are shown in Table 
6, column 6. The differences between the solution vectors 
of the premaneuver-data-only orbit and this orbit are 
well within the uncertainties seen in column 5 of Table 5, 
except for radius and latitude of Station 12. It may be 
seen in Table 14 that a high correlation (0.966) exists 
between the radius RI(3) and latitude LA(3) of Station 
12. A comparison based on computing the term R cos 
(latitude) for the two solutions shows a difference of 
40 
6.3 m. From this it may be concluded that the two solu-
tions for Station 12 location are consistent. Encounter 
conditions seen in Table 7, column 6, indicate a pre-
dicted impact time difference of 7.15 sec between the 
two premaneuver estimates. This is accounted for by the 
fact that a different lunar radius was used for the two 
calculations. That is, without correction, the spacecraft 
would impact the dark side of the Moon on a grazing 
trajectory; therefore, the difference in lunar radius is sig-
nificant. A comparison of the B plane statistics (Table 
7, columns 1 and 4) reveals a significant reduction in the 
statistics and the dispersion ellipse for the combined 
estimate. The correlation matrix for the premaneuver 
data at maneuver epoch is given in Table 15. The tra-
jectory and the ODP printout, including the data weights 
and the doppler residuals, for this orbital estimate may 
be seen in Appendixes B, C, E, and F. Explanations of 
the printout forms are given in Appendixes D and C. 
For the postmaneuver orbit, using premaneuver data 
as a priority, the estimated parameter statistics (Table 5, 
column 8) reveal a significant reduction in the uncer-
tainties when compared with the orbit obtained from 
postmaneuver data only. It may be seen that the uncer-
tainties on the physical constants and the station locations 
are the same as those obtained by using the postma-
neuver data as a priority for the premaneuver estimate. 
This indicates that the method of combining the two 
blocks of data was consistent. The differences between 
the parameter values of the orbit based on postmaneuver 
data only and this orbit (Table 6, columns 7 and 8) are 
again well within the uncertainties except for Station 12. 
The explanation for this is the same as in the preceding 
paragraph. Encounter conditions (Table 7, column 5) 
show good agreement with those obtained from the post-
maneuver data only, and the B plane statistics (Table 8, 
column 3) are reduced by almost a factor of 2. The 
correlation matrix from this orbital calculation at maneu-
ver epoch is given in Table 16. The trajectory and the 
ODP printout, including the data weights and the doppler 
residuals, for this orbital estimate may be seen in Ap-
pendixes C and F, respectively. 
The differences between the estimated physical con-
stants and station locations, using the r cos cf> relationship 
for Station 12, for the above orbits are well within the 
respective uncertainties. This, plus the fact that the sta-
tistics for these orbits were identical, gives assurance 
that a better estimate has been obtained for both the 
premaneuver and postmaneuver orbit. In addition, GM(f) 
and GM« are measured at least a factor of 2 better than 
each separate estimate, and REM by a factor of 1.25. 
Table 14. Correlation matrix on premaneuver data at injection epoch with postmaneuver data as a priority 
Standard CorrelQtion coefficients 
deviation X Y Z DX DY DZ GMEEl II~M G GM<e 111(1) lO(1) 1/1(3) lA(3) lO(3) 1/1(4) lA(4) 
X 0.068 km 1.000 -0.849 0.030 0.401 0.497 -0.423 0.539 -0.541 0.025 0.367 -0.524 0.607 -0.087 0.046 0.642 0.225 -0.436 
YO.l09 km 1.000 0.306 -0.375 -0.671 0.496 -0.667 0.224 -0.037 -0.286 0.237 -0.796 0.061 -0.048 -0.378 -0.197 0.525 
ZO.150 km 1.000 -0.021 -0.591 0.400 0.151 -0.415 -0.038 0.047 0.806 -0.758 -0.048 0.Q11 0.394 -0.083 0.173 
ox 0.076 m/sec 1.000 -0.268 0.539 0.002 0.286 0.109 0.366 0.327 0.286 0.091 0.036 -0.154 0.524 -0.343 
OY 0.323 m/sec 1.000 -0.930 0.337 -0.358 0.003 0.197 -0.757 0.768 -0.083 0.035 0.432 -0.178 -0.218 
OZ 0.463 m/sec 1.000 -0.379 0.556 0.033 -.0./15 0.658 -0.519 0.123 -0.026 -0.584 0.351 0.057 
GM EEl 1.532 km'/sec' 1.000 -0.211 0.014 0.053 0.114 0.262 -0.108 0.014 0.333 -0.227 -0.067 
REM 0.036 km 1.000 0.009 -0.353 0.003 0.007 0.114 -0.056 -0.896 0.141 0.093 
GO.300 - 1.000 0.089 -0.006 0.048 0.002 0.0 0.016 0.006 0.008 
GM<e 0.167 km'/sec' 1.000 -0.006 0.194 0.008 0.037 0.475 -0.039 -0.023 
RI(1) 0.320 km 1.000 -0.695 0.018 0.004 0.008 0.158 0.019 
LO(1) 0.00148 deg 1.000 -0.016 0.021 0.083 0.204 -0.416 
RI(3) 0.058 km 1.000 0.966 -0.105 0.035 0.Q11 
LA(3) 0.00074 deg 1.000 0.072 -0.Q15 -0.013 
LO(3) 0.00062 deg 1.000 -0.163 -0.098 
RI(4) 0.057 km 1.000 -0.770 
LA(4) 0.00077 deg 1.000 
LO(4) 0.00064 deg 
R1(5) 0.025 km 
LO(5) 0.00062 deg 
/I q, A V "Y <T 
R 0.063 km 1.000 -0.855 0.437 -0.890 0.680 -0.366 
q, 0.00123 deg 1.000 -0.167 0.898 -0.814 0.288 
A 0.00109 deg 1.000 -0.126 0.131 -0.513 
V 0.052 m/sec 1.000 -0.601 0.029 
"y 0.00155 deg 1.000 -0.702 






































































X 0.550 km 
Y 1.887 km 
Z 3.675 km 
DX 0.007 rn/sec 
DY 0.016 m/sec 
DZ 0.033 m/sec 
GMEEl 1.53 km3/sec.2 
REM 0.036 kill 
G 0.300-
GM«: 0.167 klll'/sec' 
RI( l) 0.320 kill 
LO(l) 0.0014 deg 
RI(3) 0.058 kill 
lA(3) 0.00074 deg 
LO(3) 0.00062 deg 
RI(4) 0.057 kill 
lA(4) 0.00077 deg 
LO(4) 0.00064 deg 
RI(5) 0.025 kill 
LO(5) 0.00062 deg 
RO.128 km 
q, 0.00125 deg 
X 0.00066 deg 
V 0.026 m/sec 
'Y 0.00002 deg 
" 0.00009 deg 
---- -
Table 15. Correlation matrix on premaneuver data at maneuver epoch with postmaneuver data as a priority 
Correlation coefficients 
X y Z OX Oy OZ GMEIl REM G GM«: RI(I) LOm RI(3) LA(3) LO(3) RI(4) LA(4) LO(4) 
1.000 -0.940 0.580 0.858 -0.853 0.445 -0.136 0.694 -0.049 -0.653 -0.069 -0.164 0.064 -0.090 -0.838 0.136 0.105 -0.864 
1.000 -0.805 -0.741 0.895 -0.657 0.427 -0.765 0.Dl8 0.540 -0.023 0.199 -0.099 0.084 0.906 -0.205 -0.118 0.873 
1.000 0.284 -0.667 0.868 -0.678 0.801 0.053 -0.145 -0.042 -0.102 0.159 -0.034 -0.841 0.237 0.116 -0.722 
1.000 -0.871 0.368 -0.066 0.415 -0.074 -0.734 -0.272 0.016 0.007 -0.089 -0.601 -0.022 0.083 -0.638 
1.000 -0.745 0.386 -0.636 0.010 0.559 0.371 -0.058 -0.062 0.087 0.792 -0.063 -0.128 0.757 
1.000 -0.604 0.703 0.046 -0.114 -0.492 0.250 0.128 -0.027 -0.729 0.104 0.078 -0.607 
1.000 -0.211 0.014 0.053 0.114 0.262 -0.108 0.014 0.333 -0.227 -0.067 0.161 
1.000 0.009 -0.353 0.003 0.007 0.114 -0.056 -0.896 0.141 0.093 -0.882 
1.000 0.089 -0.006 0.048 0.002 0.0 0.016 0.006 0.008 0.023 
1.000 -0.006 0.194 0.008 0.037 0.475 -0.039 -0.023 0.516 
1.000 -0.695 0.018 0.004 0.008 0.158 0.019 -0.044 
1.000 -0.Dl6 0.021 0.083 0.204 -0.416 0.082 
1.000 0.966 -0.105 0.035 0.011 -0.099 
1.000 0.072 -0.015 -0.013 0.064 
1.000 -0.163 -0.098 0.927 
1.000 -0.770 -0.210 
1.000 -0.094 
1.000 
R q, X V 'Y 
" 
1.000 -0.738 0.622 0.820 -0.700 0.342 
1.000 -0.786 -0.938 0.951 -0.476 
1.000 0.787 -0.643 0.451 
























































X 0.554 km 
Y 1.891 km 
Z 3.616 km 
DX 0.006 m/sec 
DY 0.018 M/sec 
DZ 0.035 m/sec 
GME!) 1.530 km'/sec3 
REM 0.036 km 
G 0.300 
GM", 0.167 km'/sec3 
R/(1) 0.320 km 
lO( 1) 0.00148 deg 
R/(3) 0.058 km 
lA(3) 0.00074 deg 
lO(3) 0.00062 deg 
R/(4) 0.058 km 
lA(4) 0.00077 deg 
lO(4) 0.00064 deg 
R1(5) 0.025 km 
lO(5) 0.00062 deg 
RO.128 km 
'" 0.00123 deg 
A 0.00066 deg 
V 0.029 m/sec 
l' 0.00002 deg 
~O.OOO 12 deg 
Table 16. Correlation matrix on postmaneuver data at maneuver epoch with premaneuver data as a priority 
Correlation coefficients 
X y Z OX OY OZ GME!) REM G GM", R/(I) LO(1) R/(3) LA(3) LO(3) R/(4) LA(4) LO(4) 
1.000 -0.941 0.579 0.633 -0.570 0.633 -0.136 0.696 -0.047 -0.658 0.080 -0.176 0.064 -0.089 -0.840 0.141 0.100 -0.866 
1.000 -0.802 -0.612 0.670 -0.712 0.425 -0.763 0.018 0.550 -0.028 0.208 -0.098 0.084 0.906 -0.205 -0.115 0.873 
1.000 0.558 -0.784 0.726 -0.680 0.796 0.053 -0.157 -0.054 -0.104 0.157 -0.034 -0.838 0.229 0.117 -0.718 
1.000 -0.913 0.936 0.075 0.934 -0.113 -0.475 0.013 0.060 0.070 -0.045 -0.791 0.061 0.057 -0.827 
1.000 -0.978 0.259 -0.978 0.037 0.299 0.Q15 -0.010 -0.108 0.050 0.809 -0.140 -0.086 0.794 
1.000 -0.127 0.984 0.010 -0.330 0.017 0.013 0.093 -0.066 -0.826 0.126 0.087 -0.844 
1.000 -0.208 0.014 0.056 0.116 0.264 -0.107 0.013 0.330 -0.224 -0.066 0.159 
1.000 0.009 -0.366 0.002 0.0 0.112 -0.056 -0.895 0.137 0.092 -0.881 
1.000 0.088 -0.005 0.047 0.002 0.0 0.016 0.006 0.008 0.023 
1.000 -0.013 0.197 0.006 0.038 0.486 -0.045 -0.022 0.526 
1.000 -0.701 0.017 0.004 0.006 0.157 0.017 -0.049 
1.000 -0.018 0.021 0.091 0.198 -0.412 0.091 
1.000 0.966 -0.104 0.034 0.Q11 -0.098 
1.000 0.072 -0.015 -0.D13 0.063 
1.000 -0.161 -0.095 0.927 





A V l' <r 
1.000 -0.737 0.619 0.874 -0.799 0.648 
1.000 -0.784 -0.719 0.828 -0.415 
1.000 0.797 -0.696 0.131 
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Up to this point, REM has been treated as an inde-
pendent parameter within the ODP. In reality, REM is 
related to GM(£) and GM« by the following constraint 
(Refs. 7 and 8) 
REM = 86.315745 (GM(£) + GM«)1/3 
The REM value obtained from the above equation, using 
the ODP solutions for GM(£) and GM«, is 6378.3144 km, 
and the ODP solution is 6378.3080 km. The difference 
between these two values is well within the uncertainty; 
however, the estimated parameter statistics are corrupted 
by treating REM as an independent parameter. To show 
this, an approach by D. L. Cain5 was used to apply the 
constraint to both the best premaneuver and postmaneu-
ver solutions' (i.e., the premaneuver orbit with post-
maneuver data as a priority, and the postmaneuver orbit 
with premaneuver data as a priority). Briefly, this method 
sets the constraint equation equal to G, 
G = REM - 86.315745 (GM(£) + GM«)1/3 = 0 
and then uses the method of Lagrange multipliers to 
minimize the original function and constrain G. That is 
and 
where 
qo = original function 
qc = constrained function 
A = residual == observed value - computed value 
W = weight on data 
A = vector of Lagrange multipliers 
When the first order terms are collected after taking par-
tials to minimize q, the resulting solution can be expressed 
in terms of the original solution plus one additional term. 
The new solution vector qn is obtained by 
qn = qo + 8q 
where 
8q = Ao GT (GAo GT)-l D 
G = 3G 
3q 
D = the value of G when the estimates for REM, 
GM(£), and GM« from the original orbit solution 
are placed in the constraint equation 
5D. L. Cain, "Least Squares With Side Constraints," January 2,1963 
( internal communication) . 
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Ao = covariance matrix from the orbit solution 
The constrained statistics are 
Ac = Ao - Ao GT (GAo GT)-l GA 
The above computations were performed using the solu-
tions from both the premaneuver orbit with postmaneu-
ver data, and the postmaneuver orbit with premaneuver 
data. These results are presented in columns 6 and 9 of 
Table 5, in which it can be seen that the uncertainties in 
the Cartesian coordinates and the physical constants have 
been significantly reduced. Again note the consistency of 
the statistics in station locations and physical constants 
for the two cases. 
It remains to be established that the ()rbit solution is 
not corrupted by treating REM as an independent param-
eter. This is most easily accomplished by passing the 
orbit defined by the constrained or new solution vector 
qn through the data. If the constraint does corrupt the 
orbit, the noise level in the data will increase. Figures 
8 through 13 show the premaneuver doppler residuals 
based on the premaneuver orbit with postmaneuver data 
as a priority plus the constrained solution vector. Figures 
14 through 24 show the residuals from the postmaneuver 
orbit with premaneuver data a priority plus the con-
straint. In both cases, deviations from the residuals seen 
in the previous orbital estimates were insignificant. This 
can be verified by comparing the residuals in the Figures 
to those listed in the ODP printouts in Appendixes E 
and F for the appropriate data block. It is to be noted 
that these listings pertain to previous orbit estimates and 
not the constrained solutions. Further verification can be 
obtained by referring to Tables 4 and 11. For both orbits, 
the data statistics are almost identical with those of 
other estimates. 
The best estimate of the maneuver can now be obtained 
by using the constrained solutions. The numerical values 
are shown in Table 17, and a more complete discussion 
of the estimated maneuver is given in Section III C. 
Conclusions based on the foregoing analysis are that 
the best estimates for both the premaneuver and post-
maneuver orbits are obtained by combining the two data 
blocks for a given calculation. Further, the most realistic 
statistics for the estimated parameters are obtained by 
applying the REM constraint to the combined estimates. 
3. Observations and Conclusions 
a. Station locations. There is considerable information 
available in the tracking data for determining station 
_______________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
Table 17. Ranger VII maneuver estimate based on constrained solutions 




Position and velocity 
change due to 
maneuver (postmaneuvel'-premaneuverl 
x == 156674.69 
tlX == -0.63 
X+LlX == 156674.06 ± 0.4 156674.59 ± 0.4 0.5 km 
Y == 63042.780 
LlY == -0.381 
Y+M == 63042.399 ± 1.8 63041.361 ± 1.6 -1.0 km 
Z == 8079.7165 
LlZ== -0.1552 
Z+LlZ == 8079.5613 ± 3.3 8078.2511 ± 4.3 -1.3 km 
DX == 1.4594170 ± 0.0028 
OY == 0.98778791 ± 0.0046 
OZ::: 0.28737684 ± 0.0165 
1.4342624 ± 0.0028 
0.97256707 ± 0.0046 
0.28116743 ± 0.0111 
- 25.0546 m/sec 
-15.2208 m/sec 
-6.2094 m/sec 
a Based on premaneuver orbit calculation using postmaneuver data as a priority and REM constraint applied. 
b Based on postmaneuver orbit calculation using premaneuver data as a priority and REM constraint applied. 
Note: d's are the positional change during maneuver motor burn from the relationship 
1 V:c t 
/:;X '" Ta. t2 '" -2-' /:;X .... /:;y .... /:;Z. 
locations. This is not immediately obvious since examina-
tion of the correlation matrixes from the various orbit 
calculations indicate that there is only information on 
station longitude. However, if the Xl, X 2 , Xs coordinate 
system6 in Fig. 25 is used, it wHl show that another direc-
tion is determined better than longitude. 
6D. L. Cain, "Tracking Station Coordinate System," June 24, 1964 
(internal communication). 
STATION 
EARTH SPIN AXIS 
X3 
EQUATOR 
Fig. 25. Xl' X2 , Xs coordinate system 
where Xl is in Earth's equator, station meridian, normal 
to Earth's spin axis (such as station longitude) 
X2 is East 
Xs is in direction of Earth's spin axis. 
As previously mentioned, Xl and X2 may be well deter-
mined; but, since Xs is parallel with the Earth's spin axis, 
it is not well determined. This is very evident in Table 
18 which shows the 10 X lO normalized covariance matrix 
on station locations rotated from the radius, latitude, 
longitude system into the Xl, X 2, Xs system. The l-u 
a priority used in the initial estimation was 500, 500, and 
100 ill for Xl, X2, and X3, respectively. From ,the uncer-
tainties in the :final estimate, it can be seen that no new 
information was available on Xs. The best estimate of Xl 
and X2 was obtained from the Station 12 tracking data. 
This is due to the fact that this Station provided longer 
tracking coverage (essentially from horizon to hOrizon) 
and had the best data quality. Results of Ranger VII indi-
cate an improvement in the station location solutions. 
Table 19 contains a summary of the solutions obtained 
from the tracking data taken during previous missions. 
All comparisons are made with respect to land survey 
locations designated as "old survey." The "new survey" 
45 
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Table 18. Station location statistics 
X, X, X, x, X. x, X, X. X, x, 
Standard deviations, m (59) (59) (12) (12) (12) (41) . (41) (41) (51) (51) 
288.294 X, (59) 1.000 -0.704 0.095 -0.035 0.008 0.301 -0.134 -0.034 0.503 -0.107 
148.640 X, (59) 1.000 -0.153 0.091 0.009 -0.268 0.080 -0.367 -0.302 0.131 
8.814 X, (12) 1.000 -0.130 -0.035 0.195 -0.045 -0.007 0.029 -0.205 
23.491 X2 (12) 1.000 0.044 -0.027 0.677 -0.008 -0.140 0.781 
99.880 X, (12) 1.000 -0.007 0.028 -0.004 -0.005 0.Q15 
29.225 X, (41) 1.000 -0.214 0.0 0.126 -0.001 
30.913 X, (41) 1.000 0.Q28 -0.257 0.723 
98.520 X, (41) 1.000 0.044 -0.037 
21.564 X, (51) 1.000 -0.228 
28.322 X, (51) 1.000 
Table 19. Station location comparison 
(12) {41l (51l (12)- (12)- (41 )-
Station" (41) (51) (Sll 
Mariner 1/ 








D. = (new survey)- (old survey) 
D.X, -133.3 -63.5 -17.8 
D.X, -103.2 -3.3 0.0 
!>X" 191.0 41.4 -16.1 
(}'X, 26.0 26.0 26.0 36.8 36.8 36.8 
(}'X, 26.0 26.0 26.0 36.8 36.8 36.8 
(}'X, 26.0 26.0 26.0 36.8 36.S 36.S 
a DSIF 12 _ Goldstone Echo site, California. 
OSIF 41 - WoomerQ~ Australia. 
DSIF 51 - Johannesburg, South Africa. 
b All differences and uncertainties, a's, are in meters. 
refers to a reevaluation7 of locations required when the 
basic reference, the Clarke spheroid of 1866, was changed 
to the "Kaula" or "165" spheroid. In addition, new survey 
data for Station 41 (Woomera, Australia) was included. 
Stations 41 and 51 will soon use rubidium frequency 
standards which should bring their data quality up to 
that of Station 12. It will then be possible to use pseudo 
7J. Heller and H. Kieffer, "DSIF Station Locations," May 1964 (in-
ternal communication). 
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(12) {41l (Sll (12)- (12)- (41)-
Station" (41) (51) (51) 
Ranger VI 
D. = ( Ranger VI )- (old survey) 
D.X, -169.5 25.0 -81.9 -194.5 -87.6 106.9 
~X, -123.2 122.1 -45.5 -245.3 -77.7 167.6 
D.X, -1.6 48.3 -49.0 -49.9 47.4 97.3 
(}'X, 9.6 38.0 19.0 39.2 21.6 43.6 
(}'X2 35.5 43.3 40.0 21.5 18.8 22.2 
(}'X. 99.8 83.0 92.0 128.4 135.9 111.3 
Ranger VII 
D. = (Ranger VI/,) - (old survey), 
D.X, -166.4 2.7 -63.4 -169.1 -103.0 66.1 
D.X, -112.1 143.2 -38.9 -255.3 -73.2 182.1 
D.X, 2.7 -12.7 -30.6 15.4 33.3 17.9 
<TX, 8.8 29.2 21.6 30.5 23.3 36.3 
<TX2 23.5 30.9 28.3 22.9 17.7 22.2 
(}'X, 99.9 98.5 100.0 140.3 141.4 140.4 
two-way dopplers to obtain horizon to horizon data for 
each station. Hence, in future missions it should be pos-
sible to reduce the location uncertainties for these sta-
tions. 
8This data type is obtained when one station is transmitting and 
another station is receiving. Thus one station is receiving two-way 
and the other pseudo two-way. For the Ranger missions the data 
quality of the pseudo two-way was too poor to use for location 
studies. 
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h. Physical constants. Excellent estimates of the physi-
cal constants GMff), GM~, and REM were obtained from 
the tracking data. In Table 20 it may be seen that the 
uncertainty in GM~ is only 38% of that estimated by the 
International Astronomical Union in 1961. Comparison 
between the [{anger VI and VII results show very close 
agreement. Results of Ranger 3, 4, and 5 have been in-
cluded to show the consistency obtained from the Ranger 
missions. Solution uncertainties for Ranger 4 and 5 are 
large due to the limited amount of available data (first 
8 hr of mission). 
Table 20. Physical constants estimate 
GME.rth estimates = GME!) 
Standard 
Source Value, deviation, Remarks 
km'/sec' km'/sec' 
Nominal JPL' 398603.20 ±4.0 
Ranger 3 398600.49 ±4.1 4 days of tracking 
Ranger 4 398601.87 ±13.3 8 hr of tracking 
RangerS 398599.20 ±13.2 8 hr of tracking 
Ranger VI" 398600.61 ±1.1 65 hr of tracking 
Ranger VII" 398601.28 ±1.5 68 hr of tracking 
GMMoon estimates = GM~ 
Nominal JPL 
(Prior to 4900.7589 ±5.0 
Mariner '62) 
Nominal JPL 
(After 4902.7779 ±0.3 Venus cruise data taken 
Mariner '62) during Mariner '62 
Ranger VI" 4902.6182 ±0.14 65 hr of tracking 
Ranger VII" 4902.5801 ±0.17 68 hr of tracking 
'Kaula, 1961 (adopted by the Ad Hoc NASA Standard Constants Committee, Ref. 
12). 
bWith REM constraint applied. 
The uncertainty in the GM« solution for Ranger VII 
has been reduced to 57 % of the nominal JPL value 
adopted after the Mariner II mission. Comparison be-
tween Ranger VI and VII .shows even better agreement 
than that seen for the GME!) uncertainties. The consistency 
between the two Ranger solutions and the Mariner solu-
tion is of significant interest since they were obtained 
by two different methods. That is, the Mariner solution 
was obtained by the 28-day periodic effect of the Moon 
in Mariner's cruise phase data (Ref. 9), whereas the 
Ranger solution was derived solely from the direct 
gravitational force of the Moon. Estimates for GM1 were 
not made from Ranger 3, 4, and 5 data. 
Since large a priori values (uncertainties) were used for 
the physical constants in the initial estimations (Table 5), 
it may be stated that the solutions were truly determined 
from the tracking data. With the constrained estimates 
on GMff) and GM1, an Earth-Moon mass ratio can be 
determined as follows: 
-1 - GMff) - 398601.28 - 81 44 -+- 00026 
p. - GM~ - 4902.5801 - .30 - . 
This value may be compared with the Mariner and 
Ranger VI results given below 
fA. M~riner = 81.3015 -+- 0.0034 (Ref. 9) 
p. i~nger VI = 81.3036 -+- 0.0023 (Ref. 10) 
c. Impact point. The 1.5 sec difference between the 
ODP-predicted and the station-observed impact time 
during Ranger VI (Ref. 10) caused an extensive reexam-
ination of the JPL Trajectory Program and the ODP, the 
mathematical models used within these Programs, and 
the physical system at the observing station. No error 
sources were found which could account for this time 
difference. This led to the hypothesis that the actual 
lunar elevation at the impact point differed from that 
shown on Air Force Lunar Map LAC 60 (Ref. 11). To 
account for the time difference, a 3 km decrease in eleva-
tion would be required. An elevation of 1735.3 -+- 0.2 km 
resulted from subtracting 3 km from the 1738.3-km ele-
vation shown on LAC 60. For Ranger VII, a time dif-
ference of 1.14 sec results from using the nominal lunar 
radius of 1738.09 km (Ref. 12). To account for this, a 
decrease in elevation of 2.7 km would be required. This 
amount, when subtracted from the 1737.9 km elevation 
shown on map LAC 76 (Ref. 13) gives a lunar elevation 
of 1735.2 -+- 0.4 km at the Ranger VII impact point. The 
Ranger VI and VII results (summarized in Table 21) 
are consistent. A comparison between the Ranger VI 
lunar radius and Yaplee's measurements (Ref. 14) may 
be found in Ref. 10. 
The best ODP estimate of the lunar latitude and longi-
tude of the Ranger VII impact point is -10.70 and 
-20.67 deg (Table 7, column 5), respectively. The un-
certainty on this point is bounded by the selenocentric 
dispersion ellipse having a SMAA of 1.59 km and a SMIA 
of 0.36 km (Table 8, column 5). Preliminary values of 
latitude and longitude, based on analysis of Ranger VII 
lunar TV photos and Air Force lunar maps, are -10.62 
and -20.59 deg (Table 7, column 6), respectively.9 In 
9These are preliminary values obtained by personal communication 
with D. E. Willingham of JPL. 
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Table 21. Lunar elevation results (Ranger impact point from center of gravity) 
AT = VN= 
Recorded Calculated recorded velocity 
Mission impact impact minus normal 
time", GMT timeb, GMT calculated, to lunar 
sec surface 
Ranger VI 09:24:31.86 09:24:30.29 1.57 1.80 km/sec 
(±0.005S ) (±0.15S ) 
Ranger VII 13:25:48.80 13:25:47.66 1.14 2.35 km/sec 
(±0.005S ) (±0.19') 
a Recorded impact time corrected for signal transit time. 
bOOP calculated impact time based on a lunar radius of 1738.09 km. 
the TV records, the location of the impact point is well 
known with respect to surrounding topographic features. 
However, at control points located within a 2-deg circle 
of the impact point, there is a ~-km uncertainty in the 
location of the grid. lines. The difference between the 
ODP estimate and the TV estimate (ODP - TV) is 
-0.08 deg for both latitude and longitude. On the lunar 
surface, these differences are approximately equivalent 
to 2.4 km. Figures 26 and 28 are advance unedited 
proofs of new lunar charts based on Ranger VII TV 
records, and Figs. 27 and 29 are unedited sectional de-
tails of Figs. 26 and 28, respectively. All Figures show 
the trace of the TV camera lens reticles converging to 
the impact point. The numbers appearing near the 
traces are TV frame numbers. In Figs. 28 and 29 the 
spacecraft trajectory as determined from the TV photos 
(represented by the heavy dashed line in the upper left 
portion) is also shown converging to the impact point. 
4. Limitations 
This section discusses the limitations of the Ranger VII 
flight path analysis described in this Report, and predicts 
the outcome to be expected from a more extensive analy-
sis which will be undertaken after the completion of the 
Ranger Block III (Ranger 6 through 9) missions. The 
Ranger Block III Sumnwry Analysis will be performed 
with the aid of the "next generation" ODP now being 
developed at JPL. 
The ODP used for the Ranger VII analysis lacks certain 
desirable capabilities which will be incorporated in the 
next generation ODP. The principal items are summar-
ized in Table 22. It is significant to note that errors intro-
duced during computations due to interpolation and the 
buildup of roundoff error are the major contributions 
to the two-way doppler weighting sigma discussed in 
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Best R~ Radius 
radius R~ (lunar Latitude Longitude 
VN X AT, of Moon from map) of of 
km to match Air Force minus impact, impact, 
recorded lunar map, R~ (Ranger), deg deg 
time, km km km 
2.83 1735.3 1738.4 3.1 9.44 21.50 
(±0.3) (±0.3) 
2.68 1735.2 1737.9 2.7 -10.70 -20.67 
(±0.4) (±0.4) 
Section II C. This means that the full potential of the 
DSIF tracking data has not been realized in the Ranger 
VII analysis. The two-way doppler weighting sigma (for 
one sample/min at Station 12 at lunar encounter) can be 
reduced from 0.013 m/sec to less than 0.005 m/sec if the 
computing noise is made negligible compared to the 
other error sources. The buildup of computing error acts 
as a low frequency noise source. Such an error usually 
is not detectable in plots of the doppler residuals such 
as Figs. 8 through 24. These plots tend to illustrate only 
the high frequency noise sources. 
In addition to the computing noise discussed above, 
other numerical limitations exist in the analysis. Their 
existence is illustrated by the fact that certain constraints 
hold only to a limited precision. Examples include the 
physical constant solutions and the spacecraft position at 
the midcourse maneuver epoch. The physical constant 
solutions obtained from using the results of premaneuver 
data as a priori information when processing postma-
neuver data should be identical to the physical constant 
solutions obtained when using the results of postmaneu-
ver data as a priori information when processing pre-
maneuver data, in that both orbits use the same set of 
data but in a different order. Table 6 compares the physi-
cal constant solutions from these two orbits. Although 
the standard deviation of each physical constant shown 
in Table 5 exceeds the discrepancy between the two 
solutions, it is still clear that numerical difficulties do 
exist. For example, ilGM~ = 0.10 km3/sed! is a variation 
in the 5th digit where a variation in the 8th digit may 
be expected due to roundoff, in that although the same 
computations are performed, they are accomplished in a 
different sequence for the two solutions. Notice that 
ilGM~ is overshadowed by the uGM~ = 0.15 km3/sec2 for 
l:> 
<0 
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Fig. 29. Unedited sectional detail of Ranger VII lunar chart RLC 3 
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Table 22. Limitations of Ranger VII analysis which will be overcome for Ranger Block III Summary Analysis 
Limitation of ODP used for Ranger VII analysis 
1. Trajectory and most other computations are in single precision. 
Errors are introduced during computations due to interpolation 
and the buildup of roundaff error, which are the main contribu-
tions to the data weighting sigma, e.g., computing noise con-
tributed 0.012 m/sec out of a total station weighting sigma of 
0.013 m/sec for 12 two-way doppler near lunar encounter. 
2. A fixed empirical correction is applied for tropospheric effects. 
Ionospheric effects are ignored but could appear as an "inward" 
displacement for a daylight tracking pass. 
3. Certain operations must be carried out external to the ODP. This 
sometimes makes an exact iterative solution cumbersome and 
impractical. These external operations include: 
a. The application of the GMEI)' GM~. REM constraint (maintains 
the "calculated" period consistent with the "observed" period 
of the Moon): 
b. Velocity increments due to the midcourse maneuver (and the 
spring separation of the spacecraft from the launch vehicle 
when applicable) are not automatically .. solved for" and the 
ODP does not properly constrain the spacecraft position at 
these maneuver points. 
4. Size of solution vector is limited to 20 parameters. Twenty parame-
ters were used for the Ranger VII analysis which did not include the 
maneuver velocity increments, nor all of the tracking station loca-
tion parameters in the solution vector. 
Characteristics of "next generation" ODP which will be used for 
Ranger Slock III Summary Ana/ys;s 
1. Double precision will be used throughout. The computing program 
will be formulated and the trajectory integration step size can be 
chosen to ensure that computing noise is a minor contributor to 
the data weighting sigma. 
2. Ionospheric corrections will be applied and a more sophisticated 
model will be incorporated for the troposphere. 
3. Maneuver velocity increments will be added to the solution vector 
and the necessary constraints will be incorporated in the ODP. 
Tracking data from injection to lunar impact can be processed 
in a single run as opposed to the premaneuver and postmaneuver 
segments which had to be treated separately for the Ranger VII 
analysis. 
4. Size of solution vector will be nominally 50 parameters but will 
vary depending on nature of run. This will allow the inclusion of 
added parameters mentioned under (3) above. 
A The lunar ephemeris is Qn input to the OOP, and the "observed" angular position oftha Moon with respect to the Earth is fixed, independent of the GMm' GM«I REM 
solutions. 
this analysis, but it will not be acceptable for the Sum-
mary Analysis which should yield a u GM{ = 0.03 km3/ 
sec2 as discussed below. 
The discrepancies in spacecraft position at the mid-
course maneuver epoch are shown in Table 17, in which, 
for example, the spacecraft is displaced 1.3 km in the Z 
direction above what the magnitude of the maneuver 
would indicate. The current ODP constrains these posi-
tions statistically through the application of an a priori 
covariance matrix but does not include a physical con-
straint .. The GM EI), GM (, REM constraint was applied as 
a side condition (Section II F 2), after the ODP proc-
essed the postmaneuver data, using the results of the 
premaneuver data as a priori information. That is, the 
constraint is not applied in the iterative process but only 
after the orbit has converged without recognizing the 
constraint. 
The next generation ODP will be formulated and the 
trajectory integration step size can be chosen to ensure 
that during postflight analysis computing noise will be 
a minor contributor to the data weighting sigma. In 
addition, the maneuver velocity increments will be added 
to the list of "solve for" parameters, and the equations 
which constrain the spacecraft positions at maneuver 
epoch and which constrain the GMEI), GM~, REM param-
eters will be added to the regression model. Also, the 
atmospheric refraction model will be improved in that 
the ionosphere effects will be added, and the tropospheric 
model will be increased in sophistication. In addition, 
the size of the solution vector will be increased from its 
present limit of 20 parameters to allow the inclusion of 
the maneuver velocity increments, the remainder of 
tracking station location parameters, and, possibly, tim-
ing biases which may be important within the first few 
hours after launch. 
It is desirable to develop a model complete enough so 
that the "fitters world" will contain all the parameters 
necessary to represent the "real world" data (remove all 
trends from the residuals) so that realistic statistics are 
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Table 23. Physical constant statistics: comparison between Ranger VII analysis and Ranger Block III Summary Analysis 
Standard deviation 
Physical constant 
Ranger VII postflight analysis Ranger Block III Summary Analysis 
GM Ell 1.40 km" / sec' = (3.5 X 10-0;) GME!) 0.4 km 3 / sec' = (1 X 10-") GME!) 
GM1 0.15 km
3
/ sec' = (30 X 1 0-") GM~ 0.03 km 3 /sec':::: (6 X 10-") GM~ 
REM 7.3 m = (1.1 X 10-0;) REM 2 m = (0.3 X 10-6) REM 
Station locations" 
x, (outward radial dista~ce normal to Earth's 17.7 m 5m 
spin axis) 
x:!j -- X'j - (difference in longitude between 8.8 m 5m 
two stations) 
11 The Ranger VII analysis quotes results for Station 12 and ig'nores the effect of the ionosphere The majority of the Station 12 doppler were obtained at night 
when ionospheric effects were at a minimum. 
associated with the solution vector parameters. Table 23 
is a comparison of the physical constant statistics be-
tween the Ranger VII postflight analysis and the Ranger 
Block III Summary Analysis. An improvement factor of 
3 is realized for GME!) and 5 for GM~. The slow relative 
motion of points on the Earth's crust (which will not be 
included in the ODP model) may limit the knowledge 
of station locations to 5 m in the radial direction normal 
to the Earth's spin axis, and 5 m in the difference in 
longitude between two stations. The major reduction in 
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statistics is the result of the improved model (i.e., double 
precision, built-in constraints, midcourse maneuver model, 
improved refraction model) to be used for the Summary 
Analysis; however, some improvement will also be real-
ized from combining the results of the Mariner (Venus 
and Mars) and the other Ranger flights for a consistent 
solution of the physical constants (GME!), GM~, REM, 
and tracking station locations). Also, data such as TV 
pictures of the spacecraft lunar impact point will be 
available as a check on the orbit determination process. 
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III. MI,DC,OURSE AND TERMINAL MANEUVER ANALYSIS 
A. Introduction 
The function of the Maneuver Analysis Group (MAG) 
of the Flight Path Analysis and Command Team was 
fully described in the maneuver part of the Report on 
the flight path of Ranger VI (Ref. 10). Summarized 
briefly here are the guidelines under which the explora-
tion of maneuver alternatives is carried out for both 
standard and nonstandard flight sequences. The con-
straints and restraints imposed are as follows: 
1. Mission 
a. The impact location must have suitable lighting 
conditions at arrival. A precise quantitative criteria 
for measuring these conditions is given in Ref. 15 
which predicts best results for regions with a light-
ing angle of 50-80 deg. 
b. It is desirable to land in a mare area not far from 
the lunar equator (approximately within +10 deg) 
for compatibility with the Apollo program. 
c. If no suitable impact location can be achieved, it 
is desirable to maximize camera coverage of pre-
viously unphotographed portions of the Moon with 
a west-side flyby. 
2. Spacecraft and Geometry 
a. The magnitude of the corrective maneuver cannot 
exceed the maximum available. 
b. The Earth-probe-near limb of the Moon angle 
must not fall below 15 deg in order to maintain 
Earth lock. 
c. It is desirable that the flight time be adjusted so 
that the automatic preset timer on board the space-
craft will activate the fully scanned cameras no 
later than 5 min and no earlier than 45 min prior to 
impact. 
d. The angle that the roll axis of the spacecraft makes 
with the probe-Earth line should not be less than 
40 deg during the entire midcourse maneuver se-
quence. Violation of this constraint mayor may not 
result in loss of telemetry during this critical time. 
Coordination with the Spacecraft Performance 
Analysis and Command Group (SPACG) is required 
in flight to determine the severity of the loss, if 
any, should the null cone be entered. If (c) and 
( d) may not be simultaneously attained, the timer 
takes preference over the telemetry. 
e. It is desirable that both the midcourse and terminal 
phases occur well within a Goldstone viewing 
period. 
f. In the terminal maneuver sequence the second 
pitch tum may not be less than -47 deg. In 
addition, it may not be greater than + 55 deg if 
accurate roll stabilization is required. 
Figure 30 shows several of these constraints mapped onto 
the B plane. The MAG is further able to evaluate in real 
time, during the execution of the midcourse maneuver 
sequence, the consequence of any roll and pitch (with 
some assumed velocity magnitude increment) should 
telemetry indicate that the turns being executed are 
significantly different from those commanded. The evalu-
ation, using linear analysis, estimates target parameters 
for the maneuver being performed and weighs these 
against the target parameters for the trajectory with no 
midcourse perturbation. In carrying out the evaluation, 
a representative from the JPL Space Sciences Division is 
consulted before the recommendation is made as to 
whether or not the maneuver is to be inhibited and the 
spacecraft returned to its cruise mode by sending real-
time command (RTC) 8. 
The investigation as to the most desired terminal ma-
neuver can be broken into four main possibilities: 
a. The nominal terminal maneuver, which aligns the 
primary optical axis of the TV subsystem along the 
velocity vector at the point of impact by perform-
ing in sequence a pitch, a yaw, and a second pitch. 
b. The optimum terminal maneuver, which seeks to 
make the optimum trade-off between camera smear 
due to misalignment between the cameras and the 
velocity and the viewing geometry. 
c. A restricted maneuver, which pitches the spacecraft 
an amount equalling the algebraic sum of the first 
and second pitch computed in (a), above, thus in-
creasing reliability. 
d. No terminal maneuver at all, which further in-
creases reliability. 
The constraints on the midcourse maneuver mentioned 
above, apply here also in choosing the proper terminal 
maneuver. Figures 31 and 32 depict the midcourse roll-
pitch tum and the terminal pitch-yaw-pitch tum se-
quences. 
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Fig.31. Ranger terminal maneuver 
TERMINAL 
PITCH fto\ANEUYeR 
Fig . 32. Capability ellipse of target parameters 16 hr after injection 
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B. Inflight Maneuver Considerations 
Among the various sites considered as a destination for 
RangerVIIJor the July 28" 1964 launch, the northern part 
of Mare ,Nubium at 11 deg South latitude and 21 deg 
West longitude was selected as most desirable. lo 
With the computation of the first orbit early in the 
mission, it became clear that the most desired impact 
point could be achieved with much less than the total 
60 m/sec capability of the midcourse rocket motor. The 
magnitude of the correction needed remained the same, 
as the orbit estimation was refined prior to the midcourse 
maneuver. The orbit upon which the final midcourse 
maneuver computation was based was the nominal pre-
midcourse orbit. Table 24 shows the estimate of the 
arrival parameters of the nominal premidcourse orbit, 
the target parameters of launch, the desired impact 
parameters prior to midcourse, and the required change 
in the terminal conditions. Note that the target point at 
launch differs by 1700 km from the target point at mid-
course, the difference being that the target point at 
launch is chosen so as to optimize the probability of 
impacting in the visible lighted portion of the Moon 
should a spacecraft malfunction preclude a midcourse 
maneuver, while the target point at midcourse is chosen 
by the criterion outlined above. The ellipse shown in 
Fig. 33 centers on the estimate of the target parameters 
from the nominal premidcourse orbit and describes the 
total range of the ability to alter these parameters with 
the 60 m/sec capability of the midcourse rocket. 
A summary of statistics of dispersion at the target for 
the maneuver required is given in Table 25. Listed are 
the 1-0" values for the SMAA and SMIA of the dispersion 
ellipse in the B plane along with the uncertainty in time 
of flight. These quantities are given as contributed by 
orbit determination uncertainties, maneuver execution 
uncertainties, and the combined contribution. 
lOLetter dated June 18, 1964 from E. A. Whitaker to D. E. Willing-
ham of JPL describing Ranger VII landing sites for the July 
'launch window. 
Table 24. Maneuver target conditions 
Desired 
Aiming point Pre maneuver 
arrival Correction 
at launch orbit point required 
B'RT, km 222 759 820 61 
B·n,km 75. -3799 1607 5406 
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Fig. 33. Ranger VII constraints mapped onto the 
B plane 
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The flighttime of Ranger VIIwasto have been adjusted 
so that impact would occur 30 min after the backup clock 
turned on the channel cameras. The maneuver to achieve 
the impact point and the desired flight time, however, 
violated the nominal antenna constraint angle of 40 deg. 
Because of the particular antenna radiation patterns and 
the particular rotations to be performed by the spacecraft, 
the number of channels and the time spent by each in the 
antenna nulls could be reduced by reducing the time 
from camera activation to impact. Several maneuvers for 
varying arrival times were computed; each was examined 
in detail by the SPACG for expected telemetry loss. A 
flight time with impact occurring 18 min after automatic 
camera turnon was ultimately decided upon. If, at this 
time, no terminal orienting maneuver were made, the 
lunar terminator would be within the field of view of 
the B camera, thus giving the cameras a wide range of 
surface illumination. The desired time of flight from 
injection to impact would be 68.09 hr. 
Table 25. Expected target dispersions from orbit 
determination and midcourse maneuver 
execution errors 
Orbit 
10' deter- Maneuver Combined 
mination execution 
Semimajor axis, km 14.6 45.7 47.7 
Semiminor axis, km 6.3 35.9 36.8 
Flight time uncertainty, sec 5.2 31.4 31.9 
Orientation - angle from 6.9 -83.9 -88.3 
+T axis and T to +R, deg 
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Having determined the desired target parameters at 
approximately 3 hr prior to the initiation of the maneuver 
at 07:27:00 GMT, the final computation was made using 
the latest determination of the orbit. The resulting re-
quired maneuver parameters are entered in Table 26. 
Table 26. Commanded maneuver 
Initiated 
Magnitude Duration, sec 
at GMT 
Roll turn 5.56 deg 25 10:00:44 
Pitch turn -- 86.80 deg 392 10:10:09 
Velocity increment 29.89 m/sec 48 10:27:09 
Well before the maneuver was to be executed, consid-
eration was given to the possibility of stopping the 
maneuver sequence with RTC-8, which interrupts the 
maneuver and returns the spacecraft to its cruise mode 
attitude, should a malfunction occur during the turning 
sequence of the midcourse maneuver. This decision of 
whether or not to halt the maneuver is particularly diffi-
cult to make in real time because once the maneuver is 
stopped, a period of 10,000 sec must elapse before a 
second attempt is undertaken. This delay due to the 
recycling period presents the possible problem of having 
to perform the maneuver over an overseas station with 
the further thought that the same malfunction that oc-
curred in the first attempt might occur in the second 
attempt. Furthermore, the delay decreases the capability 
of the midcourse motor. Taking these considerations into 
account, the MAG was then prepared to evaluate in real 
time the direct telemetry readings on the duration and 
polarity of the turns, assuming the correct motor burn. 
Fortunately, such preparation was never utilized since 
the measurements observed in real time during the per-
formance of the maneuver all had the correct polarity 
and, to within the accuracy of these measurements, were 
of the exact duration commanded. This, coupled with 
the real-time doppler reduction discussed elsewhere in 
this Report, gave almost instant verification that the 
maneuver had been executed correctly. 
After subsequent tracking and determination of the 
postmaneuver orbit showed that the correction to the 
trajectory was indeed very close to that desired, consid-
eration was given to performing a terminal orienting 
maneuver. Prior to computing a terminal maneuver the 
best estimate of the impact parameters was as follows: 
Latitude of impact 10.84 deg South 
Longitude of impact 20.46 deg West 
GMT of impact 31 day 7 mo 64 yr 13 hr 25 min 44 sec 
Automatic camera turnon 31 day 7 mo 64 yr 13 hr 
9 min 0 sec 
Figure 34 depicts the impact geometry with the cam-
eras in the cruise mode orientation. The C vector repre-
sents the central pointing direction of the four P cameras, 
A and B represent the pointing directions for the 25 and 
8.4 deg field of view F cameras. The nominal terminal 
maneuver, if performed, would have aligned the C vector 
with the impact velocity vector. In the cruise mode the C 
vector was 6.8 deg from the velocity vector, and with the 
path angle shown of 64.1 deg, an impact velocity of 2.62 
km/sec, and a shutter speed of 2 msec, the resultant 
blurring due to camera motion was 0.8 m. That is, the 
center of the field of view at the time the shutter closed 
would be observing a point on the surface 0.8 m away 
from the point viewed at the time the shutter opened. 
This is an acceptable level of blur; an amount nine times 
this figure could probably be tolerated and still meet 
mission objectives. 
Examination of the expected picture quality and cover-
age obtained with various proposed terminal maneuvers 
revealed that improvement, if any, would be negligible. 
Adding to this the consideration of greater reliability by 
not changing the attitude of the spacecraft, the decision 
not to perform a terminal maneuver was reached. 
34. Approach geometry with no terminal man.euver 
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C. Comparison of Commanded and Actual 
Maneuver 
This section examines quantitatively the midcourse 
maneuver execution errors in terms of effective pitch and 
yaw pointing errors and mid course motor shutoff errors, 
and the uncertainties associated with the estimates of 
these errors. 
Using the estimate of the executed maneuver obtained 
from Section II F 2, the estimated errors may be sum-
marized as follows: 
Estimated eqor in yaw: -2.04 mrad or -0.117 deg 
Estimated error in pitch: 0.83 mrad or 0.047 deg 
Estimated etror in velocity magnitude: - 0.073 m/sec 
Mapping these errors to the target results in a miss of 
18.0 km in B· RT and 17.1 km in B • TT and 19 sec in 
time of flight. The estimated errors compare with the 
expected standard deviation for the maneuver performed 
as follows: 
1 - U'yaw = 7.6 mrad 
1 - U'pitch = 3.7 mrad 
1 - U've!. mag. = 0.8 m/sec 
The uncertainties associated with these estimates are 1.29 
mrad, 0.19 mrad, and 0.0037 m/sec, respectively. 
Some of the errors involved in executing the maneuver 
may be accounted for in postflight analysis. These errors 
consist of limit cycle errors in roll, pitch, and yaw, and 
resolution errors in the roll and pitch commanded and 
the magnitude of the velocity added. If these identifiable 
error sources are removed, then the resulting estimate in 
the errors is as follows: 
Estimated error in yaw with identifiable error 
sources removed: -2.12 mrad (-0.122 deg) 
Table 27. Data used in maneuver error computations 
RolI,deg Pitch, deg Yaw, deg 
Ideal turn 5.563 -86.803 
Resolution error -0.103 0.053 
Limit cycle error 0.103 0.126 -0.092 
Ideal velocity magnitude = 29.7704 m/sec. 
Resolution velocity magnitude error = 0.0914 m/seco 
VE (estimated midcourse velocity vedor in m/sec) = (-25.063, -15.223, 
-6.164) 
[0.3140638IE -10 -0.92115033E -10 0.18141402E -9J 
Ay = 0.32439815E -9 - 0.60889906E - 9 
0.11959307E - 8 
Table 28. Ranger VII maneuver execution error estimates l 
Yaw Pitch Velocity, magnitude 
ratio ratio ratio 
to to to 
mrad deg 
standard mrad deg standard mlsec standard 
deviation deviation deviation 
Estimated 
error 
-2.04 -0.117 0.27 0.83 0.047 0.22 -0.073 0.41 
All error 
Standard sources 




-2.12 0.122 0.38 3.96 0.227 1.28 -0.082 0.51 
error identifiable 
Standard error 
deviation of 5.6 0.321 -- 3.1 0.178 -- 0.16 -- sources 
expected errors removed 
Standard l A""~,,. deviation 01 
the error in 1.29 0.074 -- 0.19 0.011 -- 0.0037 -- to both sets 
the estimate of results 
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Estimated error in pitch with identifiable error 
sources removed: 3.96 mrad (0.227 deg) 
Estimated error in velocity magnitude with 
identifiable error sources removed: 0.16 m/sec 
Table 27 shows the data used to arrive at all of the re-
sults which are then summarized in Table 28. 
The estimate of the velocity added at midcourse V E, 
and the covariance matrix of uncertainties Av associated 
with it were obtained from the best orbit determination. 
In this estimate of VE tracking data alone were used (no 
use being made of the spacecraft's maneuver doppler 
data). (Further details of this orbit appear elsewhere in 
this Report.) G. D. Pace was the sourcell used for esti-
mating the value of the standard deviation for the pitch 
and yaw pointing error and for the velOcity magnitude 
error, while estimates for the resolution and the limit 
cycle errors were obtained from R. E. Hilly 
Again, ,as in Ranger VI, the maneuver happened to be 
initiated near the zero crossing of the roll limit cycle, 
thus appreciably reducing the chief contribution to the 
standard deviation of maneuver execution errors. 
llC. D. Pace, "Ranger Block III Midcourse Execution Capabilities," 
October 10, 1963 (internal communication). 
12R. E. Hill, "Ranger'VII Attitude Control Flight Performance," 
August 7, 1964 (internal communication). 
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IV. RANGER VII TRAJECTORY 
A. launch Phase 
Ranger VII was launched from ETR 'at Cape Kennedy, 
Florida on Tuesday, July 28, 1964 using an Atlas D/ 
Agena B boost vehicle. Launch occurred at 16:50:07.873 
GMT with an inertial launch azimuth of 96.6 deg East of 
North. After liftoff, the booster rolled to an azimuth of 
97.1 deg and performed a programmed pitch maneuver 
until booster cutoff. During sustainer and vernier stages, 
adjustments in vehicle attitude and engine cutoff times 
were commanded as required by the ground guidance 
computer to adjust the altitude and velocity at Atlas 
vernier engine cutoff. After Atlas-Agena separation, there 
was a short coast period prior to the first ignition of the 
Agena engine. At a preset value of selected velocity in-
crease, the Agena engine was cut off. At this time the 
Agena-spacecraft combination were coasting in a nearly 
circular parking orbit in a southeasterly direction at an 
altitude of 188 km and an inertial speed of 7.80 km/sec. 
After an orbit coast time of 19.97 min, determined by 
the ground guidance computer and transmitted to the 
Agena during the Atlas vernier stage, a second ignition 
of Agena engine occurred. Eighty-nine seconds later the 
Agena was cutoff, injecting the Agena-spacecraft combi-















phase ascent trajectory profile is illustrated in Fig. 35, 
while a sequence of events from launch to acquisition of 
the Earth by the spacecraft is shown in Fig. 36. 
B. Premaneuver Cruise Phase 
Injection (second Agena cutoff) occurred at 17:20:01 
GMT, over the western coast of South Africa at a geo-
centric latitude and longitude of -12.89 and 15.07 deg, 
respectively. The Agena-spacecraft were at an altitude 
of 192 km and traveling at an inertial speed of 10.949 
km/sec. One minute and 32 sec after injection the Agena-
spacecraft combination entered the Earth's shadow. The 
Agena separated from the spacecraft 2 min 35 sec after 
injection, performed a programmed 180 deg yaw ma-
neuver, and ignited its retrorocket. The retrorocket im-
pulse was designed to eliminate interference with the 
spacecraft operation and reduce the chance of the Agena 
impacting the Moon. Tracking data indicated that the 
Agena would pass the upper trailing edge of the Moon 
at an altitude of 3660 km about3 hr after Ranger VII impact. 
Ranger VII left the Earth's shadow 40 min 5 sec after 

























Fig. 35. Ascent trajectory profile 
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Fig. 36. Sequence of events to Earth acquisition 
Sun acquisition had been initiated 9 min 58 sec prior to 
leaving the Earth's shadow. Five minutes after leaving 
the Earth's shadow the Sun was acquired. Within an 
hour after injection, the spacecraft was receding from 
the Earth in an almost radial direction with decreasing 
speed. This reduced the geocentric angular rate of the 
spacecraft (in inertial coordinates) until, at 1.4 hr after 
injection, the angular rate of the Earth's rotation ex-
ceeded that of the spacecraft. This caused the Earth's 
track of the spacecraft (Fig. 87) to reverse its direction 
from increasing to decreasing Earth longitude. Plots of 
geocentric distance and inertial speed for Ranger VII as 
well as Earth-Probe-Sun (EPS), Sun-Probe-Moon 
(SPM), and Earth-Probe-Moon (EPM) angles as a func-
tion of time from launch are presented in Figs. 38 through 
40. 
Final analysis of premidcourse tracking data showed 
that without a correction the spacecraft would have 
impacted the back side of the Moon at a selenocentric 
latitude and longitude of -12.4 and 201.2 deg, respec-
tively. The transit time from injection to impact would 
have been 67.396 hr. 
C. Midcourse Maneuver Phase 
In order to alter the trajectory so as to impact a selected 
aiming point at a selenocentric latitude of - 11 deg and 
longitude of - 21 deg, midcourse maneuver calculations 
indicated a requirement of 29.89 m/sec increment of 
velocity (60 m/sec maximum capability). In addition, 
this correction was selected to adjust the flight time from 
injection to impact to be 68.09 hr, thus allowing the TV 
camera backup turn on clock to be utilized as designed. 
To properly align the thrust direction of the midcourse 
motor for the burn, a + 5.56 deg roll turn and - 86.80 
deg pitch turn were required. The midcourse motor was 
ignited at lO:27:09 GMT on July 29, 1964 when the 
spacecraft was at a geocentric distance of 169,000 km 
and traveling with an inertial speed of 1.786 km/sec 
relative to Earth. At the end of a 50 sec burn of the 
midcourse motor, the geocentric distance had increased 
to 169,075 km, and the inertial speed relative to Earth 
had decreased to 1.756 km/sec. Analog data received at 
Goldstone and relayed to the Space Flight Operations 
Facility (SFOF) at JPL positively indicated that the 
midcourse maneuver and motor burn had been executed 
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Fig. 39. Probe geocentric velocity vs time from launch 
doppler data being essentially the same as those pre-
dicted. Injection and encounter conditions for the pre-
midcourse orbit are given in Table 29. Terms used in 
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Fig. 40. Earth-probe-Sun (EPSI, Sun-probe-Moon 
(SPMI, and Earth-probe-Moon (EPMI angles 
vs time from launch 
D. Posfmaneuver Cruise Phase 
Following the midcourse maneuver the spacecraft re-
acquired the Sun and Earth, thus returning to the cruise 
mode. At about 63 hr after injection and at a geocentric 
distance of 355,300 km the spacecraft's inertial speed 
relative to the Earth reached a minimum value of 0.850 
lan/sec. At this point, the spacecraft was about 28,300 km 
from the lunar surface with an inertial speed of 1.36 
km/sec relative to the Moon. Because of the lunar gravi-
tational field the spacecraft's velocity began to increase. 
Postmidcourse tracking data resolved the trajectory's 
lunar encounter conditions to a high degree of accuracy, 
with the lunar impact occurring at a selenocentric lati-
tude and longitude of -10.70 and - 20.67 deg, respec-
tively, with a flight time of 68.097 hr from injection. 
The encounter conditions along with the corresponding 
postmidcourse initial conditions are presented in Table 
31. The geocentric spatial trace of the trajectory from 
injection to impact is illustrated in Fig. 41. 
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Table 29. Ranger VII, premidcourse orbit 
Initial conditions' 
Epoch 









































Time of flight from injection 
B 
B • Td 
B • Rd 
aSee Table 30 for definition of terms. 
bl U uncertainty of 5.2 sec 
cl U uncertainty of 15.9 km 
July 31, 1964; 12:43:40.933 GMT 






dB. T and B. R are referenced to the true lunar equator (see Appendix A). 
For Ranger VII work, the true lunar equator is used as the reference plane. If N 
is a unit vector in the lunar North direction, then T = 51 X Nand R = 5[ X T. 














































Time of flight from injection 
B 
B • Td 
B • Rd 
nSee Table 30 for definition of terms. 
bl U uncertainty of 1.0 sec 
Cl U uncertainty of 14.7 km 
July 31,1964; 13:25:48.724 GMT 
-10.701742 deg 
- 20.66861 deg 
68.0966 hrb 
1811.9285 km c 
1623.9736 km 
803.61342 km 
dB • T and B. R are referenced to the true lunar equator (Appendix A). For 
Ranger VII work, the true lunar equator is used as the reference plane. If N 
is a unit vector in the lunar North direction, then T = 51 X Nand R = 51 X T. 
Table 30. Definition of terms 
Parameter Definition (Earth as central bodyl Parameter Definition (Earth as central body) 
R Probe radius distance, km x,y,z is the Earth equatorial plane of date. z is along the 
tf> Probe geocentric latitude, deg 
(Cont'd) direction of the Earth~s spin axis of date, km 
8 Probe East longitude, deg ie,y,i First time derivatives of x, y, and z, respectively, i.e., 
V Probe Earth-fixed velocity, km/sec Cartesian components of the probe space-fixed velocity 
Path angle of the probe Earth-fixed velocity vector 
vector, km / sec 
y 
with respect to the local horizontal, deg a Semimaior axis, km 
u Azimuth angle of the probe Earth-fixed velocity vector e Eccentricity 
measured East of true North, deg ; Inclination, deg 
x,y,z Vernal equinox Cartesian coordinates in a geocentric {} Longitude of the ascending node, deg 
equatorial system. The origin is the center of the cen-
tral body. The principal direction (x) is the vernal equi- '" 
Argument of pericenter, deg 
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Fig. 41. Geocentric spatial trace Ranger VII trajectory 
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E. Encounter Phase 
During the encounter phase the spacecraft raced 
toward impact with increasing acceleration due to the 
pull of the lunar gravity field. This effect is shown in 
Fig. 42 in which the, Ranger VJI, trajectory trace to lunar 
encounter is compared with a hypothetical Ranger VII 
trajectory resulting from a massless Moon. One hour 
before impact, the speed of the probe relative to the 
Moon had increased to 1.551 km/sec and was at a 
lunar altitude of 6390 km. No terminal maneuver was 
needed at this time to realign the TV cameras' pointing 
direction. 
About 45.5 min before impact, the spacecraft crossed 
the lunar equator at an altitude of 4933 km. At 13:08:36 
GMT at 2126 km above the lunar surface, F channel full 
power was verified. At 13:12:09 GMT and at 1723 km, 
P channel full power was also verified. Minutes later at 
13:25:50 GMT on July 31,1964, Ranger VII crashed into 
what was to be named the lunar "Mare Cognitum" at an 
impact speed of 2.616 km/sec and at a path angle of 
-64.1 deg. The spacecraft had encountered the Moon in 
a direct motion along a hyperbolic trajectory with the 
incoming asymptote direction at an angle of - 5.57 deg 
68 
to the lunar equator, and the orbit plane inclined 26.84 
deg to the lunar equator. 
The trace of the trajectory on the lunar surface from 
injection to impact is given in Fig. 43, while the traces of 
the lunar approach portions of the premidcourse and 
postmidcourse orbits are illustrated in Fig. 44. The 
probe's geocentric distance and velocity are given in 
Figs. 45 and 46, respectively, for the last few hours of 
flight. The selenocentric altitude and velocity are given 
in Figs. 47 and 48, and the EPS, SPM and EPM angles 
for the last hours of flight are in Fig. 49. 
A study of the Ranger VII trajectory can be made by 
examining the detailed trajectory printout (Appendixes B 
and C). Appendix B contains the trajectory listing for the 
premidcourse orbit from the initial epoch to the mid-
course epoch and a lunar impact printout. Appendix C 
contains the trajectory listing for the postmidcourse orbit 
from midcourse to lunar encounter. Appendix D, Table 
D-1, is a key to the trajectory printout. Table D-2 con-
tains the definitions of the trajectory printed quantities. 
Constants and conversion factors used in Ranger VII tra-
jectory computation are listed in Table D-3. The miss 
param~ter B, used to measure the miss distance for the 
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GMT, JULY 31, 1964 
Fig. 47. Selenocentric altitude of probe vs GMT 
at lunar encounter 
.... Fig. 46. Geocentric inertial speed of probe vs 
GMT at lunar encounter 
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GMT, JULY 31, 1964 
Fig. 48. Selenocentric inertial speed of probe vs 




































10·00 11·00 12.00 13·00 14.00 
GMT, JULY 31, 1964 
Fig. 49. Earth-probe-Sun (EPSJ, Sun-probe-Moon 
(SPM), and Earth-probe-Moon (EPM) angles 
vs GMT at lunar encounter 
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V. ANALYSIS OF AIR FORCE EASTERN TEST RANGE TRACKING DATA 
A. Introduction 
For the Ranger missions, the AFETR is responsible for 
providing classical orbital elements for both the parking 
and transfer orbits, and for providing initial acquisition 
information to the DSIF tracking stations. These cal-
culations are performed on an IBM 7094 computer 
located at AFETR using Agena vehicle tracking data 
obtained from the downrange AFETR tracking stations. 
Results of these calculations are transmitted to the JPL 
SFOF in Pasadena. The acquisition information is relayed 
to the DSIF stations, and the initial orbital elements are 
used in the JPL orbital calculations. 
In addition to fulfilling these requirements, AFETR 
transmits tracking data obtained during the parking orbit, 
transfer orbit, and Agena postretro orbit to the SFOF. 
The parking orbit data are very useful for detecting non-
standard flight conditions, and the transfer orbit data are 
Table 32. AFETR and NASA station locationsa 
Station name 
Controlling Latitude Longitude Radar 
agency deg deg type 
Antigua AFETR 17.0N 298.2 E FPQ-6 
Ascension AFETR 7.9 S 345.6 E FPS-16 
Bermuda NASA 32.2 N 295.3 E FPS-16 
Carnarvon NASA 24.7 S 113.7 E FPQ-6 
Pretoria AFETR 25.8 S 28.3 E FPS-16 
a See Ref. 16. 
used during flight operations to verify the initial orbital 
estimates based on DSIF data. Agena postretro data are 
important for verifying Agena retrofiring, and are further 
used to establish the Agena vehicle postretro orbit. 
During this mission, AFETR stations tracked the 
Ranger VII Agena vehicle from launch until it was lost by 
Pretoria 8 min after Agena retrofiring. Additional tracking 
data were supplied by two National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) stations located at Ber-
muda and Carnarvon, Australia. The names locations , , 
and radar types for the AFETR and NASA stations are 
given in Table 32. Table 33 summarizes the tracking data 
coverage prOvided by these stations. 
B. Acquisition Information 
Twenty-four minutes of initial acquisition information 
was provided for DSIF Stations 41, 51, and 59, based on 
the actual parking orbit and nominal second Agena burn. 
Shortly after injection, this information was updated for 
100 min, based on the actual transfer orbit. These pre-
dictions included pointing angles, receiver doppler detec-
tor output for both one-way and two-way doppler, and 
the ground station transmitter reference frequency re-
quired to establish uplink lock with the spacecraft. A 
comparison between the AFETR predicted pointing 
angles and the actual tracking angles showed that the 
predicted values were well within the beam width of all 
station antennas. 
Table 33. Tracking station data coverage 
Station Mission 
Start data End data Maximum Number 
name phase GMT Range, km 
Elevation, Elevation, elevation, of data 
GMT Range, km deg deg deg points 
Bermuda Parking 16.58.42 905 8.0 17.01.12 1,656 1.2 8.0 26 
orbit 
Antigua Parking 17.00.00 950 7.2 17.02.48 1,600 0.0 7.2 28 
orbit 
Ascension Parking 17.11 .12 1424 1.4 17.15.30 1,281 0.0 4.0 44 
orbit 
Pretoria Preretro 17.21.30 1245 6.3 17.29.06 3,683 9.8 27.2 74 
orbit 
Pretoria Postretro 17.29.12 5421 9.6 17.37.06 7,761 1.1 9·6 77 
orbit 
Carnarvon Postretro 17.35.12 5161 22.4 18.04.48 11,153 88.1 88.1 241 
orbit 
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c. Analysis of Parking Orbit Data 
In the parking orbit phase, angular and range data 
were obtained by Antigua, Ascension and Bermuda. 
During flight operations, only Antigua data were used for 
the parking orbit calculation made at JPL. Numerical 
values for the parameters in this solution are given in 
Table 34, column 3. These values are in good agreement 
with orbital elements obtained from the AFETR solution 
seen in column 2, except for n (longitude of ascending 
node) and w (argument of pericenter passages). Table 35 
shows the number of data points and associated statistics 
for this calculation. The residuals, observed minus com-
puted, may be seen in Fig. 50. 
For the postflight analysis an orbital estimate was 
made using data from Ascension and Bermuda only. The 
data points used and the associated statistics are given in 
Table 36. Bermuda angular data were not used for this 
calculation, and it was necessary to correct the ranging 
Table 34. Parking orbit parameter solutions 
(Epoch = 16 hr 58 min 32.00 sed 
Orbital Orbit reported Real time Post analysis 
parameter by ETR" (2) orbitb (3) orbitC (4) 
Ro, km 6561 6559.7937 6560.7722 
<Po, deg 24.660 25.031393 25.035432 
Ao, deg 299.336 297.90737 297.91529 
Yo, km/sec 7.386 7.3827313 7.3820695 
'Yo, deg -0.002 0.038837308 -0.028649228 
(;0, deg 106.315 105.64363 105.633888 
a,km 6575.9 6572.9758 6570.5272 
C 0.002372 0.001467387 0.0015632628 
i, deg 28.826 28.854379 28.828694 
n, deg 16.980 16.194773 16.989216 
w, deg 120.906 20.027 136.34901 
Ca, km/sec' 
-60.62 -60.64 -60.66 
"Epoch from ETR = 16 hr 58 min 52.9 sec. Orbit based on best data set(s) selected 
from various tracking stations. 
bOrbit from Antigua data only (calculated at JPL). 
COrbit from Bermuda and Ascension (calculated at JPL), 
Note: the ETR orbit is received prior to obtaining the solution shown in column 3', 
Table 35. Inflight parking orbit data statistics 
Number 
Station 
of points Standard Mean Data type 
name 
used deviation 
Antigua Ronge, m 15 5 16.1 
Azimuth, deg 23 0.0080 0.0000 
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Fig. 50. Antigua parking orbit residuals 
3 
data values to account for range reference oscillator 
timing errors.13 The number of points and the associated 
statistics are given in Table 36, and the residual plots 
may be seen in Figs. 51 and 52. Parameter values, given 
in Table 34, column 4, show good agreement with the 
two real-time orbital solutions seen in columns 2 and 3 
of the Table. The solutions for argument of pericenter 
passage do not appear consistent. However, this param-
eter is not well defined for this orbit due to the near zero 
values for both the eccentricity e and path angle yo. 
Using these data, the latitude and longitude of the Ber-
muda tracking station were determined. This solution 
I3This type of error is apparently a characteristic of the C-band pulse 
radar systems used by these AFETR and NASA stations (Ref. 16). 
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Table 36. Postflight parking orbit data statistics shows good agreement with the solution obtained during 


































Data type of points 
used 
Range, m 20 
Range, m 3'2 
Azimuth, deg 32 
Elevation, deg 31 
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When a combined orbital calculation was made using 
data from all three stations, the Antigua data appeared 
to be somewhat inconsistent with the data from the other 
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Fig.51. Ascension Island parking orbit residuals 

















2 3 4 5 
TIME 16 hr 58 min FROM JULY 28, 1964, min 
Fig. 52. Bermuda parking orbit residuals 
Table 37. Bermuda station coordinate solutions 
Ranger VII 
Ranger Vt'-
Nominal IRanger VII Ranger VII, Coordinate 
value" solution, deg solution, deg deg 
Latitude 32.1709 32.170257 32.177880 -0.00752 
± 0.0004 ± 0.0129 
Longitude 295.3465 295.34705 295.35219 -0.00514 
± 0.0007 ± 0.0108 
"5 •• R.f. 16. 
D. Analysis of Agena Preretro Transfer Orbit 
Tracking Data 
Preretro tracking data were received from Pretoria 
from 17:21:30 to 17:29:06 GMT July 28. These data were 
used during flight operations to determine the Agena 
transfer orbit. This solution agreed very well with the 
transfer orbit solution previously reported by AFETR. 
In addition, portions of the P!etoria data were used in the 
JPL orbital calculations to verify the initial orbit esti-
mates based on DSIF data. 
In the postflight analysis, a comparison between the 
best postflight estimate of the premaneuver orbit based 
on DSIF data only and the estimate based on the Pretoria 
data showed the two solutions to be in remarkably good 
agreement. The values of the parameters for these solu-
Table 38. Transfer orbit and postretro Agena retro 
orbit parameter solutions 
(Epoch = 16 hr 19 min 56 secl 
Orbital ETR orbit ETR postretro 
parameter DSIF orbit (Pretoria) orbit (Pretoria) 
Ro, km 6567.6442 6567.4832 6566.0807 
<Po, deg -12.677881 -12.675307 -12.738016 
Ao, deg 14.648304 14.645455 T 46.90039 
Yo, km/sec 10.533192 10.53318T 10.5207T7 
'Yo, deg T.3797452 T.3787070 T.43089T 3 
(101 deg 117.37655 117.36825 -117.32460 
a, km 269557.25 269050.88 223732.21 
e 0.97564866 0.97560342 0.97066925 
i, deg 28.956008 28.947857 28.935328 
fl, deg T7.0450877 17.034816 16.935673 
w,deg 204.26936 204.27300 204.3T778 
Ca, (km/sec)2 -T.4787266 -T.4815T07 -1.7816077 
Table 39. Preretro orbit data statistics 
Station Number of Standard 
name 
Data type points used deviation Mean 
Pretoria Range, m 47 TO T.07 
Azimuth, deg 65 0.0082 0.0000 
Elevation, deg 65 0.0091 -0.00381 
tions may be seen in Table 38, columns 2 and 3. Tracking 
data statistics for the Pretoria estimate are given in 













































TIME 17 hr 21 min FROM JULY 28, 1964, min (ITERATION 6) 
Fig. 53. Pretoria preretro residuals (start 17:21 GMT) 
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0 2 3 4 5 
TIME 17hr 26 min FROM JULY 28,1964, min (ITERATION 6) 
Fig. 54. Pretoria preretro residuals (start 17:26 GMT! 
E. Analysis of Agena Postretro Tracking Data Table 40. Postretro orbit data statistics 
Agena postretro tracking data were received from 
Pretoria and Carnarvon. An estimate of the Agena post-
retro orbit was made using only Pretoria data. This solu-
tion revealed that the Agena vehicle would miss the 
Moon's surface by 3660 km and go into a heliocentric 
orbit. Parameter values for this estimate are given in 
Table 38, column 4. The number of points and associated 
statistics are given in Table 40, and the residual plots 
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A combined estimate based on both Pretoria and 
Carnarvon data has not yet been satisfactorily made 
(apparently due to an error in the station coordinates at 
Carnarvon). The Carnarvon data appeared to be rela-
tively noise free, but a good estimate of the data accuracy 
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The Pretoria tracking data were very useful during 
flight operations for verifying the initial orbit estimates 
based on DSIF data. It is anticipated that these data will 
be more fully utilized in conjunction with the DSIF data 
as continued confIdence is obtained from flight experience. 
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Fig. 55. Pretoria postretro residuals (start 17:30 GMT) 
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VI. DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY TRACKING OF RANGER VII 
A. General Information 
The DSIF is primarily composed of various tracking 
stations located around the world and interfaces which 
connect these tracking stations with the main control 
center at JPL. The names and locations of the DSIF 
stations employed in the Ranger VII mission are given in 
Table 41. Since Station 71, located at Cape Kennedy, does 
not obtain postinjection tracking data, it is not listed in 
Table 41. This station performs the vital task of prelaunch 
checkout of the spacecraft radio, telemetry, and TV 
systems. It also provides spacecraft frequencies to the 
Tracking Data Analysis Group at the SFOF for use in 
computing acquisition predictions. Detailed characteris-
tics of the stations are available elsewhere.14 
Table 42 shows the nominal view periods of the space-
craft to the DSIF stations during the course of the 
mission. Rise and set times (in GMT) refer to that time at 
which the spacecraft is at a 5-deg geometrical elevation 
angle. Since the spacecraft signal can frequently be 
received when the spacecraft is lower than 5 deg, it is 
possible that acquisition of the spacecraft will occur 
before nominal rise time and loss of signal after nominal 
Table 41. DSIF station locations 
Geodetic Astronomic 
Station Location latitude, deg longitude, deg 
12 Goldstone, California 35.4 N 116.8 W 
41 Woomera, Australia 31.4 S 136.9 E 
51 Johannesbur~, South Africa 25.9 S 27.7 E 
59 Johannesburg, South Africa 25.9 S 27.7 E 
set time. The modes of operation of the DSIF are identi-
fied as ground modes (GM) and can be seen in Table 43. 
14 J et Propulsion Laboratory, Space Flight Operations Plan,Ranger VII, 
May 28, 1964 (internal communication). 
During Ranger VII, the DSIF stations provided both 
angular and doppler data throughout the mission. Both 
data types were used during the early part of the mission, 
and the angular data were very useful in obtaining the 
initial orbit estimates. For the postflight analysis, only 
two-way doppler data were used. Plots of the doppler 
residuals for both premaneuver and postmaneuver track-
ing may be seen in Figs. 8 through 24. Relatively large 
biases were seen in the angular data from Stations 41 
and 51. This is mainly due to angular correction model 
errors which, in turn, were caused by recent extensive 
equipment changes and RF feed realignment at the angle 
tracking stations. New correction coefficients are being 
determined to remove these biases during future missions. 
Table 42. NominaP view periods vs actual tracking at DSIF stations 
Nominal Nominal Nominal Acquisition Loss of Actual 
DSIF 
rise, set, view by signal by view Date Station GMT GMT period Station Station period 
July 28, 1964 51 17:21 :17 17:32:00 00"10m43' 17:21 :38 17:32:55 00"11 m17' 
59 17:21 :17 17:32:00 00"10m43' 17:20:50 17:37:53 00h17m03' 
41 17:36:54 00:46:21 b 07h09m27' 17:35:24 01 :17:00 07h41 m36' 
51 20:42:52 08:28:04b 11 "45m12' 20:45:50 08:54:29 12h08 m39' 
July 29, 1964 12 07:11 :54 18:36:01 11"24m07" 06:44:10 18:45:35 12"01 m25' 
41 14:38:45 01:24:04b 10"45mI9" 14:13:55 01 :49:00 11"35m05' 
51 22:00:10 08:48:32b 10"48 m22" 22:02:45 09:12:03 11 "09m18' 
July 30, 1964 12 07:20:28 18:59:03 11"38 m35' 06:55:30 18:59:49 12"04m19' 
41 14:59:08 01 :31 :08 b 10"32 mOO" 14:36:03 01 :59:00 11"22m57' 
51 22:14:05 08:53:41 b 10"39m36" 22:13:17 09:14:37 11"01 m20' 
July 31, 1964 12 
, 
07:22:02 13:25:50c 06"03m48' 07:00:56 13:25:50 06h24m54' 
tl Based on 5-deg elevation angle. 
b Set occurs on day after rise. 
C Time of lunar impact. 
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Table 43. Ground station tracking modes 
This mode description is used to define the station configuration. 
The code is broken into two paris. The first defines the transmit / 
receive mode and the second the antenna feed configuration. 
Transmit / receive Antenna feed 
GM-O' No receive (transmit only) 0 Not used 
GM-l One-way doppler 1 Horn feed diplexer 
(receive only) combination 
(85-ft D reflector) 
GM-2 Two-way, one-station 2 Tracking feed diplexer 
(transmit / receive) combination 
(85-ft D reflector) 
GM-3 Two-way, two-station 3 Acquisition antenna 
noncoherent (receive 
only) 
GM-4 Two-way, two-station 4 Dipole (6-ft D reflector) 
coherent (receive only 
with reference signal 
from transmit station) 
GM-5 Receive only 5 Horn feed, no diplexer 
(no doppler) (receive only) 
(85-ft D reflector) 
aTeJemetry wiIJ be available in all receive modes except GM-O. 
Example: GM-2-1i transmitting to spacecraft and receiving two-way doppler; horn 
feed and diplexer. 
B. Transponder Tracking 
1. Premaneuver Phase 
Initial acquisition of the spacecraft transponder was 
made by Station 59 at 17:20:50 GMT on July 28, 1964. 
Two-way lock was immediately established and the servo 
system was put in auto track at 17:21:00. Auto track was 
terminated at 17: 21: 39 and the receiver dropped lock at 
17:23:12. From this time until the end of the pass 
at 17:37:53, the receiver was unable to maintain contin-
uous lock, primarily due to high spacecraft angular rates 
and operational procedure difficulties. From this pass 
only five 5-sec count two-way doppler points were usable 
in the ODP. At 17:28:07 Station 51 switched on their 
transmitter, and two-way lock was established at 17 :30: 14. 
Station 51 also experienced difficulty in maintaining con-
tinuous receiver lock due to high angle rates, and the 
antenna reached its mechanical limit at 17: 31 :42. During 
this interval, no good two-way doppler samples were 
obtained. 
At 17:38:48, Station 41 achieved two-way lock ill" 
GM-2-2. They did not get any good doppler samples 
until 17: 54: 00 because of an over loaded counter monitor-
ing the doppler mixer output. This situation arose as a 
direct result of a changed configuration in the L-band 
receiver following L-S band conversion work and was 
easily corrected when discovered. Telemetry event blips 
B-2-1 through B-2-4 observed by Station 41 starting at 
17:50:00 indicated that solar panel extension had oc-
curred. At 17:53:00 a B-2-1 blip was observed which 
indicated the start of the Sun acquisition sequence. Earth 
acquisition event blip was noted by Stations 41 and 51. 
The first ground station command sequence was trans-
mitted to the spacecraft by Station 41, commencing at 
21:15:00. Two "clear" commands were sent followed by 
an antenna switchover command which switches the 
spacecraft from the low gain omniantenna to the high 
gain directional antenna. During the mutual view period 
of Stations 41 and 51, transfers of two-way lock were 
executed three times. The first transfer, from Station 41 
to 51, occurred at 21:58:00. The second transfer, from 
Station 51 to 41, occurred at 23:10:00. The third and last 
transfer of this pass, from Station 41 to 51, occurred at 
24:00:00. Tracking continued without incident until the 
maneuver phase began on July 29. 
2. Maneuver Phase 
At 08:50:00 July 29, Station 12 started transmitting the 
midcourse maneuver command sequence. At 09:40:00 
Station 12 transmitted the antenna changeover command 
w~ich switched the spacecraft back to the low gain omni-
antenna, and at 10:00:00 the maneuver execute command 
was transmitted. At 10:27:09, after the programmed 
delay, an event blip was observed which indicated mid-
course motor ignition. This was immediately followed by 
a decrease in received doppler frequency, as predicted. 
The decrease continued until motor cutoff, and then the 
observed doppler started to rise slightly, again as pre-
dicted. A plot showing predicted doppler and observed 
doppler during the maneuver period may be seen in 
Fig. 57. 
3. Postmaneuver Phase 
Following the maneuver, the spacecraft reacquired the 
Sun at 10:36:00, and the Earth at 10:58:39. At 11:21:00 
Station 12 started transmitting the command sequence to 
switch the spacecraft back to the high gain antenna. 
Transponder tracking then continued in a normal manner 
with a minimum amount of data being lost when trans-
ferring from one station to another. At 11:15:30 on 
July 31, Station 12 began transmitting a terminal maneu-
ver command sequence. While an orientation maneuver 
was not required, a terminal maneuver sequence was 
commanded to set an additional backup timer for the 
TV system. The terminal maneuver was then inhibited by 
83 
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Fig. 57. Doppler during midcourse maneuver 
an override command transmitted at 11:55:00. The termi-
nal maneuver execute command was transmitted at 
12:25:08. Subsequent event blips indicated that the space-
craft responded properly. At 13:08:40 Channel F video 
appeared, and at 13:12:07 Channel P video went to full 
power. From 13:12:08 until impact, Station 12 was 
receiving excellent photographs of the lunar surface. 
A summary of all commands transmitted to the spacecraft 
by the DSIF is given in Table 44.15 
C. Determination of Impact Time 
The primary method of determining observed impact 
time is by measuring the time at which the spacecraft 
signal is lost. Various functions related to the spacecraft 
signal are continuously recorded by the stations during 
their respective tracking periods. Two recording methods 
are used: one is magnetic tape, and the other is direct-
write oscillograph. 
Stations 1116 and 12 were tracking the spacecraft on 
July 31 when an abrupt loss of signal occurred at approxi-
15Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Tracking Operations Memorandum 
Ranger VII , September 21, 1964 (internal communication). ' 
1HStation 11 was committed to provide TV backup support only. 
They tracked the spacecraft only during the last Goldstone view 
period, but did not obtain tracking data. 
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Table 44. Ground commands from DSIF to 'Ranger VII 
T/M event 
Command" 
Initiated Verified, DSIF blips 
(date/GMT) GMT Station recorded 
at Station 
RTC-O 28/21 :15:00 21 :15:38 41 
RTC-O 28/21:16:00 21 :16:38 41 
RTC-3 28/21 :19:00 21 :19:38 41 B-20 
RTC-O 29/08:50:00 08:50:39 12 
RTC-O 29/08:52:00 08:52:39 12 
SC-l 29/08:54:00 08:54:40 12 B-20 
SC-2 29/08:56:00 08:56:41 12 B-20 
SC-3 29/08:58:00 08:58:41 12 B-20 
RTC-O 29/09:36:00 09:36:38 12 
RTC-O 29/09:38:00 09:38:39 12 
RTC-3 29/09:40:00 09:40:39 12 B-20 
RTC-4 29/10:00:00 10:00:38 12 B-20 
RTC-O 29/11 :21 :00 11 :21 :38 12 
RTC-O 29/11 :23:00 11 :23:39 12 
RTC-3 29/11 :25:00 11 :25:39 12 B-20 
RTC-O 31/11:15:30 11 :16:08 12 
RTC-O 31/11:17:30 11 :18:09 12 
SC-4 31/11:19:30 11 :20:10 12 B-20 
SC-5 31/11 :21 :30 11 :22:10 12 B-20 
SC-6 31/11 :23:30 11 :24:10 12 B-20 
RTC-O 31/11 :51 :00 11 :51 :38 12 
RTC-O 31/11 :53:00 11 :53:39 12 
RTC-8 31/11 :55:00 11 :55:38 12 B-20 
RTC-6 31/12:25:08 12:25:47 12 B-20 
aReal-Time Commands: 
RTC-O == clear command 
RTC-3 == antenna switchover 
RTC-4 == begin midcourse maneuver 
RTC-6 == initiate terminal maneuver 
RTC-8 == maneuver override 
Stored Com monds: 
SC-l == midcourse maneuver roll duration 
5C-2 = midcourse maneuver pitch duration 
SC-3 = midcourse maneuver velocity increment 
SC-4 = terminal maneuver first pitch duration 
5C-5 = terminal maneuver yaw duration 
5C-6 = terminal maneuver second pitch duration 
mately 13:25:50. Figure 58 shows the unfiltered received 
signal strength recorded at Station 12 at lunar encounter. 
High speed recording rate (approximately 60 in./sec) }Vas 
not used until shortly before predicted impact. This 
recording was referenced by a 100 pps timing reference 
and the NASA 28-bit time code which is synchronized 
to WWV. At the time noted by the arrow in Fig. 58 
(13:25:50.029), the transponder signal was lost. Figure 59 
is a playback of the receiver functions recorded on mag-
netic tape at Station 12 starting just prior to impact. The 
drastic changes seen in the telemetry channels (the traces 
labeled Channel 2 and Channel 3) provide further confi-
dence that impact occurred at the time noted by the 
abrupt change in received signal strength. 
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Fig. 58. Station 12 impact recording 
Figure 60 is a playback of the magnetic tape recorded 
at Station 11. In this Figure, no abrupt change in the 
received signal strength can be seen at the impact time 
indicated by the drastic change in the telemetry channel 
traces. This is due to the fact that the receiver automatic 
gain control (AGC) time constant was set at 300 sec. The 
best estimate of impact time observed at Station 11 is 
13:25:50.095. It will be noted that there is a 66-msec 
difference between the impact times recorded at the two 
Stations. After postflight analysis of station operations at 
Stations 11 and 12 in regard to this discrepancy, it was 
concluded that: (1) Station 11 impact time is incorrect 
because of a time synchronization problem at Station 11, 
and (2) the impact time recorded at Station 12 is correct. 
This large discrepancy should not be considered a meas-
ure of the system accuracy since in Ranger VI, when Sta-
tions 11 and 12 were committed for full mission support, 
the impact times recorded at the two Stations agreed to 
within 1 msec. 
The conclusion is that, neglecting signal transit time, 
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Fig. 60. Station 11 analog of selected receiver functions at lunar impact 
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APPENDIX A 
Definition of the miss parameter B 
The miss parameter B is used at JPL to measure miss 
distances for lunar and interplanetary trajectories and is 
described by W. Kizner in Ref. 6. B has the desirable 
feature of being very nearly a linear function of changes 
in injection conditions. 
The osculating conic at closest approach to the target 
body is used in defining B. B is the vector from the 
target's center of mass perpendicular to the incoming 
asymptote. Let Sf be a unit vector in the direction of the 
incoming asymptote. The orientation of B in the plane 
normal to Sf is described in terms of two unit vectors R 
and T, normal to S/. T is taken parallel to a fixed reference 
plane and R completes a right-handed orthogonal system. 
Figure A-I illustrates the situation. 














The Ranger VII work has used'the orbital plane of the 
Moon as the reference plane. If W is a unit vector normal 
to the orbital plane (W in direction of RM X V M, where 
RAE is radius vector to Moon from Earth, and V M is the 
space-fixed velocity of the Moon relative to the Earth's 
center), then T = Sf X W defines our coordinate system. Fig. A-1. Definition of B· T, B· R system 
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APPENDIX B 
Ranger VII space trajectory for premaneuver orbit 
GHE .39860145 06 J .16234500-02 
G .6610C}998-19 A .8S1824'H 29 
GHM .49026957 04 GMS .13271544 12 
EGH .39860320 06 MGH .49027779 Cit 
ARA .35610000 01 GB .36294392 00 
INJECTION CONDITIONS ,..aON 
SPACE TRAJECTORY 
RA-l PREMIOCOURSE eRSIT. 
H -.51499999-05 0 .18149999-05 
• .886C0499 29 C .88831498 29 GHY .32416950 06 GMA .42977799 05 
JA .29200000-02 HA .. 00000000 00 
HAS .31410000 03 GBI .00000000 0·0 
RE .63781650 04 REM 
0"' .41180141-02 AU GHC .31918700 08 GHJ 
DA .. 00000000 00 RA 
GB2 .00000000 00 SC 
23566645C257202000000000 J.D.'" 2438605.22217592 JULY 28.1964 
.63183100 04 
.. 14959900 09 
.12671060 09 
.. 34110000 04 
.10200000 09 
17 19 56.000 
GEOCENTRIC 
CARTESIAN 
XO-.48336122 04 YO-.420~2479 04 lO-.14413996 04 OXO .10601013 01 OYO-.66112135 01 OlO-.41191462 01 
GMt .0000eDoo 00 SGC .0eaDoceo 00 TO .62396000 05 GHA .20638174 03 GHO .30568664 03 ' 
o DAYS 0 HRS. a MIN. 0.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
X -.48336120 04 
R .65616446 04 
R .65676447 04 
XS -.88492690 08 
XM .38246584 06 
XT .38246584 06 
RS .15168914 09 
GEO -.\2761410 02 
OUT .35000000 02 
Y -.42062416 04 
DEC -.12611894 02 
LAT -.12611893 02 
'IS .11325140 09 
Viol -.30198953 05 
VT -.30198953 05 
YS .29323112 02 
All .19041821 03 
OT .15000000 02 
EPOCH OF PERICENTER P.aSSAGE 
SMA .26955704 06 ECC .97564865 00 
VH .. 1.350052100 C3 -.141e1211 01 
TA .26875478 01 JHA .00000000 00 
X -.48336120 04 Y -.42062476 04 
INC .28955996 02 LAN .11040849 02 
WX .14187827 00 WY -.46288226 00 
QX .62673967 00 QY -.64218889 00 
ex -.62673967 00 BY .64218890 OC 
DAP -.11418139 02 RAP .21857066 03 
BrQ .52789146 05 eRQ -.26621162 05 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .88481856 08 Y -.11326160 09 
R .15188993 09 LAT -.18866C90 02 
XE .. 88492690 08 YE -.11325740 09 
XT .. 88875155 08 YT -.11328760 09 
LTE -.18865618 02 LOE .30800198 03 
EPS .83120780 02 ESP .27453512-18 
MPS .13183428 03 HSP .10992114 00 
RPM .39130200 06 SPN .69231548 01 
GeE .. 21829'43 03 GeT .28210141 03 
REP .65676446 04 YEP .10950098 02 
o DAYS 0 HRS. 0 ~IN. 5.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTR IC 
X - .. 47982264 04 
R .. 65690250 04 
R .65690250 04 
xs -.88492808 08 
XM .38246625 06 
XT .38246625 06 
RS .15188914 09 
GEO -.12913572 02 
OUT .35000000 02 
Y -.42405294 04 
DEC -.12888701 02 
LAT -.12888101 02 
YS .11325132 09 
YM -.30194288 05 
YT -.30194288 05 
VS .29323712 02 
All .19189282 03 
OT .50000000 01 
EPOCH OF PERICENTER PASSAGE 
SMA .26949663 06 ECC .97564318 00 
VH .13503514 00 C3 -.14190591 01 
TA .31643331 01 MYA .00000000 00 
X -.47982264 04 
INC .28955870 02 
WX .14IB1660 00 
QX .62614844 00 
ex -.62674844 00 
OAP -.11418429 02 
BlQ .52783288 05 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .88488009 08 
R .15188998 09 
XE .88492808 08 
XT .88815274 08 
lTE -.18865604 02 
EPS .82648540 02 
ItPS .1318282-9 03 
RPM .39126154 06 
GCE .27822519 03 
REP .65690250 04 
Y -.42405294 04 
LAN .17040714 02 
WY -.46288072 00 
QY -.64218335 00 
BV .64218335 00 
RAP .21651123 03 
8RQ -.26623911 05 
Y -.11326156 09 
LAT -.18866019 02 
YE -.11325732 ot; 
YT -.11328751 09 
LOE .30800204 03 
ESP .27453512-18 
HSP .10992114 00 
SPN .64998379 01 
GCT .28209986 03 
YEP .10948918 02 




R .114CJl536 05 
XS -.88549711 08 
XM .38265713 06 
XT .38265113 06 
RS .15188869 09 
GEO -.21976129 02 
.OUT .35000000 02 
Y -.79897407 04 
DEC -.21841418 02 
LAt -.21841.41.8 02 
YS .11321937 09 
YM -.27955511 05 
YT -.27955511 05 
vs .29323858 02 
AU .11116318 05 
oT .120COCOO 03 
235666450251202000000000 J.O.= 2438605.22217592 JULY 28 t 1964 17 19 56.000 
Ht 0 DAYS a HRS. 29 MIN. 48.1z-r SEC. 
Z -.14413997 04 
RA .22103005 03 
LON .14648313 02 
lS .49113300 08 
ZM -.50845670 05 
ZT -.50845670 05 
RM .3870);081 06 
LOS .2Bl~2025 03 
DR .2536268-4 00 
OX .70601070 01 
V .10950098 02 
VE .10533192 02 
DXS -.23122515 02 
OXM .82173604-01 
DXT .82773604-01 
YH .10159919 01 
RAS .12600196 03 
SHA .65203969 04 
EQUATOR [AL COORD I NATES 
DV -.68712132 01 
PTH .13272056 01 
PTE .13191469 01 
OYS -.15814255 02 
DVM .93298925 00 
DYT' .93298925 00 
RT .36101061 06 
RAM .35548537 03 
DES .18865618 02 
Ol -.47791460 01 
Al .11625194 03 
AZE .11737653 03 
DIS -.66519660 01 
DIM .39361311 00 
OZT .39361317 00 
VT .10159919 01 
LOM .14910364 03 
OEM -.7$493138 '01 
GEOCENTRIC CONIC 
235666450247202760426660 J.O.= 2438605.2218504~ JULY 28tl964 11 19 27 .. 879 
8 .59124444 05 SLR .12968310 05 APO .53254998 06 RCA .65640711 04 
Cl .llS91Q6C 05 TfP .2812014502 Tf -.18U3l80-02 PER .23213209 05 
E.\I .29842160 00 MA .. 72684679-02 C3J -.18712444 01 TFI .00000000 00 
ALL VECTORS RefERENCED TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
I -.14413991 04 OX .70601010 01 OY -.68712132 01 OZ -.47797460 01 
APF .20426939 03 MX .66197710 00 ~Y -.61283270 00 "'I -.43153~.97. 00 
" 
.87499177 00 PX -.76620351 00 PY -.61101017 00 PZ -.19899402 00 
Ql -.44135110 00 RX .15558145 00 RV .12406866 00 Rl. -.96000061 00 
BZ .44135111 00 TX -.62347934 00 TV .7B183963 00 TZ .00000000 00 
B .59124444 05 THA .. 33323335 03 
EQUATORIAL COORDINAtES 
I -.49114141 08 ox .30782622 02 OY .89430414 01 OZ .20782219 01 
LON .30799943 03 V .. 32122684 02 PTH .19253930 02 AZ .18943384 02 
lE -.49113300 08 OXE .23122515 02 DVE .15814255 02 DZE .68579680 01 
ZT -.49164145 08 OXT .23805288 02 OVT .16747244 02 Olf .72515811 01 
LlT -.1885.2131 02 LOT .30811451 03 RST .15215119 09 VST .29995789 02 
SEP .96876158 02 EPM .48837777 02 EHP .73198500 00 MEP .13043019 03 
SMP .48055927 02 SEH .. 13256592 03 EMS .47326738 02 ESH .10698938 00 
SIP .13158023 03 CP7 .900111'81 02 SIN .89751735 02 01 .13301871 00 
CPE .80398C13 02 eps .76802219 02 02 .89203712-01 03 .53001657-03 
235666450260202200000COO J .. O .. = 2438605.22223379 JULY 28 t 1964 17 20 01.000 
TFL 0 DAYS 0 HRS. 29 MIN. 53.127 SEC. 
I -.14652728 04 
RA .22146929 03 
LeN .15066658 02 
IS .49113265 08 Z'" -.50843102 05 
lT -.50843702 05 
R'" .38701C60 06 
lOS .28159941 03 
OR .29851805 00 
ox .10940173 01 
V .10948918 02 
VE .10531952 02 
t)xs -.23122498 02 
OXM .82760305-01 
OXT .82760305-01 
VM .10159983 01 
RAS .12800204 03 
SHA .65150630 04 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY -.68414752 01 
PTH .15626542 01 
PTE .16245366 01 
DYS -.15814216 02 
OYM .93299019 00 
OYT .93299019 00 
RT .38701060 06 
RAM .35548607 03 
DES .18865604 02 
DI -.47694813 01 
Al .1161546003 
Ale .11127488 03 
DZS -.68579712 01 
OlM .39361490 00 
OIT .39361490 00 
VT .10159983 01 
LOM .14908344 03 
OEM -.75490844 01 
GEOCENTRIC C.ONIC 
23566645C241202761302420 J.D.= 2438605.22185053 JULY 28,1964 17 19 27.886 
8 .5911714805 SlR .1296827805 APO .5324291706 RCA .6564078904 
Cl .71896970 05 TfP .3311421902 Tf -.78095051-02 PER .2320540605 
eA .35143499 00 MA .85620267-02 C3J -.18715458 01 TfI .13888889-02 
Z -.14652728 04 
APF .20427C14 03 
WI .87499284 00 
QI -.44134613 00 
BI .44134673 00 
8 .59117748 05 
1 -.49114131 06 
LON .30799949 03 
IE -.49113265 OB 
lT -.49164109 08 
LTl -.18852117 02 
SEP .97349001 02 
SMP .4806192C 02 
SIP .1315742"1 03 
cpe .80365963 02 
All VECTORS REfERENCED TO EARTH EQU,\TOR PLANE 
ox .10940173 01 OY -.68414152 01 DZ -.47694813 01 
HX .66606666 00 MY -.60747611 00 MZ -.42968909 00 
PX -.76619674 00 PY -.61101118 00 PI -.19899899 00 
RX .15558410 00 RY .12401330 00 Rt -.97999910 00 
TX -.62348710 00 TY .7818336400 TI .00000.000.00 
THA .33323360 03 
EQUATORIAL COORDIN.ATE.S 
OX • '30B16516 02 OY .89128008 01 Ol .20&84959 01 
Y .32164119 02 PTH .19217327 02 AZ .18943203 02 
OXE .23722498 02 DYE .15814216 02 oze .68.579772 01 
OXT .23805258 02 OVT .16 74 7266 02 DZT .. 72515921 01 
LOT .30811457 03 RST .15215119 09 YST .29995780 02 
EPM .49301519 02 EMP .73134523 00 HEP .12995507 03 
SEM .13256523 03 EMS .41321432 02 ESM .10676052 00 
cpr .90011039 02 SIN .89756966 02 01 .13303253 00 
CPS .76802228 02 02 .89202610-01 03 .53001469-03 
235666451410202000000000 J.D.=" 2438605.25000000 JULY 28,1964 18 00 00.000 
TFL 0 DAYS 1 HRS. 9 ~IN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z -.65075322 04 
R.A .33052116 03 
LON .11409534 03 
IS .49096801 08 
l~ -.49898428 05 
ZT -.49898428 05 
RM .38690805 06 
LOS .27160339 03 
Dft .52110063 01 
OX .65614168 01 
V .66361638 01 
VE .60221493 01 
OXS -.23714533 02 
OXM .76315878-01 
OXT .76375878-01 
VM .10162115 01 
RAS .12802923 03 
SHA .63476066 04 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATE.S 
DY .74185279 00 
PTH .51736660 02 
PTE .59901S'95 02 
OYS -.15824559 02 
DYM .93342563 00 
OYT .93342563 00 
RT .3869Q805 06 
RAM .35582160 03 
OES .18859101 02 
DZ -.66640706 00 
Al .10518666 02 
AlE .b3005501 02 
DIS -.68624289 '01 
DIM .39443802 00 
DIl .39443802 00 
VT .10162115 01 
LOM .13939578 03 
DE'" -. 740~91.~~ J'.t 89 
-. 
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HELIOCENTRIC 
x .. 88563844 08 
R .. lSlCJ0496 09 
XE .88549111 08 
Xl .. 88932368 08 
l rE -.18859102 02 
EPS .. 2127575.2 02 
MPS .13099385 03 
RPM .37160557 06 
Gee .12130156 03 
REP .17491536 05 
'( -.11322"136 0<;1 
LAT -.18859591 02 
YE -.11321931 09 
VT -.11324132 09 
lOE .. 308C2923 03 
ESP .21453512-18 
MSP .10560881 00 
SPN -.10927629 00 
GeT .28113927 03 
VEP .66367638 01 
o DAYS 1 HRS. 40 MIN ... 4.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.. 33222362 05 
.. 34200539 05 
R .34200539 05 
XS -.88635067 08 
XM .38291482 06 
Xl .. 38291482 06 
RS .15188801 09 
GEO -.1235858(+ 02 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HElIOCENTR[C 
X .. 88668289 08 
R .15191244 09 
XE .. 886)5061 08 
Xl .89017981 08 
LTE -.18849331 02 
EPS .44405553 02 
MPS .13135258 03 
RPM .35273604 06 
GeE .10185988 03 
REP .. 34200539 05 
y -.36139'419 04 
CEC -.12211'418 02 
LAT .... 12217418 02 
YS .11316231 09 
Yto! -.24594091 05 
YT -.24594091 05 
YS .. 29324078 02 
At T .21823309 05 
DT .24000000 03 
V -.11316598 09 
LAT -.18849089 02 
YE -.11316231 09 
YT - .. 11318696 09 
LOE .30801003 03 
ESP .. 98911702-02 
liSP .99650190-01 
SPN .33651638 02 
GCT .28161214 03 
YEP .46E6138D 01 




R .48054222 05 
xs -.88120372 08 
XH .38313793 06 
Xl .38313193 06 
RS .15188132 09 
GeD -.82445862 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
tiELIOCENTR IC 
X .88761910 08 
0 .15191615 09 
XE .88120372 08 
XT .. 89103509 08 
LTE -.18839563 02 
EPS .53138614 02 
MPS .13185658 03 
RPH .33676649 06 
GCE .10551584 03 
REP .48054222 05 




R .60228018 05 
XS -.88805640 08 
XM .38332639 06 
XT .38332639 06 
RS .15188664 09 
GED -.58211172 01 
OUT .35000000 OZ 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .68865186 08 
R .15191845 09 
XE .88805640 08 
XT .. 89188966 08 
LTE - .. 18829180 02 
EPS .. 58117861 02 
MPS .13236748 03 
RPM .. 32110955 06 
GCE .10450602 03 
REP .60228018 05 
a DAYS 4 "iRS. 40 
GEOCENTRIC 
.10115187 05 
.. 71266019 05 
R .. 11266018 05 
XS -.86890665 08 
XM .. 38348015 06 
XT .38348015 06 
RS .15188596 09 
GED -.41628034 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
y .. 15599436 04 
DEC -.81895410 01 
LAT -.81895410 01 
VS .11310532 09 
Y~ -.21230733 05 
YT -.21230133 05 
VS .29324299 02 
Al T .41616't54 05 
OT .48000000 03 
Y -.11310316 09 
lAT -.18838583 02 
YE -.11310532 09 
YT -.11312655 09 
LOE .30811e81 03 
ESP .96911702-02 
MSP .94812782-01 
SPN .45511581 02 
GCT .26156552 03 
YEP .38805179 01 
MIN. 4.000 SEC. 
V .66919147 04 
DEC -.51819839 01 
LAT - .. 57819839 01 
VS .11304821 09 
YM -.11865106 05 
YT - .. 17865706 05 
VS .29324521 02 
AL T .53850031 05 
OT .48000000 03 
Y -.11304152 09 
LAT - .. 18828109 02 
YE -.11304821 Og 
YT -.11306601 09 
LOE .30615)60 03 
ESP .19782341-0) 
MSP .90923484-01 
SPN .52038919 02 
GCT .28154460 Q3 
YEP .34213055 01 
MIN. 4 .. 000 .SEC. 
Y .11671214 05 
DEC -.41341250 01 
LAT -.41347250 01 
VS .11299104 09 
YM -.14499333 05 
YT -.14499333 05 
VS .29324744 02 
All .64881925 05 
DT .48000000 03 
EQUATORIAL COORO.INAT.ES 
Z -.49103315 08 ox .30215949 02 OY .16566412 02 OZ .61960218 01 
LON .30803170 03 V .35063196 02 PTH .54008952 01 Ai .77299199 02 
ZE -.49096801 08 DXE .23114533 02 DYE .15824559 02 DZE .68624289 01 
ZT -.49146705 08 DXT .23790908 02 DYT .16751985 02 DZT .72568669 01 
l TT -.18845-472 02 LOT .30814231 03 RST .15214901 09 VST .29991651 02 
SEP .15812185 03 EPM .15038011 03 EMP .12802933 01 MEP .28338988 02 
SMP .48900525 02 SEM .13223181 03 E.S .41660310 02 ESM .10761302 00 
SIP .13012634 03 CPT .90012081 02 SIN .89144569 02 01 .140069.39 00 
CPE .88331660 02 CPS .76806234 02 02 .924(~H281-01 03 .57049358-03 
235666453214202000000000 J.D.= 2438605.29166666 JULY 28,1964 19 00 0If~6(iO 
TFl 0 DAYS 2 HRS.. 9 MIN. 52 .. 121 SEC. 
Z -.72n6185 04 
RA .35319174 03 
LON .12232485 03 
lS .49072091 08 
Z~ - .. 48476264 05 
IT -.48476264 05 
RM .38615389 06 
LOS .25660313 03 
DR .. 41665019 01 
Z -.49019363 08 
LON .30801956 03 
ZE -.49012091 08 
IT -.49120567 08 
lTT - .. 18835495 02 
Sfp 
.1.3558542 03 
SMP .48541690::1 02 
SIP .13101016 03 
CPE .92633329 02 
OX .44486546 01 
V .46667380 01 
\IE .43060543 01 
OXS -.23702569 02 
OXM .66179521-01 
DXT .66719521-01 
VM .10165475 01 
RAS .12801002 03 
SHA .23935082 05 
ox .28151223 02 
V .. 33128496 02 
OXE .. 23102569 02 
DXT .23169348 02 
LOT .30818393 03 
EpH .11319502 03 
SEH .13113113 03 
CPT • Q0207570 02 
CPS .76811382 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DV .. 14096569 01 
PTti .63228434 02 
PTE .15313607 02 
OYS - .. 15839986 02 
DYM .93400983 00 
DYT .93400983 00 
RT .. 38615389 06 
RAM .35632502 03 
DES .18849337 02 
OZ .21990459-01 
AZ .63517902" 02 
AZE .32934351 03 
DZS -.68691069 01 
DlM .39564490 00 
Dll .39564490 00 
VT .10165475 01 
LOM .12485812 03 
OEM -.12004115 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .17249643 02 DZ .689"7091~ QL 
PTH .22990638 01 AZ .16705508 02 
OVE .15839986 02 OZE .66691069 01 
on .16713996 02 DZT .. 126't7518 01 
RST .15214512 09 VST .29985420 02 
EMP .54751208 00 HEP .56513230 01 
E.S .48160176 02 ESM .10851785.0_0 
SIN .89925141 02 01 .14756255 00 
02 .98046137-01 03 .6410p99-0) 
235666455020202000000COO J.D.= 2438605.33333333 JULY 26,1964 20 00 00 •. 000 
TFL a DAYS 3 HRS. 9 MIN .. 52.121 SEC. 
1 - .. 684S2.39C 04 
RA .1819445E: 01 
LON .11531149 03 
lS .49047352 08 
If' -.470498Z3 05 
ZT -.41049823 05 
Rf.I. .. 38659940 06 
lOS .24160285 03 
DR .35805389 01 
1. -.49054197 08 
LO~ .30812610 03 
ze -.49041352 08 
ZT -.49094402 08 
Ln - .. 18825510 02 
SEP .12684E:82 03 
SMP .48048394 02 
SIP .13156314 03 
CPE .94149206 02 
ox .. 35982859 01 
V .38805179 01 
VE .42324548 01 
DXS -.23690595 02 
OXM .57165073-01 
OXT .51165073-01 
VM .10168187 01 
RAS .12811081 03 
StiA .38454989 05 
ox .27288881 02 
V .33010755 02 
OXE .23690595 02 
OXT .23147760 02 
LOT .30822554 03 
EPM .17412231 03 
SEM .13123005 03 
CPT .90389438 02 
CPS .16816137 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .}4413965 01 
PTH .67323476 02 
PTE .51776242 02 
DyS -.15855405 02 
DYM .93451068 00 
DYT .93451068 00 
RT .38659940 06 
RAM .35682832 03 
DES .18839563 02 
DZ .18201312 00 
. Al .62131302 02 
AlE .28804143 03 
DZS -.68157819 ·oi." 
DlM .39681765 00 
OZT .39681765 00 
VT .10168787 01 
lOM .11032037 03 
OEM -.69903263 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OV .17296803 02 OZ .10577950 01 
PTH .13667131 01 AZ .16485091 O"i 
DYE .15855405 02 DZE .68757819 01 
on .16189915 02 DZT .12725996··oi 
OST .15214240 09 VST .29919121 02 
EMP .72934040 00 MEP .514"83493 01 
EMS .48660454 o.~. ~~~ .. .10925156 00 
SIN .90095994 02 01 .15364767 00 
02 .10310525 00 03 .10134355-03 
235666456624202000000000 J. D. '" 2438605.37500000 JULY Z6,l964 21 00 06.000 
TFL o DAYS 4 HRS. 9 tlIN. 52 .. 127 SEC. 
EQlJATORIAl COORDINATES 
Z -.60615792 04 ox .31096632 01 DY .14059146 01 DZ .24.208696 00 
OA .64120432 01 V .34213055 01 PTH .69560915 02 At .6158527"7"·02 
LON .IQ486302 03 VE .46501270 01 PTE .43591700 02 Ale .. 27970913 03 
ZS .49022587 08 DXS -.23678608 02 DYS -.15870818 02 DZS -.68824544 01 
ZM -.45619216 05 OXM .47533251-01 DVM .. 93492800 00 DZM .39195601 00 
ZT -.45619216 05 DXT .47533251-01 OYT .93492800 00 DZT .. 39195601 00 
R. .38644458 06 VM .10112113 01 RT .38644458 06 VT .1011Z113 01 
LOS .. 22660257 03 RAS .12815160 03 RAM .35733154 03 LOM .95182512 ·02 
DR .32063307 01 SHA .51152511 05 DES .18829180 02 OEM -.61194920 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.49028654 08 ox .26788291 02 DY .. 17276133 02 Dl .71245413 01 
LON .30817190 03 V .32662718 02 PTH .90358792 00 AZ .76357554 02 
ZE -.49022581 08 DXE .23618608 02 DVE .15670818 02 DZE .68824544 01 
ZT -.49068205 08 DXT .23726141 02 on .16805146 02 DZT .72604104 01 
lTT -.18815516 02 LOT .30826114 03 RST .15213901 09 VST .29972715 02 
SEP .1218628.4 03 EPH .16925407 03 EMP .16651865 01 MEP .90807154 01 
SMP .41541504 02 SEM .13072851 03 EMS .49161142 02 ESM .11058666 po 
SIP .13206357 03 CPT .90554.344 OZ SIN .. 90250442 02 01 .159)Z324 00 
CPE .94971955 02 CPS .76820111 02 02 .10783157 00 03 .17226583-03 
23566646C430202000000000 J.D.= 2438605.41666666 JULY 26,1964 22_ 00 00.000 
TFL o DAYS 5 HRS. 9 fliN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.51384184 04 ox .21801035 01 DY .13600434 01 DZ .270998~~ .. 0.0. 
RA .945C644C 01 V .3101311401 PTH .71056639 02 AZ .61322150 02 
LON .92860554 02 VE .52294114 01 PTE .34195045 02 AZE .21642565 03 
ZS .48997197 08 OXS -.23666610 02 OYS -.15886225 02 DZS -.68891i.38-0T 
ZP" -.44184513 05 OXM .37884935-01 OYM .93526153 00 DZH .39905991 00 
IT -.44164513 05 DXT .37884935-01 OYT · .. 93526153 DO DZT .3990599i 00 
R. .36628943· 06 VM .10175452 01 RT .38628943 06 VT .10175452 01 
LOS .21160229 03 OAS .. 12819238 03 RAM .35183468 03 LOH .81244590 02 
CO .. 29390249 01 SHA .62627016 05 DES .18819988 02 DE~ -.65~?9~~.!LQ.L 
_________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .. 88960980 08 
R .1519199809 
XE .. 88890865 08 
Xl .89274345 08 
LTE -.18819988 02 
E'ps .61471794 02 
MPS .13286451 03 
RPM .. 31681020 06 
GeE .10385194 03 
REP .. 71266019 05 
Y -.11297937 09 
LAT -.18817663 02 
VE -.11299104 09 
VT -.11300554 09 
lOE .30819238 03 
ESP .22117329-01 
P<!SP .87016018-01 
SPN .56337199 CZ 
GeT .28153676 03 
VEP .31073174 01 




R .. 61463365 05 
xs -.88976042 08 
XH .38359915 06 
Xl .38359915 06 
RS .15188528 09 
GED -.29219643 01 
DUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .89055712 08 
R .15192104 09 
XE .88976042 08 
Xl .. 89359641 08 
LTE -.18810190 02 
EPS .63944309 02 
MPS .13334353 03 
RPM .30161359 Db 
GeE .10339768 03 
REP .. 81463369 05 
'1 .16"485281 C5 
eEC -.29081801 01 
LAT -.29081801 01 
YS .11293382 09 
Y~ -.11131917 05 
YT - .. 11131917 05 
VS .29324967 02 
Al T .75085218 05 
DT .. 48000000 03 
Y -.11291734 09 
LAT -.18807242 02 
YE -.11293382 09 
YT -.11294495 09 
LOE .30823316 03 
ESP .25217635-01 
MSP .. 83344489-01 
SPN .. S94538f:4 02 
GCT .28153666 03 
YEP .28132181 01 
o DAYS 6 HRS .. 4C MIN. 4.000 SEC. 
GEQCENTR IC 
.. 88457831 05 
.. 91001644 05 
R .. 91001640 05 
XS - .. 89061177 08 
XM .. 38368332 06 
XT .38368332 06 
RS .15188459 09 
GED - .. 19512659 01 
CUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .8914 1;634 08 
R .15192177 09 
XE .. 89061177 08 
Xl .89444860 08 
L TE -.168C0381 02 
EPS .6~873232 02 
MPS .13380434 03 
RPM .29908885 06 
GCE .10305767 03 
REP .91001644 05 
Y .. 21141938 05 
DEC - .. 19440281 01 
LAT -.19440281 01 
YS .11287655 09 
YII - .. 77637561 04 
YT -.77631567 04 
VS .. 29325192 02 
Al T .84623463 05 
oT .95999999 03 
Y - .. 1l285541 M 
LAT -.18796838 02 
YE -.11287655 09 
YT - .. 11288431 09 
lOE .30827393 03 
ESP .29673510-01 
HSP .80660059-01 
SPN .61854268 02 
GCT .. 28154164 03 
YEP .26888494 01 




R .. 10000239 06 
XS -.89146211 08 
XM .. 38373263 06 
XT .38373263 06 
RS .15188391 09 
GEO -.11649220 01 
CUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .89242905 08 
R .15192225 09 
XE .89146271 08 
XT .. 89530003 08 
HE -.18190561 02 
EPS .61437661 02 
MPS .13424175 03 
R.PM .29113535 06 
GCE .10219032 03 
REP .10000239 06 
Y .25653528 05 
DEC -.11570391 01 
lAT -.11570391 01 
YS .11281922 09 
YM -.43951412 04 
VT -.43951412 04 
VS .29325411 02 
All .93624190 05 
OT .. 95999999 03 
Y -.11219356 09 
LAT -.18786445 02 
YE -.11281922 09 
YT -.11282361 09 
LOE .. 30831Lt10 03 
ESP .. 32805301-01 
MSP .18196512-01 
SPN .. 63780942 02 
GCT .28155018 03 
VEP .25380494 C1 
o DAYS 8 HRS. 4C MIN.. 4.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.10431062 06 
.. 10855199 06 
R .1085519906 
xS -.892313.24 08 
XH .38314102 06 
XT .38374702 06 
RS .15188322 09 
GEO -.50001069 00 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
Y .. 30032317 as 
DEC -.49662647 00 
lAT -.49662641 00 
YS .11276183 C9 
YM -.10263871 04 
YT - .. 10263811 04 
VS .29325644 02 
ALT .10217378 06 
OT .95999999 C3 
EQUATORIAL COOROINATES 
Z -.49002935 08 OX .26441313 02 DV .11246268 02- OZ .71600323 01 
LOr-; .30821722 03 V .32315302 02 PTH .62258625 00 AZ .76269077 02 
IE -.48997797 08 DXE .23666610 02 OYE .15886225 02 DZE .68891238 01 
IT -.49041981 08 OXT .23104495 02 OVT .16821486 02 Dlf .12881837 .Ol 
LTT -.18805513 02 LOT .. 30830812 03 RST .15213512 09 VST .29966366 02 
SEP .. 1185045e 03 EPM .16554256 03 EMP .. 26399439 01 MEP .. 11817482 02 
S"P .47048021 02 SEM .. 13022668 03 EMS .49662242 02 ESM .11058666 00 
SIP .1325507e 03 CPT .90105102 02 SIN .90391980 02 01 .16426531 00 
CPE .95506234 02 CPS· .. 76825116 02 02 .11237662 00 03 .83132913-03 
235666462234202000000000 J.O.= 2438605 .. 45833333 JULY 28,1964 23 00 OO.OOC 
TFL 0 DAYS 6 HRS. 9 MIN .. 52.121 sec .. 
Z - .. 41330882 04 
RA • U690525 02 
LON .80059313 02 
IS .48912986 08 
ZPI -.42746023 05 
IT -.42746C23 05 
RM .. 38613398 06 
LOS .. 19660201 03 
OR .2734354C 01 
Z -.48977119 08 
LON .30826216 03 
ZE -.48972986 08 
ZT -.49015732 08 
L TT -.18795502 02 
SEP .. 11602806 03 
SMP .. 46572208 02 
SIP .13302037 03 
CPE .95889083 02 
DX .25386541 01 
V .287)2181 01 
VE .58548211 01 
DXS -.23654601 02 
OXM .28220959-01 
OXT .. 28220959-01 
VM .. 10118805 01 
RAS .12823316 03 
SHA .13201279 05 
OX .26193254 02 
V .. 32156989 02 
OXE .23654601 02 
OXT .23682821 02 
LOT .30835029 03 
EPM .16264583 03 
SEM .12912439 03 
CPT .90846159 02 
CPS .. 76829565 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .13148349 01 
PTH .. 72113996 02 
PTE .. 27841421 02 
OYS -.15901624 02 
OYM .9355"1101 00 
OYT .93551101 00 
RT .36613398 06 
RAM .35833176 03 
DES .. 18810r90 02 
DZ .28605484 00 
AZ .61164029 02 
AZE .21471253 03 
OIS -.68957903 01 
aIM .40012920 00 
OZT .40012920 OC 
VT .10118805 01 
LOM .66106604 02 
OEM -.63558179 01 
EQUATORIAL COORcINATES 
DV .17216459 02 DZ .71818451 01 
PTH .43249355 00 AZ .76201302 02 
DVE .. 15901624 02 OlE .68957903 01 
on .16837135 02 Olf .12959195 01 
RST .15213234 09 VST .29959899 02 
EMP .36078911 01 MEP .13746265 02 
EMS .50163756 02 ESM .11168105 00 
SIN .90522998 02 01 .16920848 00 
02 .1167972200 03 .90339308-03 
235666464040202000000000 J.D.= 2438605.50000000 JULY 29,1964 00 00 00 .. 000 
TFL 0 DAYS 7 HRS.. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z -.30870610 04 
RA .13441860 02 
LON .66769594 02 
ZS .. 48948152 08 
ZPl - .. 41303686 05 
ZT -.41303686 05 
RM .. 38597e18 06 
LOS .. 18160166 03 
OR .. 25702018 01 
Z - .. 4S951ng 08 
LON .30830681 03 
ZE -.48948152 08 
IT -.46989"455 08 
LTT -.18785483 02 
SEP .114C9544 03 
SMP .46114365 02 
SIP .. 13341196 03 
CPE .96181046 02 
OX .. 23501861 01 
V .. 26888494 01 
VE .64839453 01 
oxs - .. 23642580 02 
OXM .18542111-01 
OXT .. 18542117-01 
VM .10162170 01 
RAS .12827393 03 
SHA .83072311 05 
ox .25992766 02 
V .31982888 02 
DXE .23642580 02 
OXT .. 23661122 02 
LOT .. 30839185 03 
EPM .16028323 03 
SEM .12922169 03 
CPT .90971596 02 
CPS .76833903 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .12127788 01 
PTH .. 12916260 02 
PTE .. 23353045 02 
OYS - .. l5917011 02 
DYM .93561621 00 
DYT .93567621 00 
RT .38597818 06 
RAM .35884019 03 
DES .18800381 02 
OZ .29422427 00 
Al .61109238 02 
AlE .21367576 03 
OIS -.69024,39 01 
OlM .40116353 00 
all .40116353 00 
VT .10182110 01 
LOM .52168518 02 
OEM -.61430080 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OV .. 11189195 02 OZ .11966182 01 
PTH .29471559 00 Al .16146056 02 
DVE .1591101702 DZE .. 69024!j39 01 
OVT .16852693 02 on .1303611401 
RS1 .15212895 09 VST .29953316 02 
EMP .45622200 01 MEP .. 15154551 02 
EMS .50665688 02 ESM .. 11190583 00 
SIN .90645223 02 01 .17403148 00 
02 .12114611 00 03 .91103892-03 
235666465644202000000000 J.D.: 2438605.54166666 JULY 29,1964 01 00 00.000 
TFl 0 OAYS 8 HRS.. 9 "IN .. :52.121 SEC. 
Z -.20193274 04 
RA .14867312 02 
LON .53153981 02 
IS .. 48923289 08 
2M -.39857683 05 
ZT -.39857683 05 
RM .38582206 06 
LOS .166i:0137 03 
DR .24341500 01 
I -.48925309 08 
lOt.' .308)5124 03 
IE -.48923289 08 
IT - .. 48963147 08 
L TT - .. 18715454 02 
SEP .1125275C 03 
SMP .45673696 02 
SIP .13390630 03 
CPE .96413415 02 
OX .21975611 01 
V .25380494 01 
VE .11010391 01 
DXS -.23630547 02 
OXM .68492111-02 
aXT .88492111-02 
VM .10185551 01 
RAS .12831470 03 
SHA .92311181 05 
OX .25828108 02 
V .31839188 02 
OXE .23630541 02 
DXT .23639396 02 
LOT .. 30843339 03 
EPM .. 15829056 03 
SEM .12811858 03 
CPT .91101380 02 
CPS .. 16838198 02 
EQU.ATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .. 12342340 01 
PTH .73549204 02 
PTE .20046813 02 
OYS -.15932404 02 
OYM .93575701 00 
OYT .93515101 00 
RT .38582208 06 
RAM .. 35934318 03 
DES .18790561 02 
oz .29646922 00 
AZ .. 61069863 02 
AZE .27298170 03 
DZS -.69091148 01 
DIM .40216284 00 
OlT .402-16284 00 
VT .10185551 01 
LOM .31630451 02 
OEM -.59295698 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DV .11166638 02 OZ .12015840 01 
PTH .19018405 00 AZ .16099076 02 
DVE .. 15932404 02 OZE .. 69091148 01 
on .. 16868161 02 ozr .. 73112776 01 
OST .. 15212554 09 VST .. 29946797 02 
EMP .55017063 01 MEP .16201723 02 
EMS .51168033 02 ESM .. 11320963 00 
SIN .. 90759926 02 01 .17818600 00 
02 .12545824 00 03 .10401149-02 
235666467450202000000000 J.D.= 243860$.58333334 JulY 29,1964 02 00 00.000 
TFL 0 OAYS 9 HRS.. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATOR! Al COORD I NA TES 
2 - .. 94089186 03 DX .20703418 01 DV .11989770 01 DZ .30035464 00 
RA .16061793 02 V .24112442 01 PTH .14062856 02 AZ .. 61051660 02 
LON .393C1400 02 VE .17004181 01 PTE .. 17523435 02 AlE .27250127 03 
ZS .48898404 08 DXS -.23618502 02 DYS -.15947184 02 OZS -.69151726· of 
IM -.38408146 05 oXM -.85686286-03 OVM .93515315 00 DIM .. 40312693 00 
ZT -.38408146 05 DXT -.85686286-03 on .93515315 00 ozr .. 40312693 00 
R" .:i8566567 06 VM .10188Q45 01 RT .38566567 06 vT .10t88945 01 
LOS .15160107 03 RAS .12835547 03 RAM .35984675 03 LOM .23092354 02 
OR .23185644 01 SHA .. 10119260 06 OES .. 18780733 02 oeM -.57155167 01 
91 
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HELIQCEtHRIC 
X .89335634 08 
R .15192255 09 
XE .89231324 08 
XT .89615071 DB 
L TE -.18180133 02 
EPS .. 68742859 02 
MPS .13461490 03 
RPH .28364263 06 
GCE .10251265 03 
REP .1085519906 




R .11611460 06 
XS -.89316327 08 
XM .38312644 06 
XT • 383126~4 06 
RS .15188254 09 
GEO .69915166-01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCH:TRIC 
X .89427890 08 
R .15192269 09 
XE .89316321 08 
XT .89700053 08 
LTE -.18770891 02 
EPS .69855429 02 
MPS .13508688 03 
RPH .21653078 06 
GCE .10239079 03 
REP .11611460 06 




R .12453954 06 
XS -.89401293 06 
xM .38361087 06 
XT .38367087 06 
RS .15188185 09 
GED .56661191 00 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .89519746 08 
R .15192272 09 
XE .89401293 08 
XT .89184963 08 
LIE -.18161052 02 
EPS .70819938 02 
MPS .13548474 03 
RPM .26973967 06 
GeE .10223579 03 
REP .12453954 06 
Y -.11273180 09 
LAT -.18716C64 02 
YE -.11216183 09 
YT -.11276286 or; 
LDE .30835541 03 
ESP .. 38308338-01 
MSP .75652909-01 
SPN .653704491 02 
GCT .28156132 03 
YEP .. 241124042 01 
",IN. 4.000 SEC. 
V .34289674 05 
DEC .69442531-01 
LAT .69442531-01 
VS .11210439 09 
YM .23421869 04 
VT .23421869 04 
VS .29325871 02 
AU .11033639 06 
DT .95999999 03 
V -.11267010 09 
LAT -.18765695 02 
VE -.11270439 09 
VT -.11270205 09 
LOE .30839623 03 
ESP .41377134-01 
HSP .13354886-01 
SPN .66722876 d2 
GCT .28151443 03 
YEP .23023394 01 
f'I.IN. 4.000 SEC. 
V .38435300 05 
DEC .56283661 00 
tAT .56283661 00 
YS .IJZ64690 09 
Y> .571C3020 04 
VT .51103020· 04 
VS .29326099 02 
AL T .11816134 06 
DT .95999999 03 
V -.11260846 09 
lAT -.18755329 02 
VE -.11264690 09 
YT -.11264118 09 
lOE .30843699 03 
ESP .43114t:lZ-01 
MSP .70982504-01 
SPN .67e84386 02 
GCT .28158905 03 
YEP .22012379 01 




R .13206578 06 
XS -.89486213 08 
XM .38358024 06 
Xl .38358024 06 
RS .15188116 09 
GEO .10055613 01 
DUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .89611239 08 
R .15194!~65 09 
XE .89486213 08 
XT .89869793 08 
LTE -.18751197 02 
EPS .11667533 02 
MPS .13586939 03 
RPM .26322265 06 
GeE .i0210151 03 
REP .13206578 06 
V .42417865 05 
DEC .99815636 00 
·lAT .99815636 OC 
VS .11258934 09 
YM .90176332 04 
VT .90776332 04 
YS .29326328 02 
All .12568758 06 
DT .95999999 03 
V -.112·54687 09 
tAT -.18744969 02 
YE -~11258934 09 
VT -.11258021 09 
LOE .30841114 03 
ESP .45863470-01 
MSP .61810450-01 
SPN .68899408 02 
GCT .28160485 03 
VEP .21230651 01 




R .13932476 06 
XS -.89511086 08 
XH .38345452 06 
)(T ~38345452 ·06 
RS .15188041 09 
GED .13976876 01 
~.~.~. ...35000000 02 
v .46424890 05 
DEC .13882308 01 
LAT .13882308 01 
VS .11253114 09 
VM .12443813 05 
YT .12443873 05 
VS .29326558 02 
AL T .13294657 06 
DT .19200000 04 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z - .48099345 OB OX .. 25688850 02 DV .11146161 02 Dl .12161212 01 
LOr-; .. 30839548 03 V .3111751802 PlH .10797419 00 Al .16057896 02 
ZE -.48898404 OB DXE .23618502 02 DVE .15941784 02 OlE .69151726 01 
11 -. "8936813 DB OXT .. 23617645 02 OYT .. 16883537 02 OIT .. 73188996 01 
lTT -.la765418 02 LOT .30847492 03 RST .15212210 09 VST .29940161 02 
SEP .. L1121891 03 EPM .15656136 03 EMP .64266308 01 MEP .17006001 02 
SMP .45249126 02 SEM .12821507 03 EMS .. 516 70199 02 ESM .11471201 00 
SIP .l3432~43 03 CPT .91218539 02 SIN .90868066 02 01 .18350900 00 
CPE .. 96604408 02 CPS .76842463 02 02 .12915627 00 03 .11121990-02 
2356661171254202000000CQO J.D.= 20438605.62500000 JULY 29,1964 03 00 00 .. 000 
TFL o DAYS 10 HRS. 9 "'.IN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORD 1 NATES 
, 
.141045645 03 OX .19619511 01 OV .11666457 01 DZ .30075305 00 
RA .17085C504 02 V .23023394 01 PTH .74488644 02 Al .61046696 02 
LON .2$289595 02 VE .82804863 0 I PTE .15540348 02 ALE .27214118 03 
ZS .048873498 06 OXS -.23606447 02 DVS -.15963157 02 DlS -.69224217 01 
ZII -.36955209 05 OXM -.10575301-01 DVM .93566444 00 O'M .40405566 00 
ZT -.36955209 as OXT -.10575301-01 DYT .93566444 00 O'T .40405566 00 
RM .38550895 06 VH .10 192354 01 RT .38550895 06 VT .1019235401 
LOS .13660017 03 AAS .12839623 03 RAM .34971501 00 LaM .85542526 01 
OR .22184625 01 SHA .10960374 06 OES .18770897 02 OEM -.55008686 01 
EQUATOR I AL COORDINATES 
I - .. 48873356 08 ox .25568398 02 DV .. 17129803 02 Dl .7223180701 
LON .3084395~ 03 V .31612457 02 PTH .41638540-01 AZ .76020978 02 
ZE -.48813498 08 DXE .23606447 02 DVE .15963157 02 OLE .69224277 01 
IT -.48910453 08 OXT .23595811 02 DVT .16898821 02 DlT .73264834 01 
lTT -.18755315 02 LOT .30851644 03 RST .15211865 09 VST .29933470 02 
SEP .11010323 03 EPM .15504854 03 EMP .73376903 01 MEP .. 17613767 02 
SMP .44839515 02 SEM .12171114 03 EMS .. 52173982 02 ESM .11471201 00 
SIP .1347274C 03 CPT .91329865 02 SIN .90970378 02 01 .18822868 00 
CPE .96165053 02 CPS .76846699 02 02 .13406039 00 03 .11876333-02 
235666413060202000000000 J. D. '" 2438605.66666666· JUlV 29,1964 O~ 00 00.000 
TFL o DAYS 11 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
, 
.12233161 04 OX .18679676 01 DV .11368759 01 Dl .30018227 00 
RA .17976931 02 V .22072379 01 PTH .74847467 02 Al .61050277 02 
LON .11140404 02 VE .88413495 01 PTE .13943795 02 AlE .. 27186505 03 
Z5 .48848564 08 DXS -.23594378 02 DVS -.15978524 02 DIS -.69290798 01 
If'l -.35498986 05 DXM -.20305276-01 DYM .93549066 00 DZM .40~94681 00 
ZT -.35498586 05 DXT - .. 20305276-01 DVT .93549066 00 DlT .40494881 00 
RM .36535194 06 VM .10195717 01 RT .38535194 06 VT .1-0195777 01 
LOS .12160045 03 RAS .12843699 03 RAM .85268763 00 LaM .35401615 03 
DR .21304997 01 SHA .1176581006 OES .18761052 02 OEM -.52856366 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48847340 08 OX .25462346 02 OY .1711540002 0' .72292620 01 
LON .30848346 03 V .31520314 02 PTH -.12998412-01 Al .15987300 02 
ZE -.48848564 08 DXE .23594318 02 DVE .15918524 02 OLE .69290798 01 
zr -.48684062 08 DXT .23574073 02 DVT .16914015 02 on .13340286 01 
LTT -.18745321 02 tOT .30855794 03 RST .15211518 09 VST .29926724 02 
SEP .10913569 03 EPM .15368981 03 EMP .82356411 01 MEP .18074484 02 
SHP .44444028 02 SE" .12720681 03 EMS .52617585 02 ESM .11556174 DO 
SIP .13511620 03 CPT .91435990 02 SIN .91061452 02 01 .. 19296782 00 
CPE .96902183 02 CPS .76850915 02 02 .13838687 00 03 .12655446-02 
235666474664202000000000 J.D.::: 2438605.70833333 JUlV 29,1964 05 00 00.000 
1Ft 0 DAVS 12 HRS.· 9 MIN .. 52 .. 121 SEC .. 
Z .. 23019~92 04 
RA .18165196 02 
LON .35688159 03 
IS .48823607 08 
ZM -.34039613 05 
II -.34039613 as 
RII .38519462 06 
LOS .10660014 03 
DR .20521914 01 
Z -.48821305 08 
LON .30852725 03 
ZE -.48823601 08 
IT -.46657646 08 
L TT -.18135261 02 
SEP .10828517 03 
SMP .4406156t1 02 
SIP .. 13549173 03 
CPE .. 9702268 1 02 
OX .17853263 01 
V .21230651 01 
VE .93838102 01 
DXS -.23582299 02 
OXM -.30045901-01 
OXT -.30045901-01 
VM .10199214 01 
RAS .12847774 03 
SHA .12539734 06 
OX .25361625 02 
V .31438412 02 
aXE .23582299 02 
DXT .23552253 02 
LOT .30859942 03 
EPM .15245999 03 
SEM .12670206 03 
CPT .91537429 02 
CPS .76855113 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DV .1109340301 
PTH .75153830 02 
PTe .12632388 02 
OVS -.15993885 02 
DVM .93523166 00 
DVT .93523166 00 
RT .38519462 06 
RAM .13556832 01 
DES .18751197 02 
DI .29896470 00 
Al .61059461 02 
AZE .27164735 03 
OZS -.69357291 01 
DlM .40580625 00 
Oll .40580625 00 
YT .10199214 01 
LOM .33947808 03 
OEM -.50698359 01 
EQUATOR I AL COORDINATES 
DV .17103225 02 0' .12346938 01 
PTH -.58748163-01 AZ .75956160 02 
aYE .. 1599388502 OlE .693~1291 01 
DVT .16929116 02 Dlf .73415354 01 
RST .152"11169 09 VST .29919922 02 
EMP .91212867 01 MEP .18418113 02 
EMS .53181608 02 ESM .11556174 go 
SIN .91159168 02 01 .19774564 00 
02 .. 14214988 00 03 .. 13468510-02 
235666476410202000000COO J.D.'" 2438605.75000000 JULY 29.1964 06 00 00.000 
TFL 0 DAYS 13 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z .33753994 04 
RA .19469883 02 
LON .. 34255121 03 
ZS .48198629 08 
ZM -.32577221 05 
ZT -.32571221 05 
RtI. .38503700 06 
LOS .. 91599824 02 
DR .19817741 01 
ox .1711810001 
V .20477339 01 
VE .99089235 01 
OXS -.23570209 02 
DXM -.39796321-01 
DXT -.39196321-01 
VM .10202666 01 
RAS .12851849 03 
SHA .13285501 06 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OV .10637566 01 
PTH .15418191 02 
PTE .11536901 02 
DVS -.16009238 02 
DVM .93488721 00 
DVT .93488721 00 
RT .38503700 06 
RAM .18587139 01 
DES .18141334 02 
Dl .29130888 00 
AZ .61072365 02 
AlE .27141181 03 
DZS -.69423756 01 
elM .40662782 00 
OZT .40662782 00 
yr .10202666 01 
LOM .32494005 03 
OEM -.48534862 01 
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t1ELIOCENTRIC 
x .. 891C2405 08 
R .. 15192249 09 
XE .. 89571086 08 
XT .. 89954540 08 
LTE -.187H334 02 
EPS .12420751 02 
MPS .13624169 03 
RPM .. 25694266 06 
GeE .10198383 03 
REP .13932477 06 
y -.1l2ltSS31 09 
LAT -.\81'3"614 (1.2 
YE -.1125'3114 09 
YT -.11251<.129 09 
lOE .30851e49 03 
ESP .47949227-01 
MSP .66119594-01 
SPN .69196952 02 
GeT .28162160 03 
\lEP .20471'339 01 




ft .14634239 06 
xs -.~9655919 08 
XM .. 38329368 06 
xT .38329368 06 
RS .15187978 09 
GEO .1751343301 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .. 89193279 08 
R .15192221 09 
xE .89655919 08 
xT .. 9003<:1212 08 
lTE -.18731462 02 
EPS .73096383 02, 
,",PS .13660238 03 
RPI'! .. 25086961 06 
GeE .lOl87CJ46 03 
REP .14634239 06 




• .15314028 06 xs -.89140104 08 
XM .38309171 06 
XT .38309171 06 
RS .15181909 09 
GEO .2.012.8636 01 
OuT • 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .89883880 08 
It .15192198 09 
xE .89140104 08 
XT .90123801 08 
LTE -.18121582 02 
EPS .13707238 02 
MPS .13695213 03 
RPM .24491813 06 
GCE .10178610 03 
REP .15314028 06 
v .50282966 05 
DEC .113~4963 01 
LAT • 1739lt963 01 
VS .11241408 09 
Y> .15808725 05 
VT .. 15808725 05 
VS .29326789 02 
ALT .. 13996421 06 
DT .19200COO 04 
Y -.11242379 09 
lAT -.18124260 02 
YE -.11247408 09 
'(J - .. 1l2/tS821 O~ 
LOE .30855qz3 03 
ESP .51869734-01 
foISP .63719410-01 
SPN .705Q8487 02 
GCT .28163~09 03 
VEP .. 19796852 01 
MIN .. 4 .. 000 SEC .. 
V .54051874 0' 
OEC .20588452 01 
LAT .20588452 01 
VS .11241636 09 
V. .19171862 05 
YT .191718&2 05 
VS .. 29321021 02 
ALT .. l4616210 A • 
OT .19200COO 04 
Y -.11236230 09 
LAT -.18113910 02 
YE - .. 11241636 ali 
'(J -.11239719 09 
lOE .30859997 03 
ESP .55514051-01 
MSP .61770341-01 
SPN .71320289 02 
GCT .28165718 C3 
yEP .19111266 01 
o DAYS 15 HRS. 4C "'IN. 4.000 SEC. 
GEOCEfI<TRIC 
.. 14818597 06 
.15913672 06 
R .15973671 06 
)(5 -.89825452 08 
XM .38286655 06 
XT .38286655 06 
RS .15187839 09 
GED .23671888 01 
DUl .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .89914231 08 
R .151qz164 09 
XE .89825452 08 
XT .90208318 08 
UE -.18711692 02 
EPS .74263292 02 
MPS .13129156 03 
RPM .23924925 06 
GeE .10170195 03 
REP .15973672 06 
Y .. 57154731 05 
DEC .23511842 01 
LAT .23511842 01 
YS .11235859 O~ 
VM .. 22533003 05 
YT .22533003 05 
VS .. 29321253 02 
AL T .. 15335854 06 
OT .19200000 04 
V - .. 11230083 09 
LAT -.181C3559 02 
VE -.11235859 09 
VT -.11233605 09 
LOE .. 30864C71 03 
ESP .57674939-01 
MSP .. 60165642-01 
SPN .1lc}149-67 02 
GCT .28167573 03 
yEP .186C9216 01 




P. .16614131 06 
xs -.89910155 08 
XM .38260020 06 
XT .38260020 06 
RS .15187170 09 
GEO .26382369 01 
our .35000000 02 
Y .. 61378092 05 
DEC .26204C46 01 
LAl .26204C46 01 
VS .11230016 09 
YM .25891824 05 
VT .25891824 05 
VS .. 29327487 02 
AU .15976921 06 
DT .19200000 04 
EQUATORIAL COOROINAT~~ 
I -.48795253 08 OX .25282019 '02 DY .11092994 02 OZ .72396845 01 
LON .30851C92 03 V .31365011 02 Pl'l-I -.97579496-01 AZ .15921051. 02 
ZE -.48198629 C8 OXE .23510209 02 OYE .16009238 02 OZE .69423756 01 
ZT -.4883l205 08 DXT .23530412 02 OVT .16944125 02 OZT .73490033 01 
LTl -.18725192 02 lOT .30864089 03 RST .15210818 09 .ST .29913066 02 
SEP .10752914 03 EPM .15133598 03 E'P .99953518 OL MEP .18668654 02 
Sfo!P .43691371 02 SEM .12619690 03 EMS .. 53686051 02 ESM .LL 103392 00 
StP .13585419 03 'CPT .91634609 02 StN .91247717 02 01 .20251900 00 
CPE .97128369 02 CPS .. 16859295 02 02 .. 14116213 00 03 .14319009-02 
23566650C21420200000(l000 J.O .. = 2438605.79166666 JUlV 29,1964 07 00 06'~000 
T'FL 0 DAYS 14 HRS. q MIN. 52 .. 121' SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .44422671 04 OX .16457714 OL DY .10598851 01 DZ .29535318, 00 
RA .201C5Q01 "02 V .19196852 01 PTH .75648275 02 AZ .61087704 02 
LON .32814617 03 VE .. .10411800 02 PTE .10608592 02 AlE .21132160 03 
IS .48113624 08 DXS, -.23558106 02 OYS -.16024585 02 DZS -.69490191 01 
Z'" -.31111934 05 OXM -.49555712-01 OVM .93445717 00 OZM .40141333 00 
ZT -.31111934 05 DXT -.49555712-01 OVT .9344571100 OZT .40741333 00 
RM .. 38481909 06 VM .10206133 01 RT .38487909 06 VT .1020613~ .. ,o.,l .. 
LOS .. 16599500 02 RAS .12855923 03 RAM .23617949 01 LaM .. 31040206 03 
"R .19179C4C OL SHA .14005888 06 DES .18731462 02 OEM -.46365919 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
l -.48769181 08 OX .25203877 02 OV .17084470 02 DZ • 724431~9: ,01 
LON .30861448 03 V .31298490 02 PH! -.13091338 00 AZ .15899603 02 
ZE -.48713624 08 DXE .23558106 02 DVE .16024585 02 DZE .69490191' 01 
ZT - .. 488C4735 08 OXT .. 23508550 02 DVT .16959042 02 DZT .73564324 01 
L TT -.18115114 02 LOT .30868236 03 RST .15210465 09 VST .29906156 02 
SEP .. 10&85C79 03 EPM .1,030056 03 E~P .10858536 02 MEP .18840895 02 
SMP .43332694 02 SEM .12569132 03 EMS .54190928 02 ESM .11124213 00 
SIP .1362061L 03 CPT .91127888 02 StN .91331629 02 01 .20748326 00 
CPE .97222514 02 CPS .76863466 02 02 .15163549 00 03 .. 15210205-02 
2356665021C0202000000000 J.D.: 2438605 .. 83333333 JULY 29t1964 08 00 00.000 
Tft 0 DAYS 15 HRS. c) MIN. 52. \21 SEC. 
Z .55011041 04 
RA .. 20684626 02 
LON .31368383 03 
ZS .48748598 08 
lP' -.29643890 05 
ZT -.29643890 05 
RM .38412090 06 
LOS .. 615Q9115 02 
OR .. 18595408 01 
Z -.4874309~ 08 
LON .30865195 03 
ZE -.481048598 08 
ZT - .. 48778242 08 
l TT -.18105031 02 
SEP .. 10623131 03 
s>P .42984873 02 
SIP .13654634 03 
CPE .. 97301128 02 
OX .15859568 01 
V .19111266 01 
VE .10911517 02 
OXS - .. 23545993 02 
OXM -.59323158-01 
DXT -.59323158-01 
VM .10209615 01 
RAS .126S9qcn 03 
SHA .. 14103179 06 
OX .25131949 02 
V .31231197 02 
DXE .23545993 02 
DXT .23486669 02 
LOT .30812380 03 
EPM .14934044 03 
SEM .12518533 03 
CPT .91817574 02 
CPS .16867627 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DV .10375227 01 
PTH .75849983 02 
PTE .98122419 01 
DYS -.16039925 02 
OYM .93394135 00 
OVT .93394135 00 
RT .38412090 06 
RAM .. 26649366 01 
DES .. 18721582 02 
Dl .29319434 00 
AZ .61104602 02 
AZE .27120727 03 
DZS -.6955'6597' C'l 
DZM .40816265 00 
DZT .4081626!> 00 
VT .10209615 01 
LOM .. 29566414 03 
OEM - .. 44PH9Q4 01, 
EQUATORIAL CQORDIN~TE,~ 
DY .1707744702 DI .72488540 01 
PTH -.15979996 00 AI .15873531 02 
DYE .. 16039925 02 DIE .69556597 01 
DVT .16913866 02 DZT .73638222 01 
RST .15210110 09 VST .29899191 02 
EMP .. 11711433 02 MEP .. 18948115 02 
E.s .. 54696225 02 ESM .11786692 00 
StN .91411781 02 01 .. 21247275 00 
02 .. 15618124 00 03 .16145788-02 
235666503704202000000000 J.D."" 2438605.81500000 JULY 29,1964 09 00 oo~·ociO' 
TFl a OAVS 16 HRS. 9 /'lIN. 52 .. 127 SEC .. 
Z .65531033 04 
RA .. 21214883 02 
LON .29917302 03 
ZS .. 48123545 08 
ZM -.28173205 05 
ZT -.28173205 05 
RM .38456243 06 
LOS .46598846 02 
DR .. Ia0596ge 01 
Z -.48116991 08 
LON .30810134 03 
ZE -.48123545 08 
ZT -.48151718 08 
LTl -.18694938 02 
SEP .10567870 03 
SMP .42647301 02 
StP .13687605 03 
CPE .91383762 02 
OX .15313925 01 
V .18609276 01 
VE .11391079 02 
OXS -.23533866 02 
DXM -.69097876-01 
OXT -.69097816-01 
VM .10213112 01 
RAS .12864071 03 
SHA .15319321 Db 
ox .25065259 02 
V .31182060 02 
OXE .. 23533866 02 
DXT .23464168 02 
LOT .30816523 03 
EPM .14844513 03 
SEM .12467892 03 
CPT .. 91903935 02 
CPS .76811171 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .10164911 01 
PTH .76027860 02 
PTE .91217926 01 
OYS -.16055259 02 
DYM .93333960 00 
DYT .93333960 00 
R T .38456243 06 
RAM .33681669 01 
DES .18111692 02 
OZ .29089671 00 
Al .61122447 02 
AZE .. 27110551 03 
DlS -.69622974 01 
DlM .. 40887559 00 
Dll .40881559 00 
VT .. 10213112 01 
LOM .. 2813263C03 
DEM -.42Q~,27J~~.jn 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DV .. 17071757 02 OZ .72531942 01 
PTH -.18503665 00 AZ .15848618 02 
DVE .16055259 02 DIE .. 69622914. 01 
DVT .16988599 02 DZT .73711730 01 
'ST .15209753 09 VST .29892113 02 
EMP .. 12554644 02 MEP .19000211 02 
E~S .55201948 02 ESM .1188999,~ 00 
SIN .91488431 02 01 .21756126 00 
02 .16081042 00 03 .. 17129640-02 
23566650551020200000QCOO J .. D.:z 2438605.91666666 JULY 2Q,1964 10 00 00.000 
TFl 0 DAVS 17 HRS. 9 f.!IN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z .15960550 04 
RA .21703671 02 
lOti .28462014 03 
IS .. 48698467 08 
ZM - .. 26100020 05 
ZT -.26700020 05 
R,.. .38440368 06 
lOS .31598511 02 
DR .17562353 01 
ox .14813088 01 
V .18085493 01 
I'JE .11657411 02 
DXS -.23521729 02 
OXM -.78878950-01 
oXT -.78878950-01 
VM .10216624 01 
RA'S .12868144 03 
SHA .16035997 06 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .99666358 00 
PTH .16185527 02 
'PTE .65115613 01 
OVS -.16010587 02 
DVM .93265116 00 
DVT .93265176 00 
RT .38440368 06 
RAM .38714916 01 
DES .18701792 02 
DZ .28850785 00 
AZ .. 61140798 02 
AlE .. 21101645 03 
DlS ~.6968·93i3· aT 
DlM .. 40955202 00 
Dll .40955202 00 
VT .10216624 01 
LOM .26678856 03 
OEM -.3c;1828728 01 
93 
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94 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .. 90064362 08 
R .15192125 09 
XE .89910155 08 
Xl .. 90292155 08 
LTE -.18701792 02 
EPS .. 74172452 02 
MPS .1.3162122 03 
RPM .. 23366361 06 
Gee .10162561 03 
REP .166104131 06 
Y -.11223936 09 
lAT -.186'113208 02 
YE -.11230016 00:; 
YT -.11221486 09 
LOE .30868144 03 
ESP .59341024-01 
MSP .58933450-01 
SPN .12512464 02 
GeT .28169465 03 
VEP .. 18085493 01 




R .16899086 06 
XS -.89948465 08 
XM .. 38246810 06 
Xl .38246810 06 
RS .151611)9 09 
GED .27541091 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90105068 08 
R .15192107 09 
XE .99948465 08 
Xl .9033C933 08 
LTE -.18697310 02 
EPS .14989193 02 
HPS .13176732 03 
RPM .23111924 06 
GeE .10159332 03 
REP .16899086 06 




R .31165351 06 
XS -.94148619 08 
XM .32335553 06 
XT .32335553 06 
RS .15184125 09 
GEo .74152949 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENtRIC 
X .94472856 08 
R .15189269 09 
XE .94148619 08 
Xl .94471915 08 
LTE - .. 18188010 02 
EPS .82100467 02 
MPS .10992753 03 
RPM .17355999 04 
GeE .10048671 03 
R~P .31165352 06 
SELENOCENTRIC 
X .88129493 03 
R .17355999 04 
R .11355998 04 
LTS .94222630 00 
All .59994501 00 
HGE .2778c:1953 03 
EPOCH OF PER ICENTER 
SMA - .. 3863C;872 04 
VH .11264181 01 
TA -.29101803 02 
ZAE .13386468 03 
OPI .789c:15323 01 
x .88129493 03 
INC .16423059 03 
WX -.11859973 00 
QX .49860216 00 
ax .. 25518187 00 
SXI .95943198 00 
SXO -.25344359 00 
ETE .20052162 03 
8TQ -.37857169 04 
V .62994607 05 
DEC .. 21354959 01 
LAT .21354959 01 
VS .11227458 09 
VM .27410829 05 
VT .27410829 05 
VS .29321593 02 
ALT .16261270 06 
oT .19200000 04 
Y -.11221158 09 
LAT -.186138525 02 
YE -.11221458 09 
YT -.11224716 09 
LOE .30869986 03 
ESP .. 61373100-01 
MSP .58933450-01 
SPN .12826240 02 
GCT .28170332 03 
YEP .11861366 01 
MIN. 44.933 SEC. 
V .18747958 06 
DEC .736.56563 01 
LAT .13656563 01 
VS .10929542 09 
VM .18600810 06 
VT .18600810 06 
VS .29340329 02 
ALT .37127567 06 
DT .59999999 02 
Y -.10910194 09 
tAT -.18162472 02 
YE -.10929542 09 
YT -.10910941 09 
LOE .31074208 03 
ESP .1416~004 00 
MSP .21453512-18 
SPN .81132781 02 
GCT .10196722 C3 
YEP .16166956 01 
Y .14714812 04 
DEC .87916512 01 
lAT -.12166316 02 
LNS .21278050 03 
SHA -.16316736 04 
SVL -.70302718 01 
PASSAGE 
ECC .14159395 01 
C3 .12688118 01 
MT A .13493020 03 
ZAP .14411525 03 
OY -.2606lt495 01 
Y .14714S12 04 
LAN .20581461 03 
WY .24452204 DC 
QY -.82348481 00 
BY .. 94401832 00 
SYI -.22144615 00 
SYIJ -.94455504 00 
ETS .17164485 02 
BRC -.81955720 03 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
l -.48690811 08 OX .25003038 02 OV .17067250 02 OZ .12514401 01 
LON .30B74ti64 03 V .31130585 02 PTH -.20723733 00 Al .75824692 02 
ZE -.4861:18461 08 oXE .23521129 02 oVE .16070581 02 OlE .69689323 01 
LT -.48125168 08 oXT .23442850 02 OVT .17003238 02 oZT .73184843 01 
L TT -.18684836 02 LOT .. 30880665 03 RST .15209394 09 VST .29885102 02 
SEP .10516101 03 EPM .14760627 03 EMP .13388677 02 MEP .19005'045 02 
SMP .. 42319448 02 SEM .12417209 03 EMS .55708100 02 ESM .11951548 00 
SIP .13719578 03 CPT .91987205 02 SIN .91561761 02 01 .22276227 00 
CPE .97453627 02 CPS .76875922 02 02 .16553398 00 03 .18165940-02 
235666506337202~00000COO J.D.: 2438605.93552083 JULY Z9,1964 10 27 09.000 
Tn o OAYS I. 7 HRS. 31 MIN. 1.127 SEC. 
Z .80651319 04 ox .14599478 01 
RA .21912172 02 v .11861366 01 
LON .27802316 03 VE .12064308 02 
ZS .48681116 08 axs -.23516234 02 
ZM -.26032624 05 DXM -.83306693-01 
ZT -.26032624 05 OXT -.83306693-01 
RM .38433176 06 VM .10218218 01 
LOS .24810856 02 "AS .12669987 03 
DR .173~9513 01 SHA .16327133 06 
Z -.4867905C 08 OX .24976181 02 
LON .30876420 03 V e 31108538 02 
ZE -.48687116 08 DXE .23516234 02 
ZT -.48113148 08 oXT .23432921 02 
LTT - .. 18680264 02 LOT .30882538· 03 
SEP .10494923 03 EPM .14124336 03 
SMP .42114144 02 SfM .12394261 03 
SIP .. 13733730 03 CPT .92023921 02 
CPE .97483286 02 CPS .76817794 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .98804557 00 
PTH .76251031 0:2 
PTE .82683246 01 
DYS -.16077519 02 
DVM .93231218 00 
OYT .93231218 00 
RT .38433116 06 
RAM .40992193 01 
DES .18697310 02 
al .28740624 00 
AZ .61149168 02 
AZE .27098308 03 
DZS -.69719336 01 
aIM .40984608 OC 
aZT .40984608 00 
VT .10218218 01 
LOM .26021021 03 
OEM -.~8838905 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DV .17065565 02 Dl .72593398 01 
PTH -.21641681 00 AZ .75814153 ·02 
OVE .16077519 02 OlE .69719336 01 
oVT .17009831 02 OZT .73811197 01 
RST .. 15209232 09 VST .29881885 02 
EMP .13163194 02 MEP e 18993440 02 
EMS .55937274 02 fSM .12012781 00 
SIN .91593917 02 01 .22515631 00 
02 .16110539 00 03 .18~53308-02 
235666(:36637202161332511 J.D.= 2438608.03033487 JULV 3lt196,! 12 43 40 .. 933 
TFL 2 DAYS 19 HRS. 53 MIN. 33.060 SEC. 
Z .48415612 05 
RA .30031273 02 
LON .24995051 03 
ZS .47395290 08 
ZM. .4815034C 05 
ZT .4815034C 05 
RM .. 31613331 06 
LOS .35065531 03 
OR .46059519 00 
I - .. 47346815 C8 
LON .31088817 03 
IE -.41395290 08 
ZT -.473ti1l41 08 
LTT -.18162504 C2 
SEP .97758311 CJ2 
S~P .70071851 02 
SIP .21434C9C 02 
CPE .98337669 02 
Z .26527224 03 
RA .5908HI98 02 
LON .20340645 03 
lTE .58681'il54 01 
ALP .1758084C 03 
HNG .249'11503 03 
ox .1189959201 
V .16166956 01 
VE .2£1826744 02 
DXS -.22890601 02 
DXM -.56216485 00 
DXT -.56216485 00 
VM .10415432 01 
RAS .13014207 03 
S"A .37419654 06 
ox .24080560 02 
V .29633970 02 
oXE .22890601 02 
oXT .2.B28436 02 
LOT .31088753 03 
EPM .28784100 02 
SEM .91881501 02 
CPT .11102818 03 
CPS .71086569 02 
OX .11521241 01 
V .26302826 01 
VP .26346417 01 
lNE .. 35481263 03 
DR -.71383181 00 
SIA -.59108741 02 
SElENOCENTRfc CeNIC 
EQUATOR I Al COORD I NATES 
ov -.10553151 01 DZ -.28984795 00 
PTH .16552819 02 AZ .25687876 03 
PTE .91551251 00 AZE .26930065 03 
DYS -.16839264 02 DlS -.73016810 01 
OVM .18362970 00 oZM .39332854 0-0 
DVT .18362970 00 oZT .39332854 00 
RT .37613331 06 VT .1041543.( 01 
RAM .29909375 02 LOM .24982261 03 
OES .18188010 02 OEM .13548466 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OV .15783949 02 OZ e 10118330 01 
PT" .28119137 01 AI .74601190 02 
OVE .16839264 02 OZE .13016810 01 
DVI .17622893 02 OZT .76950095 01 
RST .15189328 09 VST .29467585 02 
EMP .15108199 03 MEP .12724671 00 
E~.S .81977955' 02 ESM .14075386 00 
SIN .22535339 02 01 .11406909 04 
02 .16978404 03 03 .15124741 05 
EQUATOR I Al COORDiNATES 
DY - .. 18389448 01 
PTH -.17109632 02 
PTP -.170,80452 02 
DP .82988284-01 
DZ -.683'17650 00 
AZ ~25685680 03 
AlP .. 26151569 03 
ASO .88493441 02 





B .3873~127 C~ StR .38828616 04 APD .00000000 00 RCA 
Cl .43630825.04 TFP -.31673861 03 TF .67483795 02 lTF 
EA -.12389662 02 "'·A -.52903881 01 C3J -.19274104 01 TFI 
~~~ :~~~~~=~: ~~ OEF .89860404 02 IR .. 40~19452 04 GP 
Z .26521224 03 
APF .17487'974 03 
~l -.96236326 00 
QZ -.27068185 00 
8Z .. 20833882 00 
SZ I -.11450462 00 
SZO -.20876335 -00 
ETC .30508904 C3 
e .38734127 04 
All VEC TORS 
DX '.17521241 01 
MX .85328612 00 
PX .85861921 00 
RX -.17003426 00 
TX -.22489689 00 
DAI -.1004983302 
OAO - .. 12049891 02 
THA .19221521 03 
REFERENCED TO EARTH 
OY -.18389448 01 
MY -.47053137 00 
PY .51193922 00 
RY .39245544-01 
TY - .. 97438257 00 
RAI .34100318 03 
RAO .25498014 03 
EQUATOR PLANE 
DZ -.68317650 00 
MZ -.224113,83' 00 
Pl .24254149-01 
RZ -.98465634 00 
T Z _ 00000000 00 
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X -.13515624 03 
INC .. 11084982 03 
WX .11211956-01 
QX -.5854'3090 00 
BX -.16045259 00 
SXI -.98697986 00 
SXO .15804769 00 
ETE .. 16270409 03 
BTO -.38245276 04 
y -.15509747 04 
LAN ,.11595691 03 
WY .15862682 00 
QY .80147123 00 
BY -.97425161 00 
SVI .16018631 DC 
SYO .97464496 00 
ETS .. 32633398 03 
BRG .61344869 03 
Z -.25154600 03 
APF .32011221 03 
~z -.98721494 00 
QZ .12212505 00 
Bl -.15835748 00 
SZI .14528749-01 
SID .15839240 00 
ETC .26124023 03 
B .38734133 04 
X -.15570033 04 Y -.67398376 03 Z - .. 36571796 03 
INC .16159721 03 LAN .10202748 03 APF .28798169 03 
wX .21006114 00 WY .44156613-01 WI -.91666186 00 
QX .96687149-01 QY ~99310374 00 QZ .66306271-01 
ex -.75706221 00 BY -.62465972 00 BZ -.19146033 00 
sxI - .. 618613041 00 SYI .11961340 00 SII -.91337301-01 
SXO .15555311 00 SYO .62655671 00 sza .19122261 00 
ETE .51934452 00 ETS .18133219 03 ETC .25511839 03 
BTl -.38010655 04 aRT .14514341 03 a .38134142 04 
615457037246 615405732311 613546531C03 203702012004 
640702811 1956000 
ALL VECTORS 
ox -.19492724 01 
MX .86127904 00 
PX -.81064418 00 
RX -.14341091-01 
T X .16020322 00 
OAI .83246516 00 
OAO .91.135981 01 
THA .17088145 03 
REFERENCED TO ORBIT 
OY .17469618 01 
MY -.50302756 00 
PY -.57661202 00 
RY .23215524-02 
TY .98108405 00 
RAI .17018130 03 
RAO .80189132 02 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO TRUE 
ox -.28293685 00 OY .26143560 01 
MX .83481689 00 MY -.52803198 00 
P)( -.91289418 00 PY .10835946 00 
RX .60505019-01 RY -.16241531-01 
TX .78333312 00 TV .62160215 00 
OAI -.55858621 01 lUI .12843322 03 
DAO .11024147 02 RAO .39661863 02 
THA .16890865 03 
603611143305 603462416420 
000000000000 
PLANE OF TARGET 
DZ .25854990 00 
MZ -.71041039-01 
PZ -.10185110 00 
RZ -.99989443 00 
TZ .00000000 00 
LUNAR EQU. PLANE 
DZ .58949!i89-01 
HZ .15537392 00 
PZ -.20429167 00 
RZ -.99525142 00 
Tl .00000000 00 
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APPENDIX C 
Ranger VII space trajectory for postmaneuver orbit 
SPACE TRAJECTORy 
RA-7 POST MIOCQURSE CRBIT 
GHE .. 39860 138 06 J .16234500-02 H -.51499999-05 0 .18749999-05 OE .63781650 04 OEH .63183079 04 
G .66709998-19 A .88782491 29 , .888C0499 29 C .88831498 29 OME .41780741-02 AU .. 14959900 09 
GHH .49025900 04 GHS .13271544 12 GH' .32't1695C C6 GMA .42971799 05 GMC .. 31918100 08 GHJ .12611C60 09 
EGM .39860320 06 MGH .49021779 C4 JA .292COCOC-C2 HA .00000000 00 OA .00000000 00 OA .34110000 04 
ARA .35610000 01 G' .39224C36 DC HAS .31410000 03 GBI .. 00000000 00 G'2 .00000000 00 SC .1020000,0 09 
INJECTION CCNOITIONS ~ODN 235666506353202400000000 J.D .. = 2436605.93608796 JUL Y 29 t 1964 10 27 58.000 
GEOCENTRIC 
CARTES IAN 
XO .15667452 06 YO .63041633 C5 ZO .80776172 04 axo .1434261601 DYO .91257020 00 OlO .28116151 00 
GMC .ooooeoeo 00 SGe .cooeooeo 00 TO .37678000 05 GHA .10409373 03 GHO .30667227 03 
o DAYS 0 HRS. 0 "'IN. 0.000 SEC .. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.15661451 06 
.. 16907512 06 
R .. 16907512 06 
XS -.8994<:1617 08 
XM .38246389 06 
XT .38246389 06 
RS .15187738 09 
GED .27570187 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
Y .63041630 05 
DEC .. 27383859 01 
LAT .27383859 01 
YS .11227379 09 
VJ' .27456503 05 
YT .21456503 05 
VS .29327596 02 
AL T .1626<:16<:17 06 
OT .48000000 03 
EPOCH OF PERICENTER PASSAGE 
SMA .24408105 06 ECC .97401691 00 
VH .14661113 00 C3 -.16330296 01 
TA .16192552 03 "'TA .00000000 00 
X .. 15667451 06 
INC .28107653 02 
wx .. 13970132 00 
QX .61926340 00 
BX -.61926358 00 
DAP -.11169144 02 
BTQ .49420861 05 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90106291 08 
R .. 15192106 09 
XE .89949617 08 
Xl .90332080 08 
LTE -.18691176 02 
EPS .74995023 02 
MPS .13177124 03 
RPM .23110450 06 
GeE .10159211 03 
REP .16901512 06 
Y .63041630 05 
LAN .16908152 02 
WV -.45951602 00 
QY -.65C62103 00 
BY .65062122 00 
RAP .21804C79 03 
BRQ -.24161310 05 
Y -.11221C15 09 
tAT -.18688384 02 
YE -.11227379 09 
YT -.11224633 09 
LOE .30970042 03 
ESP .60570802-0 1 
HSP .57674939-01 
SPN .72833151 02 
GCT .28170321 03 
'EP .17555170 01 
C CAYS 0 HRS. 32 MtN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.15940171 06 Y .64901358 05 
.. 11232891 06 CEC .28661C53 01 
0 .17232891 06 LAT .28661C53 01 
XS -.89994810 08 YS .11224288 09 
XM .38229850 06 YM .29247986 05 
XT .38229850 06 YT .292>47986 05 
RS .15187701 09 VS .29327722 02 
GED .26856042 01 ALT .16595076 06 
OUT .35000000 02 OT .20000000 01 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90154217 06 Y -.11217798 09 
R .15192063 09 lAT -.16682e63 02 
XE .89994810 08 YE -.11224288 09 
XT .90377108 08 YT -.11221363 09 
LTE -.18691886 02 LOE .30872216 03 
EPS .75236712 02 ESP .. 63334395-01 
HPS .137<:13101 03 MSP .57674939-01 
RPM .22824701 06 SPN .73115676 02 
GCE .10155817 03 GCT .28171135 03 
REP .17232891 06 YEP .11300933 01 




R .17830134 06 
XS -.90079426 08 
XM .38196168 06 
Xl .38196168 06 
RS .15181631 09 
GED .31137925 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90243831 08 
R .15192036 09 
XE .90079426 08 
XT .90461387 08 
LTE -.18681968 02 
EPS .75663614 02 
MPS .13822273 03 
RPM .22298110 06 
GtE .10149755 03 
REP .17830135 06 
V .6833Lj626 05 
CEC .30927514 01 
LAT .30927514 01 
YS .11218494 09 
YH .32601234 05 
Vi .32601234 05 
VS .29327957 02 
ALT .11192320 06 
OT .48000000 03 
Y -.11211660 09 
lAT - .. 18672521 02 
VE -.11218494 09 
VT -.11215234 09 
LOE .30876289 03 
ESP .64860143-01 
MSP .54625775-01 
SPN .73613115 02 
GCT .28172658 03 
,EP .16848296 01 
o DAVS 2 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
Z .80116111 04 
RA .21918536 02 
LC~ .2778248C 03 
ZS .48696114 08 
H -.26012533 05 
ZT -.26012533 05 
R", .38432947 06 
lOS .24606686 02 
DR .17051341 01 
OX .14342615 01 
V .1755511001 
VE .1207C910 02 
DXS -.23516068 02 
OXM -.83439898-01 
OXT -.83439898-01 
VM .10218263 01 
RAS .12870042 03 
SHA .16335720 06 
JULY 29,1964 10 27 584000 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .97257015 00 
PTH .76231923 02 
PTE .81201516 01 
DYS -.16077128 02 
DYM .93230139 00 
DYT .93230139 00 
RT .38432941 06 
RAM .41061312 01 
DES .1869717602 
DZ .28116150 00 
Al .61412209 02 
Al.E .21095862 03 
DIS -.69720238 01 
DlM .40985468 00 
DlT .40985468 00 
VT .10218263 01 
LOM .2600123Ci1 03 
OEM -.38809100 01 
GEOCENTRIC CCNIC 
235666450062202626540eoo J.D.= 2439605.21642566 JULY 28,1964 17 11 39.177 
B .55219668 05 SlR .12519482 05 APO .4818319606 RCA .63421350 04 
Cl .70641933 05 TFP .62118823 05 TF -.17271895 02 PER a20002134 05 
EA a716C8135 02 MA .. U!65165602 C3J - .. 20370907 01 TFI .00000000 00 
Z .80776771 04 
APF .2037826(;: 03 
WZ .877C8201 00 
QZ -.43955038 00 
ez .43955C52 00 
8 .5527966e C5 
Z -.48678696 C, 
LON a 3087648C 03 
ZE -.48686774 0' 
ZT -.48712781 08 
lTl -.186801.a1 02 
SEP .104Q4336 03 
SMP .42170244 02 
SIP .13734109 03 
CPE .97484329 02 
All VECTORS RefERENCED TO EARTH 
OX .14342615 OlDY .91257015 00 
MX -.34898679 00 MY .. 80607913 00 
PX -.11265534 00 PY -.60455082 00 
RX a 15255750 00 RY .11936598 00 
TX -.61622231 00 TV. 78757226 00 
THA .33338222 03 
EQUATOR PlANE 
DZ .28116150 00 
MZ .41795822 00 
PZ -.19370604 00 
Rl -.98105960 00 
TZ .00000000 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OX .24950329 02 OY .17050298 02 OZ .72531853 01 
V .31077970 02 PTH -.21990135 00 AZ .75813411 02 
OXE .23516068 02 DYE .16017128 02 OlE .69720238 01 
OXT .23432628 02 OYT .1701002902 On .73818785 01 
LOT .308825Q4 03 RST .. 15209227 09 VST .29881788 02 
EPH .14723360 03 E .. .13773992 02 MEP .18992391 02 
SEH .12393511 03 EHS .. 55944169 02 ESM .11992408 00 
CPT .92025121 02 SIN .91594978 02 01 .22522914 00 
CPS .16877948 02 02 .16717019 00 03 .18667930-02 
235666507314202000000000 J.D.:: 2438605.95833333 JULV 29,IQ64 11 00 00 .. 000 
TFL 0 DAYS 16 HRS.. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC .. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z a86168121 04 OX .. 14100239 01 OY .96267305 00 Ol .. 2798501Q 00 
OA .22153237 02 , .17300933 01 PTH .76296915 02 AZ .61421Q77 02 
LON .270C2925 03 ,E .12307681 02 PTE .. 78493600 01 AlE .21092133 03 
ZS .48673370 0' OXS -.23509580 02 DYS -.16085906 02 OlS -.69755642 01 
l~ -.25224465 05 DXM -.88665452-01 OYM .93167739 00 OZM .41019167 00 
IT -.25224465 05 DXT -.88665452-01 OVT .93181739 00 on .41019161 6(f 
RH .38424454 06 VM .10220146 01 RT .38424454 06 VT .10220148 01 
LOS .16598171 02 RAS .12872216 03 RAM .43749252 01 LOH .25225093 03 
OR .168C8Lj9C 01 SHA .16668788 06 DES .18691886 02 OEM -.37639968 01 
EQUATORIAL COOROINAT.ES 
Z -.48664754 08 OX .24919604 02 OY .. 17048579 02 OZ .72554144 01 
LON .308187804 03 V .31052986 02 PTH -.23016115 00 AZ .75801190 02 
lE -.48673370 08 OXE .. 23509580 02 DVE .16085906 02 OlE .69755642 01 
ZT -.486985904 08 OXT .. 23420915 02 OVT .17017784 02 on .73857559 01 
LTl -.18674721 02 LOT .30884805 03 RST .15209035 09 VST .29877979 02 
SEP .10410042 03 EPM .14683203 03 EHP .14203434 02 HEP .18964535 02 
,"P .42011314 02 SEM .12366484 03 E"S .56214681 02 ESM .1~053439 00 
SIP .13749541 03 CPT .92066024 02 SIN .91630490 02 01 .22904901 00 
CPE .97518579 02 CPS .16880056 02 02 .17030467 00 03 .192-45283-02 
235666511120202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.00000000 JULY 29,1964 12 00 OO.COO 
TFL 0 DAYS 19 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEt. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINAteS 
Z .96198208 04 OX .13671075 01 OY .94484521 00 OZ .27737203.00. 
RA .22570045 02 V .16848296 01 PTH .76401958 02 AZ .61440191 02 
LON .25540Lj98 03 VE .12142325 02 PTE .73840781 01 AZE .27085830 03 
ZS .48648245 08 DXS -.23491419 02 DYS -.16101221 02 DZS -.69821934 01 
lP<' -.237Lj6674 05 OXM -.98456609-01 DVM .93101695 00 OlM .41079462 00 
IT -.23746t:74 05 OX1 -.98456609-01 OYT .93101695 00 DlT .41079462 00 
RH .384C8524 06 ,M .10223690 01 RT .. 38408524 06 VT .10223690 01 
LOS .1597826C 01 RAS .12816289 03 RAH .48784894 01 LOH .23771343 03 
OR .16376431 01 SHA .17279896 06 DES .18681968 02 OEM -.35446624 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
l -.48638625 08 OX .24864521 02 OV .17046066 02 OZ .72595654 01 
LON .30883095 03 V .31008295 02 PTH -.24178048 00 AZ .. 15778842 02 
lE -.4,648245 08 OXE .23491419 02 OVE .16101221 02 OZE .69821934 01 
ZT -.48671991 08 OXT .. 23398963 02 OYT .17032238 02 OlT .13929880 01 
l TT -.18664610 02 LOT .30888943 03 OST .. 15208672 09 VST .29870803 02 
SEP .10427115 03 EPH .14611306 03 EMP .15000618 02 MEP .18886259 02 
SMP .41121301 02 SEH .12315711 03 EMS .56721691 02 ESM .120~;3714.0.0 .. 
SIP .13717691 03 CPT .92140429 02 SIN .91694611 02 01 .23343430 00 
CPE .97578961 02 cPS .76884183 02 02 .17513483 00 03 .203114U-02 
235666512724202000000000 J.D.: 2438606.04166666 JULV 29,1964 13 00 00.000 
TFL 0 DAYS 20 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 




R .18412316 06 
XS -.90163993 08 
XH .38158961 06 
Xl .)IHS89bl 06 
RS .15187562 09 
GED .33211471 01 
OUT .. 3500COOO 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90333247 08 
R .15191986 09 
xe .90163993 08 
Xl .90545582 08 
LTE -.18612043 02 
EPS .7606C475 02 
MPS .13850493 03 
RPM .21782044 06 
GtE .lOl't4167 03 
REP .18412316 06 
Y .11705259 C5 
DEC .33046760 01 
LAT .33046769 01 
YS .11212694 09 
YM .35951212 05 
Yl .35951212 05 
VS • 29328192 02 
All .177104503 06 
OT .95999'199 03 
Y -.11205524 C9 
LAT -.18662179 02 
YE -.112126904 09 
YT -.11209099 09 
LOE .30880360 03 
ESP .674~8192-01 
MSP .53265584-01 
SPN .74075360 02 
GCT .28174169 03 
YEP .1642'tf:05 01 




R .18980347 06 
XS -.90248523 08 
XM .38118227 06 
XT .38118227 06 
RS .15187492 09 
GEO .35273596 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90422486 08 
R .15191934 09 
XE .90248523 08 
Xl .90629105 08 
lTE -.18662108 02 
EPS .76430557 02 
MPS .13817195 03 
RPM .21215346 06 
GCE .10138996 03 
REP .18980348 06 
Y .75016198 05 
OEC .35035438 ·01 
LAT .35035438 01 
YS .11206890 09 
'M .39297640 05 
n .39297640 as 
VS .29328429 02 
All .18342535 06 
DT .19200000 04 
y -.11199388 09 
LAT -.18651833 02 
YE -.11206890 09 
YT -.11202960 09 
lOE .30684432 03 
ESP .69590554-01 
MSP .51869734-01 
SPN .74504874 02 
GeT .28175661 03 
YEP .16026580 01 
o DAYS 4 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.00e SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.11854256 06 Y .78210011 05 
.19535042 06 CEC .36907789 01 
R .19535042 06 LAT .36907789 01 
XS -.90333006 08 YS .11201019 09 
XM .38073965 06 Y. .42640190 AS 
XT .38073965 06 YT .42640190 05 
RS .lSI811t22 09 VS .. 29328667 02 
GED .37158605 01 AL T .18697231 O. 
OUT .35000000 02 OT .19200000 04 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90511548 06 Y -.11193252 09 
R .15191879 09 LAY -.18641486 02 
XE .90333006 08 YE -.11201079 09 
XT .90713745 08 YT -.11196el5 Olil 
l TE -.18652164 02 LOE .30888503 03 
EPS .76776812 02 ESP .71668340-01 
MPS .13904210 03 MSP .51396029-01 
RPH .20111209 06 SPN .14905830 02 
GCE .10134194 03 GCT .28111130 03 
REP .19535042 06 VEP .15651452 01 




R .20071121 06 
XS -.90411441 06 
XM .38026176 06 
XT .38026176 06 
RS .15187352 09 
GED .38938594 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90600439 08 
R .HIOI821 09 
XE .90417441 08 
XT .90197102 08 
lTE -.18642213 02 
EPS .7710170102 
tliPS .13929165 03 
RPM .20286866 06 
GCE .10129722,03 
REP .20011127 06 
Y .81469301 05 
tee .38675635 01 
lAT ".38675835 01 
YS .11195263 09 
YM .45978535 as 
VT .45978535 05 
VS .29326906 02 
ALT .19439316 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11187117 09 
LAl -.18631137 02 
YE -.11195263 09 
YT -.11190666 09 
LOE .30892573 03 
ESP .73354886-01 
!o'.SP .4945seS3-01 
SPN .75281253 02 
GCT .28178568 03 
VEP .. 15296e70 01 
o DAYS 6 HRS. 32 "'IN. 2.000 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COQRDINATES 
l .10613874 05 OX .13270946 01 DY .92786752 00 Dl .27487869 00 
RA .22960133 02 V .. 16424605 01 PTH .7650631902 Al .61458153 02 
LO' .2407540C 03 VE .13165986 02 PTE .69675186 01 AlE .27080284 03 
lS .4862310C 08 DXS -.'23485247 02 OYS -.16116528 02 OlS -.69888195 01 
l~. -.22266784 05 DXM - .. 10825144 00 DYM .93006999 00 DlM .41136063 00 
IT -.222tl618~ 05 mn -~ 10825).44 00 OYT .9300b999 00 OlT .4113b063 00 
R' .383n568 O • VM .. 10227248 01 RT .38392568 06 VT .10227248 01 
LOS .3't65974S 03 RAS .12880360 03 RAp.( .53821950 01 LOM .22317607 03 
OR .15911215 01 SHA ~ 17875290 06 DES .18672043 02 OEM -.332048857 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48612485 08 OX .24812341 02 DY .17044395 02 Dl .72636981 01 
LON .30887400 03 V .. 30966514 02 PTH -.26356846 00 Al .15757129 02 
ZE -.4862310C 08 OXE .23485247 02 OYE .16116528 02 DZE .69888195 01 
ZT -.48645366 08 OXT .. 23316995 02 on .11046598 02 OlT .74001801 01 
L TT -.18654485 02 LOT .. 30893081 03 RST .15208308 09 VST .29863574 02 
SEP .103812ll 03 EP~ .1~543370 03 EMP .15788934 02 MEP .18171367 02 
SMP .41440695 02 SEM .. 12264908 03 EMS .51229136 02 ESM .12154416 00 
SIP .13804855 03 CPT .. 92212095 02 SIN .91755113 02 01 .23896581 OC 
CPE .97634970 02 CPS .. 76888305 02 02 .18006233 00 03 .21559962-02 
235666514530202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.08333333 JULY 29,1964 14 00 00.000 
TFL a DAYS 21 HRS. 9 ,..IN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
l .1l59894f: 05 Ox .. 12896489 01 OY .91166118 00 Dl .21238246 00 
RA .23326544 02 V .. 16026'380 01 PTH .76593611 02 Al .61415722 02 
LON .. 226C1935 03 VE .. 13579293 02 PTE .65924421 01 AlE .27075370 03 
IS .48591927 08 OX$ - .. 23473063 02 OYS -.16131829 02 OZS -.69954430 01 
2M - .. 20784918 05 ox", - .. 11804914 00 OYM .92903642 00 OlM .41188951 00 
Z1 -.20784918 05 DXT -.11804914 00 OYT .92903642 00 OlT .41188951 00 
R" .38376581 06 VM .. 10230822 01 RT .38376587 06 VT .10230822 01 
LOS .33159713 03 RAS .. 12884432 03 RAM .58860606 01 LDM .20863887 03 
CR .15589656 01 SHA .. 18455932 06 OES .16662108 02 OEM -.31046812 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48566328 08 OX .. 24762711 02 DY .17043490 02 Dl .72678255 01 
LON .30891698 03 V .. 30927232 02 PTH -.27776586 00 Al .75735919 02 
IE -.48597c:127 08 OXE .. 23473063 02 DYE .16131829 02 OlE .69954430 01 
II -.48618711 06 OXT .23355014 02 on .11060865 02 OlT .74073325 01 
L n -.18644352 02 LOT .. 30897216 03 RST .15201943 09 VST .29856294 02 
SEP .l03049983 03 EPM .. 14419016 03 EMP .16568528 02 MEP .lS641284 02 
SMP .4116n23 02 SEM .. 12214056 03 EMS .57131013 02 ESM .12234704 00 
SIP .13831C7C 03 C·PT .. 92281166 02 SIN .91813916 02 01 .24465751 00 
CPE .97687113 02 CPS .. 76892424 02 02 .18515836 00 03 .22816191-02 
235666516334202000000COO J.D.:::: 2438606.12500000 JULY 29,1964 15 00 00.000 
lfL 0 nAYS 22 HRS. Ii )lIN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COOROIN4.T.ES 
l .12575041 05 OX .12544879 01 OY .89615125 00 Ol .26989228 00 
RA .23671842 02 Y .15651452 01 PTH .76671132 02 Al .61492198 02 
LON .21138358 03 VE .. 13982807 02 PTE .62529698 01 AZE" .27070989 03 
lS .48572730 08 OXS -.23460866 02 DYS -.16147123 02 OZS -.10020634 01 
lM -.19301216 05 DXM -.12184878 00 OYM .92791609 00 OlM .41238116 00 
IT -.19301216 05 DXT -.12784878 00 OYT .92791609 00 OlT .41238116 00 
"" 
.3IB6051<; 0& VH .10234412 01 RT .38360519 Db VT .10234412 01 
LOS .31659677 03 RAS .12888503 03 RAM .63901008 01 LOM .19410184"03 
OR .15229847 01 SHA .. 19022679 06 DES .18652164 02 OEM -.28840610 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.46560154 08 OX .. 24715354 02 OY .11043280 02 Ol .72719551 01 
LON .30895991 03 V .. 30890 184 02 PTH -.29057930 00 Al .75715329 02 
ZE -.48512730 08 OXE .. 23460866 02 DYE .16147123 02 OlE .70020634 01 
Z1 -.48592031 06 OXT .23333018 02 DYT .11075039 02 OlT .741404445 01 
LTl -.18634211 02 LOT .30901351 03 RST .15201575 09 VST .29848964 02 
SEP .10315144 03 EPM .14417933 03 EMP .17339764 02 Fl!EP .18480903 02 
s>P .40906584 02 SEM .12163162 03 EHS .58245324 02 ESM .12294532 00 
SIP .13856364 03 CPT .92347770 02 SIN .91669315 02 01 .25052361 00 
CPE .97735836 02 CPS .16896539 02 02 .19037468 00 03 .24145902-02 
235666520140202000000000 J.D.::: 2438606.16666666 JULY 29,1964 1600 oo.ooe 
TFL a DAYS 23 HRS. '9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
Z .13542181 05 
RA .23998198 02 
LON .19666887 03 
zs .48547513 08 
ZM -.17815817 05 
ZT -.17815617 05 
RM .38344547 06 
LOS .30159641 03 
DR .14889045 01 
Z -.48533970 C8 
LON .30900277 03 
ZE -.48541513 08 
Z1 - .. 48565328 C8 
L TT -.18624062 02 
SEP .10282446 03 
,"p .40652503 02 
SIP .138e0763 03 
OPE .97781510 02 
OX .,12213124 01 
V .15296810 01 
VE .14371040 02 
DXS -.23448660 02 
DXM -.13764942 00 
eXT - .. 13764942 00 
VM .102380 16 01 
RAS .. 12892573 03 
SHA .19576296 06 
OX .. 24670032 02 
V .30855144 02 
OXE .23448660 02 
OXl .23311010 02 
LOl .. 30905484 03 
EPM .14359841 03 
SEM .12112225 03 
CPT .92412023 02 
CPS .. 16900651 02 
EQUATORUL COORDINATES 
DY .88129509 00 
PTH .76740012 02 
PTE .59442820 01 
OYS -.16162410 02 
DYfoI .92670888 00 
OYT .92670888 00 
RT .38344547 06 
RAM .68943288 01 
OES .18642213 02 
DZ .26741466 00 
AZ .61509280 02 
AlE .27067062 03 
DZS -.10086808 01 
OZM .41283545 00 
OlT .41283545 00 
VT .10238016 01 
LOM .11956501 03 
OEM -.26630600 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .17043105 02 Ol .12160954 01 
PTH -.30217440 00 AZ .75695131 02 
DYE .16162410 02 OZE .70086806 01 
on .17089119 02 OlT .14215162 01 
RST .. 15207206 09 VST .29841583 02 
EHP .. 18102903 02 HEP .18298683 02 
EMS .58154074 02 ESM .123'504070 OC 
SIN .91922005 02 01 .25657932 00 
02 .19574371 00 03 .25555441-02 
235666521744202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.20833333 JULY 29,1964 17 00 00.000 
TFL 1 DAYS a HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
97 
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98 
·GEOCEHRIC 
.. 18133866 06 
.20607261 06 
R .. 20601261 06 
XS -.90501837 08 
XH .31974858 06 
Xl .31974858 06 
RS .15181282 09 
GE;:O .40623989 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90689175 08 
R .15tcH76209 
XE .90501837 08 
Xl .90881585 08 
LTE -.18632251 02 
EPS .11407333 02 
HPS .139504486 03 
RPM .198C36~9 06 
GtE ~10125546 03 
REP .20&01261 06 




0 .21126040 06 
)(5 -.90566164 08 
XM .37920C11 06 
XT .37920011 06 
OS .15181212 09 
GED .42223732 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELlOCENTRIC 
X .90771153 08 
R .151c:!1700 09 
XE .90586184 08 
XT .90965384 08 
LTE -.18622282 02 
EPS .11695525 02 
MPS .13978396 03 
OPH .19326880 06 
GCE .10121634 03 
OEP .21126040 06 




R .21634004 06 
XS -.90610492 08 
XM .31861636 06 
XT .37861638 06 
as .15167142 09 
GEO .43745621 01 
DUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .90866·187 08 
R .15191631 09 
XE .. 90610492 08 
XT .9104c:!108 08 
LlE -.18612304 02 
·EPS .. 17961853 02 
MPS .14001517 03 
RPM .18856064 06 
GCE .10117964 03 
REP .21634004 06 
y .84616106 05 
(lEe .40349931 01 
lAT .40349931 01 
YS .l1l89lt42 09 
YII .49312390 05 
YT .49312390 05 
VS .29329145 02 
All .19969451 O~ 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.11160981 09 
lAT -.16620784 02 
YE -.11189442 09 
YT -.11184511 09 
LOE .30896644 03 
ESP .15915525-01 
MSP .47949227-01 
SPN .75633731 02 
GCT .28179970 03 
VEP .14960611 01 
MIN. 2.00C SEC. 
V .87712503 05 
DEC .41938958 01 
LAT .4193eq58 01 
YS .11183616 09 
YM .52641415 05 
VT .52641415 05 
VS .29329386 02 
All .. 20488231 06 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.11114844 09 
lAT -.16610430 02 
YE -.11163616 09 
YT -e11l18351 09 
LOE .30900713 03 
ESP .11252514-01 
MSP .45863410-01 
SPN .75965490 02 
GCT .28181329 03 
VEP .14641535 01 
MIN. 2.000 SEC .. 
Y .90760379 05 
DEC .43450666 01 
LAT .43450666 01 
YS .11111183 09 
'" 
.55965329 05 
YT .55965329 05 
VS .29329621 02 
All .20996196 06 
DT .19200COO 04 
Y -.11168707 09 
lAT -.18600011 02 
YE -.11177183 09 
YT -.11112161 OC:! 
lOE .30904783 03 
ESP .79437864-01 
MSP .45863410-01 
SPN .16218452 02 
GCT .28182642 03 
yEP .14331531 01 




R .22131651 06 
XS -.90154758 08 
XH .31799136 06 
Xl .31199736 06 
RS .15181072 09 
GEO .451960441 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .909540482 06 
R .IS1c:!1512 09 
.ICE .90154'158 08 
XT .91132755 08 
lTE -.18602315 02 
EPS .78225692 02 
~PS .14023669 03 
RPM .1839C673 06 
GtE .101H512 03 
REP .22131651 06 
Y .93161457 05 
DEC .44891176 01 
lAT .448c:!1176 01 
YS .Ulllc:!45 09 
Y,", .59283800 05 
Yl .59263800 05 
VS .29329869 02 
Al T .21493844 06 
OT .19200000 04 
'1 -.11162569 09 
lAT -.18589708 02 
YE -.11111945 09 
YT -.11166017 09 
LOe .30908651 03 
ESP .81564685-01 
MSP .43678226-01 
SPN .76574288 02 
GCT .28183902 03 
yEP .14041476 01 
o DAYS 10 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
I .. 14500448 05 
RA .243C1483 02 
LON .1819310'il 03 
ZS .48522269 08 
ZM -.16328845 05 
ZT -.16328845 05 
RII .38328491 06 
lCS .28659604 03 
OR .14565603 C 1 
I -.48507169 <:8 
LON .30904556 03 
IE -.48522269 08 
ZT -.48538596 08 
l TT -.18613905 02 
SEP .10251679 03 
SMP .404C6722 02 
SIP .13904288 03 
CPE .c:!7624449 C2 
ox .11900915 01 
V .l't960811 01 
VE .14762463 02 
OXS -.23436440 02 
DXM -.14745025 00 
OXT -.14145025 00 
VM .10241631 01 
RAS .12696644 03 
SHA .20111479 06 
ox .24626536 02 
V .30821917 02 
DXE .23436440 02 
DXT .23288990 02 
LOT .30909615 03 
EPM .14304508 03 
SEM .12061245 03 
CPT .92474035 02 
CPS .76904761 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINAIES 
DY .66102129 00 
PTH .76801215 02 
PTE .56623664 01 
DYS -.16177691 02 
DYM .92541473 00 
DYT .92541473 00 
RT .38328491 06 
RAM .73967634 01 
DES .18632251 02 
DI .26495428 00 
Al .61525100 02 
AZE .27063522 03 
DIS -.70152955 01 
DIM .41325220 00 
OZT .41325220 00· 
VT .10241637 01 
lOM .16502837 03 
OEM -.24416739 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .17044112 02 DZ .72802497 01 
PTH -.31269374 00 AZ .15675335 02 
DVE .16171691 02 DZE .10152955 01 
DVT .1710310502 DZT .74285417 01 
OST .15206836 09 VST .29834151 02 
EMP .18858195 02 MEp .18096720 02 
EMS .59263~60 02 ESM .12433010 00 
SIN .91972059 02 01 .26284071 00 
02 .20121865 00 03 .27051861-02 
235666523550202000000COO J.D.'" 2438606.25000000 JULY 29,1964 18 00 00.000 
TFl 1 DAYS 1 HRS. 9 f.!IN. 52.127· sec. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z • 1544c:!685 05 ox .11604872 01 DV .85328837 00 DZ .26251443 00 
OA .24601301 02 V .. 14641535 01 PTH .76855569 02 AZ .61540185 02 
LON .16718985 03 VE .15139502 02 PTE .54039525 01 AZE .21060317 03 
ZS .46497006 08 OXS -.23424210 02 DYS -.16192964 02 DIS -.70219010 01 
If.! -.14640446 05 DXM -.15125026 00 DVM .92403351 00 DlM .41363133 00 
IT -.14840446 05 DXT -.15725028 00 DYT .92403351 00 OZT .41363133 00 
O. .38312410 06 VM .10245214 01 RT .38312410 06 VT .10245214 01 
LOS .27159568 0' OAS .12900113 03 RAM .7<j1034184 01 LOM .15049197 03 
OR .14251921 01 SHA .20646852 06 DES .16622282 02 OEM -.22199267 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
I -.48461556 08 OX .24584697 02 DV .17046252 02 Ol .. 72844215 01 
LON .30908834 03 V .30790336 02 PTH -.32225771 00 AZ .75655905 02 
ZE -.48497006 08 DXE .23424210 02 DYE .16192964 02 OlE .70219070 01 
IT -.48511846 08 DXT .23266960 02 OVT .17116997 02 OZT .74355384 01 
lTT -.18603142 02 LOT .30913745 03 OST .15206464 09 VST .29826610 02 
SEP .10222660 03 EPM .14251728 03 EMP .19605879 02 MEP .17876836 02 
SMP .40169016 02 SEM .12010223 03 EMS .59772886 02 E5M .12433010 00 
SIP e 13926960' 03 CPT .92533906 02 SIN .92019546 02 01 .26932469 00 
CPE .. 91864923 02 CPS .16908812 02 02 .20699359 00 03 .28642952-02 
235666525354202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.29166666 JULY 29,1964 19 00 00.0·00 
TFl 1 DAYS 2 HRS. "foiIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COO~OINATE.S. 
Z .1639058C 05 OX .11323896 01 OY .84005421 00 OZ .. 26009731 00 
RA .2488lC48 02 V .14337531 01 PTH .76903812 02 AZ .61554415 02 
LON .15242853 03 VE .15508551 02 PTE .51661192 01 AZE .27051403 "03 
lS .4847111J 08 axs - .. 23411967 02 ayS -.16208232 02 DZS -.70285160 01 
ZI" -.13350743 05 DXM -.16104869 00 DYM .92256514 00 DZM .41397267 00 
ZT - .. 13350143 05 DXT -.16104869 00 DVT .92256514 00 DZT .41397261· ·rib 
OM .38296308 D. VM .10248921 01 RT .38296306 06 VT .10248927 01 
LOS .25659530 03 OAS .12904182 03 OAM .84083144 01 LaM .13595579 OJ 
00 .13964630 01 SHA .21164985 06 DES .18612304 02 OEM -.19976320 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDI.N~TE;S 
Z -.48455322 oa ox .24544357 02 OY .11048286 02 OZ .72886133 01 
LON .30913106 OJ V .. 30160256 02 PTH -.33096620 00 AZ .15636808 02 
ZE -.48471713 08 DXE .23411967 02 DYE .16208232 02 OZE .10285160 01 
ZT -.48485063 08 OXT .23244919 02 DYT .11130191 02 DZT .74424887 01 
lTl -.18593568 02 LOT .30911874 03 OST .-15206090 09 VST .29819139 02 
SEP .10195232 03 EPM .14201324 03 EMP .20346152 02 MEP .17640604 02 
SMP .39939172 0, SEM .11959151 03 EMS .. 60282952 02 ESM .12511453 00 
SIP .13948191 03 CPT .92591131 02 SIN .92064528 02 01 .27605021 00 
CPE .91903161 02 CPS .. 16912979 02 02 .21290365 00 03 .30337369-02 
235666521160202000000000 J.D."" 2438606.33333333 JULY 29,1964 20 ·00 ·OO~OO·O 
Tfl 1 DAYS 3 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC .. 
Z .11322619 05 
RA .25141938 02 
LON .13765435 03 
IS .46446398 08 
Z~ -.11859879 05 
ZT -.11859819 05 
PM .38280182 06 
LOS .24159493 03 
OR .13684491 01 
I -.48429075 08 
LON .30917372 03 
ZE - .48446396 08 
lT -.48458258 08 
lTT -.18583388 02 
SEP .10169257 03 
SMP .39716985 02 
SIP .13969614 03 
CPE .C:!1939381 02 
OX .11056120 01 
V .14041416 01 
YE .15869972 02 
DXS -.23399113 02 
OX'"' -.17684453 00 
DXT -.17684453 00 
VM .10252596 01 
RAS .12908852 03 
SHA .21612399 06 
OX .24505385 02 
V .30731548 02 
DXE .23399113 02 
DXT .23222868 02 
LOT .30922001 03 
EPM .14153138 03 
SEM .. 11908048 03 
CPT .92641602 02 
CPS .16911087 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .82728092 00 
PTH .16946738 02 
PTE .49466927 01 
DYS -.16223493 02 
DYM .92100954 00 
OYT .92100954 00 
RT .. 38260182 06 
RAM .89134642 01 
OES .18602315 02 
OZ .• 2517:0453 .. 0Q. 
AZ .61561913 02 
ALE .27054142 03 
DIS -.70351222 01 
DIM .41421610 00 
Oll .41427610 00 
VT .10252596 01 
LOM .12141c:!68 03 
OEM -.11754086 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .11050773 02 DZ .12928267 01 
PTH -.33890459 00 AZ .15618016 02 
DYE .16223493 02 OZE .70351222 01 
OYT .11144502 02 OZT .74493983 01 
OST .15205714 09 VST· .29811560 02 
EMP .21019216 02 MEP .17389400 02 
EMS .. 60193459 02 ESH .12 5699A~L.9.Q". 
SIN .92107058 02 01 .26303649 00 
02 .21902522 00 03 .32144788-02 
235666530764202000000000 J.D."" 2436606.37500000 JULY 29,1964 21 00 00.000 
1Ft 1 DAYS 4 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 




R .22619434 06 
X$ -.90838971 08 
XM .37134310 06 
Xl .37134310 06 
RS .15187001 09 
GEO .46582138 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91042629 08 
R .151'H506 09 
Xl: .. 90838911 08 
Xl .91216314 08 
LYE -.18592319 02 
EPS .. 78410249 02 
MPS .'14045469 03 
RPM .179)0251 06 
GeE .10111259 03 
REP .22619-434 06 
y .96717321 as 
DEC .46268213 01 
LAT .46268213 01 
YS .11166102 09 
YM .62596498 05 
YT .62596498 05 
VS .29330111 02 
AlT .21981627 06 
-OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11156430 09 
LAT -.18519344 02 
YE -.11166102 09 
YT -.11159842 09 
LOE .30912920 03 
ESP .83631439-01 
MSP .. 41964682-01 
SPN .76854466 02 
GCT .28185103 03 
VEP .13110214 01 




R .23097770 06 
XS -.90923149 08 
XM .37665359 06 
XT .31665359 06 
RS .15186931 09 
GED .41901<;11 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91130652 08 
R .15191439 09 
. XE .90923149 08 
XT .91299802 08 
LYE -.18582313 02 
EPS .18102585 02 
MPS .14066335 03 
RPM .11474381 06 
GeE .10108189 03 
REP .. 23091111 06 
Y .99629466 05 
DEC .41585193 01 
LAT .47585193 01 
YS .11160253 09 
YM .65903141 05 
YT .65903141 05 
VS .29330355 02 
ALT .224599b5 C6 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.11150290 09 
LAT -.18568913 02 
YE -.11160253 09 
YT -.11153663 09 
LOE .30916988 03 
ESP .85314C42-01 
MSP .41377134-01 
SPN .71120214 02 
GCT .28186240 03 
VEP .13504122 01 
o DAYS 12 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.21126231 06 
.. 23561048 06 
R .23561047 06 
XS -.91001280 08 
XM .. 31592885 06 
Xl .31592885 06 
RS .15186860 09 
GED .49118592 01 
IlUT .. 35000000 02 
tiELIOCENTRIC 
X .91218542 08 
R .15191310 09 
XE .91001280 08 
XT .91383208 08 
UE -.18512298 02 
f'PS .18923641 02 
MPS .14086480 03 
RPM .11022611 06 
GCE .10105285 03 
REP .23561048 06 




R .24021622 06 
XS -.91091362 08 
XM .37516890 06 
XT .37516890 06 
RS .15186790 09 
GEO .50398108 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91306301 08 
R .15191301 09 
XE .91091362 08 
XT .91466530 08 
LTE -.18562277 02 
EPS .19134250 02 
MPS .14105920 03 
RPM .16574788 06 
GCE .10102536 03 
REP .24027623 06 
o DAYS 14 HRS. 32 
Y .10249926 06 
DEC .48847336 01 
LAT .48847336 01 
YS .11154399 09 
y., .69203393 05 
YT .69203393 05 
VS .29330600 02 
AL T .22929242 06 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.11144149 09 
LAT -.18558599 02 
YE -.11154399 09 
YT -.11147478 09 
LOE .30921055 03 
ESP .87076018-01 
MSP .40178123-01 
SPN .77372845 02 
GCT .28187306 03 
VEP .13250091 01 
MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
Y .10532798 06 
OEC .50058120 01 
LAT .. 50058720 01 
YS .11148539 0<] 
YO .. 72496<]29 05 
YT .12496929 05 
VS .29330845 02 
ALT .23389819 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11138006 09 
LAT -.18548222 02 
YE -.11148539 09 
YT -.11141290 C9 
LOE .30925123 03 
ESP .88145359-01 
MSP .38308338-01 
SPN .77613188 02 
GCT .28188295 03 
VEP .13005536 01 
MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
Z .18246086 05 
RA .254C3037 02 
LON .12286839 03 
IS .48421061 08 
lM -.10367998 05 
ZT -.10367998 05 
R'" .36264034 06 
lOS .22659455 03 
DR .13416461 01 
Z -.48402815 08 
LON .30921635 03 
lE -.48421061 08 
II -.48431429 08 
LTl -.18573201 02 
SEP .. 10144613 03 
SMP .39502286 02 
SIP .13990C21 03 
CH .91q13142 C2 
Ox .10802188 01 
V .13710214 01 
V E .. 16224097 02 
OXS -.23387447 02 
DXM -.18663683 00 
eXT -.18663683 00 
VM .10256281 01 
RAS .12912920 03 
SHA .22169512 06 
ox .24461666 02 
V .30104100 02 
OXE .23381441 02 
OXT .2'3200810 02 
LOT .30926126 03 
EPM .14101032 03 
SEM .11856896 03 
CPT .92101600 02 
CPS .. 16921193 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .81493457 00 
PTH .76984775 02 
PTE .41434107 01 
OYS -.16238146 02 
DyM .91936664 00 
oYT .91936664 00 
RT .38264034 06 
RAM .94188815 01 
DES .18592319 02 
OZ .. 25533611 00 
AZ .61580438 02 
AZE .. 21052302 03 
DZS -.70417250.01 
DZM .. 41454153 00 
Dll .41454153 00 
VT .10256281 01 
LOM .. 10688423 03 
OEM -.15526110 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATE.S ... 
OY .11053680 02 
PTH -.34615057 00 
DYE .16238146 02 
oYT .11158113 02 
RST .15205331 09 
EMP .21805245 02 
EMS .61304411 02 
SIN .92141175 02 







.. 72970611 01 
.. 75599504 02 
.. 10411250 01 
.. 74562665 01 
.. 29803931 02 
.17124428 02 
.. 12647551 00 
01 .29030512 00 
03 .. 34015900-02 
235666532510202000000000 J.D." 2438606.41666666 JuLY 29,1964 22 00 00.000 
TFL 1 DAYS 5 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z .1916lCll U5 
RA .25647287 02 
LON .10807157 03 
IS .48395699 08 
IM -.88752233 04 
ZT -.88752233 04 
RM .38241865 06 
LOS .. 21159416 03 
OR .1315958C 01 
Z -.48316537 08 
LON .30925892 03 
IE -.48395699 08 
LT -.48404574 08 
L TT -.18563005 02 
SEP .10121196 03 
SMP .39294<]09 02 
SIP .1400944(: 03 
OPE .ge006406 02 
OX .10559284 01 
V .13504722 01 
VE .16571235 02 
OXS -.2337~169 02 
DXM -.19642416 00 
DXT -.19642476 00 
VH .10259982 01 
RAS .12916988 03 
SHA .22656940 06 
OX .24431097 02 
V .30611814 02 
DXE .23315169 02 
DXT .. 23178144 02 
LOT .30930250 03 
EPM .14062885 03 
SEM .11805700 03 
CPT .92153801 02 
CPS .16925299 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
D't .60298459 00 
PTH .77018547 02 
PTE .45547790 01 
DYS -.16253994 02 
DYM .91763636 00 
DYT .01763636 00 
RT .38247865 06 
RA~ .99245819 01 
DES .18582313 02 
DZ .25299421 00 
Al .61591992 02 
ALE .27050059 03 
DZS -.10483252 01 
DZM .41476819 00 
DZT .41416879 00 
VT .1"0259982 01 
lOM .9~·34BBl1 '02 
OEM -.13296380 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .17056978 02 DZ .13013195.01 
PTH -.35216475 00 AZ .15581247 02 
DYE .16253994 02 OZE .10483252 01 
OyT .11171630 02 on .74630940 01 
RST .15204958 09 VST .29796255 02 
EMP .22524396 02 MEP .16846750 02 
E.S • 61815809 02 ESM .. 127054.~~ 0.0 . 
SIN .92184911 02 01 .29181932 00 
OZ .23191506 00 0' .36143021-02 
235666534314202000000000 J.O.'" 2438606.45833333 JULY 29,1964 23 00 00.000 
TFl 1 DAYS 6 HRS. 9 MIN .. 52.127 SEC. 
Z .2006168C 05 
RA .25881511 02 
lON .934:64741 02 
ZS .48370311 08 
ZM -.1381.6995 04 
ZT -.73816<]95 04 
RM .38231615 06 
LOS .19659378 03 
OR .1291301<] 01 
1 -.48350244 08 
LON .30930146 03 
IE -.48370311 08 
ZT -.48377693" 08 
LTT -.18552801 02 
SEP .10098910 03 
SMP .39094706 02 
SIP .14028C81 03 
CPE .98031504 02 
OX .10327113 01 
V .. 13250091 01 
VE .16911673 02 
DXS -.23362880 02 
OXM - .. 20620136 00 
OXT -.20620736 00 
VM .10263699 01 
RAS .12921056 03 
SHA .2313490<] 06 
OX .24395591 02 
V .30652602 02 
OXE .23362880 02 
OXT .23156612 02 
LOT .30934373 03 
EPM .14020581 03 
SEM .. 11754461 03 
CPT .9280-4298 02 
CPS .16929401 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .79140329 00 
PTH .77048539 02 
PTe .43791194 01 
OYS -.16269235 02 
OV~ .91581865 00 
OYT .91581865 00 
RT .38231615 06 
RAM .10430599 02 
OES .18572298 02 
oz .25061715 00 
Al .61602513 02 
AlE .27047990 03 
DIS -.10549224 01 
elM .41495780 00 
OIT .41495180·00· 
VT .10263699.01 
LOM .71813820 02 
OEM -.11063242 01 
EQUATORIAL COOROINATES 
DY .11060638 02 DZ .73055995 01 
PTH -.35880008 00 AZ .75563228 02 
DYE .16269235 02 OZE .10549224 01 
DYT .17185053 02 DZT .14698802 01 
RST .15204578 09 VST .29788532 02 
EMP .23236824 02 MEP .16551305 02 
EMS .62327652 02 ESM ... 12163062 00 
SIN .92220312 02 01 .30578448 00 
02 .23884356 00 03 .38359518-02 
235666536200202000000COO J.o,,"'·2438606.SCOOOOOO JULY 30.196400' 00 00.0·0·0 
TFl 1 DAYS 1 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
I .20965984 05 
RA .26106463 02 
LON .78448575 02 
IS .48344<]05 08 
ZM -.588157H. 04 
LT -.58815116 04 
RM .38215464 06 
LOS .18159333 03 
DR .12616036 01 
I -.48323<]3<] 08 
LON .30934395 03 
IE -.48344905 08 
ZT -.48350792 08 
lTl -.18542591 02 
SEP .10011672 03 
SMP .. 38901541 02 
SIP .14045<]43 03 
CPE .9806715<] 02 
OX .10104&83 01 
V .13005536 01 
VE .. 17245611 02 
DXS -.23350579 02 
OXM -.21598359 00 
OXT -.21598359 00 
VM .10261432 01 
RAS .12925122 03 
SHA .23603854 06 
ox .24361068 02 
V .30628385 02 
OXE .23350519 02 
OXT .23134596 02 
LOT' .30938493 03 
EPM .13980041 03 
SEM .LL 703118 03 
CPT .92853148 02 
CPS .16933515 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .. 78016546 00 
PTH .77075231 02 
PTE .42151940 01 
DYS -.16284468 02 
aVM .91391341 00 
DYT .91391341 00 
Rf .38215464 06 
RAM .10936927 02 
DES .18562277 02 
DZ .2-483849_9 . ..P.Q.. 
AZ .61611938 02 
AlE .. 21046074 03 
OZS -.10615166 01" 
aZM .41510842 00 
Oll .41510842 00 
VT .10261432 01 
lDM :63219037 02 
OEM -.88274130 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .17064634 02 OZ .13099016 01 
PTH -.36430692 00 AZ .. 75545431 0'2 
DYE .16284468 02 OZE .70615166 01 
OYT .17198381 02 OZT .74766251 01 
RST .15204196 09 VST .29180162 02 
EMP .23942656 02 MEP .16256929 02 
EMS .62839942 02 ESM .126200425 00 
SIN .92253381 02 01 .31404836 00 
02 .24600442 00 03 .40140160-02 
23566654COC4202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.54166666 JULY 30,1964 01 00 00.000 
TFL 1 DAYS 8 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
99 





R .2".479928 06 
XS -.91115403 08 
XM .37431371 06 
Xl .. 31431311 06 
RS .15186119 09 
GED .51570226 01 
OUT .. 350COOOO 02 
HELIOCENTR It 
X .91393941 08 
R .15191230 09 
XE .91175403 08 
Xl .91549176 08 
L TE -.18552244 02 
EPS .79335160 02 
HPS .1412466S 03 
RPM .16130393 06 
GeE .1009':1930 03 
REP .24479829 06 
Y .10811684 06 
DEC .51223028 01 
LAT .51223028 01 
V$ .1l1llU74 09 
y",. .15783464 05 
YT .15783464 05 
VS .29331091 02 
All .23842025 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11131862 09 
lAT -.18531839 02 
YE -.11142674 09 
YT -.11135C96 09 
LOE .30929189 03 
ESP .90923"'8!t-O 1 
MSP .38308338-01 
SPN .77842202 02 
GCT .28189201 03 
VEP .12770323 01 
o DAYS 15 HRS. 32 fl:IN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.22206291 06 
.. 24923976 06 
R .24923976 06 
XS -.91259402 08 
XH .. 31354349 06 
Xl .. 31354349 06 
RS .15186648 09 
GEO .52698246 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91481464 08 
R .1519115909 
XE .91259402 08 
xT .91632945 08 
LTE -.18542202 02 
EPS .19527032 02 
MPS .14142127 03 
RPM .1568919006 
GeE .10097455 03 
REP .24923976 06 
Y .11086693 06 
CEC .52343538 01 
LAT .52343538 01 
YS .11136803 09 
YM .79062670 05 
YT .79062610 05 
VS .29331338 02 
All .24286173 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y - .. 11125716 09 
lAT -.18527451 02 
YE -.11136803 09 
YT -.11128897 09 
LOE .30933256 03 
ESP .92523435-01 
MSP .363"'2480-01 
SPN .18060684 02 
GCT .28190016 03 
VEP .12543816 01 




R .25360354 06 
xS -.913"'3351 08 
XI'( .37261808 06 
Xl .31261808 06 
RS .15186511 09 
GED .53785091 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91568865 08 
R .15191086 09 
XE .91343351 08 
XT .91716029 08 
LTE -.18532154 02 
EPS .. 79710464 02 
HPS .14160116 03 
RPM .1525C902 06 
GCE .10095103 03 
REP .25360355 06 
V .11351931 06 
OEC .53423151 01 
LAT .53"'23151 01 
VS .11130927 09 
Y. .82334214 05 
VT .82334214 05 
VS .29331585 02 
AL T .24722553 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11119569 09 
lAT -.18517061 02 
YE -.11130927 09 
VT -.11122693 09 
LOE .30937321 03 
ESP .94614f:23-01 
filSP .34970568-01 
SPN .78269353 02 
GCT .28190133 03 
\lEP .12325443 01 




R .25189235 06 
XS -.91427263 08 
XH .37177158 06 
XT .37177758 06 
RS .15186506 09 
GEO .54833469 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91656160 08 
R .15191014 09 
XE .91427263 08 
Xl .91199040 08 
LTE -.18522096 02 
EPS .79885995 02 
HPS .14176839 03 
RPM .14815273 06 
GCE .10092865 03 
REP .25789236 06 
V .11625496 06 
DEC .5446"'559 01 
LAT .54464559 01 
VS .11125045 09 
YH .855'97811 05 
VT .85597811 05 
VS .29331833 02 
ALT .25151434" 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11113420 09 
lAT -.18506663 02 
YE -.11125045 09 
YT -.11116485 09 
LOE .30941387 03 
ESP .95387001-01 
MSP .32805301-01 
SPN .18468855 02 
GCT .28191343 03 
VEP .12114688 01 
o DAYS 16 HRS. 32 MIN. 2 .. 000 SEC. 
Z .21856082 05 
RA .26322181 02 
LON .63623831 02 
IS .48319411 06 
ZM -.43929651 04 
zr -.43929651 04 
R~ .38199234 06 
LOS .16659293 03 
OR .12441969 01 
I -.48291614 08 
LON .30938641 03 
IE -.48319471 08 
ZT -.48323863 08 
LTl -.18532312 02 
SEP .10057408 03 
S"P .38715295 02 
SIP .14063036 03 
CPE .98095415 02 
OX .98918905 00 
V .12770323 01 
VE .17573491 02 
OXS -.23338266 02 
DXM -.22575273 00 
OXT -.22575213 00 
VM .10211182 01 
RAS .12929189 03 
SHA .24064124 06 
OX .24327455 02 
V .30605094 02 
oxe .23338266 02 
OXT .23112513 02 
LOT .30942613 03 
EPM .13941161 03 
SEM .11651850 03 
CPT .92900430 02 
CPS .76937623 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDI~AT.E~ 
DY .76924823 00 
PTH .77099073 02 
PTE .40618776 01 
DYS -.16299695 02 
DYM .91192069 00 
DYT .91192069 00 
RT .38199234 06 
RAM .11443594 02 
DES .18552244 02 
OZ .24611723 00 
AZ .61620193 02 
AlE .27044296 03 
DZS -.70681081 01 
DIM .41522055 00 
OZT ,.41522055 00" 
VT .10211182 01 
LOM .48744636 02 
OEM -.65892371 00 
EQUATORIAL COOR"OINAT"E~" 
OV .17068943 02 Ol .13142253 01 
PTH -.36932625 00 Al .75527831 02 
OVE .16299695 02 Ole .70681081 01 
OYT .17211616 02 Oll .74833286 01 
RST .15203813 09 VSI .29112944 02 
EMP .2"'6It2019 02 MEP .15946310 02 
EMS .63352684 02 ESM .12877532 00 
SIN .92284139 02 01 .32270145 00 
02 .25348287 00 03 .43304056-02 
2356665"'1610202000000000 J.O.= 2438606.58333334 JULY 30,1964 02 00 00.000 
TFl 1 DAYS 9 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
I .22738C6C 05 
RA .26531C75 02 
LON .48791051 02 
IS .48294012 08 
ZM -.28980230 04 
ZT -.28980230 04 
Rp.! .38182986 06 
LOS .15159253 03 
DR .12228226 01 
I -.48271213 08 
LON .30942883 03 
IE -.48294012 08 
IT -.48296910 ()8 
LTT -.1852214'5 02 
SEP .10038C50 03 
S"P .38535859 02 
SIP .14079365 03 
CPE .98122549 02 
OX .96875120 00 
V .12543816 01 
\IE .17895364 02 
DXS -.233259"'2 02 
OXM -.23551377 00 
OXT -.23551371 00 
\1M .10274941 01 
RAS .12933256 03 
SH4 .24516042 06 
OX .24294693 02 
V .30582667 02 
oxe .23325942 02 
OXT .23090428 02 
LOT .30946730 03 
EPM .13903810 03 
SEM .11600419 03 
CPT .92946210 02 
CPS .76941131 02 
EQUATORIAL COORD~NATES 
OY .75863059 00 
PTH .17120482 02 
PTE .39181172 01 
DVS -.16314916 02 
DYM .90984040 00 
OYT .90984040 00 
RT .38182986 06 
RAM .11950615 02 
DES .18542202 02 
DZ .2"'387308 00 
Al .61627205 02 
AlE .27042640 03 
OZS -.10746968 01 
OlM .1t1529410 00 
Oll .41529410 00 
VT .10274941 01 
lOM .34210590 02 
OEM -.43486960 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OV .1707354702 Ol .73185699 01 
PTH -.37389224 00 Al .75510436 02 
OVE .16314916 02 OlE .70146968 01 
OVT .11224757 02 Oll .14899909 01 
RST .15203428 09 VST .29165081 02 
EMP .25335013 02 MEP .15626289 02 
EMS .63865815 02 ESM .12877532 00 
SIN .92312586 02 01 .3317173f1 00 
02 .26130619 00 03 .46069051-02 
235666543414202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.62500000 JULY 30,1964 03 00 00.000 
TFl 1 DAYS 10 HRS. 9 ",IN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .236it991 05 OX .94911923 00 OV .74829320 00 Ol .24165159 00 
RA .26731852 02 V .12325443 01 PTH .17139886 02 Al .61632881 02 
LON .33950765 02 VE .18211497 02 PTe .37832272 01 AlE .27041096 03 
lS .48266533 08 OXS -.23313605 02 DYS -.16330129 02 DZS -.70812822 01 
Zf', -.14028917 04 OX'"' -.24526571 00 OYM .90767258 00 OZM .41532896 00 
ZT -.14028917 04 DXT -.24526571 00 OVT .. 90761258 00 Oll .41532896 00 
R" .381f:6718 06 VM .10278730 01 RT .38166118 06 VT .10278730 01 
LOS .13659212 03 RAS .12937321 03 RAM .12458005 02 LOM .19676918 02 
OR .12016271 01 SHA .24959911 06 OES .1f1532154 02 OEM -.21060290 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
I -.46244921 OB OX .24262725 02 OV .11078423 02 Ol .73229337 01 
LON .30947121 03 V .30561048 02 PTH -~31803645 00 Al .75493215 02 
IE -.48268533 OB OXE .23313605 02 DVE .16330129 02 OlE .10812822 01 
IT -.4826q936 08 OXT .23068340 02 OVT .17237802 02 Oll .74966112 01 
LTl -.18511913 02 LOT .30950847 03 RST .15203042 09 VST .29757172 02 
SEP .10019539 03 EPH .13868098 03 EMP .26021130 02 MEP .15297281 02 
SMP .3836313'9 02 SEH .11549064 03 EHS .643795l7 02 ESH .13026593 00 
SIP .14094932 03 CPT .92990560 02 SIN .92338121 02 01 .34131338 00 
CPE .9814M61 02 CPS .16945842 02 02 ~26950699 00 03 .49058101-02 
235666545220202000000COO J.D.= 2438606.66666666 JULY 30tl964 04 00 00.000 
TfL 1 DAYS 11 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
l .24417918 05 OX .93024357 00 OV .. 13821837 00 Ol .23945168 00 
RA .26925597 02 V .12114688 01 PTH .17157694 02 Al .61637127 02 
LON .19103442 02 VE .18522100 02 PTE .. 36562642 01 AlE .27039650 03 
lS .48243028 OB DXS -.23301257 02 DYS - .. 16345331 02 DIS -.70818651 01 
.- .92301445 02 ox", -.2550077l 00 DYM .. 90541714 00 DZM .415"32502 00 
II .92301445 02 DXT -.25500771 00 OYT .90541714 00 Oll .41532502 00 
RH .38150434 06 VM .10282529 01 RT .38150434 06 VT .1028?529 01 
LOS .12159111 03 RAS .12941381 03 RAM .12965785 02 LOM .51436214 01 
OR .11811645 01 SHA .25396014 06 DES .. 18522096 02 OEM .13862183-01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48218549 08 OX .24231500 02 OV .. 17083555 02 Ol .13273167 01 
LON .30951356 03 V .. 3Q540181 02 PTH -.38178281 00 Al .75476161 02 
zE -.48243028 08 OXE .23301251 02 OVE .163"'5337 02 OlE .10878651 01 
ZT -.48242935 08 OXT .23046249 02 OVT .11250754 02 Oll .75031900 01 
LTl -.185C1670 02 LOT .30954962 03 RST .15202654 09 VSI .29149217 02 
SEP .10001622 03 EPM .13833185 03 EMP .26702256 02 MEP .14959888 02 
SHP .38191056 02 SEM .11497605 03 EMS .6489361-4 02 ES" .13028593 00 
SIP .141C9739 03 CPT .93033548 02 SIN .92362548 02 01 .35135014 00 
CPE .. 9817329C 02 CPS .76949954 02 02 .27811766 00 03 .52296724-02 
2356665"'7024202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.70833333 JULY 30,1964 05 00 00.000 
TFl 1 DAYS 12 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 




R .26210815 06 
XS -.91511127 08 
XM .37084203 06 
Xl .. 31084203 06 
RS .15186435 09 
GED .55845169 01 
Dur .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91743340 08 
R .15190940 09 
XE .91511127 08 
XT .91881969 08 
LTE -.18512028 02 
EPS .80054107 02 
MPS .14192903 03 
RPM .14382061 06 
GCE .10090733 03 
REP .26210875 06 
Y .11899419 06 
DEC .55410134 01 
LAT .55470134 01 
VS .11119158 09 
Y'" .. 88853133 05 
VT .. 88853133 05 
VS .29332082 02 
AL T .25573015 06 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.11107268 09 
lAT -.18496261 02 
YE -.11119158 09 
YT -.11110272 09 
LDE .30945452 03 
ESP .97911601-01 
~SP .32605301-01 
SPN .18659161 02 
GCT .28191831 03 
YEP .11911086 01 




R .26625515 06 
XS -.91594943 08 
XM .36981147 06 
XT .36987147 06 
RS .15186363 09 
GEO .56824150 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .91830408 08 
R .15190866 09 
XE .91594943 08 
XT .91964814 08 
UE -.18501952 02 
EPS .80215233 02 
MPS .14208314 03 
RPM .13951044 06 
GeE .10088101 03 
REP .26625515 06 
V .12149965 06 
DEC .56442019 01 
LAr .56442019 01 
VS .11113265 09 
VM .92099845 05 
n .92099845 as 
VS .29332332 02 
AL T .25981115 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.111Cl115 C9 
lAY -.18485855 02 
YE -.11113265 09 
YT -.11104C55 09 
LDE .30949517 03 
ESP .98911715-01 
MSP .32051055-01 
SPN .78842613 02 
GCT .28192206 03 
YEP .11114220 01 
o DAYS 20 HRS. 32 f'lIN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.23865532 06 Y .12407036 06 
.27033382 06 DEC .57382166 01 
R .27033382 06 LAT .57382186 01 
xs -.91618720 08 VS .11107367 09 
XM .36886595 06 VM .95337664 05 
XT .36886595 06 VT .95337664 as 
RS .15186292 09 VS .29332582 02 
GED .51770596 01 AL T .26395583 06 
OUT .350COOOO 02 DT .19200000 04 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .91911375 08 Y -.11094960 09 
R .15190791 09 LAT -.18475443 02 
xe .9161872() 08 YE -.11107367 09 
XT .92047585 08 YT -.11097834 09 
LTE -.18491861 02 LDE .30953581 03 
eps .80369771 02 ESP .10087055 00 
MPS .14223074 03 MSP .32805301-01 
.PM .13522009 06 SPN .79017864 02 
GCE .10086162 03 GCT .28192439 03 
REP .21033382 06 YEP .11523714 01 
o DAYS 21 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.24178575 06 V .12660765 06 
.21434692 06 DEC .58292385 01 
R .21434692 06 LAT .58292385 01 
XS -.91762447 08 VS .11101464 09 
XM .36782552 06 VO .98566245 OS 
XT .36782552 06 n .98566245 05 
RS .15186221 09 VS .29332833 02 
GED .58686871 01 ALT .26796893 06 
OUT .35000000 02 DT .19200000 04 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .92004232 08 Y -.11086603 09 
R .15190116 09 tAT -.18465026 02 
xe .91162447 08 \IE -.111C1464 0') 
XT .92130272 08 YT -.11C91607 09 
LTE -.18481714 02 LOE .30957644 03 
EPS .80518076 02 ESP .10231507 00 
MPS .14231187 03 MSP .30486634-01 
RPM .. 13094760 06 SPN .19185947 02 
GCE .10084910 03 GCT .28192524 03 
REP .21434692 06 yep .11339228 01 
o DAYS 22 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
Z .2533601~ 05 
RA .27112134 02 
LO,.., .. 42495091 01 
ZS .48211499 08 
l~ .15874106 04 
IT .15874106 04 
RII .38134132 06 
UlS .1065913C 03 
DR .11613904 01 
Z -.48192162 08 
LON .30955588 03 
LE -.48217499 08 
ZT -.48215912 08 
l TT -.184ca421 02 
SEP .99848489 02 
S.P .36037541 02 
SIP .14123782 03 
CPE .98191100 02 
OX .91208014 00 
V .11911086 01 
VE .18827368 02 
OXS -.23286897 02 
DXM -.26473879 00 
OXT -.26473879 00 
VM .10266344 01 
RAS .12945452 03 
SHA .25824619 06 
OX .24200977 02 
V .30520039 02 
DXE .23288891 02 
DXT .23024158 02 
Lor .30959075 03 
EPH .13800876 03 
SEH .11446101 03 
CPT .93075239 02 
CPS .76954061 02 
EQUATORIAL COOROINATES 
DY .. 72838961 00 
PTH .17114324 02 
PTE .35366087 01 
OYS -.16360537 02 
OVM .90307409 00 
OYT .90301409 00 
RT .38134132 06 
RAM .. 134 73970 02 
OES .18512028 02 
OZ .23127216 00 
AZ .61639831 02 
AZE .27038295 03 
DZS -.70944449 01 
DIM .41528217 00 
OZT .41528217 00 
VT .10286344 01 
lOM .35061074 03 
OEM .23650594 00 
EQUATOR I Al COORD I NA TES 
DY .17088927 02 DZ .7331717001 
PTH -.38515522 00 AZ .75459266 02 
DVE .16360537 02 DZE .70944449 01 
on .17263611 02 DZT .75097210 01 
RST .15202265 09 VST .29741219 02 
EHp .27376648 02 HEP .14614585 02 
EMS .65408164 02 ESM .13066085 00 
SIN .92384026 02 01 .36193552 00 
02 .28111696 00 03 .55814223-02 
23566655C630202000000COO J.D.= 2438606.15000000 JULY 30,1964 06 00 00.000 
TFl 1 DAYS 13 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .26186363 05 ox .89458968 00 DV .71819160 00 DZ .23511169 00 
RA .27293645 02 V .1171422001 PTH .71190197 02 AZ .61640866 02 
LON .34938935 03 VE .19127484 02 PTE .34236604 01 AZE .27037020 03 
ZS .481919'49 08 DXS -.23276526 02 DYS -.16375730 02 DlS -.11010·217 01 
'" 
.30822892 04 DXM -.27445794 00 DVM .90064344 00 OZM .41520035 00 
ZT .30822892 04 DXT -.27445794 00 on .90064344 00 OZT .41520035 00 
RH .38111816 06 VH .10290175 01 RT .38117816 06 VT .10290175 01 
LOS .91590877 02 RAS .12949517 03 RAM .13982513 02 LOM .33607828 03 
OR .11422670 01 SHA .26245975 06 OES .18501952 02 OEM .46331136 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48H:5162 08 0< .24171115 02 DV .17094522 02 DZ .13361333 01 
LON .30959816 03 V .. 30500563 02 PTH -.38817075 00 AZ .75442521 02 
lE -.48191949 08 DXE .23216526 02 DYE .16375130 02 DZE .71010217 01 
II -.48188866 08 DXT .23002068 02 on .17276374 02 DZT .15162220 01 
l TT -.16481165 02 LOT .30963187 03 RST .15201814 09 VST .29733176 02 
SEP .99685772 02 EPH .13769321 03 EMP .28044962 02 MEP .. 14261824 02 
SMP .37884548 02 SEM .11394552 03 EMS .65923112 02 ESM .13122123 00 
SIP .14137057 03 CPT .93115103 02 SIN .92403135 02 01 .37311922 00 
CPE .98219952 02 CPS .76958182 02 02 .29672752 00 0' .59644289-02 
23566655243420200000COOO J.D.: 2438606.79166666 JULY 30,1964 07 00 00.000 
Tfl 1 DAYS 14 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .27028'306 05 OX .87773722 00 DV .70941010 00 DZ .23296884 00 
RA .21468683 02 v .11523714 01 PTH .17205765 02 AZ .61640090 02 
LON .33452332 03 VE .19422622 02 PTE .33168884 01 AZE .27035819 03 
ZS .48166372 08 oxs. -.23264142 02 OYS -.16390917 02 DZS -.71075957 01 
ZM .45768C8C; 04 ox,", -.28416430 00 OVM .89812518 00 DZM .41507942 00 
ZT .45768C8':O 04 DXT -.28416430 00 on .89812518 00 OIl .41507942 00 
RM .38101484 06 VM .10294023 01 RT .38101484 06 VT .10294023 01 
LOS .76590452 02 RAS .12953581 03 RAM .14491617 02 LOM .32154626 03 
OR .11237599 01 SHA .26660321 06 DES .18491867 02 OEM .68826108 00 
EQUATORIAL COOROINATES 
I -.48139343 08 ox .24141879 02 DV .. 11100327 02 DZ .73405645 01 
LON .30964C41 03 V .30481122 02 PTH -.39084562 00 AZ .75425917 02 
ZE -.48166372 08 DXE .23264142 02 DVE .16)90917 02 DZE .11075957 01 
ZT -.48161195 08 DXT .22979918 02 DVT .17289042 02 DZT .75226751 01 
LTT -.18410901 02 LOT .30961291 03 RST .15201482 09 VST .29725090 02 
SEP .99529669 02 EPM .13739078 03 EMP .28707231 02 MEP .13901982 02 
SMP .37738C37 02 SEM .11342959 03 EMS .66438639 02 ESM .13177923 00 
SIP .14149556 03 CPT .93155009 02 SIN .92419830 02 01 .38495969 00 
CPE .98241898 02 CPS .76962300 02 02 .30681725 00 03 .63825909-02 
235666554240202000000000 J.D.= 2438606.83333333 JULY 30,19640800 00.000 
TFL 1 DAYS 15 HRS. 9 ~IN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .27863761 05 ox .86149202 00 DV .10023170 00 DZ .23084207 00 
.A .27638158 02 V .11339228 01 PTH .17221467 02 AZ .61637338 02 
LON .31965173 03 VE .19712948 02 PTE .32158118 01 Aze .21034684 03 
ZS .48140715 08 OXS -.23251747 02 DYS -.16406091 02 DZS -.71141664 01 
ZM .607C8170 04 DXM - .. 29385683 00 DVM .89551934 00 DZM .41491934 00 
ZT .60708110 04 OXT -.29385683 00 on .89551934 00 DZT .41491934 00 
RM .38085137 06 VM .10297887 01 RT .36085137 06 VT .10291887 01 
LOS .61590025 02 RAS .12957644 03 RAM .15001116 02 LOM .30701469 03 
OR .11058382 01 SHA .21067879 06 DES .18481714 02 OEM .91333972 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48112911 08 ox .24113239 02 DV .17106328 02 DZ .13450085 01 
LON .30968263 03 V .. 30463485 02 PTH -.39319264 00 AZ .75409449 02 
ZE: -.48140175 08 DXE .23251141 02 DVE .16406091 02 DZE .11141664 01 
IT -.48134704 08 DXT .22957890 02 on .17301616 02 DZT .75290857 01 
lTT -.18460632 02 LOT .30911406 03 RST .15201089 09 VST .29716961 02 
SEP .99319821 02 EPK .13710111 03 EMP .29363469 02 MEP .13535420 02 
SMP .37597C;93 02 SEM .11291321 03 EMS .66954564 02 ESM .13233487 00 
SIP .1416127C 03 CPT .93193226 02 SIN .92434058 02 01 .39152212 00 
CPE .98262989 02 CPS .16966418 02 02 .31150012 00 03 .68404336-02 
235666556044202000000000 J. D.= 2438606.87500000 JULY 30,19640900 00.000 
TFL 1 DAYS 16 HRS. 9 ~IN. 52.127 SEC. 
101 





R .27829652 06 
XS -.91846132 08 
XM .. 36675020 06 
Xl .36615020 06 
RS .15186149 09 
GEO .59574626 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTR IC 
X .92090990 08 
R .1519C641 09 
XE .91846132 08 
XT .92"212882 08 
LTE -.18471672 02 
EPS .80660470 02 
MPS .14250652 03 
RPM .12669107 06 
GCE .10083140 03 
REP .21829653 06 




R .28218-457 06 
XS -.9192r:1116 08 
XM • 36564008 06 
XT .36564008 06 
RS .15186018 09 
GEO .60435303 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .92111652 08 
R .15190565 09 
XE .91929116 08 
XT .92295416 08 
LTE -.18461559 02 
EPS • 801~1242 02 
MPS .14263466 03 
RPM .12244816 06 
GCE .10081448 03 
REP .28218457 06 
y .12911225 06 
CEC .59174257 01 
LAT .59114257 01 
YS .11095555 09 
YII .10178530 06 
Y1 .10118530 06 
VS .29333085 02 
ALI .27191855 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.1l08U:44 C9 
LAT -.18454604 02 
VE -.11095555 09 
VT -.11085316 09 
LOE .30961708 03 
ESP .10397499 00 
.SP .30486634-01 
SPN .79347251 02 
GCT .28192441 03 
VEP .11160458 01 
~IN. 2.000 SEC. 
V .13L58482 06 
OEC .60029234 01 
LAT .60029234 01 
VS .11089640 09 
YO .10499450 06 
VT .10499450 06 
vS .29333338 02 
AL T .27580660 06 
OT .19200000 04 
V -.11076482 09 
lAT -.18444115 02 
VE -.11089640 09 
VT -.11079141 09 
LOE .30965711 03 
ESP .10491112 00 
.SP .21916454-01 
SPN .19502120 02 
GCT .28192193 03 
VEP .10981131 01 
1 DAVS 0 HRS. 32 "'IN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTR IC 
.25084056 06 V .13402598 0' 
.28601297 06 OEC .60858658 01 
R .28601296 06 LAT .60858658 01 
XS -.92013369 08 VS .11083120 09 
XM .36449520 06 VM .10819352 06 
Xl .3644r:1520 06 VT .10819352 06 
RS .15186006 09 VS .29333591 02 
GEO .61210253 01 All .21963500 06 
OUT .)5000000 02 OT .19200000 04 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .r:l2264209 08 Y -.11010318 09 
R .1519o.tf89 09 lAT -.18433142 02 
XE .92013369 08 VE -.11083120 09 
XT .92311864 08 VT -.11012901 09 
LTE -.18451440 02 LOE .30969833 03 
EPS .80928658 02 ESP .10121114 00 
MPS .14215621 03 MSP .21916454-01 
RPM .11821893 06 SPN .19650816 02 
GCE .10019829 03 GCT .28191146 03 
REP .28601291 06 YEP .10819C03 01 
1 DAVS 1 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 sec. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.25315323 06 V .13643632 O. 
.28918351 06 OEC .61663132 01 
R .28918351 06 LAT .61663132 01 
XS -.92096923 08 VS • 110171r:15 09 
XM .36331563 06 
" 
.11138207 o. 
XT .36331563 06 VT .11138201 06 
RS .15185934 09 VS .29333846 02 
GEO .62080681 01 ALT .283-40555 06 
OUT .35000000 02 OT .19200000 04 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .92350616 08 V -.11064151 09 
R .15190413 09 LAT -.18423303 02 
XE .92096923 08 VE -.11011195 09 
XT .92460238 08 YT -.11066656 09 
LTE -.18441311 02 LOE .30913896 03 
EPS .81054C;54 02 ESP .10144563 00 
MPS .14281126 03 MSP .25217635-01 
RPM .11400000 06 SPN .19193199 02 
GCE .10018219 03 GCT .28191C85 03 
REP .28978351 06 YEP .10655858 01 
1 DAVS 2 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
Z .28690966 05 
RA .278C2356 02 
LON .30471481 <:3 
ZS .48115151 08 
lM .15641824 04 
ZT .. 75641824 04 
RM .. 38068175 e6 
LOS .46569593 02 
OR .10e84143 01 
Z -.4808646C 08 
LON .30972482 03 
lE -.48115151 08 
lT -.48101586 08 
L TT -.18450352 02 
SEP .99235921 02 
SMP .37464413 02 
SIP .14172184 0' 
CPE .98283266 02 
OX .84582683 00 
V .11160458 01 
VE .19998619 02 
oxS -.23239340 02 
DXM -.30353467 00 
DXT -.30353467 00 
VM .103017'61 01 
RAS .12961706 03 
SHA .27468864 06 
OX .24085167 02 
V .30445820 02 
OXE .23239340 02 
OXT .22935805 02 
LOT .30915512 03 
EPM .13682385 03 
SEM .11239638 03 
CPT .93230429 02 
CPS .16910541 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .69124380 00 
PTH .. 77237808 02 
PTE .. 31200056 01 
DVS -.16421270 02 
DYM .89282593 00 
DYT .89282593 00 
RT .)8068775 06 
RAM .15511090 02 
DES .18411612 02 
DZ .22872913 00 
AZ .61632416 02 
AlE .27033610 03 
OlS -.71207345 01 
DIM .41471998 00 
Dli .414119q8 00 
VT .10301767 01 
LOM .29248360 03 
OEM .11385276 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OV .17112514 02 OZ .13494642 01 
PTH -.39521950 00 AZ .75393111 02 
OVE .16421270 02 OZE .7120134501 
OVT .17314096 02 Oll .75354544 01 
RST .15200695 09 VST .29708789 02 
E.P .30013619 02 MEP .13162464 02 
EMS .61470951 02 ESM .13251956 00 
SIN .92445753 02 01 .41088042 00 
02 .32883130 00 0' .13432410-02 
235666551650202000000000 J.O.= 2438606.91666666 JUlV 30,1964 10 00 00.000 
TFL 1 DAVS 11 HRS. 9 fo!IN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .29510635 05 OX .83071815 00 OV .68243442 00 Ol .22663002 00 
RA .21961534 02 V .10981131 01 PTH .77255323 02 Al .61625101 02 
LON .28989298 03 VE .20279788 02 PTE .30290898 01 ALE .27032590 03 
lS .48089503 08 DXS -.23226921 02 OVS -.16436437 02 DIS -.71212998 01 , . 
.90561602 04 OXM -.31319682 00 OVM .89004498 00 OlM .41448129 00 
ZT .90567602 04 DXT -.31319682 00 OVT .89004498 00 Oll .41448129 DC 
RM .38052402 O' VM .10305664 01 RT .38052402 06 VT .10305664 01 
LOS .31589156 02 RAS .12965711 03 RAM .16021556 02 LOM .21195300 03 
OR .10716440 01 SHA .21863417 06 DES .18461559 02 OEM .13638112 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48059~92 08 OX .24051639 02 OV .11118811 02 Ol .13539298 01 
LON .30976691 0' V .30428104 02 PTH -.39693046 00 Al .15376893 02 
lE -.48089503 08 OXE .23226921 02 OVE .16436437 02 OLE .71212998 01 
II -.48080446 08 OXT .22913124 02 OVT .11326482 02 Oll .75411811 01 
LTT -.18440C66 02 LOT .30919618 03 RST .15200299"~09 VST .29100515 02 
SEP .99097661 02 EPM .13655876 03 EMP .30657835 102 MEP .12783399 02 
SMP .31331321 02 SEM .11187910 03 EMS .67987197 02 ESM .13325519 00 
SIP .14182280 03 CPT .93266688 02 SIN .92454826 02 01 .42511845 00 
CPE .98302167 02 CPS .16914665 02 02 .34089823 00 03 .18912032-02 
235666561454202000000()00 J.D.'" 2438606.95833333 JUlV 30,1964 11 00 00.000 
TFl 1 DAVS 18 HRS. 9 ~IN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .30322139 05 OX .81614517 00 DV .67379209 00 Ol .22454100 00 
RA .28115919 02 V .10819003 01 PTH .17214582 02 Al .61615139 02 
LON .215C0630 03 VE .20556602 02 PTE .29421169 01 AZE .21031619 03 
lS .48063835 08 DXS -.23214491 02 OVS -.16451596 02 DIS -.71338619 01 
lM .10548403 05 DXM -.32284221 00 OVM .88111656 00 OZM .41420318 00 
II .10548403 05 OXT -.32284227 00 OVT .88111656 00 OZT .41420318 00 
R. .38036016 O' VM .10309576 01 RT .38036016 06 VT .10309516 01 
LOS .16588114 02 RAS .12969833 03 RAM .16532521 02 LOM .26342291 03 
OR .10553256 01 SHA .28251913 06 OES .18451440 02 OEM .15891613 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.48033512 08 OX .24030631 02 OV .17125387 02 Ol .13584028 01 
LON .30980910 0' V .30412111 02 PTH -.39833150 00 Al .15360194 02 
IE -.48063835 08 OXE .23214491 02 OVE .16451596 02 DZE .11338619 01 
ZT -.48053281 08 OXT .22891649 02 OVT .11338112 02 Oll .15480650 01 
l TT -.18429173 02 LOT .30983122 03 RST .15199902 09 VST .29692321 02 
SEP .98r:1l:4778 02 EPM .13630561 03 EMP .31295892 02 MEP .12398491 02 
SMP .37216159 02 SEM .11136136 03 EMS .68505109 02 ESM .13380530 00 
SIP .14191535 03 CPT .93302081 02 SIN .92461115 02 01 .44033225 00 
CPE .98321526 02 CPS .16918191 02 02 .35316236 00 03 .85096212-02 
235666563260202000000000 J.D.: 2438601.00000000 JULY 30,1964 12 00 00.000 
TFL 1 DAYS 19 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .31121343 05 OX .80209263 00 OV .66530585 00 Ol .22246056 00 
RA .28265121 02 V .10655858 01 PTH .71296239 02 Al .61602215 02 
LON .26011503 03 VE .20829202 02 PTE .28605865 01 ALE .21030694 03 
lS .48038140 08 DXS -.23202048 02 DVS -.16466749 02 DZS -.11404214 01 
lM .12038918 05 OXM -.33241014 00 OVM .88422061 00 OlM .41388551 OC 
IT .12038918 05 OXT -.33241014 00 DVT .88422061 00 Oll .41388557 00 
RM .38019620 O' VM .10313505 01 RT .38019620 06 VT .10313505 01 
LOS .15882702 01 RAS .12913895 03 RAM .17044025 02 LOM .24889334 03 
OR .10395004 01 SHA .28634351 06 DES .18441311 02 OEM .18145823 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .... 48007012 08 OX .. 24004141 02 OV .17132055 02 Ol .13628819 01 
LON .30985121 03 V .30396021 02 PTH -.39942092 00 Al .75344808 02 
Z~ -.48038140 08 OXE .23202048 02 OVE .16466149 02 OLE .71404214 01 
ZT -.48026101 08 OXT .22869518 02 on .17350970 02 Oll .75543070 01 
LTT -.18419411 02 LOT .30987824 Q3 RST .15199503 09 VST .29684024 02 
SEP .98831039 02 EPM .13606423 03 EMP .. 31921711 02 MEP .12001982 02 
SMP .31102797 02 SEM • 11 084311 03 EMS .69022884 02 ESM .13398791 00 
SIP • H199922 03 CPT .93336113 02 SIN .92464619 02 01 .45663185 00 
CPE .98339575 02 CPS .16982919 02 02 .36752080 00 03 .91891720-02 
235666565064202000000000 J. O. = 2438601.04166666 JULY 30,1964 13 00 00. 000 
TFl 1 OAVS 20 HRS. 9 f!(IN. 52.127 SEC. 
--_______________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
GEOCENTRIC 
.. 25661623 06 
.. 29349195 06 
R .29349794 06 
XS -.921604.30 08 
XM .]6210143 06 
Xl .)6210143 06 
RS .15185862 09 
GEe .62861698 01 
DUT .. 35000000 02 
HELlOCE~TRIC 
X .92437046 08 
R .15190336 09 
XE .92180430 08 
XT .92542531 08 
LTE -.18431173 02 
EPS .8111634602 
MPS .14297~54 03 
RPM .10979037 06 
GCE .10076794 03 
REP .29349195 06 
Y .13881631 06 
tEC .62445541 01 
LAT .62445541 01 
YS .11011864 09 
Y. .11455982 06 
YT .11455982 06 
VS .29334100 02 
AL T .28112000 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11051982 09 
lAT -.18412857 02 
YE - .. 11071864 09 
VT -.11060408 09 
LOE .30917957 03 
ESP .10969840 00 
>sP .27088C86-01 
SPN .79931154 C2 
GCT .28190190 03 
VE' .10497507 01 




R .29715796 06 
XS -.92263888 08 
XM .36085268 06 
XT .36085266 06 
RS .15185190 09 
GED .63632214 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTR IC 
X .92523319 08 
R .15190260 09 
XE .92263888 08 
XT .92624140 08 
LTE -.18421028 02 
EPS .81293019 02 
MPS .14308097 03 
RPM .10558854 06 
GCE .10015311 03 
REP .29115797 06 
Y .14116663 06 
DEC .63205067 01 
LJ'IT .632C5067 01 
YS .l1C65928 09 
YM .11112645 06 
VT .11772645 06 
VS .29334356 02 
AL T .29078C02 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11051811 09 
LAT -.18402407 02 
YE -.11065928 09 
YT -.11054155 0c;J 
LOE .. 30982018 03 
ESP .11102813 00 
MSP .23196850-01 
SPN .80063167 02 
GCT .2818ge35 03 
VEP .10343788 01 
1 DAYS 4 HRS. 32 ,..IN. 2 .. 000 SEC. 
Z .3192446e 05 ox .. 788545 11 00 
RA .28411139 02 V .10497501 01 
LON .24521938 03 VE .21097721 02 
ZS .46012421 08 DXS -.23189594 02 
Z. .1352834C 05 OXM -.34207943 00 
ZT .1352834C 05 OXT -.34207943 00 
RM .. 38003212 06 VM .10317450 01 
LOS .34658182 03 RAS .12977951 03 
OR .10241526 01 SHA .29010989 06 
I -.41980-497 06 ox .23918139 02 
LON .30989328 03 V .30380416 02 
lE -.48012421 06 DXE .23169594 02 
ZT -.47998893 06 OXT .22847514 02 
LTT -.18409163 02 LOT .30991925 03 
SEP .98714228 02 EP10i .13583452 03 
SMP .3699554C 02 SEM .11032453 03 
SIP .14207406 03 CPT .93370654 02 
CPE .98356936 02 cPS .76987052 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .65696500 00 
PTH .17320994 02 
PTE .27824158 01 
DYS -.16481895 02 
DYM .88117741 00 
DYT .88117741 00 
RT .38003212 06 
RAM .17556066 02 
DES .18431173 02 
DZ .22038640 00 
Al .61585975 02 
ALE .27029810 03 
DZS -.71469719 01 
DlM .41352839 00 
Dll .41352839 00 
VT .1031745001 
LOM .23436-431 03 
OEM .20400392 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .17138860 02 DZ .73673642 01 
PTH -.40019100 00 AZ .75328933 02 
DYE .16481895 02 OZE .11469719 01 
OYT .11363073 02 OZT .75605062 01 
RST .15199104 09 VST .29615687 02 
EMP .32553389 02 MEP .11612083 02 
EMS .69541126 02 ESM .13453449 00 
SIN .. 92465180 02 01 .47414450 00 
02 .38227880 00 03 .99461753-02 
235666566670202000000000 J.O.= 2438607.08333333 JULY 30,196-4 1400 00.000 
TfL 1 DAYS 21 HRS.. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
l .32114131 05 
RA .. 28552319 02 
LON .23031950 03 
lS .47986681 08 
III .15016338 05 
ZT .15016338 05 
RM .379.86796 06 
LOS .33158736 03 
OR .1009269C 01 
I -.47953967 08 
LeN .30993532 03 
ZE -.47986681 C8 
II -.47971664 08 
LTl -.18398848 02 
SEP .98596155 02 
SMP .3689512C 02 
SIP .14213946 03 
CPE .98373635 02 
ox .77549295 00 
V .10343786 01 
VE .21362312 02 
DXS -.23117129 02 
OXM -.35166913 00 
OXT -.35166913 00 
VM .1032141001 
RAS .12982018 03 
SHA .29381981 06 
ox .23952622 02 
V .30365283 02 
DxE .23111129 02 
OXT .22825459 02 
LOT .30996025 03 
EPM .13561644 03 
SEM .10960543 03 
CPT .93404008 02 
cPS .16991186 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .64815905 00 
PTH .77349669 02 
PTE .27079625 01 
OYS -.16497034 02 
DVM .87604663 00 
OYT .. 87804663 00 
RT .31986796 06 
RAM .18068666 02 
DES .18421028 02 
DZ .21831596 00 
Al .61565980 02 
AlE .27028c;J61 03 
DZS -.71535312 01 
DlM .41313159 00 
OZT .41313159 00 
VT .10321410 01 
LOM .21983585 03 
OEM .22655148 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .. 17145793 02 DZ .73718472 01 
PTH -.40065121 00 AZ .75313163 02 
DYE .. 16497034 02 DZE .71535312 01 
DYT .17375081 02 OZT .75666627 01 
RST .15198703 09 VST .29667312 02 
E.P .33172582 02 MEP .11210971 02 
Ep.!S .70059838 02 ESM .13453449 00 
SIN .92462499 02 01 .. 49301179 00 
02 .39815850 00 03 .10793056-01 
2 3566657C4 74202000000000 J.D.= 2438607.12500000 JULY 30,1964 15 00 00 .. 000 
TFL 1 DAYS 22 HRS .. c;J MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC ':QUATORIAL COORDINATES 
.26220035 06 
.30076522 06 
R .. 30016522 06 
XS -.92341308 08 
XM .35956945 06 
XT .35956945 06 
RS .15185118 09 
GED .64315319 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .926095'08 08 
R .15190183 09 
XE .92341308 08 
Xl .92706877 08 
LTE -.18410811 02 
EPS .81405140 02 
MPS .14317537 03 
RPM .. 10139303 06 
GeE .10014COl 03 
REP .30076522 06 
Y .. 14348759 06 
DEC .63943206 01 
LAT .63943206 01 
YS .11059986 09 
YM .12088166 06 
YT .12088166 06 
VS .29334611 O~ 
ALT .29438728 06 
OT .19200000 04 
y -.11045637 09 
LAT -.183c.l1950 02 
YE -.11059986 09 
YT -.11047891 09 
LOE .30986079 03 
ESP .11212418 00 
MSP .19762341-01 
SPN .80190041 02 
GCT .28187591 03 
YEP .. 10194564 01 




R .30432134 06 
XS -.92430618 08 
XM .358Z5160 06 
XT .35825180 06 
RS .15185646 09 
GED .65097613 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .92695603 08 
R .15190101 09 
XE .92430618 08 
XT .92788929 08 
LTE -.18400109 02 
EPS .. 81512862 02 
HPS .14326251 03-
RPM .91202341 05 
GCE .10072699 03 
REP .30432134 06 
Y .. 14577965 C6 
DEC .64660734 01 
LAT .64660734 01 
YS .11054C39 09 
YM .124C2512 06 
YT .12402512 06 
VS .. 29334868 02 
All .29794341 06 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.11039461 09 
LAT -.18381489 02 
YE - .. 11054C39 09 
YT -.11041636 09 
LOE .30990139 03 
ESP .11342548 00 
MSP .19782341-01 
SPN .80311964 02 
GCT .28185824 03 
YEP .10049727 01 
I DAYS • HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
Z .33496346 05 
RA .2868941~ 02 
LON .21541554 03 
ZS .47960915 08 
ZM .16502843 05 
ZT .165C284) 05 
RM .37970310 06 
LOS .3165869C 03 
CR .99483930 00 
I -.47927419 08 
LON .30997735 03 
lE -.47960915 08 
IT -.41944412 08 
lTl -.18388526 02 
SEP .98482652 02 
SMP .36801722 02 
SIP .14219489 03 
CPE .98389688 02 
OX .76292921 00 
Y .10194564 01 
VE .21623091 02 
OXS -.23164650 02 
DXH -.36123834 00 
OXT -.36123834 00 
VM .10325387 01 
RA S .12986079 03 
SHA .29147502 06 
ox .23927519 02 
V .30350607 02 
OXE .23164650 02 
OXT .22803412 02 
LOT .31000122 03 
EPM .13540998 03 
seM .10928587 03 
CPT .93436889 02 
CPS .16995324 02 
DY .64067767 00 
PTH .77383184 02 
PTE .26370045 01 
DYS -.16512167 02 
DYM .87482901 00 
OYT .81482901 00 
RT .. 31970370 06 
RAM .18581845 02 
DES .18410871 02 
Dl .. 21624642 00 
Al .61541726 02 
AZE .27028146 03 
DIS -.71600819 01 
elM .41269~08 00 
Dll .41269508 00 
VT .10325387 01 
LOM .20530796 03 
DEM .24909964 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .17152844 02 OZ .73763282 01 
PTH -.40077244 00 AZ .75297496 02 
DYE .16512167 02 OZE .11600819 01 
OYT .17386996 02 DZT .15721169 01 
RST .1-5198301 09 VST .29656896 02 
EMP .33785180 02 MEP .10804835 02 
EMS .70579015 02 ESM .13525975 00 
SIN .92456417 02 01 .51342408 00 
02 .. 41530246 00 03 .11744634-01 
235666572300202000000000 J.O.:: 2438601.16666666 JULY 30,1964 16 CO 00.000 
HL 1 DAYS 23 HRS .. 9 P<'IN. 52.127 SEC. 
l .34271105 05 
RA .28822562 02 
LON .20050162 03 
IS .4793512c;J 08 
lM .11987698 05 
LT .17981698 05 
RM .37953c;J37 06 
LOS .. 30158644 03 
DR .98065621 00 
I - .. 47900857 08 
LON .. 31001934 03 
ZE -.47935129 08 
IT -.47917141 08 
LTl -.18371n97 02 
SEP .98373571 02 
SMP .36715568 02 
SIP .14223976 03 
CPE .98405114 02 
ox .75085090 00 
Y .10049727 01 
VE .21880197 02 
DXS - .. 23152161 02 
O)(H - .. 31018602 00 
OXT -.37078602 00 
YM .10329379 01 
RAS .12990139 03 
SHA .30107716 06 
ox .23903012 02 
V .30336379 02 
DXE .23152161 02 
DXT .22781315 02 
LOT .31004218 03 
EPM .13521524 03 
SEM .. 10816585 03 
CPT .93469418 02 
CPS .76999465 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .63271033 00 
PTH .77422620 02 
PTE .. 25693421 01 
DYS -.16527292 02 
DYM. .81152404 00 
OYT .87152404 00 
RT .37953937 06 
RAM .19095618 02 
OES .18400709 02 
OI .21417459 00 
Al .61512~73 02 
AlE .2702H60 03 
DIS -.71666291 01 
DlM .. 41221883 00 
Oll .41221883 00 
VT .10329379 01 
LOM .19078067 03 
OEM .27164644 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .17160002 02 OZ .73808037 01 
PTH - .. 40054534 00 AZ .7528193102 
DYE .16521292 02 OZE .71666291 01 
OYT .17398816 02 Dll .75788480 01 
RST .15197898 09 VST .. 29650443 02 
EMP .34390951 02 MEP .10393800 02 
EMS .71098663 02 ESM .13544046 00 
SIN .92446671 02 01 .53556621 00 
02 .43387853 00 03 .. 12819846-01 
235666514104202000000000 J.D.= 2438601.20633333 JULY 30,1964 11 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 0 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
1'03 
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694, _______________________ _ 
104 
GEOCENTRIC 
.26760701 06 V .14804323 06 
.. 30182793 06 DEC .65358370 01 
R .. 30782192 06 LAT .65356370 01 
XS -.92514004 08 VS .11048086 09 
XM .. 35689981 06 
'" 
• 12115653 06 
XT .. 35669981 06 VT .12115653 06 
RS .15185513 09 VS .29335126 02 
GEO .65799680 01 ALT .30145000 06 
OUT .. 35000000 02 DT .. 19200000 04 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .92781611 08 V -.11033282 09 
R .15190031 09 LAT -.18311019 02 
XE .92514004 08 VE -.11048086 09 
XT .92870903 08 VT -.11035370 09 
L TE - .. 18390535 02 LOE .30994199 03 
EPS .81616308 02 ESP .11471201 00 
MPS .14334210 03 MSP .22111329-01 
RPM .93015037 05 SPN .80429091 02 
GCE .10011445 03 GCT .28183693 03 
REP .30782793 06 YEP .99091986 00 




R .31128655 06 
XS -.92597281 08 
XM .35551357 06 
Xl .35551351 06 
RS .15185501 09 
GEO .66482121 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTR Ie 
x .92861535 08 
R .15189955 09 
XE .92591281 08 
XT .92952800 08 
L TE -.18380354 02 
EPS .81715585 02 
MPS .14341378 03 
RPM .88829650 05 
GeE .10070241 03 
REP .31128655 06 
V .15021867 06 
DEC .66036110 01 
LAT .66036110 01 
VS .11042128 09 
VM .13027558 06 
VT .13027558 06 
VS .29335384 02 
AL T .. 30490862 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11021100 09 
LAT -.18360544 02 
YE -.11042128 09 
YT -.11029100 09 
LOE .30998259 03 
ESP .11640527 00 
.SP .16504685-01 
SPN .80541560 02 
GCT .28181152 03 
YEP .97729301 00 




R .31469883 06 
XS -.92680522 08 
XM .35409318 06 
XT .35409318 06 
RS .15185428 09 
GED .67l46660 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .92953372 08 
R .15189879 09 
XE .92680522 08 
XT .93034615 08 
LTE -.18370165 02 
EPS .81810775 02 
MPS .14347109 03 
RPM .84644669 05 
GCE .10069086 03 
REP .31469882 06 
V .15248627 06 
DEC .66696216 01 
LAT .66696276 01 
VS .11036164 09 
Y> .13338193 06 
VT .13338193 06 
VS .29335642 02 
AL T .30832091 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11020916 09 
LAT -.18350064 02 
YE -.11036164 09 
YT -.11022826 09 
LOE .. 31002318 03 
ESP .11103392 00 
MSP .15639313-01 
SPN .80649482 02 
GCT .28178145 03 
VEP .964C9126 00 
1 OAYS 9 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SE~. 
GEOCENTR IC 
:~I~~!~~~ g: 
R .31806635 06 
XS, -.92163115 08 
XM • 35~63f171 06 
XT .35~63871 06 
RS .151fl5356 09 
GEO .61792135 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93039130 08 
R .15189803 09 
XE .92163115 08 
XT .93116353 08 
L TE -.18359966 02 
EPS .81901942 02 
MPS .14353144 03 
RP,", .80458558 05 
GeE .10067911 03 
REP .31806635 06 
Y .15466632 06 
eEC .61337502 01 
LAT .67331502 01 
YS .11030195 09 
YM .13647531 06 
YT .13641531 06 
VS .29335902 02 
AL T .31168844 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y -.11014129 09 
LAT -.18339576 02 
YE -.11030195 09 
YT -.11016548 09 
LOE .31006376 03 
ESP .11869406 00 
MSP .15639313-01 
SPN .801~21)146 02 
GCT .28174604 03 
YEP .95131753 00 
1 DAYS 10 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .35038398 05 OX .13925903 00 DV .62484653 00 DZ .21209685 00 
RA .28951851 02 V .99091986 00 PTH .. 77469193 02 AZ .61417777 02 
LON .185595804 03 VE .22133163 02 PTE .25048045 01 AlE .21026600 03 
ZS .41909316 08 DXS -.23139659 02 OYS -.16542411 02 DZS -.71131738 01 
l • .19470771 05 OXM -.36031124 00 DVM .86813200 00 OZM .41170275 00 
n .19410111 05 OXT -.38031124 00 OVT .86813200 00 On .41110275 00 
RM .. 37937497 06 VM .10333387 01 RT .37931491 06 VT .10333387 01 
LOS .26658598 03 RAS .12994199 03 RAM .19610007 02 LaM .11625399 03 
OR .. 96731566 00 SHA .. 30462784 06 DES .18390535 02 DEM .. 29418990 01 
EQUATORIAL COORO I NATES 
1 -.47814217 08 OX .23818918 02 OV .17167258 02 OZ .73852706 01 
LON .31006132 03 V .30322593 02 PTH -.39995112 00 AZ .75266465 02 
ZE -.47909316 08 OXE .23139659 02 OVE .16542411 02 OlE .71731738 01 
ZT -.41889845 08 OXT .. 22759348 02 OVT .17410543 02 on .15848765 01 
LTT -.18367860 02 LOT .31008312 03 RST .15197494 09" VST .29641951 02 
SEP .98268786 02 EPM .13503239 03 EMP .34989594 02 MEP .99780111 01 
S.P .36636959 02 SEM .10824537 03 EMS .11618184 02 ESM .1358D1I5 00 
SIP .14227330 03 CPT .93501730 02 SIN .92432936 02 01 .55968431 00 
CPE .98419923 02 CPS .11003609 02 02 .45408528 00 03 .14040630-01 
235666575710202000000000 J.O.= 2438607.25000000 JULY 30,1964 18 00 00.000 
TFL 2 O,aYS 1 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .35198195 05 OX .72815944 00 OV .61701520 00 Ol .21000909 00 
RA .. 29017398 02 V .91129307 00 PTH .. 77524392 02 AZ .61436388 02 
LON .11068C32 03 VE .22383924 02 PTE .. 24432337 01 AZE .21025862 03 
lS .41883480 08 OXS -.23127146 02 DyS -.16551523 02 OZS -.11191156 01 
'" 
.20951 cH6 05 OXM -.38981302 00 DVM .86465300 00 OlM .41114680 00 
ZT .20951916 05 OXT -.)8981302 00 OVT .86465300 00 on .41114680 00 
RM .31921050 06 VM .10331411 01 RT .31921050 06 VT .10331411 01 
LOS .27158551 03 RAS .12998259 03 RAM .20125025 02 LOM .16112195 03 
OR .95421129 00 SHA .30812862 06 DES .18380354 02 OEM .31672842 01 
EQUATORI AL COORDINATes 
Z -.47841681 00 OX .23855305 02 OV .. 17114598 02 OZ .13897246 01 
LON .31010326 03 V .30309246 02 PTH -.39895988 00 AZ .75251·09602 
ZE -.4188348C 08 OXE .23127146 02 DVE .16557523 02 OZE .11791156 01 
ZT -.41862528 00 OXT .22737333 02 OVT .11422116 02 on .15908624 01 
lTT -.18351515 02 LOT .31012405 03 RST .. 15197088 09 VST .29633422 02 
SEP .98168188 02 EPM .13486110 03 EMP .35580740 02 MEP .95515556 01 
S"P .. 36566255 02 SEM .10772444 03 EMS .12139378 02 ESM .13598114 00 
SIP .14229462 03 CPT .93533988 02 SIN .92414830 02 01 .58606480 00 
CPE .. 98434120 02 CPS .77007751 02 02 .41615962 00 03 .15435163-01 
235666511514202000000000 J.D.= 2438607.29166666 JULY 30,1964 1900 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 2 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z .3655044e 05 OX .71156338 00 
RA .29199250 02 V .96409126 00 
LON .15576111 03 VE .22630820 02 
ZS .41857623 08 OXS -.23114621 02 
ZM .22430983 05 OXM -.39929032 00 
ZT .224.30983 05 OXT -.39929032 00 
R. .319C4599 06 VM .10341450 01 
LOS .25658503 03 RAS .13002318 03 
OR .94156480 00 SHA .31158114 06 
Z -.41821072 C8 OX .23832184 02 
LON .31014518 03 V .30296339 02 
ZE -.41851623 08 OXE .23114621 02 
ZT -.47835192 08 OXT .22715331 02 
LTT -.18341165 02 LOT .31016496 03 
SEP .98071696 02 EPM .13470352 03 
SMP .36503914 02 SEM .10120304 03 
SIP .14230259 03 CPT .93566377 02 
CPE .98441115 02 CPS .. 11011908 02 
EQU.&TORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .60938466 00 
PTH .71589921 02 
PTE .23845018 01 
DYS -.16572627 02 
DYM .86108116 00 
OYT .86108116 00 
RT .37904599 06 
RAM .20640690 02 
DES .18310165 02 
OZ .20190648 00 
AZ .61381239 02 
AZE .21025142 03 
01S -.11862541 01 
DlM .41055095 00 
OZT .41055095 00 
VT .10341450 01 
LOM .14720254 03 
OEM .33926010 01 
EQUATOR I AL COORD INATES 
OV .. 17182012 02 Dl .13941606 01 
PTH -.39753835 00 AZ .15235826 02 
OVE .16572621 02 OZE .11862541 01 
OVT .11433114 02 on .75968050 01 
RST .15196682 09 VST .29624856 02 
EMP .36163932 02 MEP .91325361 01 
EMS .72660445 02 ESM .13634040 00 
SIN .92391878 02 01 .61505211 00 
02 .50038698 00 03 .11038548-01 
235666601320202000000000 J.O.'" 2438607.33333333 JULY 30,1964 20 00 00.000 
TFl 2 DAYS 3 HRS. <3 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
l .3729510C 05 
RA .29311461 02 
LON .14083826 03 
ZS .47631739 08 
ZM .23901839 05 
21 .23901831)1 05 
RM .37888144 06 
LOS .24158455 03 
[lR .92936686 00 
l -.47794444 00 
LON .31018709 03 
lE -.41831139 00 
11 -.41807832 00 
LTT -.18336806 02 
SEP .97979242 02 
SMP .36450524 02 
SIP .14229582 03 
CPE .964(;0706 02 
ox .70148863 00 
V .95131753 00 
VE .22874594 02 
DXS -.23102064 02 
DXM -.40874224 00 
OXT -.40874224 00 
VM .10345505 01 
RAS .13006376 03 
SHA .31498696 06 
OX .23809512 02 
V .30283675 02 
OXE .23102084 02 
OXT .22693341 02 
LOT .31020586 03 
EPM .13455842 03 
SEM .10668111 03 
CPT .93599110 02 
CPS .1101b062 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .60116250 00 
PTH .77661882 02 
PTE .23284977 01 
DYS -.16587726 02 
DYM .. 65143459 00 
OYT .85143459 00 
RT .37888144 06 
RAM .21157023 02 
DES .18359966 02 
01 .20518340 00 
AZ .61328860 02 
AZE .21'024437 03 
01S -.11921901 01 
01M .40991512 00 
OZT .40991512 00 
VT .10345505 01 
LOM .1326718"1 03 
OEM .36178306 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DV .1718946902 Ol .73985135 01 
PTH -.39564291 00 AZ .15220654 02 
OVE .16581126 02 OZE .71927901 01 
OVT .17445161 02 OZT .76021052 01 
RST .15196214 09 VST .29616253 02 
EMP .36738573 02 MEP .81'030011 01 
EMS .7318198902 ESM .13634040 00 
SIN .92363495 02 01 .64106735 00 
02 .52711391 00 03 .18895281-01 
235666603124202000000000 J.O.= 2438601.31500000 JULY 30,1964 21 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 4 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
_______________________ ~_JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
G-EOCENTRIC 
x .. 21194499 06 
R .32139083 06 
R .32139083 06 
XS -.92846863 08 
XH .35115026 06 
Xl .35115026 06 
RS .15185283 09 
GED .68419484 01 
nUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93124601 08 
R .15189128 09 
XE .92846863 08 
XT .93198013 08 
L TE -.18349758 02 
EPS .81989121 02 
MPS .14357612 03 
RPM .16269665 05 
GeE .10066913 03 
REP .. 32139083 06 
V .15661905 06 
CEC .61960723 01 
LAT .67960123 01 
VS .11024221 09 
VN .13955538 06 
VT • 13955538 O • 
VS .29336162 02 
AL T .31501292 06 
OT .19200000 O' 
Y -.11006539 09 
LAT -.18329062 02 
YE -.11024221 09 
YT -. L1010265 09 
lOE .31010435 03 
ESP .12033130 00 
MSP .18504685-01 
SPN .80652018 C2 
GCT .28170-447 03 
VEP .93898008 00 




R .32467394 06 
XS -.92929961 08 
XN .34962792 06 
XT .34962792 06 
RS .15185210 09 
GEO .69028929 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93210402 08 
R .15189654 09 
XE .92929961 08 
XT .93219588 08 
L TE -.18339542 02 
EPS .82072331 02 
MPS .14361C21 03 
RPM .72076257 05 
GCE .10065892 03 
REP .32467394 06 
V .1589-4-458 06 
DEC .68566151 01 
LAT .68566159 01 
VS .11018241 09 
VM .14262182 06 
YT .14262182 06 
VS .29336423 02 
ALT .31829604 06 
OT .19200000 O' 
Y -.11002347 09 
lAT -.18318583 02 
YE -.11018241 O' 
YT -.11003C;79 09 
LOE .31014493 03 
ESP .12114162 00 
NSP .15639313-01 
SPN .80946727 02 
GCT .28165572 03 
YEP .92109344 00 
1 DAYS 12 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SfC. 
GEOCHTRIC 
X .2829C666 06 
R .. 32191153 06 
R .32791152 06 
XS -.93013020 08 
XI"! .34801181 06 
XT .34801181 06 
RS .15185137 09 
GEO .6962C607 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTR IC 
X .93295926 06 
R .15189580 09 
XE .93013020 08 
XT .93361091 08 
LTE -.18329317 02 
EPS .82151557 02 
MPS • IJt363252 03 
RPM .67876457 05 
GCE .10064912 03 
REP .32791153 06 
V .16104301 06 
DEC .. 69153948 01 
LAT .69153948 01 
VS .11012256 O' 
VN .14567434 06 
YT .14567-434 06 
VS .29336685 02 
AL T .. 32153964 06 
OT .19200000 O' 
Y -.10996151 09 
lAT -.18308077 02 
YE -.11012256 09 
YT -.10997688 09 
lOE .31016550 03 
ESP .12254679 00 
MSP .13988227-01 
SPN .81037083 02 
GCT .28159853 03 
VEP .91568028 co 
1 DAYS 13 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTR IC 
X .28534321 06 
R .33112)56 06 
R .33112355 06 
XS -.93096028 08 
XM .34648203 06 
Xl .34648203 06 
RS .15185064 09 
GED .7019-4494 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93381311 08 
R .15189507 09 
XE .93096028 08 
XT .93442510 08 
LTE -.18319083 02 
EPS .82226137 02 
MPS .14364157 03 
RPM .63668147 05 
GCE .10063971 03 
REP .33112356 06 
V .. 16311453 06 
OEC .691Z4()64 01 
LAT .69724C64 01 
VS .11006265 C' 
VM .14811262 06 
VT .14811262 06 
VS .29336946 02 
AL T .. 32474567 06 
OT .19200COO 04 
Y - .. 1098<;1954 09 
LAT -.182n563 02 
YE -.11006265 09 
VT -.10991394 09 
LOE .31022601 03 
ESP .12393603 CO 
MSP .15639313-01 
SPN .81123055 02 
GeT .26153134 03 
YEP .90471388 00 
1 OAVS 14 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
I .38032064 05 OX .69196108 00 OV .59419481 00 Ol .20363315 00 
RA .29432017 02 V .9'3898008 00 PTH .. 77760765 02 Al .61259363 02 
LON .1259118C 0' VE .23115401 02 PTE .22751317 01 AZE .27023143 03 
IS .47605832 08 OXS -.23089535 02 DYS -.16602818 02 DlS -.11993231 01 
IM .25382333 05 OXH -.41816174 00 OVN .85369540 00 DIN .. 40923928 00 
IT .25382333 05 OXT -.41816174 00 OVT .85369540 00 OlT .40923928 00 
RN .37871687 06 VN .10349514 01 RT .31871681 06 VT .10349574 01 
LOS .22658-407 03 RAS .13010-435 03 RAM .21674040 02 LOM .11815376 03 
DR .91163791 00 SHA .31834775 06 DES .18349758 02 DEN .38429530 01 
EQUATORI AL COORDINATES 
Z -.41161199 08 OX .23787496 02 OV .17197012 02 Ol .74029562 01 
LON .31022897 03 V .30271867 02 PTH -.39321399 00 Al .75205582 02 
ZE -.47805832 08 OXE .23089535 02 OVE .16602818 02 OLE .71993231 01 
ZT -.47780450 08 OXT .22671367 02 OYT .'17456513 02 DlT .16085623 01 
lTl -.18326-440 02 LOT .3102-467-4 03 RST .15195866 09 VST .29607616 02 
SEP .9189019C 02 EPM .13442104 03 ENP .31303952 02 MEP .82690050 01 
SNP .36406797 02 SEM .10615883 03 EMS .73704009 02 ESN .13723445 DO 
SIP .14227263 0' CPT .93632451 02 SIN .92328962 02 01 .68262359 00 
CPE .98413088 02 CPS .11020220 02 02 .55676639 00 0' .21062537-01 
235666604730202000000COO J.D."" 2438607.41666666 JULY 30,1964 22 00 00.000 
TFl 2 DAYS 5 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATOR I AL COORD I NA TES 
I .38761219 05 OX .68901668 00 OV .58666610 00 Ol .20144765 00 
RA .29543079 02 V .92709344 00 PTH .77871657 02 Al .61116301 02 
LON .11098175 0, VE .. 23353403 02 PTE .. 22243401 01 ALE .. 21023051 03 
IS .41119903 08 OXS -.23016915 02 DYS -.16617902 02 DZS -.72058529 01 
I. .26854316 05 DXM -.42756580 00 OVN .84986977 00 DIM .40852340 00 
ZT .2685431. 05 DXT -.-42756580 00 OYT .84986977 00 OZT .40852340 00 
RN .37855221 06 VN .10353659 01 RT .37855221 06 VT .10353659 01 
LOS .21158358 0' RAS .13014493 03 RAM .22191155 02 LOM .10363042 03 
OR .90640020 00 SHA .32166514 06 DES .18339542 02 OEM .. 40619513 01 
EQUATORI Al COORDINATES 
Z -.47741142 08 OX .23765991 02 OV .17204568 02 Ol .74073005 01 
LON .31027082 03 V .30260330 02 PTH -.39018565 00 Al .75190610 02 
ZE - .. 41179903 08 OXE .23076975 02 OVE .16617902 02 OLE .72058529 01 
ZT -.41153049 08 OXT .22649409 02 OYT .17467172 02 OlT .76143162 01 
lTl -.18316068 02 LOT .31028760 03 RST .15195456 09 VST .29598944 02 
SEP .. 918{)6326 02 EPM .13431032 03 ENP .31859128 02 MEP .78305399 01 
SNP .36373661 02 SEM .10563603 03 ENS .74226508 02 ESM .13123-445 00 
SIP .14223087 03 CPT .93666711 02 SIN .92261371 02 01 .12236113 00 
CPE .96484851 02 CPS .11024382 02 02 .58987331 00 0' .23614116-01 
235666606534202000000000 J.D.=< 2438607.45833333 JULY 30,1964 23 00 00 .. 000 
TFl 2 DAYS 6 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
I .3948243-4 05 OX .68070435 00 OV .51915846 00 Ol .19921710 00 
RA .29650-451 02 V .91568028 00 PTH .18004373 02 AZ .61016432 02 
LON .96048056 02 VE .23588180 02 PTE .21760888 01 ALE .. 21022313 03 
IS .41753949 08 DXS - .. 23064402 02 OVS -.16632980 02 DIS -.12123199 01 
IN .28323656 05 DXM -.43693550 00 OVN .84595782 00 OZM .40716743 00 
IT .28323656 05 OXT -.-43693550 00 DYT .84595782 00 OlT .40776743 00 
•• .31838167 06 VN .10357758 01 RT .)1838767 06 VT .10351158 01 LOS .1965831C 03 RAS .13018550 03 RAN .22110193 02 LOM .89101188 02 
OR .89568502 00 SHA .32494089 06 DES .18329311 02 OEM .42926011 01 
EQUATORIAl. COORDINATES 
Z -.47714467 08 OX .23145106 02 OV .17212138 02 Ol .74115969 01 
LON .31031266 03 V .30249289 02 PTH -.38646320 00 Al .7517574402 
ZE - .. 47753949 08 OXE .23064402 02 OVE .16632980 02 OLE .12123799 01 
IT -.47125626 08 OXT .22621466 02 OYT .. 17418938 02 DlT .16201412 01 
L TT -.183C5689 02 LOT .31032845 03 RST .15195046 09 VST .29590237 02 
SEP .91725870 02 EPM .13420946 03 EMP .. 38402919 02 HEP .7)81604601 
S.P .36352295 02 SEN .10511271 03 EMS .74749482 02 ESM .13141256 00 
SIP .1-4216182 03 CPT .93702274 02 SIN .92231569 02 01 .16708499 00 
CPE .98495980 02 CPS .11028549 02 02 .62710029 00 0' .26650182-01 
23566661C340202000000COO J.D.= 2438601.50000000 JULY 31,1964 00 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 7 HRS. 9 ~IN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
I .40195516 05 OX .. 67309006 00 OV .51165062 00 OZ .19692926 00 
•• .29154141 02 V .90471388 00 PTH .18163691 02 AZ .60955384 02 LON .81110628 02 VE .23821135 02 PTE .21303718 01 ALE .21021685 03 
IS .-41121913 08 DXS -.23051811 02 DYS -.16648050 02 DZS -.12189038 01 
ZN .291~0198 05 OXM -.44627510 00 OVM .84195970 00 OlM .40697135 00 
ZT .29790198 05 DXT -.-44627510 00 OVT .84195970 00 OlT .40691135 00 
•• .. 31822301 06 VM .10361871 01 RT .31822307 06 VT .10361871 01 LOS .. 18158255 03 RAS .13022607 03 RAM .23229364 02 LON .74585845 02 
OR .8855362-4 00 SHA .32811688 06 DES .18319083 02 OEM .4511498101 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.41681717 C8 ox .23124901 02 OV .17219701 02 Ol .. 74158330 01 
LON .31035441 03 v .30238181 02 PTH -.38193222 00 Al .75160986 02 
ZE -.41127973 08 OXE .23051817 02 OVE .16648050 02 DIE .72189038 01 
ZT -.-41698183 08 OXT .22605541 02 OYT .17490010 02 OlT .76258751 01 
LTl -.18295303 02 LOT .31036928 03 RST .15194635 O~ VST .295&1-496 02 
SEP .97649470 02 EPM .13412601 03 ENP .38933832 02 MEP .69401491 01 
SNP .36344196 02 SEN .10458903 03 ENS .15272939 02 ESM .13794551 00 
SIP o0142C8C02 0' CPT .93739634 02 SIN .92178093 02 01 .81182396 00 
CPE .98506448 02 CPS .71032720 02 02 .66929813 00 0, .30301315-01 
235666612144202000000000 J .0.= 2438607.54166666 JULV 31,1964 01 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 8 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
105 





R .33429413 06 
XS -.93118993 08 
XH • 34485861 06 
XT .. 34485867 06 
RS .15184991 09 
GED • 10150451 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HElIOCENTR IC 
X .93466146 08 
R .15189435 09 
XE .93178993 08 
XT .93523851 08 
L TE -.18308841 02 
EPS .82297178 02 
HPS .14363533 03 
RPM .59448962 05 
GCE .10063069 03 
REP .33429414 06 
1 DAYS 15 HRS. 32 
GEOCENTR IC 
• 29014145 06 
.33743171 06 
R .33743171 06 
XS -.93261913 08 
XH .34320185 06 
XT .34320185 06 
RS .15184917 09 
GED .71288118 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93552054 08 
R .15189364 09 
XE .93261913 08 
XT .93605114 08 
LTE -.18298590 02 
EPS .82364536 02 
"PS .. 14361121 03 
RPH .55216140 05 
GCE .10062203 03 
REP .. 33143171 06 
1 DAYS 16 HRS. 32 
GEOCENTRIC 
• 29250961 06 
.34053900 06 
R .34053899 06 
XS -.93344187 08 
XM .34151167 06 
)(T .34151161 06 
RS .15184844 09 
GED .71806937 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93637296 08 
R .15189295 09 
XE .93344787 08 
Xl .93686298 08 
LYE -.18288331 02 
EPS .82426801 02 
JrIIPS .14356563 03 
RPM .50966l!13 05 
GCE .10061373 03 
REP .34053900 06 
V .16515892 C. 
OEC .70216371 01 
LAT .10276311 01 
VS .llOOO269 09 
VM .15173635 O • 
VT .15173635 O. 
VS .29337209 02 
All .. 3279 1626 O • 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.10983753 09 
LAT -.182870te4 02 
YE -.11000269 09 
YT -.10985095 09 
LOE .31026663 03 
ESP .12412294 00 
HSP .15639313-01 
SPN .81204566 02 
GCT .28145209 03 
YEP .89442223 00 
~IN. 2.000 SEC. 
v .16117611 O • 
OEC .70810509 01 
LAT .10810509 01 
VS .10994267 09 
.. .15414523 D • 
VT .15414523 D. 
VS .29337472 02 
AL T .33105383 O. 
DT .19200000 04 
V -.10917550 09 
LAT -.18276518 02 
VE - .. 10994267 0.9 
VT -.10918793 09 
LDE .31030720 03 
ESP .12647557 00 
MSP .27453512-18 
SPN .81281489 02 
GCT .28135815 03 
VEF .88469345 00 
MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
v .16916579 O • 
OEC .71325915 01 
LAT .71325923 01 
VS .10968261 09 
VM .15773894 06 
VT .15173894 06 
VS • 29331736 02 
All .33416113 06 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.10971344 09 
LAT -.18265985 02 
YE -.10c.lS8261 09 
YT -.10972487 09 
LOE .31034775 03 
ESP .12743884 00 
"SP .27453512-18 
SPN .81353638 02 
GCT .28124599 03 
YEP .87568533 00 




R .34361928 06 
XS -.93427617 08 
XM .33978828 06 
XT .33978828 06 
RS .15184771 09 
GED .72306038 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93722479 08 
R .15189227 09 
XE .93427617 08 
Xl .93167405 08 
l TE -.18278062 02 
EPS .82484268 02 
MPS .14349366 03 
RPM .46695822 05 
GeE .10060577 03 
REP .34361928 06 
V .17112753 06 
DEC .71821752 01 
LAT .71821752 01 
VS .10982248 09 
VH .16071711 06 
VT .16071717 06 
VS .29338000 02 
All .33124141 06 
OT .19200000 04 
Y - .. 10965135 OC:! 
LAT -.18255443 02 
YE -.10982248 09 
YT -.10966176 09 
LOE .31038831 03 
ESP .12811532 00 
HSP .13988227-01 
SPN .81420726 02 
GCT .28111082 03 
YEP .86753961 00 
1 DAYS 18 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .4C9C0239 05 OX .66626292 00 DV .56411685 00 OZ .19456880 OC 
RA .29854C56 02 V .. 89442223 00 PTH .78355716 02 AZ .60807104 02 
LON .66169412 02 VE .. 24052497 02 PTE .20812264 01 AlE .27020989 03 
lS .47701c;J13 08 OXS -.23039221 02 DVS -.16663114 02 OZS -.72254246.01 
lM .31253802 05 OXM -.45558560 00 OVM .83787561 00 OlM .40613513 00 
II .31253802 05 eXT -.45558560 00 OVT .83787561 00 Oll .40613513 00 
RM .318C5849 06 VM .10366000 01 RT .37805849 06 VT .10366000 01 
LOS .16658205 03 RAS .13026663 03 RAM .23749292 02 LOM .60064108 02 
CR .81601463 00 SHA .33131510 06 DES .18308841 02 OEM .41420099 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
l -.47661C73 08 OX .23705484 02 OV .11227230 02 OZ .7419993401 
LON .31039627 03 V .30228856 02 PTH -.37643819 00 AZ .75146349 02 
IE -.47701973 08 DXE .2303<J221 02 DVE .16663114 02 OZE .12254246 01 
ZT -.4767071<.l 08 DXT .22583635 02 DVT .17500989 02 Dll .16315597 01 
LTl -.18284910 02 LOT .31041009 03 RST .15194223 09 VST .29572722 02 
SEP .91571223 02 EPM .13406201 03 EMP .39449852 02 MEP .64880654 01 
SHP .36351378 02 SEM .10406483 03 EMS .75796881 02 ESM .13829968 00 
SIP .14196293 03 CPT .93179394 02 SIN .92106997 02 01 .87591404 00 
CPE .98516224 02 CPS .77036893 02 02 .71757124 00 03 .34149674-01 
235666613750202000000000 J. D. = 2438601.58333334 JULY 3ltl964 02 00 OO.COO 
TFL 2 DAYS 9 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATOR I AL COORDINATES 
l .41596305 05 OX .66034385 00 DV .55652490 00 DZ .19211601 00 
RA .29950040 02 V .88469345 00 PTH .78588337 02 Al .60622980 02 
LON .51224392 02 VE .24281341 02 PTE .20467421 01 AlE .27p20274 03 
ZS .4767595C 08 DXS -.23026613 02 DYS -.16678110 02 DZS -.72319426 01 
ze .32714325 05 OXH -.46486416 00 DVM .83310572 00 DlM .40525876 00 
II .32714325 05 OXT -.46486416 00 DYT .83370572 00 Dll .40525876 00 
RH .37189392 06 VM .10370143 01 RT .37789392 06 VT .10370143 01 
LOS .15158155 03 RAS .13030720 03 RAM .24269992 02 LOM .45544342 02 
CR .8672038c.l 00 SHA .33453780 06 DES .18298590 02 OEM .49663192 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z - .. 47634353 08 OX .23686956 02 DV .17234695 02 DZ .74240585 01 
LON .31043805 03 V .30219584 02 PTH -.36977875 00 AZ .. 75131837 02 
IE -.41615950 08 OXE .23026613 02 DVE .16678170 02 OlE .. 72319426 01 
ZT -.4.7643235 08 DXT .. 22561748 02 DVT .17511876 02 Dll .. 16372012 01 
L Tl -.18274509 02 LOT .31045089 03 'ST .15193809 09 VST .29563916 02 
SEP .975C9269 02 EPM .13402038 03 EMP .39948386 02 MEP .60312232 01 
SMP .36376l!33 02 SEM .. 10354015 03 EMS .76321299 02 ESM .13829968 OC 
SIP .14181C57 03 CPT .93822374 02 SIN .92021732 02 01 .94312485 00 
CPE .98525263 02 CPS .. 77041072 02 02 .71338328 00 03 .40250231-01 
235666615554202000000000 J.D.= 2438607.62500000 JULY 31,196403 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 10 HRS. 9 ~IN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z .422833]5 05 OX .65549936 00 
RA .30041891 02 V .87568533 00 
LOl'; .3627518C 02 VE .24508598 02 
lS .47649902 08 DXS -.13013c.l93 02 
le .34171620 05 OXM -.47411037 00 
II .34171620 05 DXT -.47411037 00 
•• • 37772c:!3c:! C6 VM .10374300 01 LOS .. 13658104 03 .AS .13034775 03 
OR .85922106 0",. SHA .33766752 06 
Z -.47607ll1c.l 08 OX .236694q2 02 
LON .31047<.l81 03 V .30211066 02 
IE -.47649902 08 DXE .23013993 02 
IT -.41615730 08 DXT .22539882 02 
LTl -.18264101 02 LOT .31049167 03 
SEP .97445826 02 EPM .13400471 03 
,"P .36422950 02 SEH .10301500 03 
SIP .14161479 C3 CPT .93869640 02 
CPE .98533500 02 CPS .77045255 02 
EQUATORIAL COQRDINATES 
OY .54883336 00 
PTH .18871977 02 
PTE .20090830 01 
OYS -.16693221 02 
DYM .82945022 00 
DYT .82945022 00 
Rl .37172939 06 
RAM .24791482 01 
DES .18288331 02 
Ol .18954510 00 
Al .60390320 02 
AlE .27019534 03 
OlS -.72384576 01 
OIM .40434222 00 
Dll .40434222 00 
VT .10374300 01 
LOM .31024769 02 
OEM .51904100 01 
EQUATOR I AL COORD INA TES 
DV .17242054 02 DZ .74280027 01 
PTH -.36168498 00 AI .75117464 02 
DVE .16693221 02 DZE .72384576 01 
DVT .17522671 02 Dll .76427998 01 
RST .15193395 09 VST .29555019 02 
EMP .40425873 02 HEP .55694013 01 
EMS .76846206 02 ESM .13882922 00 
SIN .91918799 02 01 .10218531 01 
02 .83871592 00 03 .471"70306-01 
235666617360202000000000 J.D.= 2438607.66666666 JULY 31,1964 04 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 11 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
l .. 42960848 05 OX .65196283 00 DV .54098728 00 Dl .18682160 00 
RA .30129319 02 V .86753967 DO PTH .79220676 02 AZ .. 60089666 02 
LON .21321538 02 VE .24734682 02 PTE .19745120 01 AlE .27018752 03 
lS .47623831 08 OXS -.23001360 02 DYS -.16708264 02 DIS -.72449698 01 
lM .35625545 05 DXM -.48332322 00 DVM .82510930 00 DZM .40338548 00 
II .35625545 05 OXT -.48332322 00 DYT .82510930 00 Dll .40338548 00 
RM .37756491 06 VM .10378471 01 RT .37756491 06 VT .10378471 01 
LOS .12158C52 03 RAS .13038631 03 RAM .25313779 02 LOM .16505994 02 
OR .85223179 00 SHA .34076722 06 DES .18278062 02 OEM .54142601 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.47580871 08 OX .. 23653323 02 DV .17249251 02 DZ .74317c.l14 01 
LON .. 31052156 03 V .30203441 02 PTH -.35177950 00 AZ .75103249 02 
IE -.47623831 08 DXE .23001360 tl2 OVE .16708264 02 OlE .72449698 01 
IT -.47588206 08 DXT .22518037 02 DVT .17533373 02 Dll .76483552 01 
L TT -.18253688 02 LOT .31053244 03 RST .15192980 09 VST .29546209 02 
SEP .97387188 C2 EPM .13402024 03 EMP .40871419 02 MEP .51023418 01 
SMP .36495861 02 SEM .10248938 03 EMS .77371595 02 ESM .13882922 00 
SIP .14136432 03 CpT .93922669 02 SIN .91793334 02 01 .1115430901 
CPE .98540857 02 CPS .77049442 02 02 .91632518 00 03 .56055842-01 
235666621164202000000000 J.D.: 2438607.70833333 JULY 31,196405 00 00 .. 000 
TFt 2 DAYS 12 HRS. <.l MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
________________________ ....J'PL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
GEOCENTR Ie 
x .29720570 06 
R .34661655 06 
R .34661654 06 
xs -.93510403 08 
XM .338e3178 06 
Xl .33803178 06 
RS .15184691 09 
GEO .12784170 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .. 93801608 08 
R .15189161 09 
XE .93510403 08 
Xl .93848434 08 
lTE -.18261184 02 
EPS .82536519 02 
HPS .14338824 03 
RPM .. 42399342 05 
GeE .10059814 03 
REP .34667655 06 
1 DAYS 19 t-lRS. 32 
GEOCENTRIC 
X .29954566 06 
R .34971582 06 
R .34911581 06 
XS -.93593138 08 
XM .33624231 06 
XT .33624231 06 
RS .15184623 09 
GED .1323949901 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X • 93892684 08 
R .15189098 09 
XE .93593138 08 
XT • 93929381 08 
lTE -.18251498 02 
EPS .82582968 02 
MPS .14323893 03 
RPM .38010555 05 
GCE .10059083 03 
REP .34911582 06 
SELENOCENTR IC 
x -.36696648 05 
R .38010555 05 
R .38010552 05 
lTS .93672281 00 
AlT .36335555 05 
HGE .21141703 03 
, 
.17306C63 C6 
DEC .12296149 Cl 
LAT .. 72296749 01 
VS .10976230 O. 
V. .16361963 06 
YT .16367963 06 
VS .29338265 02 
AL T .34029868 06 
DT .19200000 04 
Y -.10958924 C. 
LAY -.18244896 02 
VE -.10916230 O. 
VT -.10959862 O. 
LOE .31042886 03 
ESP .12912151 00 
MSP .13988221-01 
SPN .81482358.02 
GCT .Z8094591 03 
YEP .86046133 00 
MIN. 2.00C SEC. 
V .11496408 06 
DEC .72749095 01 
LAT .72149095 01 
YS .10970207 C' 
VM .16662600 C6 
YT .16662600 06 
VS .29338529 02 
ALT .34333196 C6 
DT .24000COO 03 
V - .. 10952111 O • 
tAT -.18234341 02 
YE -.10970207 O' 
YT -.10953545 C • 
LOE .31046940 03 
ESP .130604791 00 
MSP .98911702-02 
SPN .81537969 02 
GCT .28014153 03 
YEP .85419225 00 
Y .83380871 04 
DEC .81050495 01 
LAT .44217623 01 
LNS .. 21620483 03 
SHA -.22119861 05 
SVL .90190084-01 




R .35214380 06 
XS -.93615832 08 
XM .33441998 06 
XT .33441998 06 
RS .15184550 09 
GED .13669466 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .93911123 08 
R .15189039 09 
XE .93615832 08 
XT .94010252 08 
LTE -.18247204 02 
EPS .82622115 02 
MPS .. 14302960 03 
RPM .33100114 05 
GeE .10058382 03 
REP .35214380 06 
SELENDCENTRIC 
X -.32528503 05 
R .33100174: 05 
R .33100111 05 
l TS .9)754078 00 
ALT .31965174 05 
HGE .21131122 03 
y 
.11683643 C6 
OEC .13116241 01 
LAT .13176241 01 
VS .. 10964178 09 
VM .16955598 06 
'T .. 16955598 06 
VS .29338196 02 
ALT .346365904 06 
OT .48000000 03 
Y -.10946495 O. 
lAT -.18223117 02 
VE -.10964118 O' 
VT -.10947223 O' 
LDE .31050994 03 
ESP .13210400 00 
MSP .. 98911702-02 
SPN .81586748 02 
GCT .28048294 03 
YEP .85103400 00 
V .12804501 04 
CEC .84689666 01 
LAT .42832082 01 
LNS .. 21569590 03 
SHA -.20264131 05 
SVL -.60666592-01 
1 DAYS 21 HRS. 32 MIN. 2.000 SEC. 
EQUATOR tAL COORD I NA TES 
Z .43628215 05 ox .65007001 00 0' .53291134 00 OI .18389813 00 
RA .30211917 02 V .86046733 00 PTH .19653840 02 Al .. 59689594 02 
LON .6)6]0677 01 VE .24960135 02 PTE .19434518 01 ALE .27017913 03 
zs .41591731 08 ox5 -.22988117 02 DVS -.16723300 02 DIS -.12514790 01 
Z. .3107SC;S2 05 OXM -.49250170 00 O'M .82068316 00 OlM .40238855 00 
IT .3107Sc:l52 OS OXT -.49250170 00 OYT .82068316 00 Olf .40238855 00 
R" .37740049 06 VM .10382655 01 RT .37740049 06 VT .10382655 01 
LOS .10658COI 03 .AS .13042886 03 RAM .25836903 02 LaM .19880521 01 
DR .84647671 CO SHA .34384051 06 OES .18267784 02 OEM .56378515 01 
EQUATORIAL COORD I NA TES 
I -.41554109 08 ox .23638786 02 OY .17256211 02 Ol .14353770 01 
LON .31056329 03 V .30196918 02 PTH -.33952956 00 Al .75089216 02 
ZE -.47591131 08 DXE .22988717 02 evE .16723300 02 OLE .72514190 01 
IT -.47560661 08 OXT .22496215 02 OVT .17543983 02 Dlf .16538675 01 
LTT -.18243261' 02 LOT .31051318 03 RST .15192565 09 VST .29531310 02 
SEP .91333776 02 EPM .13401436 03 EMP .41296060 02 MEP .46295607 01 
SMP .36602218 02 SEM .10196329 03 EMS .11891410 02 ESM .13882nz 00 
SIP .14104301 03 CPT .93983521 02 SIN .91638304 OZ 01 .12286425 01 
CPE .98541216 02 CPS .11053636 02 02 .10101683 01 03 .61148169-01 
235666622710202000000000 J. D.= 2438607.75000000 JULY 31.1964 06 00 OO.COO 
TFL 2 DAVS 13 HRS. 9 "'IN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUATOR I AL COORDINATES 
Z .44284596 05 ox .65031991 00 OV .52449829 00 Ol .18070111 00 
RA .30289121 02 V .85479225 00 PTH .80199046 02 Al .59135949 02 
LON .3513992C 03 VE .25185688 02 PTE .19165716 01 ALE .27016991 03 
lS .41511620 08 DXS -.22916060 02 DYS -.16738328 02 DIS -.72579850 01 
Z., .38522696 C5 OXM -.50164480 00 O,M .81611203 00 OZM .40135140 00 
If .38522696 05 OXT -.50164480 00 DYT .81611203 00 DZT .40135140 00 
R. .31123614 06 VM .10386853 01 RT .37723614 06 VT .10386853 01 
LOS .91579480 02 "AS .13046940 03 RAM .26360868 02 LOM .34741095 03 
DR .84231663 CO SHA .34689188 06 OES .18251498 02 OEM .5861162a 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.41521335 08 ox .23626380 02 OV .112628.H 02 OI .74386921 01 
LON .3106050C 03 V .30191806 02 PTH -.32415223 00 AZ .75075400 02 
ZE -.47571620 C8 OXE .22916060 02 OYE .16738328 02 OLE .7251985001 
11 -.47533097 08 OXT .22414416 02 DYT .17554501 02 Dlf .76593365 01 
LTT -.18232840 02 LOT .31061391 03 RST .15192148 09 VST .29528381 02 
SEP .97286175 02 EPM .13411193 03 EMP .416715t3 02 MEP .41505451 01 
S.P .36752475 02 SEM .10143612 03 EMS .78423832 02 ESM .13935~16 00 
SIP .14062681 03 CPT .94055260 02 SIN .91443200 02 01 .13686203 01 
CPE .985520424 02 CPS .71057834 02 02 .11261467 01 03 .83606271-01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .57618991 C4 ox .11519648 01 DY -.29161374 00 DZ -.22064369 00 
RA .161l987~ 03 V .12086273 01 PTH -.81116411 02 Al .. 14269181 03 
LON .312e'3843 03 VP .12093~25 01 PTP -.86939368 02 ALP .24851000 03 
LTE .60149665 01 LNE .35466258 03 
ALP .395708104 01 DR -.12076675 01 OP .72416656-04 ASO .26120598 01 
HNG .14323902 03 SIA .. 13156581 03 
235666624514202000000000 J.D.::::I 2438607.79166666 JULY 31,1964 01 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 14 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
EQUHORIAl COORDINATES 
Z .44928814 05 ox .65348665 00 OV .51558823 00 OZ .1171520200 
RA .30360130 02 V .85103400 00 PTH .80896901 02 Al .58321045 02 
LON .33642915 03 VE .25412381 02 PTE .18949531 01 ALE .21015948 03 
LS .47545418 08 OXS -.22963393 02 DYS -.16153351 02 DZS -.12644881 01 
ZM .39965631 05 OXM -.51075156 00 OVM .811576t2 00 OZM .40021404 00 
ZT .39965631 05 OXT -.51075156 00 on .81157612 00 Dlf .40027404 00 
RM .31101188 06 VM .10391065 01 RT .. 31101188 06 VT .10391065 01 
LOS .76578955 02 "AS .13050994 03 RAM .26885695 02 LOM .33295470 03 
DR .84031546 00 SHA .34992730 06 DES .18241204 02 OEM .60841162 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z -.41500549 08 OX .23616819 02 OV .11268939 02 Ol .14416402 01 
LON .31064611 03 V .30188595 02 PTH -.30445n6 00 AZ .75061850 02 
IE -.41545478 08 aXE .22963393 02 OVE .16753351 02 DZE .12644881 01 
IT -.47505512 08 OXT .22452641 02 DVT .11564927 02 DZT .76647622 01 
L TT -.18222404 02 LOT .31065463 03 "ST .15191731 09 VST .29519423 02 
SEP .91245222 02 EPM .13434754 03 EMP .41988000 02 MEP .36644381 01 
SMP .36962154 02 SEM .10090961 03 EMS .. 78950685 02 ESM .13988231 00 
SIP .14007856 03 CPT .94142531 02 SIN .91191491 02 01 .15465258 01 
CPE .98556259 02 CPS .71062037 02 02 .12134992 01 03 .10594151 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDI NATES 
l .49632370 04 ox .11642382 01 OY -.29598789 00 DZ -.22312202 00 
RA .16138411 03 V .12218195 01 PTH -.81381160 02 • Al .14175714 03 
LON .31255185 03 VP .12215310 01 PTP -.87695163 02 AZP .23718593 03 
LTE .6M60014 01 LNE .35468368 03 
ALP .31315782 01 DR -.12205434 01 OP .949125~3-04 ASO .29510321 01 
HNG .14302964 03 SIA .13139651 03 
2356666264C0202000000000 J.O.= 2438601.83333333 JULY 31,1964 08 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 15 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.12'7 SEC. 
107 





R .35516978 06 
XS -.93758-477 08 
XM .. 33256494 06 
Xl .. 33256494 06 
RS .15184475 09 
GEO .14010222 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HElloce,., TRIC 
x .94062132 08 
R .15188983 09 
XE .. 93158477 08 
Xl .940<;11042 08 
LTE -.18236900 02 
EPS .82654108 02 
MPS .14213379 03 
RPM .. 29271805 05 
GeE .10057707 03 
REP .. 35516978 06 
SElENOCENTRIC 
X -.28309192 05 
R .. 29271805 05 
R .29211802 05 
LTS .93835870 00 
All .21542805 05 
HGE .. 27734529 03 
v .11867544 06 
oEC .1351-4318 01 
LAT .. 73574378 01 
VS .10958144 09 
H .17246926 06 
YT .17246926 06 
VS .29339062 02 
ALT .34939192 06 
OT .46000COO 03 
'Y - .. 10940277 09 
LAT -.18213204 02 
YE -.10956144 09 
YT -.109408Q7 OC; 
LOE .31055041 03 
ESP .13288819 CO 
MSP .27453512-18 
SPN .61627493 02 
GCT .26014667 03 
VEP .85007706 00 
V .62061829 04 
OEC .81584635 01 
LAT .409590423 01 
LNS .275186':15 03 
SHA -.17125551 05 
SVL -.26061C13 00 




R .35860151 06 
XS -.93641061 08 
XM .33067732 06 
XT • H06 7732 06 
RS .15164402 09 
GEO .14435965 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .94147738 08 
R .15186933 09 
XE .93841081 08 
XT .94171759 08 
L TE -.18226587 02 
EPS .62676673 02 
"PS .14230473 03 
RPM .24763506 05 
GCE .10051053 03 
REP .35860757 06 
SELENOCENTRIC 
x -.24020153 05 
R .24183506 05 
R .24783502 05 
LTS .93917662 00 
ALT .23048506 05 
HGE .21732312 03 
Y .180047174 06 
DEC .73937719 01 
LAT .73':137728 01 
YS .10952105 09 
V~ .17536553 06 
VT • L 7536553 06 
VS .29339329 02 
AL T .35242973 06 
OT .. 48000COO 03 
Y -.10934051 09 
LAT -.18202623 02 
YE -.10952105 09 
VT -.10934568 09 
LOE .31059101 03 
ESP .13417039 00 
MSP .21453512-18 
SPN .81658355 02 
GCT .21969258 03 
VEP .85355160 00 
V .51122044 04 
DEC .17326346 01 
LAT .38419634 01 
LNS .21467801 03 
SHA -.15152201 05 
SVL -.53682042 00 




R .36161955 06 
XS -.93923636 08 
XM .32875724 06 
XT .32815124 06 
RS .. 15184328 09 
GED .14151405 01 
OUT .3500(:000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .94232162 08 
R .15188892 09 
XE .93923636 08 
XT .94252394 08 
LTE -.16216268 02 
EPS .82686181 02 
MPS .14165033 03 
RPM .20188732 05 
GCE .10056410 03 
REP .36167956 06 
v .18223786 06 
OEC .74251064 01 
LAT .74257064 01 
VS .10946060 09 
y~ 
.17824451 06 
VT .17824451 Ob 
VS .29339597 02 
ALT .35550171 06 
OT .48000000 03 
Y -.10921836 09 
LAT -.181':12030 02 
YE -.10946060 09 
VT -.10928236 0':1 
LOE .31063153 03 
ESP .13525975 00 
MSP .27453512-18 
SPN .81676316 02 
GCT .27904504 03 
VEP .86482141 00 
l .45559479 05 OX .66083973 DO 
RA .3042376C 02 V .. 85001106 00 
LON .32145111 03 VE .25641811 02 
lS .47519313 08 OXS -.22950113 02 
l" .41404626 05 DXM -.51982092 00 
ZT .414C4626 05 OXT -.51962092 00 
RM .31690772 06 VM .10395289 01 
LOS .61578427 02 RAS .13055048 03 
OR .84l't064C 00 SHA .35295496 06 
Z -.474731504 08 OX .23611552 02 
LON .31068841 03 V .30188091 02 
ZE -.41519313 08 OXE .22950713 02 
IT -.47477908 08 DXT .22430892 02 
LTl -.16211962 02 LOT .31069532 03 
SEP .Q1212146 02 EPM .13461013 03 
SMP .31259520 02 SEM .10038214 03 
SIP .13933646 03 CPT .94252907 02 
CPE .98558389 02 ~PS .77066246 02 
l .41548527 04 OX .1 L806607 01 
RA .. 16763475 03 V .12392136 01 
LON .31235437 03 VP .. 12380280 01 
LTE .60164258 01 LNE .354;70520 03 
ALP .34412585 01 DR -.12314804 01 
HNG .14273456 03 SIA .13121280 03 
EQUATOR I Al COORDINATES 
OV .50592980 00 DZ .. 17308061 DC 
PTH .81809615 02 Al .57047176 02 
PTE .18804313 01 AlE .27014127 03 
OYS -.16766366 02 DZS -.72709684 01 
DVM .80689567 00 OlM .39915648 00 
OVT .80689561 00 Oll .39915648 00 
RT .37690712 06 VT .10395289 01 
RAM .2741 L400 02 LOM .31843935 03 
DES .18236900 02 OEM .63068711 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OV .17214296 02 Ol .74440690 01 
PTH -.27848645 00 Al .15048632 02 
OVE .16768366 02 OZE .72709884 01 
OVT .17575262 02 Dll .16701449 01 
RST .15191313 09 VST .29510436 02 
E"P .42219804 02 MEP .31700421 01 
EMS .19478025 02 ESM .L3966231 00 
SIN .90855575 02 01 .17809270 01 
02 .14676053 01 03 .13898536 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY -.30096588 00 
PTH -.86969321 02 
PTP -.88295552 02 
Op .12821515-03 
DZ -.22607587 00 
AZ .14108713 03 
AlP .. 21394404 03 
ASo .33973318 01 
2356666302C4202000000000 J.D.= 2438607.87500000 JULY 31,1964 09 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 16 HRS. 9 "'IN. 52.127 SEC. 
Z .46174154 05 
RA .30478196 02 
LON .3C64650e 03 
IS .41493125 08 
I"'. .4263Q51':1 05 
ZT .4283':1519 05 
RM .37674365 06 
LOS .46517892 02 
OR .64725584 00 
Z -.474046~51 08 
LON .31073011 03 
ZE -.47493125 08 
ZT -.47450286 08 
LTT -.16201515 02 
SEP .97Le6e36 02 
SMP .37669551 02 
SIP .13629036 03 
CPE .98558301 02 
l .33346352 04 
RA .16798502 03 
LON .31229364 03 
LTE .59662262 01 
ALP .30540350 01 
HNG .14230196 03 
OX .67462447 00 
V .65355180 00 
VE .25876536 02 
DXS -.22938021 02 
OXM -.52865193 00 
OXT -.52885193 00 
VM .10399526 01 
RAS .13059101 03 
SHA .35598702 06 
ox .23612646 02 
V .30191149 02 
OXE .22938021 02 
OXT .22409170 02 
LOT .31013601 03 
EPM .13501262 03 
SEM .99854144 02 
CPT .. ':14399649 02 
CPS .77010465 02 
ox .12034164 01 
V .12630944 01 
VP .12611723 01 
LNE .35472715 03 
DR -.12606536 01 
SIA .13099827 03 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .49510014 00 
PTH .8)036599 02 
PTe .16763264 01 
DYS -.16183314 02 
OYM .80213095 00 
OVT .. 80213095 00 
RT .37674365 06 
RAM .21938000 02 
DES .16226561 02 
az .16825085 00 
Al .54155004 02 
AlE .. 270 L3229 03 
DIS -.72774854 01 
aIM .39799671 rio 
Dll .39799811 00 
VT .10399526 01 
LOM .30392488 03 
OEM .65292262 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATE.S 
OV .11278414 02 Ol .14457363 01 
PTH -.24266951 00 Al .15035641 02 
OVE .16183314 02 OlE .72114854 OL 
OYT .17585505 02 Oll .76754842 01 
RST .15190895 09 VST .. 29501422 02 
EMP .42321638 02 MEP .. 26655208 01 
EMS .80005854 02 ESM .. 13988231 00 
SIN .90385303 02 01 .21053525 01 
02 .11362648 01 03 .19123863 00 
EQUATORIAL COORofNATES 
D'Y ·."0703061 00 DI -.22914766 00 
PTH -.86437491 02 Al .14063452 03 
PTP -.88356459 02 AlP .11467616 03 
OP .18144545-03 ASO .4·01434·~f4 oi 
235666632010202000000000 J.D.= 2436601.91666666 JULY 31,1964 10 00 00.000 
TFL 2 DAYS 17 HRS. 9 "'IN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATOR I AL COORO INATES 
l .46169492 05 ox .69925626 00 OV .48232034 00 OZ .16224626 00 
RA .30520471 02 V .66482141 00 PTH .64740169 02 Al .49604837 02 
LON .29146630 03 VE .26121229 02 PTE .18693020 01 AlE .21011276 03 
lS .. 47466914 08 DXS -.22':125311 02 OYS -.16198316 02 OlS -.12639797 01 
ZM .44270173 05 OX" -.53784354· 00 DVM .79728218 00 OZM .39680075 DO 
II .44210113 05 oXT -.53784354 00 OVT .79728218 00 Oll .39680075 00 
RM .31651911 Ob VM .10403115 01 RT .31657971 06 VT .10403175 01 
LOS .31577353 02 RAS .13063153 03 RAM .28465515 02 LOM .26941133 03 
CR .86117<;85 OC SHA .35904312 06 DES .18216268 02 OEM .61512227 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
I - .. 41420144 08 ox .23624514 02 OV .17280696 02 Ol .14462260 01 
LON .31017181 03 V .30202470 02 PTH -.19107454 00 Al .75023618 02 
ZE -.41466':114 08 OXE .22925311 02 OVE .16198316 02 OlE .72839797 01 
Z1 -.41422644 08 OXT .22361414 02 OVT .11595658 02 Oll .76807805 01 
LTl - .. 18191C5~ 02 LOT .31077667 03 RST .15190415 09 VST .29492381 02 
SEP .97178312 02 EPM .13564575 03 EMP .42206363 02 MEP .21476767 01 
SMP .3834494C 02 SEM .99325661 02 EMS .80534116 02 ESM .14023158 00 
SIP .13672031 03 CPT .94608550 02 SIN .896785:24 02 01 .25817444 01 
CPE .98555130 02 CPS .71074669 02 ·02 .21359120 01 03 .. 282~8266 00 
_________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
SELENOCENTRIC 
X -.19631390 05 
R .20188132 05 
R .20188131 05 
l TS .93999368 00 
Al T .18453732 05 
liGE .21731381 03 
y .39933513 Olt 
DEC .11113324 01 
tAT .34742235 01 
LNS .27416904 03 
StiA -.12524916 05 
SVl -.94244512 00 
2 DAYS 0 HRS. 32 ",IN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.. 31111641 06 
.. 36502660 06 
R .. 36502660 06 
XS -.94006147 DB 
XM .. 32680488 06 
XT .. 32680488 06 
R5 .15184253 09 
GEO .15018430 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
X .94311863 08 
R .15188863 09 
XE .94006147 08 
Xl .. 94332c:152 08 
l TE - .. 18205939 02 
EPS .82677043 02 
MPS .14055750 03 
RPM .15441205 05 
GCE .10055750 03 
REP .)6502660 06 
SElENOCeNTRIC 
)( -.15088464 OS 
R .15441205 '05 
R .15441204 05 
LTS .94081245 00 
At T .13706205 05 
HGE .. 27732296 03 
y .18394624 06 
DEC .74516381 01 
lAT .. 74516)81 01 
YS .10940010 09 
YIJ .18110588 06 
YT .18110588 06 
VS .29339865 02 
AL T .35864816 06 
DT .24000000 03 
Y .... 10921615 09 
LAT -.18181423 02 
YE -.10940010 09 
YT -.10921899 09 
LOE .31061206 03 
ESP .13669813 OC 
MSP .18000000 03 
SPN .81615881 02 
GCT .278C3952 03 
VEP .89210417 00 
Y .28-403666 04 
DEC .61102564 01 
lAT .. 28t144845 01 
LNS .27366007 03 
SHA -.98090815 04 
SVL - .. 15993793 01 




R .36834015 06 
xs - .. 94088612 08 
XM .32482031 06 
Xl .32482031 06 
RS .151841"79 09 
GEO .75187120 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .94403161 08 
R .15188855 09 
XE .94088612 08 
xr .94413433 DB 
lTe -.18195601 02 
i;:P5 .82637423 02 
I1PS .13837408 03 
RPM .10428417 05 
GCE .. 10054985 03 
REP .36834016 06 
SELENOCEt-" TRIC 
X -.10211567 05 
R .10428417 05 
R .10428415 05 
l TS .94163036 00 
AL T .. 86934166 04 
HGE .21736257 03 
y .18558384 ot: 
OEC .. 74683968 01 
LAT .746830:;68 01 
YS .10933954 09 
YM .18394934 06 
YT .18394934 06 
VS .29340134 02 
AL T .36196232 06 
OT .12000000 03 
Y -.10915396 09 
lAT -.18170193 02 
YE -.10933954 09 
YT -.10915559 09 
lOE .31071258 03 
ESP .13741256 CO 
MSP .21453512-18 
SPN .81645267 02 
GeT .21621877 03 
YEP .96224724 00 
'1 .16345024 04 
DEC .41705655 01 
LAT .17443509 01 
LNS .27315108 03 
SHA - .. 69268104 04 
SVL -.28754481 01 
2 DAYS 2 HRS. 32 "'IN. 2.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
.. 31602455 06 
.37213868 06 
R .37213861 06 
XS -.94171030 06 
XM .32260385 06 
Xl .32280385 06 
RS .15184104 09 
CED .75186536 01 



















Z .24993193 04 
RA .16850196 03 
LON .31246281 03 
LTE .59554058 01 
ALP .251C8051 01 
HNG .14166013 03 
OX .12370998 01 
Y .12979340 01 
YP ,.12954454 01 
lNE .35474950 03 
DR -.12942847 01 
SIA .13071512 03 
EQUATOR! AL COORD I NA TES 
DY -.31496184 00 
PTH -.85702498 02 
PTP - .. 87574251 02 
DP .27602750-03 
OZ -.23455447 00 
Al .14036327 03 
AlP .14372974 03 
ASO .493002'!.~" o~ 
235666633614202000000000 J.O.= 2438607.95833333 JULY 31,1964 11 00 00.000 
TFt 2 OA.YS 18 HRS. 9 MIN. 52.121 SEC. 
Z .47340034 05 
RA. .30545177 02 
LON .27644993 03 
ZS .47440679 08 
ZM .45696440 05 
IT .45696440 05 
RM .31641590 06 
LOS .16516813 02 
OR .89095794 00 
Z -.473~333C; C8 
LON .31081353 03 
ZE -.47440679 08 
ZT -.47394983 08 
LTT -.18180596 02 
SEP .91186339 02 
SMP .39438198 02 
SIP .13410(;02 03 
CPE .985047232 02 
1 .16-435937 Oft 
RA .. 16933891 03 
LON .31307572 03 
LTE .59239690 01 
ALP .16817161 01 
HNG .. 14058465 03 
ox .74492919 00 
Y .89210417 00 
YE .26385122 02 
DXS -.22912602 02 
DXM - .. 54679476 00 
OXT -.54679476 00 
VM .10408036 01 
RAS .13067206 03 
SHA .36215916 06 
OX .23657531 02 
V .30227119 02 
OXE .. 22912602 02 
OXT .22365801 02 
LOT .31081732 03 
EPM .13671458 03 
seM .98796699 02 
CPT .94938326 02 
CPS .77078923 02 
ox .12917239 01 
V .13539884 01 
VP .13511256 01 
LNE .35471229 03 
DR -.13479336 01 
SIA .130263lt 03 
EQUATOR I AL COORD I NA TES 
OY .46596135 00 
PTH .. 87095193 02 
PTE .. 19350540 01 
DYS -.168}3370 02 
OYM .19234964 00 
DYT .79234964 00 
RT .37641590 06 
RAM .28993958 02 
DES .. 18205939 02 
OZ .15430614 00 
AZ .30159509 02 
AZE .27008493 03 
DIS -.72904710 01 
DIM .39556261 00 
Oll .. 39556261 00 
VT .10408036 01 
LOM .27489871 03 
OEM .69728392 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .17279331 02 Ol .. 74447712 01 
PTH - .. 10841303 00 Al .75012011 02 
OVE .16813310 02 OlE .72904710 01 
OVT .. 17605720 02 on .76860336 01 
RST .15190055 09 VST .29483313 02 
EMP .. 41673710 02 MEP .16116918 01 
EMS .. 81062986 02 ESM .14023158 00 
SIN .. 88486849 02 01 .33923332 01 
02 .28034234 01 03 .46635502 00 
EQuATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY -.32638830 00 
PTH -.84579439 02" 
PTP - .. 86060692 02 
OP .. 41460112-03 
vz -.24125647 00 
AZ .14024974 03 
AlP .. 12854752 03 
ASO .645147604 01 
235666635420202000000COO J.O.= 2438608.00000000 JULY 31,1964 12 00 00 .. 000 
TFL 2 DAYS 19 HRS. 9 p.1IN. 52 .. 127 SEC. 
1 .47676595 05 
RA .. 305040600; 02 
LON .261400429 03 
ZS .474140421 08 
lM .4711818C 05 
Z1 .o4711818C 05 
Rfo! .37625224 06 
LOS .15762634 C 1 
CR .9606919C 00 
I -.47366545 08 
LON .31085530 03 
IE - .. 47414421 08 
IT -.47367303 OB 
lTl -.1817013C 02 
SEP .. 97224731 02 
S"P .. 41623305 02 
SIP .1281'91'11 03 
CPE .9853079C 02 
Z .75841539 03 
RA .17095839 03 
LON .31471895 03 
LTE .58919166 01 
ALP .264850467 00 
HNG .. 13845542 03 
OX .84211238 00 
V .96224724 00 
VE .26696863 02 
DXS -.22899874 02 
OXM -.55570460 00 
OXT -.55570460 00 
VM .10412310 01 
RAS .13071258 03 
SHA .36541573 06 
Ox .23742581 02 
V .30281404 02 
OXE .. 22899874 02 
OXT .22344170 02 
LOT .31085796 03 
EPM .13882450 03 
SEM .98267251' 02 
CPT .95563982 02 
CPS .77083170 02 
Ox .13984170 01 
V .. 14621837 01 
VP .. 14591995 01 
LNE .. 35479549 03 
OR -.14497924 01 
SlA .12924753 03 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATE~ " 
DY .44189690 00 
PTH .. 86958617 02 
PTE .. 20626736 01 
DYS -.16828357 02 
DYM .. 18733362 00 
DVT .. 78733362 00 
RT .. 37625224 06 
RAM .. 29523351 02 
DES .. 18195601 02 
01 .14311788 00 
AZ .. 29109829 03 
AlE .27003947 03 
OZ$ -.12969592 01 
DIM .39428431 00 
Oll .39428431 00 
YT .10412310 01 
LOM .26038703 03 
OEM .11940563 01 
EQUArORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .17270254 02 Ol .1440071101 
PTH .47925729-01 Al .75000118 02 
DYE .. 16828357 02 Ole .72969592 01 
OYT .17615691 02 on .76912436 01 
RST .15189635 09 VST .29474221 02 
EMP .40129924 02 MEP .10455350 01" 
EMS .. 81592292 02 ESM .. 14057998 00 
SIN .. 85987014 02 01 .50611151 01 
02 .. 41945804 01 03 .96113168 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY - .. 34543671 00 OZ -.25116643 00 
PTH - .. 82535466 02 Al .14028300 03 
PTP -.83490510 02 AlP .. 12126005 03 
OP .. 10436551-02 ASO .95769668 01 
235666637224202000000COO J.O.= 2438608.04166666 JULY 31,1964 13 00 00.000 
TFt 2 DAYS 20 HRS.. 9 MIN. 52.127 SEC. 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Z .48369947 05 ox .11156720 01 OV .39160646 00 Ol .13.512609 00 
RA .30469665 02 V .12484208 01 PTH .78232968 02 Al .26460562 03 
LON .24629228 03 VE .27187535 02 PTE .25765343 01 AlE .26994950 03 
lS .47388139 08 DXS -.22887135 02 OYS -.16843337 02 DZS -.73034444 01 
lM .48535243 05 OXM - .. 56457204 00 OYM .18223440 00 OlM .39296588 00 
ZT .48535243 05 OXT -.56-457204 00 on .78223440 00 OlT .39296588 00 
RM .37608875 06 VM .10416594 01 RT .37608815 06 VT .10416594 01 
lOS .34657572 03 RAS .13075309 03 RAM .30053709 02 LOM .. 24587633 03 
OR .12221852 01 SHA .36909683 06 OES .18185254 02 OEM .74148533 01 
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HELIOCENTRIC EQUATOR I AL COORDINATE.~ 
X .9448c:1054 De 't -.109C9183 09 2 -.4133916'9 06 ox .. 24062801 02 DY .1124091t4 02 DZ .74385105 01 
R .15186898 09 lAT -.18i60111 02 LON .31089722 03 V .. 3052214 2 02 PTH .50283682 00 Al .. 74967017 02 
XE .. 94171030 08 YE -.10921893 09 ZE -.47388139 08 OXE .22881135 02 DYE .16843337 02 OlE .1'3034444 01 
XT .94493834 08 YT -.10909216 09 ZT -.47339604 08 DXT .. 22322563 02 DYT .17625512 02 DlT .. 76964103 01 
LTE -.18185254 02 LDE .31075'309 03 l TT -.18159655 02 LOT .31089851 03 RST .15189214 09 VST .29465103 02 
EPS .. 82529993 02 ESP .1'3916114 00 SEP .97330171 02 EPM .14528346 03 EMP .34300631 02 MEP .41590080 00 
"PS .13121376 03 MSP .27453512-18 SMP .48184876 02 SEM .97137333 02 E~S .82122090 02 ESM .14075386 00 
RPM .47935001 04 SPN .. 81541961 Q2 
GCE .10053604 03 GCT .21135734 C3 SIP .10999385 03 CPT .97461787 02 SIN .76241881 02 01 .11648226 02 
REP .31213868 06 YEP .12464208 01 CPE .98491662 02 CPS .. 77087439 02 02 .98312970 01 03 .39611t385 01 
SEL ENDCENTR Ie EQUATOR I AL COORD I NAT.ES 
X -.41193061 04 Y .32947533 03 Z -.16529600 03 DX .17402440 01 DY -.38462194 00 DZ -.25783919 00 
R .41935001 04 DEC -.19761419 01 R> .176C5639 03 V .16007966 01 PTH -.16119273 02 Al .14033868 03 
R .41934998 04 LAT -.18640482 01 LON .32135277 03 VP .17981981 01 PTP -.17074736 02 AlP .11764555 03 
LTS .94244913 00 LNS .27264208 03 LTE .56592504 01 LNE .35481910 03 
ALl .. 30585001 04 SHA -.36058613 04 ALP .29813306 01 DR -.17526361 01 DP .49446745-02 ASD .21219905 02 
MGE .27147000 03 SVL -.68918511 01 HNG .13158003 03 SIA .12406355 03 
2 DAYS 2 HRS. 57 MIN. 50.724 SEC. 23566664C027202134471652 J.D.= 2438608.05959170 JULV 31,1964 13 25 48.724 




R .37441100 06 
XS -.94206472 08 
XM .32192653 06 
XT .32192653 06 
RS .1.5184073 09 
GEO .75126876 01 
OUT .. 35000000 02 
HELIOCHHR]C 
X .94526163 08 
R .15188966 09 
XE .. 94206412 08 
Xl .94528399 08 
LTE - .. 18180801 02 
EPS .82420257 02 
MPS .. 11247405 03 
RPM .. 17356000 04 
GCE .10051381 03 
REP .. 374-41700 06 
SElENOCENTR IC 
X - .. 16351617 04 
R .. 17356000 04 
R .. 17355998 04 
LTS .. 94280089 00 
AL T .60000610 00 
HGE .21151974 03 
Y .18771490 06 
DEC .. 74624118 01 
LAT .. 74624118 01 
VS .10925284 09 
Yf', .1870;8434 06 
YT .. 18798434 06 
VS .29340519 02 
AlT .. 36803fii16 06 
DT .. 59999999 02 
Y -.10906512 09 
LAT -.18155434 02 
YE - .. 10925284 09 
VT -.10906486 09 
LOE .. 31077052 03 
ESP .13988231 00 
MSP .27453512-18 
SPN .81444206 02 
GCT .26267396 03 
YEP .20876241 01 
Y -.26943836 03 
DEC -.17285682 02 
LAT -.10701742 02 
LNS .27242310 03 
SHA -.16037788 04 
SVl -.16444734 02 
l .48621681 05 
RA .30373517 02 
LON .. 23972546 03 
lS .. 47376826 08 
'" 
.4cH43391 05 
ZT .. 49143391 05 
RM .. 37601845 06 
LOS .. 3401224t: 03 
D~ .. 19840367 01 
Z ·.4132BI9" 08 
LON .31091548 03 
ZE -.47376826 08 
IT -.47327683 OB 
L TT -.18155146 02 
SEP .97439692 02 
SMP .67525337 02 
SIP .23980679 02 
CPE .98443461 02 
I -.51510916 03 
RA .. 18935699 03 
LON .33933139 03 
L TE .58450103 01 
ALP .51316863 01 
HNG .. 11348811 03 
OX .20228714 01 
V .208762-41 01 
VE .21791636 02 
DXS -.22881651 02 
ox,., -.56837352 00 
eXT - .. 56837352 00 
VM .10418441 01 
RAS .13077052 03 
SHA .. 37126505 06 
OX .. 24904522 02 
V .31248854 02 
DXE .22881651 02 
OXT .22313277 02 
LOT .. 31091604 03 
EPM .15727330 03 
SEM .. 97509211 02 
CPT .10155231 03 
CPS .77089279 02 
ox .25912449 01 
V .26167540 01 
VP .26149378 01 
LNE .. 35482939 03 
OR -.23540952 01 
SIA .68719921 02 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OY .43325334 00 DZ .28010270 00 
PTH .71875024 02 Al .27199566 03 
PTE .40938113 01 AlE .27004674 03 
OYS -.16849780 02 DZS -.73062334 01 
OYM .78001519 00 OlM .. 39238635 00 
DYT .78001519 00 DlT .39238635 00 
RT .. 37601845 06 VT .10418441 01 
~AM .. 30282171 02 LOM .. 23963411 03 
DES .. 18180801 02 OEM .. 75097041 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .17283033 02 Ol .15863361 01 
PTH .13294297 01 Al .74141742 02 
DYE .16849780 02 OlE .73062334 01 
DYT .17629795 02 DZT .76986198. Ol . 
OST .. 15189032 09 VST .29461173 02 
EMP .22624523 02 MEP .10111274 00 
EMS .823501b2 02 ESM .14057998 00 
SIN .13058930 02 01 .. 11406418 04 
02 .15031028 03 03 .17941476 05 
EQUATOR!AL COORD I NATES 
OY -.34676184 00 
PTH -.64108713 02 
PTP -.64190798 02 
OP .37721088-01 
DZ -.11228365 00 
AZ .. 13807634 03 
AZP .11489059 03 
ASO .88493376 02 
SELENOCENTRIC CONIC 
EPOCH OF PER ICENTER 
SMA -.40924673 04 
VH .. 10945111 01 
TA -.119045509 03 
ZAE .. 13175636 03 
OPI .. 15197424 01 





ECC .10936292 01 
C3 .. 11979546 01 
... TA .15611878 03 
ZAP .14584314 03 
OY -.62913155 01 
B .18119268 04 SLR .80222497 03 APO .00000000 00 RCA 
Cl .19831743 04 TFP -.57248583 03 TF .51123112 02 LTF 
EA -.43490106 02 HA -.87724788 01 C3J -.21690818 01 1FI 
ZAC .. 93425549 02 OEF .13223756 03 IR .. 41486246 04 GP 
X - .. 16351617 Olt 
INC .. 50359882 02 
WX - .. 7491114)-01 
QX .. 65966680 00 
8X -.30044386 00 
SXI .95085266 00 
SXO -.41673125 00 
ETE .. 20031439 03 
BTQ .11764413 04 
X .. 15263933 04 
INC .285·01192 02 
WX .99000116-01 
Qx -.53892544 00 
ex .15412983 00 
SXI -.98301824 00 
sxo .. 54611'H3 00 
ETE .16320991 03 
BTO .15923842 04 
Y -.26943836 03 
LAN .35441699 03 
wv -.76641383 00 
QV .44168C70 00 
BY -.5926841& oe 
SVI -.24765823 ce 
SYO .. 60521986 OC 
ers .. 16619735 02 
aRe;: .. 13180656 04 
Y .64231390 03 
LAN .16802834 03 
WY .46689163 00 
QV -.71720843 00 
BY .86523814 CO 
SYI .18267336 00 
SYC -.76338529 00 
ETS .32510480 C3 
BRO .86451828 03 
OP2 - .. 12813217 02 
I - .. 51570976 03 
APF .32215206 03 
WI .63796332 00 
QZ .60801719 00 
'BI -.1lt130C63 co 
szt -.18586171 00 
SZD .67821187 00 
ETC .30470558 03 
a .18119268 04 
I - .. 51349501 03 
APF .33776319 03 
WZ .. 8787522C 00 
e;:z .44178201 00 
BZ -.47708170 00 
SZI .13696337-01 
SID .34400732 00 
ETC .26136655 03 
B .18119270 04 
X .1595648304 V - .. 60194627 03 I -.32229479 03 
INC .26870079 02 LAN .13743128 03 APF .32371401 03 
WX .30574512 00 WV .. 332e6006 00 \oil .89203361 00 
QX -.92226734 0'0 QV - .. 12920450 00 Ql .36432005 00 
ax .7475551500 8V .49629825 CC 8l -.44141742 00 
SXI - .. 58964498 00 SYI .80180559 00 SZI -.97090483-01 
SXO -.15709904 00 Svo - .. 9064ZC25 00 SZQ .39207418 00 
ETE .1125158400 ETS .. 18146912 03 ETC .25513)09 03 
BTl .1623973604 8RT .80361342 03 a .18119285 04 
222462325462 220750410503 215753220102 201560037435 
640702910 2758000 
ALL VECTORS 
OX .. 2$912449 01 
MX .32676819 00 
PX .74781483 00 
RX -.17986102 00 
TX -.25204991 00 
OAI -.10111377 02 
DAD .. 42704068 02 
THA .49512931 02 
All VECTORS 
ox -.26025240 01 
HX -.23128111-02 
PX -.83651551 00 
RX -.13465834-01 
TX .18269050 00 
CAl .. 78476568 00 
CAD .20121210 02 
THA .28497891 02 
REFERENCED TO EARTH 
DY -.34676184 00 
HY -.62330548 00 
PY -.46639898 00 
RY .46846439-01 
TV -.96111422 00 
RAI .34540115.03 
RAO .12454116 03 
REFERENCED TO ORBIT 
CV .. 46405144-01 
MY - .. 79848254 00 
PY .51731867 00 
RY .25021907-02 
TY .98317048 00 
RAI .. 16947348 03 
RAD .30560937 03 
EQUATOR PLANE .. 
DZ -.11228365 00 
MZ -.71043144 00 
PZ -.47248803 00 
RZ - .. 98257589 00 
TZ .00000000 00 
PLANE OF TARGET 
OZ .26854588 00 
HZ .. 42450940 00 
PZ -.18061887 00 
RZ -.99990619 00 
TZ .. 00000000 00 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO TRUE LUNAR EQU. PLANE 
OX -.18813893 01 OV .. 1818416601 OZ -.33690046-01 
~X .39576458-01 MY -.74956415 00 HZ .26613307 00 
PX -.23652238 00 PV .. 93408262 00 PZ - .. 26748232 00 
RX .57520670-01 RY -.78217226-01 RZ -.99521553 00 
TX .80561166 00 TY .59244396 00 TZ .00000000 00 
DAI - .. 55716532 01 RAI .. 1263306303 
DAD .23083622 02 RAO .26016727 0.3 
THA .. 26328224 02 
200751412124 111435616&52 
000000000000 
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APPENDIX D 
Tables related to trajectory printout 
Table D-l. Ranger VII trajectory key 
COLUMN 
ROW 2 3 4 5 6 
1 GME H D RE REM 
2 G A B C OME AU 
CROUP A 3 GMM GMS GMV GMA GMB GMJ 
4 EGM MGM JA RA 
5 ARA GB MAS SC 
INJECTION CONDITIONS TARGET JULIAN DATE MONTH, DAY, YEAR hr,min .. sec 
CROUP B 6 GEOCENTRIC XO YO ZO DXO DYO DZO 
7 CARTESIAN TO GHA GHO 
TIME PAST INJECTION JULIAN DATE MONTH, DAY, YEAR hr,min,sec 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
8 X Y Z DX DY DZ 
9 R DEC RA V PTH AZ 
10 R LAT LON VE PTE AZE 
11 XS YS ZS DXS DYS DZS 
GROUPC 12 XM YM ZM DXM DYM DZM 
13 XT YT ZT DXT DYT DZT 
14 RS VS RM VM RT VT 
15 GED ALT LOS RAS RAM LOM 
16 DUT DT DR SHA DES DEM 
GEOCENTRIC CONIC 
EPOCH PERI CENTER PASSAGE JULIAN DATE MONTH, DAY, YEAR hr,min, sec 
17 SMA ECC B SLR APO RCA 
GROUP D 18 VH C3 Cl TFP TF PER 
19 TA MTA EA MA C3J TFI 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
20 X Y Z DX DY DZ 
21 INC LAN APF MX MY MZ 
22 WX WY WZ PX PY PZ 
GROUPE 23 QX QY QZ RX RY RZ 
24 BX BY BZ TX TY TZ 
25 DAP RAP 
26 BTQ BRQ B THA 
HELIOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
27 X Y Z DX DY DZ 
28 R LAT LON V PTH AZ 
29 XE YE ZE OXE DYE DZE 
30 XT YT ZT OXT OYT DZT 
31 LTE LOE LTl LOT RST VST 
GROUPF 32 EPS ESP SEP EPM EMP MEP 
33 MPS MSP SMP SEM EMS ESM 
34 EPT ETP TEP TPS TSP STP 
35 SET STE EST RPM RPT SPN 
36 GCE GCT SIP CPT SIN Dl 
37 REP YEP CPE CPS D2 D3 
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Table 0-1. Ranger VII trajectory key (Cont'dl 
COLUMN 
ROW 2 3 4 5 6 
SELENOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
38 X Y Z DX DY DZ 
39 R DEC RA V PTH AZ 
40 R lAT LON VP PTP AZP 
GROUP G 41 lTS lNS lTE lNE 
42 AlT SHA ALP DR DP ASD 
43 HGE SVl HNG SIA 
SELENOCENTRIC CONIC 
EPOCH OF PERI CENTER PASSAGE JULIAN DATE MONTH, DAY, YEAR hr,min, sec 
44 SMA ECC B SlR APO RCA 
45 VH C3 C1 TFP TF lTF 
GROUP H 46 TA MTA EA MA C3J TFI 
47 ZAE ZAP ZAC DEF IR GP 
48 OP1 OY OP2 
All VECTORS REFERENCED TO PRINCIPAL PLANE 
49 X Y Z DX DY DZ 
50 INC lAN APF MX MY MZ 
51 WX WY WZ PX PY PZ 
52 QX QY QZ RX RY RZ 
GROUP I 53 BX BY BZ TX TY TZ 
54 SXI SYI SZI DAI RAI 
55 SXO SYO SZO DAO RAO 
56 ETE ETS ETC 
57 BT- BR- B THA 
GROUP J 58 XOCTAl YOCTAl ZOCTAl XOCTAl YOCTAl iOCTAl 
59 YYMMDDDHH TTSSSSS SOCTAl 
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Group A 






Row 2 G 
OME 
AU 










Table 0-2. Ranger VIII trajectory key definitions 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Earth, km3 / sec' 
Coefficient of the second harmonic in the 
Earth's potential function 
Coefficient of the third harmonic in the Earth's 
potential function 
Coefficient of the fourth harmonic in the 
Earth's potential fu nction 
Earth radius used in the potential function, km 
Conversion factor for converting lunar 
ephemerides into km 
Universal constant of gravitation, km'/kg sec' 
Moments of inertia about principal axis for 
the Moon, kg km' 
Sidereal rotation rate of the Earth, deg/sec 
Astronomical unit, km 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Moon, km'/ sec' 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Sun, km'/sec' 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Venus, km'/sec2 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Mars, km'/ sec' 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Earth-Moon, km3/sec' 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Jupiter, km3/sec' 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Earth used for scaling ephemeris, 
km3/sec" 
Universal gravitational constant times the 
mass of Moon used for scaling ephemeris, 
km3/sec' 
Coefficient of second harmonic in Mars 
potential function 








ARA Frontal area of spacecraft, m' 
GB Multiple of % of reflected radiant energy 















Solar radiation constant (kg.km/ sec') 10-6 
Injection conditions are vernal equinox Car· 
tesian coordinates in a geocentric equa· 
torial system. The principal direction X is 
the vernal equinox direction of date, and 
the principal plane XY is the equatorial 
plane of date. Z is along the direction of 
the Earth's spin axis of date. 
Cartesian components of the probe radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the probe space-
fixed velocity vector, km / sec 
Time of injection in seconds past midnight of 
day before launch, sec 
HA of Greenwich at injection epoch, deg 
HA of Greenwich at midnight of day before 
launch, deg 
Inertial position and velocity of the probe, 
Sun, Moon and target body in a geocentric 
equatorial system. The principal direction X 
is the vernal equinox direction of date, and 
the principal plane XY is the equatorial 
plane of date. Z is along the direction of 
the Earth's spin axis of date. Miscellaneous 
parameters are also included. 
Cartesian components of the probe radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the probe space-
fixed velocity vector, km/sec 
Probe radius distance, km 
Probe declination angle, deg 
Probe right-ascension angle, deg 
Probe space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Pitch angle of the probe space-fixed velocity 
vector with respect to the local horizontal, 
deg 
Azimuth angle of the probe space-fixed veloc-
ity vector measured East of true North, deg 
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Table D-2.Ranger VII trajectory key definitions lCont'd) 





Probe radius distance, km 
Probe geocentric latitude, deg 
Probe East longitude, deg 
Probe Earth-fixed velocity, km/ sec 
Pitch angle of the probe Earth-fixed velocity 
vector with respect to the local horizontal, 
deg 
AZE Azimuth angle of the probe Earth-fixed veloc-
Row 11 
XS f YS 
ZS 
DXS f DYS 
DZS 
Row 12 
XM f YM 
ZM 
DXM f DYM 
DZM 




DXT f DYT 
DZT 












ity vector measured East of true North, deg 
Cartesian components of the Sun radius vector, 
km 
Cartesian components of the Sun space-fixed 
velocity vector, km/sec 
Cartesian components of the Moon radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the Moon space-
fixed velocity vector, km/ sec 
Cartesian components of the target radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the target space-fixed 
velocity vector, km / sec 
Sun radius distance, km 
Sun space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Moon radius distance, km 
Moon space-fixed velocity, km / sec 
Target radius distance, km 
Target space-fixed velocity, km/sec 
Geodetic latitude of the probe, deg 
Altitude of the probe above the Earth's surface, 
km 
East longitude of the Sun in coordinate system 
defined in Row 10, deg 
Right ascension of the Sun, deg 
Right ascen~ion of the Moon, deg 
East longitude of the Moon in coordinate 









DUT Ephemeris time minus Universal Time, sec 
DT Adams-Moulton step size, sec 
DR Radial velocity of probe, km/sec 
SHA Sun shadow parameter, km 
DES Declination of the Sun, deg 
OEM Declination of the Moon, deg 
General characteristics of the geocentric conic 
SMA Semimaior axis, km 
ECC Eccentricity 
B Magnitude of the impact parameter,·· km 
SLR Semilatus rectum, km 
APO Apogee distance, km 
RCA Magnitude of the dosest approach vector, km 
VH Hyperbolic excess speed, km/sec 
C3 Twice the energy (vis viva energy integral, 
km'/sec') 
Cl Angular momentum, km'/sec 
TFP Time from pericenter passage, sec 
TF Time from injection to pericenter passage, hr 
PER Period, min 
TA True anomaly, deg 
MTA Maximum true anomaly, deg 
EA Eccentric anomaly, deg 
MA Mean anomaly, deg 
C3J Earth-Moon Jacobi constant, km'/ sec' 
TFI Time from injection, hr 
Characteristics of the Earth conic in the geo-




Y Cartesian components of the probe radius 
Z vector, km 
DX 
f 
DY Cartesian components of the probe space-fixed 
DZ velocity vector, km / sec 
INC Inclination of the orbit plane to the equatorial 
plane, deg 
LAN Longitude of the ascending node, deg 
APF Argument of peri center , deg 
*These ore Earth~fixed spherical coordinates in a geocentric equatorial system. The principal direction X is directed toward Greenwich and is the intersection or the 
meridian plane of Greenwich with the equatorial plane. The principal plane is the Earth's geometrical equatorial plane. X, Y, Z is along the direction of the 
Earth's geometrical North direction. 
* *See Appendix A. 
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Table D-2. Ranger VII trajectory key definitions (Cont'd) 
Row 21 MX ~ Components of a unit vedor which lies in the Row 27 X ~ (Cont'd) MY orbit plane and is normal to the radius Y Cartesian components of the probe radius MZ vedor R Z vector, km 
R 
OX ~ M=WX- DY Cartesian components of the probe space-fixed IRI 
DZ velocity vedor, km / sec I 
Row 22 
WX ~ Components of a unit vedor normal to the conic Row 28 R Sun-probe radius distance, km WY RXV LAT Probe celestial declination, deg 
WZ W=--- LON Probe celestial right ascension, deg IR X Vi V Probe space-fixed velocity, km / sec 
PX ~ PTH Pitch angle of the probe space-fixed velocity PY Components of a unit vector in the diredion of vector with respect to the local horizontal, deg PZ perigee AZ Azimuth angle of the probe space-fixed veloc-ity vedor measured East of true North, deg 
Row 29 XE ~ Row 23 QX ~ Components of a unit vedor perpendicular to YE Cartesian components of the Earth radius QY the perigee diredion, vedor P, and being ZE vector, km QZ in the orbit plane Q = W X P DXE ~ DYE Cartesian components of the Earth space-fixed RX ~ velocity vedor, km/sec RY Components of the unit vector R* * DZE RZ Row 30 XT ~ YT Cartesian components of the target radius ZT vedor, km Row 24 BX ~ DXT ~ BY Components of the impact parameter B, *. km DYT Cartesian components of the target space-fixed BZ DZT velocity vector, km / sec 
TX ~ TY Components of the unit vector T*' Row 31 LTE Celestial latitude of the Earth, deg TZ LOE Celestial longitude of the Earth, deg LTT Celestial latitude of the target, deg 
LOT Celestial longitude of the target, deg 
Row 25 DAP Declination of the asymptote, deg RST Sun-target range, km 
VST Sun-target velocity, km/sec 
RAP Right ascension of the asymptote, deg 
Row 32 EPS Earth-probe-Sun angle, deg 
ESP Earth-Sun-probe angle, deg 
Row 26 BTQ Projedion of the impad parameters B * * upon SEP Sun-Earth-probe angle, deg 
the vedor T, km EPM Earth-probe-Moon angle, deg 
BRQ Projedion of the impact parameters B' • upon EMP Earth-Moan-probe angle, deg 
the vector R, km MEP Moon-Earth-probe angle, deg 
B The magnitude of the impad parameter," km Row 33 MPS Moon-probe-Sun angle, deg 
THA Angle between the parameter B* * and the MSP Moon-Sun-probe angle, deg 
vedor T measured clockwise from T, deg SMP Sun-Moan-probe angle, deg 
SEM Sun-Earth-Moon angle, deg 
EMS Earth-Moan-Sun angle, deg 
Group F Inertial position and velocity of the probe, ESM Earth-Sun-Moon angle, deg 
Sun, Moon, and target body in a heliocen-
tric equatorial system. The principal direc- Row 34 EPT Earth-probe-target angle, deg 
tion X is the vernal equinox direction of ETP Earth-target-probe angle, deg 
date and the principal plane XY is the equa- TEP Target-Earth-probe angle, deg 
torial plane of date. Z is along the direc- TPS Target-probe-Sun angle, deg 
tion of the Earth's spin axis of date. Mis- TSP Target-Sun-probe angle, deg 
cellaneous parameters are also included. STP Sun-target-probe angle, deg 
"See Appendix A. 
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Table 0-2. Ranger VII trajectory key definitions (Cont'd} 
Row 35 SET Sun-Earth-target angle, deg Row 39 PTH Pitch angle of the probe space.fixed velocity 
STE Sun-target-Earth angle, deg (Cont'd) vector with respect to the local horizontal, de~ 
EST Earth-Sun-target angle, deg AZ Azimuth angle of the probe space-fixed veloc-
RPM Moon-probe radius distance, km ity vector measured East of true North, deg 
RPT Target-prabe radius distance, km 
SPN Sun-probe-near limb of Earth angle, deg 
Row 40 R Probe radius distance, km 
LAT Prabe selenocentric latitude, deg 
Row 36 GCE Clock angle of Earth, deg LON Probe selenocentric East longitude, deg 
GCT Clock angle of target, deg VP Probe selenocentric-fixed velocity, km/sec 
SIP Sun-probe-near limb of target angle, deg PTP Pitch angle of the probe selenocentric-fixed 
CPT Canopus-probe-near limb of target angle, deg 
velocity vector with respect to the local 
SIN Canopus-probe-near limb of target angle, deg horizontal, deg 
01 Radius of a circle (target) used in construction AZP Azimuth angle of the probe selenocentric 
of visible planet, em fixed velocity vector measured East of the 
Moon's mean spin axis, deg 
Row 37 REP Earth-probe distance, km 
YEP Velocity of the probe with respect to Earth, 
km/sec Row 41 LTS Selenocentric latitude of the Su n, deg 
CPE Canopus-probe-Earth angle, deg 
CPS Canopus-probe-Sun angle, deg LNS Selenocentric longitude of the Sun, deg 
02 Semiminor axis of ellipse used in construction LTE Selenocentric latitude of the Earth, deg 
of visible planet, em 
03 Distance from intersection of ellipse with circle LNE Selenocentric longitude of the Earth, deg 
to the diameter (of the circle) that is 
perpendicular to 01, in construction of 
visible planet, em Row 42 ALT Altitude of the probe above the Moon's 
surface, km 
Group G SHA Sun shadow parameter, km 
Row 38, Inertial position of probe in a selenocentric 
39 equatorial system. The principal direction ALP Illuminated crescent orientation viewing 
X is the vernal equinox direction of date angle, deg 
and the principal plane XY is the geocentric 
equatorial plane of date. Z is along the DR First time derivative of the probe radius 
direction of the Earth's spin axis of date. distance, km/ sec 
Row 40, Selenocentric-fixed spherical coordinates of DP First time derivative of the probe radius 
41, the probe, Sun, and Earth in a selenocentric direction, deg/sec 
42 equatorial system. The principal direction X ASD Angular semidiameter of Moon as seen from 
is in the direction of the mean Moon-Earth 
the probe, deg 
line. The principal plane XY is the mean 
selenocentric equatorial plane. Z is along 
the direction of the Moon's mean spin axis. Row 43 HGE Right ascension of Earth in probe coordinate 
Miscellaneous parameters are also included. system,t deg 
Row 38 X 
f 
SVL Declination of the Moon in probe coordinate 
Y Cartesian components of the probe radius system, t deg 
Z vector, km 
DX 
f 
HNG Right ascension of the Moon in probe coord i-
DY Cartesian components of the probe velocity nate system, t deg 
DZ vector, km/sec SIA Earth-probe-Moon angle minus ASD, deg 
Row 39 R Probe radius distance, km 
DEC Probe declination angle, deg Group H Characteristics of the selenocentric conic in the 
RA Probe right-ascension angle, deg geocentric equatorial system described un-
V Probe space-fixed velocity, km / sec der Group B, except centered at the Moon. 
tSame coordinate system as defined under Group B except centered at the probe. 
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**See Appendix A. 
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Table 0-2. Ranger VII trajectory key definitions (Cont'dl 
Semimajor axis, km 
Eccentricity 
The magnitude of the impact parameter, * * km 
Semilatus rectum, km 
Apogee distance, km 
Magnitude of the closest approach vector, km 
Hyperbolic excess speed, km/ sec 
Twice the energy (vis viva energy integral, 
km 2 / sec2) 
Angular momentum, km 2 /sec 
Time from pericenter passage, sec 
Time from injection to pericenter passage, hr 
linearized time-of-flight, hr 
True anomaly, deg 
Maximum true anomaly, deg 
Eccentric anomaly, deg 
Mean anomaly, deg 
Earth-Moon Jacobi constant, km 2 /sec2 
Time from injection, hr 
Angle between the incoming asymptote and 
the Moon-Earth vector, deg 
Angle between the incoming asymptote and 
the Moon-Sun vector, deg 
Angle between the incoming asymptote and 
the Moon-Canopus vector, deg 
Angle between the incoming and outgoing 
asymptotes, deg 
Maximum B vector magnitude for lunar im-
pact, km 
Angle between the incoming asymptote and 
its projection on the lunar orbital plane_ 
Spacecraft nominal terminal maneuver first 
pitch turn, deg 
Spacecraft nominal terminal maneuver yaw 
turn, deg 
Spacecraft nominal terminal maneuver second 
pitch turn, deg 
Characteristics of the selenocentric conic in 
the specified "principal plane" coordinate 
system 
Cartesian components of the probe radius 
vector, km 
Cartesian components of the probe space-
fixed velocity vector, km/ sec 








MX t MY 
MZ 


























Row 56 ETE 
ETS 
ETC 
Inclination of the orbit plane to the equatorial 
plane, deg 
Longitude of the ascending node, deg 
Argument of pericenter, deg 
Components of a unit vector which lies in the 
orbit plane and is normal to the radius 
vector R 
M=WX...!.. I R I 
Components of a unit vector normal to the 
conic 
W= RXV 
IR X vi 
Components of a unit vector in the direction 
of perigee 
Components of a unit vector perpendicular to 
the perigee direction, vector P, and being 
in the orbit plane Q = W X P 
Components of the unit vector R*' 
Components of the impact parameter B, *' km 
Components of the unit vector T" 
Components of the unit vector Sf' * along the 
direction of the incoming asymptote 
Declination of the outgoing asymptote,. * deg 
Right ascension of the incoming asymptote," 
deg 
Components of the unit vector So' , along the 
direction of the outgoing asymptote 
Declination of the outgoing asymptote, " deg 
Right ascension of the outgoing asymptote, *' 
deg 
Angle between the T vector and the projection 
of the Moon-Earth vector on the R-T 
plane, deg 
Angle between the T vector and the projection 
of the Moon-Sun vector on the R-T plane, 
deg 
Angle between the T vector and the projection 
of the Moon-Canopus vector on the R-T 
plane, deg 
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Table 0-2. Ranger VII trajectory key definitions (Cont'd) 
Row 57 BTtt Projection of the impact parameter B* * upon Row 59 Epoch of injection 
the vector T, km YY Years past 1900 
BRtt Projection of the impact parameter B* * upon MM Month 
the vector R, km 
000 Day of month 
B The mognitude of the impact parameter, * * 
km HH Hours 
THA Angle between the parameter B and the vector TT Minutes 
T, measured clockwise from T, deg SSSSS Milliseconds 
SOCTAL Seconds in octal representation, GMT 
Group J Cartesian coordinates and epoch of injection 
conditions in the geocentric equatorial sys- Time past midnight on day (~O), month (MM), 
tem described under Group B. and year (YY + 1900) at which the injection 
epoch occurs is the time determined by the 
Row 58 XOCTAL ( sum of HH, TT, SSSSS and SOCTAL. YOCTAL Carts ian components of the probe radius vec-ZOCTAl tor at injection in octal representation, km ttPrincipal planes: Q Earth equatorial plane 
XOCTAL ( Cartesian components of the probe space- C Ecliptic plane -fOCTAL fixed velocity vector at injection in octal 0 lunar orbital plane iOCTAL representation, kml sec T True lunar equator. 
**See Appendix A. 












Msuu/ MJllP i tt'r 
Equatorial radius of Earth 
1 AU 
Ellipticity of Earth 
Conversion from feet to meters 
Atmospheric model 
Sidereal rotation rate of Earth 
Universal constant of gravitation 
Speed of light 
Mean Moon radius 
Conversion factors 
1.32715445 X 10" km'/sec' 
3.247695 X 10' km'/sec' 
3.986032 X 10' km'/sec' 
4.03503 X 10' km'/sec' 
4.900759 X 10' km'l sec' 
4.297780 X 10' km'l sec' 












4.1780742 X 10-' deg/sec 
6.671 X 10-'· km'l kg sec' 
2.997925 X 10' km/sec 
1738.09 km 
*3.9860005 X 10' km"/sec2 was used for the premidcourse orbit. 
**4.9007604 X 10' km"/sec2 was used for the premidcourse orbit. 
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Constants 
Moon moments of inertia about 
principal axis 
lunar and solar ephemerides 
Geometrical Earth model, used in 
locating tracking and launch-
ing facilities upon the Earth 
Earth potential function: 
Conversion factors 
A = 0.88746 X 10'· kg km' 
B = 0.88764 X 10'· kg km2 
C = 0.88801 X 10'· kg km2 
The Moon and Sun positions are 
obtained from the joint JPL-STl 
ephemerides. For purposes of 
converting into kilometers, the 
conversion factors are: 
1 AU = 1.495990 X 10' km 
1 e.r. = 6378.3149 
Clarke spheroid of 1866 
a = 6378.2064 km 
b = 6356.5838 km 
e' = 0.006768657997291 
H R' GMe [ JR~ 
<I> (R,<P) =-R- 1 + 3Rd1 2 E 




R = geocentric distance 
</> = geocentric latitude 
J = 1.62345 X 10-' 
H = -0.575 X 10-' 
D = 0.7875 X 10-5 
30 sin2 </> + 35 sin' </» ] 
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APPENDIX E 
Ranger VII premaneuver ODP printout 
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64Q70291 C. 27580QO 
REJECTIOt-; SIGMAS 106 
° _. __ ~_~~ .. t.C.3_UL=...JlL.f.C3..W..."!' .... _~'" 5ul"""Q"'4'--_________ _ 
(0 
... __ . ___ . ..IliJL ... __ --.l.,,~ _________ , 
__________________ --~...".....,~...,....--JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
J~PtJT COVARIANCE IUTBtx of eSTIMATED PARAMETERS ITERATION NUMBER 
ox Oy oz •• •• 
.lC .46676934-02 -.63087416-02 .30665630-03 .. 20865102-05 .10951090-04 -.13377595-04 .56456109-01 -.13415"88-02 .51080136-03 
V -.63087416-02 11822721.::2.1- ,,9878432-02 -,310389]8-05 - 235625,,]-04 24265882-Q4 - 11111888 PO 8ft1!i1781'i==0i1 -.12Q,9297-02 
Z .30665630-03 .49878432-02 .22534563-01 - .. 24311760-06 -.28653484-04 .23598630-0,," .34652169-01 -.22597131-02 -.16943380-02 
me .. 2086,102_0; - 31038938_05 - 24111769-Q6 ,58999729-08 _ 65890222=08 l'mJQ26B-Q7 20518062-06 19253761-06 24800""5-05 
DY .10951090-04 -.23569563-04 -.28653484-04 - .65890229-08 .10423920:-06 -.13903705-06 .16663998-03 -.4196911t6-05 .29408268-06 
Ql _ J'3317595-.2.!t.-a2i2.b.5.ae..z..:::o.~__...a.Z3~2.a6.lQ:.Q.l1 .J2019268-07 - 13203105-06 2i44'UB3_Q6 - 26891548-03 9,3!1UM8-05 4510U12::~.ClL-
ICE .5h4S6109-()1 -.11117888 00 .::14652169-01 .20.518082-06 .16663998--0::1 -.26891548-03 .2346608201 -.11756855-01 .65222888-02 
BE -t..l~..lli§.8..=O.2 88517815-03 - 2259113'-02 79,,>3761-06 - 41969746=05 93401898-05 - 1175Ct8=i5-01 13176811-02 97Q.5.3.8..11=-Jt..L-
G .51080736-0"3 -.12049297-02 -.16943380-02 .24800145-05 .29608268-06 .45101412-05 ·.65222888-02 .91053811-04 .. 8977580+-01 
"" 41849508-02 - 5'620341-02 ]]676436-02 .4662,;41-05 10619561-04 - 88610182-05 1344477Q::.Ot - 2'3U11]:02 4442]186=02 
RII01-.11445711-0:Z • 824057Z4-02 ."38666686-01 .79732656-05 -.18111403-04 .97393593-04 .56005842-01 .-\0655052-04 -.53209908-03 
LgIOU.61U2l .. ok.q4 -,12791}61-03 - 16810'18-03 .3nnOn-01 .36661222-06 -.32240044==06 593:5829z-03 3936?467_06 Z1208975=~ 
RII03-.347;!:0541-0"3 .38529105-03 -.41985915-03 .40268669-06 -.15549465-05 .33185460-05 -.96136495-02 .. 2"'053120-03 .32122356-04 
UIO;}) 232iJUJ'i_M - '}8391l61-0, .125~886-05 .ZOZI6Q93-Q8 84421517-08 - 87658153=08 15511635--04 - 15129167-05 - 2an30677-o1 
LIl'031.21390801-04 -.25682645-04 .36896843-04 - .73156215-08 .81141366-01 -.16881314-06 .31833730-03 -.2031"'351-04 .30283318-05 
RlI04' 88762630-03 _ 12'363649-02 _ 7237485'-°3 2)°89987_°5 _ 3330A33'-OS 93989067_05 - 20061602-01 29637'34-03 9685"2°_0' 
LAtOit-.23030735-04 .44L81717-04 .2007512"3-04 -.20246364-01 -.54395164-07 .2029L444-07 -.78960628-04 .26222348-05 .. 18060642-05 
LOIO+) 25513690-04 ..:.. 20541226_0" 32531330-04 - 58Q2?lQO-08 85455216"':'07 _ 16,,8294.-06 '5A5B170..03 - 20564655_04 46904227_05 
RlI05-.35569632-03 .42648l'i0-03 .9652565"8-03 .54354405-06 -.43326424-05· .64322882-05 .55662455-02 .36460036-03 .81192080-04 
I D'O!;' .~2J3165-04 _ 2,,786836 .. 04 3'4'+485-04 - 55,,96605-08 8Q?M30l-Q1 - '6453891 .... "6 . '48"'72-°3 - '992°2+1-04 4Hez ... "n"" .. ",o>-, __ _ 
Y -.51820341-02 .82405124-02 -.12191361-03 .38529705-0"3 -.38391161-05 -.256826"'5-04 -.123636"'9-02 .44181711-04 -.20541226-04 
1 llA76436-0' 38666686-01 - 168105'8-03 - 4198'i915_Q 3 12565886-05 36896843=04 - 72374851-03 200"'5123=0.. 32531330..0+ 
OX ."'6625541-05.79132656"05 .3225"3077-07 .40268669-06 .20216093-08 -.13156215-08 .23089987-05 -.20246364-01 -.5&022100--08 
oy 10619567-04 _ 78117403-94 36661292-06 - '5549465-05 84421517-08 87147366=0 ... - }U0A331-05 - 54325'6+-07 8""216--07 
Ol -.88610182-05 .97393593-04 -.35540044-06 .33185460-05 -.8765815"3-08 -.16881314-06 .93989061-05 .20291"'4+-07 -.16118294-06 
K-F 134it4]79_0' 56005842 .. 01 59358992-03 - 96136495-:02 1551161'5=04 3'833730-03 - 20067602_01 - 7896062!!-04 "AS81IO-03 
RE -.21318173-02 .40655052-04 ."39362467-06 .24053120-03 -.15129767-05 -.20314357-04 .29637134-03 .26222348-05 -.20564655-04 
G 444?31B6-0? - 'j32g<l9g6_01 2'208975-04 32TZ1356-Q4 - 7603'0677_01 30283318_05 ·968'4'520-04 18060642-05 .u904227_05 
KM .27867872-01 -.29794299-03 ."'7832111-04 .12965669-04 .46098998-05 .",9511998-04 -.31928930-03 -.29"'73010-05 .55280162-04 
BHQJ_ 29724299-03 J9215893 00 - 32847926=03 33M3flOh-03 6785'532=06 15917748-05 2'122335-0' 4683761 ...... 05 - 91076'68-0, 
LDIOlJ .41832111-04 -.32841926"03 .21840256-05 -.14112595-05 .23195501-07 .76158143-01 .17467830-04 -.47560252-06 .71390844-01 
BI103' 7296566<1-04 }3923006"03 - 141'2595-05 33799352-02 4]48]397_04 - 38096937-Q5 .'1757213-03 492'5589-06 _ 369'6,,6--05 
LAC031."'6098998-05 .87859539"06 .23195501-07 .4148L397-04 .54581121-06 .33394822-01 -.62981767-06 -.13468802-08 .30306275-07 
'0103' 49511998-04 1;917748_05 ]615814]-01 -'3B0969H-05 3339482'_0L.......s.lJ2..98726_06 - ,A72602'-05 -.47321688-07 ,31181120-06 
RI(04-.31n8930-03 .29122335-02 .17467830-04' .1115721.3-03 -.62981161-06 -.58126025-05 .3341698&-02 -.3It44503Z",:04 -.78029571-05 
1"04_ 2941]070-05 468)7614-05 _ 41560252-06 99215569-06 _ 73M68Q2-08 _ 47321688_OJ _ 1444'°32-04 59819424-06 _ 46"0311_07 
LO'04, .55280162-04 -.91016168-05 .71390844-07 - ."36916576-05 .30306275-01 .37181720-06 "-.18029577-05 -.46650311-07 .. "'1264785-06 
8I105_ 546'5306-03 36131554_02 - 112448A6:04 63236329=04 - 41161465-06 - 57479267-05 113263U:-03 '89123"-05 - 47422871_05 
LOI05J.53241111-04 -.48407862-05 .93330992-01 -.42415682-05 .28521318-07 .. 36937504-06 -.5029660-05 -.51643106-07 .3701112+-06 
RlI051 L0105, 
X -.35569632-03 .2621"3165-04 
y .4Z64slJto-o3 -.24186836-04 
I .96525658-03 .32424485-04 
0)( .54354405=06 -.55496605-08 
OY -.43"326424-05 .89205301-07 
Di .64322882-65 -. UI453891-06 
KE .55662455-02 .24824212-03 
RE .36460036-03 -.19920241-04 
G .81792080-04 .45782105-05 
Ktt -.54625306-03 .53241111-04 
RII01),38UI554-02 -.48407862-05 
LO'Ol-.112"'4886-04 .93330992-07 
Rlt03) 632:116329-04 -.42475682_05 
LAI03-.471874~5-06 .28521318 .. 01 
110103-.574""19267-05 .3693750it-06 
RI 105) .64990034-03 -.62438005 ..... 05 
LClI05-.62438005-05 .38166246-06 
THPIIT I IIATAIX Of ESITMATEo pARAMETERS IlEU"ON NIIM8ER 
0' Oy oz •• •• 
X .7Q439"'61 06 .66~51215 06 .221"'531",06 -.7234065009 .7645393609 .. 5260213809 .11250279 05 -.44340735 05 -.1058lt118 04 
Y .66951'15 06 63138628 Oh 2112,,80 06 - 68721516 Q9 727B9247 Q2 ;QMOSI2 99 '6411H2 0' -.44424289 M - 1002120404 
Z .2214537906 .21125280 06 .70466120 05 -.22708761 09 .24140715 09 .16517199 09 .54385811 04 -.152"'6610 05 -.32960638 03 
px - J?HQ"'Q 09 - 68721516 09 - 227QA7H 09 74}08054 12 _.78470'04 12 - 54902860 12 _ 171p8')67 06 1\4823116 06 '011'336907 
OY .1645393609 .7278924109 .2414077509 -.78410504 12 .83132501 12 .57156453 12 .1874823008 -.50614119 08 -.1144553007 
PZ 52602138 Q9 50050512 Q9 16un 99 99 - 54002860 12 57156.453 12 39309343 12 12893164 08 - '4un20 0& - 788694'2 06 
KE .1125021.9.05 .16411572 05 .54385871 04 -.11708367 08 .187482.30 08 .12893164 08 .4229492503 - .. 11391668 04 -.25844524 02 
AE - 44HOJJ5 O'i - 44+24289 05 - 1946610 05 HM3116 08 - 50614119 08 - 3+292320 Q8 - 1139166804 '0751322 05 65679357 02 
G -.10584118 04 -.10027204 04 -.32960638 03 .19883369 07 -.11"'45530 01 -.18869412 06 -.25844524 02 .. 6567935702 .1216276002 
II! - 83565'61 04 - 8074552h 04 - 27zJ)563 04 85]85783 07 - 9?2H737 07 - 6309'906 97 - 20786183 03 6351",02 03 10,'$0'$91 02 
RI'011.00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 -.0000900000 .0000000000 .0000000000 .0000000000 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 
, 0(0
' 
I qqOOOQQO 00 gqOOOOOO 00 0000 0000 00 - qQOOOooO 00 OQQMOOO 00 OQ()fJOQOO 00 00000000 00 - 00000000 00 - DOOOQQDQ 00 
RU03).28941120 05 .28737681 05 .10801112 05 -.2908915", 08 .33274590 08 .. 22251632 08 .1311641003 -.31471321 04 -.35363159 02 
.14(03- 23706'85 07 - 2}50}166 07 - 87862650 06 23643644 10 - 27'91586 10 - '820"53 10 - '$oU0561 05 25747957 06 29330355 0 .. 
UI(03).1998269107 .1885615001 .54512"'3306 -.2075675110 .21150Tlt2 10 .14851178 10 .4832091605 -.69002128 05 - .. 3278576404 
BIIO'" 2133]]5694 16938'0504 65'3100603 - 21669613 07 23024]4<107 '5239970 nz 50+05185 02 295729+5 03 - 1'306219 01 
LA(04}.13553201 06 .12053263 06 .54946868 05 -.l3T1t3085 09 .14689653 09 .96937391 08 .3213099704 .18740661 05 -.11300043 03 
1'0104' 551n419 06 44791082496 152426°006 - 58419733 09 527'119409 37?34Q87 09 1un258 as "84298106 - blu8A25 03 
RU05-.32575344 0"3 -.32153228 03 -.59048416 02 .3436100606 -.H061G53 06 -.24938103 06 -.71038131 01 -.10271701 03 .22288837 00 
10105_ 3479°065 06 - MI57eao 06 - 14169302 06 33730302 09 _ 45065'44.9 09 _ 29652312 09 _ looM.553 Os 229+6+95 06 6J218OZ0 03 
Bllon , 01 01' BII03' '''03' 10'03' 81104
' 
, AlP41 1010+' 
- H35R5161 04 ·QOOOOQOQ 00 0009000000 2894J7ZO 05 _ 2U06185 07 19982691 07 21331156 04 13553201 06 ,,12""9 06 
-.8074552604 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .28137681 05 -.23503166 07· .18856150 07 .1893810504 .1205326306 .4419482406 
I - 2720563 flit OOOQQQOO 00 MaOOMO OQ 10807712 05 - 87862650 06 54512 .. 33 06 8513100B 03 5 .. 946868 05 '52+260° 06 
OX .85385783 01 -.00000000 00 -.00000009 00 -.29089154 08 .23843644 10 -.20156751 10 -.21669813 07 -.13743085, 09 -.58419133 09 
oy _ 2?23J13' 07 oooOOOQg 00 000000°0 00 33274590 08 - 27191U6 '0 21159742 10 23024349 07 1+68'65309 527111'+ 09 
DZ -.6309190601 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .22251632 08 -.18206453 10 .14851178 10 .1523991007 ·.96937391 08 .37234087 09 
ICE - Z07861D3 M 99000000 00 OQooooOO go 71J164'O 03 - 59820561 05 1tB32091605 504'518'$ 02 32130997 0.. lun25805 
RE .63515402 03 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.31"'77321 04· .25741957 06 -.69002128 OS .29572945 03 .L871t0661 05 .l!i842981 ·06 
G 105505511 02 - 00000009 00 - goOOonOO 00 - 35363159 02 29339355 04 - 32785764 04 - 18306219 01 - 1 "'0001t3 03 - 6lJ28A25.....D3......--_ 
KM .1771710203 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.61082535 03 .5360930405 -.25182991 05 -.31566150 02 -.24269179 04 -.7.9131475 04 
AII01- OOQQOOQO QO ·"486)9752 01 19615516-Q5 00000000 00 - OOMOOOO 00 00000000 00 ooonoooo 00 00000000 PO oooooono 00 
LO(OL-.OOOQOOOO 00 .196155L6-0S .40163013 05 .. 00000000 00 -.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 .00000000 00 
BII03_ uOUn5 03 00000000 00 noOOOooo 00 12'03803 05 - 96381546 06 29046021 05 - 6968'l6R2 OJ - 4'$938110 03 - 26902512 0It 
LAC03).53609304 OS -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.96381546 06 .7676354508 -.3016"'232 07 .1815104004 .. 1229405106 .50481.97406 
'Q103- 25182991 P5 OQOOoooO 00 OOOOOooQ 00 2904602105 - 30164232 07 55359p49 08 - 7l?5nn Q5 -.1t65n6U 01 -.1571U54 08 
LOtCM:-.791374:75 04 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 -.26902512 04 .50481974 06 -.15111554 08 .8461131805 .5436682401 .29U940708 
RII05' 77565716 00 - OooOQOOO 90 - MOGOOOO 00 60562039 OJ - 14605003 03 - 1803'964 05 - '0736919 02 - 70n .. u1 03 - 233P'tR95 at 
LOt(5)~41366241 04 -.0000000000 -.00000000 00 -.56900229 04 .7598752706 -.16"'92817 08 -.12676213 05.-.82803253 06 -.289103itZ 07 
RIIOs) L1lI05) 
X -.32575344 03 -.34799065 06 
y -.32153228 03 -.40157880 06 
Z -.5904841'6 02 -.14169302 06 
OX .34361006 06 .33730302 09 
OY -.34061053 06 -.45069449 09 
PZ -.24938103 06 -.29652312 09 
ICE -.71038137 01 -.10964553 05 
RE -.10271701 Cl3 .22946495 06 
G .22288837 00 .61238970 03 
.lett .7756571600 .4136·6241 04 
AUQt_ oQoQQQQo Qo - oQOOQQQQ Qo 
t.D'01-.000000QO 00 -.00000000 00 
RIIQ}' .60562039 OJ _ !i6900??9 Q4 
LA'03-.14605003 0"3 .75987521 p6 
LDI03-.18031964 05 -.16492817 08 
RII04-.. 10136919 02 -.12676213 05 
LAIQit-.1012472L 03 -.828032;3 06 
LDt04-.23304895 04 -.28910342 07 
RII05t.8082132503 .24437395 05 
LD1951.24431395 05 .32143284 08 
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CASE .. L. SPACE ... IRAJECTORIES . ....... 1. 
--------------. -------------
G~E' .39860 i4"6 0'6"' i' .l62345{C-CZ·· '"H" "-." 57499'999-05' 0 .. 78149999=05 RE ."637.of650 '-04'" ·-iiEH·---:·6·3-i83(i9-8···0it--·~··"·-·-·-··---- ----_ ... 
G .• 667('9998-19 A. _ .1,18182497 29. .,8 .• 888C.o49~ 29.. .c;. .. • 8~a37Lt.~.~ .. ~.~. Q~E . __ .~~17.~Ol"1.-92 .. _ ..... ~U .. _ •. 149~99.00 g~ ... 
GpoI" .49026',144 C4 GMS .13271544 12 GMV .32416952 06 GMA .42911799 05 GMC .. 37918700 08 GMJ .12611062 '09 
____ ~_GI;l __ .~.39.§.Q_9.}.?.v .. _Q.Q •. _.J_G.~_~.i2!t?}_?J.~LQ'_._~t~_.!.,z..9.2.Q.9p-,~ . .o.=f.~ ___ IiA. ___ •. ~ . o.Q..QQ.QU~A.---e.oSl0.90!tQQ~ ... tttL_.RA. ___ )~.l1O..Q2.<LO..'L--_. ____ _ 
ARA .35670(;':'0 Cl GB .38302165 CO MAS .. 37410COO 03 GBl .OOOOOOOC 00 G82 .00000000 00 SC .10200000 09 
'MOON 235666450251202.000000000 J.D.: 2438605.22217592 JULY 28,1964 i1 19 56.000 
GEOCENTRIC XO-.lt833612704 YO-.42062469 04 ZO-':-i441398i' 04 OXO .70-601055 (ll DYO-.68712140 01 DlO-.47791493·oi-·--.. ----- ..... - ..... -----
__ ~~J'USJ~N _ ..•. _. __ GJ<.C .• ~CS,QQJ;.QCD_QJ; __ ~CJ;._J.QQQC.ll.Q_QLQJL.I!L.k.2jl9.J!DQ_LQ2..li~~_~2.Q.6lBl_7.'LM..Gli!L..3.Q2I>J1.~~.LQ.L. ___ • 
DIITE OF RUN 111764A aoceoe EARTH lS THE CENTRAL BODY FOR INTEGRATlON GOWELL EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
C DAyS 0 tlRS. C ~IN·.·-o~·cc·6 ·SEC .. 
GECCEl\TRic 
-----;;X-..:-·:48"336i2604----y--:::4i06'2467-C)4-_·-.,-Z-:::14413981 C4 OX .-"iObOl05201--OV,o':-:687Tfua-Ol- -·OZ--.:;471·97492-;0"I---------
.. ~ .• 65676"42 .. 0.~ eEC -.1267788(; 02 ... ~A .• 2.2.1Q.~C04 .o~_ _ .\'_. __ '110950099 _O?_ .... PTH ...• 13272048 .01 AI ._ .• 1l62,5195.0~ 
R .6567644004 LAT -.12677881 C2 lON .1464830402 VE .1053319202 PTE .. 1379745201 AZE .1173765503 
_ .... _ .. XS .. :-_"ElI;J4926.',l'J. O~L_ ... )".s .. _ •. I.U25.14C 09 ... .zS .'t9.U:UO.O ... 08 __ OXS_:.-:- • .2.l1Z2S1S .. 02 __ .. DYS - ... 156142.55 .. 02 . DZS .. :-.• 68519.6.80 .. QL __ . __ ... 
XM .38246583 C6 YM -.3C198953 05 ZM -.508-45669 05 DXM .. 82173605-01 DYM .93298925 00 DIM .39361316 00 
---l'J._.d!l2..4.HU_.~9._-'a-=-J.'l_9.a9'.J __ Q2 ____ ZJ. .. o~~D.1lil>.LIlL-J!llI __ ~JI;n~l4Q~~Q.l_..l).Y.L_.9..ll98.92LO.Q ___ .OZL_ .• J.9.1iU.ll6. . .QlL. _______ _ 
RS .15188914 C9 VS .2932371202 RM .38701081 06 VM .10159979 01 RT .38701081 06 VT .. 1015991901 
.GEO. _" . In.I.4,." .C.< .. _-'-LT _ ...•. H04.777a _Cl .. _.LOS. __ .• 2U6ZC_Z~ .. U ___ RAS _ .•. 1<600.1.98 _03.. _ .RAM .. _ •. 355.6537 0.3 _ __ .LOH ...• I'<91036.4 _03.._. __ .. _._. __ ._ 
OUT .35000COO 02 DT .37500CCO 01 DR .25362648 CO SHA .65203966 04 DES .1886!3618 02 OEM -.15493738 01 
_ ... _ O_,AC. .. J.OQQC.OCQQ.CV ..... _CCL __ .• 6170459_Q.O< __ .. HC.L .16360591. 03 .. _._ J.cL. ___ .1.8380597._03 _ 
__________ . _________________ GE.!l.C .. E.~IRI.L~Olili ___________ . ____ _ 
-----'---_._ .. _. __ .-
__ " __ EPOCH. Qf .PERICENTJ;8 _P.A.S.SAGI;, __ ...• __ ._. _____ . ___ .. __ 235.66.64.5.C2472C..2160.43.1550 J'ID,.~ ... 2..lt)86.05.22185045 JULY . .28t.l26~ .. ..ll.....l9.. . .2.L..819._ 
Sf/A .26955125 06 ECC .915M866 00 6 .59124lt71 as SLR .. 1296831005 APO .5325504006 RCA .6564076604 
.. _ .. VH .• 135CO~.17 .00. _ .. C3_ - .• 14787266 .01_ Cl •. 71897D60 0.5 .TF.~ ._.~(:ln2070t _Q2 .. TF .-.78~U059-02 .P.f:R .•. 2.~21~~'6 .. Q~_ 
114. .26875432. 01 lilA .00000000 00 EA .2.98~2118 00 MAo .. 12684483-02 C3J -.18112.42.5 01 TFI .0000000000 
---------------·--··-··-------------------·-A·L-C·VE·C'TC"R'SReFERENCEO-'T"O-'EAR-YHEQUATOR PLANE 
_... X :-.• 4/;'1.))6),;2.6 o~ _ ..... '(.~:-_.42062.461. P.it: _ ."~.l .":'".14:41.3981....04 :_,.. p_~ ___ ,.1.06.010?2 o~... . OY _ - .• 68112138 0.1 .. Q,l. ,:, .. ~.7J'9.149.2 .. Q.l. ____ .. _ ... ___ ._ 
INC .28956008 02 LAN .17040877 02 APF .20426936 03 MX .66197685 00 MY - • .61283272 00 MZ -.43153523 00 
h.X _.1~~87f!53._.CQ .. _ .. W.'C.,,:," .• 46288231.QO ... __ W2_ .• ?749.9167.QQ .P.)L_::~76620368 00 __ . _ P.Y.:-... 41101913 9.Q. PZ -.19899382 00 
,"X .• 62673950 00 Qy -.6it218888 CO QZ -.44135136 CO RX .15558130 00 RY .12406851 00 RZ -.98000014 00 
------ot~f,~-m~! g~ R~~ :~iH~~~-~~--aL-.!L4.Um.u~IlL=..~m.H-m--QQ---L'L---JlUn-~~-~-J!Q-IL~-OSQ9_Q.9Jl!LQ,,,0 _______ _ 
___ ._ ... _B.TQ .. _.521~9_IH.J).5 .. __ .. JlJ\Q._:_ .• 246Z71~.C. _0; .. _ .. _s __ ..• !i_9.124_UI_.Q.>. ___ IHA. __ ,J.J3U3n..o.3. 
._. _ ._._H.ELlCCE'T.B.I.C ... _._. EQUATOR J AL COORD I.NAJ.E.S ... __ . __ _ 
---~~~.1:i:a~~~ ci: LA~ :.U:~:~~~ g~ lO~ -.;~~!;~:~ g~ me 30782620 02 oy 89.4.3.Il~aa_O.L_-IlL. 20782186 01 V .. 32122681 02 PTH .. 19253932 02 AZ. 78943390 02 
_ . XE .• 88492690 08 _. YE ... ~ •. 1l3Z574.0 09 ... _ .. _2E .:- •. 4.911330.0. Q.8 . _O)(E._ .2312.2515. 02 .... DYE ...... 15814255 02 DIE .• 6651_966.0 01 __ 
XT .88875155 08 YT -.11328760 09 ZT -.49164145 08 DXT .23805288 02 DYT .• 16747244 02 on .12515811 01 
LJE_-.I8S6S61S .. 0.< _. _ LOE ._ .30S0019.LQ3 . __ .L_U_o . .I88'2131 .OZ. __ .LD.I.._ •. 308I145_LO.3 ._ .. RST .15215119 09 .. _ . VST ....• 299'l.!iIftj . ..Q2 .. ___ . ____ . _____ ._. ____ _ 
EPS .83120794 02 ESP .27453512-18 SEp .96816144 02 EPH .• 48831764 02 EMP .73205182 00 HEP .1304302003 
t4Po::. 13383428 03 M$P lC9~1.~_ . ...!1rul5.5.921 n2 SF" 1325659~.s...__.!t.ll.U..I.l9 __ O'2.. FS... 10696936 00 
RPM .3913020C C6 SPN .69231538 01 
~~~"-':~~~i~:!~-~~' GCT' :28210141 03 SlP ~i31579-;9 '03' CPT' .. 90011781 02 SIN .8975129502 01 .13-3'24818 -00 . 
__ -RER---6.5..6.1..6.!:t42...Jl4.. ___ \lI;,P ____ .,lC.9:5.00.9.9. __ Q~-.. - .. ..cP.L ... B.C3980.66_.02 ___ .c.P.S. __ ... 16B022..l9_1l2. __ .,D2. __ .... ll358!t67-01 .. ___ D3 .. _ .... 111.8.5_11l=1l3._. _____ ._ ..• ____ _ 
--·cAse .. ·-I----·----·--------··· 
C DAYS 16 tlRS. 54 "'IN. 36.000 sEt. -·-----OZ3"5"6"'6<65"0"6-"0'"42'"'Z"'0"ZO"'0"'0"'0.,,0"'00""00 J.D .. = 2438605 .. 92675926 JULY 29.1964 10 1432.000 
·------"'GEC:C·E·j.iTR:I"C--·-------- .. --.... ---- .... _._--_ .. _._---_._-._--_._ .. _--""-. __ .. _-_ ... _._-_._---_. ------ ... -. 
- '''EO'UAY-o"ffiAI- COORDINATES 
'-----·-x --;TS54-942S-(56---Y--·-.6·i2';Si."4S·-OS· --'---r"--;'7l14i:3":3'fi-'(f4'-' '--'DX--~"i 41,97194 ·01---"-- jjy"'-~-9'9?0'23-8'~r-0-O----DZ • 2879190"'5""'0"'0,----------
R .1676137906 eEC .26824884 Cl RA .21816481 02 Y .17964577 01 PTH .16221015 02 Al .6114526302 
R .1.6161379 Of> lAT .26824893 C1 LON .28H19021 03 VE .11968473 (j"z-p;:r .83524255 01 AlE .21099923 (53 
---·i~·-=·~·~~~~·~·~ ~~--g:- ~ ~ : ~~ ~~~~~-~ ~:---- ~~.::~ ~.~~:-~-~~~-- g~ .. -,- ~~~-:~-~i~l~&~~--~·~- .. -- .g~~ .-~.: ~~~r';~'i:' -g·}-·-~~l~~-~~~~~t~·~:Hg~~-------­
~-"--'-;'§'" : ~~ f~'~~';*-~~' ---'~'I' ... ~ §~}~i~~-} ~g}--.-{-~--: ~·~l1f~f~-~·i-··J!~·~ -: ~~1t~~~~-·g-}--·· -!l·R:··-:~·~~r-?i_H·~--P~t--:-~}r~~;<;~Ci~:--glC~~-------
GEe .21007429 Cl .aLT .16129563 06 LOS .27965097 C2 RAS .12869130 03 RAM .39934220 01 LOM .26326722 03 
OUT .3500000002 OT .4800000003 DR .1744758701 SHA .16192291 06 OES .. 18699395 02 OEM -.39298996 01 
____ ...Q~~_ • ..&Q.g_QQQQg...Q.<l... ~~l.. __ ~.~~.~.3.9..~!!? . q~ ._. __ M~~ ___ L(HJ~9.~~ 3-0 1 J.!;..I"._ ~_2.1.Q~.~3.~3:_:91_. __ . _____ . ________ ._. ________ . ________ _ 
_ .. _____ . __ . ____ . _____ . _______________________ GEO~_E_~~t~_~.9t:fLC; ________ . _____________ . __ _ 
EP~~~ O~2:~:~~~~T~: PA~~~GE .97494844 00 B 23~~:~;~~~;5~~262~~~OO?~2~i~9~!l~Q~p~Z~~!55~~L~6 28, ~~:4 ~h·~~~:3,.:~~!*;"il&~!'--------
__ .. __ •. _~t! __ ~~.~.~'!'!!iQ.~ _12~_~~ __ ~J .5.~..1_?_~ I~. Q ~ ___ ~J._,_~ . .7 p_~ .~_~.~IL.Q:L .. _.Tf..~ ._.'!_~0.~8Q-'l~L.9_!!._._ I.F ... ~.~ J._;3.~49J 9?=9_~ .. _.~P.~~ .. _~)U Ht?l.~_'!)L 
TA .16120973 03 InA .OCOOOCCO 00 EA .6848458602 MA .1651657202 C3J -.19367212 01 TFI .. 1691000002 
.. -.---.-------------------.---~."---------.. -.---.---·--ALL·-vECfORsREj~ERENc·fD·'f(j-E-ARTH·E·QUA-t·olrlili\NE----
It\~ :!~~:~:~! ~~ lA~ :~~~:i~ri~ g~ AP~ : ~~:~;;!~ gj ~~ -:;:::r~~: g~ ~~ ::~!~{-~tH-g ~~ :i:~~t·7~~~~~g'*~--------
wx .14129266 no WY -.46326051 00 WZ .87488624 00 PX -.766339604 00 PY -.61064791 00 PZ -.19958125 00 
---i::x--:-62b7055r·~:6;.~26(f6·4 .. ··6o---Qz.:._:_44Ti94·9'500-·-Rx--~-f56oB730-oo--ify_;i2-43"f6T6-6o_Ri-::_;97'f8iii2n-o-----------, 
----o:~-~·~fH~*~ ~~-J}--:--~t~-~~t~ .. ~~--.-.-~~_ . .dill-~.~?~CULQ--T-X-::!9-?.1!.~t~A.Q~M-.L't_'!llt(:O.?)2L_9Jt __ -1L-.Jl9.9.Q.Q.QruLO.cL-____ _ 
8TQ .51833214 05 BRg -.26144841 05 6 .58053777 05 THA .. 33323350 03 
_____ HEll O~NTR[C ~Q.VA!9.!!.I.~UP.9.!!llltl!Ill.. _______ _ 
_____ ~_._._9.09.~~_l'~._P_~ _____ Y •. ::...ill_"?.iZQ..Q? ___ .. _ _l...:~!t.It~.!l..1:lli.J)L-J)lL~.a'l.~§~_"_LOZ DY -LlLQ.M_ULll.~_~z..._al.l.;aim.J)L-________ . 
!t. .. 15192115 09 lAT - .. 18690701 02 LON .30875511 03 Y .3111869202 PTH -.21221398 00 Al .7581903102. 
----;~f~-':*'~a~i~~~~ 6: ~~ ::t#~~ g: ~~ ::::~~~~~! g.: g~~ :~~!~,~~ g~ gy¥ :t~~···~§___g*-:,~~·g~~,~~-gt_·------
··--~~?_·~~mm~Ht_-~·~mw.·~_!o~ ~~~ -:mm!~ ~~ lli----:1~~iM~ g~ m:mm·?H~--m~f~-mm,·~}-----
~p.L..J_u.Q~...!l..L....~ell~120~L_SIlL_.~'tll't..l..Jl.L....f1!__.ll.'t!lillf>_.QJ __ __EI!S~J9J,M.._\l.Z__l'SIl_...u0.I2787._.DO_ .• 
RPM .23233052 06 SPN .72709513 02 
g~~ :~gHg8i~-~~ GCT .2816992703 SIP .13121103 03 CPT .9200694302 SIN .91578325' 02 D1 .2244'2194 0;;"0--------
. ____ R~!2li.ljL~ __ )(~ .1796~_77 01 CPE • 9~§2.L.1lZ-c.P.$_~.l!JkJ.ll_2L_.I1L....1.~.2!V2.I_.99. __ IU.....jJ\"_~.H~~"_02._. ______ ._ 
. __ ._------------_._-----
________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
____________________ -Lr~,WW£.~ __ _J ______________________________ _ 
Oy oz KE .E 
X .1910495506 .• 16741708 08 .5954216307 -.19724187 II .19580438 11 .135242"58 11 .4107219306 -.41785439 05 -.70417674 Olt 
Y .t674170a 08 .14~J!_ruL.....e..~Jt!Uk1J.LQ.l...=.J.Dl.z...6~.Qa44 Il 118HO~.il!lO,Sll.JI~185U 05 -.62ailfl:i...~ 
Z .59542163 07 .52516733 07 .16756168' 07 -.6168443Z 10 .61289405 10 .42301119 10 .12847413 06 -.14450799 05 -.2200941t3 Olt 
OX -.19724187 11 -.11312694 11 -.61684422 19 .2941243614 -.202;91{j7 14 -.U987J11 14'" 42446246 09 42]86699 08 72664978 01 
LA(041.86839483. 05 -.33303468 06 -.13233844 05 -.76136559109 .1944554309 .2419050609 - .. 13958388 04 .18621t82505 .1121673403 
bOIOIt_ 32107281 07 ... 33059756 Q7 ... lJQQ648S~546 10 ... 3147536..L1.O ... 20Q67423 10 ... 67400436 05 1582462506 152188814 M. 
RII05-.9271'4377 04 -.63517887 04 -.28621494 04 .9719815707 -.9629347807 -.67651372 07 -.230031U) 03 -.11010822 03 .1856479401 
."....-LJl1.DS.- 23621786 08 - 2M8839l,.Jl8 _ 7,5550375 01 24?73.QM.!l - 24450118 11 - 16802032 11 - 512°310' 06 ZZ668J80 06 83518659 0'--
81 (OJ I ,PIO' ) BII03' ! Al0]J , , oc03' BII04) , Al04) , 01 041 
-----.JC - 9339)917 Q4 - 53585'128 04 - 26963463 07 1?9M5M 06 _ 91956612 01 _ 287494h!1 01 - 48853299 05 M8nU, 05 - "JOnAJ 01 
Y -.89366157 04 .40903715 04 .19656292 07 .11682776 06 -.88458727 07 -.23843494 07 - .. 44438734 05 -~33303468 06 -.33059756 07 
~0266983 04 3123470804 16112827 01 41575969 05 - 31473149 01 _ 95258858 06 - 1515158805 _ 1U338M......O.5.....:..llD..HL.Q1 ___ _ 
~ OX .95505702 07 - .. 83873558 06 -.43386368 09 -.13323175 09 .10063651 11 .29611781 10 .4543392408 -.76865591 09 .23593546 10 
g; :. ~~gg~~ g~ .l!::~;:! gr .i~oU:~~ g9 '!j~~:~!~ g: :. ~g!nf~g a ::f~!~1;g~ ~g :J~~!:~!~ g: J:7;~~~: g: :J~~n!~~ t@ 
KE - 22907701 03 12280107 01 60269060 03 2'\!)6)IJ5] 04 _ 22093303 06 _ 57581661 05 - 10093b35 04 _ 13958)88 04 _ 674IJ0436 0, 
RE .63557829 03 -.46346797-04 - .. 24069294-01 - .. 31247451 04 .25578481 06 -.70160617 05 .29321792 03 .18624825 05 .1582462506 
G 108911)~973265_a2 - 30424697 al -.71195455 02 55750958 04 _ 1517149404 1264403) 02 J721673403 .5.ll.ll8.MJl3 __ ---'-
KM .17783807 03 .20204035-04 .10491105-01 - .67953910 03 .54251752 05 -.24744729' 05 -.36557857 02 -,.23808496 04 -.7839432;l: 04 
8 I IOJ I 20204035-04 14160427 04 69263580 06 QQQOOOQIJ 00 OQOQOOQO 00 mioOQooo on Oonooono 00 00000000 00 00000000- 00 
LO(0l} .. 10491105-01 .69263580 06 .343,49497 09 .00000000 00 .00000000.00 .00000000 00 .. 00000000 00 .0000000000 .00000000 00 
81103_ 47953"Q 03 - IJOQaQQOo 00 - 00000000 00 14}26)28 05 _ 11055974 07 _ 58088714 05 - 69689682 0' _ 459381JO 03 _ 26902512 o~ 
LAI03).54251752 05 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .,..11055974 07 .87220782 08 .34037497 07 .. 1875704004 .12294051 06 .5048797406 
__ JJtL~illL05 .QOQaOQIJO 00 OOQOOOM QQ - 5808Q714 05 340:U497 07 6IJ587237 08 - 71253'3' P5 _ '6$8)645· 01 _ ,,111$54 08 
RII04-.36557857 02 .0000000000 .. 0000000000 -.6968968201 .1875704004 -.71253333 05 .. 3893510504 .2856343806 .4432079106 
I AfQ4_ 23608496 04 OQoooQOa 00 OOQQOQOO go - 45'Ul10 03 '2294051 06 _ 4658}b45 07 28563438 06 3?2Jl836 08 40580919 08 
LOI04-.7839432204 .0000000000 .0000000000 -.2690251204 .5048797406 - .. 15711554 08 .4432079106 .4058091908 .8921972008 
81105) 3550625) 01 00000000 nn 00000000 00 60562039 Ol - '4605003 03 _ 1803)964 05 - 10736919 M _ 10'94721 03 _ 2330.09504 
LOI0S) .. 5216288904 .. 0000000000 .. 0000000000 -.5690022904 .7598752706 -.1649281708 - .. 12616213 05 -.82803253 06 -.2891034207 
Rl(05} L01(5) 
X' -.92774377 04 -.23627786 08 
Y -.83511881 04 -.20988391 08 
Z -.28621494 04 -.75550375 01 
OX .97198157 07 .24273069 11 
DY -.9629347807 -.24450178 11 
Dl - .• 67651372 01 -.16802039 11 
KE -.23003110 03 -.51203701 06 
RE -.110l0822 03 .22668180 06 
G .7856419401 .8351865904 
KM .35506251 01- .52162889 04 
8H911.00000QOO 00 .00000000 00 
L01011.00000000 00 .00000090 00 
RIIQ'3),605620!!9 01 -.54900?29 0; 
LAI03-.1460500303 .7598752706 
LOI03-.180~1264 05 -.16492817 08 
81104-.1073621902 -.12676213 05 
LA(04-.70194721 03 -.82803253 96 
LOI04-.23304895 04 -.28910]42 07 
B1I05J.2907421604 .2380137005 
LOf051.23801370 05 .91078169 08 
__________ £CmnBmRBEI~AILWJON~~~:&RUTX~ ______________ ~J~IE~R~ATUJ~ON~.~"~MB~ELR ____ ~ ____________________________ __ 
ox DZ KE .E 
x -;10000000 01 -.99762865 00 - .. 99467120 00 .99875136 00 -.99901225 00 -.99920688 00 - .. 99871091 00 .92195924-01 .419'"27500 
Y _ 99762845 00 - 1900~8775l? 00 92121126 09 :: 92949948 QO - 9990!J027 po _.99935879 09 J0!52481lt 90 .42395934 09 
Z -.99467120 00 -.99877532 00 -.10000000 01 .99683710 00 -.99800976 00 -.99145835 00 -.99703014 00 .10116058 00 .. 41840901 00 
ox 99875136 00 92799796 00 9966'U10 00 -.100QOQQO 01 99941986 00 999b8656 00 99646316 09 - 9994+,,0=01 - 41R7Q66' 90 
DY -.99901225 00 -.99940048 00 -.99800976 00 .99941986 00 -.10000000· 01 -.99993512 00 -.99956177 00 .10323267 00 .42229067 00 
Ql _ 99920666 OQ _ 99900OZ7 00 _ 99745835 90 99~66656 00 - 99993512 00 - 10000000 OJ -.99942822 M 1IJ1l7l26 00 42204062 go 
KE -.99871091 00 -.99935879 00 -.99703074 00 .99846316 00 -.99956177 00 -.99942822 00 -.10000000 01 .11109888 00 .4272509700 
BE 92195924-01 10594816 ao 10176056 QQ - 90044250-0) 10323267 00 10))7726 00 11)09888 no _ 10000000 01 - "J62611tQ8 09 
G .41944275 00 .42395934 00 .41840901 00 -.41870664 00 .42229067 00 .42204062 00 .42725097 00 -.16261808 00 -.10000000 01 
KH 16022M6 00 17454317 90 16572373 no - '5850301t 00 )7103260 00 '6956630 00 1B?5719' 00 - +5963'56 00 - 2aMon 00 
Rl(Oll.31903149-01 -.27724722-01 -.59350951-01 .48306773-02 -.68859813-02 -.14171167-02 -.33964821t-03 .11631662-07 .. 39955953-04 
bOlm I 33284533-0' - 77623609-01 - 63460379-01 5IA'0022-02 - 70648379-02 - 17453511-02 - 34562033-03 '2524573-07 427"'6' ... 04 
BI(03-.24781029 00 -.25422824 00 -.25363309 00 .24635647 00 -.25277166 00 -.25129203 00 -.25894270 00 .2517731t600 .15486450 00 
, A'031 23997Jltf! 00 24670210 00 24607440 00 - 23646784 00 24521701 00 243697)3 00 25142911 00 - 26413413 00 - 1$54,,81 00 
LO(03'.8450lf'\28-01 .79785041-01 .89359913-01 -.84196614-01 .81656887-01 .8Cl872092-01 .78624614-01 .86928580-01 .50745998-01 
BIIo4) 17912115 no )6549397 no '7130136 po - 1611MB 00 J7254850 on '69492'000 i71U+.56 ng - +5318575-01 - 52156'u_Ol 
LAI04-.35005514-02 .15283536-01 .17025748-02 .29974013-01 -.76407105-02 -.14105634-01 .. 26139209-02 -.31647849-01 -.78978166-02 
10(04) 77761650-0) 9116)477-0) 85063684-01 - 5528)965-0' 74312535-0) 686062'9-01 75R39802_01 _ 16157016 00 _ JU8503a...Il1-
RII051.39364164-01 .40342949-01 .38758436-01 - .39895572-01 .39825780-01 .40517027-01 .45341665-01 .19693618-01 -.37934817-01 
10105' 56642560 no 51281470 no 57803938 00 _ 56<90902 on 57134220 00 56855'+9 00 57024189 00 _ 22907056 00 _ 2278+Su 00 
KI!! 8 I10 ) ) '0(01 I RJi031 IAlOU , 01 03 ' B"04J , If 0+1 '0'04
' 
16Q22606 00 3'903149-0) 33264533-01 - 24")61029 00 23997)48 00 845°1828":0' 179121)5 00 - 35005514-02 77161"5""0' 
.1745431~ 00 -.27724722-01 -.27623809-01 -.25422824 00 .2467021000 .79785041-01 ,1854939700 .15283536-01 .91161477-01 
7 1457237) 00 _ 5935095'_0' _ 63480379-01 _ 251'63309 no 24607440 00 89359913=°' '7730136 no '70257+8_°2 85a8368 .... 41--
OX -.15850~04 00 .48306173-02 .51810022-02 .2463564700 -.2384878400 -.84196614-01 -.16114873 00 .29974013-01 -.55281965-01 
ny 17)03260 QO - 68659613-°2 - 70648379=02 - 25)77166 DO 24521701 00 81656RBl-01 17254850 00·_ 76401105=0' 701253'>=01 
DI .1695663000 -.14171167-02 -.17453571-02 -.25129203 00 .2436971300 .80872092-01 .1694921000 -.14105634-01 .68608219=01 
KE 18257)95 on _ 33964824-03 _ 34562033-03 _ 25"'94270 no 25142911 on J86246,4=OJ 17191456 no 26139200-02 758398°2=°1 
RE -.4596385600 .11631662-01 .12524573-07 .2517734600 -.26413413 00 .86928580-01 -.45318575-01 -.31647849-01 -.16157016 00 
G 21264083 on 39955953._°4 42739564-04 151,,86450 on _ 15541981 00 5°745998-01 _ 52756447-01 - 78Q781U .. 02 - 1438503&=01 
ttl'! -.10000000 01 -.39426483-07 -.42447162-07 .42573335 00 -.4356035.5 00 .23838546 00 .43933352-01 .31456604-01 .62236020-01 
UfO)_ 39426483-07 - 10000000 0) _ 9H8)984 00 - 00000000 00 _ OOOPooOQ 00 _ 00000000 on -.OOQooaoQ 00 - 00000000 00 - 00000000 00 
l(H01-.42447162-07 -.97281984 00 -~10000000 01 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 
R"m' 42573335 00 OOOOaooo po OQQQOooo 00 - 1onOOOOO 0) 98905290 00 62350044=01 9331°398-03 616240)5-03 23795672-02 
LAI03-.43560355 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 .98905990 00 - .. 10000000 01 -.46822764-01 -.32186985-02 -.23194087-02 -.57233132-02 
10(03' 23638546 t1Q - qcoacooo QO _ QQaQQQQQ ao 6Z"SOQ44-QI - 468?Z76!t-OJ - JQQOQQop QJ ,.1467Q.354 po 10,.4722 DQ Z1369AB!! 00 
811041.4]933352-01 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 .93]10398-03 -.32186985-02 .1467035400 -.10000000 01 -.80654521 00 -.7!H97440 00 
141041 31456604-0) _ QOOOOOOQ 00 _ ooonoooO 00 6U24015_Q3 _ z:u94IJ81-0? )9544H2 OQ - 80654521 00 - 'OOOOD90 01 _,1$691878 00 
LOI041.62236020-01 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 .23"795672-02 -.57233132-02 .2136968500 -.75197440 00 -.75697818 00 -.1000000001 
B J 105- 49378563-02 - 00000000 00 _ OQOooooo 00-=...93.ll3.87) 9-03 29°02647-03 42963379-01 .319,,825-°2 22937]21-02 45751545=02 
LOI05-.40986622-01 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 .49812971-02 -.852$6042-02 .22202257 00 .21286701-01 .15287360-01 .32(171232-01 
RI(05) LOI051 
X .39]64164-01 .566.42560 00 
Y .46342949-o1---:5'72iiT41000 
Z ,:38758436-01 .5780:3938 00 
OX -.39895572-01 -.56290902 00 
OY .39825780-01 .57134220 00 
OZ .40517027-01 .56855149 00 
KE .45341665-01.57024189 00 
RE .19693618-01 -.22907056 00 
G -.37934817-01 -.22784547 00 
KM -.49378563-02 -.40986622-01 
RI!Ol-.OQQOOOOO 00 -.OCOOOOOO 00 
lOI01-.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 
RI 103-.93838719-03 .49812971-02 





------R!.1ID!-.lIJOOOOQO 01 -.46253094-01 
LOI05-.46253094-01 -.10000000 01 
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RAJ PRE Mle WITH POST DA:tA..ALAe1U"O ... RIL....LJ-L7..JN"O"y'-_______________ _ 
ITERATION NUMBER EPOCH 64/07128 111956.000 CLOCK 143120 SOS .10191 02 QSOS .10435 02 
DQ STDEVDQ OLD Q NEW Q NOMINAL Q DQ rNoM' 
.;F88H96-Q3 ,68321281-01 -,48BAI?? 04 -,48336123 Q4 
-
48,"36292 Q4 ,7p735352-Q? 
-.95926800-03 .101113465 00 -.4ZQ6246Cj1 04 - .. 42062419 04 - .42062.2.18 04- -.20080566-01 
Z - 16!t91832-0Z .1501] asz aD - HH3~a2 Q!t - 1!t!tJ':3928 Q!t - J4~27 Q!t -.~O2 
DX .. 18244558-05 .16~18855-04 .. 70601055 01 .10601073 01 .10601156 01 -.82254410-05 
D~ .~83!t!t!i5:9.=.O.6 • 322862 ~g-0:3 -.61l1l21!tO 01 -.68IlZU:i Q1 - 68113167 QJ .1°317564=°3 
Dl .~1351139-05 .46305674-03 -.47797493 01 -.41797462 01 -.47195961 01 -.15002489-03 
KE -.53796466-Q3 .15:H 856 1 01 3 9 860146 06 ",39860J46 Q6 ,;)2860128 06 • 1196875Q 00 
RE • 15257336-03 .36299631-01 .63783098 O • .63783100 O. • 63783173 O • -.132.0\2188-02 
_____ G. ___ ----J.1J.<lili.::04 1,22~Z6U 02 1~8~Q216::! QQ 13829~ 00 138911128 00 -162273521-02 
KH .12812056-02 .16693766 00 .49026944 04 .49026957 O. .49026712 O. .24475091-01 
----ll4 ) 
RI .1155"'015-02 .319&2442 00 .63156511 04 .63156523 04 .63751069 04 -.5 •• 2 •••• -01 
I Q 1422Q797-Q4 14778946-02 277°5561 02 2770 557 6 02 277Q5399 02 17666817-°3 
ST. 3 
RI 77833119-04 58137191-01 .6311 9.890 04 .6311 9691 04 .63119898 Q4 
-
61138672-°3 
LA .22804043-06 .73819031-03 .35118841 02 .35118841 02 .35118806 02 .34809113-0.0\ 
10 19373.5..5.1..:.0.5 62449276-03 24319465 03 ,.3
' 
94 65 03 243'9449 03 164"3 '98-"3 
STA 4 
RI 14137774-03 57e°n82-0J MH?58 46 04 63725 B5O 04 63125939 04 - 88500911-02 
LA .96984683-06 .77342942-03 -.31211879 02 -.31211878 02 -.31211947 02 .686645S1-0~ 




15898727_04 25.1,92887-01 63 7 54 8?7 04 63754876 04 63 7 54893 04 
-
66526320-02 
LO .23796551-05 .61779560-03 .27685598 02 .27685600 02 .27685391 02 .20909309-03 
--~~----------- .. -----
ox oy 02 Ke RE 
x .46617983-02 -.63089756-02 .30632731-03 .20867369-05 .10951668-04 -.13311846-04 .56456436-01 -.13415631-02 .51017855-03 
Y -.63089756-02 .11823224-01 .49885839-02 -.31043212-05 -.23570972-04 .24966729-04 -.11117983 00 .88521590-03 -.120.0\8698-02 
Z .30632731-03 .49885839-02 .22535660-01 -.24350192-06 -.28655974-04 .23600843-04 .34649135-01 -.22596328-02 -.16942589-02 
ox .20867369-05 -.31043212-05 -.24350192-06 .58093139-08 -.65861015-08 .19014308-07 .21114945-06 .19235398-06 .24799734-05 
Oy .10951668-04 -.23570912-04 -.28655974-04 -.65861075-08 .10.24020-06 -.13903219-06 .16663.06-03 -.41968200-05 .29590266-06 
01 -.13317846-04 .24966729-04 .23600843-04 .19014308-01 -.13903219-06 .21442155-06 -.26889595-03 .93396261-05 .45702814-05 
KE .56456436-01 -.11117983 00 .34649735-01 .21114945-06 .16663406-03 -.26889595-03 .2346583301 -.11756211-01 .65221256-02 
RE -.13415631-02 .88521590-03 -.225963·28-02 .19235398-06 -.41968200-05 .93396261-05 -.11156211-01 .13176632-02 .97060890-04 
G .51017855-03 -.12048698-02 -.16942589-02 .24-199734-05 .29590266-06 .45702814-05 .65221256-02 .9706089O-0~ .09775812-01 
KM .41851987-02 -.51825403-02 .11870358-02 .46625326-05 .10621712-04 -.88637199-05 .13448153-01 -.21379249-02 .44422620-02 
RI(01-.1l450525-02 .82417164-02 .38668580-01 .79711918-05 -.78118619-04 .97390784-04 .56008875-01 .40580531-0~ -.5,3195161-03 
LO(OI) .61324203-04 -.12192243-03 -.16811770-03 .32258980-07 .36663916-06 -.35542113-06 .59361497-03 .39275721-06 .21207963-04 
RI (03-.34721164-03 .38531289-03 -.41982807-03 .40261963-06 -.15548962-05 .33183475-05 -.96134286-02 .24052494-03 .321251~3-04 
LA(03).23237719-05 ·-.38391946-05 .12564581-05 .20218015-08 .84421534-08 -.87654296-08 .15511219-04 -.15i29666-05 -.28041100-07 
LO(03) .27391556-04 -.25684303-04 .36894)02-04 - .13127272-08 .87149335-01 - .. 1688Q911-06 .31833395-03 -.203142'96-04 .30281011-05 
RI(04) .88761101-03 -.12363223-02 -.12365639-03 .. 23088198-05 -.33307029-05 .93983746-05 -.20066952-01 .29635388-03 196861058-94 
LAt04-.23030658-04 .44181606-04 .20075231-04 -.20247408-07 -.54393047-01 .20286715-01 -.18954978-04 .26220665-05 .18060700-05 
LO(04) .25574654-04 -.20543318-04 .32528309-04 -.5799-7016-08 .8"5459674-01 -.16118337-06 .15858899-03 -.20564735-04 .44901486-~ 
RI (05-.35570747-03 .42651425-03 .96532851-03 .54339592-06 -.43325225-05 .64318345-05 .55667437-02 .36458491-03 .81797685-0~ 
LO(05).26214145-04 -.24788966-04 .32421404-04 -.55470767-08 .89209792-07 -.16453923-06 .24824384-03 -.19920318-0~ .45779927-05 
KH RHOl ) LO(Ol) RH03} LAI03) LO(03) R](04) LAI041 LOI04) 
X .41851987-02 -.11450525-02 .61324203-04 -.34721164-03 .23237719-05 .27391556-04 .88761101-03 -.23030658-04 .25514654-04 
'I -.518254U3-02 .82411164-02 .12192243-03 .38531289-03 -.383919"46-05 -.25684303-04 -.12363223-02 .44181606-04 -.20543318-04 
l .11870358-02.38668580-01 -.16811770-03 -.41982807-03 .1256'581~05 .36894302~04 -.72365639-03 .20075231-04 .32528309-04 
KE .13448153-01.56008875-01 .59361497-03 - ."96134286-02 .15511219-04 .31833395-03 - .. 20066952-01 -.78954978-04 .15858899-03 
RE -.21379249-02 .40580537-04 .39275721-06 .24052494=03 -.15129666-05 -.20314296-04 .29635388-03 .26220665-05 -.2056~73S-04 
G .44422620-02 -.53195161-03 .21207963-04 .32125143-04 -.28041100-07 130281011-05 .96861958-04 .18060700-05 144901486=0' 
KM .27868181-01 -.29954928-03 .41840111-04 .72925800-04 .46100390-05 .49514367-04 -.37939258-03 -.2941755'-05 .55282620-04 
RIC01-.29954928-03 .1021591700 -.32849931-03 .33020425-03 .87855413-"06 .1'5826580-05 • ..22121702-02 146823161-95 -.21115239-01j 
LOIOl) .47840111-04 -.32849931-03 .21841126-05 - .14115985-05 .23197022-07 .76188639-07 .17466902-04 -.47560248-06 .77427723-07 
RIC03} .. 72925800-04 .33020425-03 -.14115985-05 .33799330-02 .41481401-04 -138026161-05 .11756580-0, .49209819-06 -,;"916917-05 
LA(03) .46100390-05 .87855413-06 .23197022-07 .41481401-04 .54581121-06 .33394948-07 -.62986669-06 -.73461368-08 .3030655,...07 
LO(03).49514367-04 .15896580-05 .761886,9-07 -,38026167-05 .",24248-Q7 38992127-06 - 58775,45-Q5 - 47319934=07 .37188360=06 
RI(04- .. 37939258-03 .29121702-02 ,;17466902-04 .11756580-03 -.629.86669-06 -.58725345-05 .33416819-02 -.34445191-04 -.78030309-05 
LAIQ4-,22477555-05 .46823161-95 -147560248-96 ,42202B12-Q6 -Jl1346Z,68-Q8 -,47]129::14-01 -,3441t:i127-04 ,52819301-06 -,46649328_01 
LO(04) .55282620-04 -.91115239-05 .71427723-07 - .36~16917-05 .30306559-07 .31188360-06 -.18030309-05 -.46649328-07 .41265651-06 
RI (05-.54633714-03 .38130845-02 -.11245593-04 163230936-Q4-=.t.!t11J1~23-06 -157418552-05 .11~2:4231-03 .18911019=Q5 -.61423294=05 
LO(05) .53243634-04 -.48447363-05 .93368597-07 -.42476017-05 .28521603-01 .36938152-06 -.50297353-05 -.51642048-07 .37078005-06 
R1105) LO(OS) 
x - 3557Q741-03 .26214145-04 
Y .42651425-03 -.24788966-04 
D~ :~~~i~;~i:g~ _:;~~'~~-f~;;;~~;:==:*g:~------------------------------------------
DY -,4332:5225-05 ,822Q9792:-01 
OZ .64318345-05 -.16453923-06 
teE .55661437-02. '1,824384-03 
RE .36458491-03 -.19920318-04 
K~ -!g!r~~~~l:g3·~:~5~;~zI~~~:~§!~:~g~=~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------




HI (04) .11324937-03 -.50297353-05 
I Alp41 189]]9]2-95 - 5'64'048-07 
LO(04-.67423294-05 .37078005-06 
R1 (Q5',64988731-03 -,624l8412-Q~ 
LO(.05-.62438415-05 .38167141-06 
----------______________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
ox DY DZ KE RE 
)( .99999999 00 -.81t9Z4863 00 .29661201-01 .4001275-800 .4967575300 -.4228593300 .5394353800 -.54094461 00 .24951'16-01 
Y -.8492486300 .10000000 01 .3056146600 -.37451283 00 -.67141638 00 .4958604100 -.66748279 00 .2242140600 -.36982119-01 
Z .29867201-01 .30561466 00 .10QOOOOO 01 -.21281626-01 -.59123811 00 .33951437 00 .15067694 00 -.41466799 00 -.37667340-01 
DX .40012758 00 -.37451263 00 -.21281626-01 .99999999 00 -.26763861 00 .53874518 00 .1808462'7-02 .28638786 00 .10859317 00 
DY .4961515300 -.61141638 00 -.59123811 00 -.26763861 00 .1000000001 -.92995845 00 .33692108 00 -.35809686 00 .30588035-02 
DZ -.42285933 00 .49586047 00 .33951437 00 .53814576 00 -.92995845 00 .10000000 01 -.37908104 00 .55563944 00 .32940<\15-01 
KE .53943536 00 -.6674{1279 00 .15067694 00 .18084627-02 .33692108 00 -.37908104 00 .10000000 01 -.21142055 00 .14209916-01 
RE -.5409446700 .. 2242740600 -.41466799 00 .2863878600 -.3S8091186 00 .5556394400 -.21142055 00 .1000000001 .89240519-02 
G .24951516-01 -.369S2"""'f'79-'01 - .. 37667340-01 .1085937700 .30588035-02 .32940415-01 .14209916-01 .89240579-02 .1000000001 
~~C01-:;~!~::it-g~ -:~;~~~~;g ~g ::6;~~;~:-g~ :;ij~6g;f ~g -:~~~gri~:: ~~ -:g~:&~:U gg :~f~g:~::-gA -:~l~;~::t-g~ -::::!It:3:g~ 
__ J...Q!Q.1J.60734012 00 -.7~604074 0L~1..:;HI9~~Ml!H35 00 .1683842800 -.51935648 00 .2622064600 .732113"1-02 .47193415-01 
RI(03-.87414642-01 .60952501-01 -.48104120-01 .90861201-01 -.82838026-01 .12326325 00 -.10794593 00 .11397349 00 .18442142-02 
LA (03) .46031915-01 -.41191531-01 .11329002-01 .35904994-01 .35392757-01 -.25622279-01 .13705813-01 -.56,,16469-01 -.12667865-0, 
LO(03),64199737 00 -.31824434 00 .39354113 00 -.15363418 00 .4322341200 -.58376191 00 .3327649400 -.8961323300 .16183159-01 
R1I04).22474192 00 -.196689:;0 00 -.aU90U9-01 .5240166000 -,17845787 00 ,)511Q416 00 -,2266109) 00 ,1412296400 ,55922551-02 
LA (04-.43584253 00 .52535499 00 .17290387 00 - .34346803 00 -.21182368 00 .56644378-01 -.66640897-01 .93394391-01 .77935299-02 
__ I... QJ.Q~~..?Ll.2.ll..Q.=.29410898 00 .3373..li1L00 -.11845376 00 .41204938 00 -.54186570 00 ,16116127 00 -,8819146) 00 .21')28493-01 
RI(05-.2042292400 .1538673800 .2522440700 .2796629400 -.52638583 00 .5448558500 .1425490100 .3939829700 .10708837-01 
LO(05).62106183 00 -.36901637 00 ~34958425 00 -.1118031500 .4472497400 -.57516232 00 .2623105000 -.88827868 00 .24731508-01 
KM RI(OU LotO!) RI (03) LA(03' LOID3) RJ(04) LAl04) LOl041 
X .36694901 00 -.52435981-01 .60734072 00 -.87414642-01 .46037915-01 .64199737 00 .22474192 00 -.43584253 DO .58271927 00 
Y -.2855094000 .23714210 00 -.19604074 00 .60952501-01 -.47191531-0'} -.37824434 00 -.19668950 00 .5253549900 -.2941089800 
Z .47366836-01 .80590364 00 -.15716549 00 -,48104120-01 .11329002-01 .39354713 00 -,8332°139-01 .11290381 00 .337]1216 00 
OJ .3664419200 .32720511 00 .2863813500 .90861201-01 .35904994-01 -.15363478 00 .5240166000 -.34346803 00 -.1184.531600 
DY .1970109400 -.75100194 00 .76838428 00 -.82838026-01 .35392757-01 .43223412 90 -,17845787 DO -,21182368 00 .412049)800 
DZ -.11466411 00 .65802698 00 -.51935648 00 .12326325 00 -.25622279-01 -.58376197 00 .35110416 00 .56644378-01 -.5.4186570 00 
KE .52588446-01 .11439286 00 .26220646 00 -.10194593 00 .13705813-01 .33216494 00 -.22661093 00 -,66640821-01 • Ull6121 00 
RE -.3528059600 .34976441-02 .73211361-02 .11397349 DO -.56416469-01 -.89613233 DO .1412296400 .93394391-01 -.88191463 00 
----,K~~~- :i60~~ri~~-g~ ::~gr402~~:g~ :i~~:~;U-g~ :~~t4E~:~:g~ -J~;;9~t::g~ :l;l;~B;-g~ -:~~~~!:~::gr -.~~:~~§;::gr J~:~~;:rg~ 
RIC01- .. 56140201-02 .10000000 01 -.69542631 00 '11770050-01 .37205511-02 ,79649932-02 ,15761)80 00 .18940816::01 -.44316874=01 
LOtOl).19390741 00 -.69542631 00 .10000000 01 -.16429096-01 .21245527-01 .82550428-01 .2044512900 -.41608298 00 .81556513-01 
RI(03).75140285-02 .11770050-01 -.16429096-01 .100QQQQO 01 ,96571984 QO -,10493169 00 ,34981272=01 .10944024=01 -.28650018=01 
LA(03).37319118-01 .37205517-02 .21245527-01 .9657798400 .9999999900 .12382256-01 -.14748398-01 -.12851382-01 .63858843-01 
-.,...---..L...Q1Jlll.dJ.li.21.l.LOQ .79640932-02 ,825504ll-Ql - 10493169 00 12382256-01 1000nOOQ 01 - 16267305 00 -.97970657-01 .92101181' 00 
Rl{04-.39314428-01 .15161380 00 .2044512900 .34981979-01 -.14748398-01 -.16267305 00 .9999999900 -.77041623 00 -.2101292000 
I AC04-.22839554-01 .18949876-01 -.41608298 PO 19944Q24-01 -.12857382-91 -.9797%57-01 ...; 7704)6.13 PO .99999999 00 -,93892378-0) 
LOIP4).5l551340 00 -.44376874-01 .81556513-01 -.98850078-01 .63858843-01 .92701181 00 -.21012920 00 -.93892318-01 .1000000001 
RI (05-.12837705 00 .46796939 00 -.29848317 90 ,42663505-01 -.25054021-01 -.361043)7 00 .16848293-01 .959\2500=01 -.4111149Q 00 
Lo(05).5162601Q 00 -.24534961-01 .10226159 00 -.11826192 00 .62489620-01 .9574209700 -.14083132 00 -.10801816 00 .9342803100 
RIIOS) lOIOS} 
~ -:f~~~~;~: gg ~~t,~!~j~~g~g-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
O~ :~~~~:~g4 go =:t=:fi~~--lg~~'--------------------------------------------
oy - 526385.83 00 ,447249]4 00 
oz .54485585 00 -.57516232 00 
Kf .14254991 09 .26231059 00 
RE .39398291 00 -.68827868 00 
G .'0108837-0J .24731508-01 
teo" -.12837705 00 .51626010 00 
BIIOll 46796939 0Q - 24534961-01 
LOCOl-.29848317 00 .10226152 00 
---t!{~~~1}~!~~~:~g~i~-~:~!~~~:~~~~!~~O~2.-~g~~L-_________________________________________________________________________________ __ 
~~:~~,:t~~~;~~~~:~~~~~~~~gg~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IAIQ41 95912500-01 - 1Q607816 no 
LOI04-.41171490 00 .93428031 00 
-Aill5) 99999999 00 - 39644964 00 
LOI05-.39644964 00 .10000000 01 
._----_._--_._-----_._--_._----_._----
_______ .s.r.AlllllL..IDLI!B.EB._ .. ~9. ___ __M.J.rilJJ_Q. ___ ___I..1.EM.UJlII......MJ.Hf~~ __ _'P"'A~L . .I'll!l!M!L.l!1.aS .. l ___ -"P"'AG"'E'--. ..... _______ _ 
FREQUENCY 7253.4 
Tl~E Te Q ee3 
172238 59 .87039559 05 .127 01 .0400 
172243 59 90912920 05 .HO 01 -.3213 
112248 59 .948172(l6,05 .951 00 .1934 
112253 59 .98890349 05 .1334 00 -.7500-
112258 59 .10290761 06 .734 00 .1865 
'12)03 59 ,10688314 06 652 00 -.1381 
_._--_._._-------------------------
DATA STATlSTICS STATION I ITERATION 
PASS DATA Type BEGINNING END NUMBER OF STO DEY RMS FIRST MOMENT SECOND MOMENT 
TIH.f Tl.tI.f.-P.Jl.I.!U.$. 
011261 ee3 7128_172236 7128-1723°3 198 go 198 no _ 801-02 392-OJ 
125 
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694-________________________ _ 
_____ ._ .. ~LI~NJd!'M.L_lL ___ ~!!1!)JI29'_ ___ I!JT"E"_RA"_TIQN NUM8ER PAS~ NUM8ER 071291 
FREQUENCY 6300.C 
Tlfo1E TC Q CC3 
071132 60 12 .10983475 06 .113 CO .0146 
071232 60 12 .10982933 06 .111 ac -.0020 
071332 60 12 .10982397 C6 .108 00 .0121 
011432 60 12 .10981866 06 .. 106 00 .0098 
011532 60 12 .10981339 06 .104 OC .0215 
071632 60 12 .10980818 06 .103 oc -.0029 
071132 60 12 .109803C3 06 .1Cl CC .0059 
011832 60 12 .10919192 06 .996-01 .0107 
011 932 60 12 .10919287 06 .984-01 -.0010 
072032 60 12 .10918786 06 .972-01 .0010 
012132 60 12 .10918291 06 .962-01 .0020 
012232 60 12 .109778C2 06 .. 952-01 .0166 
012332 60 12 .10911311 06 .945-01 -.0029 
072432 60 12 .10916837 06 .935-01 .0088 
012532 60 12 .10976363 06 .930-01 .0020 
072632 60 12 .. 1097581il4 06 .923-01 -.0068 
072132 60 12 .10915430 06 .918-01 .0166 
072832 60 12 .10974971 06 .913 ... 01 .0039 
072932 60 12 .10974517 06 .908-01 -.0098 
073032 60 12 .10974069 06 .903 ... 01 .0078 
073132 60 12 .1097362'6 06 • 8qS-0 1 .0088 
073232 60 12 .10973188 06 .896-C1 -.0101 
073332 60 12 .IG972755 06 .891""01 .0195 
013432 60 12 .10972327 06 .889-01 - .. 0029 
013532 60 12 .1097l9C4 66 .886-01 -.0098 
073632 60 12 .10911467 06 .884-01 .0156 
013132 60 12 .10911014 06 .681-01 .0059 
013632 60 12 .10970667 06 .879-01 -.0068 
013932 60 12 .10910265 06 .816-01 -.0020 
074032 60 12 .10969668 06 .874-01 .0000 
014132 60 12 .10969416 06 .874-01 .0020 
014232 60 12 .10969090 06 .612-01 .0020 
074332 60 12 .109681C8 06 .669-01 .0000 
014432 60 12 .10968332 06 .669-Ql -,pg2Q 
074532 60 12 .10961961 06 .667-01 -.0059 
014632 60 12 .10967594 C6 .867-01 ,0049 
014732 60 12 .10967233 06 .8tA-<H -.CClO 
074832 60 12 .10966671 C6 .864-01 .0086 
074932 60 12 .10966526 06 .864-01 ,.0010 
015032 60 12 .10966181 06 .862-01 -.0088 
075132 60 12 .10965840 06 .862-01 -.0020 
075232 60 12 .10965504 06 .862':"01 -.0127 
015332 60 12 .1096517406 .659-01 .0088 
.---215432 60 12 .10964849 C6 .859-01 -.0039 
075532 60 12 .10964528 06 .659-01 .0000 
075632 60 12 .10964213 06 .859-01 ·9029 
075732 60 12 .10963903 06 .857-01 .0039 
Q15832 60 12 ,10963598 06 ,851-01 -:gA~~ 075932 60 12 .10963298 06 .857-01 
080032 60 12 .10963003 06 .851-01 -.0098 
060132 60 12 .10962712 06 .651-01 .0068 




080332 60 12 .10962148 O • • 85.4-01 .0049 
060432 60 12 .10961813 06 ,654-01 .0039 
___ 0_605~0 12 ,10961693 06 .854-01 ,0039 
060632 60 12 .10961338 06 .854-01' -.0146 
060132 60 12 .10961078 06 ,854-01 .0010 
--0'iiii'S32- 60 12 ,10960823 06 .654-01 -.0010 
080932 60 12 ,10960573 06 ,854-01 -.0020 
081032 60 12 .10960329 06 .652-01 -.0029 
081132 60 12 .10960089 06 .852-01 .0121 
STATION NUtl.BER 12 64/07/29 ITERATION NUMBER PASS NUMBER 011292 
FREQUENCY 8300.0 
lIfo1E TC CC3 
081232 60 i2 .10959854 06 .852-01 -.0049 
081332 60 12 .10959.624 06 .652-01 -.0234 
061432 60 12 .10959399 06 .652-01 .0111 
081532 60 12 ,10959179 06 .652-01 -.0049 
.081632 60 12 .10958964 06 .852-01 -.0049 
081732 60 12 .10958154' 06 .652-01 .0131 
081832 60 12 .10958548 06 .852-01 -.0186 
081932 60 12 ,10958348 06 ,652-01 .0010 
082032 60 12 ,10958153 06 .852-01 .0049 
082132 60 12 .10957962 06 .852-01 -.0078 
082232 60 12 .10951111 06 .852-01 -.0020 
082332 60 12 ,10957596 96 ,852-01 -,0127 
082432 60 12 .10957420 06 .850-01 .0107 
082532 60 12 .10951250 06, .659-01 -.0137 
062632 60 12 .10957064 06 .650-01 -.0039 
082732 60 12 .10956922 06 .850-01 -.0096 
082832 60 12 ,10956166 06 .650-01 .0029 
, 982932 60 12 ,10956615 06 .850-01 -.0166 
·083032 60 12 .10956468 06 .850-01 .0156 
083132 60 12 .10956321 06 .850-01 -.0166 
063232 60 12 ,10956190 06 .850-01 .. 0020 
063332 60 12 .10956056 06 .850-01 -.0107 
083432 60 12 .10955930 06 .850-01 -.0039 
126 
________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO~ 32-694 
STAlTON NIIMBER 12 64 / 0 1/29 ITfUTT ON NIIHBO PASS N""BER 01 '293 
FREQUENCY 830Q,0 
TIME Ie cq 
084132 60 12 .1095,5114 06 .116 00 -.0039 
08423' 6Q 12 10955 06 5 06 116 09 - 0,,7 
084332 60 12 .H1955aOO 06 .116 00 -.0029 
--D844]? 60 ". 1 0954920 06 116 QO· 0264 084532 60 12 .10954846 06 .116 00 .0088 
°M6]' 60 12 .10954175 06 .116 00 - 0049 
084132 60 12 .10954110 06 .116 00 -.0010 
0848 3 2 60 12 .109'4649 06 .116 Qo .0078 
084932 60 12 .109,54593 06 .U6 00 .0020 
08503 2 60 12 10954542 06 .116 00 POOO 
085132 60 12 .10954495 C6 .116 00 -.0156 
OAsH' 60 12 ] 09544 53 06 116 00 - 009 8 
085332 60 12 .10954415 06 .116 00 -.0020 
08543' 60 "J? ) 0954382 °6 lJ6 00 076 3" 
085532 60 12 .10954354 06 .116 00 -.0225 
08563' 6° 12 ] 0954 33° 06 116 0 0 - 0020 
085732 60 12 .10954311 06 .llb 00 -.0111 
08 58 3' 60 12 1C 9 54296 06 ])6 00 0'66 
085932 60 12 .10954287 C6 .116 00 - .. 0176 
0 90032 60 12 10954261 06 1]6 00 0029 
090132 60 12 .10954280 06 .116 00 -.0049 
090 232 60 12 10954264 06 116 00 0068 
090332 60 12 .10954292 06 .116 00 -.0088 
090432 6° ]2 109 54 305 06 lJ6 99 - 0929 
090532 60 12 .10954323 00 .116 00 .0059 
09063' 60 12 10954 3lo4 06 ,116 00 - "Q117 
090132 60 12 .10954311 DO .116,00 .0088 
Q9Q83? 60 12 109544C1 06 .11 6 00 g020 
090932 60 12 .10954431 06 .116 CO -.0166 
091232 60 12 10954569 06 ,111 OQ - 0244 
091332 60 12 .10954622 06 .117 00 .0121 
091432 60 12 .lQ954619 06 117 00 -.0101 
091532 60 12 .10954141 06 .117 00 -.0117 
0916n 60 12 .10954801 06 .117 00 -,0234 
091132 60 r2 ,10954878 06 .117 co .0215 
091832 60 12 .109549 53 06 In 09 9059 
091932 60 12 .10955032 06 .117 00 -.0195 
022032 60 ]2 ]0255] ]5 06 .111 CO - 0052-
09213~ 60 12 .109.55203 06 .111 00 -.0010 
092232 60 12 lC955296 Q6 .1p 00 - 0234 
092332 60 12 .lC955392 06 .117 OC .0107 
092432 60 12 ] 09 55 49 3 06 .111 00 0029 
092532 60 12 .10955598 06 .117 00 -.0146 
:022632 :6Q 12 10:255:1C1 C6 JP cc ,0254 
092732 60 12 .10955821 06 .117 OC -.0264 


































60 12 .10956061 06 .117 CO .0254 
60 12 10956452 06 ']7 oc' - 0 215 
60 12 .10956591 06 .117 00 '.0068 
60 12 J =61.2lwllL. • .ln OL ____ .--.!I.lOL _____________ 
-------_. __ ... _----
60 12 .10956881 06 .111 00 
6° 1 ? 10957032 06 ]]7 Oc 
60 12 .10957187 06 .117 00 
60 12 ,10951347 06 .117 00 
60 12 .10957510 06 .111 dO 
60 12 ,10957678 C6 .117 00 
60 12 .10957850 06 .117 00 
60 12 .10958025 06 .11700 
60 12 .109582C5 06 ,117 00 
60 12 .10959389 06 .118 00 
60 12 10958571 06 ,]18 CO 
60 12 .10958168 06 .H8 00 
60 12 .10958964 06 ,118 00 
60 12 .10959164 06 .lla 00 
60 12 .10959361 06 .119 00 
60 12 .10959515 06 .118 00 
60. 12 ,10959786 06 .118 00 
60 12 .10960002 06 ,118 00 
60 12 .10960221 06 .119 00 
60 12 .10960445 06 .118 00 
60 12 .10960671 06 .118 00 
60 12 .10960902 06 .118 00 
60 12 .10961137 06 .118 00 
60 12 .. 10961376 06 .118 00 
STATISTICS 
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_ ._._. ____ .~ __ ._$JATJ.~~ ._ .. NJJ.!,,:!U.~ _ ..• '1.1 ••....... _. 64(Q11Z8 
FREQUENCY 8169.0 
175332 60 41 .12837663 06 .850-01 -.0107 
175432 60 41 .12885581 06 .850-01 .0078 
··-··f7553·2---b~_:l2926856-06:8·50:cl---=:_oi83--
------··l~~~~%--,,-~g-~_t-~·H~~l~·~·~t_:-~·g:g~ :gg.;;.;~r------------------------------------
115832 60 itl .130119043 06 .850-01 .0166 
180432 60 41 .13099918 06 .852-01 -.0111 
__ --1.M1532 .60 41 .13105073 06 .852-01 .0225 
180632 60 41 .13108421 06 .852-01 -.0018 
- ~:~~~~' :~:t :!igg~~~~: .L::!H;~~:=:*"g~!----":~~~\-l~;!;~,-------------------------------------
180932 60 41 .13109936 06 .852-01 -.0156 
181032 60 41 .13108112 06 .852-01 .. 0098 
181132 60 41 .13l<)5343 06 .852-01 -.0022 
181232 60 41 .13101140 06 .852-01 .0029 
181332 60 41 .13091398 06 .852-01 .0000 
,181432 60 41 .13092406 06 .852-01 .0098 
181532 60 41 .13086840 06 .852-01 .0020 
181632 60"41 .13080769 06 .852-Cl -.0049 
181732 60 41 .13074254 06 .852-01 .0059 
181832 60 41 .13067352 06 .852-01 .0156 
181932 60 41 .13060109 06 .852-01 -.0018 
182032 60 41 .13052571 06 .852-Cl .0215 
182132 60 '41 .13044776 06 .854-01 .0020 
182232 60 41 .13036760 06 .854-01 -.0039 
182332 60 41 .13028554 06 .854-01 .0049 
182432 60 41 .13020187 06 .854-01 -.0010 
182532 6e 41 .13011682 96 .854-01 ,QQ9& 
182632 60.41 .13003064 06 .854-01 -.0098 
182732 60' 41 '1299435} 96 ,854-01 .0068 
182832 60 41 .12985566 06 .854-01 .0098 
18'2932 69 41 .12976720 06 .854-01 ,0010 
Is3032 60 41 .12961830 06 .854-01 .0020 
183432 60 41 129]2072 96 854-01 014(, 
183532 60 41 .12923133 06 .854-01 -.0010 
183637 60 41' J?914212 06 f!57-01 0107 
183132 60 41 .129C5315 06 '.857-01 -.0166 
_----.lP....a32 60 41 .12896447 06 ,851-01 ,006S 
183932 60 41 .12SI31616 06 .851-01 .0018 
164932 60 41 }2676824 06 857-0) 0059 
184132 60 41 .12870077 06 .851-01 -.0098 
184232 60 41 '1286131996 .857-01 0049 
184332 60 41 .12852733 06 .857-01 .0000 
,--1..a~;432 60 41 17644147 06 857-01 -.ti03? 
184532 60 41 .12835608 06 .851-01 .0010 
-ffi~~§ :g!f :g~t~~~~ g: ::~~~g~~~:~:-------------~-----------------------
]§483? 60 41 17810374 06 857-01 - OQ78 
194932 60 41 .12802091 06 .85.9-01 .0078 
155032 60 "41 .1219'3874 06 ,852-01 -.9C16 
195132 60 41 .12785725 06 .859-01 .0010 
195232 60 41 .12771644 06 ,652-01 '0052 
185332 60 41 .127696:33 06 .859-01 -'0127 
185432 60 41 .12761691 06 .859-01 .0039 
l:~:~~ :~:t .t~~~~;:g~:~-~-~.g~~~:~~-------------------------------------
1859}2 60 41 12723042 06 659-01 - 0059 
190032 60 41 .12715525 06 .862-01 -.0020 
190132 60 41 12708019 06 862-01 - 0088 
190232 60 4'1 .• 127007(J4 06 .862-01 -.0039 
---{t~~g!t .~~:~~~~'~g:~.~:~:~~:~g~:------~.~g~~.!~~L-----------------------------------------------------------------------­
t:3::~ :g:t .t~:l~:~~·~.:~~~~=:g~i~---=:~.g~g~i~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
190932 60 41 1265' 029 06 862-OJ _ 0049 
191232 60 41 .12630762 06 .864-01 -.0010 
191332 604J J2624138 06 864-Q] - 0029 
191432 60 41 .12617581 06 .864-01 -.0078 
191532 60 41 12611°87 06 864-0' 0078 
191632 60 41 .12604658 06 .864-C1 .ocoo 
'91732 60 41 12598292 06 8M-Ol - 0088 
191832 60 41 .12591989 (l6 .864-01 -.0107 
'92132 60 41 '2573450 06 8M-o, - 00 20 
192232 60 41 .12561392 06 .861-01 .0000 
192332 
192432 
") 92 53 2 
192632 


























60 41 1 '561 392 06 867-01 
60 41 .12555452 06 .867-01 
60 41 '2549570 06 867-C) 
60 41 .12543745 06 .861-01 
,60 41 '252661 0 06 867-OJ 
60 41 .125210C8' 06 .867-01 
bO 41 125'5461 06 867-01 
60 41 ' t'12509968' 06 .869-01 
60 41 12504527 06 869-0' 
60 41 .. 12499139 06 .869-01 
60 4J , 24 93 80 2 
60 41 .12488516 
60 41 1248 3 281 
60 41 .12478095 
'6 0 41 '24 72 9 59 
60 41 .12467811 
60 '4' 1246283 1 
'60 41 .• 12457839 
6 0 41 '2452893 
·60 41 .12447994 
60 4t 12443]40 
60 41 .12438331 
6 0 41 124 33567 
60 41 .12428847 
6 0 4J 12424 110 
60 41 .12419536 































































60 ·41 .1~410394 06 .S14-01 .C039 
bO 4J '2405886 06 
60 41 .12401418 06 ::~::g'..li---':,....~g~l'fr_----------
________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
STATlCN NUI<IBER H 64/07/28 ITERATION NIJHBER PA.SS NU"BER 07/Z81 
TlME TC Q -cc,--------------·------
195532 60 41 .12396991 06 .814-01 .. 0078 
195632 60 41 .. 123926()) 06 .874-01 -.0146-
~~~~~~ :g:~ :g;:~~!~~: :~~::*gt-:---=-c'-:*'~~~~~~~i---------------------------. 
~-¥o.~~~~ :g :t-;~·~~-!t_§~-~}:~,gi--·:·:%~i-~----------·-·-.. --------·-------.-----------... -.,----.. -------.--------_.-
200132 60 41 .. 123712~4 06 .. 876-01 -.0107 
200232 60 41 .12361085 06 .876-01 -.oe2Q 
200332 bO 41 .12362962 06 ,B76-01 -.0088 
200432 60 41 .12358876 06 .876-01 -.0078 
~ggm %g:: :im6~g~ g% :}~1=§t_______:_:~g2:g*~9~9----------------------
200732 60 41 .12346821 06 .816-01 -,0018 
200832 6041 .12342880 C6 .879-01 .0117 
--~~~~~ :g:~ :Hi1m~~: ::~~:gt :-:.g~!~~~~--------------------------------------
201132 60 41 .123312"1 06 .819-01 .0068 
201232 60 41 .12327427 06 .879-01 -.0020 
201332 60 41 .12323645 06 .879-01 -.0010 
201432 60 41 .12319895 06 .879-01 -.0020 
-- ~~t~~ :g:~ :~~~i}t~~{ ::!~:~+~----~:~·:*gf~~~:~----·------~------~---------------------------------
___ 2_{)1~~~8832 06 .881-01 .0018 
201832 60 41 .12305206 06 .881-01 -.0101 
201932 60 41 .12301610 06 .881-01 .0039 
202032 60 U .12298043 06 .881-01 .0059 
202132 60 41 .12294505 06 .881-01 -.0010 
202232 6041 .1229099606 .881-01 .0020 
202332 60 41 .12281516 C6 .881-91 -.0121 
202432 60 41 .12284064 06 .881-01 .0068 
202532 60 41 .12280640 06 ,884-91 -.0929 
202632 60 41 .12277244 06 .884-01 -.0205 
.~~~~~ ~g It :i~~1~~~1_~~8~6:~:~g+t------~:*gg~I~~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
.----Z.9.W.l 60 41 .12261216 96 .884-91 0068 
203032 60 41 .12263926 06 .884-01 -.0121 
203132 6041 .1226Q662 06 .884-01 - OQ98 
203232 60 41 .12257424 06 .884-01 ,0049 
.. _2033!L-2!L.iL ... ~.J..?1i!L?JLQ~ ....... 8~6-01 -.0010 
203432 60 41 .12251024 06 .886-01 -.0244 
203532 60 41 .}2247861 06 ,88~-Ql .0225 
------------------------------------------203632 60 41 .12244723 06 .886-01 -.0098 
203132 60 41 .122416C8 96 .886-01 0010 
203832 60 41 .12238518 06 .886-01 -.0117 
--ZJll2.l2-JUL.§.L~.!1.2LJlL.BB~-Pl OOJB 
2e4032 60 41 .122324C7 06 .886-01 -,0068 
... ---.Z..a!tllZ-..6..Q.._4.L..... • .l.Z2.Z.2..3.iS.LO.L..B.B.9.-a I - oaza 
204232 60 41 .12226389 06 .889-01 -.0018 
204332 60 41 .]2223414 06 889_01 - 0059 
204432 60 41 .12220461 (j6 .889-01 -.0088 
. ~g~~~:g Zi :g~f!:~~ z: 1-:~t----J:"!g~A*~:e--------
.----- _.- -- -. - -- .- - - - - .. - -
294732 60 41 .12211133 06 .882-01 .0125 
204832 60 41 .12208866 06 .891-01 .0010 
~~~~~~~~~~:~~.----~-~.g~~~~~~------------------------------------------------------------------------­
~g:g~ :g-{t~}ili_~·~~}_g! ... ~:~~:~lf=:~g+l----~.!!-g!-:U'!!'-------------------------------------- ----
205332 69 41 .12194844 96 ,891-01 0052 
205432 60 41 .12192100 06 .891-01 -.0020 
-t~*lHg Zf ~~~rHt"'8!- ::~:~l=-:Z~t~---~:gg·~;8~8-----
·--t~}~i-}-{g-:-~-··-·:_}H{{~}_~: ... _:1:~"':"'g~I---:·'"g~~~~:~-------------------------~---------------
20593' bO 41 12176669 06 894-01 0P59 
210032 60 41 .12176039 06 .894-01 -.0111 
FREQUENCY 
2U132 60 41 .1214829$ C6 
? 11 232 60 41 12U5674 06 
211332 60 ., .12143467 00 
21 1432 60 41 12141 C7S 06 
211532 60 41 .12138699 06 
__ --2..l..U3.2 6:0 ~l 12U6338 06 
211732 60 41 .1213399<: 06 
211812 60 4J 12131661 Q6 
211932 60 41 .12129346 00 
2J?332 60 41 ,\2120228 96 
212432 60 41 .12111984 C6 
----llZ~0 41 .12115155 06 
212632 60 41 .. 12113539 06 
2121;}2 60 41 ,12111336 06 
212632 60 41 .. 12109lit7 06 
2129 37 60 41 12196971 06 
213032 60 41 .12104809 C6 
-----Z.~ 41 ,12102660 C6 
213232 60 41 .12100523 06 
21333 7 M 41 .12096399 06 
213432 60 41 .. 12096287 06 
2 13 532 60 41 .12094188 06 
213632 60 41 .. 1209211J2 06 
213732 60 41 .12090027 06 
213832 60 41 .. 12081965 00 
FREQUENCY 
214132 60 41 .12081845 06 
___ 2.1ll.1Z_....1l!Lil._.......!.12Q19829 06 
























































ZJ443' 60.c,1 1207583) D6 908-0) - OJ 37 
214532 60 41 .12013849 06 .908-01 .0088 
--Z.l!t63_L_6.~.!tL-UZllJIB.1~-OI ______ •. ~~._. ___ . __________ ._. ____ _ 
214132 60 41 .12069911 06 .911-01 .0018 
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STATlQN NUfo\8ER 41 64/07/28 lTERATION NUMBER PASS NUMBER 071281 
FRECiUENCY S410.0 
TIME 1c 0 etl 
Zl4632 60· 41 .12067968 C6 .911-01 .0039 
214932 60 41 .lZ06{)029 06 ,.qll-Ol .01U 
215032 60 41 .120641CO 06 .'111-01 -.0195 
FREQUENCY 8448.0 
230832 60 41 .11931167 06 .940-01 ' .0078 
230932 60 41 .11936370 06 .942-01 .0127 
231032 60 41 .11934977 C6 .942-01 -.0029 
231132 60' 41 .11933567 06 .942-01 .0098 
231232 60 41 .11932201 06 .942-01 .0186 
231332 60 41 .11930819 06 .942-01 -.0098 
231432 60 41 .11929440 06 .945-01 .0101 
231532 60 41 .11928C65 06 .945-01 -.0059 
231632 60 41 .11926694 06 .945-01 .0273 
231132 60 -41 .. 1.l925326 06 .945-01 .008a 
231832 60 41 .11923961 06 .. 945-01 -.0107 
231932 60 41 .11922599 06 .945-01 .0215 
232032 60 41 .11921241 06 .947-01 -.0146 
232132 60 41 .11919886 06 .947-01 .0010 
232232 60 4.1 .11918535 06 .. 941-01 .. 0186 
·232332 60 41 .119-17186 06 .947-01 .0049 
232432 60 41 .11915841 06 .947-01 -.0068 
232532 60 41 .11914498 06 .950-01 -.0156 
232632 60 41 .11913159' 06 .950-01 .0293 
233032 60 41 .11901629 06 .952-01 -.0101 
233132 60 41 .11906504 06 .952-01 .0088 
233232 60 41 ,.1l90S181 66 .952-01 .0186 
233332 60 41 .11903861 06 .952-01 .0020 
233432 60 41 .11902544 C6 .952-01 -.0078 
233532 60 41 .llq~1229 06 .955-01 .0018 
233632 60 41 .11899.917 06 .955-01 -.0039 
233132 60 41 .11898607 06 .955-01 -.0049 
233832 60 41 .11897300 06 .955-01 -.0146 
234132 60 41 .11893391 06 .957-01 -.0156 
234232 60 41 .11892093 06 .957-01 - .0010 
234332 60 41 .11890797 C6 .951-01 ...... 0078 
234432 60 41 .11889504 06 .959 .... 01 .0131 
234532 60 41 .11888212 06 .959-01 -.0029 
234632 60 41 .11886922 06 .959-01 -.0018 
2347n 60 ~1 .11885635 06 .959-Cl .0029 
234832 6041 .11884349 06 .962-01 .0018 
234932 60 41 .11883066 06 .962-01 - .0068 
235032 60 41 .11881184. 06 .962-01 -.0068 
235132 60 41 .119805C4 06 .962-01 .QQ68 
235232 60 41 .11819226 06 .2M-Ol .. 0049 
235332 60 41 .11817959 06 ,964-01 -,0195 
235432 60 41 .11816676 06 .964-01 .0088 
235532 60 41 ,118154tJ 0"6 ,967-01 -.0146 
235632 60 41 .11814132 06 .967-01 .0117 
235732 60 41 .11872863 Q6 .961-()l -.0111 
235632 60 41 .11871595 06 .969-01 .0156 
235932 60 41 .11810329 06 .'969-01 -.0059 
___ ~TATICN .J'!v.~Ili.L_l.!:J. ____ b4JSlJ.J.?_9 _____ ITERAIl._Q!I_'i\!~lt~_~'_ ___ P"_'A.SS ___ NU~8£IL.JD1.~IJ!! __ _ 
FREQUENCY 8448.0 
TIJI!E TC Q CC3 
00V032 60 41 .11869064 06 .969-01 -.0101 
000132 60 41 .11861801 06 .912-01 .0039 
OCO~32 60 41 .. 11866539 06 .912-01 .0039 
000332 60 41 .11865219 06 .912-01 .0059 
000432 60 41 .. 11864020 06 .97-4-01 -.0059 
090532 60 41 ,11862763 06 .974-01 .0020 
DATA 51 AU sTIes STATIQN • JIERAUQN 
PASS DATA TYPE B~GINN]NG END NUMBER Of STD DE~ 
TIME TIME pOINTS 
RMS fIRST MOMENT SEC.OND MOMENT 
011281 CC3 7128-17 1;'332 1128-'3 59 :" 252 .102 - 01 
01/291 ee3 7/29-000032 3'129-000532 6 .603-02 
,lQa-O) - 271-0a 1Q5-0 3 
130 
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FREQUENCY 804'24.0 
. __ ._~_._~J ~IL_ .. "J'.~ ..... 9 ... _ ""._ .~_~ .... __ . __ ~~_~ .. 
215332 60 51 .11694786 C6 .918-C1 -,.0,-,0"5'09--------------· 
---~·~~~~~···--t·8-··~i : t ~~:r~~i'-~~- ~-~.{::~-}--... --:-~~}~-----.--.. ---------.-"-.-. -.---- --"-_.-
-·--·~~~~l~--·· :g .. ;}···~:H~~·~ii6-- ~~ .... !.~}~:~} ~:-~.§*~----.-~------ - .. --.--------- ~.- --_. -_. __ ._- --.. ~.------ .... -.. ---.. -.----.-.---.--.-~----
--~%~lli- :g ~t :i~:!~!!.~~: :~~~:~i----,:*g~g:"~f----------------------------------------
_---'ZQ1~,,_,,_~Q._>_L_.UM_M.1LQL'_21_Q_=.,_L _____ .QQ_.8 __________ . __ . ____ . ______________ _ 
220832 60 51 .11659398 06 .920-01 .0029 
. ____ .??Q9_~~. __ 6P_ .. _~J.: __ ·J'"_~§.2.?.!LLQA~_cL2J.:':li._ ____ .!Jl.Q4..e ______ . ____ ~ ___ . ____ . ______________ . __ . ____________ .~. ________ _ 
221032 60 51 .1l6549i:Q C6 .923-01 .COOO 
--~-illH--ig;t :g~;~~~; g~ :m:-~-t-- :g~~~~~------
.~_.~_.2?~.~~~_ ... ~!L2_L_.d!.~~Il.i?_~_0..L~_'!?1::.Q._l __ ... _~ .. ~{l;_~ ___________ ..••. __ • _____ . __ . _______________ w._. ______ ._.~ ___ _ 
221432 60 51 .1164'6213 06 .923-01 -.0029 
. _~_.?~.~.~~?_._2.9._.?_L_.!J,.J.~.ii!..liS2_~_~·~::.QJ __ _:__·..Q..Q.I!L_ _______________________ _ 
221632 60 51 .11642C23 06 .923-01 .0146 
-i~~~~~ :g;~ :l~~~;:~~ g: ::~i:~~ -:~ci3~ 
• __ ~.~ ~J}_2_ ..... ~9_"2.~ __ .! .. lli}_~_19.~ .. _.QL.2.?~ _ _:C).!:.._ ... __ ._~!lL4§_. ______ . ~_. _____ ~~._ 
222032 60 51 .116337C7 06 .925-01 -.OOle 
·-·~·~H}~--~~·jt_:_ti{~~~~~-·~:<:~~:g~ --::-:%!i-~-----~----·-------
222332 60 51 .11627626 06 .n5-91 .0020 
222432 60 51 .11625629 06 .925-01 .0068 
--m~+~---~~-~+_-;HHHiH~ :m-::~: :~0"'1;"'~'-----
.~. ___ ? ?2U.~._ .~9 ... .,.~1-.--'!.U~J.li?.~ .. C.L..i.~...::.9.L ___ ,_ ... 9..lL6 _____ ~_. ________ . 
222832 60 51 .11617186 C6 .928-01 .0098 
~~36~~ ~g §~ :g:~~~-~~~~~~:!:::*gf-t--..:-":l('gQ~16fl~'----------
--m~_}}__-t%_-H-~-tlliH_~~t_:_m_:~l :zm--------· 
----i~mf--*-H-:ill_g}}z}_2t_:_:}~~t_--~1m·---- ----_._-_. __ ._--
--~·n:ii :g ';t :H~iWaHt_·L:'!;g~~§.:::*§ .. l--~:~gg~i~~c---------------------------------------
.. ____ ?~?i.Q2..L_lllL..ll._,.%.1l2.'i2BQ7_Q.Lt_9~3.Q::Q..L ___ _'_QJ.ll_ __ . _______________________ _ 
22413'2 60 51 .11593847 06 .930-01 .0068 
____ ~.~1.~.~_L_~.~_2.L.~ll;.9.a.tn __ Q.~ .9J!C.QI---.• _o.a9L--__ ._. 
224332 60 51 .1l590368 06 .930-01 .0000 
224432 60 51 .11588649 C6 .930-Ql - OQ)9 
224532 60 51 .1.1586942 C6 .93)-01 .0146 
__ .2.2.i63L..6JL.5.l.-.U5_85.2.1Ln~J:JlL_ ___ .ll_'llJL ___ .. ___ ,, ___ . __ ,, _____ . __ . __ ..... __________________________________ _ 
224132 60 51 .11583567 06 .933-01 .00B8 
. ___ 2.llJI:iL __ f>lL.5_L_ •. w.allJ,JLJ:L.L'lll"-JlL __ ~____ . __ ,, _____ .. ________________ . ____ . _______________ . 
224932 60 51 .11580244 C6 .933-01 .0039 
225032 60 51 ) 15766Q2 Or. 933-01 0098 
225132 60 51 .11576973 06 .933-01 .0059 
. __ 2.2..'i2.1L1>_IL.2l..-~_U~_li~'_LQ_~Li~.~::&.L ___ LQ!lIl.L_ _____________ " _______________ . __________ . _____ _ 
225332 60 51 .. 11573151 06 .935-01 .0039 
----2.z.~~ ,P57?J59 att .935-Ql -.0107 
225532 60 51 ,1157058Q ph ,935-01 0186 
225632 60 51 .11569C13 06 .935-01 .0059 
__ ._.~~!U.lL_6JL . .s.1-._115.6:r..5.a.._O.6. ... ..sli~JlL-_.!lll.5.2.. _________ _ 
230032 60 51 .11562866 06 .935-01 .0039 
--:~~lli-~Hi :m~}-2t-~~~t---~~~~i~~~--------
230332 60 5) .11558363 06 938-01 .0039 
230432 60 51 .11556912 06 .938-01 .0088 
-----------·~ENC_y__e39i:6---
---OOTii2-6ci-Sl--:'i1482482-06 .. 959:cl--.::C)0"'6""8--------
00] 237 bO 51 ]] 481692 
001332 60 51 01 14609C9 
._.QOlll2 bO 5]' 11476617 
001732 60 51 .11477863 
001632 60 5] '1477122 
001932 60 51 .11416389 
002c32 6 0 5' 11475664 
002132 60 51 .11414941 
00223 2 6 0 5] 11474238 





















__ .il.02.!t32..-6O 51 ) 1472843 06 96 2-0 1 
002532 60 51 ~11412158 06 .964-01 .~~ __ ~~~~~~~~-----:~g~~~~~L-----
00'63 2 60 51 J 1471480 
002132 60 51 .11410810 







... - --_.- ._._. -_._ .. _---_ ... _--_._.- - ._--------. __ ... _ .. _-_._---
002932 60 51 
__ QUo:}, 60 ~l 









0°323 2 6° 51 ) 1467575 
003332 60 51 .11466951 
0034 3 2 60 5] ) 1466334 
003532 60 51 .11465725 
00363' 60 51 11465123 
003732 60 51 .11464528 
003832 60 5' ] 14639:4 1 

















oO!lo32 ;'0 51 ] 1462788 06 969-01 0029 
004132 60 51 .. 11462222 06 .969-01 .. 0098 
0Q!I'32 60 51 ) 146.1..6..6.4 06 969-0] - 0205 
004332 60 51 .11461112 06 .969-01 -.0059 
004432 60 5] 11460566 06 969-C' .0049 
004532 60 51 .11460030 06 .969-01 .0127 
00463' 60 5) J ]459500 06 969-=-.!ll... __ = ...J1l..16 .. ___ . __ _ 
004732 60 51 .11458976 06 .972-01 .002e 
-g=--!~*---:{}~~~~t- ~.~:"-gg"'~«gL. ___ _ 
oo,al? 60 5J ])41)74.47 06 972-01 0107 
005132 60 51 .11456951 06 .972-01 -.0101 
__ 0Jl5.2.l2....._6JL5L...Ll!t~6!t.6z..oL..sl.2-QI __ ,, _____ c_.Dll.I_Q.. ___ .. _______ .. __ _ 
005332 60 51 .11455979 06 .972-01 .0096 
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.•• -.•... 'TI)I~" ··-rt"····'r······ ........ ,. "--CC3- ......................... -------.. - .. ----------
gg;:~~ :g ~i :g:~;~-;! g~,~::"'~,,:~:"'gi----:-.!.:g"'~~~~:------------------------------------­
-··--g{-~~i~-~~-····}}" -:·U-:;t·r·~!·-g~··:~~::{"l- -" --.~:g~g.~-.-- ----.... ----.--------
___ .J~.R?f!3? .... _~.q_ .. 5J. a 11453665 C6 .974-01" . ____ :.!p156 .. ___ . ___ ._~ _____ ._ 
OC5932 60 51 -.-i14-5"32ii "C6--~'';14':cT- .0010 
OlCC32 60 51 .11452185 06 .974-01 -.0137 
010132 60 51 .11452354' C6 .917-01 .0254 
... _._Q.~O~3.<!_"k.lL . .?.C ... _!_1~~2t9.~y_ .. ~6 __ .!5!11::~tL ____ .7.!':.Q.9..LO ___ _ 
010332 60 51 .11451512 06 .971-Cl '-.0066 
·----~·t§;~-~·--:-g-it··~~}t-~·~{-~-}_~_!~·~-}~~-~----=-:·&~~-~.-----.--.------.---- .... ---------------------------
010632 60 5L..ill.450296 1'!6 .977-01 .0186 
010132 60 51 .11449%3 06 .977-01 -.Oe2e 
. __ ....Q .. t<?8}.?_._pO_.?.L .... !11'!.':!~_5.1.1 __ 0A_~~~J.~=.Q.1 __ ._~IUI~ 
010932 6() 51. .11449136 C6 .919-01 .0059 
011C32 60 51 .11448161 ·06 .979-01 .Oe20 
'--,it n32-60·-5r-···~·f f4"4-S'"3'93"0 6" :'919·":0 i-----· ;:,·~·oITi ~.--... ---.----. 
~i~~~~ :g;~ :Ht~~~~ g: :}1~~~:~~t~-----~:~~~~~~g-------------------------------------------------------------------------
._, ,_vJ?~.1_4~~. __ f?9. _2J_._!JJ~.rr?_?}_gp_ .. ! .. .':!?9=.t:l.~._." __ ~!J~.Q.~J.L _________ _ 
011532. 60 51 .11446977 06 .979-01 -.0088 
__ .---1>.1.1~.~.~ .. _~..Q __ ~J._~ _._U~lt~kl1.~~_O...l1._!.2!l.l::.Ql._~.:--'-QQ.lQ ____ _ 
011732 60 ~1 .11446305 06 .981-01 -.0010 
--}H~~~ :~;~ :g::;~~:~: :~:i:}i -::_~:*~°!tc~H:!--------------------------------------
--~·H·~t~-}}-}~-:_t~~~~i·~ g: :~*g-} ·'-l:g;';~C;;~f~-------------------------------------
___ .. J).1~..zAZ_ .. l?.c;L!i,L.~.!J..t~LZUf>~9..§.!::.gJ. ___ _:.&968 
012332 60 51 .11444424 06 .984-01 -.0127 
mm ~g H :H::~m g~ :m:gl :~m!------------------------------------­
-mm--:g }r~Pt~tm~---~t_:_~1=~~_lli:---------------------------------------
---g-gm--¥o-p,-:ill*~g~-~~'!-g,'-! --~:o~Qg~i'~:'---------------------------~----------
ggg~ :g H :H44~2~~ ~~ :~:~:_fr__=:~g~g~~~c------------------------------------­
--g1;;~~ :~-ft--~}mt-m-g~-:-~~:g{-----~~}----------------------------------------
__ !l.l~_n __ .D-'_L_.ll~_il.~lULJ:9_~.9JL"=J,J_---=--JUU ______ _ 
013532 60 51 .11441253 06 .')86-Cl .0018 
OP6}? 60 21 .11441022 Cb ,9a6-C1 -.Q059 
013132 60 51 .11440797 06 .989-01 -.0029 
__ -'UJ.8.32. ___ J>JLS_L~~~"__4!l5.16 __ .c.I>-_..91lS.~£L ___ .JHllJL. _________ . 
013932 60 51 .11440361 06 .989-C1 -.0121 
---gt1~~}---!~-*--jt:~~g~--:~!~---:~~----
014232 60 51 .11439715 06 .989_p - OJ56 
014332 60 51 .1143951i9 06 .. 989-0 1 .0078 
~·%t-~}ii·-·t%-{1--·~1-}~-}~·i-~1~~_1~:%~~:{·---------------------------------------
014632 6Q,1 .11438991 C6 .991-01 .OOBB 
014732 60 51 .11438814 06 .991-01 .00B8 
'---~t~!i~··t%_~t_:{m~~},~~__:~t:~----=-:~m__--------------------------------------
, ____ OJ 5 OJ2 __ .~Q _,.1.._ .~l'd8_112._.lt~2l::C~ ______ _=_&l1_6_ 
015132 60 51 .11438153 06 .991t-Ol -.0176 
015632 60 0;1 .11437429 '06 994_0) - 0098 
015732 60 51 .11437298 06 .994-01 .0234 
--g~~g~~·--:g~f-~-:N:~m}_~~-:~~~:gf_____"_:_gt~t----------
---~g~~~ -!g-;t--:tt!;~:t~-g~-~;t::~_t___=:~~---------------------------------------
020232 60 51 11436704 06 996-01 0146 
020·332 60 51 .11436591 06 .• 996-01 -.0215 
~~i}--{g--;-t__:{t~~~~-{~~!~ :m}-------------------------------------
..-.----n.znA32 60 51 11436303 06 999_01 _ 01 n 
020732 60 51 .11436213 06 .999-01 .0049 
020837 605' 1J436127 06 999_91 - 0010 
020932 60 51 .11436045 06 .1)99-01 .0029 
~~ :g ;t .tt:i;:~~ g~Po~~-~g6~----~:g~~~~~¥~----------------------------------------------------------------------­
.---~~~ .~~!~;~~-:~~~g~-----~.g~~~~~~------------------------------------------------------------------------
021432 60 51 114'5692 06 10C 00 - 0010 
.021532 60 51 .11435632 06 .100 00 .0254 
02J632 60 5' 11435577 06 10n 00 - 0020 
021132 60 51 .1143552506 .100 00 -.0116 
----~~t}_!~-;t·~!~;~~!~~~~~g~:~.~lg~g~~g~---=:~.O~O~~~~~:------------------------------------------------------------------------
022037 60';1 11435391 06 100 00 .0059 
022132 60 51 .11435353 06 .100 00 -.0010 
~~- .tt!i~~~~~~g----~:~g~~~~~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
022437 60,1 .11435262 06 .10C CO -,0166 
.022532 60 51 .11435238 06 .un 00 -.0117 
022632 60,1 11435217 06 .101 00 .0078 
022732 60 51 .11435200 06 .1Cl 00 .0137 
--.O.2.2..~O';1 .11435187 06 .101 00 .OJ66 
022932 60 51 .1143517606 .101 00 -.0107 
023032 60 51 11435J69 Q6 .101 00 -.0049 
023132 60 51 .11435165 06 .101 00 .0029 
023232 60 51 11435164 06 101 CO _ 0049 
023332 60 H .1143516606 .10100 .0059 
__ .--.JU.3.!3.2........611. .. 5.L.........J..l.5171 06 .10~ . .oa. _________ O.c2.9.. 
023532 60 51 .11435180 06 .101 00 .0029 
~}~-~-ti--:-H-Z-~~~~~ ~: :l~l ~~-'-"':~g~~-!-g:!---------------------------------------
023832 60 51 11435223 06 101 00 _ OJ?7 
023932 60 51 .11435243 06 .101 00 .0176 
._._--"2~03L..6.CL5L_.~L4J52.66_j)J' __ __ll.1 00... ____ ____ .. ~D.Q2O"' _ ______________ .. __ . _______ .. 
024132 60 51 .11435292 C6 .101 00 -.0088 
________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
~---------·---·F·RE'rtrENCY- ""8391"."6 -.-.-.----.----------------~- .. ---... -- --------------
--«,---------------- ------_ .. _--_._-------------------nf'.e TC Q 
024232 60 51 .11435321 ~6 .101 QC .0186 
024332 60 51 .11435353 06 .101 OC .0020 
~~::~~ :g ~i :~~:;~~~-~-·~·~-~:l~i_gg·----:~·~~6 ------
024632 60 51 .11435465 C6 .101 CO .0000 
024132 60 51 .1l43-SS-(j-r"06··:1O'lOC .0076 
024832 60 51 .11435553 06 .101 00 .0049 
024932 60 51 .11435601 C6 .101 00 -.0068 
g§~~~~ :g;~ :tt:~~~!---a}-:-rg~ ~~--~:-:ig*~;~:f------------------------
025232 60 51 .11~3579.!L_OL.<.H'.L9JL__ -.0146 
--------_._--
025332 60 51 .11435818 06 .102 00 .0049 
025432 60 51 .11435818 e6 .102 00 .0000-
~25532 60 51 .11435941 06 .102 00 .0039 
~~:~~~ :g ~i :g:;~%_~~--g~-·:-rg-~--g~- :gg~~:-------------------------------------
~~~;~~ :g ~i :ii:·;~~·rt-g~ .. '-~+~~'"%~- -:~%1·g~------------------
g~g~~~ :g:~ :H:;:~~!~: .:'-;~~~C%~~~*lg~--'i:gt\g:.;~*:-----------------------------------­
g~g~~~ :8 .;~ : g:;:~~! ~~l'-~-':'i:*~~H~~g---':~g'!.~~~~!f-----------------------------------­
~~g;~~ :g;i :tt:~~}M·-~~-·-;}~~--g~g:----:'-)gfi~~!7:1-------------------------------. 
g~g~~~ :g ~i : g:~:!~l-,~~:1-'-:f'~~~~H!~;;-g---:::...:*gg*':H~:------------------------------------­
g~g:~~ :g ~~ :~~:~~6~~ ~~a·--c:-.,::g~A~~o{;~-----------------------------------­
git~~~ :g;~ :H:;~}~1-g: :~~~ ~·:!-g--~:~g°'!-'l!i'i:'----------------------------------,.--
031232 60 51 .1143735\ 06 .102 00 .0049 
031332 60 51 .11431452 06 .102 00 -.0078 
~ g~~~~~:g ~~ :H:;~~~~-~·~-i%}-:g*l~:---~~:"l·gfJA~i!;~---------------------,.--------------­
g~H~~ :g ~t :H:Hi~{-§~tg~~~g~g---=-":l.'go~l~;.;~'------------------------------------
°31832 60 51 ,114379f!5 06 .193 DO -.9Q29 
031932 60 51 .11438097 06 .103 CO -.0049 
~~~~~~ :g ~t :g4;:~~·~·-~~-:tgH°!i-0---:-~:*g2~lff-!~'------------------------------------­
g~§~~§ :§;~ :H:;:5:~'§~ :i~o*'og~--=-~:g~~~i~~------------------------------------
0i}243? 60 51 .11438680 06 .103 DO .0000 
032532 60 51 .11438801 06 .103 00 .0059 
-~~:g~: :i~:;:~~~!_~i~g~i-g~g~--=-~:g~g~;~:--------------------------------­
~~:}~ :g ~t :{t~-~J~:·tg; ~g .--..::~:~gg~;~g:-------------------------------------
033037 60 51 1 J439428 06 • )03 00 - 0029 
033132 60 51 .11439558 06 .103 OC .0176 
---g~-ili~ :g ~t :Ht1~1-~i·-g~··:·t~~·'·z·~-- -:~gilg~~~~-------------------------------
g~~:~~ ~g ~r .tI:!o~~~ ~~ ~~g~g~----~:g~g~~~~------------------------~---------------------------------------------­
~m :g ;l *!~~;~-~~:{~}g}-~·!c~i~~7------------------------------------­
¥:- ~1~;~~ :g n -1}~~{~g .~~. ·:·~g1-~g_-·___:~·~~:~------------------------------------­
g~t~~~ :g ~t .114:g~iY ~!-·~.~lg~;~gg~-----~.~gg~i~::------------------------------------------------------------------------­
. '--~HHl__:tt!~t·~~~ ~~ :m-gg----..,:g~g~f*~-----------------------------------­
'~_{}t·~}_1H{_:·H*!}!·~~-·g~ .:}g~.-~-~.-----:~.~g~~~~~:-------------------------------------
,',034632 60 5] 11404]641 06 .104 00 00?' 
'034703.2 6051 .1144178806.10400 .0010' 
g~::E" . ~g n .g~Wa!···~~-:·rg~:~g~~:-----.·!g~f~3~~---------------------------.--------­
g~;~~~ .. :g n .g~:2u~:· .. ~t~---=-.... g~~"'~"-~-----------------------.-------------
03 5 23 7 60 51 114t,2534 06 1004 00 0059 
035332 60 51 .11442686 C6 .104 00 .0078 
035432 60 51 • UtiiUU1LQL..l.Q' 00 093 9 
035532 60 51 .11442991 06 .10' 00 .0098 
03 563 2 6Q......SL......ll!t..43_1!t!t....ll.6.~D.Cl.--..- 0018 
035732 60 51 ,11443298 C6 .104 00 .0205 
04013Z 6 0 51 .11443919 06 1Q4 00 _,0068 
040232 60 51 .11444015 06 .104 00 -.0029 
040 33' 60 51 1 J 4!a2..32-0..6...........l04 00 01 17 
040432 60 51 .11444389 06 .104 00 .0049 
040532 60 51 .1 ] 44...'t5.!L..Ob. 1Q4 00 0127 
040632 60 51 .11444105 06 .104 00 .0000 
040732 60 51 ,I 14.!04a63 C6 .104 00 .0010 
040832 60 51 .11445C22 06 .104 00 -.0020 
040932 60 51 ~Jli~~l.'liLQ§ ____ J 04 00 0 1 17 
041032 60 51 .11445339 06 .104 00 -.0121 
Q41132 60 51 
.11H.:;.'!'1'U1Q.... .. ~ 00 ,0121 
041232 60 51 .11445658 06 .104 00 -.0146 
041 337 . 60 51 1141,5618 06 10 5 00 0059 
041432 60 51 .11'45977 06 .105 00 .0098 
041 532 60 51 11446137 06 ]05 00 - OQ49 
041632 60 51 .11446297 06 .105 00 -.0029 
041732 60 51 I1MI.6..../t..5..7 0 6 10 5 00 - 0020 
041832 60 51 .114-46611 06 .105 00 .0156 
04] 932 6 0 51 11446 777 06 lOS 00 OOlO 
042032 60 51 • 11446c:136 06 .105 CO .0020 
0421 32 6D 51 ] 1441...C..9.6-Q.L-lO.5_..c..c...._ 0039 
042232 60 51 ,114-41256 06 .105 OC .0068 
042332 60 51 __ ll4.4U:t.l6..-fi6 105 00 - 0068 
042432 60 51 .11441515 06 .105 00 -.0186 
0'*2732 6 0 5' 11448052 06 10 5 CO 009 8 
043032 60 51 .11448527 06 .105 00 .0018 
043732 . 6.C . .5.L_ ...... IL44962!t-jJ6...........lD6 00 ... ~.025.L_ .. _ .. __ ._. ___ .. __ . .. _-_ .. _._---, ,. -_ . --_._-_ .. -_ .. _. 
044532 60 51 .11450848 C6 .106 00 • 0068 
-_ .. _--------_. 
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T1~E TC Q ee3 
044632- 60 51 .11450998 06 .10600 .0059 
044732 '60 51 .11451141 06 .106 DC -.0049 
--g*~~~ -tHt --:tt:~tm g: :-tg:~---::g~H-------------------------------------­
~:~~~~ ·:~·H·-- :~~:~g~~ ~~-~+~: ~~---:._:_g-~~::-------------------------------------
Q45232 60 51 .11451883 06 .106 CO .0059 
045532 60 51 .11452314 06 .106 00 .0088 
045632 60 51 .11452456 06 .106 00 -.0107 
045132 6051 .1145259706 .106 00 ~0111 
~:~:~~ :g ;~.: :~i:;~~;! g: :ig: gg -:gg~i:!....------------------------------------
050032 60 51 .11453014 06 .10600 .0049 
050132 60 51 .11453151 C6 .10700 .0020 
050232 6051 .11453281 06 .107 CC -.0088 
--0-5(i332~ 60 51 .11453422 06 .lC7 CG .0254 
050432 60 51 .11453556 06 .107 00 -.0127 
050532 60 51 .11453689 06 .101 00 .0098-
050632 60 51 .11453820 06 .101 00 .0101 
050132 60 51 .11453951 06 .101 DC .oe68 
050832 60 51 .11454080 06 .107 00 -.oe20 
050932 60 51 .114542C8 06 .107 00 .0186 
051232 60 51 .11454585 06 .101 ac .0029 
051332 60 51 .11454108 06 .10700 .0068 
051432 60 51 .1145482906 .107 00 .0078 
052032 60 51 .. 11455530 06 .101 CO -.0010 
052132 60 51 .11455642 06 .107 00 -.0029 
052232 60 51 .11455152 06 .101 00 .0283 
052332 60 51 .11455861 C6 .107 00 -.0107' 
052432 60 51 .11455968 06 .108 00 -.0010 
052532 60 51 .11456074 06 .109 OC .0099 
053032' 60 51 .1145651906 .10800 -.0029 
053132 6051 .11456674 06 .10800 .0205 
053432 60 51 .11456952 06 .108 CC -.0068 
053532 60 51 .11457C41 96 .108 QC .QOZO 
053632 60 51· .11451129 06 .108 CO .0121 
OSF32 60 51 .11451214 96 .10890 -.0098 
053832 60 51 .11457298 06 .108 00 .0029 
~'?---.!Q..2..1---!.P451538 06 .108 CO .OO.£L_ 
054232 60 51 .11457614 06 .108 00 .0059 
054332 60 51 .11457689 06 .108 90 .0127 
054432 6051 .1145716106.10800 -.0111 
054532 60 51 .11457832 06 .108 09 .0166 
054632 60 51 .114579CO 06 .108 00 -.0020 
054132 60 ->-1-_.J..l!t.:'-Utl-QL...l9_'LJl~Q!~~_ 
054832 60 51 .11458031 06 .109 CO .0039 
-mWz-~+-:-tmmH}_:ffi~----=-:fog-}----'----
055132 60 51 .11458213 p6 109 CO 'P049 
055232 60 51 .11458269 06 .109 CO ,0078 
055332 60 ~~ .114583~_.Qk._~.l.Q.<L.QQ -.0020 
055432 60 51 .11458315 C6 .109 00 -.C059 
055532 60 51 .1145842606 .109 CO .0213 
055632 60 51 .1,1458:474 06 .109 CO -.0029 
---?s-H~~-~~-i+_:ttHtg!H-~--:-:-g~-~~---~~-:t--------------
~:~~~~. :~ n :H:;::~t-g{--:1g: gg -:~::'------------------
060132 60 51 .11458680 96 .109 OC -.01J20 
060232 60 51 .11458715 06 .109 00 .0186 
~:~~1-1Z ~~ :~~;:~*--g: :i~t·~·g :g~~~----
---------------
~:~it-~~ ;t·-:~~:~·a}~ g: : ~g: ~6 _:g~l-1!~:---------------·---------·--------------
060732 60 51 ,11458853 06 ,109 go ,0137 
060832 60 51 .11458874 06 .109 00 .0059 
__ 060932---J.2 ..... 2L .. _.~.1.1658893 06 .l1(LQO .OC49 
061032 60 51 .114589C9 C6 .110 00 -.0059 
961H2 60 51 .11458922 06 .110 CQ .0078 
061232 60 51 .11458934 C6 ,110 00 .0127 
06133Z 6 0 51 ,]]4589:42 C6 ,UO PC - oe76 
061432 60 51 .11458949 06 .110 00 .0293 
061532 60 51 ,11458952 06 .110 CO -.OQ88 
061632 60 51 .11458954 06 .110 00 .0107 
061132 60 51 .11458953 06 .110 00 ,00:49 
061832 60 51 .11458949 C6 .l1C 00 .0088 
0622)2' 60 51 ,11458909 06 .11e CO .0088 
062332 60 51 .11458893 06 .119 00 .0068 
062432 60.51 ,11458813 06 .11000 -.0029 
062532 60 51 .1145885206 .110 00 -.0176 
~:~;~~ :~;~ :t~:;::~~~: :HZ -§t--:~~~~~--------------------------------
062832 60 51 .11458171 C6 .110 00 ,0078 
062932 60 51, .11458738 06 .lIO 00 .0156 
063032 60 51 .11458703 06 .110 00 -.0176 
063132 60 51 .11458666 06 .111 00 -.0068 
063'212 60 51 .11458625 06 .111 00 .0156 
063332 60 51 .11458582 06 .111 00 -.0020 
Q6}4aZ 60 51 ,11458536 06 ,111 DD ,0968 
063532 60 51 .11458487 06 .111 00 -.0049 
063632 60 51 .11458436 06 .111 00 01Q.I.... .. _ 
063732 60 51 .11458381 06 .111 00 -.0127 
663832 60 51 ,11458324 96 ,111 CO ,OQB8 
063932 60 51 .11458264 06 .111 00 .0078 
06403' 6Q 51 ,11458Z01 06 .111' 00 OZ05 
064132 60 51 .11458136 06 .111 00 -.0068 
g::§~~ ~g n :H:;~g~r g: :Ht-..g}---~~-------------------------------------
0644}2 69 5L_...!...l.l..4.57921 06 .111 OQ -,0146 
064532 60 51 .11457844 C6 .111 00 -.0088 
061t632 60 51 11457764 06 111 OC. .0264 
064132 60 51 .. 11457681 C6 .111 CO -.0098 
0648:}2' 60~1!i...9~ O_Q ___ ... _~9...l~_6_._ .... __ . _________ .. ______________ ... 
064932 60 51 .11457506 06 .11100 -.0098 
_________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
-----FST"ACiT'i"I'"ON .... "NU'"M"8"'E'DR-.S"1---'6"'.-,;/0"'7"/'?209---'I"TE"R"ATT"I 0"N,.,N'"U;;M"'8c;ER.----...,,---;PO'A"S,.-S· -NU"BER 07/282 
FREQUENCY 8391.6 
TIfI1E TC ee3 
065032 60 51 .11457414 06 .111 00 .0098 
065132 bO 51 .11457319 06 .111 00 .0088 
0652.32 6051 .11457221 06 .112 00 -.0117 
065332 60 51 .11457120 06 .112 00 .0137 
~:~:~~ :g ~~ :g:~!~~~ g: :~~~~-lg:.;;g------':"g:.;;g""~:~------------------------------------
065632 60 51 .11456199 06 .112 00 .0088 
065732 60 51 .11456686 06 .112 CG .0059 
Q6"32 60 51 .11456570 06 .. 112 00 .0166 
065932 60 51 .11456451 06 .112 00 -.0059 
010232 60 51 .1.1456(;7406 .11200 .0078 
070332 60 51 .11455942 06 .112 00 -.0068 
070432 60 51 .11455608 06 .ll2 00 .0068 
010532 60 51 .11455670 06 .11200 -.0137 
010632 6051' .1145552806 .1l2 00 .0156 
Dala ST.6TJHI~S: SI6IHltJ ~ 
PASS DATA TYPE BEG INNING ENO NUMBER OF STii DEV 
--I.l.~s- TIME POINTS 
01/282 CC3 1128-215H2 7129-0706"32 428 .102-01 
_.-._-----"._._._."--"._."._---"." .. _----
CASE 1 SpACE IRA IfCIORTES 
EPHEMERIS TAPE IV WITH MARS VELOCITIES. 
GME .39860146 06 
G .66702998-19 
GMM .49026951 04 
EGM .3986°320 g6 
ARA .35670000 01 
J .16234500-02 
A 88782491 29 
GMS ,13271544 12 
"'CM .49021179 04 








-,57499999-05 0 ,18149999-05 
.86800492 29 C .88837 498 29 
.32416952 06 GMA .42977799 05 
.2920Q aao-02 HA ,QQOQQaoa 00 
.37410000 03 G81 .00000000 00 
IIEBAIUlfi 
RMS FIRST MOMENT SECOND MOMENT 
,106-01 255-02 IJJ_O) 
RE .63181650 O. REM .63183100" 04 
O"E 41180141_02 AI! • 14959900 09 
GMC .31918700 08 GMJ .12611062 09 
OA ,OQQoooQQ PO BA 34) 70000 04 
G82 .00000000 00 SC .10200000 09 
INJECTION CCNonJ(JNS MOON 235666450257202000000COO J.D.= 2438605.22217592 JULY 28.1964 17 19 56.000 
GEOCENTRIC XO-.48336123 04 YO-.42062479 04 ZO-.14413998 04 DXO .70601073 01 DYO-.6871Z135 01 DlO-.47191462 01 
CARIES IAN GMt ,OCPQQOOQ 90 s6' OOOQDQQO 09 10 62396°90 05 GHA 20638174 03 GUO 30568662 03 
DATE OF RUN 11176-4A OOCOOO EARTH IS THE CENTRAL BODY FOR INTEGRATION COWELL EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
o DAVS 0 HRS. C MIN, 0.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
235666450257202000000000 J.D.= 2438605.22217592 JULY 28,1964 17 19 56.000 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
X -.48336122 04 Y -.42062477 04 I -.14413998 04 Ox .7060107001 DY -.68112133 01 DZ -.47797460 01 
---':~::~:~::'!'::~g'7:--!'~":~~t-"::..:~tffi~~:1_gt Lg~ :~!!~~~~~ g~ V~ :~g~~~~:g ~~ :~~ :t~~!~2~~ ~l A:~ .U~~~!:t{i--------
___ .xs.....- 66492690 06 :tL.. 1132514C 09 -LS. 49113300 06 DXS - 237225]5 02 nys - ]5814255 02 "lS - 68579680 OJ 
XM .38246584 06 VM -.30198953 05 IM -.50845670 05 OXM ,82773604-01 DVM .93298925 00 OlM .39361317 00 
XT 38246584 06 yI _ 30198953 05 7J - 50645670 05 OXI 62773604-0' Oyl 93298925 00 39361317 00 
RS .15188914 09 VS .29323712 02 RM ,38701081 06 VM .10159979 01 RT .38701081 06 VT .10159979 01 
g~~ -:~~X~~C~~ ~~-:}i~5~~.g{- . .II~g~~~.~~~~~~~~~:'!~~~~~g~~~-'!~':':~.:--:!~~~g!;~-'g"'!~.J!~"'~~~~:L~~'-"g~~-..L~1JI~="--_~.~~;~: ... ~.!I~~~~~:"-.!I~~~-"-------
PAC oOCOOOOO 00 eel 61~~22 __ ~H~CIL-~18~3~BWQ~59~B~O~3 __ ~TC~IL-~16~3~B~O~59~8~O~3 ___________ . ___________________ ----"---------
GEOCENTRIC CONIC 
---..E.£DCJ:LOE pfBJCENIEB PASSAGE 235666!t.S.OZ!t.1~0A.D........J.& ,. 24386°5 22'85045 4111Y 28 1964 17 19 27 A79 
SMA .26955792 06 ECC .97564873 00 B .59124535 05 SLR .12968311 05 APO .53255177 06 RCA .6564077304 
----·~-:m~~~}w,_Mfr=:~{t~-?O_-#-~~~-g}-J~~~f.~ti-g§ C~~ ::I:~g!~ffi-_m-~~~~---~-
All VECTORS REFERENCED TO EARTI-i EQUATOR PLANE 
---INg---:1ffl~--g}- lA~ -: 1;g~~~~~1::~~-'g,.,;L--"~!1!~:-':~~~Ig g~ --~'!:~~:OL::~~!-!1C!!~§~~~~~~go~1 --.J~"!~:-=o:.:~~:~:~~'-g~~~-------
"_." __ ""_~lL_,"li1.U!i21"JlQ_~2..tlitZ.li.....QQ WZ .81499117 CO PX -.7662035'2...QQ pV -,61101016 00 PZ -,19899402 00 
QX .62673964 00 QY -.64218881 00 QZ -.44135109 00 RX .15558145 00 RY .12406866 00 RZ -.98000066 00 
ex - 62613967 00 By 642J8890 00 a7 44135111 00 IX - 42347934 no Ty ,18183983 DO TZ 0000000000 
DAP -,11478139 02 RAP .21857066 03 
--B..lQ..._--.5.2.J.B.2.2.Z.B...~n..5--fL.._" .. 5"2.l.2!t...5.3..S.....05 _ __.l::l!H~A~""3"'33 ... 2"3""3~35LCO""3 _______________________ _ 
____ ""Jilll.OC£K= ___ . ____ ." ___ " EQUATORIAl COORDINATES 
)( 8848185606 Y _ )1326]6Q 09 Z - 49114741 06 ox 30782622 02 OY 89430414 01 Ol 20782219 0 1 
R .15188993 09 LAT -.18866090 C2 LON .30799943 03 V .32122684 02 PTH .19253930 02 AZ .78943384 02 
____ XE."_~B.8.~92.6.9Q_D.!L" _ _YL"'.ll3..zH!tO-D.2....._nL.L=A9J...l3..3.Ql),,JUI __ Jl.XE._~..z.U22.5li~2 DYE 15814255 02 DIE 68579680 01 ________ _ 
XI .88815155 Oa YT -.11328760 09 ZT -.49164145 08 DXT .23805288 02 OYT .16147244 02 DIT .12515811 01 
_." __ .".l.JLc~1"aa656U1._Q2. __ b.'l.L......3.0.I!llQ121L"QL-"..I.IJ_ ="J.ltallULQ.?---LOL_~ ~~1.H5~ 03 
EPS .83120180 02 ESp ,27453512-18 SEP .96876758 02 EPH .48837777 02 ~~~ . ~g~~:ro~~!-~-HM~·_M___·-----
MPS 13183478 03 "'SP 10992]]4 00 SHP 48055927 02 SEN '3256592 03 EMS ,47a?6738 02 ESH )0698938 00 
RPM .39130200 06 SPN .6923163' 01 
."_".SA<: .. ".Sa299HZoiQ. ._ ...... ".""." " ......... _ 
GeE .27829543 03 GCT .28210141 03 SIP .13157979 03 CPT .90011781 02 
. ___ REP ___ 6.5...6.1..64AlLJJlt __ V..E..e......... • ..J-c..2..5.QQ.2.8....!IL. __ .c.e.E.-.---sn3.9.ilC..ll...1i~1".b.8.D22..l9_A2 _ __"OL2~.1189",3"51.118,.46",7",-,00,,"1 _ __,,03,,--,,,53'"IUl8"'5,LJlU''''-,,0''"' _______ _ 
135 
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CASE 1 SPACE TRAJEC10RI ES 
-------,2"OAY5 11 ""5. 23 ",N. 24.~ 
.... EQUATORiAL"' C'tIOifOINA"TEfs-···--------------
EP~~~ O~2;!:~~~6T6: PA~~~GE .987270o;95;;-nonO-----cBO'2'-'3:!~~:;~~~P~~257~~~OC~!9t8~4~1 2~!860ip~95:;!~~49~~l ~6 28. ~~:4 ~~4~~3}~8 9~: 
______ . Vt! __ !.?6,4J 1.91~:-Ql .. _. ___ .. P .::.!_l~~.U_~.§.:L Q1 .. ~L. _·_!?"?~~_~~.!.fLP~ ____ H.P-. __ !?Jn4~u~.~ .Q1L .... _ JE __ !_U~387L9...L-._~J;.lL _ •. ZlQ17.1.~9~ .O.~L ________ _ 
TA .11314751 03 ~TA .00000000 00 EA .10640161 {'3 MA .52137142 02 C3J - .. 19514541 01 TFI .59390038 02 
ALL VECHRS REfERENCEO TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
IN~ :;~!!!i~~ g~ lA~ :~~~!~gi: g~ AP~ :~6gi~;~: ~~ ~~ _:::~~!~~! g:.;;~:--l1~*~~:"'~*~9:\llg~~:!i~~~;Hg'*g-..,~~~-':~'!:~2¥:!Hg*g--------
WX .1642561800 WY -.49829153 00 HZ .8513043200 PX -.79333791 00 PY -.57960942 00 PI -.18619288 00 
---.. ·Q;C--:·5fr62(f34~rOO--Q-Y---_:644-f886T--6o--·QT=-:49052312--Co~X-;i5034289 00 'RY .10983989 00 RZ -~9825iI2'0 00 
-~'-D~~-~:}~~~-§t~t-~g R:~-·:~-rtI¥t-R-g~-,..R-~...i~.QJ.~-~-~,?~·..JX--:~2.'l'!~~-:;;-:u 00 TY ,8074~]-'tLO"'O'----'T ... Z-'-.9JliUW.O.QLQO' _________ _ 
BTa .31851979 05 eRQ -.218103.§.Lc_5_~~..Q.L-.J!!!--!..1.~.Q..Q.~8L!!02.. _____ ~~ ________________ _ 
_______ Ii~_lJ_i?.~~~~}_C_, _______________ _ ___________________ ~ER~~9~O~.D~I~N~A~TE~SL_ _______ ___ 
-·---~-·!~g_I~-~~~~-~~---LA_f-=:_H~:t~i-~i-lO~-=.!1-R}~}*"-~~--Pf-·~H~:1!t~ g~ P~~ -:~IIf~*:~ g~ ~~ :l:g:::@~ 8~ 
------""':,,~~:'-;~;.;.,;::~~~~; -6~-f~ ::H*H-~~~: . ~~ :::~~~:~~~ g: g~~ :~~~~~~~~ ~~ 8~~ :i*~!~~f: ~§ giH~}~!~·!(-gl!---------
--- ~~~ --:~~~i~-~~: %~~-.~-~~ -~~q1-}}~~ ~~ ~~!~:-~~~-~1{1Ht_~~~ :~~~~~~~r g~ ~~! :t~-tlWa~ g}-~t_·:·~*~H,~·~g2~1---------
____ .,~~~_. __ •. 1~~9J2_2.Q...Q.~ ___ .. t§.e...~9,{l_~U.tIQ~ __ .~._''1e •..• _t~~J..9.12 .. Q..2_LQ.,~ __ ~flL_,J.Q~~_Q.2.iL.Q).~!lll~Q.L_;.Sl'L_.:t..U.~IP.l.l~_.QQ 
RPM .39999994 05 SPN .81475485 02 
----G~s~~~;-'"':ig~~~t~i=5~ GeT .28187264 03 SIP .14648291 03 CPT .. 95085891 02 SIN .92595606 02 01 .13047324 01 
___ ~s,~.-!.;3Ji_!..?1~lLL.2.~~ __ .y.€P~~tq,.ti~~.2.1~_.£~i..__·_?..~,~~,9.!!.9.L.Q~ __ ._J;e.~_ .. _,_I:~.P.~?n.~_.Q.2 __ QLd!!t268Q.3 01 O •• ~.tl~U~.l!~_O"l~ ___ _ 
2 DAYS 19 HRS. 23 MIN. 44.875 SEC. 235666636637202160037141 J.D.= 2438608.03033420 JULY 31.1964 12 43 40.875 
------------- -----------
______ J?EOCEt.i.T~.lL.. ____________ . __ 
----~-·~~¥.~t~; %6_. -D-E-~ -:m-}}m~~i}~~1M~f_:H·P.WOHt--TrP:_~~~~1~~ g~ ff -:m:~m g'~~--------
R .37765356 96 bAT ,73656592 01 ION' .24925013 03 ~lJB26756 02 PTE 91541951 PO AlE .269ao066 0) 
XS -.94148621 08 YS .1092954209 IS .47395290 08 DXS -.22890601 02 OYS -.168392~3 02 DZS - .. 73016809 01 
. ----~}-:~mm~~~~~~~g}-~~~~~~ ::m~{n gg m :m!m:~H~ill~}g'~g-------­
~---;G"~~~-:'-~}~i}i~-g{--A~~ii~~~~_g}_~~~-ffi_~~--R~}~9~M~N-~}~~1~!*-~ :~2:ii-~!;: .. !-g~~~---- -----
OUT .3S0QOOOO 02 DT 3000QQQQ 02 DB .46954859 CO SHA .374J9657 06 PES .18J88010 02 OEM .13548432 01 
OAC .00000000 00 eel .. 25951328 03 Mel .18148032 03 Tel .1874803203 
. ---'---HEli(jCENTRIC 
-'----X---:9'4·47Z-S51(i8:c--'y,----.1'"'0"'9c;-I'0794 09 
R 1516926909 IAT - 161h2!?? O? 
XE .94148621 08 YE -.10929542 09 
XI .94471976 08 VI -e..l..0910941 09 
LTE -.18188070 02 LOE .31074208 03 
~~"'~~Il':"':~1..Jg"'~'--..J~o;,~~:~.·~~~r~g~-~~ 
RpM 1735601904 SPN 81132760 02 
SAC .. 58291Q19-10 
Z - .. 41346815 08 
ION .31066617 03 
ZE -.47395290 08 
1T - 47347140 06 
LIT -.18162504 02 
s.E2..-....a...28..400 02 
SMP .. 70014148 02 
ECUATORIAL COORDINATES 
OX .2·4Oa0524-~DV-:-15783917 02 Dz-'--:7oii828~ 01 
V 79633923 Q2 PTH 28119222 OJ A7 74607173 02 
DXE .22890601 02 DYE .16839263 02 DIE .7301680901 
~g~ :~fg~:n~ g~ ~r~ JJt~~~~: g~ ~~~ .~~-~~:H~~---------
EpM 28781878 02 EMp 151090B2_~....12.h.8.6.1ll,.....DD-...-. _____ _ 
SEM ,97881510 02 EMS .81977945 02 ESM .14057998 00 
GeE .10048671 03 GeT 10196703 OL-.SlJ?.-.IQ992463 03 CPT 11192827 03 SIN .11102827 03 
REP .3776535706 VEP .1616690201 CPE .98337663 02 CPS .. 77086569 02 02 .1748192103 
SELENOCENTRIC 
X .88137109 03 
B • J73560 19 04 
R .17355999 04 
ITS .94222630 00 
All -.23980408 01 





t NS 71278052 
5HA -.16317054 
SYI -.70302282 







SMA - 38639851 04 fCC 14159473 OJ 
YH .. 11264184 01 C3 .12688185 01 
TA _ 79098600 02 MTA 13492988 03 








590 7,.2.Q 31 02 
• 20340361 O • 
.58..6.11.1.954 OJ 
• 17580905 O • 
24991795 03 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
ox .. 17520817 OlDY -.18389761 01 DI -.68318105 00 
v 263°2815 01 fIH - 17J07776 02 AZ 25685635 03 
VP .26346406 01 PTP -.17078711 02 AlP .26757628 03 
I NE 35481264 03 
OR -.77375009 '00 
sIA -.617J8121 02 
OP .. 82988980-01 ASD .90000000 02 
SELENOCENTRIC CONIC 
235666636756202312552141 J.D.'" 243860B.03399981 JULY 31,1964 12 48 57.580\ 
B .a87345;?0 94 SIR .38629447 04 APR 00000000 00 RCA .16072142 04 
Cl .43631291 04 TFP -.31670817 03 TF .67483771 02 lTF .67152365 02 
FA - 12388325 02 HA - 52698847 OJ &3 t - 19274051 01 TEl 67395197 02 
lAC .93066530 02 ·DEF .89859775 02 IR .40560888 04 GP .8321t6089 00 
0p1 00000000 00 oy 00000000 00 op2 36000000 02 
All VECTORS REFERENCED TO ORBIT pi 'HE Of TARGET 
X -.73523113 03 Y -.15509394 04 Z -.25154064 03 OX -.19492388 01 OY .1746996901 OI .2585548~ 00 
-----IU=~~~.~;~~ll~~~;~~~:i;-~~U~~~I~O~~~.~:~~~~:~~~--~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j~~~L-~~~~--~.~:~t~b~~:'~~~:~~~~~--~~~~~:~.~~~~!~~~r~9~2;~g~g--.~:~~:A.~Io~1~~:~~~~:~!~-~g~!---------------
~~ :: ~:64~~,..,~~~-:g",g'-~~~~--~.~~~;~ gg ~~ -.l;:~;n~ gg ~: -.1:~~g~!·~~-=!g~~:--~~~;~.~~'::~~~~:~3~~~r-~~~~:--~~~~~-'-'.~~~~~~g~~~~~~o~1 ~g~g--------
SXJ - 98697974 00 SVI 16018690 an SZI 14578635-01 DU 83245832 00 RAI '1078127 03 
SXO .1580374200 SYO .97464663 00 SZO .15839212 00 DAD .91135827 01 RAO .80789735 02 
FIE 119] 99.8L0.3.... __ ..E.I..S.......83666.. .. 0L __ .Elt.._-: ... .2.ll.3].6...1.22.._QL~_, __ .. 
_________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
CASE 1 SPACE TRAJECTORI ES 
610 -.38245674 04 ERG .61345336_..Q.~ .... _ B .3813453-4 04 THA .110.~88!!.7'.C4"'8_0"'3'__ _____________________ _ 
...... --··-;C·..::·~-i5-57'O-f6i-·ci4--·-·--· Y -.67390634 03 - ·-'-Z-·=-~·365ya{nJ5 "03' ·--DX-=-:-i~~~·~;i~i~J8·~~·-M.~~~£~~i·~4}~·9~l\~~ LUN~~~~~89:~'~:~;:~-"0 .. 1--------
"---)·~~-·-·-:~~~~·l~~}··~~···-!:~-~··-:!~-~§H~g.;·~·i A·:I ·=·~·~~Hti·~~-_%~---~~-:.~-~{~~~~~~--~~-·-~~~t~~~~~:·~ ~~ :~ -:~~!~:t;~ ~~ 
----!~~~--~:~.~*g!~~~-~~ ~~ -:~~!~.~J~~-g-~----~~ -:m~t~~i-g~--~-~-_:-;·g~~~~~:-g~ :~ -~!~~:~~~:-~~ ~~ -:g~g~~~~: gg 
~~~----;~*;~~!~~~- ~g.-.-~~~--.: r·~:·~!~g-·-~~ . ---~i'~' -~.: 1~N-it~~~-g~· .. "g~~ ·-:::·~I-g~-!~}~·}-{~-~-!-l-~!~l~~i·-g~,----------------
.. n~.--~~.~~-~~l~!;.-g~~-.- ~-~f -'-:l*~-~~~t~ .g~" .. -.. -E~~-·:··~~gr~?~ g! ---Ttf.f'···~·16a9·oa61' b¥3----------.. ________________ __ 
...•. _ ...... --_ .. _ ... _ .. _._ ... _ .....••........ - ._ ...... _. .. __ ._ .... _ ..... _ .. __ ._ .... _-----------------
-------_ .. _-_._----------... _ .. _----_.--------
---_ ... _ .. _._-_._-_. __ .. _ ... _--_._---_._---------------
. ____ ~~HAUT~R~I.X-E~~AP~~jF~OARw~.~R~n _________ _ 
ox Oy DZ KE RE 
X -.1471960203 .1067533802 .z"5615991 02 -.32595615-02 -,32476319-03 .31037056-03 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
____ y ___ :. •. .!2.ul-"A~ •. Q.__'_?119_"12LQ.2.. .• _d9_~._q?~.~Z.29_6.,lli~.Q2 . .:::.llUlW.lQ::lIJ_~~'t!lfii~!!l!1l.!!l!092 1l.0 .00000000 00 ,OOQQOQQQ OQ 
z -.5284049002 .25753844 02 -.20270947 01 -.11035822-02 .12915691-03 -.23568188-04 ,00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 
DX .1498190206 -.2555416Q Q4 -.24631602 05 ,33314858 01 .39113632 00 -.32372415 PO gOOOOOOO go OQQQOQPO go ,ooOOOOgO DO 
oy -.1611193806 .37160500 05 .4211177305 -,34919704 01 -.72810351-01 .5135203400 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
_.----".l_. __ ._=.<t..lJHL6~.li.L.2.L-...!.U .. D:.j!!.!L6_o"L.....l22.1]Jt.2.2~O.L::.....23..e.il06!t_.O.L=...J.I.).-Wl2.S.1. .• Q!l. __ li5..6..l2.0.o.......o.tL.....O.OjlQoooo go .OOOOQooo 00 .00000000 00 
KE -.32545915 01 .52209142 00 .80158111 00 -.73065969-04 -.39913808-05 .96125029-05 .10000000 01 .00000000 00 .00000000. 00 
___ .. B.E .. _~ __ ~ .•. ?j.J.7J.MJl;:'.Q...l.---.!t .. U_9"~).~..l=..O . .a.. __ .. .:U.U9.2..O'.l::.02.._=......lO.i.'t.~.R.9...3;: .. Q!i_~...2!taaz.a.iQ:-"'O..6---.l.8 .. ~l2..5..2.3.=-06 00000000 00 10000000 01 OOOOOOOO ..G.O..--_ 
G .65223812-01 -.49480512-01 -.25215953-01 .20072020-05 -.15301703-05 -.76044533-06 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .10000000 01 
1M ,19158912-02 -.12332462-02 _,11460148_02 38080568-06 - 61960656_01 -.59356864-01 ooooonoo 00 00000000 00 0000000000 
RI(Ol}.QOOOOOOO 00 .ooooeooo 00 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
• __ I..QJ QU, O'O.Q'OQQ.Q.Q._QQ~Q.=.O.JlJLQ.Q-Lil.QO.QQJl.Q.Jl._OlL~QQO_OJl.QQ.lL.QO"'_~.O.9.o.9.90.Q _ 90... ~Q.9.QP.QQQ.ILPJL . ...JlJ)MllOOO 00 .00000000 OIL...llIlMllIJlOllJOOWlQDIL. __ _ 
RI(03).OOOOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00('100000 00 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000e) 00 
__ J.;Al9.~') •. Q.QQQQ.Q.O.D ... Q.Q_,._Q..QQQ.Q9_Q .. Q_Q.Q.~ ... "'J'-Q,Q9.QQP.9 .. JlQ. ... _'QOQ,QQQQ..O ... OJL_"QQ9.QQ_OJHt .Q.O.-J.!tOQ.O .. Q_Q.O.Q._QJL._..D.O..o.o.o.ooo 00 .OoooooQO... 00 .OOOOQOOO 00 
lO(03).OOOOOOOO 00 .OOOOQOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .oooeoooo 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .0000000000 
81104. OOOQQQOQ op .OcopCOOQ 00 noponooq no QQQocnQQ og CQQ.QW)oo 00 OQOOOOOO 00 00000000 00 00000000 00 000 0 0000 00 
lA(04).OOOOOOOO 00 .OCOOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 uO .OOOOOOOQ 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 
, ___ lJHIl.'t.l..QO.ru'-OQ.QQ_oL....o.llJlll.c.O_Illl..JI.O .. ~.QOJ)OQ_O.Q.Q.. .. O.!L"""O.Ql)'OJ)_OO.O._JlO __ .• ..o.OO.O.O.OJl.O_Ql)~J)J)Jl.llQ.OQl)_Qll--"&QJ).QQJIllQ...o.O~QJ)J)lIQQOD.JlIL...JlJlQJllI.rulJLQll __ _ 
~I(05).OOOOOOCO 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 .ooooeooo 00 .OOOOOOCt) 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 
IOCCS' 00000000 00 .QonoQo~QQ.o.oQO 00 OOOD.a.a.c..a._.Q!L........ODJUlOllD..tLWL.....-JU).QQ..O.QO.Q....JlO...--.aJ1O.Q.OO.nCUUlO 00000000 00 00000000 nO 
KM BIIOU I OC01. B II 03' LA(03J 10 1°3' RIIQ41 I A104) 10104) 
, aDo aoooo 00 .00000000 00 ,0 OOO.CUlruL.O_Q. . .-..Q.O!lQ.Q.QOJ:_'O'O----..Q...OJI.O"OJ&'l......Q.L.s..OJlll.Q!oODjOlllOJlO.JOl.lOL..J, 0l.lOWOJlooOJOl.lOWOc...0llJOL..;.ODjOItOWOIl!OODjOlllOLJljOOL .... QlIJQ~OlllOJlOOllJOl.l0L!ICQOIL. __ _ 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
1 ODOOOOOO 00 .QOOOOOOO 00 ...QQQQ.Q.Q..Q.Q..-1lC,.--&.DJlO.D.QJlQD........QJL...JlDDMJlOJUW---.C:OOPOQOO no .00000000 00 00000000 po OOOMOD.n.JlO __ _ 
OX .ooooooeo 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 DC .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
oy onOQOOOQ 00 OQOOOOOQ 00 ,00000000 00 .QOQOCQOQ 00 ,OOOOOQOQ 00 ,OOOQQOQO 00 ,OOOOOOOQ no .00000000 00 OOOODOOO 00 
DZ .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .• OOO()OOOO 00 
~~ . gggggggg gg . 2~gggggg gg .gggg~~g'_~g~~~~~~gg-gg-1.gg"'gl.l~lll~"-gglL!~Ill~~ • .J:glllg.llJgg"'glllgWg"-g..lgltgL. • .J:glllg"-gOllJogl.lgwgJlg..lg"gL. • .J.g"gwgjIJg~"glllgwg..JgDjgL.~ __ 
__ ..G........... ____ I2O..QC.QQ.~£.a.rulO..OjLaa..._ .• .c.aa.ruw .. ruL...aa......--..GQO.a.CJ;Qc. . .J)Q ........ .ooa.aD.a.o.CL~'O.OQOon 00 ,0000000000 aoonoooO OD_......tUHJ.O.lWDD......IW_. __ ~_, 
KM .10000000 01 .DeaOOOOo 00 .00000000 00 .ooooeooo 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
RICOll OOODDOOO DO .lQQQQOQQ 01 .COOOODea 00 QOOOC~QQonnnOQ 00 ,00000000 00 00000000 00 .QOQQOOOQ 00 ,00000000 00 
lO(Ol).OOOOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .100000eo 01 .OOOOeDOO 00 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000000 
R I I n3'. 00000000 Ou.....--..Q.QQOj)'O'O'O'Jl.O.~ .. OO"O.Q..OQ\L.Jl.o __ ~.a.O"O"O"O.O.OJ).l...-"'O"O"O.ruMl.ruLJliL......LO"OJlOOOOO 00 .00000000 on 00000000 00 .000000OQ...JlQ. ___ ·_ 
LA(03}.OOOOOOOO 00 .(;0000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .10000000 01 .00000000 00 ... 00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
-1.1l{O~).QQQQQOQO QO .OQQ2QQ.O..!LJJJL.....L.9.Q.OOOOCO QO~..QQ9. 00 .QOOOQQO~Q.Q.Q.Q9.QO 01 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .00009.gQ..Q...9.9~ __ ... __ ._ 
RI (04).00000000 00 .0eOOOOOO 00 .OOOCOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .10000000 01 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
I A104. 00000000 00 00000000 00 OOCOOQQQ 00 .onOOCOQo 00 ,QooogOOQ 00 ,OOOQQOOO 00 .. ooonoQoo OQ ,10000000 01 .OOOQOOOO 00 
UH04}.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .0000000000 .0000000000 .00000000 00 .1000000001 
• ~...l..aJl.Q1UlAO.ruL.n.o...~~ ... ru:alOjlooo CO OOQooJ20Q 00 oooono .. Qo 00 oooOOOO~.ODfJ..O..Qo..o-.O..o......-.oMO.OO.Qo.....o..o.· 00000000 00 .00O'O"O'O'O.D....1lL-___ . 
LO(OS) .. OOOOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 • .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000009 00 .00000000 00 
RICOS) lO(05} 
~ :~~~~gg~g ~g :g~gg~g~~ gg:-------------~----------
Z ·.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
DX .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
DY .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
DZ .66000000 00 .oeoooooo 00 
kE .00000000 00 .coooeooo 00 
RE .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
G .ooooooeo 00 .oeooeooo 00 
KM .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
R It OU. 00000000 00 .00000000 00 
lO(Ol).QOOOOOOO 00 .oeoooooo 00 
RI (03). 00000000 00 .0(:000000 00 
lA(C3).OOOOOOOO OC .00000000 00 
LO(03).OOOOOOCO 00 .ceoooooo 00 
R It 04). coooooeo 00 • O~OOCOCO 00 
LA(04 •• 000000CO 00 .. oeOOtOOO 00 
LO(04).00000000 00 .OCJQOOOOO 00 
~?-!'~..1.QQ.Q£Q..OO 01 .00000000 00 
UH05) .00000000 00 .10000000 01 
---_.---_._----_ .. _ ... 
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CONOITiONS AFTER FORWARD MAPPING 64/07126 171956.000 TO 64/07129 102758.000 
STANCARD DEVIATIONS 
.. __ ...... -_._. __ .. _ ..-_ ...... _._---_._-_._-----
--------------_._-_._--_ .. ------_._--_. __ ...•. _._----- ... _-- ... _ .._-----_.-._-_ ... _. __ .... __ ._ .. _----
.. ~--.-.-. 
01 01 K£ RE 
x .. 30252868 00 -. 97532915 oo·~-i1724;r07(j"1-·-~3TIC55·03-=05 -. 7395ge72-(f5·-;86026759.:o;--=~f14i9975~:n85it552-01 -.80316016-02 
.y -.91532915 00 .35603695 01 -.55"805753 01 -.92428534-05 .26619923-04 -.40541314-04 .1235590401 -.52365176-01 .10453919-01 
1 .1172420701 -.55805753 01 .13501225 oy-:6iI940546-(r5:;;-:3B6460·oT=(,-it--··~T644285·8::63_=:3afS61f7301 .1068846100 .58438504-01 
-OX .31205503-05 -.92428534-05 .68940546-05 .43683565-10 -.90711219-10 .19557313-10 - .. 66146521-06 .99492951-07 -.14111053-06 
DY -.73959872-05 .. 26619923-04 -.38646001-04 - .90711219-10 • i48270Y6-0cj--. 38425991-09 .93201819-05 -.36369286-06 .45994411-01 
-Dl .80026159-05 -.40547314-04 .1044285g. .. 03 .19551373-10 -.38425991-09 .10705628-08 -.30283843-04 .83532136-06 .44114390-06 
KE -.11479915 00 • 12355904 -ifi-=-;jfff56813-Cr~::.-:-6b146-5i1..:.C6--:93ioiaf9::05-:.;.30283643-04 .23465833 01 -.11756211-01 .65221256-02 
RE .13854552-01 -.52365176-01 ._1068.~.461 0.0 .99.~92951-07 -~3.636928~-06 .JJ35~2136-06 -.1l75~211-01 .13116632-02 .91060890-04 
~ G -. 803160 16-0~r0453919=()T""-:-5-8it38!f(f4';;jj i"'=-:--147 i i05Fo"6-: 45 ci944 fj::-oi-- ---;; 44-'7iit-j'9'O::if6-:65 221256-0 2 .97060890-04 .89175812-01 
;K.M -.59946211-01 .1701934400 -.88679043-01 -.81013622-06 .14708519-05 -.62425256-06 .13448153-01 -.21379249-02 .44422620-02 
RIIOl).12086512-01 -.13751965-01 -.48763499-C1 -.57543598-06 .18685316-05 -.51465294-05 .56008815-01 .40580537-04 -.53195161-03 
LO I 0 1-. 13339052-03 • 554733 81-03 _~n_ii9.l::.QL_'!.J.2.!.~1l.~~.::.Q.'L=-~.l~~9446 Q=.9.~-!..120932_~ k:91 • 59361.~_97-0~U!llU::.q6 .212Q796rO!-
RI (03) .20390984-02 -.10891439-01 .33964888-01 .25202116-08 -.56368032-07 .24294704-06 -.96134286-02 .24052494-03 .32125143-04 
lAI03-.36587529-04 .11_11~12-0,)-=_!!L2_~?~_121::.Q.~ __ .::..i.~~52..lJ:I.::.Q_L..!.H!!~~.!t~.2=JUL=_ •. ~,53.Q!!:112-~:UJ2:19-:0-4 -.15129M6-05 -.280-4170fC.QL---
LO.103-.28800569-03 .lC67lt698-02 -.19298502-02 - .2-4822534-08 .77924581-0a -.1-4900661-01 .31833395-03 -.2031lt296-04 .30281011-05 
RQ041 .. 4329lt151-02 - .. 223131ltl-Ol .. 50381951-01 - .. 85561658-08 - 57128668-07 .19668525-06 -.ZQQ66952-01 .29635388-°3 .96861058=04 
LA (04) .4458.6662-0lt -.17261220-03 .32921882-03 .42414036-09 -.15626263-08 .19843803-08 -.18954978-04 .26220665-05 .18060100-05 
LO 104-.30525284-03 • 1 058 ~W--=.QL~.1Q40 6~~~ .. ~I9913~-=.QJL_.s..I~R?..?.il~=~..1.?~~11'!}-O 7 __ ._12J!~QJt't2=.9..L:::.4Q.5..94 735-04 .44901:\86-:05 
RI 105».54116181-02 -.16481845-01 .23357156-01 .14208912-07 -.36921928-07 -.18288466-07 .55661431-02 .364584:91-03 .81791685-'04 
La I 05-. 30433225-03 • 1072 82 25-..9_?~_~.!.E!!'Q2Q2.5~.= .• 27596164-08_~.!2 65631-:~~.~.~-0 7 • ~~lli~!l~=!U--=-. 199~-O'L-!.ill.1992 7-05 ___ _ 
RIIOS) Le(05) 
~ -: ~:!~t~:~:gf -: r~~~-~-~-g-:g·~--------------··--~----·--·-------------------------------
1 .23357156-01 -. 118~t4.Q.§_~~_~. ____ ~ _______ . ___ . 
OX .14208912-01 -.2759bl64-(J8 
DY -.36927928-07 .782656}.1-08 
01 -.18288466-07 -.13316233-07 
:~ : ~::~~:~I:g~ -:t~~~i~::g! . _______ . __ "<_n ___ •• _____ --.--.----------------.-----,-----------------
_----..G........--=~.L\..jn~.22.1=Q.L ______ . ____________ .. _ 
k.... -.5463371-4-03 .53243634-04 
RI IOU.38130845-02 -,48447363-Q5 
LO 10 1-.1124559)-04 .93368597-07 
_.-1!.!!ll.lL~=>kQ.~..:....~).'iL~.2.l1::.P.:;_. ___ ._ .. _. __ . ________ . __ . __ .. __ ._ .. _ .. _ .._ .. ________ .. 
LAI03-.4718649)-06 .28521603-01 
__ .1.Q.(-'Uc .• ,'H_I~' .. 5_Z.7Q2 ..• .3.".9U12Z=.O.~ .. __ .. ___ .... __ .. ____ . _____ . __________ . _______ . .... _ ......... __ .. ___ . __ 
RI (C4) .11324937-03 -.50297353-05 
t~:~:::!~:H~!::g~ ~·~:~~~~g~7~~g~O!-!;L::~g!~---------.---------------------------------­
. ---llig~:m:-!t}~t=:_~!tt!~~~~--'----··-·--·------·------·---.... -.-.-.... ---.-.. - .. -.---------------.----
---------_. __ ._ .. _--_.--._------_ ... _-_._._--_ ... __ ._-._._-----_._-----_._-----_. ----
-_.-----_ .. _----
-_._-----.---_ .. _---------------------------
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U MATRIX fOR HAU.lli.G....UlBJiAIW' ________ --'-U"'F"'BAUTjJIn"'.--""lIlUM,. . .. ER'--_'_'--'~ _____ _'_ _______ _ 
, 
-.1144606204 
Y -.1072320304 , 
-.39141&84 03 0' .11616227 01 OY -.12499109 01 0, 
-.84893285 D • 
KF -.26078957 02 
., 
.12000000 0' 
G .15799942 Ol 
RI(011.00000000 00 
lQCOl) oooooogo QQ 
RI (03) .00000000 00 
LAf031.000MlOoO 00 
lO(031.00000000 00 
RII04! ooooQQoo 00 
LA (04) ,00000000 00 
lQI041.QOOOOQOQ 00 
RI (05) .00000000 00 
L0105) .00000000 00 
K" 
X ogogoooo gg 
Y ,00000000 00 
1 gQQQOg9Q 00 
ox .00000000 00 
Oy QOMOQQO 00 
oz .00000000 00 
If oooooona 00 
RE .00000000 00 
G onooQooo 00 
Kfil .00000000 00 
R 1101' ononOQgo 00 
LO(Ol),ODOOOOOO 00 
AlIO)} OQOoonQo 00 
LU03) ,00000000 00 
'D'M) 00000090 no 
RIIO't,.OOOOOOOO 00 
'AlO'" noOOOOQo 00 
LO(04).00000000 00 






.81778018 D • 




































.30902714 03 .5.3542442 00 .55168439 00 .871361t56-01 
.32887343 03 .50067221t 00 .57242589 DO .767469QO-Ol 
.10533162 03 .18666819 00 .22716637 00 .53435583-01 
-.31162298 96 -.54600802 03 -,54885514 03 _,84010262 02 
• 37073921 D. .58424870 03 .66873048 0] .10257482 03 
.24874157 06 .'39611558 93 44131723 03 .6491615' '02 
.74661426 Ol .12189310-01 .13324538-01 .202'0992";'02 
.41750000 02 9592285-01 26794433-01 -.14633 79-0 
-.76396849 00 -.73902680-03 -.16099661-02 -.30063837-03 
5 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
gOQQnogo gg oggooogo go gOQQogM 00 0000000 0 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.q0999 00o go .gqqqoooo 99 ,99999900 00 ggaqqgoo 09 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 ,00000000 00 ~OOOOOOOO 00 
QOQooQoo QQ QQQogqqo gg QQQqoogQ og ,0QooQqOQ 00 
,00000000 00 .00000000 00 ,00000000 00 ,00000000 00 
oOQoooog go ,ooooooog 00 00000900 99 .00QOO09° 00 
.00000000 00 ,00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
I 0(0l!. BII031 LA(O;H LQ(Q)I 
C9YARIANCE MATRIX AI IMPACT ITERATION NUMBER 
DX oy oi 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
,00000000 09 ,000000°0 DO 
.00000000 00 .OOODOOPO 00 
09900000 99 ,QQQQQOQ9 QQ 
.00000000 00 ..00000000 00 
00000000 DO ,OOOQQQOQ 90 
.10000000 01 .00000000 00 
.0 0 0 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
000000 00 00 0°000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
qqgqqDQQ 99 ,DQgOD9" 99 
,00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.goooooqg 00 ogoooooo 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
00000000 00 00000090 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
09000900 00 ,OOOOOOQO 00 . 
BUg" 'AtO+» lQro!) 
KE AE 
BE .43820743-01 -.35257870-02 ,1278227600 .84772244-05 ,17381t057-0<ft -,102<ft<ft6<ftl-03 -.11756211-01 ,13176632-02 .97(16089O-0<ft 
LtHOl_ 41038837-03 .11543397-93 .10229495-02 .17358944-06 .79800348-Q6 _ 47071289=Oit "361491-03 .39215121_06 .2120t"r0<ft 
RI (031.15244070-02 .11539189-01 .36862024-01 ,42282521-05 .15634880-04 -.24079918-04 -,96134286-02 .24052494-03 .32125143-04 
LAI03-,20369838-03 .28819935-03 -.-43947821-04 ,61897943-07 ,19274766-96 .15294652-06 ,15511219-04 -'[5129666=0, -.21041700-07 
LO(03-.10524924-02 ,77795417-03 -.20132867-02 .588352~0-07 .15764607-06 ,18962619-05 ,31833395-03 -.20314296-04 .30281011-05 
RJIQ~I 35741734-02 ,76209624-Q2 .371;'9693-01 .441697$9::05 .,"1504944-04 _ 26640622-0\'" 2006695'-OJ ,'96]'311=03 .968610,. .. g4 
LA(0~1.21950854-03 -,0!.8080583-03 .2388917&-03 -.481158U-Q7 -.14000805-06 -,30065643-:,06 -,78954978-04 .26220665-05 .18060100-0' 
LOI04-,11658459-02 ,94596112-03 -'175~0358-02 .97570515-97 .}6171451-06 17792974=0, 128§8899::03 -,20,,413':04 44901...,6=0$ 
RtlOS1.13707631-01 -.28981619-02 ,13513065-01 ,24708622-05 -.44524405-05 .... 13020418-04 .55667437-02 .36458491-03 .81197685-0"' 
LO(OS-.11816328-02 .99346931-03 -,17891520-02 .12374134-06 .36410986-06 .18132751-05 .24824184=:03 -.1,,20)18=04 .45lU927_0!S 
K" RICOll 1019P BIC031 I Ql03) ucgt) lQIQ41 
X -.31134971t 00 -.85791592-01 -,410;'8837-03 .15244Q79-02 -.29169638=93 - 10524224-02 "141114 ... 02 .21950854=01 -,116".",_02 
Y ,4301t3320 00 ,20569953 00 .71543397-03 .11539169-01 ,28819935-03 .7n95417-03 .1620962+-02 -,2(1080583"'03 .94596112-03 
Z -,21908431-01 -.37009124 00 ,102'19495-02 ,36862024=01 -,43947821-Q4 _,201]2867_02 .37139693-:01 .2U09116-01 -.1,,491,.:02 
KE .13448153-01 .56008875-01 .59361497-03 -.96134286-02 ,15511219-04 ,31833395-03 -.2Q0ft6752==01 -.1I"\!7 .... 0\ U'''''?-01 
RE -.213i<Jz49-02 .40580537-01t ,39Z75721-06 .24052494-03 -,15129666-05 -.20314296-04 .29635388-03 .. 2622(1665-05 - .. 205M735-04 
G ,44422820-92 -.5'3195161-03 21291963-94 .'321251:\3-04 - 28g41700:=07 30281011-0$ 26"610"-Q' 1806Q70O=9' ++9011:06=9' 
KM .27868181-01 -.29954928-03 .1t7840111-C4 ,72925800-04 .46100390-05 ,4951-'1367-04 -.37939258-03 -.29477555-05 .• 552U62D-0+ 
81101-,29954928-03 ,19215977 00 - 328'99'31-93 H9201r2tM .81855413-:Q6 UnUM-Q, 221?11QkO' '682]161_0, - 91111239:9' 
L01011.4764C 111-04 -,32849937-03 .21841726-05 -,14115985-05 .23197022-07 .76188639-07 .17466902"-04 -.4156024&-06 .77421723-07 
81 (03).729258QO-04 ;;Q29425-0;.- 14115965=Q5 .3H993i!Q-Q2 41481401-04 _ ]8096767-05 117565'0=03 42209819:06 ... 1"16917_05 
LA(03),4610039o.-05 ,87855413-06 ,23197022-07 .41481401-04 ,54581121-06 ~33394948-07 -.6298(1669-06 -.73461368-08 .303061159-01 
l.gIO}) 49514367_04 15896580-05 76JRA6]9-Q7 - 38096767-05 33394948=07 u999J?2-M _ ,812" .. 5:0' - "1]'993+-07 3718'160=06 
BII04-.37939258-03 ,29121702-02 .11466902-04 ,11756580-03 -.62986669-06 -,58725345-05 .33416819-02 -.34445197-04 -.78030309=0' 
LAI04_ 29417555-05 +66'3'61-05 - 475r.g?48_Q6 .4no9819_Q§ - 1J46U68-08 _ 47319934_07 _ 1+445'97::(14 59B193Q7-06 _ 46&4,"1=07 
Lll(1l4J,55Z82620-o4 -.91115239-Q5 .77427723-07 -.36916917-05 .30306559-07 .. 37188360-06 -.78030309-05 .... ~649328-07 .41265651-06 
8005-,54633714-03 .l813Q845-9? - 1l?4559}=04 632102}6-Q4 - 471A649}=06 _ 5747855'-05 11]249]1-03 '8911010-05 - ntZl?94eO' 
LO(051.53243634~04 -.48447363-05 .93368597-07 - .42476017-05 .28521603-07 .36938152-06 ",50297353-05 -.5164204&-01 .31078005=06 
8I10SI 19(05) 
X .1370H;1-01 -.11816}28-02 
y -.28981619-02 ,99346931-03 
Z .13513065-01 -,17891529-02 
OX .24708622-05 .12314134-06 
oy -.445214C5-95 .36410288-06 
oz -.13020416-04 ,16132757-05 
K§ 55667437-02 .2,«824)64-0} 
RE .36458491-03 -.19920318-04 
·---K~~·~r~1z~4~5~~2!~1~:;Hr~:g~:---------------------------------------------------------------------
RII01! 38130S'c5-02 - 464'c7363-05 
LOIOl-.11245593-01t .93368597-07 
~ .... ---R1..L~lill936-Q4 -.4?416Q17-g5 
LA(03-,47186493-06 ,28521603-07 
~~32!~;i:g; _:~~mlli":'l!g~;--------.-------------------------------------
I Al04! 18911019_05 - 5164?Q46_Q7 
lOI04-.67423294-05 .37078005-06 
___ .J ..I.10.21 . .'1. .. 64988731-0 3 -.6 ?438415-Q5 
LOI05-.62438415-05 .38167141-06 
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IMPAC T pARAMETERS 64107131 124340 
________ ~~T~.!.~ __ tT ~J.q.~:r.J1.~ .. ~_~.!_~_lliftSJ __ . _ 
_________________ ~,R_O _____________ ~_~'!. ____ .lL _______ SL ______ . ___ ~_,!§ _____ ~_.RS'__ ___________ _ 
BoORO .10191125 C3 -.42141458 02 -.10828736-02 -.58231506-01 -.97720680-02 -.24702021-02 
______ ~!_T_~ __ ..:.!1?!'!'~_~.~.?_~?. ___ .!36.!!19.!12 __ ~._.~.?..1!::QL~8921!~t:_9_1 __ • ~9.1~t~}Jl1:.Q.~.... .129,,1"'0,,81,,8"'-"'0 ... 2 __________ _ 
_____ ... _. __ .. _ .._.!.~_ .... _ .. ~_._"?q.lY..~}}~::.q2 __ ._ . ..!}_?..~.~.,..lk:9_2 __ .1!~Q..!.~.p.l...~~_~ill.~.::9..!L __ -!.l:~.~~_82-~. __ .~035l961t-O."_6 __________ _ 
C3 -.58231506-01 .30892370-01 .50120153-05 .40896348-04 .83996081-05 .16937951-05 
___ "-'s.'--'T1>_-::...~2.I?20660-~~!~_86345=~.lq664~..9-0"'5'___~."8",'.z' • .,6.,0",6",0-::>0,-,5,-_"--"lO",9C4t.!1"64,,,4-,,,-,!0,,,4_--,-.32l0<,5",5-",36.,5",9=-O",.~ _________ _ 
.. 70493541-07 
____ •. __ . ___ ~-N..Q!I.t'!ALIZED_ N HA:rRIX 
B.RO -".T~ _____ .____ ~T~L ___________ ~,___ ________ ~~~ ________ ~~ ______________________ ___ C3 S. TS S.RS 
8.RO .99.999999 CO -.18236318 00 - .. 80665954 CO -.81629358 00 -.28422352 00 -.89534764 00 
_______ ---'B'--'."T"-0_-.18236314 00 .2.999929900 .74085462 00 .93190993 00 .61140689-01 .94245298 00 
________ --'T"'L~---=- •. IiI_Q.g~_.~~ .7408544600 .. 9999.51999 QO .92150665 00 .70335326 QO .90114820 00 
.10000900 01 .39696886 00 .99151130 00 C3 - .81629358 00 .9.H 9."-0.",.,,5,---,,,0 O"---_.,.,.,,2J.12!S 0"6,,,6c<-1--,0,,-, '--,"--"-""-'''''''''-''''--_...-J==!!!-''''-_--'-'C!J.2..!JW!---I!lL.... _________ _ 
.39696814 00 .99999999 00 .34119891 go _______ "'S.1S -.2842g~~..:' .. 611"-40"'4'-!1-"2-:oC'-'1'----'.'--'7"'0"'33'-'5"'3"-11-'---'C""0_--'-==='---""-_-'--"-'=="'-'''''-_---'--''''-L!.Z!!CU--'''''-_________ _ 
.29157160 00 .34712904 00 .100QOOQQ 01 _______ -.S..!.RS -.89534792 C~.!tlli..ll~ .. ,,9"'C"-1"'14'-'9"'''0__'C IOL....--'=-'-2-J="----'"llL-_-'--''t.LLllJL>....IIJL_--'-'LlI.Ill8lllllll-lU'-_________ _ 
OM/DOO I1AI...B...IX 
A.RO B 10 II C3 S Ts S RS 
-.41420969 02 .48283439 03 .11555589 03 -,111(76)5-01 .49206201 00 -.35648690-02 
-.175~6913 ~2 .374851t42 Q3 .66241056 03 --"l0040."-91,--,9",_",0J..l_-,-,.5"! ... 8,,63,,,9«0,,,9~M.",92",~,"6~2-::JO,,2,-_________ __ 
.3U~:,!2f14 Q2 ...u.~~_Q Q~ .2399.2952 Q3 -,35349999-02 ,21265436 09 -.14141163-02 
OX .48945(\40 95 - 51206953 06 - 1326)] 5b Q6 11559908 O? - 49ltJh'U 3 03 35861535 01 
__ D"'Z'--_-=--..!tli'O.12!iJLCL-....3.12!i6_'t.u..03LlJO-"-6_~. 5"'2"'51Ul..lJl_01L~._..::..BM"'8"-5J..JJ"'4WlOJ..!. _---'4"OlllO!l53"'9,.4"'6..jO""'---"-=---<2:J.7lL07l]7~,,,,86IW0L1! __________ _ 
.38735080 04 
____________ ~B.RO ,6~.yO~3 __________________________________________________________________________ __ 
B.TD -.3B246~g~. ________________________________________________________________________ __ 
B.81 .74515017 93 
BiTT -.3B011085 04 
TL 67152357 02 
SMAA 1 J 220904 92 
SHU ,29897686 01 
lHETA ,66949971 02 
pEl .304]9746 QJ 
Del .11612381 Q2 
OF! 34764471 OJ 
IE 61395791 C? 
MATRIX fTARGfI CQI/AlCSIA. PI ANE' 
R.8T B IT II 
B RT 1] 078899 03 -.39242118 02 - 119065173-°2 
B.IT 
- 39242 115 02 24058 399 02 .29985502-02 
II 
-
71906970-Q2 29985496_02 .714Q I 30 7-06 
140 
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APPENDIX F 
Ranger VII postmaneuver OOP printout 
PAGE HEADING 123 
(kAI pOSt MIt AliA PRE bllA AS 4PRIOkl 14 NOv) 
-----... :;i:ifgcTiI~r,2"'._.:;lOI\C."2'77"'S8"0'"0"0-. __________________ ~ _ _'10"'1'----____ ~ _______ .. --... ----------.--.---
pROBE POSITION AND VELOCITY AT EPDCH t02 
X ... 15661lt53E6 y •• 630416151:5 2 .... 80111204E4 
OX-.14342616El DY"".97256996EO DZ=.28116199EO 
DIRER PARAMEtER vALUES 
KE-.3986013Sc6 RE .... 63183085E't GBMOON"'.39225373EO 
KM-.49025904E4 RI (1)-.63156450E4 [OC 11".21 ,05[80E2 
RII3J-.63718804E4 LAl3r-.35117429E2 LOI 31=. 24319447E3 
kl'.''''.63126016E4 [.14''"'-.31212263E2 lUi 4' •• 13688155E3 
RJ ,5'-.63754785E4 lO(S): •• 27685332EZ 
RSIOPWlf3:S.6 
ARMOON-3.567 MSMOON-374.1 




RI .3) ,LAe3"LUI3' ,R. (4J,LlT'ltl'(:UT~-l;l{fTs-r;tUT~·----~-----~-~-------~-------
COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ESTIMATED PARAMETERS (10 
Rol 20 ... 60 , ... 2 ... 31' 15164245tO 1018 605/2212120155221214,51218 S 10 
60"'411727402551050574704/8 164631011765131066170002/8 $ 10 
565 .. 52565421532160144602,8 ----s~"3U2T65Z7fi7iZ4'2.0.m"ri17/..-8 ' •• -----.y,10ii---~-~-------
2035017151~7150046116174/8 556416463531523577506511/8 S 10 
16141554614113426126256018 11165455302413625501100018 S 10 
5767671124D2543640126027/8 572462652471537565172303/8 S 10 
173<\3176170414055~~05730/8 572513250265537103557352/8 S 10 
ROz 60512212120155221215004018 2014103322/415441021166018 S 10 
60645513353055373516674218 565661325376532116611436/8 $ 10 
166553'3116413311260441418 56553601165 .... 53206121501418 S 10 
601445555720546202311434/8 562116234165521165113024/8 $ 10 
570600035133535533513110/8 17664360636514345552132218 $ 10 
2004306"'1174145556231675/8 113423541062140741436473/8 S 10 
51562044334054263577$52218 1665013361/513340060662618 i 10 
17371710,.555140616046440/8 576454171607543451526546/8 S 10 
56643351616453321564431418 113111165513140013613I36}8 $ 10 
57511t2322462542002751750/8 11314072361211t0725673715/8 S 10 
R03 604411721402551050516420/8 &1)6455 (33530553 13516 llo41u $ 10 
211610313504156526415521/8 565765252672532611003526/8 S 10 
16311716303213000214513&/8 11062224250413515346442218 i 10 
607~4427.HI755~747364366/8 165606725071132247735071/8 .$ 10 
1164'5271741705566713016/8 601532013121546 (33564040/8 $ 10 
200450762575145022665316/8 174551t55607311t1563310024/8 S 10 
20lt62541551t14660L77610i/a 5 '2622306755537330273336,8 $ 10 
513730146752540215135234/8 200151t171012145220320202/8 S 10 
i71 710011416136671771524/8 57356211133054006451412418 S 10 
200420551566145715223501t/8 57314256717651t0300351t346/8 S 10 
Ro4 164631011 16513106615007278 56566132531653211660733618 S 10 
565165252612532611002520/8 (112510000000131000000000/8 S 10 
54546636317351200062700018 54413306525151121756123418 $ 10 
16363652543413032761735218 5".3642111023510366207631/8 S 10 
151441156060116356205024/8 15754710151012403337156078 i 10 
5516213412515245161t41154/8 552646542357511506331011/8 S 10 
556500616776523640051324/8 14740315766311456102641218 $ 10 
552425332176511102061012/8 555546766316522116402620/8 S 10 
54665553611351313631114218 552455350423517122432016/8 $ 10 
5541100712515211t76463116/8 5524326530125111-46066303/8 $ 10 
ROS 56545256542153216014451018 166553331 16413311260443618 $ 10 
163711163032130002141t12218 5"'51t66363113512000626214/8 S 10 
(172510000000131000000000/8 141464401340106126517062/Ef S 10 
5635724454215301tl601t0600/8 1424531221211012631t64321/8 S 10 
552433330303511562373756/8 55561241244652243501341618 $ 10 
160516131353125175421700/8 152661t3260~6117036642012/8 S 10 
15551405402512254667143178 51t646363411451367051Z36418 i 10 
152161623041117405170104/8 152501t31t0030111132027146/8 S 10 
14546645506211210610033618 153431400043120503040436/8 $ 10 
552:560445203511775152074/8 153404167347120775155646/8 • 10 
R06 562635 .... 3021652764243103018 5655360 '1654532061215024/8 $ 10 
170622242504135153464474/8 5~473306525151121757002Z18 $ 10 
14146440134010612651561618 (11251000000013/000000000/8 $ 10 
56643326010153351550131t1t/8 14-51t05135502112344160431/8 S 10 
55043542451151561054311218 56011114320052535541166218 $ 10 
557545266623524520114616/8 153624161421120102211136/8 S 10 
160161552453125510211110/8 5516214 .... ,031516051142134'8 $ 10 
552115400723511117330730/8 157115153116124026530150/8 $ 10 
1506/020020611524316241078 55265056111 lSI 160633346218 $ 10 
157414716057124403765032/8 553406343165520232245152/8 $ 10 
RO I 203501 tl514115004611611418 601445555/20546202311 .... 3 .... ,8 $ 10 
60744"'213417554741364366/8 163636525434130327617352/8 S 10 
5635/2445 .... 2153041604060018 566 .... 33260/0/5335,55013 ....... 18 S 10 
~~~:I!~!~!~1f~~!:~~!:;!~::· ··-;~m~ri,;;;;;~n~T-~Orl; .. ~"g~~~i-i!'"~"'~T-~~ng"~,;;T-;~n~;;:":--,:<---;:~n-g-----~-------~~---------
514621000641541221206}30/8 565632642424532474174672/8 S 10 
00050000141254556636003018 111402121Ii)51363+243Sli60J8 $ 10 
171574055005136376702325/8 571552625742536~752~7435/8 $ 10 
56212300013152'/3025540 .... /8 51151162321153613114131518 $ 10 
17671114175514320"'2:11652/8 110151640654135102612332/8 $ 10 
Roe 5564164635315235"50651178 56211623416552"6511)02418 i 10 
16560612501113224773501718 543642111023510366207631/8 S 10 
14245312212110126346432178 14540513550211234416043118 i 10 
564552006000531702014651/8 110507534056135113632210/8 S 10 
14145124000411464156670278 151400:56 .... 21612410200551 .... 18 $ 10 
15344461006512035626203718 1451t535660761l22463~7122/8 S 10 
55051343546351540116061418 14011551616 .. 105 ...... 533533018 $ 10 
151546011755116242031230/8 556140403245523301156330/8 S 10 
541515415006514406241606/8 5515403 1610151615;J1160 1018 $ 10 
15763261277212430725377018 551~745251765163~2711300/8 $ 10 
R09 167415546141134261262560/8 51060003513353553351311018 $ 10 
1701t52111417135566113016/8 151441156060116356205024/8 S 10 
55243333030351756237375618 5504354245[1515610543112/8 i 10 
170514362471135663166562/8 14-7457240004114641566102/8 S 10 
1755605661141423061,1112/8 563421425161530353234072/8 $ 10 
151523601537124241574104/8 152410243500111031012664/8 S 10 
16150126114212654233660218 5524062332 [651162455474318 $ 10 
555171536416522525327370/8 55751051161t1524117"'30221/8 $ 10 
54113S3640135ltt500104210/8 15565615120012232111114478 $ 10 
564460536652531031010474/8 550665546543515132103650/8 S 10 
Rio 1116545530Z41362550770DO/8 1,664360636511.3455521322/8 " 10 
60153201372751t6133564040/8 157547107510124033371560/8 S 10 
55561247244652243501347618 56071114320052535541766218 • 10 
200507117532145471032715/8 15740056421612470200557418 $ 10 
563421425161530353234012/8 20561161~37015Z4z440352018 $ 10 
561"64205551t534002344635/8 561535031655526562744010/8 S 10 
1666752766241333243666Z2I8 551534135275524067215445/8 j 10 
565500001164532066216504/8 112646405472137313146464/8 S 10 
163445020026130347266673/8 16550050071513220442435018 $ 10 
5735663511535~051705215118 165424602634132305373574/8 $ 10 
141 
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142 
RU 5161671[2402543640[2602718- 200430641114145556231675/8 $ n_-10 
200450762575145022665316/8 55762134125752451644115418 $ 10 
160516131353125115421100/8 !iS7S45Z6662352452011461678 $ [0 
514621000647541227206130/8 153444610065120356262031/8 $ 10 
15152360753112424[57410478 56i4li1tZtlS"S54-s3lt-00ll7t46:fS7A S 10 
t~t:t~g~g~f~ij:~:~!~ti}g~: ~:~:~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~:-:- -it"gc---------
164643105440131125026464/8 172764630435137151040223/8 $ 10 
163510605345130606266636/8 164425271710131545115433/8 $ 10 
172551112357137636701246/8 164550263652131257556222/8 $ 10 
RIZ 5124626524/15315651/2303/8 173423541062140141436473/9 " 10 
--------T:..,~;;;~,,~"':;C~~;;~;;;grrir~~gg~;:: ~~§:i~~:~!ii~~l~g~~~~~~~:-+--{g-
565632642424532474114672/8 145453566016112246341722/8 S 10 
152410243500 [[ ,03I012664J8 561535031655526562 ,4ltOl0J8 S 10 
565451511Zl6532.520745656/8 161450322617126412234161/8 $ 10 
164lt3011561L[3L302Z3026ltJ8 5S-~3ZSZ1'lt773'5757tOJ8 S 10 
151535356062124012365016/8 164510026006131646327552/8 S 10 
1546L345604L12111327f7f-rzonr----rso6~"6ltr3TlZ3657t7Z0~------__yo_ 
164442436204131432.145316/8 157471401561124701165005/8 .$ 10 
k13 515452 163L51542565104110J8 51562044334054263511552218 S 10 
201762541554146601116101/8 556500616776523640051324/8 S 10 
1555/405402512254661143118 16""OT6I5~3"IZ5510Zl"77IU~-'U 
600500001412545566360030/8 55'0573435463515401360614/8 S 10 
---------,~-----
16150/26114212654233660218 - lo6"675Z7b024TIn2"43"6""6~U--'-------"----YU----------- .-- .-.--.. -.--- --------------
171611030216136262421120/8 1644301156111:31302230264/8 .$ 10 
1,3443562033140644413516,6 5626512123035216115525 16J 8 S 10 
~:1:~~;!~::~~~!~~!f~!~:1:: ~!~~;iI!!~~~~::!~~~!~:g:: : ~-------~ 
k14 ~:;~!~~f!!~;~!~!:~~!:·~": ~:::~i~!~~~;~·~~~~~~!~ -n~gi--------
572622:306755537330273336/8 147403157663114561026412/8 .. 10 
5464636341145136,05,236418 -551621441031516051142/3418 S 10 
--------5~~~~ .. !;rg~~;_!~:;;!..;!~~"'!~<i~n~-i;~7i,~=--~~~i!i~~~~~!~:~~~~!~~n-- -~------ ---------- --------------
562475456170521137436405/8 554705756032521417357546/8 .$ 10 
56265/21230352,61155251678 . 1557i03553"5""5012272373H·flt'U-·-,s------ro---·-------·· 
154102736500121313432450/8 560151146755525011513250/8 $ 10 
55164132343 i51630310163IJ 8 1525521 , i 16611 120312316 118 S 10 
157425445277124057215666/8 154755251053121244523314/8 $ 10 
RlS 51241511111053151353012118 113111104555140616046440,8 i 10 ------------------------
~~!1!~!;~~:f~~~!~~~~~~~Z:: ~~§~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~ --;:};;-g---
171574055005136376702325/8 151546017755116242037230/8 $ 10 
555111536416522525321310/8 56550000116453206621650lt18 I 10 
164643105440131125026464/8 157535356062124012365016/8 .. 10 
56442643043153104120225478 15470273650012131343245078 ., 10 
160630045225125371777416/8 562746504500527163002075/8 .. 10 
5521522260725116255550/218 160552251164125463312622/8 .. 10 
561454244657526546072144/8 160604323520125321301070/8 .$ 10 
R16 56141516000053431506304079 5'645411160154345152654618 ., 10 
20015417101214522032020218 555546766316522116402620/8 $ 10 
15250434003011' 13202714618 151115153116124026530150/8 ., 10 
571552625742536415241"35/8 556740403245523301156330/8 .$ 10 
55151051164/52411743022178 17264640547213731314646478 ., 10 
172164630435137151040223/8 164510026006131646327552/8 .. 10 
170456111105135625521266/8 560151[4615552501151325078 ., 10 
562746504500521163002075/8 112451050320131:32:3711030/8 S 10 
15615603612212353523423018 56440'3656650S'U514t3t05Z18 s to 
Rt1 ~!!;~;~~~~~~~~~!~!~gg~~:~: ~:::;g;~~~:~~;~~i~::!:~filr;~"':-i:r---T~;;-g---------------------
171710071416136671771524/8 546655536713513136311142/8 $ 10 
14546645506211210610033678 15061020020611524376241078 ., 16 
~:~;~~~~2~~.~~~r~~~fg!;~6:: ~:~~!~~!ggg:~~~;2;§:r:~~---;t?;g-----------------
1635106053451306062666:36/8 154613456041121113244126/8 S 10 
16140236256012612615414178 551&4132343151630310163[78 .. 10 
55215222607251762555501218 15615603612212353523423018 $ 10 
15412233025512105303135018 55452060445352162611560518 " 10 
162401563422127175331414/8 55351574744652070647:3165/8 .. 10 
R18 51255504464453176355532[18 11311116557314001361313618 ., 10 
573562177:330540064514124/8 55245535042:3511122432016/8 $ 10 
15343140004312050304043618 55265056111151160633346218 ., 10 
571511623211536137141315/8 551540376101516153716070/8 .$ 10 
155656151200122327711144/8 1655005001151322044243·50/8 $ 10 
164425277170131545115433/8 15666546413112:3654720732/8 .. 10 
56110311143252646252734078 1525521 1116611 '20312316718 ., 10 
-------.. ~~;2<;~;;~;;;g~~g;;;rarr.;;;~~:~~~: ~:ri~g~~~:g~~~~~~~:A:r~~§:: : tg 
564426174121531623561376/8 160613134162125601047105/8 S 10 
56653062550653334305451018 15142544521 1124051215666J8 $ 10 
561454244651526546072144/8 171426313326136503000554/8 $ 10 
1624015634221211/53314,478 5644261,4/2153162356131618 S 10 
171510100231136655350224/8 56260114256052731324215718 .$ 10 
R20 51250250265531103551352/8 11314012361214012561311578 S 10' - ------ --------------
573742561176540300354346/8 552432653012511746066303/8 .. 10 
15340416134,120,1515564618 55340634316552023224515218 $ 10 
1101516406541:35102612332/8 551414525176516342711300/8 .. 10 
55066554654351513210365018 16542460263413230531351418 S 10 
164550263652131257556222/8 157471401561124701165005/8 S 10 
56446210 ,633531036022130J'lJ ~ 155251053121244523314,8 $ 10 
160604323520125321301070/8 563440450745530441543621/8 .$ 10 
553515.41446520 IQ6413165J 8 160613134162125601041105,8 S 10 
562601142560527313242157/8 160623024627125632177316/8 S 10 
NOMiNAL VAlUES CORRESPONDING 10 C"CJVl(K1"e"Nt"".IrMATRTX-·-·--·------c:~---.- ---.-.. ---.------ ---------.-.-.. ----. ---
.15667~OqE+06 .63043561E+05 .8073Z194E+04 
.143 ... 3088HOI .9 I 265000E"f 00 .28Tt"2"9ZIFF~--­
.39860177E+06 .63783253E+04 .40007859E+OO 
.49021693H04 .63156696E"f04 .2 I l04883E*02 
.63718124E+04 .35U7441E+02 .24319413E+03 
.63125922H04 -. 3121246LE"f02 • 13688810E"f 03 
.63754628E+04 .27685950E+02 
SIAIlSIlCS.P[OI ANDJOR PRINI RESIDUALS FOR IHESE PARAHEIERS 
NHR-6. 
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INPUT COVARIANce MAtRIX OF ESTIMATeD pARAMETERS I TERAn ON NUMBeR 
ox oy oz K' R. 
.3072047400 -.98617319 00 .1167056201 .19741225-1)5 -.57202592-05 .12778592-04 -.11634068 00 .1'3977072-01 -.78394420-02 
-.9861131900 .35152il3 01 -.55095235 01 -.65191045-0> .22981024-04 -.4684680 .... 04 .12ngUO[ O[ -.52329512-0[ .10115162-01 
.1l670S62 01 -.5509523501 .1317571402 .11417489-04 -.51604056-04 .91959812-04 -.37732524 01 .• 1048989400 .57592501-01 
OX .19,41225-05 -.65[91045-05 .Ll411489'=04 .31561914""10 -.9216494&"[0 .182n68l-09 .62186280=06 .1899925Y:;;06 -.[89500lF06 
QY -.57202592-05 .22981024-04 -.51604056-04 -.92164948-10 .32733486-09 -.61496847-09 .71918989-05 -.6408040~06 .20024923-06 
01 .121/8592-04 -.46846804-04 .91959812-04 .I621I68[-09 -.61496841-U9 .12U86110-08 -.68522822-U5 .12390531-05 .1030'515=0& 
KE -.11634068 00 .12319001 01 -.37732524 01 .62786280-06 .71918989-05 -.68522822-05 .23419371 01 -.115671t08-01 .65543526-02 
kE .139110,2-01 -.52329512-01 .10489894 00 .[899925iF06 -.6408U404=U6 .12390531-05 -.11561408-0[ • [3119 l1o-u2 .9t46541lr'-·~ 
G -.7839"'20-02 .10115762-01 .57592501-01 -.18950078-06 .2002+923-06 .10301515-06 .65S43526-02 .91465416-04 .B91Bf181B-OI 
"'''' -.60559300-01 .11221281 00 -.914/2869-01 -.4410il03-06 .88424622-06 -.1868465Q-05 .[\084,81-U1 - .. 21168502-02 .44101654=02 
RIIOlJ.14225339-01 -.16967811-01 -.61892913-01 .232+3114-07 ·.86549513-07 .19183+75-06 .56798055-01 .21124986-04 -.48810461-03 
[0101-.14435012-03 .5830451,-03 -.55414851-03 .50313 lOF09 -.28949015-09 • l09U 104,-09 .59854031-03 .5822615eFOI ;2.UI88324=00\ 
RJ(03'.20765293-02 -.10862372-01 .33251959-01 .23188746-01 -.11480141,-06 .18885913-06 -.95430532-02 .23160432-03 .3223631.3-04 
LAto3-.36596539-U4 .11146452-03 -.91"235,93-04 -.18831129-09 .6169"13-09 -.1fOHI05-08 .15350090-04 - .. 150600U8-U5 -.284"1160=001 
LOI03-.29078064-03 .10692859-02 -.190008"75-02 -.27785394-08 .91407601-08 -.17928809-01 .31601927-03 -.20245819-04 .29597577-05 
Kito4'.4522/d3-02 -.224/5388-01 .48118591-01 .20241215-01 -.14109123-06 .2540836iF06 - .• 1985598,-01 .2885812F03 .9'51140!FU4 
LAIO,., .43163997-0,," -.16896307-03 .32912927-03 .24996839-09 -.12169293-08 .23627895-08 -.78+93258-04 .25863332-05 .17611151-05 
[0(04-.30856506-03 .10621332-02 -.16184393-02 - .2991 1503-08 .92<Jf8308 .... 0B -.18885885-0, .15111913-03 -.2053636&=04 .43810521-0:S--
RJ(051.·54857'132-02 -.16412232-01 .21938301-01 .56""38318-07 -.15791287-06 .35491.,22-06 .51136919-02 .35846677-03 .81461255-04 
[0105-.30/6/9 1/-03 • 10,68485-02 -.11552225-02 - .2 ,58 1562-U8 .89323041-08 -.18011585-01 .2'i619526-03 -.19893423=04 .... ,un FU5 
------------.~"r-------~klITimOl~I----~LU~iV01IT1----~k~1t~O~3Jr_--_,[~AI~O~3'r_~~L~unIO~3Jr_--_,.nl~10~.TJ----__.LAni~0 .. nJ----_ctUmi~04~Jr_-----
-.60559300-0[ .14225339-01 -.14435012-03 .20165293-02 -.3659653+"04 .-.29018064-03 .45221233=02 .• 43163991-04 -.308,.,OlF03 
.1722128700 -.16967811-01 .58304517-03 -.10862372-01 .11746452-03 .10692859-02 -.2n75388-01 -.16896307-03 .10621332-02 
-.91412869-01 -.61892913-01 -.55414851-03 .33251959-01 -.91235193-04 -.19000815-02 .48118591-01 .32912921-03 -.016184393=02 
ox -.44101103-06 .23243111t-07 .50373703-09 .231887lt6-07 -.18831129-09 -.27785391t-08 .202·"-1215-07 .2lt996839-09 -.29911503-08 
DT .88424622-06 .86549513-01 -.28949015-u9 -.IL4801ltI-b& .61694413-09 .914uI601-U8 -.14109123=06 -.1216'1293=u8 .92483084=0$ 
01 -.18684650-05 .19183475-06 .10907047-09 .18885913-06 -.17033705-08 -.17928809-07 .25408360-06 .23621895-08 -.lB88588,.,07 . 
K£ .140&4181-01 .56t<IBOS5-01 .5985403[-03 -.954310532-02 .1535009&=04 .31601921-(jj -.19855981-01 -. '84932!5&=04 .[511191~ 
RE -.21768502-02 .21124986-0", .58226750-07 .23760432-03 -.15060008-05 -.20245819-0", .28858728-03 .25863332-05 -.20536368-04 
6 .44101654-02 -.48810461-03 .20188324'=04 .32230313-04 -.28451160=01 .29591511-05 .9B!i1140S-04 .1folllst-OS .43810521-0, It" .2792U4B-01 -.675ft9l26-03 .ft9064182-0't .61322793-04 .46268274-05 .50159113-01t -.42516391-03 -.27761301-0' .55941683-~ 
kllol-.6154'J126-0iJ .10241611 00 -.333124115-03 .32291482-0:J .116413164=06 .11266bO-bS .2'1665200-02 .42260§B2-(jS -.10024439=04 
LOIOU.49064182-04 -.33324115-03 .22070999-05 -.15229741-05 .23398242-07 .84032798-07 .17008863-04 -.47299883"-06 .86,"0001-07 
AItOtU.0132Z193-04 .322414&2-03 -.15229'41-05 .33186108-02 .41 ... 113260=04 -.:J1I9511t-05 .il415163-03 .4191&949=06 -.36158463=05 
UI03}.462682:74-o5 .88413164-06 .23398242-07 .41483260-04 .54581956-06 .33265724-07 -.62474258-06 -.13(16540+-08 .30194349-07 
Loibjj.5d159i[j-04 .Ilz66ijo-05 .64032'98-01 -.31195111-05 .33265124=01 .3895486u-06 -.51309120-05 -.46302864=01 .3121241)0006 
RIIG4-.42516391-03 .29005206-02 • 17008863-01t .11475763-03 .... 62474258-06 -.58309820-05 .33338156-02 -.344-90507-04 -.t8184672-0' 
Uib4-.2116[301-0S .• 42266982-05 -.41299683"'06 .41916949-06 -.llb65404=06 -.463U286 .... 01 ".34490501-04 .S9U4lt91Z-06 -.4545o;UZ=Ol 
LOI04'''"51941683-04 -.10024439-04 .86440001-07 -.36758463-05 .301CJit349-07 .37212413-06 -.7818A-672-05 -.45450312-01 .41357024-06 
AiCb5-.S6820673-03 .37921439-02 -.11445040-04 .61021022-04 -.46610453-06 -.56835691-05 .10106768-03 .1869411 ..... 05 -.6106610a=OS 
lOC051.53904'81-04 -.51695603-05 .10241335"06 -.42321t683-0, .2841310-07 .3696-4614-06 -.50462721 .. 05 -.50"'1321-01 .37174294-106 
klibS) (bioS) 
x .54651132-oi -.301619/i-03 
y -.164122;32-01 .10768485-02 
Z .21938301-Ul -. I 1552225-02 
OX .56438318-07 -.21587562-08 
Of -.15191281-06 .89323041-08 
D1 .35491922-06 -.18017585-01 
KE .51136919-02 .246,9526-03 
RE .35846617-03 -.19893423-04 
G .8["1"61255-04 .441,,5111-05 
KM -.56820613-03 .53904581-04 
itl 101, .3,92/4]9-02 -. 5 ,695603-05 
LoI01-.11445040-04 .10241335-06 
"1103, .6102,022-04 _.42324683_0' 
U(03-.46670453-06 .28413143-07 
COi03-.56835691-05 .369666, .. -06 
RJ(G4' .10706768-03 -.50462727-05 
UiO+'.1869+1f+-05 -.5045132[-01 
LOI04-.67066108-05 .31114294-06 
iti 105, .64535512-03 -.6209391l-05 
LO(05-.6209391l-05 .3826812,.-06 
iNPUT J MATRiX OF E$TnIATEo PARA"EfERs ITERAnON NUMBER 
ox oy 0' K' R, 
X .85163665 03 .28502601 03 .64826412 02 -.15885398-02 -.18688031-02 .38218288-02 -.16938576 02 -.42726149 00 -.41705888: 00 
t: .2850260' 03 .91419429 02 .21180316 02 -.10293284'=03 -.15108662-02 .11024262-02 -.59156123 01 -.ll3""1 00 -.2816318o;ul 
1 .6482641202 .21780314 02 .51994829 01 .12290161-03 -.25179789-03 -.509"'6106-03 -.5"'718344 00 .43805061 .. 01 -.9708200.3-01 
OX - .. 15885398-02 -.1029328 ..... 03 .122901&1 ... 03 .99902413 02 .[854115?Ul -.43641042-UI .19220584=03 .624341ul-0+ -.;I[55253:'-U4 
OV -.18688031-02 -.15708662-02 -.25179789-03 .18547159-07 .99902505 02 .11268346-06 -.67230716-04 -.39833532';04 .12619693-03 
01 .38218288-02 .1102426(-02 -.509461064"'03 -.0641042-0, .Il26834O=06 .99902683 02 .58813088-04 .1166353[-04 .2'111491' .... 0. 
ICE -.1693851602 -.59156123 01 -.54718344 00 .19220564-03 -.67230116-04 .58813088"-04 .3517616501 .·\739615800 -'.30384642 00 
MOE -.42126B9 00 -.3334"'44( 00 .. 43805061-01 .62434101-0 .. -.39833532-04 .1166153[-04 .41396158 00 .\0009184 03 -.5'u!B42o-ul 
G -.43705888 00 -.28163180-01 -.97082003-01 -.71552533-04 .12679693-03 .29n9154-04 -.30384642 00 -.!51038426-01 .11149291 02 
Jl!M .1800136600 .12980468 00 -.15260688-01 -.22135485-0 .. • [2,61121-04 -.51129438-05 -.lI8411U" 00 -.nn4832-01 .2129195SO:Ul 
RIlOl-.10782327 03 -.392,.5111 02 -.1062256'" 02 .58088388-03 -.i3701642-02 .30789632-02 -.71318155 01 -.91926836 00 .59659083' 00 
,0,01-.'28431181 U5 -.10315142 05 -.3003,066 04 -.l1S2282O=U[ .Il32189I 00 -.29554281 UO -.2U269861 04 -.bh35398 03 .18845183 03 
RJi03-.10891644 03 -.26985570 03 -.5286+302 02 .69693921-04 -.35613984-03 .51655930"'03 .4433990902 .8804804901 -.31021707 01 
.... iYS,.522IiSh 0:> .hD99o\', 05 .38980086 0 .. -.51511596-0< .2629169601 -.38162188-01 -.32690[50 04 -.64895821 03 .2129090603 
lOC03).3408610705 .12611852: 05 .25281102 04 -.11077779-02 .11316003-01 -.112574-81-01 -.22026153 04 -.47260125 03 .18999539 03 
")1041.]]831,28 03 .52898314 02 .16811313 02 .. 20028888-02 -.39329205-02 .ll4S4SSI-VI .39855159 V2 .5131261601 -.34 .... "51 01 
UI0+-:.16824338 05 -.53803270 ·Oft -.1+538103 0+ .95764393-01 -.74893890-01 .4919303500 .9545191403 .1891717503 -.69491098 02 
'0104=.3198998204 -.13411811 0 .... S2n6S4503 .Z0130501 00 -.28851548 00 .[091131801 .54536321 04 .68301518 OJ -.'1916444 U3 
RiC05-.9388227s 01 .11580371 01 -.10983517 02 .84427038-03 -.21964951-02 .51119168-02 -.32017143 02 -.6682lt017 01 .49952187 01 
'01051.15515412 06 .46236359 05 .11 .. 20230 05 .lOlS6812-0[ -.13883021 00 .40011112 OU -.365UhO[ 04 .48U08911 0) -.26Ul1B2 0) 
KH kliOll LOIOIi kil03, LAe03, Loew, RICO., uta..., [UtQ4. 
X .18001366 OU -.10182321 03 -.2843118105 -./08916n 03 .52211594 OS .)4086[UI05 .• 11831128 U3 -.a8243JB U5 -.31989982 b4 
Y .12980468 00 -.392't5117 02 -.103157+2 05 -.26985570 03 .1989945405 .. 12611852 05 .5289831402 -.!J3803270 04 -.13+11877 Ot 
I -.15260688-01 -.1062256\ 02 -.30031066 04 -.52864302 02 .38980086 04 .25281102 U4 .168113" 02 -.145381u3 00\ .12716145 u3 
ox -.22135485-04 .58088388-03 -.11522820-01 .69693921-04 -.51511596-02 -.11077779-02 .20028888-02 .95764393-01 .20130501 00 
bY .12161121-04 -.13101642-02 .1132,89100 -.356B984=03 .26291696-01 .U316U!IJ-U1 -.393292u5=b2 -.i489389iFu( -.21151541 dO 
OZ -.51729438-05 .30789632-02 -.29554281 00 .51655930-03 -.38162788-01 -.11257481-01 .11454651-01 .49193035 00 .10977318 01 
KE -.11&41105 00 -.113[&155 01 -.20269861 04 .44339909 02 -.32690150 04 -.22026153 04 .39855154 02 .950\51954 03 .54536321 04 
ftE -.36444832-01 -.91926836 00 -.24135398 03 .88048049 01 -.6+895821 03 -.47260125 03 .57312676 01 .18917175 03 .68307578 03 
G .21291955-01 .59659083 ao .18845183 03 -.,,02L1UI 01 .2,29090603 .1899953903 -.3444[551 01 -.69491098 02 -.51916444 03 
KM .53578897-01 .3466485200 .9117898302 -.32749304 01 .2413812403 .1753456003 -.21626042 01 -.7.1151700·02 -.258it8354 03 
kIiOll.34664&52 00 .14304436 02 .1021191}2 05 .lu38l1uo u::! -. 16509416 03 -.64u90'\96 u3 -.213lli02 OJ -.43902819 03 - .. 158099'\5 b5 
LOIOlJ.9117898302 .16271992 05 .4+584900 07 .1126317905 -.83060753 06 -.51771580 06 -.44771042 05 .697098111 06 -.35936013 07 
«1103-.32/49304 01 .10381106 02 .11263119 Os .[93314U1 O'i -.13495184 06 -.85991383 05 .[Un401 U3 .2190196605 .285[398805 
'LAi03,.-24138l2:4 03 -.76509416 03 -.83060753 06 -.13495184 06 .11167555 08 .63354071 07 -.10453449 05 -.16148046 07 ·-.2102112607 
[UC03J.1I53:tt560 03 -.64090496 03 -.51111580 06 -.85991383 OS .63354011 01 .52069U51 01 -.1)93843004 -.10166Ill 01 -.14249735 01 
RilO~.21626042 01 -.21371102 03 -.44771042 05 .1418140103 -.10453449 05 -.73938430'04 .1175371704 .32045860 '05 .94880682 OS 
["'104=.1115110002 -.43902&19 03 .6910988166 .2190[96605 -.16148046 01 -.10106111 01 .iiZ04j860·05· .3850\198501 .219[330301 
LOI04-.25848354 03 -.15809945 05 -.35936073 07 .28513988 05 -.21021126 07 -.14249735 07 .94880682 os .U91330307 .1424512808 
RIib!ij.z498114~ 01 -.41263028 02 .12143414 05 -.12203543 02 .901Z695503 .32313102 03 -.20102050 03 -.I!nooo05 04 -.18564167. 6, 
LOI05-.16760579 03 -.11211580 05 -.3+050930 07 .48244372 0,. -.35561785 06 -.25206016 06 -.56762017 05 -.61964460 07 -.89941672 07 
kIld5. LOIOSi 
X -.93882215 01 .155[541206 
Y .11580372 01 .46236359 OS 
1 -.10983511 02 .11420230 05 
OX .844270:18-03.70156812-01 
Df -.21964951=02 -.13&&3021 00 
DZ .51179168-02 .4001711200 
kE -.320liI43 02 -.36505401 04 
Rf -.66824017 01 .48008971 03 
G .4995218, 01 -.2613Il82 03 
ItM .24987148 01 -.16760579 03 
k"ltOI-.41263028 02 -.112li58U 05 
LOIOl, .12143414 os -.34050930 07 
kli03-.122035"f3 02 .482 .... 3,2 04 
LAI03'.90126955 03 -.35561785 06' 
LDI03) .. 323131D2 03 -.25206016 06 
R1i04-.20702050 03 -.56762017 05 
tAiU4-.,Si00005 04 -.6196446001 
LOC04-.18564161 05 :".89941672 07 
kl 10SJ .19996329 0 .. -.18609341 0 .. 
LOI05-.7860931t1 04 .569143+4 08 
143 
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tASE 1 SpAte TRAJEtfDltles 
EPHEMERIS TAPe IY WITH MARS VELOCITIES. 8-8 IS 
G"E .. 39860138 06 J .. 16234500-02 H -.57499999-05 0 .. 78749999-05 RE .63781650 04 RE" .. 6378:3080 04 
G .66109998-19 A .88182491 29 B .. 88800499 29 C .88831498 29 OME .41780141-02 AU .14959900 09 
G"" .49025898 04 G"S .13211544 12 G"V .32476952 06 G"A .42971199 05 G"C .37918700 08 GMJ .12671062 09 
EGH .39860320 06 MGM .... 902/"9 04 JA .. 29200000-02 HA .00000000 00 UA .00000000 00 RA .34110000 04 
ARA .)5670000 01 G8 .39220320 00 "AS .. 37410000 03 G81 .ooooaooo 00 G82 .00000000 00 SC .10200000 09 
] NJECnON CONDITIONS MOON 235666506353202400000000 J.D.,- 2438605.93608796 JULY 29,1964 10 27 58.000 ___________ _ 
GEOCENTRIC xo .15667452 06 YO .63041636 05 zo .80776752 04 DXO .14342615 01 OVO .97257024 00 DID .28116142 00 
CARIESiAN GMe .00000000 00 SGe .00000000 00 iO .3/6/8000 05 GHA .10409313 03 GAD .3066/226 03 
DATE OF RUN 111464A 000000 EARTH IS THE CENTRAL BOD V FOR INTEGRATION COWELL EQ~~!IONS OF HOTION 
0 DAYS 0 HRS. 0 HIN. 0.000 SEC. 235666506353202400000000 J.D.,. 2438605."93608796 JULY 29,1964 10 27 58.0:.:0:::0 _______ _ 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
.15661452 06 V .63041634 05 
.1690/513 06 DEC .2/383850 01 ------i{--7Tirn;TIifi--iii--nR:-:iimriiirn-,iIT--'k<i!c---:::-;~n~c;,~Tir: .. ~,,~r7~_ig;.,~;-----=0:;;;~:Citji~~;5;~ii~7~ii_g_igiit:-,pij~-R~---:::";;';'~2T2;iiI,.~;i§j-:-;g;;~~~H~---------
.16907513 06 tAT .27383850 01 
XS -.8994961 , 08 YS .11221319 09 ---~~~~~rr~-~~7r~~nr~-=L~~~r-~:!~:nr~:~~4~1~~~~g:~-D~~~~~-.~·~n!~~~r~~~~!~~,g~~~,~m~~~~-=:~;~!~gT~~r.;~g~:-ig~~~-i~~~~~ _:~~~;~~;~ g~--------
X" .38246390 06 V" .27456503 05 
Xi .38246390 06 fi .2/456503 05 -----r{--~~~rnri i---nr-:ii~~~rnr-~~n~~-~-::-;§~:mgTl~~~~!~!-ig~~r__igTI~n~~:~:~:rn!i:!~;n:rn!i::~gii:~_ig~;~7---::~;~~2T2~Rgii:i:°ii_o-;gmg,"-ig~~T~---::~!~g;~:~!i!K::~g~---------------
RS .15181138 09 VS .29327596 02 
GED .21510118 01 All .16269691 06 
OUT .35000000 02 OT .12000000 03 
DAC .00000000 00 CCL .25840/28 03 
Epa,cn OF PENltENI ER PASSAGE 
SMA .24408708 06 ECC .91401691 00 
VA .14661113 00 C3 -.16330294 01 
TA .16192552 03 HTA .00000000 00 
x .15667452 06 
INC .28701641 02 
NX .139701Z1 00 
QX .61926342 00 
BX -.61926362 00 
DAP -.11169141 02 
BTQ .1t9420875 05 
HELioCENTRic 
.63041634 05 
LAN .16908152 02 
NY -.45951585 00 
QY -.65062106 00 
BY .65062128 00 
RAP .21804079 03 
BRQ -.24767304 05 
RH .38432947 06 YM .10218263 01 RT .38432947 06 VT .10218263 01 
LOS .24606686 02 RAS .12810042 03 RAM .41061312 01 LOM .260012]9 03 
Mg~ :!Ig!~!:~ g~ ~~~ :}t~:~!~t g3 DES .1869717602 OEM -.38809100 ~,,-I----
GEOCENIRIC CONIC 
235666450062202625600000 J.D.- 2438605.216425,8 JOLt 29. 1964 11 11 39.110 
B .55219613 05 SLR .12519484 05 APO .48183202 06 RCA .63421363 04 
C1 .10641940 05 TFp .62118830 oS fF -.17211891 02 PER .20002138 OS 
EA .7160813002 HA .18651655 02 C3J -.20370906 01 TFI .00000000 00 
z • 80116151 04 
APF .20318266 03 
Nl • 81700205 00 
QZ -.43955022 00 
9Z • 43955037 00 
8 • 55219613 05 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
ox .fit3426l5 01 bY .97251021 00 DZ .28116141 00 
HX -.34898680 00 MY .80607918 00 HZ .41795805 00 
PX -.11265532 00 py -.60455D85 00 pI -.19370598 00 
RX .15255746 00 RY .11936595 00 RZ -.98105961 00 
TX -.61622234 00 TV .18151224 00 TZ .00000000 00 
THA .33338223 03 
EQuATORI"l COOROIN"I ES 
" .90106291 08 Y -.11221075 09 t -.48678696 08 DX .24950329 02 DT .170~02"'B 02 UL .72531852 01 
x: :A;~:~!~~ g: L¢~ ::!~~~~~~; g~ L~: -:!g:~:;;2 g: ox~ :~~gI!~rA g§ ~~~ -:~~~~~n~ gg b~~ :!~n~;~~~------­
--------TlT~Xl~-~:i~gn£~gy~~r;n2~g;r-~l~~~~-~:~~A~~~~o~4g~!~~~g~;r-'Lri~~i~-~-:~~~:~i~Ag~l~;~J-ig~;r--ie~~~i~:~§~g~::~§~;~~r!;g~~~;~~;Tr~:~:~;2~oA~g~~~§;7-,g{--~~: :~:;i~~2~1---------------
EPS .74995023 02 ESP .60570802-01 SEP .10494336 03 EPM .14723360 &3 EMP .13173992 02 MEp .18992400 02 
MPS .13111124 03 ASp .5'6'4939-01 SMp .42110243 02 SEpt .123935/1 Q3I EMS .5594416'1 02 ESA .11992408 00 
RPM .23110450 06 SPN .72833151 02 
SAt .58665414-10 
-----w~ii~~<-.!.: r.t2<.;~~~,;,;~~In§n'g:r--mg~ .. ~r-.!.: fr;;,;~;;'~i'g;;;~;,;A,--g;;;~r-,~~J;;,~~:,-:~;;;;;,ii-::;.;~,,~:;<g,--;g;;;~;-..;~:;~..;.~~:,-;;;;:~~~~;:~"A:r~i-: ;g,,§~-,s;;~;;~~:~!:;A8;;.56;;:"fc;~:z-..;g,"§~-,g} : ~:~;~;:~_gg 
1 DAVS 19 HRS. 5 H1N. 21.124 SEC. 
GEOCEN1Rl(. 
.29850499 06 V .17412140 06 
.34836615 06 UEC • 12550866 01 
.34836614 06 LAT .12550866 01 
is -.93556354 08 YS .109/2886 09 
XM .33101t213 06 V" .16531779 06 
XI .33104213 06 Ti .16531119 06 
RS .15184656 09 VS .29338412 02 
GED ./3039963 01 III .34198828 06 
OUT .35000000 02 OT .48000000 03 
0J!iC .00000000 00 tCl .2594059 .. 03 
VR .10233529 00 C3 -.15531569 01 
TA .11357379 03 MTA .00000000 00 
x' • 29850 .. 99 06 
'INC .31361147 02 
WX .16253811 00 
QX, .58206682 00 
ex -~58206696 00 
OAP -; 10~86329 02 
lifQ .36335066 05 
RELlotEHlklt 
, • i '412140 06 
LAN .18198797 02 
WY -.49439160 00 
QV -.6507~913 00 
8Y .65014929 00 
RAP .21587834 03 
BRQ -.2074688:2 05 
X .91854858 08 V -.109554, .. 09 
R .15189126 09 LAY -.1823903~ 02 
XE .93556354 0& YE -.10912886 09 
XT .93893396 08 VT -.10956354 09 LTE· -.10242074 02 [bE .1[045131 03 
------i:~=;<___~:r.r!<;~ .. ~:T:°t.ir"';i-ig~i---i:I.";. :~:~f~~~~-gg 
RPM .39999990\ 05 SPN .8151'.030 02 
sic .58688444=10 
GeE .10059405 03 GCT .28083805 03 
REP .34836615 06 YEP .8!HU601 00 
i DAYS 19 HRS. 5 MIN. Zi.124 sEt. 
CHANGE OF PHASE .ocCURS AT THIS POINT 
2 DAYS 2 HRS. 57 MIN. 50,736 SEC. 
235666622141202617100000 J.D.a 21t38607. 73147134 JULy 31,1964 05 33 19.124 
EQUAlORlAL COORDIKATeS 
Z .43991t121 05 DX .64990290 00 OV .5282&979 00 OZ .18216474 00 
RA • 3025:5502 02 • .85111601 00 PIA .19940546 02 Al .59 .. 06059 02 LON .35805416 03 VE .25085318 02 PTE .19279506 01 AlE .27017~13 03 
Z5 .4/583231 08 DXS -.22981690 02 DYS -.16131646 02 DIS -.12550923 01 
Z" .37879808 05 DX" -.49758344 00 DV" .81818858 00 DZ" .40181758 00 
II ... 31819808 05 OXI - ... 49158344 00 uti .818[8d58 00 O2T .JtOldl75u 00 
RM .31730922 06 V" .10384985 01 RT .37730922 06 VT .1038~985 01 
COS • 98250033 02 
.A' .13045131 03 RAM .2612/162 02 (OM .35392642 03 
DR .84393961 00 SHA .3~553736 06 DES .18262074 02 DE" .57618"6 01 
HCl .24399954 00 ICL .2 .. 399954 00 
GEUCENIRIC CUNIC 
235666453334202165100000 J .. O.a 2438605 .. 295 .. 15, .. JULY 28,196 .. 1905 23.921 
B .41841011 05 SLR .68241528 04 APO .50964566 06 RCA .34350742 04 
Ll .5215",'38 05 IFp .21041520 06 IF -.15316133 02 PER .21552259 05 
EA .11127205 03 "A .5859~841 02 C3J -.20580706 01 TFI' .~3089201 02 
Z .4399 ... 121 05 
APF .20046971 03 
"L .• 85390389 DO 
QZ -.48756878 00 
8Z • 48 156889 00 
8 .41841011 OS 
Z -.47539242 08 
LON .31058646 03 
ZE -.41583237 08 
IT. -.4750\5357 08 
[tt .-.lU23 74 /6 02 
SEP .91306579 02 
SNP .31~679353 02 
SIP .140821~ 03 
cPE • 98550266 02 
ALL VECTORS 
UA .6 .. 990290 00 
MX -.48923617 00 
PX -. ,9613050 00 
RX .147~686~ 00 
IX -.58606612 00 
IRA .33027416 U3 
OX .23631593 02 
V .30193879 02 
DXE • 22981690 02 
OXT .22484106 02 lor .31059580 03 
EPM .13412485 03 
SEN .10167094 031 
CPT .94021796 02 
CPS .77055966 02 
RE~;RE~~~g2~g I~A~~H ·EQ~TO~ 1:~~:!" 00.---------
MY .71115936 00 MZ. 500\87'47 00 
P1 -.51621115 00 pI -.16200trJ0 OU 
RY .10666~56 00 RZ -.9832983~ 00 
IV .81026323 00 fZ .00000000 00 
EQUAtORIAL COORDINA'ES 
ur .112599310 02 
PTH -.33143919 00 
DYE .16/)1646 02 
OYT .175~9835 02 
RSI .15192334 09 
EHP .41510753 02 
EMS .7.0189707 02 
SIN .9153151002 
02 .10732508 01 
DZ .1+3li569 01 
Al .75081515 02 
OLE .1255092) 01 
OlT .76569098 01 
VST .29532355 02 
MEP .~36~3786 01 
UM .13935676 00 
01 .130~732~ 01 
D3 .76185409-01 
235666622147202617700000 J.D.- 2438607.13141134 JULY .311,1964053319.124 
EARTH IS THE CENTRAL BODY FDR INTEGRATION COWELL EQU"TIONS OF MOTION 
235666640027202136121461 J.D.- 2438608.05959184 JULY 31.1964 13 25 48.736 
'-
________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
CASE 1 
GEOCENIRIC 
X .32029139 06 
R .3744170~ 06 
K .31441#0206 
XS -.94206413 08 
XM .32192653 06 
XT .32192653 06 
RS .15184013 09 
GEO .15126866 01 
001 .35000000 02 

































.486216/6 05 OX .202281[5 
.30373517 02 V .. 208762049 
.. 23912541 03 v • .2, (916)8 
• 41376826 06 OXS -.22881651 
.49143391 05 OX" - .. 56831358 
.49143397 O. DXT -.56837358 
.316011J7t"lt 06 vM .10418442 
.34012241 03 RAS .13017052 
.198403/3 01 SHA .31126506 












OY .43325295 00 
PTH .718750'13 02 
PIE .4Q938121 01 
DVS -.16849780 02 
D,M • 18001519 00 
OYT .78001519 00 
Rr .31601946 06 
RAM .30282173 02 
DES .18180800 02 
01 • 28010'" 00 
AI .21199611' 03 
ALE .2100 .. 616 03 
OZS -.13062335 01 
aZH • 39238635 00 
OZT .39238635 00 
Vt .10418442 01 
LOM .23963406 03 
oEM • 15091058 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Y -.10906513 09 Z -.41328198 06 DX .24904522 02 X .9452676408 OY .1728303302 OZ .75863412 01 
R .1518896609 LAI -.18155433 02 LON .3109154803 V .3124885602 PIH .1329428001 At .14/4113202 
:~ :~:~~:;!e~: --i~T~~:==::;;}ng99i9g:;;~ .. ~lt::;.-<g .. :--7~T-~~:~:~~;:~-·g~-~-__;i;;~~~~~ g§ g;~ :!~:;;~:g g§ g~~ : ~!g:~:ir-ignt'-------
~!~ -:!~!~gi~~ g§ ~~~ :~!~~~~;: g~ ~r~ -:~~!~~!:~ g~ ~~~ ~·~~7~~;;~;;;r2~Ti_ign~r__i:;;~,,;~----;:C;~;~6&:1~;;:"g":~ngr.i~-_,;~~~;._~____;:if"'~;n~n~~~77i/!ngi~-------
MPS .11247367 03 MSP .27453512-18 SMP .67525719 02 SEM .97509209 02 EMS .82350163 02 ESM .14110097 00 
RPH .. 11355914 04 SPN .814442ul 02 
SAC .58689680-10 
GCE .1005138103 GCI .2626135903 SIP .11241361 03 LPi .1015525803 SIN .1015525803 Ul .5/002/u2· 03 
03 -.1t1t&06631t 04 
___ -'-R=E'-P----= •.:.3.:.14.:.4c::1,,1-=-0 Z=--:0.:.6_-'V"'EP'___..:."'ZO;::8:.:1..:b.:.24.::9:.....:.0::.1 _"'CP"E'---.:.. 9.:.6:..4:..:4.:.34.::6::2:.-:::DZ'------"'CP'-'S'-_-=-. 1,,1c:0=6.::9Z:.;1=8_0.::Z,---~02 .15380381 03 
SElENOCENTRIC 
X -.16351484 04 
It .11355914 04 
R .17355978 04 
LIS .94280089'00 
AlT -.24086304 01 
AGE • it. {(~ "H~ 03 
SAC .58689680-10 
Y -.Z6944140 03 
OEC -.11286166 02 
LAT -.1070Z065 02 
LNS .212423[0 03 
SHA -.16037753 04 
Sv[ -.[6445120 02 
EPOCH OF PERI CENTER PASSAGE 
SAA -.40925620 04 ECC .. 10936261 01 
VH .10944984 01 C3 .11979268 01 
TA -.11945444 OJ MfA .15611883 03 
ZAE .13175616 03 ZAP ... 14584333 03 
DP[ .00000000 00 Oy .. 00000000 00 
Z -.51572119 03 
RA .1893511 I 03 
LDN .33933167 03 
li E • 59450094 01 
ALP .-51311579 01 
ANG .1134894[ 03 
OX .25912451 01 
V .26161540 01 
VP .26149379 01 
LNI: • 35482939 03 
DR -.23540874 01 
SlA .61213210 02 
SELENOCENTRIt CONIC 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY -.34676224 00 
prH -.64108317 02 
PTP -.64190488 02 
DP .37121811-01 
DZ - .. U227859' 00 
AZ .13801651 0) 
AlP .1l48907a 03 
ASD .90000000 02 
23566664024620223414~061 J.D.- 2438608.06621782 JULY 31t 1964 13 35 21.220 
8 .16119645 04 Slk .802:!3918 03 APO .. 00000000 00 RCA .3831814'1 03 
~l -:l;!~~;~~ g; T:: :::~~~~;;~ g~ t~~ -:~U~~A;: gf ~:~ ::A~::~::{~ -------
~;~ :;:~~gg~~ g~ DEF .1322316603 IR .4152811304 GP .7846845100 _______ . 
All vECtORS REFERENCEO To ORBIT PLANe OF lARGEt 
--------T1Nm~~~:~~:~~~g~:~~:~~~g;r--rlAn~r-~:tr,:~~~~7~z:~~~~'g~~r-'Anp~~~-~:~g~~~~T.~~~~~g~~~g~~r-~~~~~:~:~§~~~~f~g~~~g~~-~g~~~~~~;~-~:~j;;~~4~~~~fr:~-~g~A--~~Z~z~:{f~~:~:~~~~:~~~g~---------------
----,~iii~[-::-::-::~;o~~gi~;r.~!<~r-mgA;---i~Oi;r=-:':~7itr1~j~gDi!~?;;;~,g",gr---i~;;~'---'::-i:"r:T~1T;7:p;r;.~:ii~-ig;;gr---;,~,,~,:=,:"i~~~iO::.,l,,;~~9"'5_:ign~'----;,:v;____;:C;~..,~~m~r;~~;ifg41:1_:ilg:;g---H:~ ::~;g;:i;: gg 
8X .15413292 00 BY .86523502 00 BI -.47708635 00 TX .18269385 00 Ty .98316985 00 TZ .00000000 00 
$XI -.98307765 DD SVl .18261611 00 S2! .13694882-01 OAI • 184611311 00 RAI .16941329 03 
SXD .5467179000 SYO -.76338446 00' SZD .3440111800 OAO .2012144502 RAD .30560931t 03 
ETE .17929943 03 ElS .35560455 OJ ETC • 28369052 03 
810 .15924129 04 BRU .86454416 03 
X .. 15956477 04 
INC .268/0319 02 
WX .30574880. 00 
QX -.9222669q 00 
ax .14755455 00 
SXI -. 5896438 [ 00 
sxo -.15710452 00 
E IE .34499668 03 
BTl .1623990Z 04 
Y -.60193710 03 
LAN .13143110 03 
WY .33286191 00 
at -.1291993:1 00 
BY .49629510 00 
SYI .80180642 DO 
SYO -.90641153 00 
EIS .. 14469923 03 
8RT .80363043 03 
2 DAYS 2 HRS. 57 "IN. 50.736 SEC. 
CHANGe OF PHASE OCCORS Ai I HIS POINi 




k .31444235 06 
XS -.94206764 08 
XM .32191931 06 
Xl .32191931 06 
RS .15184012 09 
GEO .75127357 01 
001 .35000000 02 
OAC .00000000 00 
HEll aCENTRIC 
X .. 94521061 08 
k .1S198967 09 
XE .94206764 08 
X I .94526663 09 
L TE -.16180764· 02 
EPS .82418928 02 
MPS .11201326 03 
RPM .11056085 04 
SAC .58689674-10 
GCE .10051338 03 
REP .3744~236 06 
SELENOCENTRIC 
R .17056085 04 
R .17056035 04 
lts .94280430 00 
AU -.32391510 02 




DEC .74624588 01 
LAi .1402.59 , 01 
yS 
.10925263 09 
1M .18199 ... 21 06 
YT .18799421 06 
VS .29340519 02 
ALT .36806452 06 
DI .5210/661 01 
CCL .25948661 03 
Y -.10906491 09 
LAi -.18[55394 02 
YE -.10925263 09 
VI -.10966463 69 
LOE .31017066 03 
ESP .13988231 00 
MSP .Z7453512-18 
SPN .81442942 02 
Get .z6250002 03 
YEP .21083276 Dl 
y -.27382812 03 
DEC -.17648199 02 
LAT -.10906361 02 
lNS .2/242131 03 
SHA ·-.15812560 04 
SvL -.16666146 62 
.18119648 04 IRA .28498194 02 
Z -.32230403 03 
APF • 32311395 03 
wz .89203171 00 
Qt • 364302284 00 
8Z -.44142131 00 
SLI -.9/090621-01 
SZO .39201839 00 
E , C • 23295811 03 
B .18119509 O~ 
ALL Vt:t,; 10R:» MI:I"t:MEN(;t::D TU flOE LUNAR EGO. P[ANE 
Ox -.18813906 OlDY .18184154 01 DZ -.33685252-01 
HX .395/5191-01 MY -./4955616 DO HZ .26613241 00 
PX -.23651903 00 pY .93ft.08272 00 PZ -.26148502 00 
RX .51520641-01 Rt -.I82it424<=01 NZ -.9952155b 00 
TX .80561252 00 TY .592"219 00 TZ .00000000 00 
Dli -.55116610 01 Rill .12633055 03 
DAD .23083884 02 RAO .26016691 03 
rHA .26328+14 02 
235666640027202136121461 J.D.- 21t38608.05959181t JUlY 31,1964 13 25 48.136 
EARiA is iAE CEMiRA' 800Y FUR INIEGRAIION COWELL EQUAtiONS OF MOIION 
2356666 ... 00322022'110&270 J.O.- 2438608.05913896 Jutt 31.1964 13 26 01.446 
Z .48631215 05 
RA .30312237 02 
LON .23967102 03 
ZS .47376133 08 
LH .49148384 05 
II • 49148381t OS 
RH .31601188 04 
LOS .34006944 03 
OR • 2003,,491 01 
MCL .34198665 03 
Z -.47328101 08 
LON .31091563 03 
ZE -.47376733 D6 
Zi -.41321584 08 
LTT -.18155110 02 
SEp .97441012 02 
SMP .6798611tO OZ 
SIP .11201326 03 
CPE .98442715 02 
z -.51110888 03 
RA .18969916 03 
LON .33tn8083 03 
LI E • 58448925 01 
ALP .51008391 01 
RNG .11303198 03 
OX .20426511 01 
V .21083216 01 
vr .2/801945 02 
DXS -.22881605 02 
OX" -.568 .. 04/ ... 00 
OXT -.56840471t 00 
V'H .10418451 01 
RAS .13077066 03 
SAA .31128901 06 
TCl .341~8665 03 
ox .2~924256 02 
v .3126/98b 02 
DxE .22881605 OZ 
OXi .22313200 02 
LDT .31091618 03 
EPH .. IS 142806 03 
SEM .97507337 OZ 
CPT .10163621 03 
CPS .77089293 02 
DX .26110556 OJ 
y .26356164 bl 
Vp .26338131 01 
L"I: .35482948 03 
DR -.23653332 01 
SI4 .61428062 02 
eQUAIORIAl CooRDINAIES 
Ot .43655695 00 Ot • 28642009 00 
PTH .11852001 02 AZ .2T230no 03 rI. .41323993 01 AZE .21005465 03 
DYS -.16849832 OZ DZS -.73062563 01 
DfM .11999692 00 DIM .)923815 t bO 
DYT .77999692 00 DZT • a9238157 00 
Rt .31601188 06 VI .10418451 01 
RAM .30284047 02 lOM .23958283 03 
DES .(BI80l" 02 OEM • 0104836 01 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
DY .17286389 02 DZ .15926624 01 
PtA .U4:32352 01 AZ .14133561 02 
DYE .16849832 02 DIE .13062563 01 
Ott .1162'829 02 on .16986318 01 
RST .15189031 09 VST .Z9461141 OZ 
EMP .22412111 02 ME' .99405042-01 
EMS .8235Z034 02 ESM .1405T998 00 
SIN .10163621 bj U1 .[5&11640 OJ 
DZ .20120501 03 D3 -.32646401 03 
EOUAroiuAL COORDINATES 
OY -.34-343996 00 
P'R .-.63822186 02 
PTP -.6a902021 02 
DP .39059785-01 
AZ .13/9/364 OJ 
AlP • U480Z32 03 
ASD .90000000 -02 
145 




EPO(.H OF PERICENlER P.4SSAGE 23566664024620223434'3670 J.D.= 2438608.06621785 JULY 31.1964 13 35 21.222 
---------sMA"'=;"409Z30I,O~~Cc-·--a0936349" 01 _. B ".16119113 04 SLR .80224361-03 APO .00000000 0-0 RCA ... ~38318219 03 .-.-.-.----"--
-----Vii,~i__=--:-:n~~r;:r.;~i<~!~!iif,g!r____iM71i!r--:-:~r;~i_6~T~OnI~iii:;:~,gOi!i___i~;,;~'--::-:,i~~i---~= ::~~~~~~:1 g~ C~~ -5{~~·-~~·:~k~:~~~·~~-----
-----ii5 .. :~,--=n:~~~.~~~-.-;~6~g6g~ci. gg.. ~:~ _.~ ;~6~~~6g g~ D~.~. _~ 13223~"~~ _ 9_~ _ I~ __ .41~27~83 ~4.. GP ~~?O~55_~ .~~_ .. ___ . __ .~ . __ _ 
B II • [6239669 04 BRI .80361553 03 B .16119234 04 IRA .26329319 02 
---------;J RAfRTx---·---··-----
ox Oy Ol KE RE 
--,;;,---,-:;;~~;,;:,~~~~ Z! :~:~~~~:~j--.;.*:;~~~~~ g; :!~;:~i~~ .~~ :-:~~!~~~:: g: -:~~g~~ g! ::~:~~~:~; g; -;:~~i;~~g;·g;· ·~·U~~~~~~ -g: -_u __ .. ·_ -
.6388152503 .16312822 03 .32966515 02 .6965435808 -.22005730 07 .11297926 07 -.88601646 02 -.14283404 05 .16039950 03 
OX .J.0'10VJ,D!l J,U .43163136 09 .69654358 08 .. 225514~1:S--";~'91U7T-t'1t-=;S7i9'1-13ID 12 -.2B7484'9lr9·~nllllT·~O"3"O034-·09·- ----
OY -.16279886 09 -.31426166 08 -.22005730 07 -.17491077 14 .48911218 13 .. 10120460 13 .2043273508 .47334932 10 -.56095477 08 
02 -.65/64090 0, • 9'Z3T2U-Uo-~·n297926 07 · ..... 54911370 12· • 1012046OJ:"3" ~·3lJZ7H893 -1"2·- ·.;T6779415 ·06 ·-;2"5736805 1)9··;:':.4"8"4·47285"- 07-- -.--.-
KE - .. 24389978 04 -.56712879 03 - .. 88601646 02 -.28748439 09 .2043273508 .16779415 06 .3747785703 .59619459 05 -.10956901 03 
-. --~0"S40256 06 -.92113499 O~.T.lt283·404-05 .... 47282010. 11 ·-;4733·4932 10· ... .;25"736805 09· .59619459 05 a0440718 ·08 -.T2T211J5""6--06-·-- -.-
G .4775516204 .1079282504 .1603995003 .5603003409 -.56095411 08 -.48447285 07 -.10956901 03 -.12122856 06 .1449299604 
1\,.. .16195320 05 • 3 1832119 04 .55310068 03 .19/38130 10 -.19Z3!;7lJ7t""'"'011 -.1l652048~5T5O"9"a:9 04 -.4224l)·liOT"'1fO"-;"'5U"5TIO"lIT114---·-
RII01-.I0782327 03 -.39245111 02 -.10622564 02 .58088388-03· -.13701642-02 .. 30789632-02 -.11318155 01 -.91926836 GG .59659G83 00 
(0101-.28431181 0"5""'"'"'---;-rG3T5TltZ"""""U"5""""~00370·66 ·04-·_·.·1"1522820';;'01 · ... a 1'327891 ·OU··=;Z9~Z81-1l0 ·-;;:'-~"ZD269861·\J4· ';;~·24135398···0~ .18845183 ·03·------
RIC03-.14027254 04 -.30939179 03 -.15988280 02 -.64851911 08 .1413113108 .59194472 01 .1872108103 .9109153204 -.21576911 03 
-- t4'ro3"T"'.-IO"38670Z-·06--···~ 22033429 ··05 .46152305 03 .44390734 10 -.13646346 "'"1U·~~51349976 09 :.....13724351 05 -.70421673 06 ·--.16498879 05---··-
~~l~!::~m~e~~ 2~ :~2g~~~~~ ~~ :~~~~ ~~ :~~~m~~-~~ :~t~~~~~-:~~g·~~~::imm~~mm~""~...;gn~'----
LAI04-.90057119 04 -.19635784 04 -.6444506503 .1563634210 .1343220109 .1980805209 -.12493151 04 -.16882660 04 .11753117 03 
[0 I 04'. 26193S5T-O~8"5I5"Z8U3""'"'"04·-·" 41345714 04· ; 57039849 10 ·.25616695 1"0 .. 73586065 09 _ ... 25904420 04 -- .·32671444 ·os· .~ 245"S1444- ·04 
RIIOS) .25989436 02 .11686282 02 - .. 10302046 02 .60912927 01 .. 11155313 01 .20925618 06 -.40858149 02 -.20012315 03 .12256203 02 
[0105, • 196420 46·"'"U6------;-SB"5"8765"8'""""u-5·- .·14257273 as ."54955681 ·10 ~ 26'33451t""3 ··10-· .. 77967992 -09""'-;;...."14964518 ·05 ,;;,'-10384511 ·06· .... ·."4986~0\0·e-·1Pt-... _--·-
-------..,K'"",_----,kn'1"llTOl'"',---'C:l:ortl-o-orIJ'---,kRllnt1}OT3rl ---nLAtrr03"'1r---TCTTU·~· -""'Rl·nrltT----{"Aro~-~nrO"4T----
.16' 95320 05 -. 10'82321 03 -.281t3"'7rBT-O"S-;-';1·""027254"""04--;-rU3S670Z"116 ---;;-n0"2U6SO"· 0l)--;,;-t378·39lHl ·03·-;-."'lJOO·57n9""lflt-~2"'6Tcf3551-0S----­
.3783211904 -.39245117 02 -.10315142 05 -.30939119 03 .22033429 as .10064388 06 .1045220003 -.19835784 04 .85152803 04 
Z .55310068 03 -. ro-~~-;"3"O037066H04 "~1598·a281Y 0"2 ·'·-;,:7t·61521O"S""'·03··-;3U57TI"'5"2. ·0,---;293,"6·1"66"'5-"0"2 -=;eli-It~065 lJ:J-;4·1"l ... "5Tl"4olt----
ox .19738130 10 .58088388-03 -.11522820-01 -.64857911 08 .44390734 10 .54186565 11 .23955915 08 .15636342 10 .5703980\9 10 
OY -.1923619409 -.13701642-02 .11327891 00 .14131131 08 - .. 13646346 10 .1l30040tl~"9"l(f701r-;T:flt~9 .25616695 1-0--
OZ -.17652048 08 .30789632-02 -.29554281 00 .59194412 07 -.51349976 09 .21674690 10 .3035113907 .1980805209 .73586065 09 
KE -.25150'8. O' -.11316'55 01 -.z-0~m8oT"0._;-n-nIU&1\),_~T172435105 .. -=;T~·r~50;-· ;·52"1,61)30--0·1 -=;TZIi"3157-~~ "-.-~'S904'2r04---
RE -.4224060106 -.91926836 00 -.24135396 03 .91091532 04 -.10421673 06 -.42059271 07 -.11391215 03 -.76882660 04 -.3261144405 
G .50511039 04 .5"b"90"830ll-;TIJa·45T8r03~r5T597I03·;-164~881'1'-'---;;711l37ITos---;-a;n97900T~I1"5371"7·0r~245·5T"liIf'-·--· 
KM .17920411 05 .34664852 00 .91178963 02 -.13748997 04 .10586404 06 .31372414 06 .35086030 02 .23185.339 00\ .10091504 AS 
"1(01).'3466485200 .1430443602 .16211992 05 .1038110602 -. 1650941603 -.64090496 03 -.21311102 03 -.43902879 03 -.15809945 as 
lU(01).91118983 02 .16211992 05 .4458490007 .11263179 05 -.83060153 06 -.51771580 06 -.44771042 Os .69109881 06 -.35936013 01 
Rl (03-.13748997 04 .10387106 02 .112"63179 os .143~"'"""""05"'-=:-rro~~;~3"8"2"91U·-OS· ·~;].7tT&TJtOlO-r·-;';"'2Ti)Ol~9"66-0"5·----:"285TJ9"88""·-05""---­
LAI03 •• 10586404 06 -.76509416 03 -.83060753 06 -.11065666 07 .81281438 08 .41324117 01 -.10453449 05 -.16148046 01 -.21021126 07 
[0103 j .31372414 06 -.64090496 03 -. 511 115S0-u6---=-:"93·31f.29,O .... CIS-----:-1tT321t1TT"O,--;rr1tZO-65·S .... ·0""9-=;T3·"9387 .. lO-Q7t·=.;1076·61Il -ur,;,;~ I.tt2lr"lJ735· 0,-----·-
RI(04).35086030 02 -.21371102 03 -.44771042 05 .14181401 03 -.10453449 as -.73938430 04 .2293663204 .1064213606 .1914626706 
lAf04'.23785339 04 -.43902879 03 .69709881 06 .21901966 OS-=-;r6149046 01 -.10166111 01 .10642136 06 .8ij037360~0101978 01 
LO(04) .. 10091504 05 -.15809945 05 -.35936013 07 .28513988 05 - .. 2102172.6 07 -.14249135 01 .1914626106 .9010191801 .4681433908 
RI105J.38419044 02 -.4126~028(i2----;-rZl1t37t1.~s-=:rrl~f3543-02~~blt69S"!i-"O~nIo2·~O~020"s0 03 -.1S100aoSO·1t-·=;r0"S61if6TQs-··-·---
L0(05) .26743S80 05 -.11211580 05 -.3405~930 07 .4824~~12 04 -_~.~.~611~~-.25~~.~!~~ .. :-.'!~~_~?_0.!.!.~.6196!!~.6Q_ ~!...:...!.!~!!.6.1~ ... ~!......... __ 
RI (OS) [u(05) 
--------x-----:-Z59B9436 02 .lY5lt2lJ7io-oo··_·-- .---.. - -.--~-.. ----.. ----.. --------.. - .... -------.---.-------------
y .11686282 02 .56581658 05 
-. --·~l1mr~;-r.z5727~·-O'---·------ --.--. --.-.-------.------- .. -------.. --.. ----.----.---.-----------
OX .60972927 07 .64955681 10 
Of .1"55313 01 .26334543 10 
01 .20925618 06 .77967992 09 
KE -.40858149 02 -. Iif907t5"fa-o-s---·-------·----· 
RE -.20012315 03 -.10384511 06 G • 12256203 02 • 4980ltltUa \l7t-- .. -~.---.- .---.--_._.- -.-. _.-.---.... _-- -------.---.- . -~-........ ,-.- .-.-.-----------
KM .38419044 02 .26743580 05 
RIIOl-.41263028 02 -. Il2((580 05 
~~ ~g!~: giZ~;'!~~:~!~:~~ & ..!----
lA(03).9DI26955 03 -.35561785 06 
----- t:nl1)3"1."'3Z31"310"2·· 0"3""-=;·2520"6OTl)-06--· 
RII04-.20702050 03 -.56162017 05 
LAi04-. #5100005 04 -.61964460 01 
lOC04-.18564167 05 -.89941672 07 
----------wr("O"5T';Z8T08373"~9"5"293"1t·"·01)--·c 
lO(05 •• 18952934 05 .. 9210650~?~_~._._. ___ ... _~ _ .. __ ._ .. _ ... _._. __ ....... __ "_ ..... ______ ._. __ .. _ .. ____ . __ ._. ____ ... _____ .. ______ _ 
-----_._-_ .. __ ._-----
.----.----.-----
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CORRELATIoNS BAS~b ON J MATRix nERAiJoN NUf'18ER 
Ox DY .DZ KE RE 
-.10000000 01 -.98484065 00-.85407081 00 -.97021483 00 .56506998 00 .81595133-01 .96711732 00 .96311121 00 -;96293365 00 
-.9848406500 -.10000000 01 -.91355193 00 -.93104811 00 .4569010300 -.50532023-01 .9~196551 00 .9232017200 -.91158403 00 
-.8540108100 -.91355193 00 -.10000000 01 -.80183852 00 .1132985800 -.31804056 DO .1911093500 .769892360'0 "".133&1639 00 
OX -.91021483 00 -.9]104811 00 -.80183852 00 -.10000000 01 .52665365 00 .59101014=01 .'1atUHllU uu .91441401 00 ·-.98b06433 06 
DY .56506998 00 .4569010300 .17329858 00' .5266536500 -.1000000'0 01 -.73963309 00 -.47·72378'1 00 -.662387&2 00 .6662611900 
01 .8159513,,-01 -.50532023-01 -.31804056 00 .5910101 ....... 01 -. 13963309 00 -.10000000 01 -.14009085-01 -.12813889 00 .20568181 00 
KE .9671173~ 00 .9419655100 .7971093500 .9888711000 -.47723787 00 -.14009085-01 -.10000000 01 -.9530930\5 00 .9627824900 
RE .9631112100 .9232011200· .1698923600 .9/441401 00 -.66238182 00 -.12813889 00 -.95309345 00 -.10000000 01 .98550911 00 
G -.96293365 00 -.91158403 00 -.73381639 00 -.98006433 00 .66626119 00 .20568881 00 .96278249 00 .98550917 00 -.10000000 01 
1\1" -.96309569 00 -.908fI429 00 -.11960421 00 -.98181909 00 .6491622400 .21312846 00 .91049595 00 .91654201 00 -.99113595 DO 
~MgH:~g~!:;Z~-g~ :!:~~:~~! gg :~!~~~r!: gg -:1::!~=:~:g -::!:~~~~!:!g -:~~!:~!~~g: :::~:~ig.;g! :::~~!~i~:g: ::~:l:;;~ifg§;----
RIC03) .89900661-01 .83058590-01 .23248789-01 .36058768-01 -.53346751-01 -.79879729-01 -.80738123-01 -.23536828-01 .47320192-01 
(1103-.853 .. 08 .. 0-01 -. 15831015-01 -.86"030155-02 -.316394/2-01 .66044438-01 .88835111-01 ./5880211-01 .23321343-01 -.4638PUQ;01 
LOC03-.21531l51 00 -.24518601 00 -.40348519 00 -.27338340·00.-.3811304400 -.2654269000 .2927430300 .98619851-01 -.15360818 00 
klC04-.3B121S11-01 -.I01l5i82-01 -.106111 .. 0 00 -.3330893«FOi -.N6il251 00 -.10243018 DO -.66996405-02 .1364910 .... 03 -.46965111-02 
LACOIt' .23299128-01 .21495944-01 .37828545-01 - .35092510-01 -. H1904-82 00 -.10790177 00 .21749602-01 .80191755-03 -.63523117-02 
(0104-.29368510-01 -.39991900-01 -.10511836 00 -.55418355-01 -.16918088 00 -.11311940 00 .19544246-01 .14168412-02 -.9 .. 19554'-02 
RJ (05-.37630025-02 -.70876060-02 .33843051-01 -.76582997-02 -.15142815-01 -.63794190-02 .39808320-01 .11681967-02 -.60723863-02 
[0.05-.15110, .. 3 00 -.1962915, 00 -.25613 .. ,6 00 - .... 5069111-01 -.12401215 00 -.13130810· 00 .80543441-01 .33486~02 - .. 13641919=01 
KH RliOIJ (OCU1) k1(03) LAI03, LOl03' kil04, LOlD'" 
X -.96309569 00 .96019611-01 .10338261 OU .89900661-01 -.85340840=01 -.21531151 DO -.38121811-01 .2329912FOI -.29368510:0:01 
y -.90811429 00 .14639253.00 .15708953 00 .83058590-01 -.75831015-01 -.24518607 00 -.70175182-01 .211t9594.-01 -.39991900-01 
Z -.1196042100 .21462/54 DO .2411516600 .23248189""01 -.86036155-02 -.401l48519 00 -.106"'40 00 .11829545-01 -.10511836 00 
ox -.98187909 00 -.44873995-11 .36339393-12 .36058768-01 -.31639472-01 -.21338340 00 -.33308934-01 -.35092510-01 -.551t78355-01 
Of .• 6491622400. 11812208-10 -.2425''' ...... 10 -.53346151-01 .66044438-01 -.38113044 Do -.10611251 00 -.11190482 00 -.11,918088, 00 
DZ .2131284600 -.57732110-09 .22622824-09 -.79879729-01 .88835117-01 -.2650\2690 00 -.1024-3078 00 -.10790177 00 -.17371940 00 
kE .91049599 00 .42/31489-01 .49581205-01 -.80138123-01 .15860211-01 .29214303 dO -.66996405-02 .21149602-01 .1954424Ful 
RE .97654201 00 .33004241-04 .35374913-04 -.23536828-01 .23327343-01 .98619851-01 .73649704-03 .80191755-03 .ln68472-02 
G -.99113595 00 -.18119842-02 -.23443165-02 .41320192-01 -.46391339=01 -.15360818 00 -.46965111-02 -.63523117-02 - .. 941955464002 It" -.10000000 01 -.30040558-03 -.32257214-03 .857~9610"'01 -.84644475-01 -.17755859 00 -.50\726216-02 -.59882766-02 -.11010685-01 
R1I01-.30040558-03 -.10000~OO 01 -.89400398 00 -.10060563-01 .95001155-02 .56331845-02 .5116,20500 .11165329-01 .2618893200 
LOC01-.32257214-03 -.89400398 00 -.10000000 01 -.44535077-01 .42104264-01 .18576558-01 .44272952 00 -.11126711t 00 .2~858169 00 
RIIO:".85149610-01 -.10060563-01 -.44535011-01 -.10000000 01 .9888645200 .59010481-01 -.241223:30-01 -.61628940-01 -.347716664001 
lAf03-.8464447S-01 .. 95001755-02 .42104264-01 .98886452 00 -.99999999 00 -.33511620-01 .23362+78-01 .58251967-01 .32864i+o-Ol 
(0103-.11155859 00 .56331945-02 .18576559-01 .59010481-01 -.:J3511620-01 -.10000000 01 .11696963-01 .2749116u-Ol .15169101-01 
1t1l04-.54726216-02 .51767205 00 .44272952 00 -.24722330-01 .23362lt18-01 .11696963-01 -.10000000 01 -.74891148 00 -.58391778 00 
~llo4-.598B216b-oz .11165329-01 -.11126114 00 -.61628940=:01 .5$25.1961-01 .21491160-01 -.14691148 00 -.10000000 ·01 -.4435404100 
lOC0-4-.1l010685-01 .26788932 00 .24858169 00 -.34771666-01 .32864340-01 .15769101-01 -.58391778 00 -.44350\047 00 -.10000000 01 
RI 105-.54-132127-02 .10341813 00 -.10847494 00 .19217196-02 -.18195389-02 -.46117339-03 .91532554=01 .48I1fi7tQ-OI" .5114"96-01 
lOI05-.20816150-01 .13552341 00 .16803120 00 -.41969772-02 .39660896-02 .19898795-02 .1234945600 .21760257 00 .1368826000 
RITOS) - LorDS", 
-.3;630025-02 -.15110143 00 
-.70876060-02 -.19629157 00 
Z .33843051-01 -.25813416 00 
Ox -.16582997-02 -.45069711-01 
Of -.15142815-01 -.1240'215 00 
DZ -.63794190-02 -.13130810 00 
ME .39808320-01 .80543 .... '-01 
ItE .11681967-02 .33486980-02 
G -.60123863-02 -.13641919-01 
It" -.54132127-02 -.20816150-01 
Rli01J.I034X813 00 .13552341 00 
LOI01-.10847494 00 .16803120 00 
kiC03'.19211196-02 - ... 1969112-02 
lAC03-.18195389:-02 .39660896-02 
(0,03-.46111339-03 .19898/95-02 
RUO+,.8!S32554-01 .12349456 00 
Oh04'.48122140-01 .21160251 00 
lOC04-'.51143496-01 .13688260 00 
RiC05-.10000000 01 -.31248932-01 
lO(05-.37248932-01 -.10000000 01 
RA7 POST "Ie WITH PRE DATA AS APRIDRI 14 NOY 
ITERATION HUM8ER EPOCH 6~/07l2~ 102758.000 CLOCK 133950 
Q DQ STOEVOQ OLD a NEW a 
• 1501 1260-0 3 .55421190 00 .1566'452 06 .1566'452 
-.25883802-02 .18909260 01 .63041636 05 .63041633 
Z .20680010-02 .36300193 01 .80116,52 04 • 80116 113 
ox .18229003-07 .56184658-05 .14342615 01 .14342616 
0, -.43 I 191 50-0 I .18094301-04 .9/251024 00 .91251020 
Dl .89194340-07 .34768797-04 .28116142 00 .28116151 
KE .22880585-02 .15303.,.36 01 .39860138 06 .39860138 
RE • 311t47305-04 .36229&95-01 .63183080 04 .63783080 
G .31110126-04 .29963458 00 .39220320 00 • 39224036 
KM .13894891-03 .16108637 00 .49025898 04 .4902;5900 
SIA 1 
Rl • 29481t530-03 .32011900 00 .637564-4-6 04 .63756449 
LO -.12804053-05 .1 .. S563 UF02 .211051,9 02 .21105118 
STA 3 
Rl -.16:tt8631q:;;04 .5812591I-01 .63118803 04 .63118802 
LA .70306135-06 .73819626-03 .35111429 02 .35117430 
[0 .94482192-01 .62 .. 11111-03 .24319448 03 .24319448 
STA 4 
ki • 11533650=0 .. .51139323=01 • 63,26015 0 .. .63126016 
LA .51639850-06 .71359572-03 -.31212265 02 -.31212264 
LO .13113281-05 .64313553=03 .13688156 03 .13688156 
STA 5 
RI .4319/88/-04 .25404291-01 .63154184 04 .63154184 
LO -.40899602-06 .61865272-03 .27685339 02 .27685339 
SOS .30758 02 QSOS .31895 02 
NOMINAL Q OQ IHOMI. 
06 .15661409 06 .43554688 00 
05 .630 .. 3567 05 -.19331055 01 
04 .80 132194 04 .44519468 01 
01 .14343088 01 -.47236681-0~ 
00 .91265000 00 -.19803168-00\ 
00 .28112921 00 .32301992-04 
06 .. 398601 II 06 -.38611815 00 
04 .63783252 04 -.17211914-01 
00 .400018'9 00 -.18382231-02 
04 .49027693 04 -.17932129 00 
04 .63756695 04 -.24658203-01 
02 .21104883 02 .2951622CFb3 
04 .63118124 04 • 19345 lO:J;02 
02 .35117447 02 -.16689301-04-
03 .24319413 03 -.24986261-03 
0 ... .63125922 D+ • 94604492-02 
02 -.31212461 02 .19693374-03 
03 .13688810 03 -.54359436=03 
04 .63154621 04 .15625000=01 
02 .27685950 02 -.61058991-03 
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COVARIANCE MATRix OF eSTiMATED PARAMETEkS ITERATION NUMBER 
ox Oy oz K. R • 
• 30122-'9900 - .. 98625403 00 .11672552 01 .191<1tft~63-05 -.57214722-05 .12780917-0ft -.11636031 00 .1'3981280-01 -.78391934-02 
-.9B625403 00 .35156012 01 -.55103058 01 -.65204328-05 .22985862-04 -.46856048-0'\ .. 1231914401 -.52346163-01 .iOll'\86lFOi 
.11672552 01 -.55103058 01 .1317n76 02 .llit206"S-D<It -.51615141-04 .91980971-04 -.31734081 01 .1049356800- .57594-169-01 
OX .£9144463-05 -.65204328-05 .11420648-04 .31561158-10 -.92184246-10 .18215381-09 .62154984="06 .1900550+=06 -.1894912 ..... 06 
DY -.57214122-05 .22985862-04 -.5161511tl-04 - .927842406-10 .3274037+-09 -.61510D09-09 .. 71929342-05 ':".6.U02132-06 .20023810-06 
D1 .12/80911-04 -. 468560.,8-04 .9198091I-04 .18215381-09 -. 61510009=09 .1208869"-08 -.68541985-05 • 1239UI6-05 .10)0956+"06 
KE -.1163603100 .1231974401 -.31134081 01 .62754984-06 .71929342-05 -.68541985-0-05 .23419515 01 -.11571507-01 .65541669-02 
RE .13981280-01 -.52346163-01 .IU493568 00 .19005509=06 -.6*,02132-06 .12394S10;;05 -.11511501-011 .1312590&=02 .91!i0i6,,...04 
G -.78391934-02 .10114864-01 .57594169-01 - .18949724-06 .20023810-06 .10309564-06 .65541669-02' .97503653-04 .89780880-01 
1\." -.60550!i99-01 .1121826100 -.9"'21402-01 -.44096421-06 .8839202'-06 -.18618364=05 .14019"'1-01 -.21IL'UJ+"O% .44101135=02 
RI (01) .14225842-01 -.16969669-01 -.61889157-01 .23250200-07 .86525856-07 .19188069-06 .56791150...Ql .2U7"4a-04,-.4881"53-03 
LUI01-.l't43e>I6-03 .58302046-03 -.55410012-03 .50383222-09 -.28919128-09 • '0968218-09 .59853821-03 .5813131 .... 01 .20188301-04 
RlI031.20110221-02 -.10864308-01 .33256309-01 .23196464-01 -.11482861-06 .18891136-06 -.95434430-02 .23769043-03 .3224021""04 
0105-.365994")0-04 .1114/66 .. 4)3 -.'n7n~04 -.1b.6J5i'JB-U9 .6Iilij610""U9 -.iiOJ6'6Foa .[5»zri'FOif -.i506541iiFM -.2646UOFU' 
LOC03-.290811ItO-03 .10694123-02 -.19003905-02 -.21190469-08 .91426244-08 -.17932386-07 .31610765-03 -.20252136-04 .295"182-05 
Rli04).45233131-02 -.224, ,663-01 .4812352s-01 .20256410=01 -.14112881-06 .254143)8-06 -.[985642+"U[ .28869519-03 .98582b3iF04 
LAIM).1t3169525-04 -.16898449""03 .32917632-03 .25005474-09 -.12172276-08 .23633580-08 -.78491351-04 .25873037-05 .11611564-05 
[OC 04-. 30859' 34-03. .1062265 .. -02 -.16181549"'02 - .29922 199-08 .92502493-08 -.18889601-0 I ." 1148 18-03 -. 2054281"'04' .4386101 .. 05 
RJ 10SI .54864675-02 -.16411t988-01 .21944612-01 .56449349-07 -.15795213-06 .35499457-06 .5713137,..02 .35859197-03 .81466942-.04 
[Ut 05-. 30 i 11112-03 .10169168-02 -.1 I 555282-02 -. 2 1592 101-08 • B9J1tl856-08 -.180Z119 .... 0 I .24682lfUZ .. ij3 -.19899143=04 ." 14112 1-05 
X .54864615""02 -.30111[[2-03 
y -.16414988-01 .10769768-02 
Z .21944612-01 -.11555282-02 
OX .56449,1t9-07 -.27592101-08 
Of . -.15195213-06 .89341856-08 
01 .35499457-06 -.18021194-07 
kE .,1131315-02 .24682402-03 
RE .35859197-03 -.19899743-04 
G .8i466'i4Z-0" .4"IJUli,"OS 





[0103-.56846392-05 • 3691159,1-06 
RII041.10708535-03 -.50471583 .. 05 
[AtU4J.18695bOS"'U5 -.50459689-0' 
LOIM-.67077247-o5 .37119442 ... 06 
R1(Q,i.64531a3Z-03 -.6210416U-05 
LOI05-.62104760-05 .38273119-06 
CORRELATION "ATRix OF EstiMATED PARAMETERS 
ox 
itERATioN ROABER 
Oy oz K' R. 
X .10000000 01 -.94099364 00 .58012573 00 .63401570 00 -.57047736 00 .66320040 00 -.13717923 00:· .6962]315,00,-.4720107+-01 
, -.9%993640U .100000UO 01 -.80lt5815 00 -.61313960 00 .6118U686 00 -.1126'1128 00 .42513384 DO -.164091.98 DO .. 1185221S=01 
Z .58012513 00 -.80275875 00 .99999999 00 .55995983 00 -.78581297 00 .72871289 00 -.67924853 00· .19788888 00 .5295054.,..01 
OX .6340[510 00 -.61313960 00 .55995983 00 .99999999 00 -.91261190 00 .9355128400 .129663li-Ol .9336119200 -.11256236 00 
OY -.5104773600 .6718068600 -.78581297 00 -.91261190 00' .1000000001 -.917'11956 00 .25976182.00 -.91784505 QO .36932.63-01 
OZ .6632004000 -.1126912800 .1281128900 .93553284" 00 -.9'''1956 00 .[0000000 ,bl -.12U61645 00 .98391811 DO .91959tt,...W 
KE -.13717923 00 .42573388.00 -.67924853 00 .72986331-01 .25976182 00 -.12881845 00 .10000000 01 -.20870665 00 .. 14293435-01 
kE .696233[500 - • .16409198 00 .1918888800 .9336119206 -.9',8'4505 ,60 .9839,81100'-.20110665 Db .1000000001 .1'11118!F02 
co -.47201074-01 .11852275-01 .5295051t9-01 -.11256236 DO, .36932863-01 .98959775-02 .14293435-01 .898181850-02' .9999999900 
1\." -.65380145 00 .5 ..... 91142 00 -.15012689 00 -.46912604 00 .29236828 00 -.32152011 aD .55061264""01 -.3!S9!53d!S!S dO .8810119!F01 
RUOl).80171t99&-Col -.28034150-01 -.5)25&262-01 .12926993-01 .14938006-01 .1723>9117-01 .1159393-1 00 ' .• 182.5Ul6-02 -.5088U05-02. 
'0,01-.11529088 00 .20/5382400 -.102856'n 00 .60361U88-01 ~.10'80561-01 .13'3926~01 .2632641,00 .109128':Z=02 .466998t1-0[ 
Rtl03).64467937-01 -.98845690-01 .1576115900 .71028765-01 -.10917885 00 .93475676-01 - .. 10728662 00 .1128696700 .18511271-02 
Ut03-.893 16383-01 .84091110-01 -.34lJ28763-01 -.453'160CF,01 .50651255-01 -.66324326-01 .135'883&=01 -.56285144"'01 -.128661,.,...03 
LOC03-.840S741500 .90607215 00 -.83872364 00 -.79244712 00 .80950813 00 -.82630535 00 .33093158 '00 -.89556748 00 .15823646-01 
RliCHJeI4I33i52 00 ".20581562 00 .2295986100 .62 ..... 1663""01 -.14082650 00 .1265952600 -.22'\11931 OD' .1380016600 .!5098153FO% 
L"'04).10067825 00 -.11552028 00 .11121911 00 .57531180-01 -.86959272-01 .87866995-01 -.66305871-01 .92314234-01 .7'978710-02 
[010 • .,..865689 .. 2 00 .8i3liB6U5 00 - .. 119Q6'S, 00 -.82809842 00 • 1948938000 -.8"',"' 00 .[596686% 00 -.88104511 .00 .22163151-01 
Rli05).38963509 00 -.34171091 00 .2379603500 .3954886400 -.34361845 00 .4019063400 .1469530300· .38960875 00 .10702421 .. 01 
[Ut05-.B9136'il200 .920629'\500 -.18110840 00 -.19383311 00 .1981163600 -.8318121[ 00 .~60l0031 00 -.86184236 00 .Z41364fFol 
x .38963509 00 -.891364[2 00 
Y -.34171091 00 .92062945 00 
Z .23146035 00 -.18110840 00 
OX .39548864 00 -.19383371 00 
Of -.34361845 00 • '9811636 00 
01 .40190~n 00 -.83781271 00 
kE .14695303 00 • 260 10031 00 
RE .38960875 00 ..-.88784236 00 
6 .10102'\2'=01 .2'\136416-01 
KM -.13382017 00 .52136962 00 
«11011.46631628 00 -.29136612-01 
LOI01-.3032436400 .11141814 00 
Rii03h'413386U9=bX -.11112111 00 
LAf03-.2481UU-D1 .62175050-01 
[0,03-.3584989 ... 00 .9514 .. 414 00 
UtOlti .. 1300'I-161-01 -.14129549 00 
LACO'J.95131491-01 -.10543410 00 
lO(()4-.41054951 00 .93.444434 00 
RliO'hl0000000 01 -.395[5800 00 
LO(05-.39515800 00 .10000000 01 
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---;l:.;;g"':;;~~;;§~·~-#_:{~~;:~i:- g: ::;~:gi :g~~~ 
104332 60 12 .10957101 06 .850-01 -.0039 
104132 ov 12 .10'9587011"- 06'~850-01 .0049 
104832 60 12 .10959115 06 .850-01 -.0215 
104932 60 12 .1095952606 .850-01 -.0101 
105432 60 12 .10961623 06 .850-01 .0049 
105532 6o-tZ----;-rn9620srU6"-;"S50-Q1 .0098 
1056 32 60 12 .10962481 06 .850-01 -.0146 
--r05?3,"O(f"12 '~;l0962915' 06"-.850-01 .0166 
----;:mg~;~;!r.~r-:~g~:7§~:~:~g:m:~!~~~e~~g~:-:,:~~~g:~g~l~--,-~~;-----
110032 60 12 .10964232 06 .850-01 .0101 
110132 60 "IZ----:-rOCT61t57T-06""-.850-01 -.0020 
110232 60 12 .10965124 06 .850-01 -.0254 
110332 60 1Z-'-~965574-'06-'~850-01 -.0078 
110432 60 12 .10966021 06 .850-01 .0000 
ilO532 60 [2 .10966482 06 .850-01 -.0039 
110932 60 12 
111032 60 12 ----;;mr;;-~;;_;T__---'::.;l:;;g~~:~~~g~ ---~-::g~;: _ .. ~m_ 
111132 60 12 
111232 60 [2 ----iiTi>-r-----i;;rri'T----': ~g::=~}-;-~g;g~.-.-~ .. ~;g~~:-- - ------
111332 60 12 .10910211 06 .850-01 .0098 
[1[432 60 l2 .. [09'0695 06' .. 850-0 1 - .0059 
111532 60 12 
[ 11632 60 [2 ---rnn-;--i:ir--TIc------.'i·fCiig~-ti·~ g: ::-~~W----;g{}~ --------------------
112132 60 12 
112232 60 12 -----TI~r;----iir-;-;---':-i'-~gii<;n-~,~~~i_-~~~g-~g~ - --:g~~6'-
112532 60 12 .10976114 06 .850-01 -.0018 
112632 bO 12 .[0916620 06 .850-01 .010t 







113232 60 -----TI-iT;;---ii;_rti~-::'il;;.g~.,1,.;c7;;;.g~5__-~~-__;~~g~g{-- .. --:gg~~-----
113332 60 
113432 60 ----;;rn;;-~n---;tc;~----'::.;t:.;;g-o-;8RiBgi-i~;;;§ii-g ~-;-:~g:g{-----~-gg~g 
113532 60 12 .10981216 06 .850-01 .0098 
113632 60 12 .10981803 06 .850-01 .0000 
113732 60 ----il'ili3,;;B3;;2~66iO;_rt2_~-~~!!! g: : :~g~~·~·g~~6------·-------------- ---.-----.-.~.-------- _. --- ----. 
113932 60 12 .10983398 06 .850-01 -.0010 
-- --IT4U3Z-OU- 12 ';"109'83"934- 06' -';-850---01 .0098 
114132 60 12 .10984471 06 .850-01 .0000 
11"1'232 60 12 .10965011 06 .850-01 -.OlDI 
---;::.;:i-:!o,~;;§r-:~gri:7-~--=:~:;;,g~;;:iii~cii3~~--;!;g:g{-----::~g~:--·--·-- -- --------- - ----_. - - ----------------------
-----,Ii-iI:,;4i53i:2;-~6°D____it'2~----'::;lngg.::Bi~r_i~1i:_;_;___igi-i:c--:::;g:g~ -.-.----=;~g:: 114632 60 
114732 60 12 .10961136 06 .850-01 .0039 
114832 60 12 .10988281 06 .850-01 -.0020 
114932 60 
115032 60 ----iiw;;----ii;_rL2-2---::-i-~°n_.O;;;:i9g_i~9,~;i____iigit---'::-ii:~g;g~gg~~--------- --------.-------.. ---
115132 60 
115232 60 g :tg;g~:ri: g: ::~g:gf -:-gg:; -~-. ---------------- -------
115332 60 12 .10991065 06 .850-01 -.0039 
115432 60 12 .10991626 06 .850-01 .0059 
115532 60 
115632 60 g :t~::~~g~· g: ::~g:gt ::gg~;;;~;-----------------
115132 60 12 .10993318 06 .850-01 .0116 
115832 60 12 .10993885 06 .85O-T:fr----=-.0049~-------- ------------------------- ------ ------ -------
115932 60 12 .10994454 06 .850-01 -.0088 
120032 60 12 .10995024 06 .850-01 _0049 
120332 60 12 .10996744 06 .850-01 .0049 
120532 60 12 .10991898 06 .850-01 .0156 --------------------
120632 60 12 .10998477 06 .850-01 -.0018 
120132 60 12 .10999058 06 .8'50-01 .001"9 
120932 60 12 .11000223 06 .850-01 .0029 
121032 60 12 .11000607 06 .850-01 -.0088 
121132 60 12 .11001393 06 .850-01 .0156 
121232 60 12 .11001980 06 .8so-of ·------=;-604-9----
121332 60 
12l't32 60 ------ncIT~__T.:r__;lc;~---':'1t~t°*'og~~~~~: g: ::-~g:~!-- ::-~-gi~----- ------... ---- ---.------------- -----------
121532 60 12 .11003149 06 .850-01 .0018 
121632 60 12 .11004341 06 .850-01 .0039 
121732 60 
121832 60 --~~~----:<~~~§~--:'-it'1t*g~~; g: ::~g~~-----:g_~.}_-- ---.-----... 
121932 60 
122032 60 -------n~~--T.Ht~~---':'1t~tg-gg~H~£~-g~~}--~gg}~-- -------------------
122132 60 12 .11001318 06 .850-01 -.0020 
122232 60 [2 .11001917 06 .850-01 .0098 
122332 60 
122432 60 --~m~-i~l~~c-:'--il~tg~-~H~ ~: :m~:~}_--------------------
122532 60 
122632 60 ------r,~;-;----ii;-;l~§---':'ftictg"'m-~~--g~_;~~~:~~ - -:gg~t__--.---- .. ----
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______ S"-T'-'A"-'T10N "U"~_E_"'-__ ..!~ ____ '!.~!_01n9 _____ __.!rr"'_Al_1.~~~~E. _______ L~_S_1!!!M8E' O!!_2.'!L ____ _ 
FREQUENCY 8300.0 
TIME TC Q CC3 
122132 60 12 .[[01D926 06 .850-01 .0049 
122832 60 12 .11011531 06 .850-01 .0068 
122932 6~012T36'O-6 ~850;"'Ol .0010 
123032 60 12 .11012743 06 .850-01 .0020 
[£3132 60------u--~-nlJnnO 06--.S50-0r .. -.0039"'" 
123232 60 12 .11013959 06 .850-01 -.0039 
123532 60 12 .ll015188 06 .850-01 .0166 
123632 60 12 .11016400 06 .850-01 .0029 
123132 6~!n7012-06u·.850-0r--- -.0029 
123832 60 12 .11011625 06 .850-01 .0186 
---T27iI3Z---60 12 --;:nOI9468 06 .850-01 .0059 
g:~!~ :~ g :gg~g~e~ e: ::;g:g~ :--:.g~~.------------- -----------
124432 60 12 .11021316 06 .850-01 -.0131 
---'1724"'S<'3r:1l--"""5u-"IZ-;11021931i" 06" .. 850-01 .. 0137 
124632 60 12 .11022552 06 .650-01 .0010 
124132 60 12 -.n'crz3170- 06·-.850-01 -.0010 
124832 60 12. .1l0Z31U<) 06 .8S0-01 -.0068 
124932 60 12 .ll024408 06 • 850-01 -. 0020 -------------
125032 60 12 .11025028 06 .850-01 -.0010 
125132 60 12 .11025"6"W-O&--;850-0r- .-... .·0127·-· 
125232 60 12 .11026269 06 .850-01 - .. 0121 
125332 60 lz--;-}TO-Z689r·06· .850-01 .0088 
!§~:!§ :g!§ :gg!!~~~ g: ::~g;g}---;:.ggi:--------------------------
125632 60 12 .11028756 06 .850-01 .0020 
125132 60 12 .lro-Z9·379·-06 -.850-01 -.0066 
125832 60 12 .11030002 06 .850-01 .0146 
125932 &0 12 .ilo"3062"S"-06··~850-0l--· .0000-
130032 60 12 .11031248 06 .850-01 -.0010 
130132 &0 12 .ii0318/2 06 .850-01 -.0039 
gg§~§ :g g :Hg~§Z;g g: ::;~~~-m__--------------------.------.---.. -.-.--.-- ... -.---------.--.. -... ---... ---. 
130432 60 12 .11033144 06 .850-01 .0088 
130532 60 12 .fIDlt36stf6-.-aSl)";;'111- ---~oooo -
130632 60 12 .11034993 06 .850-01 -.0117 
130132 60 12 .11035611 06 .850-01 .0098 
130832 60 12 .11036242 06 .850-01 -.0029 
130932 60 12 .. 1l036866 06 • fI50=0·I-------~rl(jOO------··~-·--- ... ----------.. ------ .. ----- ----.- ~-.-.---
131032 60 12 .110'37491 06 .850-01 .0029 
B1l32 60 12 .1l038116 06 .8.50:;.-O-1---:.:.~ofo·7---·-
131232 60 12 .11038741 06 .850-01 -.0078 
131332 60 12 .11039365 06 .850-01 - .. 0049 
131432 60 12 .11039990 06 .850-01 -.0010 
131532 60 12 .1l040615 06 • 6-!;()::.~0l~·---;ocf2-~--------~~-
131632 60 12 .11041239 06 .850-01 -.0088 131732 60 12 .1104nr63 06 .t'l50~C···--:::·ooto----··-- -- -.- ..... --- -- ---.. ~-~ --.... - .. ---.--.----. 
131832 60 12 .11042488 06 .850-01 .0059 
131932 60 12 .u043112 06 .850-01 -.0010 
132032 60 12 .11043136 06 .850-01 .0098 
132132 60 12 .1100404359 06 .850-01 -;0101-· 
132232 60 12 .11044983 06 .850-01 .0049 
132332 60 12 .11045606 06 .850-01 -.0101 
132432 60 12 .11046229 06 .8!iO-Ol .0098 
132532 60 12 .11046852 -U-O;-S50='·Or"--- --~OOOO _u __ • 
132632 60 12 .11047474 06 .850-01 .0088 
132/32 60 12 • 11048096 ·Q"O""""";8!i<r~·OIu --~-003g--
132832 60 12 .11048718 06 .850-01 -.0127 
133232 60 12 .11051201 06 .8:)0-01 -.0088 
133832 60 12 .11054911 06 .850-01 .0029 
133932 60 12 • ~za-uo-;-e51FOT--'-- - '~;UnT-
--;:t"'!:.,~~!~_:~·g .. --;·gg::i~~ g: .. -::~g:g~ . -:gg~: 
134232 60 12 .. tt051314 06 .850-01 - .. 0059 
134332 60 12 .11051988 06 .850-01 .004g-----------------
------r;""";;---;,;-;:7----':;:t.;,~g;;;~o;e;;~~;:~:gt--· -~~-~~ti 134432 60 12 134532 60 12 
----r.<riU----;..r-i7--::-;t,T:"g:/;r~ni:ci~-T~-igi-i:~::;;;.~g;gi--n~.~~g~g---... ~~--------.---... ---.-. -----.--.--.- --- _n_ 134632 60 12 134'32 6U 12 
134832 60 12 .11061047 06 .850-01 -.0068 
134932 60 12 .11061651 06 .850-01 -.DU20 
135032 60 12 
135132 60 12 :Ug:~~~! g: ::~g:g~ _:-gg4t;..9~>------
135232 60 12 
135332 60 12 :ng:!~:~ e: :::~:~! -:~.;;.~----
135432 60 12 .11064692 06 .850-01 .0078 
135532 60 12 .11065291 06 .850-01 .012, 
135632 60 12 
135132 60 12 ------r;ro;rr---;,;-;:7----':;:t.;,~g;;;:<i~-,;;;;~g;;-;;g;;::--':'-i:;;;~"'g:=;g}------::-;-g.~;;;~;;~C--------
135832 60 12 
135932 60 12 ------ni"--';;----ii;-;:r--':;:l-T;~g;;;:(;~"'~i;iig~-~-:~~~-~---;g~4tiol~>-------
140032 60 12 .11068305 06 .8S0-01 -.0020 
140132 60 12 • 1 1068904 06 • 850-01 .0111 
140132 60 12 .11012413 06 .850-01 .0029 
140832 60 12 .11073064 06 .050-01 -.0059 
141232 60 12 
141332 60 12 -----TI~~-7.~.;---':~I~Ag g~ :m:gt ---dm-------------------------- ------- --------------
141432 60 12 .11016584 06 .. 850-01 -.0029 
141532 60 12 .li077166 06 .850-01 .0086 
\41632 60 12 
141732 60 12 ---nm~__7:irir;_--':"t;i:Kg~:,;~ri~r5~-i::!---igfi~c--'-':  ... ~~:gl- -:~g}~5-------- ----------- ------- --------- ----------
141832 60 12 
141932 60 12 -----TI~~-7.n~--':~t~~g:;;~"'::;:;c~i~g~:--':'--:::~~i--~_;~~~;_--------- -------------.>-------.. ----.. --.. - --------
142032 60 12 .11080056 06 .850-01 .. 0029 
142132 60 12 .11080630 06 .850-01 -.0039 
142232 60 12 
142332 60 12 
142432 60 12 
142532 60 12 
:~~g:H~! g: ::~g:gt _:.~g::i:---------------­
------n:""'<;-_7.<----i-;--':;it-ii~g;;;:r.~c;;~+1~i-~·~_g~~~---~~~i~ .-----
142632 60 12 .. 11083478 06 .850-01 .0020 
142732 60 12 .11084043 06 .850-01 .0020 
142832 60 12 .11084606 06 .850-01 .0010 
142932 60 12 .11085168 06 .850-01 -.,"0020 
143032 60 12 .11085729 06 .850-01. .0Lll 
________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
ST All ON NUMBER 12 64/07/29 ITERATION NUMBER PASS NUMBER 071292 
FREQUeNCY 8300.0 
TIME Te Q CC3 
143[32 60 12 .1lUtsl).£tlf 06 .850-01 .0018 
143232 60 12 .11086845 06 .850-01 .0039 
143332 60 12 .. 11081400 06 .850-01---- ~ --.OOIU--
143432 60 12 .11081954 06 .850-01 -.0039 
[43532 60 12 .1l0885COQ"b.-S"5"CF0"r ---- --;,-00"88------" 
143632 60 12 .11089056 06 .850-01 .0059 
143132 60 [2 .11089605 06 .850-01 .0029 
!:!~!§ :S g :~~g~~:~~---~gg~~---------.------------------
144332 60 12 .11092859 06 .850-01 .0068 
.- ------r~3"z-oo----rz_----;-rr(T93-395"- 06-".850-01 -.0039 
~!!~!~ ~g g :~~g::~!~ g~ ::~~:~i .:;~~----------------------------------
144732 60 12 .11094992 06 .850-01 .0107 
144832 60 12 .l1095Sd 00"-;850-:;;'01 -;;.;.0078 
!:;~!§ :g g :~ig::~i~ g: ::~g~gt- -~:g~~~- __ u_. _________ _ 
145132 60 12 .11097094 06 .850-01 .0049 
145232 60 12 .11091615 06 .850-01 -.0010 
145332 60 12 .11098133 06 .850-01 .0137 
145432 60 12 .11099650 06 .850-01 .0146 
l:~:~~ :g g :~i~~~!~~ g: ::~g:g~ -:g{{7~--------
145732 60 12 .11100187 06 .850-01 .0078 
145932 60 12 .11100696 06 .850-01 .OOB8 
145932 60 12 .11101202 06 .850-01 -.0029 
150032 60 12 .11101706 06 .850-01 .0068 
150132 60 12 .11102208 16 .850-01 .0049 
150232 60 1z .11102707 06 .850-01 ---:-o-o-ila-
150332 60 12 .11103205 06 .850-01 .0156 
156432 60 12 .11103100 06 .850-01 -.0029 
150532 60 12 .11104193 06 .850-01 .0156 
150632 60 12 .. 11104664 06 .850-01 -.0096 
t:gI~§ :g g :tHg;!~~ g~ :;;g:gi--------:-g-g~ ... :------------------------------------. 
150932 60 12 .11106143 06 .850-01 .0000 
151032 60 12 .11106625 06 .850-01 .0[66 
151132 60 12 .11101104 06 .850-01 .0059 
151232 60 12 .111015fn 06 .850-01 .0010 
t~!!~~ :~ g :~iig:~~~ g: ::~g:~~ -:g-g-~-:----.---------------------------------
151532 60 12 .11108999 06 .850-01 .0146 
151632 60 12 .11109466 06 .850-01 .0049 
n~~~~ :g g :~~!~~;~! g: ::~~:~~ _:~",~:o---------------------------------------.-
151932 60 12 .11110854 06 .850-01 .0068 
152032 60 12 .llll1312~8S0-0r----:-O~n 
152132 60 12 .11111767 06 .850-01 -.0078 
15223z 60 {Z .ll1l2zZ0 06 .650-01 .0137 
~~§:~§ :g g :HH~tl~ g: :~~g{-=-:~;;'~~D--------------------------




153332 60 12 .. 11117032 06 .850-01 -.0020 
153432 60 12 .111il453 06 .850-01 
153532 60 12 .11117812 06 .850-01 
153632 60 12 .11118269 06 .850-01 
153732 60 12 .11118702 06 .850-01 
153832 60 1Z----;TITI9Tn-Oo.---a5U.:.:Ol-· 






154032 60 12 .11119926 06 .650-01 .0059 
154132 60 12 .111203~8 06 .850-01 -.0010 
154232 60 12 .11120128 06 .850-01 ----;uozq-----
154332 60 12 .. 11121125 06 .. 850-01 .. 0020 
154432 60 12 .11121519 06 .850-ur---.. OTo-r.------
15~532 60 12 .11121910 06 .850-01 .0000 
154632 60 12 .11122298 06 .850-01 .0116 
154732 60 12 .11122684 06 .850-01 -.0029 
154832 60 12 .11123066 06 .850-01 .0049 
-----tn~~;m3~~§r-~:-.Tg--i~~~~·~.!n~C;t~§;~:ni~~,g~:~:w:~~gr-:-.Tgr~------~:gg,~~:-------
155132 60 12 .. 1112419606 .850-01 -.0117 
155232 60 12 .1112456, 06 .850-01 .onl 
155332 60 12 .11124935 06 .850-01 .0020 
155432 60 12 .I1l25299 06 .850-01 .0039 
-------;l~g~gT:~P§r-r.:g;.-;:l~§~:,lTtrt§~:~g~~o~l~g~:~::n~~g=:g~tr-----~:g~?~------------------------------------------------------------------------
155732 60 12 .11126376 06 .850-01 .0039 
155832 66 12 .11126129 06 .a50-01 .0088 
155932 60 12 .11127019 06 .850-01 -.0059 
160032 60 12 .11127426 06 .850-01 .0098 
160132 60 12 .11127769 06 .850-01 .0049 
160Z3Z 60 lZ .11126110 06 .850-01 -.0010 
160332 60 12 .11128448 06 .850-01 .0068 
1601t32 60 12 .11128782 06 .850-01 -.0029 
160532 60 12 .11129113 06 .850-01 .0000 
160632 60 12 .11129441 06 .850-01 .0020 
160732 6Q 12 .11129766 06 .850-01 .0010 
160832 60 12 .11130088 06 .850-01 .0156 
160932 60 12 .11130407 06 .850-01 -.0039 
L61032 60 12 .1u30t22 06 .850-01 .0068 
161132 60 12 .11131035 06 .850-01 .0010 
161232 60 12 .ll131344 06 .850-01 .0068 
161332 60 12 .11131650 06 .850-01 .0010 
161432 60 12 .11131953 06 .850-01 -.0098 
161532 60 12 .1113.2252 06 .850-01 .0127 
161632 60 lZ .11132548 06 .850-01 .0116 
161732 60 12 .. 11132841 06 .. 850-01 -.0117 
161832 60 12 .11133131 06 .850-01 .. Oots 
___ -'1"'6"-1"'93"2'--'."'0'-!1~2__'.,,I_'_I,,13,,3"'4_'_11'__'0"'6_.'_'8<=5"'0-:::0"'1'_ _ '-'.0'-'1"'0-'-7 _______________________ . ___________ ._. ____ _ 
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STATION NUMBER 12 
FREQUENCY 8300 .. 0 
TIME TC Q tt3 
162032 60 12 .11l:l:J IUU 06 .. 850-01 
162132 60 12 .11133980 06 .850-01 
162232 60 12 .lLI34256 06 .850-01 
162332 60 12 .11134529 06 .850-01 
162432 60 12 .11134199 06 .. 850-01 
162532 60 12 .11135065 06 .. 850-01 









lTERA Tl ON NUMBER 
162732 60 12 .11135588 06 .850-01 
162832 60 12 .11135844 06 .. 850-01 
.0010 
---~~~~rT7_~rr_~~~~~~~- -;~OO~5~9r_------
162932 60 12 .. 11136091 
163032 60 -t2---;-1"n3&346 
163132 60 12 .11136592 
163232 60 12 .11136835 
163332 60 12 .11137074 
06 .. 850-01 
06 .85U=UT-
06 .850-01 







. PASS NUMBER 01/292 
---_. __ ._-_.- ._ ... _-------
163432 60 12 .11131310 06 .850-01 ----.-,.; ;0156~--- ------- .----------------- .--.. --- . --_.- .. _.- ----
163532 60 12 .11137542 06 .850-01 
163632 60 .1113,,11 06 .. 850-01 ---n~r.r_i~7_~irr.n7T~~~~r_---:~i____ ----------_._---------. __ .. _- -_._._-----12 
163132 60 12 .11137996 
163832 60 12 .ill3a21B 
163932 60 12 .11138436 
164032 60 [2 .11l38650 
164132 60 12 .11138861 
164232 60 12 .11139069 
164332 60 12 .11139213 
164432 60 12 .111394,4 
164532 60 12 .11139671 
164632 60 12 .11139964 
164732 60 12 .11140054 
[64932 60 [2 .11140240 
164932 60 12 .11140423 
165032 60 12 .11140601 
165132 60 12 .11140177 
165z32 60 12 .11l4'J94q 
165332 60 12 .11141116 
165432 60 12 .11141281 
165532 60 12 .11141441 
165632 60 12 .11141599 
165132 60 12 .11141152 
165832 60 12 .11141902 
165932 60 12 .11142048 
110032 60 12 .11142190 
170132 60 12. .11142328 
110Z32 60 12 .iil4z463 
110332 60 12 .11142594 
110432 60 12 .11142122 
110532 60 12 .11142845 
110632 60 12 .11142965 
170132 60 12 .11143081 
111132 60 12 .. 11143508 
111232 60 12 .11143605 
l1n32 60 12 .11143698 
111432 60 12 .11143188 
111532 60 12 .11143814 






























06 • 850-01 
06 .850-01 
06 • 850-01 
06 .850-01 










































111132 60 12 .11144034 06 .850-01 ~--------------------------------------------------------
171832 60 12 .11144108 
1/1932 60 12 .11144118 
112032 60 12 .11144245 









112232 60 12 .11144366 06 .850-01 
112332 60 12 .11144421 06 .852-01 
-.0101 -----<7~~~rT7_~Tn~7rTffi~~9ri~---~.~o·u~ 
172832 60 12 .11144631 
112932 60 1, .11144668 
173032 60 12 .11144696 
113132 60 12 .11144119 
173232 60 12 .11144139 













173732 60 12 .11144-178 06 .854-01 
113832 60 12 .11144·' 14 06 .854-01 -----n~T.r~~7-~~~~~~~~r_---.;~~ 
113932 60 12 .11144166 
114032 60 i2 .lii4'; J54 
114132 60 12 .11144738 
114232 60 12 .11144118 
114332 60 12 .11144694 
114432 60 12 .11144666 
114532 60 12 .11144634 
114632 60 12 .11144598 
114732 60 12 .11144558 































114932 60 12 .11144466 06 .851-01 
115032 60 12 .11144413 06 .851-01 ----~~nr_n~;-~Tnrrx~~~~~~--~::·~;~~~---------
----- ----
----------------------- -----
________________________ .JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
STATION I'WrteER 12 6+107/29 l'TERA Tl ON NUMBER pASS NIHISER D7/293 
FREQUENCY 83UO.O 
liME Ie Q ee3 
175132 00 12 .11140\357 00 .859-01 -.0078 
113232 6U 12 .111#29} 06 .859-01 -.023. 
175332 00 12 .11144233 00 .859-01 .0020 
115,02 60 12 .111"165 06 .859=01 .0010 
175532 00 12 .11144092 00 .862-01 -.0088 
115632 60 12 .11144016 06 .862-01 -.0121 
175732 00 12 .111+3936 06 .862-01 -.0088-
1'5832 60 12 .11143851 06 .86 .... 01 .0029 
175932 60 12 .1114]763 06 .. 8M-Ol -.0117 
180332 60 12 .lil"i3368 06 .869-01 .0020 
1801t32 60 12 .11143259 00 .812-01 -.0088 
180532 60 12 .t1I1t31% 06 .812-01 -.0121 
180632 60 12 .11143029 06 .874-01 -.0078 
180132 60 12 .11142908 06 .816-01 .0029 
180832 60 12 .11142183 00 .. 819-01 -.0107 
180932 60 12 .111..:2653 06 .a#9-01 -.DulO 
181032 60 12 ,;1114·2520 06 .881-01 -.0176 
161 ... 32 60 12 .11141945 06 • 89 .... U ( -.0215 
IB1532 00 12 .11141791 00 .896-01 .0020 
181032 60 12 .111 .... 1633 06 .901-Ut -.0116 
1&1732 60 12 .ll1'tllt71 06 .906-01 -.0137 
181832 60 12 .1111f.l305 06 .908-0t .0000 
181932 00 12 .11141135 00 .913-01 -.0131 
182032 60 12 .11140960 06 • 92U-0 I -.0186 
182132 00 12 .11140181 00 .925-01 .. 0010 
182232 60 12 .1111t0599 06 .933-01 -.0225 
182332 00 12 • 111't0412 00 .91e0-01 -.0039 
182432 60 12 .11140221 06 .941-01 -.0111 
182532 00 12 • 11140020 o • .957-01 -.0283 
182632 60 12 .11139821 0& .964=01 -.0186 
182732 00 12 .11139624 00 .911-01 -.0195 
182832 60 12 .11139416 06 .989=01 - .. 0111 
183232 00 12 .1113851e5 06 .105 00 -.0205 
183332 60 12 .11138311 06 .101 00 -.0244 
183432 00 12 .11138085 06 .109 00 -.0195 
183532 60 12 .11131849 06 .112 00 -.0244 
183632 60 12 .1}J316Q9 06 .114 00 -.0205 
183132 &0 12 .11131364 06 .11' 00 -.0098 
183832 60 12 .11131116 00 .121 00 -.0254 
18393z 60 12 .li136863 06 .125 00 -.0322 
184032 60 12 .11136606 06 .129 00 -.OU6 
18+132 60 12 .. 11136346 06 .133 Ob -.0244 
STATION NUMBER 12 64/07130 ItERAflON NUMBER PASs NUMIER o1lBr---
FREQUENCY 8200 .. 0 
tiME Ie Q etl 
011832 60 12 .1041531t3 00 .119 00 .0234 
OfI932 60 12 .104/5193 06 .116 00 .0049 
012032 60 12 .10415048 06 .113 00 .a21t4 
0#2132 60 12 .10 ... 14901 06 .110 00 .Oi'tO 
012232 60 12 .10474711 00 .108 00 -.0088 
0'2332 60 12 .1041",639 06 .106 00 .0234 
012432 60 12 .10474512 00 .101t 00 -.0068 
012532 60 12 .10414390 06 .102 00 .0000 
012632 60 12 .10474272 00 .101 00 .0283 
0#2132 60 12 .1041415906 .99 ... -01 .0098 
012832 00 12 .10414005006 .98}-01 -.0039 
0.2932 60 12 .104139 .. 6 06 .969-01 .0116 
073032 00 12 .10473847 00 .959-01 -.0049 
013132 60 12 .10413152 06 .950-01 .0101 
013232 60 12 .10413662 00 .942-01 .0121 
013332 60 12 .10 .. ,35,6 06 .935-01 .0029 
0131t32 60 12 .10473495 00 .928-01 .0127 
013532 60 12 .10""3419 06 .920-01 -.0068 
013632 00 12 .1047331t7 00 .916-01 .0117 
013132 60 12 .10473280 06 .911-01 .b020 
013832 60 12 .10473211 00 .906-01 .0101 
013932 60 12 .10413159 06 .901-01 .0088 
014032 00 12 .10~731Q6 00 .898-01 .0098 
014132 60 12 .10473051 06 .894=01 -.0010 
014232 00 12 .10413012 06 .891-01 .0088 
014332 60 12 .. 1041291:3 06 .889-01 .0049 
011t432 60 12 .10H2938 00 .886-01 .0068 
014532 60 12 .lb472901 b6 .884=01 -.00lt9 
01"'932 60 12 .10"..12831 00 • 871t-Ol .0088 
015032 60 12 .104'282:3 06 .812-01 .oOlb 
075132 60 12 .10472820 06 .872-01 .0146 
015232 60 12 .104128Zl 06 .s69-01 .0000 
015332 60 12 .10412828 06 .869-01 .0068 
015432 60 12 .10412838 06 .861-01 .0000 
075532 00 12 .10412853 06 .867-01 .0146 
6156'2 60 12 .10472873 06 .86+=01 -.0010 
015732 60 12 .10412898 00 .861t-Ol .0059 
015832 60 12 .101t12926 00 .862-01 -.0156 
015932 00 12 .10"..72960 00 .862-01 .0000 
080032 60 12 .10412998 06 .862-01 .0020 
080132 60 12 .10413040 00 .859-01 .0101 
080232 66 12 .10413088 06 .859-01 .0068 
080332 60 12 .10413139 00 .859-01 -.0098 
06043z 60 12 .10413195 06 .854-01 .0111 
080532 60 12 .10473256 00 .851-01 -.0117 
680M2 60 12 .10473321 06 .857-01 - .. 0146 
080732 00 12 .10473391 00 .857-01 .0049 
060832 66 12 .loJt13465 06 .&57-01 .dul 
080932 60 12 .10473544 06 .857-01 -.0098 
0&1032 60 12 .10473627 06 .857-01 .0078 
081132 60 12 .IOH3715 06 .851t-0l -.0039 
081232 60 12 .10473808 06 .854-01 -.0107 
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08£332 60 12 .. 10413904 06 .854-01 .. 0049 
081~32 60 12 .10474006 06 .854-01 -.0088 
081532 60 1Z .!O""4112 06 .854-01 .0156 
081632 60 12 .1047't222 06 .854-01 -.0205 
081132 60 12 .10414331 06 .8511'-01 .0146 
081832 60 12 .. 10474456 06 .852-01 - .. 0107 
081932 60 12 .1041458£1 06 .852-01 .0010 
0&2032 60 12 .10474708 06 .852-01 .0020 
082132 60 12 .104''''Slii 06 .852-01 -.0018 
082232 60 1~ .10474918 06 .852-01 .0039 
stATION NU~BER 12 "4707/30 HERATION NuMBER PASS NUMBER 011302 
FREQUENCY 8200.0 
TIME rc Q CC3 
082332 60 12 .10415120 06 .852-01 .0039 
082432 60 12 .10415265 06 .. 852-01 -.0059 
082532 60 12 .10415416 06 .852-01 .0049 
082632 60 12 .I04/5511 06 .852-01 -.0101 
082132 60 12 .10475130 06 .852-01 -.0039 
082832 60 12 .10415894 06 .852-01 .0018 
082932 60 12 .10476062 06 .852-01 -.0244 
083032 60 12 .10416235 06 .852-01 .0156 
083132 60 12 .10476412 06 .. 852-01 - .. 0049 
083232 60 12 .10416594 06 .852-01 -.0029 
OS)332 60 12 .10476779 06 .S50-01 -.0107 
083432 60 12 .10416969 06 .850-01 .0195 
083532 60 12 .10477164 06 .850-01 -.0264 
083632 60 12 .. 10411363 06 .850-01 .0166 
083132 60 12 .10477567 06 .850-01 -.0010 
083832 60 12 .10411 I 14 06 .850-01 -.0111 
0&3932 60 12 .104779&6 06 .850-01 -.0156 
084032 60 12 .10418203 06 .850-01 .0195 
084132 60 12 .10418424 06 .850-01 -.0059 
084232 60 12 .10418649 06 .850-01 -.0068 
084332 60 12 .. 10418818 06 .850-01 -.0010 
084432 60 12 .10419112 06 .850-01 -.0059 
084532 60 12 .10479350 06 .850-01 .0127 
084632 60 12 .10419593 06 .U50=01 -.0111 
0&4132 60 12 .10419839 06 .850-01 .0039 
084832 60 12 .10480091 06 .850-01 .0098 
084932 60 12 .10480346 06 .850-01 -.0098 
085032 60 12 .10480606 06 .SSO-OI -.0059 
085132 60 12 .10480869 06 .850-01 .. 0049 
D85232 60 12 .10481131 06 .950-01 .0068 
085332 60 12 .10481410 06 .850-01 .0000 
085432 60 12 .10481687 06 .850-01 .0000 
085532 60 12 .10481961 06 .850-01 -.0098 
085632 60 lZ .1048ZZ53 06 .850-01 .0225 
085132 60 12 .10482542 06 .850-01 -.0049 
OM83Z 60 12 .10482836 06 .850=01 -.0068 
085932 60 12 .10483133 06 .850-01 -.0010 
09003Z 60 12 .10483435 06 .850-01 .0111 
090132 60 12 .10483141 06 .850-01 .0000 
090232 60 12 .1048405Z 06 .850=01 -.0039 
090332 60 12 .10484366 06 .850-01 .0010 
D904:32 66 12 .10484685 06 .. 850-01 -.OOZ9 
090532 60 12 .10485008 06 .850-01 .0020 
090632 60 12 .10lt85335 06 .850-01 -.0020 
090132 60 12 .10485666 06 .850-01 .0029 
090832 60 12 .10486002 06 .850-01 .0000 
090932 60 12 .10486341 06 .850-01 .. 0059 
091032 60 lz .. 10486684 06 .650-01 -.OiZt 
091132 60 12 .10481032 06 .. 850-01 .0107 
091232 60 12 .10487384 06 .850-01 -.0059 
091332 60 12 .10481140 06 .850-01 .0020 
091432 60 12 .10488100 06 .850::01 -.0131 
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09[532 60 12 .10488463 06 .850-01 -.0029 
091632 60 12 .10488831 06 .850-01 .0116 
091'32 60 12 .10489203 06 .850-01 -.0195 
091832 60 12 .10489580 06 .850-01 .0195 
091932 60 12 .10489960 06 .850-01 -.0156 
092032 60 12 .10490:344 06 .850-01 .0098 
092132 60 12 .10490 i 32 06 .850-01 -.0049 
092232 60 12 .10491124 06 .850-01 -.0098 
092332 60 12 .10491520 06 .850-01 -.0039 
092~32 60 12 .10491920 06 .850-01 
.-~. 
.0111 
092532 60 12 .10492324 06 .850-01 -.0121 
092632 60 12 .10492732 06 .850-01 .0078 
092132 60 12 .10 .. 93144 06 .850-01 -.Olll 
092832 60 12 .10493560 06 .850-01 -.0029 
092932 60 12 .10493980 06 .850-01 -.0010 
093032 60 12 .10494404 06 .850-01 -.004.9 
09313:( 60 12 .104CJit831 06 .850-01 .0029 
093232 60 12 .10495263 06 .. 850-01 .0039 
093332 60 12 .10495698 06 .850-01 .0000 
D93~32 6" 12 .10~96137 06 .850-01 -.0088 
093532 60 12 .10496580 06 .-850-01 -.0059 
09363~ 60 12 .10497027 06 .850-01 .0088 
093132 60 12 .10491418 06 .850-01 .0010 
093832 60 12 .10497933 06 .850-01 .0049 
093932 60 12 .10498391 06 .850-01 -.0121 
09~032 60 12 .10~98853 06 .850-01 .0156 
094132 60 12 .10499319 06 .850-01 -.0101 
094232: 60 12 .10499789 06 .850-01 -.0078 
094332 60 12 .10500263 66 .850-01 .0068 
094432 60 12 .10500740 06 .850-01 -.0156 
094532 60 12 .10501221 06 • 85d-Ol -.d098 
09~632 60 12 .10501705 06 .850-01 .0117 
094132 60 12 .10502194 06 .950-01 -.0066 
094832 60 12 .10502686 06 .850-01 -.0107 
094932 60 12 .10503182 06 .650-01 -.0020 
095032 60 12 .10503681 06 .850-01 .0029 
095132 60 12 .10504184 66 .850-01 -.0111 
095232 60 12 .1050lt691 06 .850-01 .0039 
095332 60 12 .10505202 06 .850-01 .0000 
095432 60 12 .10505116 06 .850-01 -.0078 
095532 60 12 .10506:233 06 .850-01 .0000 
095632 60 12 .10506755 06 .850-01 .0039 
095132 60 12 .10561219 06 .850-01 -.0167 
095832 60 12 .10507808 06 .850-01 .0049 
095932 60 12 .10508340 06 • 650-01 .0020 
100032 60 12 .10508875 06 .850-01 -.0029 
160132 60 12 .10509414 06 .850-01 .0059 
100232 60 12 .10509957 06 .850-01 -.0195 
100332 60 12 .10510503 06 • 850-01 .0039 
100432 60 12 .10511052 06 .850-01 .0078 
100532 60 12 .10511605 06 .850-01 -.0059 
100632 60 12 .10512162 06 .850-01 -.0039 
100132 60 12 .10512122 06 .850-01 -.0039 
1·00832 60 12 .10513285 06 .850-01 - .. 0039 
100932 60 12 .10513852 06 • 850-01 -.0049 
101032 60 12 .10514422 06 .850-01 .0088 
101132 60 12 .10514996 06 .850-01 .0068 
101232 60 12 .1051S573 06 .850-01 -.0131 
101332 60 12 .10516153 06 .850-01 .0010 
101~32 60,12 .10516737 06 .850-01 -.0029 
101532 60 12 .. 10511324 06 .850-01 .010/ 
101632 60 12 .10517914 06 .850-01 -.0107 
101132 60 12 .10518508 06 .850=01 .0029 
101832 60 12 .10519105 06 .850-01 .0000 
101952 60 12 .10519105 06 .850-01 -.0020 
102032 60 12 .10520309 06 .850-01 -.0039 
102132 60 12 .10520915 06 • 850-01 .0127 
102232 60 12 .10521525 06 .850-01 -.0215 
102332 60 12 .10522138 06 .850-01 .0131 
102432 60 12 .10522755 06 .850-01 -.0166 
102532 60 12 .10523314 06 .850-01 .. 0049 
102632 60 12 .10523991 06 .850-01 -.0068 
1.02132 60 12 .10524623 06 .850-01 .0000 
102832 60 12 .10525252 06 .850-01 -.0059 
102932 60 12 .10525884 06 .850-01 .. 0049 
103032 60 12 .10526520 06 .850-01 .0020 
103132 60 12 .10527159 06 .850-01 -.0146 
103232 60 12 .10521800 06 .850-01 .0039 
103332 - 60 12 .10526444 06 .850-01 -.0088 
103432 60 12 .10529092 06 .850-01 -.0010 
103532 60 12 .10529142 06 .850-01 .0088 
103632 60 12 .10530396 06 .850-01 .0059 
103132 60 12 .10531052 06 .950-01 -.0264 
103832 60 12 .. 10531712 06 .850-01 .0098 
103932 60 12 .105323.15 06 .850-01 .0010 
10~032 60 12 .10533040 06 .850-01 -.0049 
10413Z 60 12 .10533709 06 .s50-01 -.0068 
104232 60 12 .10534380 06 .85G-Ol -.0039 
104332 60 12 .10535055 06 .850-01 .OOZ9 
10~~32 60 12 .10535732 06 .850-01 -.0020 
104532 60 12 .. 10536412 06 .850-01 -.0039 
104632 60 12 .10531095 06 .850-01 .0000 
104732 60 12 .10537781 06 .850-01 -.0068 
104832 60 12 .10538469 06 .. 850-01 .0059 
104932 60 12 .10539161 06 • 850-01 -.0078 
105032 60 12 .10539855 06 .850-01 .0010 
105332 60 12 .10541954 06 .850-01 -.o01s 
105lt32 60 12 .10542659 06 .850-01 .0068 
105532 60 12 .10543367 06 .650-01 -.0059 
105632 60 12 .10544018 06 .850-01 -.0107 
10513z 60 12 .10544191 06 .850-01 .0059 
105832 60 12 .10545507 06 .850-01 -.0029 
105932 60 12 .10546225 06 • 850-01 .0[11 
110032 60 12 .10546941 06 .850-01 -.0176 
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110132 60 12 .10541610 06 .850-01 .0111 
110232 60 12 .10548397 06 .850-01 -.0186 
110332 60 12 .10549126 06 .850-01 .0098 
11Olt32 60 12 .10549851 06 .. 850-01 -.0059 
110532 60 i2 .10550591 06 .850-01 .0039 
110632 60 12 .10551328 06 .850-01 ,.0059 
110/32 60 12 .1055206' 06 .850-01 -.0020 
110832 60 12 .10552808 06 .850-01 .0000 
110932 60 12 .105535.52 06 .850-01 -.0059 
111032 60 12 .10554299 06 .850-01 -.0039 
111132 60 12 .10555041 06 .850-01 .0018 
111232 60 12 .10555799 06 .850-01 -.0049 
iii532 60 12 .10556552 06 .85\FOi -.0066 
111432 60 12 .10557308 06 .850-01 -.0010 
111532 60 12 .1055806, 06 .a!)u-uJ. -.0020 
111632 60 12 .10558827 06 .850-01 .0088 
llIl03Z 60 12 .. 10559590 06 .850-01 -.0215 
111832 60 12 .10560356 06 .850-01 .0088 
111732 60 12 .10561123 06 .850-01 - .0010 
112032 60 12 .10561893 06 .850-01 .016& 
112132 60 12 .10562665 06 .850-01 -.0205 
112232 60 12 .10563440 06 .850-01 .0020 
112332 60 12 .10564216 06 .850-01 .0029 
112432 60 12 .1Q564995 06 .850-01 -.0010 
112532 60 12 .10565/16 06 .850-01 -.0088 
112632 60 12 .10566559 06 .850-01 .0101 
112132 60 12 .10567344 06 .850-01 -.0088 
112832 60 12 .10568131 06 .850-01 .0020 
112932 60 12 .10569921 06 .u50-01 -.OOUU 
113032 60 12 .10569112 06 .850-01 -.0068 
113132 60 12 .10570506 06 .950-01 .0070 
113232 60 12 .10571301 06 .850-01 .0020 
113332 60 12 .10572099 06 .850-61 -.0079 
113432 60 12 .10572899 06 .850-01 .0137 
113532 60 12 .10573100 06 .850-01 -.0195 
113632 60 12 .10514504 06 .850-01 .0121 
113132 60 12 .10575309 06 .850-01 -.0099 
113832 60 12 .10516117 Ob .850-01 .0156 
113932 60 iZ .10576926 06 .850-61 -.0098 
114032 60 12 .IQ577131 06 .850-01 -.0059 
114132 60 12 .10578550 06 .850-01 -.0029 
114232 60 12 .10579365 06 .850-01 -.0029 
114332 60 12 .10580182 06 .850-01 -.00Z9 
114432 60 12 .10581000 06 .850-01 .0273 
114532 60 12 .10581821 06 .850-01 -.0098 
114632 60 12 .10582643 06 .850-01 -.0146 
11413z 60 12 .loSS346r 06 .850-01 -.00Z9 
11 ... 832 60 12 .10584293 06 .850-01 .0068 
114932 60 12 .10585120 06 .950=01 .0010 
115032 60 12 .10585949 06 .850-01 -.0068 
115132 60 iZ .10586180 06 .850-01 .0039 
115232 60 12 .10581612 Ob .850-01 -.0029 
115832 60 1< .10592640 06 .850-01 .0029 
115.932 60 12 .. 10593483 06 .. 850-01 .0029 
120032 60 12 .. 10594328 06 .850-01 .0049 
120332 60 12 .10596811 06 .850-01 .0029 
120432 60 12 .10591 122 06 .850-01 -.0029 
120532 60 12 .10598574 06 .850-01 -.0068 
120632 60 12 .10599421 06 .850-01 .0098 
120132 60 12 .10600282 06 .850-01 -.0215 
120832 60 12 .10601I38 06 .850-01 .0166 
120932 60 12 .10601996 06 .850-01 -.0078 
121032 60 12 .10602854 06 .850-01 ,- .0059 
121132 60 12 .10603114 06 .850-01 .0059 
121232 60 12 .10604516 06 .850-01 -.0059 
'121·332 60 12 .10605438 06 .850-01 .. 0020 
121432 60 12 .10606302 06 .. 850-01 -.Oli6 
121532 60 12 .10601167 06 .850-01 -.0010 
121632 bO 12 .10608033 06 .850-01 .0059 
121732 60 12 .10608900 Ob .850-01 .0010 
121832 60 .12 .. 10609,68 06 • 850-th .. 0000. 
121932 60 12 .10610638 06 .850-01 .0059 
122032 60 12 .10611508 06 .850-01 .0000 
122132 60 12 .106lZ360 06 .850-01 .0010 
122232 60 12 .10613253 06 .850-01 -.0088 
122332 60 12 .1061 ... 126 06 .850-01 .0039 
122432 60 12 .10615001 06 .850-01 .00/8 
122532 60 12 .10615811 06 .850-01 .0000 
122632 60 12 .10616153 06 .850-01 -.0166 
122732 60 12 .10617631 06 .850-01 .0244 
12z832 60 12 .10616509 06 .U50-01 .005<) 
122932 60 12 .10619389 06 .850-01 -.0059 
123032 60 12 .10620269 06 .850-01 .00/8 
123132 60 12 .10621150 06 .850-01 -.0029 
123232 60 1~ .10622032 06 .850-01 .0099 
123332 60 12 .10622915 06 .850-01 -.0029 
123432 60 iZ .10623199 06 .. 85b-Ol -.0059 
123532 60 12 .10624683 06 .850-01 .0000 
123632 60 12 . • 10625568 06 .850-01 -.0186 
123732 60 12 .10626454 06 .850-01 .0059 
123832 60 12 .10627341 06 .. 850-01 .0059 
123932 60 12 .10628228 06 .850-01 -.0010 
124032 60 12 .1062911~ 06 .850-01 .0020 
124132 60 12 .10630005 06 .850-01 - .. 0010 
124232 60 12 .10630994 06 .. 850-01 -.dIlI 
124332 60 12 .10631784 06 .850-01 .0059 
124432 60 12 .. 10632675 06 ;'850-01 .0116 
124532 60 12 .10633566 06 .850-01 -.0098 
124632 60 12 .10634457 06 .850-01 .0068 
124732 60 12 .10635350 06 .850-01 -.0156 
12"'832 60 1Z .10636242 06 .. 850-01 .0018 
12~932 60 12 .10631136 Ob .S50-01 .0098 
125032 60 iZ .10638029 06 .850-01 -.0098 
125132 60 12 .10638923 06 .• 850-01 -.0020 
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125232 60 12 .1UO:J~tslt1 06 .850-01 .0029 
125332 60 12 .106407}3 06 .. 850-01 -.0117 
125432 60 12 .10641608 06 .850-01 .0020 
125532 60 12 a0642504 06 .850-01 -.0049 
125632 60 12 .10643400 06 .. 850-01 .0186 
125132 60 12 .10644296 06 .850-01 -.0127 
1.25832 60 12 • 1 06lf'S 193 06 .850-01 .0049 
125932 60 12 .10646090 06 .850-01 .0020 
130032 60 
'" 
.10646981 06 .e50-ot -.0029 
130132 60 12 .10641884 06 .850-01 -.0098 
130232 60 12 .10648182 06 .850-01 .013, 
130332 60 12 .10649680 06 .850-01 .0020 
130432 60 12 .10650518 06 .850-01 .0059 
130532 60 12 .10651476 Ob .850-Ql -.0088 
130632 60 12 .10652314 06 .850-01 .0018 
130732 60 12 .10653273 06 .850-01 -.0107 
130832 60 12 .1065lf1l1 06 .tS!JU-Vl .0049 
130932 60 12 .106550&9 06 .850-01 -.0137 
131032 60 12 .10655968 06 .850-01 .0000 
131132 60 12 .10656861 06 .850-01 .0131 
131232 60 12 .10651165 06 .850=01 -.0059. 
131332 .0 12 .106566.' a • • 850-01 -.0088 
131432 60 102 .10659563 06 .850=01 .0059 
131532 60 
" 
.10660461 06 ... 850-01 .0039 
131632 60 12 .10661360 06 • 850-01 .0020 
131732 60 12 .10662258 06 .850-01 -.0146 
131S3'2 60 II .10663156 06 .850-01 .0029 
131932 60 12 .10664054 06 .850-01 .0059 
132032 60 12 .10664952 06 .850-01 .0098 
132132 60 12 .10665850 06 .850-01 -.0010 
132232 60 12 .10666.148 06 .850=01 -.0101 
132332 60 12 .10661645 06 .850-01 -.0010 
132432 60 12 .1066&542 06 .850-01 .Oil7 
132532 60 12 .10669439 06 .850-01 -.0059 
132632 60 12 .10610335 06 .850-01 -.0049 
132732 60 12 .10671232 06 .850-01 .0000 
132832 60 12 .10612127 06 .A50-01 -.00S8 
132932 60 12 .10613023 06 .-850-01 .0020 
133032 60 12 .10673918 06 .850-01 .0000 
133132 60 12 .10611j.813 06 .850-01 .0020 
133232 60 12 .10675701 06 .850-01 .0088 
133332 60 12 .1067.601 06 .850-01 -.0137 
133432 60 12 .10617495 06 .850-61 .0010 
133532 60 12 .10678388 06 .850-01 .0049 
133632 60 12 .10619280 06 .850-.01 -.0039 
133732 60 12 .10680112 06 .850-01 .0088 
133832 60 12 .10681064 06 .850-01 -.0049 
133932 60 12 .10681955 06 .850-01 .0029 
134632 60 12 .10682845 06 .850-01 -.0010 
134132 60 12 .10683735 06 .850-01 .0020 
134232 66 12 .10684624 06 • 850-01 -.0059 
134332 60 12 .10685512 06 .850-01 .0098 
134432 60 12 .10686400 06 .850-01 -.0010 
134532 60 12 .10681281 06 .850-01 -.0059 
134632 au 12 .106881/4 06 .850-01 -.0039 
13.732 60 12 .10689059 06 .850-01 .0068 
134832 60 10( .10689944 06 .850-01 -.0098 
1349~2 60 12 .10690828 06 .850-01 .0156 
135032 60 10( .10691,12 06 .850-01 -.0186 
1351~2 60 12 .10692594 06 .850-01 .0049 
135232 60 12 .10693.,6 06 .850-01 .00:tt9 
135332 60 12 .10694351 ·06 .850-01 -.0049 
13543'2 60 12 .1069:)231 06 • 850-01 -.0059 
1355~2 60 12 .10696116 06 .850-01 .0020 
135632 60 U .10696995 06 .850-01 -.0131 
135732 6D 12 .10697812 06 .850-01 .0121 
135832 60 12 .10698148 06 .850-01 -.olt6 
135932 60 12 .10699624 06 .850-01 .0121 
1 .. 0032 60 12 .10100 .. 98 06 .850-01 .0010 
140132 60 12 a0701372 06 .650-01 .0000 
140232 60 IZ .10102244 06 .850=01 -.0068 
10\0332 60 12 .10103115 06 .850-01 -.0029 
1' .. 0 .. 32 60 12 .10103986 06 .850-01 .010' 
140532 60 12 .10104855 06 .850-01 -.0137 
140632 60 12 .10105123 06 .850-01 .0049 
140732 6D 12 .10706590 06 .850-01 .0029 
1 .. 0832 60 12 .10101455 06 .850-01 -.0049 
140932 60 12 .10708320 06 .850-01 -.0010 
1410:52 66 12 .10109183 06 .850-01 -.0020 
141132 60 12 .10110046 06 .850-01 .0088 
141232 &0 12 .10110901 06 .850=01 .0000 
141332 60 12 .10111166 06 .850-01 .0020 
141432 6d 12 .10112625 06 • 850-01 .0620 
141532 60 12 .10113482 06 .850 ... ·01 -.0029 
141632 60 12 .10114338 06 .850=01 -.0117 
141732 60 12 .10715192 06 .850-01 .. 0098 
141832 60 lZ .10716045 06 .850-01 -.0059 
141932 60 12 .10116891 06 .850-01 .0098 
142032 60 12 .16111148 66 .850-01 -.0101 
142132 60 12 .10118597 06 .850-01 -.0010 
142232 60 12 .10719444 06 .850-01 .0068 
142332 60 12 .10120290 06 .850-01 -.0039 
1421t32 60 Ii .10121135 ob .850-01 .0000 
142532 60 12 .10121918 06 .850-01 .0020 
142632 60 12 .10122820 06 • 850-01 .0020 
142732 60 12 .10123660 06 .850-01 .0010 
142832 60 12 .10724498 ob .850-01 -.0020 
142932 60 U .10125335 06 .850-01 .0111 
143032 60 12 .10126111 06 .850-01 -.0098 
143132 60 12 .10127005 06 .850-01 -.0131 
143232 60 12 .10721831 ob .950-01 .0131 
Ilt3332 60 12 .10128661 06 .850-01 .0078 
143432 60 I' .10129496 06 .850-01 -.0131 143532 60 12 .10130323 06 .850-01 -.0029 
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1 .... 3632 60 12 .10131149 06 .850-01 .0098 
143732 60 12 .10731913 06 .850-01 .0039 
1 ... 383;2 60 12 .10132795· 06 .950-01 .0010 
143932 60 12 .10733615 06 .850-01 -.0020 
144032 60 12 .10134434 06 .850-01 -.00Z9 
I1t4132 60 12 .10735250 06 .0SO-01 -.0029 
1 ... 232 60 12 .10' 36065 06 .850-01 -.0029 
144332 60 12 .10736878 06 .850-01 .0010 
14 .. 432 60 12 .1013t689 06 .850-01 .0215 
144532 SO 12 .10138499 06 .850-01 -.0049 
1 ..... 632 60 12 .10139306 06 .850-01 -.0121 
144732 60 12 .10740112 06 .850-01 -.0010 
1 .... 032 60 12 .10, .. 0915 06 .850-01 .0293 
144932 60 12 .10741717 06 .850-01 -.0205 
1 .. 5032 60 12 .101 .. 2511 06 .850=01 -.0010 
145132 60 12 .. 10743314- 06 .850-01 .0049 
, ... 5232 60 12 .10144110 06 .. 850-01 .0156 
145332 60 12 .10144904 06 .s50-01 -.0049 
145 .... 32 60 12 .10,45695 06 .850-01 -.0049 
145532 60 12 .107461t85 06 .850-01 .0000 
145632 60 12 .1U,tt,,,,j; uo .850-01 .0068 
145732 60 12 .10H8058 06 .850-01 -.0127 
145832 60 12 .10148841 06 .850-01 .0039 
145932 60 12 .10749622 06 .850-01 .0088 
150032 60 12 .10150401 06 .850-01 .0020 
150132 60 12 .10751176 06 .850-01 .0000 
150232 60 12 .10151953 06 .8S0-01 .0029 
150332 60 12 .10752725 06 .850-01 -.0039 
150432 60 12 .10153496 06 • 850-01 .0088 
150532 60 12 .10754264 06 .850-01 -.0019 
IS0632 60 12 .iblSSOzi) 06 .850=01 ~004i) 
150732 60 12 .10755793 06 .850-01 .0029 
150832 60 12 .10156554 06 .s50-01 -.0018 
150932 60 12 .10757313 06 .850-01 .0029 
151032 60 12 .10159069 06 .850-01 .0039 
151132 60 12 .10758824 06 .850-01 -.0059 
151232 60 12 .10159516 06 .850-01 .0098 
151332 60 12 .10760325 06 .850-01 -.0010 
i511t3z 60 1Z .10/61072 06 .850-01 -.0068 
151532 60 12 .10761817 06 .850-01 -.0029 
151632 60 12 .101b25!S'9 06 .850-01 .6088 
151732 60 12 .10763299 06 .850-01 .0107 
151832 60 12 .10164036 06 .050-oi -.0121 
151932 60 12 .10764771 06 .850-01 .0049 
152032 60 12 .10765503 06 .050-01 -.0010 
152132 60 12 .10766233 Ob .850-01 .0010 
152232 66 12 .10166961 66 .950-01 -.0059 
152332 60 12 .10767685 06 .850-01 .0137 
152432 66 12 .10768401 06 .8S0-01 -.bOla 
152532 60 12 .10769127 06 .850-01 -.0039 
152632 60 12 .10/69844 06 .856=01 .0088 
152732 60 12 .10770558 06 .850-01 -.0010 
152832 60 12 .10111210 06 .850-01 -.0029 
152932 60 12 .10771979 06 .850-01 .0068 
153032 60 12 .10112686 06 • 850-01 .0088 
153132 60 12 .10773389 06 .850-01 .001t9 
153232 60 12 .10114090 06 .850-01 .0101 
153332 60 12 .10774789 06 .850-01 -.0059 
153432 60 12 .10115484 06 .850-01 -.OII I 
153532 60 12 .10776177 06 .850-01 -.0068 
153632 60 12 .10116861 06 .850-01 .00/8 
153732 60 12 .10777555 06 .850-01 .0020 
153832 60 12 .10118239 06 .850-01 -.0098 
153932 60 12 .10778921 06 .850-01 .0059 
154032 60 12 .10119600 06 .850-01 .0010 
15~132 60 12 .10780276 06 .850-01 .0068 
154232 60 12 .10180949 06 .850-01 .0088 
154332 60 12 .10781619 06 .850-01 -.0117 
154432 60 12 .10/8228# 06 .850-01 -.0029 
151t532 60 12 .107829!)1 06 .8!)0-01 .0029 
154632 60 12 .10/83613 06 .850-01 .0029 
151t732 60 12 .1078~272 06 .850-01 -.0010 
154832 60 12 .10194921 06 .950=01 -.0068 
151t932 60 12 .10785580 06 .850-01 .0146 
1!i503Z 60 12 .10186230 06 .s50-01 .0010 
155132 60 12 .10786877 06 .850-01 .0000 
155332 6d 12 .10188161 06 • 85d-ol .0039 
1551t32 60 12 .10788799 06 .850-01 -.0068 
155532 60 12 .10789433 06 .850=01 -.OOZO 
155632 60 12 .10190065 06 .850-01 .01"'6 
155/32 60 12 .10790693 06 .850-01 -.0195 
155832 60 12 .10791319 06 .850-01 .0088 
155932 60 12 .10 '91941 06 .850-01 .0029 
160032 60 12 .10792560 06 .850-01 .0117 
160132 60 12 .10193116 06 .850-01 -.0131 
160232 60 12 .10793789 06 .850-01 .0234 
160332 6D 12 .10794399 06 .850-01 -.0068 
160432 60 12 .10795005 06 .850-01 -.0215 
160532 60 12 .10795609 06 .850-01 .01z1 
160632 60 1. .10196209 06 .850-01 -.00""9 
160732 60 12 .10196806 06 .850-01 .OO9~ 
160832 60 12 .10797399 06 .850-01 -.0098 
160932 6. 12 .10797990 06 .850-01 .0039 
161032 60 12 .10798577 06 .850-01 .0000 
161132 60 12 .10799160 06 .850-01 -.0041) 
161232 60 12 .10799741 06 .850-01 .0059 
161332 6. 12 .10800318 06 .850-01 .0010 
1611t32 60 12 .10800892 06 .8S0-0r -.0039 
161532 60 12 .10801463 06 .850-01 -.0098 
161632 60 12 .10802030 06 .850-01 .0029 
161732 60 12 .10802594 06 .850=01 .0131 
161832 60 12 .10803151t.06 .850-01 -.0068 
[61932 60 12 .10803711 06 .850-01 .0059 
162032 60 12 .10801t265 06 .850-01 -.011t6 
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162132 60 12 .10804815 06 .850-01 .0-166 
102232 00 12 .10805362 DO .850-01 -.0010 
162332 60 12 .10805905 06 .850-01 -.0010 
162,.32 00 12 .10806445 00 .850-01 -.0010 
162532 60 12 .10806981 06 .850-01 .0020 
162632 00 12 .10807514 00 .850-01 -.0107 
162132 60 12 .108080ifJt 06 .&50-01 .0101 
162832 00 12 .10808570 DO .850-01 .0010 
162932 60 IZ .10809092 06 .850-01 -.0068 
163032 00 12 .10809611 DO .850-01 .0049 
163132 60 12 .10810121 06 .. 85(FUT- ._- ...,.....~l(011) 
163232 60 12 .10810638 06 .850-01 -.0010 
163332 60 12 .10811146 06 .850-01 .0166 
163432 60 12 .10811651 06 .8S0-01 .0039 
163532 60 12 .10812152 06 .850-01 -.0068 
163632 00 12 .. 10812650 DO .850-01 .0010 
163/J2 60 12 .10813144 06 .850-01 -.0049 
103832 00 12 .10613634 DO .850-01 .. 0098 
16393Z 60 12 .108141Z0 06 .850-01 .. 0098 
161t032 00 12 .10814603 DO .850-01 - .. 0020 
IMUZ 60 lZ .10815083 06 .8'0-0:1 -.Oul 
164232 00 12 .10815558 DO .850-01 - .. 0020 
164332 QU 12 .10816030 06 .850-01 .0111 
164432 60 12 .10816~99 DO .850-01 - .. 0049 
164532 60 1Z .108l6963 06 .850=01 .. 0000 
164632 60 12 .IOB17424 06 .~50-01 .0088 
164132 60 12 .10811881 06 .850-01 .0049 
16"'832 60 12 .10818335 DO .850-01 .. 0039 
164932 60 12 .10818184 06 .850-01 -.0088 
105032 60 12 .10819230 06 .850-01 .0150 
16SU2 40 12 .10819612 06 .150=01 -.005<) 
105232 60 12 .10820110 00 .B50-01 -.0049 
165332 60 12 .10820545 06 .850-01 .0156 
165432 60 12 .10820976 06 .850-01 -.0078 
165532 60 12 .10821403 06 .850-01 .0064 
165032 60 12 .108U820 00 .850-01 .0088 
165132 60 12 .i082Z245 06 .850-01 -.0010 
105832 60 12 .10822660 DO .850-01 -.0049 
165932 60 12 .10823012 06 .850=01 -.0039 
170032 60 12 .10823480 00 .850-01 .0029 
17013z 60 12 .10823883 06 .850=01 .0146 
170232 60 12 .10824283 06 .850-01 -.0020 
110332 60 12 .10824680 06 .850=01 .0039 
170.32 00 12 .10825012 DO .850-;01 -.0010 
110532 60 12 .10825460 06 .. 850-01 .0166 
17Q632 60 12 .10825844 00 .850-01 -.0101 
110132 60 12 .10826225 06 .850=01 .0029 
170832 60 12 .10826601 00 .850-01 .0049 
110932 &0 12 .10826914 06 .850-01 -.0649 
111032 60 12 .1082T342 00 .850-01 .0098 
111132 60 12 .10821707 06 .850=01 -.OOZO 
111232 00 12 .10828001 00 .850-01 .0078 
111332 60 12 .10828424 06 .850=01 -.0088 
171+32 00 12 .. "10828111 06 .850-01 .0156 
111532 60 12 .10829125 06 .850-01 .0121 
111632 60 12 .10829470 00 .850-01 .01.46 
111132 60 12 .10829811 06 .850=01 -.OOIB 
171832 00 12 .10830141 00 .850-01 -.0068 
111932 ou iZ .10830480 06 .850-01 .0010 
112032 60 12 .10830808 00 .850-01 -.0010 
112132 60 12 .10831133 06 .&SO-OI .0039 
112232 60 12 .10831453 DO .850-01 .0010 
1/2332 60 12 .10831710 u6 .8StFOI - .0029 
172432 6012 .10832082 00 .850-01 -.0020 
112532 60 12 .10832390 0.6 .830-01 -.0010 
112032 00 12 .10832694 00 .850-01 .0018 
112132 60· 12 .10832994 06 • 85lF'01 .0018 
112832 00 12 .10833290 00 .850-01 -.0176 
1 'Z93Z 60 12 .10833582 06 .8$0-01 .0156 
113032 00 12 .10833869 00 .850-01 .0049 
lIlU2 60 12 .108034153 06 .8SO=OI .0039 
17'232 00 12 .10834432 00 .850-01 -.0078 
113332 60 12 .10834101 06 .850=01 -.0098 
173~32 00 12 .10834979 00 .850-01 .0127 
113532 60 12 .10835246 06 .850=01 -.0018 
113632 60 12 .10835508 06 .850-01 -.0020 
113132 60 12 .10835'" 06 .8S0-01 .0121 
173832 60 12 .10830021 06 .850-01 .0010 
113932 60 12 .108362/2 06 .85(Fol -.0020 
17~O32 00 12 .10836518 00 .850-01 -.0117 
1'''132 60 12 .10836160 06 • 850-u 1 .0029 
17 .. 232 00 12 .10836991 06 .850-01 .0098 
l1Ji3J2 60 12 .10831231 06 .850=01 .0088 
11 .. 432 00 12 .10831460 06 .850-01 .0000 
174532 60 12 .10831685 06 .852-01 .0000 
17"-632 60 12 .10837906 00 .852-01 -.0018 
11473Z 60 12 .10$3812Z 06 .852-01 .0088 
17<1i-832 60 12 .10838335 06 .852-01 .oozo 
114932. 00 12 .10838543 06 .852-01 -.0101 
115032 60 12 .10838746 06 .852-01 .0010 
115132 00 12 .. 10838946 DO .852-01 .0049 
175232 60 12 .10839141 06 .852-01 .0020 
115332 00 12 .10839332 06 .852-01 .0088 
115432 00 12 .10839519 00 .852-01 -.0088 
115532 66 12 .10839102 06 .852-01 .dOOo 
115632 60 12 .10839880 00 .852-01 .0020 
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175732 • 0 12 .10840054 O • .852-01 -.0039 
1158:32 60 12 .10840223 06 .S52-0r -.OULO 
175932 • 0 12 .10840389 O • .852-01 -.0039 
1800# 60 12 .10840550 06 • 85IFOI .019S 
180132 '0 12 .108040706 06 .854-01 ,....0131 
180232 60 12 .10840859 06 .85lFOI .olll 
180332 60 12 .10841007 06 .854-01 -.0020 
180'i32 60 12 .IU81i1151 06 .85lF01 -.0059 
180532 60 12 .10841290 06 .854-01 .0000 
180632 60 12 .10841425 06 .854=01 --.0010 
180132 '0 12 .10841S56 06 .954-01 -.0088 
180832 $0 12 .10841682 06 .851-01 .0101 
180932 60 12 .10841804 06 .957-01 .0068 
181032 60 12 .10841922 06 .85,-01 -.0215 
181132 60 12 .10842035 06 .851-01 .0111 
181232 60 12 .10842144 06 .851-01 -.Oll , 
181332 60 12 .10842249 O. .857-01 .0088 
181'\32 60 12 .10842349 06 .859-01 -.olIi 
181532 .0 12 .10842445 06 .8S9-C)1 -.()O39 
181632 60 12 .10842531 06 • 859-01 .0131 
181132 60 12 .10842624 O. .862-01 .0088 
181832 ou 12 .10842/01 06 .862-01 -.0195 
181932 60 12 .10842185 06 .862-01 .0127 
182032 60 12 .10842859 06 .86l-0t .0049 
182132 60 12 .10842929 06 .864-01 -.0244 
Is2232 60 12 .10&42994 06 .&64=01 .00 ... 9 
182332 60 12 .10843055 06 .867-01 -.0039 
192432 60 12 .10843112 06 • 861-01 -.0020 
182532 60 12 .10843164 06 .869-01 .. 0096 
182632 60 12 • 10843i12 06 .869=01 -.0010 
182732 60 12 .10843255 06 .872-01 .0000 
182832 60 12 .10843294 06 .812-01 -.006& 
182932 60 12 .10843328 06 .871t-Ol -.0010 
183032 60 12 .10843358 06 .SI6-01 -.OOlo 
183132 60 12 .10843384 06 .819-01 -.0088 
18323l 60 12 .10843405 06 .881-01 .oio, 
183332 60 12 .10843422 06 .881-01 -.0078 
183432 60 12 .10843435 06 .884=01 .0010 
183532 60 12 .10843443 06 .889-01 -.0137 
183632 60 12 .10e43447 06 .891-01 .0000 
183732 60 12 .10843446 06 .894-01 .0078 
183832 60 1Z .10A4341fl 06 .898-01 -.006& 
183932 60 12 .10843431 06 .901-01 .0068 
184032 60 12 .10843411 06 .906-01 -.002<) 
18"'132 60 12 .10843398 06 .911-01 -.0020 
144z3z 60 1Z .10843315 06 .916=01 -.0059 
184332 60 12 .10843348 O. .920-01 .0000 
184432 60 12 .10843316 06 .928-01 .001b 
18"'532 60 12 .108"'3280 06 .933--01 -.0039 
184632 60 12 .10843240 06 .940;01 -.0156 
18H32 60 12 .10843195 O. .950-01 .0010 
184832 60 12 .10843145 06 .951-01 -.0049 
184932 60 12 .10843091 06 .961-01 .0000 
185032 60 12 .10843033 06 .979-01 -.0166 
185132 60 12 .10842911 06 .991-01 -.DOhl 
185Z32 60 12 .108~2904 06 .100 00 -.0029 
185332 60 12 .10842832 06 .102 DO -.0039 
185"'32 60 12 .1081t2756 O' .104 00 -.0117 (85532 60 12 .10Blt2616 06 .105 00 -.0018 
185632 60 12 .10842591 O • • 107 00 -.0107 
185/32 60 12 .108".2502 06 .llO DC -.0186 
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07343Z 
·0 12 .10297812 06 • 9#tO-O 1 .0018 
0/3532 6t) 
" 
.10291912 06 .933-01 .0156 
073632 60 12 .10298016 06 .. 925-01 .. 0039 
013132 6Q 12 .1029a126 06 .920-01 .0068 
013832 60 12 .lOZ982ltl 06 .913-01 .... 0107 
U 13932 6C) 12 .10298361 06 .• 9ij8-01 .0205 
anOl2 60 12 .10298487 06 .903-01 -.0010 
01 ... 132 6l) 12 .102'18611 06 .901-01 .0068 
074232 60 12 .10298154 06 .896-01 .0137 
014332 6t) 12 .10298895 06 .894-01 ---;-O~ 
074432 60 12 .10299042 06 .889-01 -.0166 
0, .. 532 6t) 12 .10299193 06 .8&6-01 .0131 
074632 60 12 .10299351 06 .BBIt-Ol .0088 
0, .. 132 6l) 12 .10299513 06 .sel-Ul .0000 
014832 60 12 .10299681 06 .819-01 .0059 
014932 60 12 .10299854 00 .S'o-OI -.0088 
015032 60 12 .10300032 06 .876-01 .0234 
D 15132 60 12 .10300216 06 .81q:::;01 -.0146 
015232 60 12 .10300405 06 .872-01 -.0049 
015332 6t) 12 .10$00600 06 .812-01 .01/6 
015432 60 12 .10300800 06 .869-01 -.0137 
015532 6b 12 .10301004 06 .86<F01 .0205 
075632 60 12 .10301215 06 .867-01 -.0010 
015132 60 12 .10301431 06 .861-01 -.0018 
075832 60 12 .10301652 06 .844-01 .0156 
OlSiJl2 60 12 .1030181S 06 .8olt-Ol .0010 
080032 60 12 .10302110 06 .862-01 .0000 
DauU2 66 12 .10302341 06 .B6z-01 .0111 
080232 60 12 .10302590 06 .862-01 - .. 0127 
080332 60 12 .1030z831 06 .8$9-01 .0089 
08011-32 60 12 .10303091 06 .859-01 .0098 
080532 66 12 .10303349 06 .859=01 .0018 
OB0632 60 12 .10303613 06 .859-01 .0020 
080732 6b 12 .10303882 06 .851-01 -.0018 
080832 60 12 .1030+ 157 06 .. 857-01 -.0049 
080932 66 12 .10304431 66 .951-01 .Olot 
081032 60 12 .10304123 06 .857-01 .0059 
081132 60 12 .10305014 06 .857-01 -.0029 
081232 60 12 .10305310 06 .854-01 .0020 
081332 66 12 .103056h 06 .954=01 .0020 
081432 60 12 .10305918 06 .854-01 -.0020 
08153z &6 12 .10306231 0& .8!4-0l .00&8 
081632 60 12 .10306549 06 .854-01 -.0049 
oel1l2 66 12 .10306912 06 .85IFOI -.0049 
081832 60 12 .10307201 06 .854-01 .0088 
081932 66 12 .10301535 06 .854-01 .0010 
StAfiON NUMBER 12 64101131 itERAtioN NUMBER PASS HUMBER 07l31Z 
FREQUENCY 8200.0 
jjME It • tt3 
082032 60 12 .10307874 06 .852-01 .0059 
082132 60 12 .l0308219 06 .852-01 -.OiOi 
082232 60 12 .10308510 06 .852-01 .0186 
082332 60 12 .10308925 06 .852-01 -.0225 
082432 60 12 .10309281 06 .852-01 -.0010 
082532 60 12 .10309653 06 .. 852-01 .0156 
082632 60 12 .. 10310026 06 .. 852-01 -.0059 
082132 60 12 .10310403 06 .852-01 .0186 
082832 60 12 .. 10310786 06 .852-01 .0049 
082932 ou 12 .103111 IS 06 .. 852-01 --'-;;0131 
083032 60 12 .10311569 06 .852-01 .0137 
0&5132 60 12 .10311968 06 .852-01 -.0131 
083232 60 12 .10312373 06 .852-01 .0039 
083332 60 12 .10312183 06 .852-01 .0010 
083432 60 12 .10313199 06 .852-01 .0098 
083532 60 12 .10313620 06 .852-01 -.0029 
083632 60 12 .10314047 06 .850-01 -.0039 
083132 60 iZ .10314419 06 .850-01 -.0098 
083832 60 12 .10314917 06 .850-01 .0127 
083932 60 12 .10315360 06 .850-01 - .. OU20 
084032 60 12 .10315809 06 .850-01 -.0059 
084132 60 12 .. 10316263 06 ... 850-01 .0020 
084232 60 12 .10316723 06 .850-01 .0039 
084332 60 12 .10311188 06 .850=01 .0020 
084432 60 12 .10317659 06 .850-01 -.0049 
084532 60 12 .10318135 06 .. 850-0.1 -.0010 
084632 60 12 .10318617 06 .850-01 -.0020 
094132 60 12 .10319104 06 .950-01 .0088 
084832 60 12 .. 10319597 06 .850-01 -.0029 
084932 60 12 .10320095 06 .850-01 -.0029 
085032 60 12 .10320599 06 .850-01 -.0088 
085132 60 12 .. 10321108 06 .. 850-01 .0146 
085232 60 12 .10321624 06 .850-01 -.0195 
085332 60 12 .10322144 06 .850-01 .0088 
085432 60 12 .10322670 06 .850-01 -.0020 
085532 60 12 .10323202 0& .a50-0I -.Oolo 
085632 60 12 .. 10323739 06 .850-01 -.0068 
085732 60 12 .10324282 06 .850-01 -.oOiO 
085832 60 12 .10324830 06 .. 850-01 .0000 
085932 60 12 .10325384 06 .850-01 -.0068 
090032 60 12 .10325943 06 .850-01 .0146 
090132 60 12 .10326508 06 .850-01 -.OOZO 
090232 60 12 .10327079 06 .850-01 -.0088 
090332 66 12 .10327655 06 .850-01 .oilf 
0904-32 60 12 .10328237 06 .850-01 -.0078 
090532 60 12 .10328825 06 .850-01 .. ooiO 
090632 60 12 .103294-18 06 .850-'01 -.0146 
090132 60 12 .10330011 06 .850-01 .0146 
090832 60 12 .10330621 06 .850-01 -.0117 
090932 66 12 .10331231 06 .850-01 .0049 
091032 60 12 .10331841 06 .850-01 -.0020 
b9!U2 60 12 .1033~468 06 .450-01 .00zo 
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FREQUENCY 8200.0 
TIME TC Q CC • 
091232 60 12 • 103g095 06 .850=01 -.0010 
091332 60 12 .10333728 06 .SSo-OI . .0068 
091 .. 32 60 12 .10334366 66 .850-01 -.0098 
091532 60 12 .10335010 06 .8~0-01 .0020 
0910312 60 12 .103135659 06 .85(FOI -.0111 
0917.2 60 12 .103.6.15 06 .8S0-01 .0020 
091832 60 12 .10336916 06 .850-01 .0088 
091932 60 12 .10 •• 7642 06 .850-01 -.0088 
092032 60 12 .10336315 06 .85lFOI .0010 
092132 60 12 .10338993 06 .850-01 .0029 
092232 60 12 .10339611 06 .S50-01 -.OU20 
092332 60' 12 .10340366 06 .850-01 .0010 
092432 60 12 .10341062 06 .850=01 -.DU20 
092532 60 12 .10341763 06 .850-01 .0039 
092632 60 12 .10342410 06 .850=01 -.0146 
092732 60 12 .10343182 06 .850-01 .0098 
092832 60 12 .10343901 06 .850=01 -.OU68 
092932 60 12 .10'~625 06 .850-01 .0010 
093032 60 12 .10345355 06 .850-01 .auto 
093132 60 12 .1031t6090 06 .850-01 .0098 
093:232 00 12 .103%832 06 .850-01 -.OU59 
093332 60 12 .1031t1580 06 .850-01 .0039 
093 .. 32 ou 12 .1034833.3 06 .850-01 -.0121 
093532 60 12 .10349092 06 .850-01 .0127 
093632 60 12 .1031t9851 06 .850-01 -.0029 
093732 60 12 .10350628 06 .850-01 .0059 
093832 60 12 .10351404 06 .850-01 -.onl 
0 .... 2 60 12 .10352187 06 .850-01 -.0039 
094032 60 12 .10352976 06 .850-01 .0iUl 
09""132 60 12. a0353710 06 .850-01 .0000 
094232 60 12 .10354510 06 .950-01 -.0039 
09 .. 332 60 12 • • 10355.76 06 .850-01 .0010 
d90\ .. 32 60 12 .10356189 06 .850-01 -.0059 
09""532 60 12 .10.57007 06 .850-01 .0127 
694632 60 12 .10351831 06 .850-01 .0049 
094732 60 12 .10358661 06 .850-01 -.0146 
094832 60 12 .10359498 06 .8~d-ol .0068 
094932 60 12 .10.60340 06 .850-01 .0020 
095032 60 12 .10361186 06 .650-01 .0020 
095132 60 12 .10362042 06 .850-01 -.0018 
095232 60 12 .[0362903 06 .850=01 .0054 
095332 60 12 .10363769 06 .850-01 .0068 
095'\32 60 12, .i0364642 06 .u$o-ol -.0020 
095532 60 12 .10.65520 06 .850-01 -.0049 
095632 60 12 .10366405 06 .850=01 -.0029 
095732 60 12 .10'67296 06 .85D-Ol .0029 
095632 60 Ii .10361J193 06 .U50-01 -.oozo 
0959.2 60 12 .10.69097 06 .850-01 -.0020 
lob032 66 12 .10370b06 06 .8S0-01 .00Z9 
100132 60 12 .10.70922 06 .850-01 -.0059 
100232 60 Ii .103n644 06 .050-oi .0234 
100332 60 12 .10.72773 06 .850-01 -.0098 
100-432 60 12 .1031310 I 06 .850-01 -.0059 
100532 60 12 .1031"'648 06 .850-01 .0010 
100632 60 12 .10315595 06 .850-01 -.0049 
100732 60 12 .10.76549 06 .850-01 .0098 
100832 60 12 .10311509 06 .950-01 -.0018 
1009.2 60 12 .10378475 06 .850-01 .0117 
101032 60 12 .10319448 06 .850-01 -.0020 
101132 60 12 .10380"'28 06 .850-01 -.0101 
101232 60 12 .10381414 06 .850-01 .0137 
101332 60 12 .10382406 06 .850-01 -.0088 
10B32 
'Hi 12 .10383405 06 .85\FOl .OIB6 101532 60 12 .1038 ..... 10 06 .850-01 -.0186 
1'01632 60 12 .10385422 06 .850-01 .0098 
101732 60 12 .10.86441 06 .850-01 -.0098 
101832 60 12 .10381466 06 .850-01 .0205 
101932 60 12 .10388498 06 .850-01 -.0166 
102032 60 12 .10389!!:31 06 .850-01 .0131 
102132 60 12 .103905~2 06 .850-01 -.0078 
1022:32 60 12 .10391635 06 .850=01 .0029 
102332 60 12 .10392694 06 .850-01 -.0039 
102432 60 12 .10393159 06 .850-01 .0039 
102532 60 12 .10394832 06 .850-01 .0088 
102632 60 12 .10395912 06 .85\F01 -.Q049 
102732 60 12 .10396999 06 .850-01 -.0059 
1028'2 60 .. .10'98692 06 .850-01 .00Ia 
102932 60 12 .10399193 06 .850-01 .0000 
103032 60 12 .10400301 06 .850-01 .0068 
103332 60 12 .10403661 06 .850-01 .0098 
ib3"2 60 12 .10404&04 66 .650'4)1 -.OOSq 
103732 60 12 .10408257 06 .850-01 .0088 
103832 60 12 .100\090\23 06 .850=01 -.b020 
103932 60 12 .10410591 06 .850-01 -.0039 
104z32 60 12 .10414163 06 .850-01 .0029 
104332 60 12 .10415'67 06 .850-01 -.00'9 
10402 6b 12 ,.1041&579 66 .8'30=01 -.U()49 
10~532 60 12 .10417798 06 .850-01 .0156 
104632 60 12 .16419026 06 .650-01 -.0098 
104732 60 12 .10420261 06 .850-01 .0020 
104632 60 12 .10421505 06 .,50-01 .ooio 
104932 60 12 .10422756 06 .850-01 .0020 
10S03,Z 60 12 .lOltZ431& 0& .s50-bt .oG49 
105132 60 12 .10425284 06 .850-01 -.0078 
105232 60 12 .10426560 06 .850-01 .0137 
i05532 60 12 .10430439 06 .850-01 .0059 
105632 60 12 .10431149 06 .050-01 .Ob49 
105732 60 12 .10 ... 33068 06 .850-01 .0166 
ibS6lz 60 12 .104Y1'346 06 .850=01 .(lO16 
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110232 60 12 .10439795 06 .201 00 .0625 
110332 60 12 .10441168 06 .zoroa----:...0146 
110432 60 12 .10442550 06 .201 00 .. 0156 
110532 60 [2 .10443942 UO---;-2urCSO-"--- ~'~0986 
110832 60 12 .10448173 06 .201 00 -.0166 
[[0932 60 12 .10449603 06 .201 00 -.0518 ------------------------
111032 60 12 .. 10451044 06 .201 00 -.0693 
111132 60 12 .10452494 06 -;-zo-r-OO"----;045Y-------
111232 60 12 .10453954 06 .201 00 .0254 
.-. -rrr~oU_IZ·-_,;TO.tt5990o_{)(J;;·20Z·-00 .. 0469 
111732 60 12 .1046141406 .202 DO -.0039 
ILlB)2 60 12 .10462938 06 .202 VC --;u~-------
111932 60 12 .10464474 06 .202 00 -.0381 
112032 60 12 .10't65UZLU"O-;ZOTOO--""--- -';;'.0234'-
112Hz 60 12 .10467579 06 .202 00 -.0078 
112232 60 12 .I0459"Tlt9-U1j--;"z:(Jr"oo"·"---;008S--
112332 60 12 .10470731 06' .202 00 -.0107 
112632 60 12 .10415549 06 .202 00 -.0293 
112732 60 12 .10477180 06 .202 00 .0111 
1I2B)2 60 12 .1041BB24 06 .202 00 .00/8 -------------._----------------- --------
112932 60 12 .10480481 06 .202 00 -.0264 113032 60 12 .10482151 06 .202 00 -~---.--.----------------.--.. --------------.- --"-------
113132 60 12 .10483834 06 .202 00 -.0078. 
113232 60 12 .10485531 06 .202 00 -.0098 
113332 60 12 .10487242 06 .202 00 -.0010 
1134:32 60 12 .10488966 06 .202 00 -.0488 
mm :g n :~gmm g: :m gg -;g{:~------ ----------------------
113932 60 12 .10497811 06 .202 00 .0098 
114032 60 12 .. 10499625 06 .202 OU -.0029 
114132 60 12 .10501456 06 .202 00 -.0101 
114232 66 12 .10503303 06 • 202 00 • 0361 
---;t,t.:!i;'~<i§;-: .. grit-j§-':,I7rg~ .. gii~7iAi::;rig<i:-·'-'J;-rg,j§,gi;ig;-----=--:-,:g;;~;i;gi-~---'--"-----
114532 60 12 .. 10508945 06 .202 00 -.0010 
114632 60 12 .10510861 0& .202 00 .0107 
t~:~~§ :g H :tg~t!~:: g: :§g§ gg----:::::-:;;:gg;-;I,,!:------ -----------------------------
114932 60 12 .10516717 06 .202 00 .0000 
115032 60 12 .10518766 06 .2U2 00--;0020------------ --------------
115132 60 12 .10520716 06 .202 00 -.0264 
115232 60 12 .10522745 06 .202 00 -.0049 
115332 60 12 .10524795 06 .202 00 -.0049 
1154:'52 60 12 .10526866 06 .202 00 -.0146------' .------.-
H~!~§ :g g :tg;§f6~; g: :~~ -:g;~g---------.-.-----------------------------
115132 60 12 .10533210 06 .202 00 -.0205 
([5932 60 12 .105353#0 06 .202 00 .0459 
t~~~i§ :g g :tg~~~~!; g: :§g~ g3 =::-ng7r~;"!;__----
120132 60 12 .. 10541995 06 .203 00 .0352 
120232 60 12 .10544253 Oi) • 203 00 -.0127 
--.IZ21103333:Z-Z ou----.z-""7.IUIOS>;540565'313/'<O"--6 -;c.Zztr03:rUUUU---=-:-.:<r.OZrr-34.----------------------- -------60 12 
120432 .. 10548849 06 .203 00 -.0361 60 12 
120532 .. 10551181 06 .203 OO'''-----~;ou9lJ"--60 12 
~--T-L:;,2gTi~r.;~,;§-;m-:;;---o-:n!g;-;~"~;;-~~;;;~,,1'-ng:"--,:c;,;~g~---- ---:;.g~. ----60 12 60 12 
120832 .10558377 06 .203 00 -.0518 60 12 
60 12 120932 .. 10560834 06 .203 00 -.0039 
60 12 121032 .10563322 06 .203 00 - .. 0244 
121132 60 [2 .10565843 06 .20300 -----;{Ptog-------
~--i:"§T:i'~~r.~;-:,,,~i--;ig~~-~--;~gi-~g :~-g~~~ 
121432 60 12 .10573613 06 .203 00 -.0127 
121532 .105/621506.20300 -=-;Q7iB"g-----------.----------------------60 12 
121632 .10578914 06 .203 00 .0371 60 12 
121132 .10581/1406.20300'- "-=;U039 -------- -.---------~--.-------.----.. ----_ ----------60 12 
!~!:!~ :!g~:i~~! g~ :~g!~-.----~~:_-------------------------- --------------60 12 60 12 













.1U593088 06 • 203 00 
.10596043 06 .203 00 
.10599041 06 .203 00 
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122548 60 12 .lC606041 06 .20300 .0273 
122623 ru--U-~~'106078H2 "06 ".500 00 -.1211 
122758 60 12 .10612984 06 .20300 .041e 
-- --1£'2B33--TO·'Z-· .. ~10614&97 06 .500 00 -.0723 
~~~~!: ~~ g :~g~~.~~---.-~.;~~~--.------.----- -----_.- ---.-- ~----
123208 60 12 .1(.1627129 06 .203 00 -.0244 
123308 60 Ir----;1"C630694"lJ6 ".203- 00 -.0117 
123408 60 12 .10634331 06 .20300 -.0146 
-- -rz-3"ttlfr"-ro' 12 "-'-10636484 -06 .500 00 -.1445 
123618 60 12 .lG"642473 06 .20300 .0215 
123118 60 12 .1064635806.20300 -.0166"" .. - .. - .. ------.. 
123818 60 12 .10650330 06 .204 00 .0371 
123918 60 rz---;-rcr6-s-439r-06"-;204" 00 .0088 
124018 60 12 .10658546 06 .204 00 -.D098 
124118 60 12 -;rQ"Ob28GO-lJ6--;Z04 00·· aQ361 
124158 20 12 .10665689 06 .354 00 .1621 
124303 [0 12 .10610491 06 • 502 UO ~';JS-s-g- .---.----.-
124408 60 12 .10675431 06 .204 00 .0195 
12450$ 60 12 .10680111 t~O-4\J{r----- ··.0234 
124608 60 12 .10684916 06 .204 00 -.0264 
124653 30 12 .10688602 06 .Z8-S-UO·- .0498 
124808 60 12 .10694930 06 .204 00 .0527 
124908 60 12 .10/00154 06 .204 00 --=:u~------
125008 60 12 .10105533 06 .204 00 .0 IS6 
-------_._--------
125108 60 12 .10/110t8 06 .zo-zt·""1m-----;0176 
125208 60 12 .10716798 06 .204 00 -.0146 
125256 40 12 .10121 7iiZ\J6 ·~--2"50--0-0 ------..:..;·0420 
125418 60 12 .10729B45 06 .204 00 .0352 
125516 60 12 .10'-'Ol':l~ U6 .204 00 .oU;---
125608 40 12 .10141654 06 .250 00 .0701 
125143 50 12 .10152501 06· .224 00 --:-CI"2"Oij.-.----.---
125928 40 12 .10765281 06 .250 00 -.0576 [30023 10 12 .lo1723~20O---~-;009-8--· 
130133 30 12 .10781711 06 .289 00 -.0098 
130318 46 1Z .10196701 06 .250 00 .0116 
130438 60 12 .10808961 06 .204 00 -.0303 
130538 60 12 .1081867B 06 .20400--on• .. ----.:.·.-Ofsb 
130638 60 12 .10828894 06 .204 00 .0068 
130718 20 12 .1083598"1tif6--:"3·S400---· ---.062S 
Bg;~: :g g :tg::;~~: g: :§6~ ~g -:g·4~~--------------------------· ----- --------
131058 60 12 .10880223 06 .205 00 .01S6 
l3US8 60 it .l66940"87j"a~O-5fjC- .0137 
131.258 60 12 .10908B77 06 .205 00 -.0381 
131356 60 12 .rO(r2·4r29-0~-20roo- .0961 
Ht;~: :g g :~g~:BIrg z: :§g~ gg --;g~.~-}-. -- -- .. ----.. -.-.. ------------
131658 60 12 .10980097 06 .205 00 .0273 
131758 60 12 .11001805 06 .205 00 -;--_. --;=-.0419 
131858 60 12 .11025566 06 .20S 00 .0332 
131938 20 12 .11042~Ob :35""506---· -~0166-·--
._---------------- ------_._-- ------
132048 60 12 .II0/5613 06 .205 00 .002O-u .----------------------------------------
----Ti~rrn_--70i__i_;__-':,\T\"i~"':·g~! g: :~~; ~g ·----~:-gii~·-132143 50· 12 132308 60 12 ---------.---- ----------
----f,rnri--T,;-;r7--::;-i~g: :~g~ gg .-~:-g~~~ 132408 60 12 132443 10 12 
___ -=-=="'---=:=--==-_'.:.:1.:.120:6:.:'-=6.::.22=--::°:.:6_.:.:2:.:'.::0_°:.:°'-__ :.:.0:.;4:.:5' __ ----_ .. -132S33 30 12 
-------ncOA"'rliA,-.:-Srf7ArT'TIS<"nlrrCC<"S----------------·-·sn.Tr~~---












ee3 1129-104132 II 29":"·1TZ73Z- - .. 
ee3 1129-113132 1/29-115032 
ce3 1129-115132--·-- -,129-184132 
ee3 7/30-011832 7/30-082232 
CC3 030-"O"8"23"3Z--·--7130-175632 
CC3 1/30-115132 1/30-185132 
eel 031-013432 113[-08[932 
ee3 7/31-082032 7131-105832 
eL3 1131-110232 ------n-3FT22432" 
ee3 1131-122548 1/31-132533 




3:~ ___ :-:~~~-~---.. ~~:;g}---.;:":-g;;g}----~,:::=g;;,;i---------
5:! .- .-:~-~~:-g.~u-- ~~~~:g~ _no ----~;.~g~:~.~u----;}}~·~i-·-------
61 .921-02 .953-02 -.245-02 .909-04 
-·-·~ .. 911-02 .lOi-01 .304-02 .104=03 
l~k--__ :~;:;:_g~ --·~~:gf----~~-:-;~~-.. ----g~:;g}_.-------
5B .511-01 .514-01 .475-02 .2"'6"'4-.:;0,.,2'--_______ _ 
----------_._---------
._---------------------------------
_________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
FREQUENCy 8249.3 
---nll""'"~E-"TlrC-TQr-----'CTC~3-----------· .. ----.. ----~ 
184632 6041 .l0811721 06 .1'36 Ow .0049 
184132 6041 .108(644606 .cn .... -1TQ-----·-;OOTr---· -------------.--
184832 6041 .10819172 06 .136 00 .0078 
184932 60 41 .106[9901 06 .l36--OU-------~0078-·-----~--- .. - -------------_ .. 
185032 60 41 .10820631 06 .136 00 .0049 
185132 60 41 .10821363 06 .136 00 .or 16 
185232 6041 .10822097 06 .136 00 -.0215 
185332 60 41 .I08~--;r:ro·o-rr-·-·-- ---~0059""--------·----··--- .---.. -----~--
185432 60 41 .10823510 06 .136 00 .0322 
-- -T855"JZ--o(J-41. '-"~T08~43Cq- oo':T3o·0U- .008e 
___ -ilri·i55T63r.2;-i.60;-,;4il--:::-r:ig8"'8~,,~;:;~i~~ngr;;:-.;;·~,,~r;~,gITigj-----;;:gTi;;':;~'5~------------c,.----------- .. -------185132 60 41 
----TIrWu-----i1ni--::ctlirg:ii'~;:;~~~~~·~~-;i~;-~g ~: ~g~: -_ .. 185832 60 41 185932 ou 41 
---r.;;;:;;;';"-i;;-,~-::;·i;;:g;;;::;;§:;.;~~~: .g: :g~ ~g-.- a--:.gg~~ __ . 190032 60 41 190132 60 41 
190232 60 41 .10829529 06 .13100 -.0205 
190332 i)O .,.1 .I0830281 06.131 DO .0264 
1908)2 60 41 
[9[232 60 41 -----n;,;:.;;;rr---r;;-;.;---':~\;;g~;;;;;,;;~g: :g~ gg :g~~ ._- ..... m ___ n ___ • ___ -------.----.---- • -.-----.---•• -.- -- ••• _. 
191332 60 41 
191432 60 41 ----T-rn:u-i.~rr_---'-:l;:;lgm:~;~ .. ~<i:"'!,--;;.g:<-'-:~ii_gg-~-;.~-~:-- -
191532 60 41 .10839417 06 .137 00 .0254 
191632 60 41 .108'40185 06 .13/ du • 006S 
191732 60 41 .10640959 06 .137 00 -.0234 
191832 60 41 .10841131 06 .13700 .0176 
191932 60 41 
192332 60 41 -----n;,n;rr---r;;-;:.;--'::.;l;;g:;;;:;;~'i~Ti~;;-;g:;::-:'-'l;;~~gg----~-:.g-~~~---.-~--.-- --"-. -----------.-~~.---.. --. -- -.- ----.---~- -- .. -----
192432 60 41 .10846391 06 .131 00 .0166 
192512 60 41 .1064711z 06 .137 00 .0117 
192632 60 41 .. 1084-7954 06 .131 00 -.0205 
192732 60 41 .10848736 06 .131 00 .0195 
192832 60 41 .1084952006 .138 00 .0166 
192932 60 41 .. 10850304 Ob .138 00 -.OTr7--~·- ----------.. ----.---.--.... --.-.. ~.--.----.-.--.------~--
193032 60 41 .. 10851090 06 .138 00 -.0020 
193132 60 41 .1085187b 06 .13800 -.0332 
193232 60 41 
193)32 60 41 -----N~~-7~~-:~t~g~:5~5~~~~;~~~g~~~:~~~~:~gg :~~~:~:~-----
193432 60 41 
193532 60 41 ---+.i~rr--7.<-7T--':~\*g:.,;;;:~,,~T~~r-;;g:'i':-':'-:\Ci~~: gg :~hl-~-~.-
193632 60 41 .10855822 06 .138 00 -.0078 
193732 60 41 .10856614 06 .138 00 .~----
193832 60 41 
194132 60 41 --+.i;'T~-7~T--':'-:t"g;:.:~~~~;~~;:.:-;g~:~:I;.;I~~: %g--~gm------.-.... ----... 
194232 60 41 
194332 60 41 ---+.icITi'<_-r,\--7.T---,:",~;;:g:;;t~~,;~=o;~6ng;;,t-=:~~~ ~~ :~~:}- ------.-.--
194432 60 41 
194532 60 41 :~g::§!i: g: :~~: gg .:,,:g"'g,,!;;:-----~-----------------
194632 60 41 
194132 60 41 : tg:::~~~ ~: : ~~: g~ -:g~~:'------. 
195032 60 41 
195132 60 41 ------+.i~i'<_-r,\--7.T--':~\~g:;;:~~.;;~::~g~~-':'-:t~~;:.:~g~g :~~b~;--------
19.5232 60 41 .10868511 06 .138 00 -.0244 
195332 60 41 .1086937206 .138 00 -.0068 
195432 60 41 .10810 114 06 .138 00 -. 0098 
------;~~:~;6~5~~§r-:~gr7.:r~--':"'l;;:g:~;"~~~~;;;;-;g:;::-':~};;~~:~g~gr---~-:~g~:~66~1-------
195732 60 41 .10872582 06 .\38 00 .0078 
200032 60 41 .1081499406 .13900 .. 0098 
2.00132 60 41 .10875198 06 .139 00 .0000 
200232 6041 .. 1081660306 .13900 -.0121 
200332 60 41 .10817408 06 .139 00 .0225 --->zirom04"'3Z--OU-/tr-"'-;TOB78"Z~3V-OU-- -;..;OIIT ... ·-
200532 60 41 .10819018 06 .139 00 -.0146 
200632 601ft .LOB19823 06 .13900 -.0020 
20()132 60 41 .10880629 06 .139 00 .. 0098 
200632 6U 41 .10881435 06 .139 00 -.UTJT--~---"'--··· 
200932 60 41 .. 10882240 06 .139 00 .0283 
20tOU 60 41 • [0883046 06 .[39 00 
201132 60 41 .10883852 06 .. 139 00 
201232 6041 .10884658 06 .. 13900 
201332 60 41 .10885464 06 .139 00 
2Ut432 60 41 .. 10886210 06 .139 00 
201532 60 41 .10881016 06 .. 139 00 
20(632 60 41 .1088188206 .13900 
201132 60 41 .10888681 06 .139 00 
201832 60 41 .10889493 06 .. 139 OU 
201932 60 41 .10890298 06 .139 00 
202032 60 41 .. 10891104 06 .139 OU 
zaZ132 6041 .1089190906 .13900 
2uz232 60 41 .10892114 06 .139 00 
202332 60 41 .10893519 06 .. 139 00 
202432 60 n .. 10894324 06 .139 00 
202532 60 41 .10895128 06 .139 00 
202632 60 41 .10895932 06 .139 00 
202132 60 41 .. 10896136 06 .139 00 
Z02832 60 41 .. 10897539 06 .. [40 00 
202932 60 41 .10898342 06 .140 00 
203032 60 41 .10899145 06 .. 140 00 
203132 60 41 .10899947 06 .140 00 
203232 60 41 .10900149 06 .140 00 
203332 6041 .10901551 06 .. 140 00 
203432 60 41 .. I0902~52 06 .140 00 
203532 60 41 .. 10903152 06 .140 00 
203632 60 41 .10903952 06 .140 00 
203732 60 41 .10904752 06 .140 00 
203832 6041 .1090555106 .. 14000 
203932 60 41 .1090b349 06 .140 00 
20~232 6041 .10908741 06 .14000 
204332 60 41 .10909531 06 .140 00 
204632 6041 .10911921 06 .140 00 
204132 60 41 .10912714 06 .140 00 
204832 60 41 .. 10913506 06 .140 00' 












- .. 0264 
- .. 009S 
.0244 














- .. 0098 
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TlJI4E Te Q ee3 
2050]2 60 41 .. 10915089 06 .140 00 .0098 
205132 60 41 .. 10915819 06 .140 00 -.0068 
205232 6041 .10916668 06 .140 00 -;'OT5'"o---------------------------------------------------
205332 60 41 .10917456 06 .140 00 .002() 
205432 60 41 .10918244 Vb .140 00 -.O~---·-··------------·------·-·--·-----~·------ --------
205532 6041 .1091903006 .14000 -.0039 
205632 6041 .1091991606 .141 00 .0068 
205732 60 41 .10920600 06 .141 00 .0107 
205832 60 41 .10921384 06 .141 00------;-;0'''25<54.---
205932 6041 .1092216706 .141 00 .0131 
210032 60 41 --;ro9'22""9~---u-o;r~rmr- .-.. "=;'oo-zg--
210132 6041 .1092372906 .lItl 00 -.0088 
210232 60 41 .10924509 06 .1It! 00 .0293 
210332 60 41 .10925287 06 .141 00 .0107 
210432 6041 .1092606406 .141 00 ~U"39--
210532 6041 .10926841 06 .14100 .0244 
2IGon 6U 41 .[092161606 .14100·-- -.0101 
210132 60 41 .10928390 06 .141 00 .0000 
210832 60 41 .10929163 06 .141 00 .0225 
210932 60 41 .10929934 06 .141 00 - .. 0098 
21I032 60 ifl .10930105 06 .tift 00 .0029 
211132 6041 .1093147406 .141 00 -.0049 
211632 60 ifl .10935300 06 .lifl 00 .0186 
211732 60 41 .10936061 06 .141 00 -.0107 
211832 60 41 .10936921 06 .141 00 .0234 
211932 60 41 .10937579 06 .141 00 -.0264 
212032 604\ .\0938iJ6 06 .141 00 .0311 
212132 6041 .10939092 06 .14100 -.0116 
212232 60 4i .10939646 06 .141 00 .0244 .. _-----------------
212332 60 41 .10940596 06 .141 DO -.0116 
212432 60 41 .10941341) 06 .142 00 .0059 
212532 6041 .1094209906 .142 00 .0117 
212632 60 41 .10942641 06 .14200 .0146 ------------------- -------
212732 60 41 .10943593 06 .142 00 -.0156 
212832 60 41 .10944'38 06 .142 00 -.0131 
212932 60 41 .10945081 06 .142 00 .0215 
213032 60 41 .10945823 06 .142 00 -.oi01 
213132 60 41 .10946562 06 .142 00 -.0088 
213532 60 41 .10949505 06 .142 00 -.0010 
213632 60 41 .10950236 06 .142 00 -.0313 
213732 60 41 .10950966 06 .142 CO .0400 
213832 60 41 .10951694 06 .142 00 .0293 
213932 60.41 .10952419 06 .14200 -.0131 
214032 60 41 .10953144 06 .142 00 -.0039 
214132 60 41 .10953866 06 .142 00 -.009-8 
214232 60 41 .10954566 06 .142 00 .0205 
----_._-------------214332 60 41 .10955305 06 .142 00 .0195 
214432 60 41 .10956021 06 .14200 -.C303 
214532 6041 .10956136 06 .142 00 .0234 
214632 60 41 .10957449 06 .142 00 -.0039 
214732 60 41 .10958159 06 .142 00 .0234 
215032 60 41 .10960279 06 .142 00 .0225 
2[5132 60 41 .10960992 06 .143 00 .0121 
215232 6041 .10961682 06 .14300 -.0098 
215332 60 41 .10962381 06 .143 00 -.0283 
215432 60 41 al09630n 06 .143 00 .0016 
215532 6041 .1096311206 .143 00 .0146 
215632 60 41 .10964464 06 .143 00 -.0225 
215932 60 41 .10966521 06 .143 00 .0101 
220032 6041' .10967211 06 .143 00 -.0234 
220132 60 41 .1096/892 06 .143 00 .0[56 
220232 60 41 .10968571 06 .143 00 .0098 
220332 60 ltT--;-rtJ969241 06 • 14rmr . -";oU9S---
220432 60 41 .10969921 06 .143 00 .0000 
220532 60 41 .10910594 06 .143 00 -.0301 
220632 60 41 .10911263 0& .143 00 .0332 
220932 60 41 .10913258 06 .1lf3\JO----..-0I76-- u --
§§t~~§ :g!! :tg~~:;~: g: :l:~--;g~:~-------------------------------
221232 60 41 .10975232 06 .143 00 .0166 
221332 60 41 .109,5884 06 .143 00 -.0283 
221432 6041 .10916$3506.143 00 .0176 
221532 6041 .10917183 06 .143 00 .0049 
~~!~!! :g Z! :!g;~~:~~ g: :!:! gg -:g~~-.. ;----------------
221832 6041 .10979111 06 .14400 .0116 
2219:42 6041 .10919/4906 .14400 .0391 
222032 60 41 .10980384 06 .144 00 -.0127 
222HZ 60 41 .10981011 06 .144 00 -.006& 
§§§~~~ :g:~ :tg::~;;~ g: :!:: gg---;g~~.;;.;-----------
222~32 60 41 .. 10982899 06 .144 00 .0049 
222532 6041 .1098352106 .14400 .0342 
222632 60 41 .10984141 06 .144 00 -.0107 
222132 6041 .10984758 06 .144 00 -.0213 
223032 60 41 .10986592 06 .144 00 -.0166 
223132 60 41 .10987197 06 .144 ao -.0018 
223232 60 41 .10987800 06 .144 00 .0293 
2:23532 66 41 .10989593 06 .144 00 -.0098 
223632 60 41 .10990184 06 .144 00 .0400 
223732 60 41 .10990773 06 .144 00 -.0156 
2.23832 60 41 .10991359 06 .144 00 -.0018 
223932 60 41 .10991942 06 .144 00 -.ol25 ----------------_.----------
224032 60 41 .10992522 06 .144 00 .0088 
224132 60 4l .10943[00 06 .144 00 .oo3Q 
224232 60 41 .10993674 06 .144 00 .0273 
224332 60 41 .10994245 06 .145 00 -.0029 
----;§;;§i::;.;;~M§~t<>gr--i2T-t---=:.;.t°;;,o:;;;;,;;~;:;,~;;-;;gr:-'::.;1:z2i-~-ig;,;g,---:=':7g;;;gr~9';'8-----------------------------
224632 60 41 .10995941 06 .145 00 .0186 
224132 6041 .10996501 06 .14500 -.00/8 
224832 bO 41 .10997057 06 .145 00 .0117 
224932 60 41 .10997610 06 .145 00 -.0205 
225032 60 41 .10998161 06 .145 00 .0107 
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225132 ou 41 .10998 lOB 06 .145 00 .0234 
225232 60 41 .10999252 06 .145 00 .0166 
225332 60 lfl .10999/93 06 .145 00 .0234 
225432 60 41 .11000330 06 .145 00 -.0205 
225532 60 41 .llObOB65 06 .14S 00 .0156 
225632 60 41 .11001396 06 .145 00 .0010 
225'32 60 41 .11001925 06 .145 00 .0020 
225832 hO 41 .11002450 06 .145 00 .0176 
225932 60 41 .11002972 06 .145 00 -.0029 
230032 60 41 .11003490 06 .145 00 -.0225 
230132 60 41"----;Trod40C6 06 .11t5""""UU"-" c-;l)I'1T-
230232 60 41 .11004518 06 .145 00 .0332 
230332 60 41 .11005021 06 .145 00 .oro I 
230432 60 41 .11005533 06 .145 00 .0039 
230532 60 41 .11006035 06 .145 00 ~
230632 60 41 .11006534 06 .145 00 -.0117 
230 i 32 60 41 .11001030 06 .145 00 .0146 
230832 60 41 .11007523 06 .146 00 .0059 
230932 60 41 .1lODSOl2 06 .146 00 -.0342 
231232 60 41 .11009459 06 .146 00 -.0225 
231332 60 41 .11009934 06 .146 00 .0215 ----~~~~~~~~~~--~~------------------------------------------------
231432 60 41 .11010407 06 .146 00 -.0166 
2315302 60 41 .11010B15 ob .146 00 .012 I ---;;<rnr-i:lf--i ~rnrr;m..;~_:_rr.nm--___=_:_;;rri_---------------------------------------------
231832 60 
" 
.11012261 06 .146 00 -.0086 
231932 60 41 .11012116 06 .146 00 .o01e 
232032 60 41 .11013167 06 .146 00 -.0059 
23Z13Z 66 41 .11613615 06 .146 60 .0146 
232232 60 41 .11014059 06 .146 00 -.0117 
z32:h2 60 41 .11614500 06 .146 60 -.OOZ9 
232432 60 41 .11014938 06 .146 00 -.0107 
232532 60 41 .1l0ISHl 06 .146 00 .0020 
232632 60 41 .11015801 06 .. 146 00 .0176 
Z3Z 132 6D 41 .11016228 06 .146 DO .0020 
232832 60 41 .11016651 06 .146 00 .0215 
232932 60 41 .11011676 66 .146 00 -.0225 
233032 60 41 .11017486 06 .146 00 .0029 
233H2 60 41 .11017698 06 .146 00 .0156 
233232 60 41 .11018307 06 .146 00 .0137 
233132 60 41 .11020294 06 .146 00 .0059 
233832 60 41 .11020681 .06 .146 00 -.0068 
233932 60 41 .11021063 06 .146 00 -.oi66 
234032 60 41 .11021442 06 .146 00 .0107 
234HZ 60 41 .llOll8H 06 .146 00 .0088 
234Z3Z 60 41 .11022169 06 .146 00 -.0049 
234332 60 41 .11022556 06 .146 00 .0029 
234432 60 41 .11022920 06 .146 00 .0137 
234532 60 41 .11023280 06 • [41 00 -.0195 
234&32 60 41 .11023 6 36 06 .147 00 .0116 
234 (32 6U 41 .l1Oz3989 66 .147 06 .Olbl 
235132 60 41 .11025360 06 .147 00 .0137 
235232 60 4[ .11025693 06 .[41 00 .0156 
235332 60 41 .11026023 06 .147 00 -.0107 
235432 60 41 .11026348 06 .141 00 .0020 -----------------
235532 60 41 .11026669 06 .147 00 -.0127 
23563i! 60 41 .11026981 06 .141 00 -.0215 
235132 60 41 .11027301 06 .147 00 .0254 
235832 60 41 .11021610 06 .141 00 .0101 
235932 60 41 .11027916 O. .147 00 .0029 
64/07/30 
000032 60 41 .11028218 06 .147 00 -.0166 
000132 oU-7tr~~4TUU - .OZTS"" -.-.----~---
000232 60 41 .. 11028810 06 .. 147 00 .. 0156 
000332 60 4[ .llOZ9100 06 .141 00 -.01/6 
000432 60 41 .11029386 06 .147 00 .OOb8 
000532 60 41 .11029668 06 .141 00 --;uzU"5.------~.--
000&32 60 41 .11029946 06 .147 00 -.0254 
000132 60 41 .11030220 06 .14~ -.0146 --------.----------------
000832 60 41 .11030490 06 .148 00 .0029 
000932 60 41 .11030155 06 .14$ 00 -.0049 
001032 60 41 .11031017 06 .148 00 .0098 
001132 60 41 .11031215 06 .148 00 .033Z 
001232 60 41 .11031529 06 .148 00 -.0205 
001332 60 41 .IL031118 06 .L4ij 00 .0[56 
001432 60 41 .11032024 06 .148 00 -.0234 
001532 60 41 .11032265 06 .148 00 .OLlI 
0016"32 60 41 .11032503 06 .148 00 -.0107 
00113z 60 4[ .I1U3Z 736 06 .[48 00 .0225 
001832 60 41 .11032965 O. .148 00 -.0186 
001932 60 41 .. [[033190 06 .148 OU .0146 
002032 60 41 .11033411 06 .148 00 -.0117 
002132 60 41 .11033628 06 .148 00 .0049 
002232 60 41 .11033840 06 .148 00 .0117 
00Z332 60 41 .11034049 06 • [48 00 -.0234 
------------------------------------------------_ .. _----- ._---_.- -
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liME Ie Q ee3 
002432 60 41 .11034253 06 .148 00 .0010 
002532 60 41 .11034453 06 .148 00 .0000 
002632 60 41 .11034649 06 .148 00 .. 0068 
OU2132 60 41 .11034841 06 .148 00 -.010 I 
002832 60 41 .11035029 06 .149 00 .0137 
002932 60 41 .11035212 06 .149 00 -.0215 
003032 60 41 .11035391 06 .149 00 -.0137 
003132 60 41 .11035566 06 .149 00 -.0121 
003232 60 41 .11035737 06 .149 00 .0127 
003332 60 'r-;TIU35"9"~li'rUlr- -~= 003432 60 41 .11036066 06 .149 00 -.0088 
003532 60 41 .11036224 06 .149 00 .... 0059 -------------_._._----
003632 60 41 .11036318 06 .149 00 -.0107 
003132 60 41 .1103652 , 06 .149 00 .0101 
003832 60 41 .11036672 06 .149 00 .0068 
003932 60 41 .110368[4 06 .149 00 -.0029 
004032 60 41 .11036950 06 .149 00 .0127 
004132 60 41 .11031083 06 .149 00 -.011 i 
004232 60 41 .11037211 06 .150 00 -.0107 
004332 60 41 .11031335 06 .150 00 .0000 
004432 60 41 .11037454 06 .150 00 .0371 
004532 60 41 .11031510 06 .150 00 .0000 
0{)"'632 60 41 .1.1031681 06 .150 00 -.0.098 
004132 60 41 .1103119{ 06 .150 00 .0068 
004832 60 41 .11037890 06 .150 00 -.0010 
004932 60 41 .11031988 06 .150 00 -.0146 
005032 60 41 .1.1038082 06 .150 00 -.0020 
005132 to 41 .11036111 06 .150 00 -.0121 ----iiiiiT;,;;--n<--iT-~mrnr_;;.<_'__ro;__mr-~.:.;rr;,;;_-------------··----
005232 60 41 .11038256 06 .151 00 .0039 
065532 60 41 .11038485 06 .151 00 -.0205 
005632 60 41 .11038553 06 .151 00 .0195 
005732 60 41 .11038616 06 .151 00 .0029 .. _--- ._----_ ... _---
005832 60 41 .11038615 06 .151 00 - ... 0020 
005932 60 41 .11038730 06 .152 00 .0020 
010032 60 41 .1103878C 06 .152 00 .0000 
010132 60 41 .1103882(1 06 .152 00 -.0078 
010232 60 41 .11038867 06 .152 00 -.0225 
010332 60 41 .. lt038904 06 .. 153 00 -.0254 
010632 60 41 .11038989 06 .153 00 -.0234 
010732 60 41 .11039008 06 .154 00 -.0010 
010832 60 41 .11039023 06 .154 00 -.0186 
010932 60 41 .11039034 Ob .. 155 00 .0088 
011532 60 41 .110390C5 06 .158 00 -.0186 
011632 60 41 .11038985 06 .159 00 .0010 
011732 60 41 .11038960 06 .160 00 -·0020 
011832 60 41 .11038931 06 .161 00 .0059 
011932 60 41 .11038897 06 .162 00 -.0088 
012032 60 41 .11038859 06 .163 00 -.0283 
012132 60 41 .11038817 06 .165 00 .. 0117 
012232 60 41 .11038770 06 .167 00 -.0195 
012332 60 41 .11038719 06 .168 00 .0088 
012432 60 41 .11038663 06 .170 00 -.0166 
012532 60 41 • I 1038603 06 .113 00 .0010 
012632 60 41 .11038539 06 .175 00 .0293 
013232 60 41 .11038059 06 .. 202 00 .0254 
013332 60 41 .11037964 06 .. 209 00 - .. 0225 
013432 60 41 .11031664 06 .217 00 ---:U001! 
013532 60 41 .11037760 06 .22.1 00 .0127 
013632 60 41 .IlD31b52 06 .231 00 -.0215 
013732 60 41 .11037540 06 .250 00 .(~~-----. 014032 60 41 .11031111 06 .302 00 
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190132 60 41 .1052280506 .118 00 .0131 
190232 60 41 .10523 i 20 06 .1/9 00 .0166 
190332 60 41 .10524636 06 .11900 -.0283 
190432 60 41 .10525554 06 • I 19 00 .0098 
190532 6041 .1052647406 .17900 -.0361 
190632 6041 .10521395 06 .11900 .0195 
190732 6041 .10528317 06 .17900 .0098 
190832 60 41 .10529241 06 .119 00 -.0322 
191232 6041 .10532953 06 .17900 -.0010 
-,-91332 60 4r--;T05"33'"8"~o-;-r7rou-- --;015""6--
19H32 60 41 .10;34616 06 .179 00 -.0322 
191532 6041 .1053515306 .Lty ou ~0068 
191b32 6041 .10536688 06 .179 00 .0146 
191t32 6041 .10531026 06 .119 00 -.0018 
191832 60 41 .10538564 06 .179 00 .0225 
192232 604I .10542312 06 .119 00 .0166 
192332 6041 .10543277 06 .11900 .0166 
192432 6041 .105 .. 4223 06 .119 00 .Od5 
192732 60 41 .10541068 06.11900 -.0029 
192832 60 41 .10548019 06 .119 00 -.0213 
192932 60 41 .10548971 06 .119 00 .0311 
193032 60 41 .10549924 06 .119 00 -.010 I ------------
193132 60 41 .. 10550878 06 .119 00 - .. 0186 
193432 6041 .10553141 06 .11900 -.0039 
193532 6041 .10554105 06 .17900 -.0020 
193632 60 4t .10555664 06 .119 00 .0234 
193732 60 41 .10556624 06 .119 00 .0068 
193832 60 41 .10557583 06 .1I<} 00 -.0195 
193932 60 41 .10558541 06 .119 00 .0283 
194032 60 41 .10559510 06 .119 00 -.0322 
194132 60 41 .10560473 06 .119 00 .031'3 
194432 6041 .10563369 06 .179 00 .oOtS 
194532 60 41 .10564336 06 .180 00 .0068 
194632 60 41 .10565353 06 .18000 -.0010 
194132 6041 .10566272 06 .180 00 -.0010 
194832 60 41 .10561241 06 .180 00 -.0066 
194932 60 41 .10568210 06 .180 00 -.0361 
195032 60 41 .10569181 06 .180 00 .Olot 
195132 6041 .10570151 06 .180 00 .0352 
195232 60 41 .1057112306 .180 00 -.o13t 
195332 60 41 .10572095 06 .180 00 .0146 
195432 60 41 .10573066 06 .18000 .0044 
195532 6041 .10574041 06 .180 00 .0059 
195832 60 41 .1057696406 .18000 -.0215 
~~~~:~ :g:~ :~g;~~::; g; :i:g gg :~~-----------------------------------------------------.----------------
200132 60 41 .10519891 06 .180 00 -.0078 
200232 6041 .1058086106.18000 .alit 
200332 60 41 .1058184406 .180 00 -.0068 
200432 65 41 .10582821 06 .180 00 .0049 
200532 6041 .1058379906 .180 00 .0137 
200832 6041 .[058673306.180 00 .003r------------------------------------ .-.------.. 
200932 60 41 .10581111 06 .1S0 00 .0116 
201032 60 41 .10588690 06 .180 00 -.0205 
201132 60 41 .10589669 06 .180 00 .0225 
201232 60 41 .10590648 06 .180 00 -.0195 
201332 60 41 .10591628 06 .180 00 -~q 
201432 60 41 .10592607 06 .180 00 -.0078 
201532 60 41 .10593581 06 .180 00 -.0039 
201932 60 41 .10597506 06 .180 00 -.0605 
202032 60 41 .. 10598486 06 .180 00 .0410 
202132 60 41 •. 10599466 06 .180 00 - .. 0068 
- --Z0ZZ3Z--00--41"--;ro6CO~"U"O;_I8cr_W- . :';0111"' 
202332 60 41 .10601425 06 .180 00 -.0186 
,202432 60 41 .10602405 C6 • 180 00 -.013 { 
202532 6041 .1060338406 .181 00 -.0088 
202632 6U 41 .. 10604364 06 .181 00 .lJ3Or---
202732 60 41 .10605343 06 .181 00 .0215 
202832 60 41 .10606322 06 .lBI 00-----... ;:;00"29 ' 
202932 6041 .10607301 06 .181 00 .0264 
203032 6041 .1060S219 06 .181 00 -.0264 
·203132 6041 .10609258 06 .181 00 -.0264 
203232 60 41 .10610236 06 .181 00 .0244 
203332 bO 41 .10611214 Db .181 00 - .. 0039 
203432 ,6041 .10612[9106 .IS1 00 .0039 
203532 6041 .. 10613168 06 .181 00 .0156 
203632 60 41 .10614145 06 .lSl 00 .0293 
203732 60 41 .1061512206 .181 00 -.0020 
204032 60 41 .1061804906 .181 OU -.0059 
204132 6041 .1061902406 .181 00 .0137 
204232 60 41 .10619998 06 .hI 00 .0205 
204332 60 41 .10620972 06 .181 00 -.0020 
204432 60 41 .10621945 06 .181 00 -.oUb 
204532 6041 .10622918 06 .18100 -.0117 
204632 60 ttl .10623890 06 .ls1 00 -.0166 
204732 60 41 .10624861 06 .181 00 .0342 
204832 60 41 .10625633 06 .181 00 .o06s 
204932 60 41 .10626803 06 .181 00 -.0127 
Z05032 60 Ifl .10621773 06 .181 00 -.0101 
~g~~~~ :g:t : ~g:~:~1~ g: : ~:~ ~gc----:=':'7g"'g-i-~g;c---------------------------------------------------------------------
205332 6041 .10630617 06 .18100 -.0264 
205632 60 41 .10633576 06 .181 00 -.0098 
205732 60 41 .10634541 06 .181 00 -.0068 
205832 60 ttl .1063550406 .181 00 .0068 
205932 60 41 .1063646706 .181 00 .0101 
210032 60 41 .IQ631429 06 .18] 00 .0019 
210132 60 41 .10638390 06 .181 00 -.0371 
210232 60 41 .10639351 06 .ISI 00 .0107 
210&32 6041 .1064318206 .182 00 .0146 
210132 6041 .10644131 06 .192 00 .02/3 
210832 6041 .10645091 06 .182 00 -.0156 
210932 60 4i .10646045 06 .182 00 .0116 
211032 60 41 .10646997 06 .182 00 .0303 
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211332 60 41 .1064984. 06 .182 00 .0131 
211432 60 41 .10650795 06 .182 00 -.0293 
211532 60 41 .10651141 06 .182 00 .0225 
211632 60 41 .10652686 06 .182 00 .. 0039 
211132 60 41 .10653630 06 .182 00 ------=;uozq 
211832 60 41 .10654573 06 .182 00 -.0156 
211932 60 41 .10655515 06 .182 00 .0029 
212032 60 41 .10656455 06 .182 00 .0116 
ZLZL32 60 Ii' .. [0651394 06 .. (82 00 -.U225 212232 60 41 .10658331 06 .182 00 .0352 
-- ---zTZ3n--&o-ltr-;r065926B 06 .182 00 .- "-;;-OllJT---
212432 60 41 .10660203 06 .182 00 -.0088 
212532 60 41 .10661136 06 .182 00 .0059 
212632 60 41 .10662068 06 .182 00 -.0146 
212132 60 41 .10662999 06 .. £82 00 ~ ._-_ .. _----
212832 60 41 .. 1:0663928 06 .182 00 .0039 
212932 60 41 .10664856 06 .182 00 - .0264 
2130)2 60 41 .10665782 06 .182 00 -.0195 
213132 60 41 .10666101 06 .182 00 .0000 
213232 60 41 .10667630 06 .182 00 .0186 
213332 60 41 .10668551 06 .182 00 -.0313 
213432 60 41 .10669471 06 .182 00 .0186 
213532 60 41 .10610390 06 .182 00 -.0156 
213632 60 41 .10671307 06 .182 00 .0166 
213732 60 41 .10612222 06 .182 00 .0137 
213832 60 41 .10673135 06 .183 00 .0117 
213932 60 41 .10674041 06 • lin 00 -.6234 
214232 60 41 .10676772 06 .183 00 -.0098 
214332 60 41 .106"611 06 .183 00 -.0088 
214432 60 41 .10678581 06 .183 00 .. 0098 
214532 60 41 .10614482 06 .183 00 -.0205 
21't632 60 41 .10680382 06 .183 00 .0166 
214732 60 41 .10681219 06 .183 00 .0234 
215032 60 41 .10683961 06 .183 00 .0039 
215132 60 41 .10684851 06 .183 00 .0020 
215232 60 41 .10685740 06 .183 00 .0029 
2l53'.n 60 41 .10656626 06 • 183 DO -.0098 
215432 60 41 .10681510 06 .i83 00 -.0195 
215532 60 41 .10688393 06 .183 00 -.0098 
215632 60 41 .10689273 06 .183 00 .0205 
215132 60 41 .10690151 06 .183 00 -.0117 
215832 60 41 .1:0691027 06 .183 00 -.0234 
215932 60 41 .10691901 06 .Ie3 00 .6016 
220032 60 41 .10692773 06 .183 00 -.0029 
220132 60 41 .10693644 06 .183 00 -.0029 
220232 60 41 .10694511 06 .183 00 .0195 
220332 60 41 .10695377 06 .183 00 .0127 
220432 60 41 .10696241 06 .183 00 -.0225 
220532 60 41 .10691102 06 • 183 00 .0146 
2206:32 60 41 .10697961 06 .183 00 -.0098 
220732 60 41 .10698818 66 .183 00 .0205 
220832 60 41 .10699672 06 .183 00 .0078 
2209J2 60 41 .10100525 06 .183 00 -.0166 
221032 60 41 .10701375 06 .183 00 .0000 
221332 60 41 .10103911 06 .184 00 -.0322 
221432 60 41 .10704752 06 .184 00 .0107 
221532 60 41 .10105591 06 .184 00 .0088 ._--_ .. _---
221632 60 41 .10706427 06 .184 00 -.0010 
221132 60 41 .10'01260 06 .184 00 .0283 
221832 60 '41 .1010BO'}Z 06 .lB400 -.0166-
221932 60 41 .10108920 06 .184 00 -.021~ 
222032 60 41 .10709741 06 .184 00 .0156 
222132 60 41 .10110510 06 .184 00 _ .. - .. =;1)~ 
222232 60 41 .10711392 06 .184 00 .0146 
·222332 60 41 .10112211 06 .184 00 -.0068 
222~32 60 41 .10713027 06 .184 00 -.0029 
222~32 60 41 .10/13841 06 .184 00 -.0068 .. _-----------
222632 60 41 .10714652 06 .184 00 .0156 
222132 60 4i .10 115460 06 .. 184 00 -.0039 
2228~2 60 41 .10716266 06 .184 00 .0029 
222932 60 41 .10111010 06 .184 00 -.0303 
223032 60 41 .10717870 06 .184 00 .0293 
223132 60 41 .10 118668 06 .184 00 -.01/6 
223212 60 41 .10119464 06 .184 00 .0121 
223332 60 41 .10'20256 06 .184 00 -.0131 
223432 60 41 .10721046 06 .184 00 .0029 
2235J2 60 41 .10121833 06 .184 00 -.0020 
223632 60 41 .10122618 06 .184 00 .0195 
223732 60 41 .1072;noo 06 .184 00 -.0146 
223832 60 41 .10724179 06 .184 00 .0303 
223932 60 41 .10724955 06 .184 00 .0020 
224032 60 41 .10725728 06 .184 00 -.0146 
Z2lt6JZ b6 41 .10130306 06 .185 00 .0361 
224712 60 41 .10731061 06 .185 00 .0205 
224M2 60 41 .10731811 06 .185 00 -.0146 
224932 60 41 .10732559 06 .185 00 -.0371 
225032 60 41 .10133303 06 .185 00 .0205 
225132 60 41 .10734044 06 .185 00 .0068 
225232 60 4t .10134783 06 .185 00 -.0254 
225H2 60 41 .10735S18 06 .185 00 .0381 
225432 60 41 .10736250 66 .185 00 -.0116 
225532 60 41 .10136919 06 .U5 00 .0254 
225632 60 41 .10737105 06 .185 00 -.0020 
225932 60 41 .10739865 06 .185 00 .0020 
230032 60 41 .10740578 06 • 185 00 .0000 
230132 60 41 .10741289 06 .185 00 -.0049 
230232 60 41 .1014\996 06 .185 00 -.Oilt 
230332 60 41 .10742700 06 .185 00 .0146 
230432 60 41 .i07lt3401 06 .165 00 -.0101 
230532 60 41 .10744099 06 .185 00 -.0059 
230632 60 41 • 16744793 06 .185 00 .0000 
230732 60 41 .10745484 06 .185 00 .0215 
230832 60 41 .101lt6172 06 .. laS 00 .OOla 
230932 60 41 .10746857 06 .185 00 -.0049 
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FREQUENCY 8149.6 
--------------------------
TIME TC Q CC3 
231032 60 41 .1U/It/!J,j':l 06 .185 00 -.0195 
231132 60 41 .10:748211 06 .185 00 .0000 
231232 60 41 .10/48891 06 • [85 00 .0352 
231332 60 41 .10749563 06 .185 00 -.0117 
231432 60 41 .10150231 06 .185 00 .0234 
231732 60 41 .10752215 06 .186 00 -.0332 
231832 60 41 .10 152869 06 .166 00 .0205 
231932 60 41 .10753521 06 .186 00 -.0068 
232W2 60 41 .10/54168 06 .186 00 .0156 
232132: 60 41 .107548U 06 .186 00 .0068 
232432 oo-4T~-;roT5b,Zltu-o--:r81J-oV - - ;'OO~9 ~- _ .. '-'~--'-' "----
232932 60 41 .10759841 06 .186 00 .0068 
233032 60 41 .10160453 06 .186 00 .0313 
233132 60 41 .10761062 06 .186 00 .0244 
233232 60 41 .1016166& 06 .[86 00 ---;-019:)'---
233332 60 41 .10762270 06 .186 00 .0186 
-----.. -~-. 
OAiA STAfISIICS SIAIION 4 lTEkA, IDN 
PASS DATA TYPE BEGINNING 
fIME 
01/292 CC3 1129-184632 1130-002332 290 • ItO-OI .IIZ-O( .259-02 .295-03 
--------O~0;~~~j~;~:--~~r~~r-------~;n5~ig~:~~~~rr~4~I~n§r----T;~n;rnt~-~~~r.;n~~~~2-------,2~~~1----~:}n~n~r-n:g~~:-~-g~}r_-----~;,~~:~::~g~§r-----~:~~~3;r.:~g~;--------
-------.,ST"A"TTI'"ON""NU"'M"6"'EDR---.5"1----'6"'4ToI0"'7"1""30,,----rnToE"R"ATTlToO"'N,------,N"'U"H"'8'"ER.---,------,P"A"'S<S--.NiiiuMlMBER 07/3~----
IJME IC Q 
01S232 bO 51 
015332 60 51 
015432 60 51 
01573Z 60 51 
015832 60 51 
01593l 60 51 
020032 60 51 
020132 60 51 
020232 60 51 
020532 60 5r 
020632 60 51 
FREQUENCy 8224.1 
CO 
.10681091 06 .lS0 00 
.10681926 06 • [50 00 
.10682762 06 .150 00 
.10685285 06 .150 00 
.10686130 Ob .150 00 
.10686911 06 .150 00 
.10681826 06 .150 00 
.. 106886,S 06 .150 00 
.10689531 06 .150 00 
.10692103 06 .15QlRf-- -











020132 60 51 .10693828 06 • 150 ao 
020632 60 51 .10694693 06 .150 00 
020932 60 51 .10695560 06 .150 00 
.OV59 
-----;;;;;;;;=<T---,;;;-;n----=-;m-;,.;.;;m;----m~rn.__ii;n_-----=-:Omo~rnfm~r------------------.------------------------
021032 60 51 .10696429 06 .150 00 
021132 60 51 .10691299 06 ..r50 00 
-.0039 
--Tm-ID-iOriir----::rn,;mw--Oi-ornrnj----=c-.:-uOTlIlCT'---- ------
021232 60 sl .10698112 06 
021332 60 51 .. 10699046 06 
0214-32 60 51 .10699922 06 
021132 60 51 .10102561 06 
021832 60 Sl .10703444 06 
021932 60 51 .. 10104328 06 
022032 60 51 .10105214 06 
022132 60 51 .10106102 06 
022Z32 60 51 .10706991 06 
022332 60 51 • 10707882 06 
022432 60 51 .101087"15 06 
022532 60 51 .10709669 06 
022632 60 51 .10110564 06 
022732 60 51 • (0111461 06 
022832 60 51 .10112360 06 
022932 60 51 .10713Z60 06 
023032 60 51 .10114161 06 
013132 60 51 .10715064 06 
023Z32 60 Sl .10715968 06 
023332· 60 51 .10716873 06 
023432 60 51 .10111780 06 
023532 60 51 .10118688 06 
023b32 60 51 .10119591 06 
023932 60 51 .10722333 06 
024032 60 51 .10723247 06 
oz4132 60 51 .10724162 06 
024232 60 Sl .10125079 06 
024lo32 60 51 .1.0125996 06 
024432 60 Sl .10726915 06 
024532 60 51 .10121835 06 
024632 60 Sl .10728755 06 






























































024732 60 51 .10129671 06 .151 00 
024832 60 51 .10130600 06 .151 00 
024932 60 51 .10131524 06 .. 151 00 
.Oll7 
------~~~~~+-~~~~7IT~nIT~~--~::g~~~ 
025032 60 Sl .10132446 06 .151 00 -.0029 
025132 60 51 .10T33374 06 .151 00 .00&& 
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FREQUENCY 8224.7 
TJME TC Q Ct3 
025232 60 51 .10(34301 06 .151 00 -.0068 
025332 60 Sl .10135228 06 .151 00 .0010 
025432 60 51 .10136156 06 .151 00 .00lO 
025532 60 51 .10137086 06 .151 00 -.'0244 
025632 60 51 .10138016 06 .151 00 .0264 -------------_._._ ... _._.----
025732 60 51 .10738946 06 .151 00 .0010 
025832 60 51 .10/398,6 06 .151 00 .0205 
025932 60 51 .10740810 06 .152 00 .0131 
030032 60 S1 .10,41143 06 .152 00 -.0166 
030132 60 Sl .. 101042611 06 .152 00 -.0195 
030232 60 51 .i0143611 06 .152 00 . -·-;OOZ9------
030332 .0 51 .10144546 06 .152 00 -.0146 
030432 60 51 .10145482 06 .152 00 -.0039 
030532 
'0 Sl .10146418 O. .152 00 .0000 
030632 60 51 .10'41355 06 .152 OU .uno --_._--_._----_ ..... _---_._._ ... -------
030132 60 Sl .10748293 O' .152 00 -.0098 
030632 ou 51 .[0149230 06 .. lS2 00 -:;mr4-q--- --------------_ .. -._-_._-
030932 
'0 51 .10750169 06 .152 00 -.0078 
031032 60 51 .10,,1108 06 ,[52 00 .0039 
031132 60 Sl .10152047 06 .. 152 00 .0088 
031232 60 51 .10752987 06 .152 00 - .. 0059 --~-- .. --.---------
031332 '0 51 .. 10153928 D. .. 152 00 .0078 
031432 60 51 .10154868 06 .152 00 .OOLO 
031532 .0 51 .107'.)5809 06 .152 00 .0068 
031632 60 51 .10t5615i 06 .152 00 -.0244 
031132 • 0 51 .. 10757692 D • .. 152 00 .0088 
031832 60 51 .10158634 06 .152 00 .0225 ----jfiTi<r--m-*-'-jm,:m.<--iio~ru_..,;,;_--~:ni--------------------·--------·------
031932 60 51 .107:59577 06 .152 00 -.0010 
032032 60 51 .10160519 06 .152 00 -.0213 
032132 60 Sl .10761462 O' .152 00 -.0215 
032232 60 51 .10762405 06 .152 00 .0156 
032332 .0 Sl .10163348 D. .. 152 00 -.0116 
032432 60 51 .10764292 06 .152 00 .0156 
032532 .0 51 .10765235 O' .152 00 -.0029 
032632 60 51 .10166119 06 .152 00 .0283 
032732 60 51 .10767123 D • • 152 00 -.0098 
033132 .0 51 • 10770898 O • .152 00 .0029 
033432 .0 Sl .10713729 O' .153 00 -.0098 
033532 60 51 • 10714613 O • .153 00 .0205 
033632 .0 Sl .10775616 O' .153 00 .0010 
033732 60 Sl .10116560 O' .153 00 -.0156 
033832 60 51 .10111503 06 .153 00 - .. 0137 
033932 '0 s' • 10 179446 O • .15:3 00 -.0117 034032 60 Sl .10179389 O • .153 00 -.0059 
034132 60 51 .10780331 06 .15} 00 .oDzo 
034232 60 Sl .10781214 O. .153 00 .0127 
034332 60 51 .10782216 06 .1$:% 00 -.0068 
034432 .0 Sl .10783157 O' .153 00 -.0098 
034532 60 51 .10184099 06 .1Sj 00 .0098 
034632 60 51 .10185040 06 .153 00 -.0020 
034732 60 51 • 16785981 O • .153 00 -.0244 
034832 60 51 .10786921 O' .153 00 .0049 034932 60 51 .10191861 06 .153 00 -.0098 
035032 60 Sl .. 10788800 06 .lS3 00 .0127 
035132 60 51 .10(891)9 06 .153 00 .0225 
035232 60 51 .1019061& 06 .15) 00 .0049 
035332 60 51 .10191616 06 .IS) 00 -.0264 
035432 
'0 Sl .10192553 O' .153 00 -.0166 
035532 60 51 .10193490 06 .IS) 00 .0131 
035632 '0 51 .10794427 06 .15:3 00 -.0156 
035132 60 51 .10195362 06 .153 00 -.0"0"59 
03~832 60 51 .10196297 06 .153 00 .0098 
040132 60 5{ .1Ul99U99 U6 • 15'3""""UU'"-" -.;1)I3>---
040232 60 Sl .10800031 o' .lS3 00 -.0098 
040332 DU 51 .10800962 06 .153 00 .0018 
040132 
'0 Sl .10804681 O' .154 00 .0215 
041032 60 51 .10801461 06 .154 00 -.012 I 
041132 '0 Sl .10808386 O' .154 00 -.0107 
041232 60 51 .10809310 uo .154 00 .0166 
041332 60 51 .10810233 06 .154 00 -.02~~ 
Olf1Jt32 60 51 .108 II 155 06 .154 00 .0116 
041532 60 Sl .10812076 O' .154 00 -.0018 
041632 60 51 .10812996 06 .154 00 .0088 
041732 .0 51 .10813915 O' .154 00 -.0127 
041832 60 51 .10814832 06 .154 00 .0088 ---------------_._----
041932 60 51 .10815149 O' .154 00 .0264 
042032 60 51 .108(6665 06 • (54 00 .0039 
042132 60 Sl .10811579 O' .154 00 -.0068 
042232 60 51 .10619492 06 .154 00 -.0391 
042332 60 51 .10819404 06 .154 00 .0244 
042432 60 51 .10820315 06 .154 00 -.0010 
042532 60 51 .10821225 06 .154 00 -.0303 
042632 60 51 .10822133 06 .154 00 .0039 
04t132. .0 Sl .10823040 O' .154 00 -.0166 
042832 60 51 .lO82~946 66 .154 00 .0086 
042932 60 Sl .10824850 O' .154 00 -.0010 
043032 60 51 • 10825753 O • .154 00 .0020 
043132 
'0 51 .10826655 06 .154 00 .. 0020 
043232 60 51 .10821555 O' .154 00 -.0010 
043332 60 Sl .10828454 D • • 154 00 -.0068 
043432 .0 Sl .1082935L 06 .155 00 .. 0029 
043532 60 51 .10830241 06 .155 00 .0088 
043632 60 51 .10831142 D • • 155 00 -.0029 
043132 .0 Sl .. 10832035 O' .155 00 -.0156 
044032 60 51 .10834704 06 .155 00 .0039 
044132 60 51 .1083!i591 O' .155 00 -.0146 
044232 .0 51 .10836471 06 .155 00 .0176 
044332 60 Sl .. 10831360 D • • 155 00 -.0010 
044432 .0 51 .10838242 06 .155 00 -.0039 
044532 .0 51 .10839122 O' .155 00 .0111 
044632 60 5, .10840001 Ob .155 00 -.0059 
044132 60 Sl .10840877 06 .155 00 -.0068 
044832 60 SI .10841752 06 .155 00 -.0244 
045132 .0 Sl .. 10844367 O' .155 00 .0137 
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STATION NUMB~R 51 PASS NUMBER _ 07/302 
__________ '-FR"'fC-'-O"'U"'EN"'C"Y'--'B"'2"'2""'-. 7'-________ . __________________________ ... ___ ._. ____ . __ . ____ _ 
TIME TC Q 
045232 60 51 .IC845235 06 .155 00 -.U:S03 
045332 60 51 .10846101 06 .155 00 -.Q06fl 
045432 60 51 .10846965 ~5' no- . -.0156 
045532 60 51 .10847827 06 .155 00 .0127 
045832 60 51 .lOB~triS-;-15'5"OO- ---- .009fJ 
045932 60 51 .10851257 06 .155 00 -.0352 050032 6051 .1085210906.155 00 .~-----_._-_.---_._-". - _. ____ u _____ ...... __ 
050132 60 51 .10852960 06 .155 00 .0020 
050232 60 5L .~UO;15S--0U--·· -.0322" 
050332 60 51 .10854654 06 .156 00 .0205 
- ----u~~-5·r-_;,TcrIf55"4"9·9-·tl6- .. 156"00 -.0234 
aS0532 60 51 .10856341 06 .156 00 -.011 7 
050632 6051 .1085118106.15600 '--::"-;UTTT---- ------ ------------.---.---
050732 60 51 .1081)8019 06 .156 00 .0244 
050832 60 ""5r-;~·\fO;;·156··00 .• 0166 
050932 60 51 .10859689 06 .156 00 -.0195 
051032 60 51 ···;rU8bU"'5ZU"""0o;1"55 00 -.0176- "-
051132 60 51 .10861349 06 .156 00 .0244 
051232 60 5[ .10862116 06 .15600 -.0293 
051332 60 51 .10863001 06 .156 00 .0254 
05[432 60 5[ .10863823 Ob .156 ~;·UT60---
051532 60 51 .10864643 06 .156 00 -.0010 
05[632 6051 .10B65461 06 .156 00· "--~-;·OTTT_···-·-
051732 6051 .1086627606.156 00 .0176 
051832 60 51 .1086109006 .156 00 .0029 
051932 60 51 .10867900 06 .156 00 -.0039 
052032 6051 .10868709 06 .15boo---;oJ.--n-----···-~ 
052132 60 51 .10869515 06 .15600 -.0137 
052232 60 51 .10670318 06--;T5b-db-----·-=:·O"l~6-----· 
052332 6051 .1087111906 .15600 .0088 
052432 60 51 .10871917 06 .156 00 -.0098 
052532 60 51 .10872713 06 .156 00 - .. 0029 
052632 60 51 .[0873507 06 .156 00 ----:::-u-o-z;r---.------.----------
052732 60 51 .10874298 06 .156 00 .0020 
052832 60 51 .10815086 06 .156 oo---·--:-OTrr-- -~-.-.-.. -
053232 60 51 .10878214 06 .15700 -.0098 
053332 60 51 • 10878 990 06 .157 66 .. 00)9 
053432 60 51 .10879762 06 .151 00 .. 0273 
053132 6051 .10882064 06.1570(,...·-·------=;-0018·-----
053832 60 51 .10882826 06 .157 00 -.0264 
054232 60 51 .10885845 06 • BT1fo--··· ··-~~002·q 
g~t!~§ :g;~ :~g::;;;: g: :~~i g~ .. - .. -·4H.;------------
054532 6051 .10888080 06 .157 00 -.0010 
054632 6051 .1088881906.1570·0····- - .. ;O-;?:-3-4·----
054132 60 51 .1088955606 .157 00 -.0059 
054832 60 51 .10690289 ej1)·-;T!)..,-·o·o-·-- --.01:1"""--'---
g;~~~§ :g;~ :tg:~t~!; g: :f~; gg .-.=:~----.. -------------------.--.-
055632 60 51 .10696048 06 .151 00 -.0313 
055'32 6051 .. 1089675406.15100 · ... ·;0068"-----·-·--·-- ---- .-.--~ ... -.-- -.- ----------
055832 60 51 .10897457 06 .15700 .0098 
055932 60 51 .10898151 06 .158 00 -.0059 
060032 60 51 .10898854 06 .158 00 - .. 0078 
060132 60 51 --;rOB"99"5"lfg--O-6--;-ISB 00---'- .0049"· 
060232 60 51 .10900238 06 .158 00 .0166 
060332 60 51 .T09acrq-zrO·5---; 158·-00 - .. 0059-
060432 60 51 .. 10901610 06 .158 00 .0029 
060532 60 5[ .1090229U 06 .156 00 - .. 0059 -----------
060632 60 51 .10902968 06 .15800 .0000 
0601)2 60 5[ ·-;rucr03"07t3-uo~oo -... --- - ·~0Z25··----
060832 60 51 .1090431406 .158 00 -.0205 
------u-5U9'JZ""""Q()"""-51··--~T09"01t"V81·· 0"0--';-156 00 - .. 0156 
061032 60 51 .10905646 06 .158 00 .0215 
061132 60 51 .10906301 06 .lS8 00 "': .. 0059 
061232 60 51 .10906965 06 .158 00 .0146 
061332 60 51 .1090'620 05-:;T5-g-·0o----- ·-'-0131"-----
061432 60 51 .10<:J08271 06 .158 00 - .. 0078 
061532 60 51 -;TlJ9:DBVI1rlTo--;"1"5"S--UU .0146 061632 60 51 .10909563 06 .158 00 -.0121 
061132 60 51 .[091020406 .15600 .on' 
061832 60 51 .10910841 06 .158 00 .. 0039 
061932 60 51 .[0911415 06 .[sa 00 -.-002"9---------
062032 60 51 .10912106 06 .158 00 -.0088 
062132 bU 51 .109[213306.158 OU ;<r2~-- ---- ------ ----------
062232 60 51 .109}3357 06 .. 158 00 - .. 0156 
062332 60 51 .109139(( 06 .158 Oti .. 0000 
062432 60 51 .10914593 06 .. 158 00 .0010 
062532 60 51 .1091520606 .15800 -.0121 
----.ig;i;tj-§;7i~,,§c---,:i:igi-i;-~T-l--':Ttg'":,;l;i;~i;!j-~~rig;i;:-:'-il,,;:ir:--.ig~--~·~·~6~---·-----.-----------------.--- .. ---.---.. -------
062832 60 51 .10911024 06 .159 00 -.0059 
062932 60 $1 .. 10911622 06 .159 00 - .. 0098 
g:~~~§ :g H : tg~ i: ~~; g: : H~ gg .-:::-g-~"'~;;:;---­
-----igi-i~,,~;;;~~<i~c---,."'6gri;T-l---:::T~~4_}~t__~·~;_;._·- .. : ~~.~~-- -_.- ---
063432 60 51 .10920561 06 .159 00 .0186 
06353Z 60 51 .10921138 06 .15900 -.0[66 
--,g~:;;::;;;~~~<-~:)Cg --i~ITi-:'-ii~g,,:~~~~~~!~i,g~: : ~;: gg --:-;gii~------·· 
----ig,,:~~"':~ii§i--6ii6gn;-ri----':"I7<g;,;.;§~-~· g~ : i~~ {g .. -----.:g~~.~.----.. 
064032 60 51 .. 10923966 06 .159 00 .. 0029 
064132 60 51 .10924510 06 .. 159 00 -';0"0"'."'.---
--,g;;;:":-i§;:~§;--r:;;-g--i~"l---':,-;lrn.;g:§~~n g}-:g~ gg ---.:.;g.~~~-
----ig"':i:44.;;5~ii§i--:"'gri~T-l----':Tl,.g:;;§;;::-;~7i~o"17g,,,:---,-,: ii-io~~-g~-~:~~·~}-- --- ---------------. -.---------.------.. -
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174 
STATION NUMSER 51 
FREQUENCY S16S.0 
----------------~-------------------------------~------------~-----
TIME rC Q CC) 
~--.. ---~---------
----rn ... "".3<7Z--.:60...-...51r-.:-TIll'03 ...... ,9rT/Z:rm06..-:-.lrnBT/-n;OO.,------=-:-i:.OrD"OZ:mO,----------------------------
234932 60 51 .1034755406 .181 00 .0068 
235032 au 51 .10348084 Oo-;r8Tlrcr-------~·0078·-·------·-·---------·-----------~---- .. ---" ... ------.------.--------
2'35132 bO 51 .10')48618 06 .18100 -.0166 235232 60 51 .10)49151 01i-----;r~r7-mr>----;;,;__;u020 ._-_. --- --.. --- -.. ------.. --. -- __ ._· __ n ___ ~ __ ._ ... _·_ 
235332 60 51 .10349700 06 .187 00 -.0313 
235432 ou 51 .[Q350241 06 .[81 00 .OLII 
235532 60 51 .10)50799 06 .187 00 -.0049 
235632 60 51 .10351355 06 .181 00 ;0020-------·---- -----. --------~ .-----.. -~- --. 
--7~~!~<;!~~~~~ ~{-.~~g~:~~. g:-;i:~.-~g -:g~~~ 
2-35932 60 51 .10353049 06 .18700 -.0215 
000032 60 51 .10353622 06 .187 00 .0293 
000132 60 51 ~OU-·0'6-.LaTUU_------..;·."0137 
0002.32. 60 5\. .103541H 06 .lB1 00 -.0146 
000332 60 51 .10:355361 VtI .181 00 .0018 
000432 60 51 .10355Q58 06 .187 00 -.OLL 7 
000532 60 51 .10356552 06 • 18 I 00 --;0"23'4-
000632 60 51 .10.357151 06 .181 00 .0225 
000132 60 51 .1035115406 .181 ocr'-"- u ';';-;-024"4'-
000832 60 51 .L0358361 06 .L87 00 -.0127 
000932 6051 .. 103SSQ(j 06 .[8t aO .OU5t} 
001032 60 51 .10359588 06 .18700 -.0146 
001132 60 51 .10%0208 06 .!tit 00 :1JO"49 
001232 6051 .10.360832 06 .18700 .0166 
64/07/31 
----------- ---------- ------------- ---
001532 60 S[ .lOg62128 06 .t81 "O"Cr---------;m)l"t~-- ~.------ ~-------. --~-.------------------------.-- - ... -----
001632 60 51 .10363368 06 .. 187 00 -.0146 
001132 60 51 .10%4012 06 .1SI 00 .008a 
001832 60 51 .10.364661 06 .187 00 .0088 
001932 60 51 .10365313 06 .1ai 00 -.0156 
gg§~~§ :g ~t :tg~:~:~g g: :~:~ gg ::gM~-------~- ------------------------------.----- -----------
002232 60 51 .10361295 06 .181 00 -.0303 
002332 ~o 51 .10367963 06 .18100 .0020 
002932 60 51 .lC.3720S7 06 .18700 -.0039 
003032 60 51 .10372753 06 .181 00 ----~OT37----
----;gsg""!-f!~~~~:g ~i-:t~-{}}~~--~~--: -U~-g~-·",---- .--=: gg~: 
gg;~~§ :~ H :~g~~~~~~ ~: : ~:ri-g----=-:%-H,,!c-----
003132 60 51 .10371733 C6 .187 00 -.0127 
003832 60 51 .103184S9--0(;-:T87 OCt .- -';0111 
003932 60 51 .10379190 ()6 .18100 .0010 
004032 60 51 .1037<Fi2li"-'Ob-:-181lrn-m --:-O-107 
004132 60 51 .10380662 06 .. 187 00 -.0176 
604232 60 51 .16:&81403 06 .181 00 -;-one-
004332 60. 51 .10382148 0.6 .181 CO -.002.9 
004432 60 51 .lOJ828~8100-·---=~"0254·-
004532 60 51 .10383650 06 .181 00 .0000 
-a1J~~~-HJ"3ll4-4lT6-rr6--;T8"8 -00 --- '--;0"049 -- - - -----.~.-------- -----
----ng"g: .. ~i~-.. -~·-~~- :igj~~~~~ g~ :i:: gg ::g~~~ 
004932 60 51 .10386696 06 .188 00 .0010 
005032 60-sr-;-rU~--Ql>;lBB "CO --- ..... ---;0117 
005132 60 51 .10388241 06 .18800 .0029 
005232 60 51 .103B9019 06 dB8 00 -.OO/B 
005332 60 51 .10389800 06 .188 00 -.0205 
005432 60 51 .1U39V5"B5-"U6·-;1Ba--oo -.-- -~OOlO· .n ____ -. 
005532 60 51 .10391373 06 .188 00 .0166 
---U-05"63Z -'00' 51 '~'103"92165 06 -~ 188 '00 -.0342 
0005132. 60 51 .L03qz960 06 .188 DO. -.0029 
--- --- ------- ----
005832 6051 .10393/5906 .lB6 OO---·-.OUS"'T··------ ----.--------------.-------.. --.---.-.--.--.. ---.-----------
----ogci~m~~;;~<T~ -~; ~ : ~g!~.~~-~-: -:~~: g~ -:~gf~~ 
---ilgcT-i~"'~;:;~~·:~~;~:~~i_~:__;_i:: ~g -.-.- ~;~~~~ 
DI0532 60 51 .10399445 06 .1SS 00 .01S6 
0[0632 60 51 .[0400210 06 • L66 00 -.0(05 
010732 60 51 .1040109906 .188 00 -.0098 
010B32 6051 .10401931 06~·--~.U1Y20·--
g!~b~~ :g ~t :!~:~~!~!~: :!:: ~g.-------::~----~ ... - -- -.-----.--- ---------.--------.- ---- -------------------------
011132 60 51 .10404441 06 .188 00. -.0088 
011232 60 51 .10405293 06 .18a 00 .0069 
gH!~§ :g;i :ig4g:~~-~ gt :i:·~--g.g---~;g~~~-----
011532 60 51 .10407847 06 .188 00 -.0205 011632 60 51 .lo4~1fnfS_____0_6:T88-0\r- --'--.{)"35"2----'-- __ ._n _______________ ---------
011132 bO 51 .10409566 Db .18800 .0098 
011832 60 SL .10410430 d6 .18800 -.0[21 
gg!~~ :8 ~t :tg~i;~~~ g: :}~:-gg-- ::g;"g"'~~;;----- ----------- --------------------
012532 60 51 .10416563 06 .188 00 .0068 
012632 60 51 .104rn;~T--Ob__;r88-0()"----~OOinj-----·----
gi~~~~ ~g ~t :ig~i:~~~ g: :i,:: gg ~;,,~~~~o--------------------------------------
012932 60 51 _ .10420132 06 .188 00 .0088 
013032 60 51 .10421032 C6 .... Ul""s·-Oo ·-·~=~-020~r-- .--------------.-.-.-------------
013332 60 51 .10423748 06 .188 00 -.0156 
013432 60 51 .---r04246-S9-·06 -~"'18a: 00 - - .0078 
013532 60 51 .10425573 C6 .18800 -.0137 
013632 60 '51 .10426489 06 .188 00·-------.:-.OTf7----------------·-
013132 bO 51 .104274(..9 06 .188 oc .0121 
-- ---013832"6v-5·i~8-33f--66 ~-186"--OO ':".0068 
----ig~:1c!6,8!~~· :g-~-~ :igZ-}~-}~;--g: ~-t:-:-gg .. ::-g~g-, 
014132 60 51 .lC431113 06 .18800 .0215 
014232 60 51 .10432045 06 .188 Oo-----'::~'()04-g---'-
014332 60 51 .10432981 06 .188 00 -.0078 
014432 60 51 .104339T .. q~1:B600---- - .0121 ---
014532 60 51 .10434859 06 .1.!1_~._.Q.O . _____ :-!.007f1 
.. 
________________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
.. ____________ ._~~!ION. __ NUHBER 5~~ _____ ~4/9_7/3~_ .-=-__ -'-PASS NUMBER 07/312 
FREQUENCY 8168.0 
._._--_._ .. - --_.... ---------------- ----_.--.. .. ------
TIME TC Q ee, 
014632 6051 .lo435BC2 06 .lBlf-~--:;,--:lrU1t9--·------- .. ------------------------
014732 6051 .1043674806.18800 -.0117 
- -OT1tfJ32- --6"O"TI ". ~l0437696 06 .188 00 .0018 
014932 60 51 .10438646 06 .18800 -.0156 
"-'C)"1-S-<BZ" tio "'51 .104'39599 06 .188 00 -.0293 
015132 60 51 .10440555 1')6 .18a DC .0156 
015232 60 51 • 10441 '5T3""fJ6-;1fJa--uo ---'~0020 
015332 60 51 .10442473 06 .188 00 -.0029 
-----OITlt'3"Z--050 5'1 .1(44)436 06 .188 00 -.0137 
015532 60 51 .10444402 06 .188 00 .0010 
«. ---0-15"63"2"'- 60 51 .-r044S369 06 .18a 00 .0016 
015732 60 51 .. 10446339 06 .18B 00 -.0076 
015832 60 51 .1044t311 06 • [88 -00 _. __ .- "-~lJ127 
015932 60 51 .10448286 06 .188 00 -.0088 
020032 60-"51 --:;'10449263 06 .188 00 .0068 
---;;g;,~6o;)~;:;~~_;i---·;i~:~i~;~ ~~.: i~~ gg -:gg~g 
020332 60 51 .104522C6 06 .188 00 -.0156 
020432 OU ~J. .10453[92 Oo-;-nnr"l'Jo-------;uU98 - -------_._._-------_. 
020532 60 51 .10454180 06 .188 00 -.0186 
020632 60 51 .lO·~S-S-170· 06 .188 '00 -.0195 
020732 60 51 .1045616206 .188 00 -.007B 
020832 6~TC7t'37l5Tl)6 -.-18 c,- 00 =-~OIJI0 
020932 60 51 .104508153 06 .189 CO .0186 
021032 60 ~J. .1045915206.18900 ;-rrrrrro----.. ------------
021132 60 51 .10460152 06 .18900 -.0215 
021232 60 51 .1U1ttlT55-rr6--;189·-0·0----~l)-O·29 
021332 6051 .1046215906.18900 -.0098 
021432 60 5[ .107t"63T6b-O--o-:TB9--UJ ---··~0234 
021532 60 51 .1046411406 .189 OG -.0283 
021632 6051 .1046518506 .1ij9 00 -.0156 
021132 60 51 .1046619706 .16900 -.0068 
021832 60 51 .10461212 06 .1~OO~-"--;troCl~---·--
021932 60 51 .10468228 06 .lR9 00 .0059 
022032 60 5l .l0469·2'4"6-66 -;1"89 ob-'-- - :' .. Ll254 
g~~~~§ :g ~~ :i~:i~~:* g: :!:~ gg -:{~~~- ------.------------------.-----------------
--~g~~ ... ~7.!~~ :g ~~ : ~g~~~~~~-g~ -:. ~::- g~ ::g~~~ 
---*~~~~;'i~3'~~:;-. :g-~-~--:"tg:i;~~~ g~- :-~:: gg _:g~~~ 
022732 60 51 .1047642206 .189 00 -.0098 
023032 60 51 .104""j952.4··o6-:-n~9·-tfO·- -.. :....0078 
023132 6051 .1048056106.18900 -.0117 
' ... ---0"2""3""2:32---60-5"l-- .11)481600 06 .18900 .0010 
023332 60 51 .104132640 06 .189 00 -.0195 
-- ---·_--·-()".:fl1,"3-Z-1;O·--ST-- .1048368206.18900 -.0039 
023532 6051 .. 10413472506.16900 .011"7 
023632 60 51 --;rQ2i1;IS77Q-Ob-~·r89--UG 'n_'---:':';-021$"" 
023732 60 51 .10466617 06 .189 00 -.0020 
- ----o23~--5r-~TC487!\65·06 .18900 -.0137 
023932 60 51 .10468914 06 .189 00 .0098 024032 60 51 .10489Q65 06 .la9 00 -;nuzO-· .. ------n-- - n_n. _____ .. ___ -------------•• --------------- _._.---
024132 60 51 .10491017 06 .. 189 00 -.0029 
024232 60 51 .10-4-9"2070'·U"b';TS9""OO--·- .0107 
024332 60 51 .1049312506 .18900 -.021S 
024432 60 5£ • [041pj.T82· -"Q"6--;TSq---UU··· ~"OOCO 
024532 60 51 .10495239 06 .169 DO -.OD98 
024632 c)u 51 .£0496298 06 .189 00 -----;uuro--n--
024732 6051 .10491358 06 .18900 .0010 
024832 60 51 .104"9B?tZO-·1J6 --;;-189'-\)u -.0137 
025132 60 51 .10501611 06 .189 00 .0049 
~- U2523r-C;-{)""SI --.TU5lJ2677 a6· -'-189 00 -.0234 
025532 60 51 .10505882 06 .189 00 .0068 
025632 6051 .1050695306.190 00 ------.-uum::r------------------... ---.. -------_._-- ----
025732 60 51 .10508025 06 .190 00 .0000 
025832 60 ""'L·------;-r~<ts-u5···;.:190 00 ·-'.UI07 
030132 60 51 .1051232206 .190 00 .0146 
030232 c)v 51 --;ur5T339"8--U""6-';190 00 -.0176 
030332 60 51 .10514476 06 .190 00 .0018 
030432 60 51 .10515554 06 .190 Oli-------=;u:~--- --------- --------------.. -. ------.------- ---------. 
030532 60 51 .1051663406 .19000 .0131 
030632 6051 .10511 ([4 06-:-1"QO-00 .0121 -
030732 6051 .10518795 06 .190 00 -.0146 
030832 60 51 .10519"875""-oF--;T90·1}u ---~·0322 
030932 60 51 .10520959 06 .19000 .0254 
031032 6051 .1052204206.19000 -.0·41"0 
031132 60 51 .10523126 06 .19000 -.0146 
----03[132 6051 .10529645 06 .190---ou···---·:..:~n02~J·· -.---~------~-.----.-- --.----.-----
032032 60 51 .1053291206 .19000 .0068 
- ------o-TI:132 60 51 .L0534"UID-oo---;;-r9tnJV------ ~--;-o283 
032232 60 51 .10535094 06 .190 00 .0303 
032332 60 ~1 .1U~;je»ltl~ 06 .190 00 -.0146 
.032432 60 51 .1053727606 .190 00 .. 0029 
032532 60 51 .10538368 06 .1Qo "00 -.01136-------------------
032:632 60 51 .10539461 06 .190 00 .0234 
032132 60 51----:T034trS54-06-;190lIO-·----=:·0049--· 
032832 60 51 .10541647 06 .190 00 -.0039 
032932 60 51 .10542141 06 .190 00 .Ol07 
033032 60 51 .10543834 06 .190 00 -.0107 
033132 60 51 .10544(iza-(j6-~9b-o-o--·-----..::~OOzo ---
___ .;,g3",,~;,:;.;;~2;;-2_:g ~i -:i~~~~~~~-g: -:.~~~ ~-g -=:gg~: 
033632 60 51 .10550403 06 .190 DO .0066 033732 60 51 .10551498 06 .19000-"""--=:-01-40'-0.· _______ n ____ • 
033832 60 51 .10552594 06 .19000 -.0039 
034132 60 51 .f0!:7~51fBr--()6 ·~·191-00 -';D018 
---ii-g~,,:,,~.~.~-"-{g ~~ :~gj·~~·~·j~-g:-:~~i·~~ -:gg~~ 
034432 60 51 .10559168 06 .19100 .0000 
034532 60 51 .1056026406 .191----OU---=-;-uo78"" 
034632 60 51 .10561360 06 .191 00 -.0156 
034732 60 51 .10562456 06 .19~-~.O·059--------·----
034832 60 51 .10563551 06 .191 00 .0049 
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64/01/"n lTERATlUN NUMfH:R PASS NUMBER 071312 
FREQUENCY 8168.:1 
tt3 
------0-34932 60 51 .. I0564o~r·O·6 ~ [91 00 .. 0156 
035032 6051 .11)56574206.19100 .0117 
------u~60___s_r-~TC566837 06 .191 Oc. -.02~4 
035232 60 51 .1')567932 06 .191 O~ -.0234 
---O'l5"5'3Z-o-U--Sr~··.1~S71216 06 .191 \10 .C~')\} 
035832 60 51 .10514497 06 .191 00 -.0078 
0359326051.I051559 ... U6".1910D .0117 
040232 6051 .10578867 Ob .. 191 OC -.00"18 
··---wtU532--oU-"Sl .10582141 06 .19100 -.00A8 
041432 60 51 .10591932 06 .191 00 -.:)010 
--~-·041532-·-60 51 .lC593016 06 .191 0.:: -.0146 
0416032 bO 51 .10594100 06 .191 00 -.0215 
041132 6051 .10595"TB7tG6 -;"191-00 .02'H 
041832 60 51 .1059b266 06 .191 00 .0039 
---1)"1.21'32-·--6U"'5I'·.10599509 06 .19200 -.0234 
042232 60 51 .lQ6005S8 06 .192 CO a0166 
----u-rtfflZ-OO- 51 a-r0601667 06 a192 00 -aQ332 
042432 E>O 51 al'J602144 Ob a 192 OC .0244 
042532 60 51 .10603lf2rD6 .192 00 .0244 
042632 60 51 .1~604896 06 .192 (Ie -.0322 
042132 60 51~·0605971 06 .192 00 .. 0205 
042832 60 51 .10607045 (;6 .192 00 -.0166 
042932 60 5C-·-';T0601H18 06 .19200 .0225 
043032 60 51 .10609189 06 .192 00 .0049 
043132 60 51 .1061026 ... 1 o6-.T92·-0u-n-";·~C186 
043232 60 51 .10611330 06 .192 00 .0010 
043332 60 51 .1"06"12·39·6·'06 .19200- -.0020 
04)432 60 51 .10613466 Db .192 00 -.0096 
043532 60 51 .TQ6H!r~2 06- .192·-00 .... 040") 
043832 6D 51 .1061772406 .192 00 -.0283 
043Qjz 6iJ 51 .11)bllH66 06 .14200 . -~·(Hl1 - .. --_ ... _._------._. -- .... _---_._----. 
044032 6051 .1061984606.19200 -.0166 
044132 60 51 .r6li1:·(jCiJb-lf6:19Z-60-· -.0078 
044232 60 51 .1062196406 .19200 .0127 
044332 60 51 .Iir6"23b20 06 -;19Z-00 -.0371 
044432 60 51 .10624076 06 .192 00 -.0234 
044532 60 51 .10625129 06 .. 192 (j0 .0371 
044632 60 51 .10626182 06 ~19.2 00 -.0234 
044132 60 51 .10rn-233-·Ob;19~-OO -.0020 
045032 60 51 .10630379 06 .192 00 .0273 
0453'32 6051 • 10b'3-35, a m 06--. 192 00 .0205 
045432 60 51 .10634552 06 .19200 -.0068 
045532 60 51 .1063Ss9Z"'''06:19·2 00 .0137 
045832. 6051 .1()636701 Of> .l93 00 .0215 
045932 60· 51 .10639734 06 .193 00 .0059 
050032 60 51 .1064076606 .193 00 .0068 
~"5OT32-6lJ5T-·-:10·641796 06 .19300 -.0088 
050232 60 51 .10642824 06 .193 00 -.0088 
050332 60 51 .10643851-66-·~·193"'OO· --. • or-o 1 
050432 60 51 .10644875 06 .193 00 .0283 
050532 60 51 :-10645898 06 .193 00 -.0029 
050632 6051 .10646920 06 .19300 .0166 
050132 60 51---;rn6~5··-:·1l}"3"·1JV----·'" -- ;r:rn4tf·· 
050832 6051 .1064895706 .19300 -.0059 
----O"5"O"9""3T····60 5r-· .1"0649973 06 .193 00 - .0010 
051232 60 51 .10653010 06 .193 00 .0332 
_·_-_·05T33Z"--6.0 '51 - .1065"4-01S 06 .193 UO· -.{}lS6 
052032 60 51 .10661023 06 .19300 -.0176 
052132 60 51 .10662016 06 .193 00 -.;':~-'.-'-.'-~.--
052232 60 51 .1066300706 .193 00 .0166 
· ... -----U5Z33Z··~O 51 .106639"95-U6- .-193· 00 -.0186 
052432 60 51 .10664981 06 .19300 .0010 
.. - (J5Z53Z-'" o() 51 .1066~966-06··~193 00 .0078 
052632 60 51 .10666948 06 .193 00 -.0146 
052132 60 51 .10661928 06 .193 00 '--;-;U~ -------.-------- -_._ .. __ ._. 
052832 60 51 .1066890606 .19300 -.0088 
052932 60 ·"5T-----;}U0591fBT"""O"b""-;""Il}"T""OO ·-.0156 
054232 60 51 .IG682358 06 .19"4 00 ·--·-·-;'03Br·-'" --.-----.------. 
054332 60 51 
054432 60 51 ----iii;iii&--;,iriT---':-Tlitg:~~ii!".~.~~-~~:- gg_.- -:~~~: 
054532 60 51 
054632 60 51 ---ocrn;ii-i:O-irr---:-:l[ig;;;:::l~~ ~{:-:-gg :gf~~ 
054732 60 51 
054832 60 51 
.10681048 06 .194 00 -.0010 
----iii;;;;,;iT---iirii--:.-Tln06;;;.<1',;,."i>IQriOr1;6-.:11".17i4'OiriO'-- ;0·273 -----------
054932 60 51 
055232 60 51 ----;;;;n.;;;---DriT---':-T~;;,g:<;;;y~7::~~r<-g}-;-i ~~ .. -gg - -: gg~: 
05S332 60 Sl .1069259306 .19400 -.0010 
055432 60 51 .10693508 06 .T~7tO(J··-"-- .0156-
055532 60 51 
05S63Z 60 51 ----;;;;rn;;---D<-iT--':-Tl;;,g:;:,: .. S~3;.nr-;§ii':-:'-;l;,;~7:4-ig;;g:---~g-~ 
055732· 60 51 
055832 60 51 --~~~-7~~-:~~~g~:~:;n~~!~~-igr.:~:n!:~:~gg~---~:g{T~~~-----
055932 60 51 
060032 60 51 ---"*,~rr-~"""T--':'i:*~:~:"':~~i:;i-7g",:-:'-':,",:ii:-igiii~i---'- :-g·~~·r------· 
060132 60 51 .10699839 06 .. 19400 .0098 
060232 60 51 .10100732 06 .194 00 -.0088 
060332 60 51 
060432 60 51 --~~~-7~~-:~~~g~~~g~~~~~T~-ig~:~:n;~~:~gg~--~~~~:~ 
060532 60 51 .10703396 06 .195 00 .0205 
0606)2 60 S1 .1Q10421a 06 .195 00 -.0186 
060732 60 51 .10705158 06 .195 00 .0205 
060832 60 51 .10706034 06 .195 00 .. 0255 
060Q32. 60 51 
061032 60 51 --~~~-r~~-,:~:~~~~g~~n~~~~;-igr,:~:lfil:~~~g~~-_:~~~----------. 
061132 60 51 .1070864706 .19,00 .0283 
061232 60 51 .10709512 06 .. 195 00 -.02"2; 
061332 60 51 .10710374 06 .195 00 .0234 
061432 60 51 .10711233 06 .195 00 -.0020 
061532 60 51 
061632 60 51 --~~IT---,!,~~-,:~:~g';'~~~~~~~!,,"~-ig8:'-'..: ~~:,,~~gg~---,:g.g¥o----- .. -:------... -----.. --.-----~-.. --.-- ..... _. -.... -... -. __ ... _ .... _.- .. -.-.-----.--.----
061732. 60 51 .10713793 06 .195 00 -.0010 
176 
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_____ -"ST'-,ATlON NUMB_E~ ____ 5_1 ____ 6_4tQrI}1 ___ ~~m1!L Ny~_~E~ ___ 2 _____ p~L_.lI!L~~..QIL31. __ 
FREQUENCY 82:00.0 
_T:..:lc:"=-E_-'-T=-C--=Q'-_____ ~~. ______ _ 
061832 60 51 .10714641 06 .195 00 .0264 
061932 60 51 .10715485 06 .195 00 .0166 
062032 60-5T-;rU7T5nb·-(f6;P~"50U--- --- '';'~012T 
062132 60 51 .10111164 06 .195 00 .0049 
-----uoZ2n-bO-'5T--~TD"117999 "06-; 11)5" DO' - -.0039 
~:~!~~ :~;! :~2~~~:!f g: :t~~ ~g -:~"~-- ._------------
062532 60 51 .10720487 06 .195 00 -.~176 
------UOZ~-5r--;.1·D7213D9--06 ."]95- 00' ".0049 
062732 60 51 .10722129 06 .195 OC -.0088 
----- -·-'062"832"'0051 .101"22946 06 .195 00 .0078 
062932 60 51 .10123759 06 .19500 -.0088 
063032 6051 .10/2.,.56906.195 00 .""Uo-4V-------------------------------------------------.. -----.--, 
063132 60 51 .10725376 06 .19500 -.0156 
-----OO323'Z·""CO-"5r-";T07Z61"80" 06 .195 00 .0111 
063332 60 51 .1')726Q61 06 -195 /)0 -.0117 
- ---"00"3782"'---6'0 5I· ";PJ727779 06 .19; 00 -.0029 
g:~~~~ :g;~ :~~~~:~!ri~ :~~; gg----:.~~--------------­
---.,;g;o:4D;3~~}-~g_~~ :}g~~~.~~~__;-~~.~-~--------:g~;~.-"--."-
064132 60 51 .10733270 06 .19600 -.0342 
---oo>i=-<i(rSr-:-TU73'<O-liluo:T'l6-W----;0029 
064332 60 51 .10734809 06 .19600 -.0107 
064432 bU $1 .1013551406.19600 -.0244 
064532 60 51 .10736335 06 .196 00 .0293 
064632 6u 51 .lonTO'lnb-;T'r6-~O----=70n6---- -------- ------- ------------------- --
064732 60 51 .10737848 06 .196 00 -.0137 
064832 66 Sr-:T073s""""S9§-Ob-;T9bOO-- -"---~:nO"8s'-----
g:;g~§ :g;t :tg~!~ij;r g: :t:: ~~ :=':'1g~~Ti9;_3-------------------
g:~!~§ :g;} :ig:ggj; g: :}:: gg .-;gi-~;--.----------
g:;~~§ :g ~~__;ig~~~i_-~-~:t-:---=-;g§i-!----- _____ .. no _____ oo ___ oo _________ _ 
065132 60 51 .10745206 06 .196 00 -.0117 
06563'2 60 51 .10745923 06 .196 00 .0205 
070132 60 51 .10748C~2 06 .196 00 .0254 
070232 60 51 .10748755 06 .196 60 .00----=-.0-1"86"-----------
070)32 60 51. .1074945406 .196 O~ -.0107 
070432 6051 .lOiS01!loO 06 .. f96·'IO----~o-f86 
g~~!H :g;~ :~g;;~~~~~: :~:: gg ---'--'-::~~~~~;,~-----------------
070732 60 51 .10752216 06 .19100 .0078 
070832 60 51 .loi'5Z1FJ7---06 -;;197-0-0--- -----=;tHj59" -----------
070932 60 51 .10753575 06 .197 uO .0166 
071032 6051 .10754249-'06 ".197-00""------:;'".0264 
071132 6e 51 .10754920 06 .197 00 .0010 
---------------
071Z12 6051 .. 1075558706.197 00 ---;o~--------------""-------"--------"---
011332 60 51 .10756250 06 .197 OC -.0361 





071302 ee3 1130-015232 













.140-01 .141-01 - .. 156-02 
.156-0i .158-01 -.265-0Z 
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178 
lKPUT tC..,lRIJlOHtE iUTUX OF EsflklitED PAIUIMiflERS llERAftoN NuMseR 
ox DV Dl KE 'E 
X .30122399 00 -.98625403 00 .11&72552 01 .19144463-05 -.57214122-0S .12160911-04 -.11636031 00 .139812&0-01 -.78]91934-02 
T -.98625403 00 .35156012 01 -.55103056 01 -.652043t8-05 .22985862-04 -.46850u't8-04 .12319 •• 4 01 -.52346163""'01 .10U4116 ...... 0[ 
Z .11672552 01 -.55103058 01 .13111416 02 .11420&48,:,04 -.516151'tl-04 .91980911-0,. -.3773.081 01 .10"'93568 00 .5759U69-01 
OX .191 ...... 463-05 -.65204328-05 .1142064ij-U4 .3156/l58-IO -.92/84246-[0 .18215381-09 .6215498,,""06 .1900550.,..06 -.1894912,,""06 
DY -.57214722-05 .22985662-04 -.51615141-04 -.92784246-10 .3214037lt-09 -.61510009-09 .719293,,2-05 - .. 6'H02132-Q6 .2.0021$10-06 
az .12/8091i-0" -.46856048-04 .91980911-04 .18215381-09 -.61510009"'09 .12088693~08 -.6854198~OS .[2394816=05 .1030956'F06 
KE -.1163603100 .1231974401 -.37734081 01 .6275~98It-06 .71'129342-05 -.68541985-05 .231t1951' 01 -.11571'07-01 .65541669-02 
KM -.60550599-01 .1/21626100 -.91421402-01 -.44096421-06 e88392021-06 -.[8618364-05 .ROt9LU-Oi -.ZU"i!4=UZ .44iuIl3!F02 
RIC01l.14225s42-01 -e16969669-01 -.61889157-01 .23250200-07 .86525856-07 .19188069-06 .56791750-01 .21174448-04 -.48810453-03 
[0101-.144343/6-03 .58302046-03 .55410012-.03 .50383222-09 -.289/9i28-09 .109682/8-09 .S98538Zl-03 .5813131 ..... 0, .Z018830[-04 
RH031.20710221-02 -.10864308-01 e33256309-01 .23196464-07 -.11482861-06 .18891136-06 -.95434430-02 .23169043-03 .32240217-04 
tAI03-.36599490-04 .11141604-03 -.91Z51365='0 .. -.18835198-09 .61110610=09 -.11036168-0& .15352399-04 -.15065486=05 -.28481'01-01 
LOI03-.29081140-03 .10694123-02 -.19003905-02 -.21190469-08 .9l426244-0d -.1193'U86-01 .JU.10165-0J -.ZOZ52l'!6-04 .2t594182-05 
Ri 1041.4523313 /-02 -.224,1663-01 .48123525-01 .20256416-01 -.14112881-06 .25'tt4338-06 -.1985642+'01 .28869519-03 .9858Z038-0., 
LAC(M.).43169525-04 -.16898449-03 .32917632-03 .25005474-09 -.12172276-08 .23633580-08 -e78497351 ... 04 .25873037-05 .17611564-05 
[0104-.30859134-03 .10622654-02 -.16/8154+=02 - .29922 ,9'F'08 .92502493-08 -.18889601-01 .15 '1 .. & 18-03 -.20, ... 281G;0'" .0801034=05 
RI(05).54864615-02 -.16414988-01 .21944612-01 .56449349-07 -.15795213-06 .35499457-06 .51131375-02 .35859197-03 .81466941-04 
[Oi05-e30, ,lliZ-U3 .tOihi68-0Z .L15552t!C:-02 -.Z692101-0q; .h34ISStP36 -.[802119 ..... 0' .l't682IfOi-03 -.19899, ... ;';04 .""",4112/-05 
K., kiiOLJ CUtoli kil03, LAi03, [Olon kl104, [Ala ... , CUIO ... , 
-.60550599-01 .14225842-01 -.144343j6-03 .20, ,OZZI-02 -.36599490=04 -.2908U"'0-03· .45233131-02 ."169525=0 ... -.30859/3 ..... 03 
.111.18241 OU -.1494'l6M-t)l .5831)204fr-030 -.106&4308-01 .1174"160"-03 .10t,9U23-02' -.2Z477663-01 -.16898449-03 .10622654-02 
-.91",21402-01 -.61889151-01 -.5541001:(-03 .33256309-01 -.9lZ61365-0'" -.19003905-0Z .48123525=01 .329)1632-03 -.16'81!1"'!Fo2 
0)( -.44096427-06 .23250200-07 .50383222-09 .23196464-07 -.18835798-09 -.27790469-08 .20256416-07 .2500547+-09 -.29922199-08 
Oi .8839202i-06. 86525856-01 -.2891912&-09 - .11482861-06 .61 tl061tF09 .9i'\262 ...... -08 -.14112881-06 -.121I2Z16-08 .92502'493=08 
DZ -.18678364-05 .19188069-06 .10968278-09 .18891136-06 -.17036768-08 -.11932386-07 .25414338-06 .23633580-08 -.18869607-07 
KE .[WI'H41-1)1 .5619115iJ-bi .5"JbS3UZL-03 -.'15434430-02 .15352399""04 .31610165-0J -.198,6429=01 -.18497351-04 .15714811=031 
RE -.4.1164139-02 .21114448-04 .58737314-01 .23769043-03 -.15065486-05 -.202521306-04 .28869519-03 .25873031-05 -.20542879-04 
G .4410(135-02 -.48810453-03 .2018836L-04 .j22402lt-M -.28481101-01 e29S9Jt182-o, .§8582038=O+ .1761156+=03 ."86163+=05 
Kf't .27917855-01 -.67555274-03 .49062728-04 .61432014-04 e46260818-05 .51)147331-04 -.42503281-03 -.21749806-05 .55929868-04 
LDlb3' .5014/13[-04 .II2511 112-05 .84022531-01 -.31802661-05 .33Z'0[69""01 .38959/08-06 - .. 56318610-05 -.463lll/S-01 .JUi IUy:.06 
RlI04-.42!i03281-0:) .29005305-02 .17008968-04 .11476978-03 -.621t81485-06 -.58318610"05 .333382.94-02 - .. 34490318-04 -.1.8193808-05 
CAibOit-.27t4iJiJ06-05 .42261812-05 -.11"129916'-06 .41'130495-06 - .. IJOl2263-06 -.463[1116-01 - .. l4490J/iFU4 ."64503&=06 -.4545895!t=01 
LoI041.55929868-D4 -.1002!H92-04 .86429536-07 -.36166266-05 .30198977-07 .31217489-06 -.78193808-05 -.45458953-07 .4136233z...06 
RII05-.56802801-0) .JI92,51'-02 -. [[«4848-04 .61042573-0' -.46619594-b6 -.568'6iJi12-0' .10108535-63 .[8695iJ6,..05 -.610112"-05 
LOI051.53893163-04 -.57702871-05 .10240330-06 -.42332243-05 .28417624-07 .36971597-06· -.50471583-0.5 -.50459689-07 .37179442-06 
RIt05, LOID5) 
X .. '4864615-02 -.30111112-03 
't -.16414988-01 .1076'1768-02 
Z .21944612-01 -.1,555262-02 
ox .56449349-07 -.27592101-08 
Dt -.15195213-06 .89341856-08 
Dt .35499451-06 -.18021194-07 
kE .5t131315-01 .. ViMtl4ti2-()3 
RE .35$59197-03 -.19899743-04 
G .81466942-04 .44141121-05 
Kit -.56(102807-03 .53893163-04 
R1 i01).319215" 02 -. 5 "028 iI-OS 
LCH01-.11444846-04 .102.403300-0& 
Ri 103, .610425 i 3-04 -.42332243-05 
LAI03-.46679594-06 .28417624-07 
LOI03-.56846392-0S .30911591-06 
RI (041.10708535-03 -.50471583-05 
LAi,") .18675665-05 -. 50459689-0 / 
LOC04-.67077247-05 .37179442-06 
RJC05J.6453'832 03 -.62104160-05 
~!.!I~~~~.!..~!!::~_~~~1l9-~ _____ . ___ . __________ . ________________ ._. _____________ _ 
INPut J MATRIX OF Esf1AAreb PARAMetERS JtERATIoN NuMDEIt 
ox OV Dl KE .E 
X .8516366503 .2850260703 .64826412 02 -.15885398-02 -.18688031-02 .38218288-02 - .. 16938576 02 -:-.42126149 00·- .. "3705888 00 
i .Z850Z60103 .'1'4194& 02 .zU6tin6 02 -.IIJ293ze: ..... O! -.151066£2-Q2 .[ruZ4i62-1)2 -.SnS6iZ3 O[ -.3i3'W ........ l 66··-.21116318( .... 01 
Z .61t826412 02 .21780316 02 .51991t82901 .12290161-03 -.25179789-03 -.50946106-03 -.51t718344 00 .4380506"1-01 -.97082003-01 
ox -.15885398-02 -.10293284-03 .12290161-03 .9990241302 .18541159=01 - .... 3641042-01 .. 192Z0584=OJ .6243410/-04 -.1155253F'1K 
DY -.18688031-02 -.15708662-02 -.25179789-03 .18547159-07 .9990250502 .112683"6-06 -.67230116-04 -.39833532-04 .12679693-03 
at .38218286-02 .11024262-02 -.50946106-03 -.4364104Z-01 .11268346=06 .99902683 02 .. 58613088-04 .11663531-04 ... • 291"154=04 
KE -.1~93d516 02 -.5.915.612.301 -.541l634ft. (1) .1922058,...03 -.612301lb-04 .,}8813088-04 .3517b16501 .47396158 OCt'-.30384642 00 
RE -.UI26t.,9 00 -.3.3349441 00 .43605061-01 .62434/01-04 -.3983353Z-04 .11663531-04 .",/396158 00 .40009/84 03·-.51036426=01 
G -.4370588800 -.28163180-01 -.97082003-01 -.71552533-04 .12679693-03 .29749154-04 -.30384642 00 -.5703842~01 .11149291 02 
1\" .1800136600 .1298046800 - .. 15260668-01 -.22135485-04 .12161121-04 -.5l12n38-0S -.11841105 00 -.3644463Z-01 .2129195S=01 
RJI01-.10782327 03 -.39245117 02 -.1062256402 .58088388-03 -.13701642-02 .30789632-02 -.11318755 01 -.91926836 00 .5965908300 
(0\1)1-.25431[51 05 -.lU3lS''''' 05 -.3003/06$ 0 ... -.1152282tF01 .11321891 00 -.29554281 00 -.20269861 04 -.24135398 03 .• 18U\5183 03 
RI103-.70891644 03 -.2698557003 -.52864302 02 .69693921-04 -.35613984-03 .51655930-03 .4433990902 .8801t8049 01·-.37021707 01 
[AtOl1-522dS94 05 .. 19899454 05 .389800lJ004 -.51511596-02 .26291696-01 -.38162,88-01 -.32690[50 U4.-.648958Zl 03 .2129090603 
LO(03J.3408610705 .1261185205 .2528110204 -.11077179-02 .11316003-01 .... 112571t81 .. 01 -.2202615304 -.4726012503 .1899953903 
kllU ..... ii83112& 03 .52898314 02 .168i/3d 02 .20028888-0Z -.39329205"'OZ .1145465101 .3985515902 .513126/601 -.34441551 01 
l..AIOlt-.lbd24338 05 -.538032"10 04 -.Vt538103 04 .95764393-01 -.74893890-01 .4919303500 .. 9545195403 .1891117503 -.69491098 02 
[0,04-.319899820 .. -.13411811 04 .8211684503 .2013050[ 00 -.28851548 00 .10fli131801 .S ... 5363ZI 04 .68301518·03 -.51916"" 03 
RII05-.93882275 01 .11580372 01 -410983517 02 .84427038-03 -.21964951-02 .51179768-02 -.32077143 02 -.66824017 01 .4995278701 
[ot05i .155154 12 06 .46236359 05 .11420230 05 • (0156812-01 -.13883021 00 .400"112 00 -.36505401 O"t .. 46008911 OJ -.26uii82 03 
RilUli [OCOIl kil03, 'At03, [0,03, kl,041 Cli04, lUlU4, 
X .1600136600 -.10162321 03 -.2843118105 -.1089[64" 03 .52211594 OS .3"08610105 .. li83It28 03 -.1682 ... 338 05 -.3[9899820" 
Y .12980468 00 -.39245117 02 -.10315742 .05 -.26985570 03 .19899454 05 .12611852 05 .5289831402 -.53803270 04 -.13417871 04 
Z -.15260688-01 -eI0622564 02 -.30031066 04 -.52864302 02 .38980086 04 .2528[[U204 .. 166"3(3 Oil -.LA5Jl!103 Oi .lZti6«'S 03 
D)( -.221351t85-04 .58088388-03 -.11522820-01 .69693921-04 -.51511596-02 -.11077179-02 .20028888-02 .95764393-01 .20130501 00 
Df .12161121-0" -. 0101642-02 .1132/691 00 -.35613964-03 .26291696-01 .1l316003-bi -.39329Z0S=02 -.14893890=01 -.Z8651548 00 
oz -.51729438-05 .30789632-02 -.29"554281 00 .51655930-03 -.38162788-01 -.11257481-01 .11454651-01 .49193035 00 .1097737801 
kt -.[184"05 00.-.II3[al55 01 -.2026986104 .44339'109 (12 -.32690[50 04 -.22026[53 04 .396$515902 .95451954 OJ .5453uZ1 0 .. 
RE -.364-4't832.-0l - .. 9l926836 00 -.2"135398 03 .880"8049 Ol -.64l!9S62.1 03 -.4-l'l.601.25 030 .5131261601 .la91717503 .6&30151803 
G .21291955-01 .59659083 00 .188 ... 5183 OJ -.3102110' 01 .21290906 0:3 .18999539 OJ -.34441551 01 -.69"1098 02 -.519164+\ 03 
KM .53578897-01 .3466485200 .9117898302 -.32749304 01 .2413812403 .1753456003 -.21626042 01 -.71151700 02 -.25848354 03 
RIiOil.3"t66485200 .14J0443602 .1621199205 .10361106 6Z - .. 16509""6 03 -.64090496 03 -.C!nl1102 OJ -.43902819 03·-.15809945 65 
LO(01l.91178983 02 .16271992 05 .44584900 07 .11263179 05 -.83060753 06 -.51771580 06 -.4·H71042 05 .69709881 06 -.35936073 07 
R[(0!-.. 3Zl49304 01 .103\0 LUS 02 "nU3[19 05 • [433 rilet I)lt -.B4'95[S"t 06 -.US9'JI3iS3 65 .[41Bi"Ol 03 .Zh01966 05 .285b<j68 05 
LAI031.24138124 03 -.76509416 03 -.83060753 06 -.1349518'" 06 .1116755508 .63354071 07 -e10453449 05 -.16148046 07 -.21021726 07 
(0103'.11534560 03 -.64090496 03 -.5[1I15aO 06 -.65991363 05 .6335.,011 01 .52069051 or -.13936430 04 -.10166111 01 -.[4249135 01 
RIi04-.21626042 01 -.21311102 03 -.44771042 05 .14181401 03 -.101t534"'9 OS -.73938",30 04 .1175371704 .32043860 os .94880682 05 
[1\104-.1115110002 -.43902819 03 .69/09M[ 06 .2[90i966 (15 -.16148046 01 -.10'66111 01 .3204166065 .JB5419BS Of .2,9U3b301 
U).(04-.Z584835o't- 03 -.1508G9945 OS -.3593&G73 G"I .2&513988 05 -.210Z1726 0"1 -.14249135 0"1 .94880682 05 .2791330301 .1424S!28 08 
RlI05j.2O\9BI[Jts 01 -.41i6362s 02 .1Z143414 05 -.1220354362 .90126955 OJ .32313[0203 -.20702050 03 -.7510000, 04 - .. 18564161 05 
LO(05-.16760519 03 -.11211580 05 -.34050930 07 .48244372 04 -.35561785 06 -.25206016 06 -.56762011 05 -.61964"60 07 -.89941672 07 
kiluS, toWS) 
X -.93662215 01 .[5515,,206 
Y .11580372 01 .46236359 05 
Z -.10983511 02 .11420230 05 
0)( e844Z1038-03. 70156812-01 
Of -.21964951-02 -.13683021 00 
Dl .51179768-02 .40077712 00 
kE -.32011i43 02 -. 36505 ... 01 04 
RE -.66BZ4011 01 .48008971 03 
G .49952181 OX -.26131182 03 
KiM .24987148 01 -.16760S79 03 
RII01- .... 1263028 02 -.1l211580 as 
L0101l.12143414 os -.34050930 07 
Rli03-.U203543 Ot .48Z44312 04 
LAi03}.90126955 03 -.35561785 06 
[0103'.323[310Z 03 -.25206016 06 
RII04-.20702050 03 -.56162011 05 
CAIO't-.i5iO0005 04 -.61964460 01 
LO(Oo\-.18S641U 05 -.89941672 07 
RIi05i.19996329 04 -./860934104 
LoI05-.78609341 04 .56914344 08 
_______________________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-694 
CASE I SPICE TRAJECToRi ES 
EPHEMERIS TAPE IV WJTH MARS VELOCITIES. 8-8 IS 
GME .39860138 06 
G .66109998-19 
G"M .49025900 04 
EGA .• 398&0320 06 
ARA" .35610000 01 
INJECTION CONDITIONS 
J • 16Z34500-0Z 
A. ..88782491 29 
GMS .1321151t-4 12 
MCM .49021 119 04 
·G8 .392H036 00 
MOON 
H -.57499999-05 
B .. 88800499 29 
GHy .. 32476952 06 
JA .. 2920tJOOO-02 
MAS .. 37410000 03 
o .78749999-05 
C .88831498 29 
GMA .• 42977799 05 
HA .00000000 00 
GRI .00000000 00 
RE .63781650 O~ 
OME .41180141-02 
GMC .3791870008 
DA .00000000 ·00 
GB2 .00000000 '00 
REM .63 783080 'O~ 
AU .. 1495990b 09 
GMJ .12611062 09 
KA .. 34110000 04. 
SC .10Z00000 09 
235666506353202400000000 J.D.- 2438605.93608796 JULY 29,1961t 10 21 58.000 
GEOCENTR.IC XO .15667452 06 YO .. 6301t1633 05 ZO .80176773 04 OXD .1434261601 OYO .97257020 00 DID .28116151 00 
I..AKII::tU'" GI'!C .00000000 00 sGC ... 00000000 00 iO .31618000 05 GAA .10409313 03 GAO .30661226 03 
DATE OF RUN 111464A 000000 EARTH IS THE CEfiTRAL 80DY FOR: INTEGRATION COWELL EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
o DAYS 0 HRS. 0 MIN.. 0.000 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
IX .15667452 06 
R .16901513 06 
R ,,16901513 06 
XS -.89949611 08 
XM .38246390 06 
Xi .38246390 06 
RS .15187'138 09 
GED .21510181 01 
OUT .35000000 02 
OAt .00000000 00 
Y .63041632 05 
DEC .21383859 01 
LAT .27383859 01 
YS .11221319 09 
YH .27456503 05 
Y I .21456503 05 
VS .29327596 02 
All .16269691 06 
DT .12000000 03 
eeL .25840128 03 
EPOCH OF PERltENI ER PASSAGE 
SMA .Z4408708 06 ECC .97401692 00 
VH .1466[110 00 C3 -.16330294 01 
TA .16192552 03 HTA .00000000 00 
X .15661452 06 
INC .28707628 02 
Wi .13910134 00 
QX .61926354 00 
HX -.61926359 00 
DAP -.11169144 02 
BTQ .49420811 05 
HELIOCENTRIC 
x .90106291 08 
R .15192106 09 
XE .89949611 08 
x'r ·~903320BO 08 
lYE -.18691116 02 
EPS .74995022 02 
MPS .13111124 03 
RPM .23110450 06 
SAt • 58666985-10 
GCE .10159211 03 
REP .16907513 06 
.63041632 05 
LAN .16908152 02 
NY -.45951610 00 
QY .... 65062111 00 
BY .65062121 00 
RAP .21804079 03 
8RO -.24767313 05 
Y -.U2a01S 09 
LAT -.18688384 02 
YE -.11221379 09 
YT -.11224633 09 
LoE • 30810042 03 
ESP .60570802-01 
ASp • 57614939-01 
SPN .72833150 02 
GCT .28170321 03 
YEP .17555710 ·01 
1 DAYS ·19. HRS. 5 MIN. 21.120 SEC. 
GEOCENTRIC 
X .29850499 06 V .17412139 06 
R .34836615 06 DEC· • 12550883 01 
. R .34836615 06 LAT .72550892 01 
XS -.93556355 08 YS .10912886 09 
XM .33704213 06 VM .16531119 06 
Xl .33104213 06 YI .16531119 06 
RS .151R4656 O~ VS .29338412 OZ 
GED .13039989 01 ALI .3"t198829 06 
OUT .35000000 OZ DT .1t8000000 03 
OAt .00000000 00 eLL .25940595 03 
EpoCH 0" PERICENI ER PASSAGE 
S~A .Z5654037 06 ECC .98661000 bO 
VA .10233529 OU C3 -.15531569 01 
TA .17351379 03 MTA .00000000 00 
X .29850499 06 
INC .31361147 OZ 
AX • 16253819 00 
ax .58206676 00 
ax -.58206690 00 
OAP -.10486331 OZ 
BtQ .36335064 05 
HELtOteNfRlt. 
X .93854859 08 
R .15189126 09 . 
XE .93556355 08 
XT .93893397 08 
lYE -.18262074 bit 
EPS .82563011 02 
MPS .14331163 03 
RPM .39999995 05 
SAC .58690012-10 
GCE .10059405 03 
REP .34836615 06 
i .11 .... 12139 06 
LAN .18198795 OZ 
AY -.494397/2 00 
QY -.65074910 00 
BY .65014925 00 
RAP .Z1587834 03 
BRU -.20146889 05 
y -.10455414 09 
LAT -.18239035 02 
VE -.10972666 09 
YT - .10956354 09 
[OE .31045131 03 
ESP .13028593 00 
MSP .98911702-02 
SP" .81514029 02 
GeT .280083808 003 
YEP .85111604 00 
1 DAYS 19 HRS. 5 MIN .. 21.120 SEC. 
CHA"GE OF PHASE OCCURS AT THIS POINT 
2 DAYS 2 HRS. 57 MIN. 50.128 SEC. 
235666506353202400000000 ,J.O.- 2438605.93608796 ,JULY 29, 196~ 10 21 58.000 
Z .80776772 04 
t(A .21918536 02 
LON .2'1782480 03 
L~ .48686114 08 
ZM -.26012533 05 
Z I -. 26012533 05 
RM .38432941 06 
LUS • 24606686 02 
DR .11051341 01 
Me[ .11049581 00 
OX .14342615 01 
V .1155511001 
VE .12070911 02 
DXS -.235[6068 02 
DXM -.83439838-01 
OX, -.83439838-01 
VM .10218263 01 
RAS .128/0042 03 
SHA .16335121 06 
leL • 11049581 00 
GEQCENIRIC CONIC 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
Dr .97257017 00 
PIA .76231923 02 
PTE .81207508 01 
OYS -.16017/28 02 
DYM .93230140 00 
Oyl .93a0140 00 
RT .38432947 06 
RAM .... 1061312 01 
OES .18697176 OZ 
DZ .28116150 00 
AZ .61412209 02 
AlE .27095862 03 
DZS - .64720238 01 
DZM .40985468 00· 
DU .40985468 00 
VT .10218263 01 
[uM .26001239 03 
OEM ~ .38809100 01 
235666450062202631340000 J.D ... 243860S.2i64251}i JULY 28,196ft 11 11 31}.199 
8 .55Z79679 05 SLR .lZ519479 05 APO .48183Z03 06 RCA .63U1336 04 
Cl .10641925 os TFp .62118801 05 fF -.11211889 02 peR .Z0002138 05 
EA .71608125 02 MA .18651646 02 C3J -.20370906 01 TFI .00000000 00 
Z • 80776772 04 
APF .20378266 03 
Wi .. 81708221 00 
QZ -.4395504'1 00 
QZ • 43955050 00 
8 .55279619 AS 
z -.4a676696 08 
LON .30816480 03 
ZE -. 48686174 08 
z;r -.48712787 08 
lfT -.16680121 02 
SEP .10494331 03 
SMp .• 42110242 02 
SIP .13734035 03 
CPE .97484329 02" 
All VECTORS 
ux .1434Z615 0 [ 
MX -.34898686 00 
PX -.11265530 00 
RX .15255151 00 
Tx - .. 61622233 00 
fHA .33338222 03 
oX • 249S03Z9 dt 
v .31011970 02 
DXE .23516068 02 
DXT .23432628 02 
lOI .30882594 03 
EPM .. 14723360 03 
SEA .. 12393571 03 
CPT .92025127 02 
CPS • 76871848 02 
REFERENCED TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
OY .91257011 00 D1 .28116150 00 
MY .80601934 00 MZ ·.41795831 00 
py -.604$5082 00 pi -.19370605 00 
RY .11936599 00 RZ -.98105958 00 
tY .18151225 DD 'i .00000000 00 
EQUAIORIAl COOROINArEs 
01" .11050298 02 
PTH -.21990135 00 
byE .16011128 02 
on .170100Z9 OZ 
kS r ... 15209221 09 
EMP .13713992 02 
EAs .55944169 02 
SIN .91590\235 02 
D2 .16806116 00 
DZ • 72531 853 01 
AZ • 75813~1l 02 
blE .69720238 01 
on .7381878S 01 
y$t .29881188 02 
M~P .18992391 02 
ESM .11992400 00 
01 .ZZ561861 00 
03 .18732549-02 
235666622147202617300001 J.D.- 2438601.73147129 JULY 31, 196~ 05 33 19.120 
EQUATORUL COORDINATES 
Z .~3994134 05 OX .64990292 00 OV .52828978 00 OZ .18Z16479 00 
RA • 30255502 02 v .85111604 DO PIA • 1991tb541 02 At .5940605" 02 
LON .358054-18 03 VE .25085318 .02 PTE .19279506 01 AZE .Z7017~13 03 
ZS .4/583231 08 DXS - .. 22981690 02 D'S -,16131646 02 OiS -.1i2550923 bl 
ZM .37879808 05 DXM -.49758343 00 DVM .81618858 00 DZM .40181758 00 
£t • 3/819808 uS DXI -.49158;'43 Ou Oyl .8und85d 00 bLt .4i018I 158 00 
RM .37730922 06 VM .10384985 01 RT .37730922 06 VT .1038498$ 01 
LOS .98250049 02 KA> .13045131 03· RAM .26127161 02 lOM ... 35392644 03 
OR .84393963 00 SHA .34553736 06 DES .18262074 OZ OEM .57618937 01 
MCL .24403196 00 ItL .24403/96 00 
GEOtENIRIC CONIC 
2356664:53334202165500001 J.D ... 2438605 .. 2\1541512 JULt 28,1964 19 05 23.919 
8 .41841011 05 SLR .68241528 04 APO .50964-567 06 RCA .34-35074-2 04 
Cl .52154138 05 IFP .2104/520 06 IF -.15316133 02 PER .21552259 05 
EA .11127205 03 MA .58594840 02 C3J -.20580705 01 TFl .4-3089200 02 
l ..... 3994[34 05 
APF .Z0046971 03 
AZ' • 95390399 00 
az -.48756889 00 
HZ • 4875690[ 00 
B • 41841011 05 
z -.47539242 08 
LON .31058646 03 
ze -.47583231 08 
ZT -.41545351 08 
Cff -.18231416 02 
SEP .97306579 02 
SMP • 36679354 02 
SIP .14082134 0.3 
CPE .98550263 02 
ALL VECTORS 
UA .64990292 00 
MX -.489Z3678 00 
PX -. 19613050 00 
RX .14146868 00 
IX -.59606610 00 
fRA .33021415 03 
OX .23631593 02 
v .30193879 02 
oxe .22981690 02 
DXT .22484106 02 
Lot .31059580 03 
EPM .13412486 03 
SEN .10167094 03 
CPT .9"0021776 02 
CPS .. 71055966 02 
REFERENCED TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
DY .52828918 00 OZ .18216479 00 
MV .71115935 DO MZ. 50487558 00 
PY -.57627183 00 PZ -.18200095 00 
RY .10666459 00 RZ -.98329834- 00 
I Y .81026'25 00 fZ .00000000 00 
EQUATORIAL COORDINAtES 
OT • 11259936 02 
pTH -.331~0\005 00 
DyE .16131646 02 
OYT .175~9835 02 
RSf .15192334 09 
EMP .41510751 02 
eMS .78189105 02 
SIN .91531491 02 
02 .10732!io7 01 
OZ .14372510 01 
AZ .75081514- 02 
OlE .12550923 bl 
Oll .76569098 01. 
vSf .29532355 02 
MEP .43643786 01 
EsM .1391013' 00 
01 .130~7323 01 
03 .76185481-01 
235666622147202617300001 J.u.= 2438601-13147129 JUly 31,19640533 19.120 
EARTH [S THE"CEN7RAL BODY FOR INTEGRATION COWEll EQUATIONS OF HonON 
235666640027202135131643 J.D.- 2438608.05959175 JULY 31,1964 13 25 1t8.728 
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CASE 1 SPACE TRAJECTORIES 
GEuceNrRIC ---------------------.~-
y 
.18,,1490 06 Z ---------r-----c.",32"O"'z".T'13,.,srrr06.------v--:-nn<rt..","".,___--,---."4"8"'6"-'2 '~-UX--;Z0"ZZ8714 01 OY .7tn2"SllTo-W--"OccZ----:."z"80"'lrrO"'2..-Qlr--'o"'O------------
DEC .14624127 01 RA .31441102 06 .30)13517 02 V .20816244 01 PTH .71875039 02 Al .27199568 03 
LAI .. 14624121 01 [ON k .3144110106 .2391254403 OE .21'9163602 "II; .40938121 UC--n-e--.210U'46/"'t 03 
YS .10925284 0' zS 
TM .18198435 06 2A ---------;;,=~o-----'-: ''''3~;-;~r<i~c7~6-i:>4 !;,;!;--;;g:i---Oi---'-n;.;"mrnc-;;,'------';R-----=.: :«~,;:~-i;r;";,,~ii: -~--~-.;;~~-~~ ~;~~ g~~ -: ~~g~-gn-~ -------------
YT .18198435 06 IT 
VS .29340519 02 kH --------;;.:~<----:-:1i~~<iln;:-i!oir65r.1;r--n-g;ii-~iri:----:-m.i-ri-rnrn;---i;.;,----:-:~~~~i:}-·~!- ~~-~·:·i~VJ·-g}~Pi+--~~H!~-.. g~·---·Q~-·~-i~f~::~~ g~-----------
AlT .36803917 06 LOS GED .75126885 01 .34012244 03 RAS .13011052 03 RAM .30282111 02 LOM .23963409 03 
001 .35000000 02 .198403 II 01 SHA .31126506 06 oes .19181)900 02 oeM ./5097041 01 01 .30000000 02 DR 
________ "-0""C=---'-.0"'0:.:0:.:0-'-00"'0:.:0'--"00'---=-=--'---=-=-'-'--='--"'=-----"''''-_.:.:3:..:4'''2-=-'6'''0:.:'",5_0,-,3 TC':_~~2160~ ______ . ___________________________ __ CCl .25948618 03 MCl 
HELIOCENTRIC 
____________ ~E~Q~UATOR ~~_COORDINATES 
: :i:~!:~:: g; lA~ ::!~i~~!~~ g~ LO~ -:;i~!~;::. g; D~ :~i~g:~;~·-~§ p~~ :g§;!g~~~-~~ :1:e;;1:il~~~i:4r-l-!gr;~--------­
---------T:~r---:-: 9.;,9:;.;~"g-i:3,,4 ~"~.--.ig8.r8 --~~n;r----:7: 1n1g .. :rii&",!!<i:r.:Z,--o""O: -#-;;.-:j~:~:~--g: --. .g;}- ;ii;~;~* g4 -·~-~#:m;~gHi}-;~i~:·mt·M------------
-------E~,,!i-~---::i~;.~t<;~m~;;~;g:°T-1 -n~;7~----E~i~;p----::TI;;!~;;~rB~7~~iif~-~:;~!~~~~ gi--~ .. -;~~~~~ ~~! : ~~~~:~~~-~~ ~~~~;Z~If\"~,,1 ... ~-,g,,,~,--------
:~~ :!g;;~;! S! ~!: :!i:~!i~~-~: SMP .61525483 02 SEM .91509211 02 EMS .82350162 02 ESM .14110091 00 __________ _ 
SAC .56691248-10 
GeE '.10051381 03 Gtl .262613960, SIP .11241391 Or--cPT----;llJT55Z2cr--0"3 SIN .10155228~m-~-~--···-------
REP .31441102 06 
SELENOCENTRIC 
YEP .2081624401 CPE .9844346002 CPS .77~~9218 02 02 .1531971403 03 -.448e~791 O~ 
X -.16351562 04 
R .it::Ji)i)q5S 04 
R .113559B3 04 
LIS .94280069 00 
ALT -.24044647 01 
RGE .21151914 03 
SAC .58691248-10 
Y -.26944140 03 
bEC -.11285152 ot 
LAT -.10701128 02 
LNS .27242310 03 
SHA -.16037164 04 
SVL -.16444151 02 
EPOCH OF PERI CENTER PASSAGE 
SMA -.40925170 04 ECC .10936285 01 
VH .10945045 01 C3 .119"19400 01 
TA -.11945492 03 MfA .15611886 oj 
ZAE .13175626 03 lAP .14584324 03 
OPI .00000060 00 OY .00000000 00 
Z -.51511044 03 
RA .lM3511z 03 
LON .33933150 03 
LrE • 58450094 01 
ALP .51316613 01 
HNG .1U48B61 03 
ox .25912450 01 
iJ .26{61$40 01 
YP .26149319 01 
lNE .35482939 03 
DR -.23540921 01 
SlA .61213393 02 
SELENOCENTRIC CONIC 
EQUATORIAL COORDINATes 
OY -.34676125 00 
Plk -. 64108583 {)2 
PTP -.64190117 02 
OP .31721356-01 
~~ -:t}~~;:~~'-1 g,;gr-----------
ALP .11489046 03 
ASD .90000000 02 
235666640246202233164243 J.D." 2438608.06621714 JULy 31.1964 13 35 21.21"3 
8 .18119414 04 SLR .80222820 03 APO .00000000 00 RCA .38:411602 03 
C1 .1<)831182 C4 TFP -.'511248418 03 TF .5112311402 LTF .5103015302 
EA -.43489174 02 HA -.87123029 01 C3J -.2169D962 c:rr-T"Fl--~·5i5961t090-02·---·--------
lAC .93425533 02 OEF, .13223113 03 IR .4152.~84 04 .. _~L....!..!!~~.!....C!Q... 
DPZ .38000000 02 
iLL VEcTORS REFERENCED TO ORBU PLANE OF TARGET 
IN~ :l~~g;:~r g~ LA~' :t:~gI:;§ g~ AP~ -:~~~;:~~: g~ ~~ ::~~~g:i:~-g~ ~; -:;~:~:~!i-g~ &~ ~~-gg- --------
--------i~;i-::-:': ... ;;iig .. g;;~i:go:?r-'*g,;-A--~wd;7--::-~:;;:rr;;;;~:;rg: .. ~":....,,gg:r---,~;;~r--~::.,Ir;t"7~io:g"Z"Z:--gilig;--i;,,:r--=::::1t"i~t~:~<;~'"g;;:_=ig;n~r--------;~~f----':'i~"'J;,~~;;Aii;r.:*~-~gg- --*:~g:~:~..gg-
BX .15413111 00 BY .86523861 00 Bl -.41708024 00 TX .18269214 00 TV .98317017 00 TZ .00000000 00 
!)xt -.9B:!I01144 00 S'tl .1826150000 511 .13695603-01 bAl .1841241000 RAJ .1694133903 
SXO .!i461199400 SYO -.16338544 00 SZO .3440057100 DAO .201211l5 02 RAO .30560941 03 
fTE .11929939 03 Ef5 .35560462 03 Eft .28369053 03 
810 .15923983 04 BRO .86452249 0:4 
X .1595~481 04 
1 Ne • 26869962 62 
WX .30514312 00 
ax -.92226808 00 
.8X .14155624 00 
SXI -. 58964434 00 
sxa -.1~710036 00 
E IE .34498668 03 
8TT .16239820 04 
Y -.60194210 03 
V'N .13 74:h31 03 
\tY .3328'882 00 
Qt -.12920432 00 
BY .49629831' 00 
SYI .80180603 00 
SYQ -.9064%056 00 
EiS .14469928 03 
8RT .80361322 03 
.18119414 04 IRA .28491195 02 
Z -.32229408 03 
ApF • 3231 fl195 03 
WI .89203459 1)0 
Ot • 36431824 00 
BZ -.44141550 00 
SZl -.910905"-01 
sza .39207283 00 
EIC .23295810 03 
8 .18119359 04 
ALL vee IDRS 
ox -.18813898 01 
MX .39518507-61 
PX -.23652132 00 
RX .575206lf4=tJZ 
TX .80561212 00 
bAI -. 55 n6S16 01 
DAD .23083539 02 
THA .26328101 02 
REFEReNCED to IRue LUNAR EGO. PLANE 
DY .18184161 01 DZ -.33690097-01 
My -.74956443 00 Hz .26613122 OD 
py .93408305 00 PZ -.26748164 00 
Ry -.78211345-01 RZ -.99527$$1 00 
TY .59244333 00 TZ .00000000 00 
RAI .12633059 OJ 
RAO .26016720 03 
------------____________ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32·694 
u MATRix FOR MAPPING FORWARD IttRA'JON RUNDER 
ox DY DZ 
X .40941837 01 .16579625 00 .1208Zl92 00 .25045945-02 .a9121274-01t .65330359-03 
, .1161261801 .4056806000 .5942200O=Oi .(2901351-03 -.1428668$-03 .'II"~'t"'4:"'''U~ 
Z .15505672 00 .33344688-01 .28«029900 .14402604-03 -.27962818-05 -.10067949"03 
OX .458695580& -.11213146 05 .86135485 0'\ .218919[603 .Zn22S"'02 .14615 .. 2602 
OY .12919223 OS .10916882 06 .34975166 04 .12726348 '02 -.-H921236 02 .2941+701 01 
UZ -.4161256904 .386 ... 08 .. 04 .1012598' 06 .L't':t'tfU':IU ViC _13513943 00 -.426\0558 02 
KE -.61194699 00 -.57610550-01 -.26828021-01 -.37783331-03 .45674286-06 -.94653993-04 
RE -.60211502 02 • [8828248 02 .20321214 O[ - .6B285l"1i-0[ .60Jf255(FOj -.[61l8238-0i 
G .1000660601 -.372-45428 DO - .. 12676902 DO .57066","23-03 .19779762-03 .21"6396-03 
11... .3430'551 O[ -.41493056 00 -.91892l9J=0[ .22599502-02 .306[4523=03 .63313989-03 
RJCOll.OOOOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
[OiOll.OOOOUOOO 00 .00000000 OU .OOUUOOOO 00 .00000000 UU .UOOUUOOO 00 .00000000 00 
RI (03) .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
[Ai031.UOOOOOOO 00 .0000000000 .OOOOOOOO.UO .00000000 00 .oooooooooa .0000000000 
L0103) .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000.00 
kliO.J.OOOOOOOO 00 .OOOOQDOO 00 .00000000 00 .OOOOOUOO au .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
ltACO.).OOOOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00· .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
LUiti4,.WOOVVOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
R1I051.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .000"0000000 .00000000 00· 
[U'05l.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .OOOOOUOO 00 .0000000000 .00000000 00 
KH knOll [OtoLi kIl03, DiU], ,"OiU3' 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 ·00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
·.00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
Z .. 00000000 00 .00000000 00 .. 00000000 00 .OOQOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
DX .ODOODODU DO. .OOOOODOO DO .. 00000000 DO .00000000 DO .0000000"0 00 .00000000 DO 
Df .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .ODOOOOOO 00 
DZ .00000000 DO .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 ·00 
KE .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000060 00 .00000000 00 
.E .00000000 00 .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 00 
• .ddOOdddd 00 .00dUlJddd dO .dOOOO(JijO 00 .aaaOOO(Ji'J 00 .OOOOOuOu dO .WiJIJiNIij(}.(JU 
". .10000000 01 .00000000 DO .OOOOOOOQ DO .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 ·00 kiiOl'.OOOOOODO 00 .10000000 Ol .60000000 00 .00000000 00 .Oooooono 00 .60000000 00 
lOC01'.00000000 00 .00000000 DO .10000000 01 .00000000 00 ~OOOOOOOO DO .00000000 DO 1i11Q).DOOOODOO 00 .0DOODOOb 00 .00000000 00 .[0000000 O[ _00000060 00 .00000000 00 
LtAl031.00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO ... 10000000 01 .00000000 00 
toI03J.Oo;oOOOOb bO .00000000 06 .0bObOObD DO .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .[0000000 ·01 
Rlio.'.OOOOOOOO DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .. 00000000 DO .00000000 DO 
Ulo.).Obo00666 06 .06606000 00 .6000bOOo 00 .00006000 00 .00000000 06 .00000600 00 
LOCo.) .00000000 DO .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 DO 
RII05l.00000000 60 .00060000 00 .00000000 00 .00000006 00 .. 00000000 00 .00660600 -00 
lO(051.00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO .00000000 DO ... 00000000 00 .00000000 DO 
kliO;, UfoS! 
x .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
Y .00000000 00 .00000000 DO 
Z .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
Ox .00000000 00 .00000000 DO 
bf. .00060000 00 .00000000 00 
D' .00000000 DO .00000000 DO 
lE .00000000 00 .00000000 DO 
.E .00000000 DO .00000000 DO 
b .00000000 00 .0000uOOO 00 
". .00000000 DO .00000000 DO ki toiJ .00000000 00 .00000000 00 
L01011.00000000 DO .00000000 DO 
kl1031.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
LAi031.00000000 DO .00000000 00 
to'03'.000UOOOO 00 .00000000 00 
1UfO","'.OOOOOOOO 00 .00000000 00 
Ui04I.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
lOIQ4.I.OOOOOOOO DO .00000000 DO 
ki (05, .10000000 01 .OUOOOOOO 00 
lOI05) .00000000 DO .10000000 01 
CDVlli:URCI! RlTIUJ! :U l"lflCT JTl:RI7Jlm JilDRUJi 













































.00000000 00 .00000000 CJO 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000060 1)0 .bUbUOObO 06 
.. 00000000 00 .. 00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
:~ggggggg g~ :gggggggg gg 
.00000000 00 .10000000 01 
.00600000 00· .06000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 06 .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 DO .OOOOUCRJO 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 Ob .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .000ijOOOO ·00 
. LAIO"I lO(041 
.00000000 00 .000boooo 00 
.00000000 DO .00000000 00 
.00000000 00 .000bOOuO 00 
.00000000 00 .00000000 00 
.00000000 06 .00000000 Od 
.00000000 DO· .00000000 ·00 
.00000000 60 • 00000006 06 
.00000000 DO .00000000 00 
.DIIiR1iIlJlR1l1O . .DdllGDDOd 00 
.00000000 DO .00000000 ·00 
• 00000000 00 .OOOboooo .. 
.00000000 DO· .00000000 00 
.00000000 00· ~OOOboooo .. 
.00000000 00 .00000000 DO 
.boOOoooo 00: .000\)0000 06 
.00000000 ·00 .00000000 DO 
.10060000 61 .06660006 06 
.ODOOODOO DO .. 10000000 01 
.00000000 00 .. 00000000 ·00 
.00000000 OD .00000000 00 
.E 
x .76623512-01 -.25931951 00 .1.w,62940 00 -.762136M-0lt .21622266-03 -.3"'"818544-03 .97393923-01 .71499ZOe-OZ -.11220696-02 
f -.259][95[ 06 .25104[06 O[ -.6B693043 01 .6\6][29[-03 -.19245110:-02 .32412358-02 ."49IJ93 00 -.563[[25 ..... 01 -.46922113=62 
1 ~71t6629","0 00 -.686930.3 01 .1900351.02 -.1763,"30-02 .52908257-02 -.69568706-02 -.17660675 01 .15650606 00· .13150461..,01 
ox -. '6213664-0... .6463129[=03 -.[t6J443tF02 .lIW6hS=06 -.49838096-06 .831865Bf-06 .168ZD03O=VJ -.:vii '2800=04 -.60lt7U,,-Oi 
DY .21622266-03 -.19245176-02 .52'1OS257-02 .... 49838096-06 .14824639-0.5 -.24949421-05 - .. 50724594-03 .43652938-" .29025083-05 
01 -.:,..dlB54....-ua .324[Z558-0Z -.89588106-02 .83186581-06 -.249494284'05 ~4224386F05 .810462'''''03 -.13126412"'04 -.12350612=05 
KE .91393923-01.74-491395 00 -.17660675 01 .16820050-03 -.5072.59"-03 .670.6298-03 .23419515 01 -.11571501-01 .• 65'U669-02 
kE .tI'W9Z08-0l -.565h25 ..... 0[ .[565060600 -.1 .. ,,28UiFOIt .43852938-04 -.1l'2641Z-04 -.115tl50l-01 .1112590F02 .9150365lF04 
, -.11220696-02 - •• 6922873-02 .. 13750.67-01 -.66177179-06 .2902501!13-05 -.72350612-05 .655.1669-02 .91503653-0 •• 89180110-01 
""" -.22655928-01 .9602'062-0[ -.22102122 00 .29945980""04 -.144364'6=04 .[040""9=03 .140J9["r-oX -.2lt04I3+02 ."XD,,:n=W 
RI(01l .. 110.7179-DZ .90654601-03 .16689609-02 .116096029-01 .179952'\2-07 -.35111116-07 .56797750-01 .21170\448-04 -.4881045)-0, 
to,0I,.43'81086=-tJ4 .98002864=04 -.1111142100-:04 .2364"',,-01 -.495312'1-0' .. 52[6581"'-01 .59853821=-03 .58'3U["'6,· .20'81101-04 
RlC031.11846811-02 -.10033324-01 .287198","6-01 -.25637652-05 .18733083-05 -.13655932-0-4 -.95.3"30-02 .217690.3-03 .3221t0217-04 
Ui03-.h628340-0o • 16804195-04 -.19908139""03 .16958',..;=01 -.56)16:+0FOI .9392ll1FOI .1535239Y=o4 -.[5065486-u5 -.zaUHO'-O, 
LOC03-.1246365.-03 .86106596-0:1 -.2:1n1789-02 .22923580-06 .... 6n350.9-06 .11213130-05 .31610165-03 -.2025213 .. 04 .29590\1112*0, 
I", i04-.3814f261i=-tJ3 -. 15352265-01 .39440230-:01 -.36656854=05 .110819(3-04 -.[8936902-0 .. -.1985642"'01 .2886951"-03 .. 965820JFtAl 
LA(04).SI633960,-o5 -.123269311-03 .33341520-03 -~30362250-07 '.92527781-07 -.15862538-06 - .. 18"'"97351-04 .25873037-05 .11611" .... 05 
"UliJ<F.12/82355:OJ .81385412-03 - .. 2409180F02 .23218311-06 -.6839't813-06 .[1352551-05 .15li4&IF03 - .. 20,..Z81,,""04 ."386103"F0" 
RII05'.2Z266",Z2-o2 -.1"'"902555-01 .","2.29603-01 -.39063","99-05 .11756800-04 -.1968U5t,-0~ .57131375-02 .35859197-03 .81466942-04 
(0105-.12030451-03 .85[36949-03 -.2342101l-02 .22626112-06 -.66528116=06 .1l051566-05 .246824002-03 -.1989914:Fb4 ~"'U121-DiJ 
KM khUli lOIOU kil03. LAlOn LOCOJi RhO .... LAI04, LOt041 
x -.22655928=U[ .110iI119-02 .. 43181080=0 ... 11848B11-02 -.996283.0=06 - .. 12463654=03 -.38141264=03 .5183398iF03 -~12'8Z3iJS=D3 
Y .96027062-01 .90654601-03 .96002864-04 -.1003332"-01 .76864195-0It .. 86106596-03 -~15352265-01 -.12326938-03 .873115U2-03 
Z -.22l0212200 .[6869609-02 -.88141100=04 .l81l984O=OI -~1990&I3'F03 - .. 23141189=02 .394402lS=U[ .33341520=03 .... Z4U9f10F02 
OJ( .299>45980-04 .8809>6029-07 .23647919-07 -.25637652-05 .18956949-07 ~2292358o-06 -.16656854-05 -.30362250-01 .23271311-06 
Of -. r_~o~ro-v... .11995242-01 -.4953121[-01 • ,8U3tl8F05 -.563163QJ-0 1 -.61435049=06 .11081913=04 .9l5211B1-di -.o83'A81FU6 
01 .10.04909-03 -.35111116-07 .. 5216581..-07 -.13655932-Q4. .93927119-01 .. 11213730-05 -.18936902-1)0\ -.15862538-06 .11352551-05 
I(E .140191 .. 1-01 .56191150-01 .59B53821-03 -.'5U401F02 .1535239g::;:04 .)101016.,..03 -.[9BSM2iJ:Ol -.18491351-04 .IiJIiUIFd!& 
RE -.2176"'"139-02 .2117"46-00\ .5873131 .... 01 .237690.\3-03 .... 15065486-05 -.20252136-0. .181J69519-03 .25813031-05 -.20'4281,..0. 
G .4410lliS5-02 -.488l0453-0iS .20186301-04 .32240211-04 -.2SnHaM' .29394182=65 .W15i26384J.. ..i1611iJ& ..... 0" .4316103 .... 0" 
IQM .27917855-01 -.6755527..-03 •• 9062728-0~ .61","32014-Q4. .","6260678-05 .50147331-0. - .. 42503281-03 -.277.9806-05 .55929168-04 
kICOi-.6ISSSZ14-b3 .iOZltl6i1 00 -.3332"tilIF03 ·.322983&6=03 .&&46&032-06 .li258ItZ-05 .8005305=02 .4U618tZ=6S -.i002iJl92-04 
lOI01l.1t9062728-0"," -.33324110-03 .22071013-05 -.15226585-05 .2339761..-07 .8.022531-01 .17006968-0. -.47299761-06 .I6U9536-01 
ktcoJI.&H!20n=o" .§22§83B6=i)j -.15228585-05 .3iS11162J6-02 .... 1483[91-04 - .. 311102681-05 .U41iS91IHJ3 .4~93049,.o6 -.!61&626Fb5 
LAC031.46260876-o5 .88","66032-06 .23397614-01 .","1483197-0"," .54581991-06 .. 33210169-07 -.62.61465-06 - .. 73072263-08 .30198971-07 
(01031.5bl41331-04 .1125B112-b5 .8462253[-01 -.31802681-05 .3321b16g::;:01 .389,,9104-06 -."U18616=0!S -.4631Ula=Ol .3121748""06 
RI(Q4.-•• 2503281-03 .29005305-00! .17006966-0 •• 11.76918-03 -.62.61485-06 - .. 56318610-05 .33336294-02 -.3+490378-0. -.78193808-05 
(1,64-.21149806-05 .ii2i61812-O!i -.41299161-06 .41930495-06 -. 13012263-08 -.463liit8-o1 -.3",0318=04 .59843036=006 -.454,,8953=01 
LOi04).55~29866-04 -.10025192-00\ .86","29536-07 -.36766266-05 .3019S917-01 .. 31217489-06 -."78193808-0.5 -.+54"953"'07 .41362332-06 
RIC05-.56802801-63 .3#921511-02 -.li4itItB4B-04 .&1042513=04 -.4661954 ..... 66 - .. "6a46j92-0" .1010a535=03 .1869"a6!S=0" -.6#011241=0" 
LDC05'.53893163-0.· -.57702671-05 .10240330-06 -.42332243-05 .26417624-07 .36971597-06 -.50.71583-lJ5 -.50459689--01 .31179442-06 
~~. -oCO~I~05nl-----------------------------------------------------------------------
x .22286422=02 -.120]0451....,3 
Y -.1.902555-01 .851369.9-03 
l .42'i29803=O[ -.234210ti-02 
ox -.39063499-05 .22626172-06 
RE .35659197-03 -.196997"'"3-04 
G .8[466942-04 .4414ltU-US 
aM -.56602807-03 .53693163-0"," 
kl\OXI..3192""-02 -.5"028h-OS 
lO(01-.110\"6.6-04 .102.0330-04 
kl (03) .610425 13-04 .42332243-05 
LAi03-.-\667959","-o6 .Z8U 1624-07 
[0(03-.56&46392 ... 0, .3691 (591-06 
RI(04'.107pS'3S-03 -.50471'83:-05 
LAi04'.[8695865-05 .50459689-01 
LOI0 ..... 67077241-o' .37179442-06 
KiiU51.64531832=O'" -.62[0 .. '60-05 
LOI05-.6210.760-05 .36273119-06 
f8f 
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IAPAC' PARAMEtERS 64707131 132548 
N M41ktx: (I ARGEt uklHfAl PLANE) 
B.RO B.IO Ie C3 5.15 S.kS 
B.RU .3256/331 02 -.11931514 02 .15664596-03 .36250858-01 -.350015 13-02 .20614282-02 
8.10 - .11931574 02 .10351956 02 -.11133032-03 -.2081161/-01 .. 2008126 1-02 -. 11816563-02 
Ie .15664593-0] -.11 133030-03 .29589390-08 .. 236 19449":'06 -.22815368-07 .. 1331563 1-01 
C3 .36250851-01 -.20811617-01 .2~6'9453-06 .42102143-04 -.40102855-05 .23933820-05 
5.15 -.35001566-02 .2008126lF02 -.22815365-01 -.40102841-05 .39317660-06 -.23121159-06 
S.RS .20614216-02 -;1"Ilrr6'559~--;T33'I"'5lj:3/-01 .. 23933814-05 .... 23121159-06 .13599561-06 
NORMALIZED N HAlklX 
B.RU B. iO Ie C3 s. is S.RS 
B.~U .99999999 00 --9 '059862 00 .50461493 00 .91BZ8606 00 -.91814363 OU .. 91952285 DO 
8 .. 10 -.91659861 00 .10000000 01 -.6/039540 00 - .. 99616954 00 .99537345 00 - .. 99590380 00 
it .50461483 00 - .. 61039531 00 .10000000 01 .67041213 00 - .. 66890684 00 .66319105 00 
C3 .91828602 00 -.99616954 00 .61041284 00 .99999998 00 -.99910000 00 .99951227 00 
S.IS -.9/814344 00 .99531332 au -.66890611 00 -.99969962 00 .1000000D 01 -.99991825 00 
S.RS .91952258 00 -.99590353 00 .66319105 00 .99951I99 00 -.99991825 00 .10000000 01 
OHIOwO HAl RIX 
6.RO 8.10 IL C3 S.IS S.RS 
.41882091-02 -.13192300 01 -.13122824 01 .13644441-04 • 19it79215-03 • 25684024-04 
.19841481 00 -.95093483 00 -.31107259 00 .12411368-04 • 54902195-04 .87218104=65 
-.42064566 00 -.25896343 00 .824984z1-02 .35368[61-05 .14418806-04 - .18264600-05 
ox -.12347015 05 -.96304186 05 -.16017389 06 .27S74441 01 .21518:115 02 .. 29109148 01 
DY .6901&132 05 -.11811102 Ob .1850606& 05 .11691553 00 .14253490 01 -.11516613 00 
OZ -.16050349 06 -.66460121 05 .228812Z1 05 -.18420148 00 -.43086161-01 .10506358 00 .-----------------
.18119251 04 
8.RO .86451081 03 
8. to • 15923868 04 
B.Rt .80361322 03 
8.11 .16239820 04 
Il .51030154 02 
SMAA .o52325Zl 01 
SHIA .60536616 00 
1t1EIA .60688041 02' ... _ .. _- -------------------
DEL I .1958260 I 0\1 
DEL 8 .65512814 01 
UEL S .21433610 00 
IF .50964090 02 
N MAIRIX (lARGEI EQUAIOkLAt PLANet 
B.kl 8.11 IL 
6.1\T .33892{' , Oz -.11039'91 OZ .1609/540-03 
8. fT -.11039181 02 .90271094 01 -. hUI6I3-0j 
fi .16OY/!;36-03 -.1113}611-0) .29589390-08 
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APPENDIX G 
OOP format description 
Block No. references are to Appendixes E and F. All 
units are in kilometers and seconds unless otherwise 
specified. 
The above sequence is repeated until the orbit con-
verges. In the last iteration a trajectory based on the 
converged estimated parameters is run out to lunar 
encounter. See Appendix D for explanation of trajectory 
format. 











Input covariance matrix of estimated 
parameters from postmaneuver data a 
priority. 
Inverse of Block No.2 
Trajectory based on injection conditions 
from previous iteration. Its format is 
explained in Appendix D. 
The normal equation coefficients com-
bined with the a priori matrix at injec-
tion epoch. 
Correlation matrix based on Block No. 
5 
Solution vector and statistics of esti-
mated parameters from last iteration (see 
next page for explanation of format). 
Covariance matrix of estimated param-
eters, at injection epoch, from last 
iteration. 
Correlation matrix of estimated param-
eters, at injection epoch, from last 
iteration. 
Residual listings and data statistics for 
the tracking stations. First the residuals 
will be listed and then followed by the 
statistics. 
Following the trajectory printout is the U matrix which 
maps the covariance matrix at injection to encounter. 
Immediately below the U matrix is the covariance matrix 
on the estimated parameters at impact or closest approach 
epoch. This is formed by mapping the covariance matrix 
at injection to impact in double precision. 
There are three blocks following the covariance 
matrix. The first block is a covariance matrix N 
formed by mapping the upper 6 X 6 matrix of the co-
variance of impact into a new coordinate system (explained 
in Appendix A of this Report) (0";[, is in hr2). The second 
block is simply the correlation matrix of the first block 
covariance matrix. The third block is a mapping matrix 
which maps injection components into the B· T, B· R, 
etc. system. 
B = The vector measured from the center of the 
Moon perpendicular to the incoming asymp-
tote (in kilometers). 
B • RO = The B vector dotted on the R axis in km (T 
axis in the Moon's orbital plane). 
B • TO = The B vector dotted on the T axis in km (T 
axis in the Moon's orbital plane). 
B • RT = The B vector dotted on the R axis in km (T 
axis in the equatorial plane of the Moon). 
RESIDUAL LISTING FORMAT 
Frequency XXXX.X Last digits in transmitter, frequency 2966 XXXX.X in cps 
GMT TC Q CC3 
XX XX XX X X XXXXXXXX XX .XXX XX .XXXX16 
hr min sec Doppler Trans- Two-way Associated Residual 
count mitting doppler (CC3) weight (observed 
time station value in cps in minus 
in sec (floating point floating calculated) 
number) point in cps 
16Residuals followed by an asterisk (*) have been deleted from fit. 
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B • TT = The B vector dotted on the T axis in km Taxis 
in the equatorial plane of the Moon). 
T L = Linearized time of flight in hours. 
SMAA = The largest eigenvalue of the upper 2 X 2 of 
the N matrix (commonly called the semimajor 
axis of a 40 % dispersion ellipse in the B plane). 
SMIA = The semiminor axis of the dispersion ellipse or 
the other eigenvalue of the upper 2 X 2. 
THETA = The orientation angle of the semimajor axis of 
the dispersion ellipse measured counterclock-
wise from the Taxis. 
184 
DEL T = Uncertainty in the time of flight in sec. 
DEL B = (Nll + N22)'h where N's are from the first 
block of this sheet. 
DEL S = V 00 (DEL T) The position uncertainty in the 
direction of the incoming asymptote. Where 
V 00 = hyperbolic excess velocity in km/sec. 
TF = Orbital time of flight, in hours from injection 
epoch to impact or closest approach. 
The block following the B plane parameters is formed 
by rotating the upper 3 X 3 of the covariance matrix N 





Iteration number Epoch year/month/day XX XXX XX Clock XXXXXX 
505* XXXXX Q505** 
XXXXX 
GMT hr, min, sec (PC time nowl Floating pointing numbers 
hr, min, sec 
Q DQ STDEVDQ OLD Q NEW Q NOMINAL Q DQ (NOMI 
X, y, Z = Position space.fixed Difference in esti· Standard deviations Value of estimated Value of estimated Initial estimate of Total difference in new 
Cartesian component mated parameters on estimated parameters from parameters on th is parameters Q and nominal Q 
in km from previous itera· parameters previa us iteration iteration 
tion and this iteratian (Initial estimate on 
1 st iteration) 
OX, DY, OZ = Velocity space· 
fixed Cartesian 
in km/sec 
RI = Radius in KE = GM .. in 
km km3 /sec' 
LA = Latitude RE in == Radius of 




LO = Longitude KM = GM~ in 
in deg km3/sec2 
'*Weighted sum of the squares of the residuals. 
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